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EXCERPT from INDIAN HEMP 
DRUGS COMMISSION REPORT 1893-94 

To the H i n d u the h e m p plant is holy. A 
g u a r d i a n l i ve s in the bhang* leaf. ... To see 
in a d r e a m the l eaves , plant, or water of 
b h a n g is l u c k y ... A l o n g i n g for b h a n g 
foretel ls happ ines s . ... 

B h a n g the cooler is a f ebr i fuge 
[ fever reducer] . . . . It coo l s the heated 
b l o o d , s o o t h e s the o v e r - w a k e f u l to 
s l e e p , g i v e s b e a u t y , a n d s e c u r e s 
l ength of days . It cures d y s e n t e r y and 
sunstroke , clears p h l e g m , q u i c k e n s 
d i g e s t i o n , s h a r p e n s a p p e t i t e , 
m a k e s the t o n g u e of the l i s p e r 
plain , f re shens the intellect, and 
g i v e s a ler tness to the b o d y a n d 
ga ie ty to the m i n d . S u c h are the 
u s e f u l a n d n e e d f u l e n d s f o r 
w h i c h t h e A l m i g h t y m a d e 
bhang . ... B h a n g is a cordial , 
a bi le absorber, an appetiser, 
a p r o l o n g e r of l i fe . B h a n g 
q u i c k e n s f a n c y , d e e p e n s 
t h o u g h t , a n d braces judg-
ment . ... 

T h e H i n d u p o e t of 
Shiva , the Great Spirit that 
l i v ing in b h a n g p a s s e s to the 
drinker, s i n g s of b h a n g as the 
clearer of ignorance , the g iver of 
k n o w l e d g e . N o g e m or jewel can 

*A drink m a d e from mari juana leaves. 

t o u c h i n v a l u e b h a n g t a k e n t r u l y a n d 
reverently. H e w h o dr inks b h a n g dr inks 
S h i v a . T h e s o u l in w h o m t h e sp ir i t of 
b h a n g f i n d s a h o m e g l i d e s into the o c e a n 
of Be ing freed f r o m the w e a r y round of 

mat ter -b l inded self. ... 

B h a n g is the Joy-giver, the Sky-
flier, the H e a v e n l y - g u i d e , the P o o r 
Man' s H e a v e n , the Soother of Grief . . . . 

To f o r b i d o r e v e n s e r i o u s l y 
restrict the u s e of so ho ly and gracious 

a h e r b w o u l d c a u s e w i d e s p r e a d 
s u f f e r i n g a n d a n n o y a n c e a n d to 
large b a n d s of w o r s h i p p e d ascet ics 
d e e p - s e a t e d anger. It w o u l d rob the 
p e o p l e of a so lace in d i scomfort , of 
a cure in s ickness , of a g u a r d i a n 

w h o s e prec ious protect ion saves 
t h e m from the attacks of evi l 

inf luences . ... Like his H i n d u 
brother the M u s a l m a n fakir 
reveres b h a n g as the length-
ener of life, the freer f rom 
the b o n d s of se l f . B h a n g 
b r i n g s u n i o n w i t h t h e 

D i v i n e Sp ir i t . 'We d r a n k 
b h a n g and the m y s t e r y I a m 

H e g r e w p la in . S o g r a n d a 
result, so t iny a sin.' 

—excerpted from J.M. Campbel l ' s 
Note on the Religion of H e m p 
in IHDCR 1893-94. 

Figure 0.1. Historically, no plant has been both praised and villified as has Cannabis. Is it a gift from the Almighty ô  2 
devil-weed? Stylized drawing of Cannabis, the hemp and marijuana plant, by Dave Sheridan. 
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A n d now, borne far through the steaming air floats an odor, balsamic, startling; 

the odor of those plumes and stalks and blossoms from which is exuding freely the 

narcotic resin of the great nettle. 

- A l l e n (1900) from The Reign of Law 

PREFACE 

HASHISH! is a wide-ranging teaching and reference work for Cannabis enthusiasts. 
(Cannabis is the genus name for the marijuana or hemp plant.) The text and illustrations 
include much scholarly information about hashish history and cultures, traditional 
and contemporary manufacture and consumption, new high-tech production 
innovations, and the science of hashish. Personal travels, investigations, observations, 
and research in the underground and above-ground worlds of hashish reinforce 
conclusions based on scholarly evidence. A strong effort has been made to illuminate 
areas of contention and to clarify misconceptions or perceived contradictions. 

HASHISH! investigates natural processes, both ancient and modern, for the growth, 
collection, and purification of Cannabis resin glands, the plant parts that contain the 
psychoactive constituents in hashish. Ultimately, this book is intended for smokers 
blessed with a plentiful supply of Cannabis flowers and who possess a burning desire 
to produce high-quality hashish. HASHISH! will feed the dreams of Cannabis lovers 
waiting for the opportunity to use their new-found knowledge. 

There are no lies in HASHISH! My intention is not to raise false expectations but 
to inspire and to present factual, useful information. Fewer than one in ten who read 
this book have ever smoked and might never smoke truly great hashish, but HASHISH! 
does describe how truly great hashish can and soon will be manufactured. I am 
convinced that homegrown hashish will become the Cannabis craze of the twenty-first 
century. Domestic marijuana production in Western nations, which formerly only 
consumed hashish, rapidly is reaching levels where homegrown hashish production 
becomes economically viable. Eventually, hashish will become the mainstay of 
recreational Cannabis use. My hope is that, within this next decade, high-quality hashish 
once again will be legally available worldwide! 

HASHISH! analyzes and differentiates factual information from Old World folklore 
and hippie folktales. My information comes from many sources: I consulted explorers, 
travelers, scientists, and followers of the Hippie Hashish Trail, which went from Tangiers 
and Ibiza to Istanbul through Iran to Afghanistan, and on to Goa, Delhi, and Katmandu. 
My conclusions are based on historical accounts, counterculture books, and scientific 
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journals, combined with extensive personal travels, interviews, and experiments. Given 
the illegality of hashish-related activities, some sources understandably hesitated to go 
on record. On occasion, readers are asked to accept certain information as fact without 
citation. All first-hand sources deliver information colored by opinion and personal 
agenda. As Kerr (1877) said of his sources, "In Monghyr, [a flat-ganja smoking area] I 
was told that the consumers could not smoke the round sort on account of its greater 
narcotic power. These opinions, I need hardly say, are of no value, formed as they are 
by men biased by old habits and prejudices." 

Travelers of the Hippie Trail and those involved with the less-than-legal aspects 
of the hashish culture left no written records for public perusal. Some sources told 
differing stories when recounting memories of the same experiences. Information from 
these sources was weighed in an attempt to sort out the "truth." Likewise, with customs 
and law enforcement officials who had made forensic investigations, I considered their 
individual biases. 

In addition to tracing the fascinating history of hashish from ancient times through 
the Hippie Hashish Trail of the 1960s and 1970s, HASHISH! offers insights into the 
traditional craft of hashish-making without the use of chemical processes. Nature has 
provided Cannabis with unique glands that contain and secrete potent psychoactive 
resins that contain A'-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). The secret of making high-quality 
hashish is to collect Cannabis resin glands in their purest form. HASHISH! presents the 
information needed to do exactly that. The reader looking for some magical chemical 
formula to "turn garbage into gold" or to make the "world's most potent hash oil" 
should understand that this is NOT a chemistry book. Certainly, much of the information 
will be useful if that is your goal—bad hashish is all too easy to make and all too 
common on the world market. Bad hashish is described in order to expose it for the 
benefit of consumers, and low-quality hashish is described, but its production 
intentionally is not taught in HASHISH!. 

The quality of both marijuana and hashish, and also the availability of hashish 
imported into North America and Europe, have decreased greatly since the 1970s. 
Concurrently, the quality and availability of domestically cultivated Cannabis in North 
America and in Europe have increased steadily in the 1990s. The prices of high-quality 
marijuana and hashish, both imported and domestic, have risen steadily during the 
development and expansion of domestic marijuana cultivation. Unfortunately, 
continuing Cannabis prohibition while market demand remains high, likely means that 
prices will continue to escalate through the 1990s. 

Marijuana and hashish prices will not stabilize until international prohibition ends 
and the use of Cannabis as a recreational drug is once again legal. Prices never drop 
without a surplus. Supplies become restricted when a society prohibits a product of 
high demand and imposes stiff penalties for its production and distribution. Consumers' 
costs rise as distributors' risks and penalties rise. Prohibition has increased profits for 
producers and drug dealers, garnered more funding for law enforcers, and created 
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more victims for incarcerators. But after almost 60 years of effort, prohibition remains 
a counterproductive, destructive, and thoroughly failed policy. 

The primary incentive to produce a quality product comes from Western marijuana 
growers who can command astronomical prices for top-quality sinsemilla. Any 
marijuana and hashish ultimately is salable. The shortage of marijuana and hashish 
relegates product quality to a secondary consideration; even poor-quality products 
find willing buyers. 

It is too expensive for Cannabis consumers in North America and most Western 
nations to buy sufficient quantities of high-quality marijuana to make even small 
quantities of high-quality hashish. Consumers who wish to make hashish have two 
alternatives: either relocate to a Cannabis-growing nation where prohibition is not strictly 
enforced, or risk growing high-quality marijuana at home. Many smokers choose the 
latter despite draconian legal consequences. HASHISH! does not advocate breaking 
any law in pursuit of homegrown marijuana or homemade hashish. 

Unfortunately, most of the world's nations strongly prohibit hashish consumption, 
generally punishing possession of hashish more severely than possession of marijuana. 

Afghan i s t an and Lebanon 
(historical ly bo th majo r 
hashish centers) are embroiled 
in political turmoil. At this 
writing, there are few coun-
tries where Cannabis enthu-
siasts can go to experience 
what remains of the world of 
hash ish . A m s t e r d a m is a 
liberal and tolerant city. This 
a t t i t ude ex tends to a pro-
gressive policy on "soft" drug 
use. As long as there are no 
problems with the neighbors 
and the o w n e r ' s taxes are 
paid, the Dutch government 
largely ignores sales and con-
sumption of marijuana and 
hashish in "coffee shops." 
Literally hundreds of these 
small shops currently operate 
in A m s t e r d a m and many 
other cities and towns in the 
Netherlands. 

Figure 0.2. During the 1970s, hashish was shared openly in the 
bazaars of Afghanistan. Photo by Mingo Spade. 
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Relatively safe acquisition and consumption of Cannabis products are also possible 
in Morocco, northern India, and Nepal. Acquiring and consuming hashish, even in 
these Cannabis-tolerant places, are best done with discretion and consideration for others. 
One is wise to draw as little attention to oneself as possible. Discretion is the better part of 
valor—be cool, don't stand out, and never cause trouble; don't ruin a good thing for 
everyone. In Amsterdam, one can smoke too much when in public and be stoned more 
safely than one can in Morocco or in Nepal. Afghanistan and Lebanon are certainly out 
of the question for a smoker's vacation. 

HASHISH! is a guide for the reader who pursues greater knowledge of the 
wonderful world of hashish, but many questions remain unanswered. May this work 
aid and inspire future explorers in all disciplines of hashish research. 

Figure 0.3. Few Westerners have ever experienced the pleasures of smoking hashish of the highest quality, such 
as this rubbed Manali. 



INTRODUCTION 

HASHISH! is by intent a teaching tool. Specific topics are presented in varying 
degrees of detail in different parts of the book. When reading HASHISH! you may 
prefer to move from one section to another to understand all aspects of a certain topic. 
For example, while reading about the manufacture of sieved hashish in Morocco, you 
may wish to explore sieving in Basic Hashish-Making or in High-Tech Hashish-Making 
for in-depth looks at sieving specifics. HASHISH! is divided into six Parts: 

Part I, Hashish History, speculates on the prehistoric discovery of the euphoric 
properties of Cannabis, then surveys the history of hashish from ancient times up to 
about 1850. Hashish History contains an extensive, comparative time line of the history 
of hashish around the world and necessarily includes some history of the Cannabis 
plant. Origin myths for hashish and significant dates and events in the history of hashish 
are discussed at length in the text that accompanies the time line. 

Part II, Hashish-Making, which answers the question "How is hashish made?" 
begins with descriptions of the two methods of collecting Cannabis resin: hand-rubbing 
and sieving. While hand-rubbing is the much older technique, sieving is much more 
common today. Prior to consumption, resin is pressed mechanically or by hand, forming 
the resin into a "true" piece of hashish. Pressing and storage of Cannabis resin are the 
subjects in the latter section of Part II. 

Part III, Hashish Cultures, continues the history of hashish from 1850 to the present 
and examines 20th century hashish cultures. Some cultural practices about hashish-
making are in Part II and cultural aspects of smoking and eating hashish are necessarily 
in Part V. In the 1960s, adventurous youth from the West (Europeans, North Americans, 
and Australians) began to wander through central and southern Asia and the Middle 
East in search of various consciousness-expanding experiences. Gurus, meditation, 
Eastern cultures and religions, adventure, drugs, and other exotic pleasures motivated 
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the exploration of faraway lands. In HASHISH! the word "hippie" means those 
adventurous youthful travelers, often drug-taking counter-culture Westerners, who 
ranged through the hashish cultures of the world by the thousands, beginning in the 
early 1960s. Hippies were not the first Westerners to journey to the East and encounter 
or experience hashish; the Middle and Far East have been exotic destinations for 
centuries, and there in many places, hashish also has been used for centuries. 
Collectively, the destinations of the hippie travelers are called the Hippie Hashish Trail 
in HASHISH! Hippies had a huge cultural impact on the hashish world because, as 
members of the "baby boom" generation, they came in enormous numbers. Very many 
more non-traveling Westerners discovered hashish through the accounts of their 
traveling friends, creating a huge demand which precipitated tremendous changes in 
hashish production, export, and consumption (see Figure 4.13). 

Hashish Cultures presents some of the more interesting and significant events in 
the world of hashish in the twentieth century and relates how the Westernization of 
Cannabis consumption affected local cultures and modified Cannabis production and 
consumption patterns. Not all places described in Hashish Cultures were strictly part 
of the Hippie Hashish Trail, but the whole hashish-world of interest is presented. 

Part IV, Constituents and Quality of Hashish, answers the questions "What is 
hashish?" "What is in Cannabis resin?" and "What are THC, cannabinoids, and 
terpenoids?" First, the chemical makeup of hashish is explained. The various chemical 
components in hashish specifically influence different hashish textures, tastes, smells, 
and psychoactive qualities. Environmental factors also strongly influence hashish 
quality, and these are examined in an analysis of hashish-making and quality. 

Part V, Consumption of Hashish, details various cultural and popular aspects of 
hashish use. The primary reason for consuming hashish is to get "high," and the first 
topic within this part attempts to quantify the extremely subjective answers to the 
question "What is high?" Also addressed is the question, "How does hashish make the 
user high?" The means and consequences of ingestion are discussed. The oldest method 
for consuming hashish is by eating, which produces different mental and physical effects 
than does inhaling hashish smoke. Also described are different techniques used to heat 
hashish and to cause the THC to vaporize for inhalation. A discussion of the health 
impacts of hashish smoking and the medicinal uses of hashish concludes this chapter. 

Part VI, High-Tech Hashish-Making, presents the how and the why of modern 
developments for sophisticated high-technology hashish-making. Only when novel 
attempts are made to produce high-quality hashish are new innovations and advances 
in techniques developed. Were hashish production and consumption legal, Part VI, 
along with portions of Part II, would be the "how to" Parts. 

The detailed Table of Contents and the Index should help the reader quickly find 
and cross-reference any particular topic. 
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A Glossary is included for quick reference of all terms that may be unfamiliar, 
although almost all entries are defined when they first appear in the text. 

A Bibliography of references cited in the text is listed alphabetically by authors' 
names and publication dates for those interested in further study, or who want to 
examine a reference in more detail. 

The Appendix catalogs the worldwide hashish market over the past 25 years, 
based on underground sources and siezure reports. 

The cartoons by Roddy Heading illustrate "hippie folklore" and misconceptions. 

The drawings by Robin Ade illustrate local practices and apparati in each of the 
major hashish-producing areas. 

Making high-quality hashish basically is no more complex than concentrating the 
psychoactive THC by isolating and consolidating the Cannabis resin glands. Resin glands 
can be collected by several techniques, each of which can produce extremely potent 
hashish when performed correctly; the correct procedures are clearly explained. Low-
quality hashish can be manufactured by both sieving and rubbing. Low-quality hashish 
is produced in every hashish-producing region, sadly, in too great amounts. 

The price of both American and European Cannabis is now so high that the dried 
flowers sell at prices higher than those of hashish imported from traditional hashish-
making nations. Under these circumstances, high-quality hashish manufactured from 
domestic Cannabis remains far too expensive for the market to bear. In the very near 
future, both European and North American hashish will begin to be produced from 
domestic Cannabis. It will occur on a very limited scale at first, but occur it will. As 
demand inevitably increases, so does production. 
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PARTI: 

HASHISH HISTORY 

By God, bravo, hashish! It stirs deep meanings. 
Don't pay attention to those w h o blame it. 

Refrain from the daughter of the vines 
A n d do not be stingy with it. 

Eat it dry always and live! By God, bravo, hashish! 
It is above pure wine. 

W h e n noble men use it, 
Eat it and agree, young man. 

Eating it revives the dead. By God, bravo, hashish! 
It gives the stupid, inexperienced, dull person 

The cleverness of the straightforward sage. 
I don't think I can escape from it. 

... By God, bravo, hashish! 

—from a thirteenth century Arabian tale 

Figure 1.1. The Arabic word for hashish. 

Introduction 

Cannabis is the genus, the botanical name for the marijuana or hemp plant. The 
plant, which humans have used since prehistoric times, is especially versatile, and 
ancient peoples found uses for virtually every plant-part: Cannabis seeds are one of 
China's ancient "grains." Fiber (hemp) from its stem is made into paper, cloth, cordage, 
and other fibrous products. The root, leaves, and flowers have been used in medicinal 
preparations. The female flowers and floral leaves make up marijuana and these also 
produce the resin from which hashish is made. Exactly where, how, and by whom 
Cannabis was first used is unknown, but its ancient use for food, fiber, and recreational 
and medicinal drugs is well established by both archeological evidence and written 
accounts. 
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Tracing the Origin of Hashish 

Throughout Eurasian 
history, many trade routes 
opened allowing the diffusion of 
hashish-making and use. The 
origin of hashish is unclear, 
making the routes of its 
diffusion difficult to trace. The 
dispersal of ancient glass trade 
beads followed much the same 
routes as the early hashish 
trade and their study presents 
similar problems. A single style 
of beads dating from the 
Roman and Han eras (circa 
2000 years ago) is recovered 
from archeological sites in 
West Africa, the Middle East, 
and China. That identical glass 
beads were manufactured in 
each of these distant places is 
unlikely, but the original home 
and directions of trade in these 
beads are puzzling since the 
beads all come from the same 
time period. Trade beads and 
other products were copied by 
the peoples who had to import 
them, further obscuring the 
products' origins. Copies 
manufactured later also 
complicate the dating of events 
in their dispersal. Both east-
west and north-south trade 
across Eurasia have 
determined the routes followed 
by the spread of hashish use 
and manufacture. Hand-rubbed 
hashish most likely originated 
in South Asia and sieved 
hashish originated in Central 
Asia or Persia. 

The early use of crude Cannabis as a euphoriant is 
well documented. However, the paucity of hard evidence 
concerning the history of hashish, a drug derived from 
marijuana, has raised much speculation as to the antiquity 
of hashish itself. Many hashish aficionados believe that 
hashish is ancient, although data on early manufacture 
or use are sorely lacking. In researching for Hashish 
History, the available archeological and historical records 
of Eurasia were searched for the earliest evidence of 
hashish. Hashish origins can be traced to Central Asia, 
bu t precisely where or in which per iod is as yet 
undetermined. All of Central Asia has been contested 
territory for millennia; invaders from east and west have 
brought their cultural influences, jumbling traditions, 
beliefs, and legends together but leaving few written 
records. 

To determine the origin of any plant and its products, 
data from many sources are assembled and evaluated. 

Figure 1.2. Throughout China, Cannabis seeds are sold both raw and 
roasted for snacks. 

Neolithic period — The euphoriant powers of Cannabis were likely discovered by 
Neolithic people during their search for food 

• 8000 B.C. — Origin of agriculture in the Near East, most likely in Turkey 
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Botany, archeology, history, linguistics, and geography have all contributed insights 
into the origin and dispersal of Cannabis, marijuana, and hashish. Although information 
for a particular region or era may be incomplete, sufficient facts are available to support 
a preliminary model for the origin of Cannabis. 

The most important criterion in the search for the geographical origin of a cultivated 
plant is the range of its spontaneous growth (De Candolle 1882), that is, where the 
plant grew or still grows prior to, or away from, the influences of cultivation. We can 
assume that the origin of the cultivated plant will be near the location of its wild relatives, 
which may be descended from a time prior to domestication. At first, the process seems 
straightforward: survey pressed plant specimens held in herbarium collections and 
guidebooks about native plants around the world. Unfortunately, because Cannabis 
was one of the first plants to be cultivated and domesticated, it is particularly difficult 
to study its origins through herbarium collections. During its long history, Cannabis 
has had countless opportunities to escape cultivation, become naturalized (weedy), 
and to thrive in a wide variety of niches the world over. Cannabis is characterized as a 
weedy camp follower and, as such, is predisposed to cultivation, living in refuse from 
human occupation and following human migrations (Anderson 1956). Consequently, 
observers have difficulty accurately determining whether a population of Cannabis was 
indigenous to a region and grew spontaneously, or originated from escapes from recent 
or ancient cultivation. 

By tracing a plant's association with humans, archeological studies offer the most 
direct evidence of its ancient range. Plant remains are discovered occasionally in the 
presence of other artifacts which can be dated with certainty. Unfortunately, since 
Cannabis was only a minor source of food, its presence in the archeological record is 
more limited than the major cereal crops. Cannabis fibers, pollen grains, seeds, and 
resins have been discovered at a few ancient sites throughout the Old World and provide 
at least a partial picture of the ancient uses of Cannabis. However, these findings do not 
necessarily prove that Cannabis grew, either indigenously or by cultivation, in the regions 
where the plant remains were found. Cannabis undoubtedly was traded between ancient 
cultures at a very early date. Thus, any ancient Cannabis product unearthed could simply 
have been traded or brought from the region where the plant grew to the site of its 
discovery. Although the ancient range of Cannabis can be determined from the 
archeological record, the record provides no proof as yet for the site of origin. 

Historians attempt to reconstruct accurately the activities of past cultures, including 
their use of plant and animal resources. Culture often determines the method of 
utilization for a plant and, in turn, some of the selective pressures that influence the 
plant's evolution. Historians and explorers seldom have botanical training and they 

• c. 6000 B.C. — Earliest k n o w n u s e of Cannabis w a s its seeds for food in China 
• 2500-1500 B.C. — Aryans from Eastern Europe and Central Asia invade 

Persia and India 
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frequently mistake the identity of plants. Mistaken identification is especially true with 
the name hemp. Hemp is the common name for fiber-producing Cannabis strains, but 
the name has been applied to over a dozen fiber-plant species as well as to Cannabis 
drug strains. In old Arabian books, the term hashish is often used not just for Cannabis 
resin, but also for dried Cannabis leaves and sweet Cannabis confections. When searching 
for ethnobotanical data, historical reports must be verified or challenged with botanical 
evidence whenever possible. Fortunately, Cannabis, a very distinctive plant, was often 
noted in the accounts written by early European explorers who were familiar with its 
uses at home. 

The study of linguistics is one tool used to trace the dispersal of plants by humans. 
As plants were traded among ancient cultures, so were their names. Several of the root 
names for Cannabis products can be traced from Asia into Europe and Africa, indicating 
an Asian origin for Cannabis prior to its spread into Europe or Africa. The etymology of 
the word hashish is explored later in this chapter (see page 15). 

The various disciplines often provide data of unequal credibility and significance. 
It is the task of the hashish historian to weigh all the evidence available and determine 
which data are most valuable. In compiling the maps of world distribution and dispersal 
presented herein, only first-hand observations were used and these were considered 
valid only if the plant described sounded on all counts like Cannabis. In cases where a 
consensus of opinions between plant geographers and historians was reached, the joint 
conclusions were deemed more credible than was any single observation. When each 
scrap of evidence is fitted into place, there may be support for several credible theories 
as to the origin of Cannabis. However, absolute truths about Cannabis' ancient history 
remain shrouded. 

When a researcher suggests an original natural distribution for Cannabis prior to 
interaction with humans, or postulates when and where humans discovered hashish-
making, the suggestion is speculative. Speculation for its own sake can be an amusing 
intellectual diversion but it must not be confused with proof. However, speculation 
based on good evidence can be valuable, sometimes sowing seeds that grow into serious 
scientific study. Based on reasonable, fact-based speculation, researchers form 
hypotheses and create models that can be tested using rigorous scientific logic. After 
more data accumulate and are analyzed, definitive answers may be found. 

• 1500 B.C. — Cannabis cultivated in China for food and fiber but not hashish 
• 2000-1400 B.C. — Cannabis ment ioned in the Atharvaveda as "sacred grass" along with 

the legends of Shiva, Lord of Bhang 
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ANCIENT HISTORY 

Range of Spontaneous Growth of Cannabis 

In an evolutionary sense, Cannabis has been highly successful. It has spread over 
the globe and flourished at nearly every latitude supportive of plant life. Cannabis is a 
very adaptable plant, but its global dispersal was undeniably facilitated by humans to 
whom it has long been valuable. The diverse uses of Cannabis attracted much attention 
from early humans. Seeds of hemp (fiber) varieties of Cannabis were traded across the 
northern temperate regions of Eurasia, and later, the Americas. Easy to grow, hemp 
produced a strong, durable and, therefore, frequently sought fiber. Hemp and hemp 
products were traded widely, and hemp was cultivated extensively across northern 
and central Europe. Likewise, the seeds of Cannabis drug varieties spread across central 
and southern Eurasia at temperate and semi-tropical latitudes because they are easy to 
grow and produce a highly valued psychoactive resin in addition to crude fiber and 
edible seeds. (Drug Cannabis is any variety which is high in the psychoactive compound 
tetrahydrocannabinol—THC.) 

Many authorities on the origins of cultivated plants have studied Cannabis. 
Alphonse De Candolle (1882) was the originator of the idea that each crop plant has a 
discreet center of origin. The range of spontaneous (wild) growth and the diversity of 
species are connected to a plant's location of origin because all cultivated plant varieties 
evolved from wild populations. Also, the longer a species has existed in one location, 
the more time it has had to diversify. Agricultural plants in particular are subject to the 
sudden and often radical pressures of human selection. Human needs usually determine 
selective pressures for a particular plant product such as fiber, food, or medicine. 
Therefore, a cultivated plant varies from its wild ancestor primarily in those 
characteristics for which it is cultivated and selected by humans. For example, the resin 
of different drug varieties of Cannabis varies greatly in THC content (up to 15 percent 
THC by dry weight of floral clusters), but the fiber content of the stalks of drug varieties 
varies little (from 12 to 19 percent dry weight). On the other hand, fiber varieties vary 
greatly in fiber content (12 to 40 percent dry weight), but not in THC content (0.1 to 1.0 
percent dry weight). The characteristics of escapes from cultivation often vary similarly 
since these traits were originally selected by humans. Other wild characteristics tend 
to vary much less; less important to the cultivator, they escape careful scrutiny and 
selection (De Candolle 1882). If there is no noticeable impetus to select a particular 
trait, then that trait is ignored. 

Different authors report various ranges for the natural spontaneous growth of 
Cannabis. De Candolle (1882) stated that wild Cannabis grew only south of the Caspian 

• 700-300 B.C. — Scythian tribes rule western Central Asia and leave Cannabis 
seeds as offerings in royal tombs 
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Figure 1.4. Weedy (escaped) Cannabis growing in a fallow field in Hungary. Weedy stands of Cannabis flourish 
worldwide. 

Sea, in Siberia near the Irtysch River, and along the fringes of the Kirghiz Desert beyond 
Lake Baikal, and that it was first cultivated in southern Siberia. This range encom-
passes the territory of the ancient Scythian tribes (700 to 300 B.C.), possibly some of the 
earliest people to use Cannabis as a euphoriant. The India Hemp Drugs Commission 
Report (IHDCR 1893-4) described the region of spontaneous growth as including the 
Himalayan Foothills from Kashmir eastward through Nepal and India, and across to 
China. Currently, the range of spontaneous growth extends throughout Europe into 
Russia, the western and central nations of the former Soviet Union, and across China 
and South Asia into Southeast Asia. Most of these plant populations are not truly wild 
but are escapes from cultivation. Escaped Cannabis populations also grow in the Western 
Hemisphere. 

Hashish is a psychoactive product derived from marijuana (Cannabis). The bracts 
and leaflets in the female flower clusters of Cannabis are covered with glandular 
trichomes that contain THC, the principle psychoactive ingredient in marijuana. THC 

• 450-100 B.C. — Confucianism, Buddhism, Taoism, and Jainism established as the four 
main religions and ethical sys tems of Asia 

— Zoroastrianism begins in Persia 
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makes up part of the crude resin secreted within the resin 
heads of the glandular trichomes. Hashish is obtained 
by shaking or rubbing the glandular trichomes to 
dislodge and collect their intact gland heads or, when 
rubbed, their resin. The gland heads or resins thus 
obtained are pressed together (agglomerated) and shaped 
to become a piece of hashish. If hashish is ancient, as 
many presume, then the first hashish would have been 
produced within the range of wild growth, where plants 
were abundant and of sufficient psychoactivity to enable 
usable quantities to be made. In the IHDCR, the region 
of spontaneous growth includes the traditional area of 
hashish collection and production by hand-rubbing. (See 
Glossary for definitions of hand-rubbed versus sieved 
hashish.) 

Theories of the Geographical 
Origin of Cannabis 

Three possible hypotheses, each suggesting a 
different site of origin, and/or primary domestication, 
have been proposed by three different researchers to 
explain the origin and subsequent dispersal of Cannabis. 
The proposed sites are (1) China, along the Yangtze and 
Yellow rivers (Li 1974b), (2) Central Asia, from the 
Caucasus to the Altai mountains (De Candolle 1882), and 
(3) South Asia, throughout the foothills of the Himalayas 
and Hindu Kush Mountains (Sharma 1979). The fact that 
both Central Asia and South Asia are traditional centers 
of hashish production establishes more firmly an ancient 
presence of Cannabis in these areas. It is important to 
define the word traditional in this context. In terms of the 
practices of indigenous hashish cultures, this word is used 
to mean the situation prior to the arrival of the hippies 
and the commercialization of hashish production in 
response to mushrooming demand. 

Earliest Known Reference 
The first mention of the 

medical and euphoriant uses of 
Cannabis appears in the Pen 
Ts'ao, an early Chinese 
Materia Medica, originally 
attributed to Emperor Shen 
Nung, who lived around 2,000 
B.C. However, the original book 
is lost and the oldest version in 
existence dates to the first or 
second century A.D.The Pen 
Ts'ao states: 

"Ma fen (Cannabis seed) 
...if taken in excess will 
produce hallucinations (literally 
"seeing devils"). If taken over a 
long term, it makes one 
communicate with spirits and 
lightens one's body."(U 1974a.) 

During the second century 
A.D., the eminent Chinese 
surgeon Hua T'o successfully 
used an anesthetic made from 
Cannabis seeds and wine 
during complicated abdominal 
surgery (Li 1974a). The Ming-i 
Pieh-lu, written by the famous 
physician T'ao Hung Ching in 
the fifth century A.D. states: 

"Ma fen is not much used 
in prescriptions (nowadays). 
Necromancers use it in 
combination with ginseng to set 
forward time in order to reveal 
future events." (Li 1974a.) 

From the description of the 
spicy taste and the 
psychoactive effects of the ma 
fen Cannabis seed, the Pen 
Ts'ao and the Ming-i Pieh-lu 
most likely were referring to the 
resinous bracts that surround 
each seed, rather than the 
seed itself. The quantity of 
Cannabis used must have 
been fairly large to cause an 

221 B.C. — Final dominat ion of China by the Ch'in State—Great Wall erection 
b e g u n to exclude barbarian Mongol s 
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anesthetic effect (Mechoulam 
1986), and the alcohol in the 
wine may have served to 
extract and concentrate the 
active compounds from the 
Cannabis. 

These two books provide 
the earliest Chinese records 
acknowledging the euphoriant, 
psychoactive properties of 
Cannabis. However, no effort 
was made to concentrate the 
resin by physical separation 
from the plant material and, 
therefore, this early reference 
cannot be considered to be 
evidence of hashish use. 
Evidence of the early use of 
Cannabis for fiber and seed is 
irrefutable. The early 
recognition of the euphoriant 
properties of Cannabis also is 
well documented. However, the 
assumption that the ancient 
Chinese were aware of hashish 
requires a substantial leap of 
faith. The most solid evidence 
against this assumption is that 
there is no mention of hashish 
in any existing ancient 
Chinese medical treatise. If 
the ancient Chinese were 
aware of such a potent and 
efficacious medicine, they 
certainly would have 
written about it, and 
if they did, such 
writings have been 
lost. Unless new 
evidence is found, 
China cannot be 
considered as the 
region of origin for 
hashish. 

Sidebar S1.1. Emperor Shen Nung 

China 

The earliest archeological evidence for the use of 
Cannabis as a fiber plant comes from sites in China dating 
from 4200 to 1150 B.C. Archeologists believe impressions 
decorating pottery are imprints left by rope or cloth made 
from hemp. Hemp is the most likely source of such fiber 
because cotton was not introduced into China until the 
thirteenth century A.D. The oldest physical remnant of 
Cannabis in China, a scrap of hemp cloth dated between 
300 and 250 B.C. (Li 1974b), was discovered in a late Z'ou 
Dynasty grave opened in 1957, near X'ian city in Shaanxi 
Province, west of the Yellow River. Hemp fiber also 
appears in the world's oldest piece of paper, from a 
Chinese tomb dated between 140 and 87 B.C. (Temple 
1986). The tomb of a Han dynasty woman dated circa 
the second century B.C. was also found to contain many 
sacrificial items, including Cannabis seeds (Li 1974b). 

Some of the earliest records mentioning Cannabis 
also come from ancient China. Accounts of the use of 

Cannabis for both fiber and 
food are found in the Shih 
Ching (Book of Odes) 
dating from the Eastern 
Chou Dynasty (770-221 
B.C.) and the Li Chi (Book 
of Rites) dating to the first 
century B.C. or earlier (Li 
1974a). Accounts of medi-
cal and euphoriant use 
appear very early. In 
Shanxi Province, east of 
the Yellow River, jade 
s t o n e oath documents 
contain the archaic charac-
ter ma for hemp along 
with the character for 
negative, probably denot-

• 206 B.C.— A.D. 220 — Rule of Han Dynasty in China— Great Wall completed 
• 202 B.C. — Rise of the Roman Empire 

— Establishment of complex trade links with Asia 
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ing the stupefying nature of Cannabis hemp. This may be the earliest reference to the 
psychoactive and psychological effects of Cannabis. The ancient Chinese medical texts 
make a clear distinction between ma fen and ma tze—toxic and non-toxic—Cannabis 
seeds. 

Central Asia 

As suggested by De Candolle and supported by the work of others, Central Asia 
is a likely location for the origin of Cannabis. The region surrounding the Takla Makan 
Desert in Central Asia would have provided an ideal climate for the early evolution of 
plants like Cannabis, which flower once a year then die (annuals), form pollen (male) or 
seed-bearing (female) flowers on separate plants (dioecious), and rely on wind currents 
to transport male pollen to female flowers (wind-pollinated). If Cannabis originated in 
Central Asia, the species would have been situated perfectly for dispersal in three 
directions: east into China, south into India, and west into Europe. All three regions are 
well established as ancient homes of Cannabis. Kerr (1877) postulated that Cannabis 
originated in Central Asia and was carried by the ancient Aryans (c. 1500 B.C.) to the 
Indian Himalayas and Persia, and then on to Arabia. 

The famous Russian plant explorer, Nicolai Vavilov, studied first-hand the diversity 
of Central Asian Cannabis and made many valuable observations. In 1931, he 
hypothesized that Cannabis originated near Samarkand in southern Central Asia, north 
of Afghanistan and the Hindu Kush Mountains. He observed farmers collecting seed 
from the wild to bring into cultivation, but he felt that Cannabis probably had been 
under cultivation in parts of southern Russia for over 3,000 years (Vavilov 1931). Vavilov 
reported (Vavilov and Bukinich 1929) that weedy Cannabis occurred commonly in 
irrigated parts of Afghanistan. In general, most broad-leaf varieties of Afghani Cannabis 
are characterized as being short in stature with short internodes (the distance between 
two successive places [nodes] where branches grow from the stalk) and profuse 
branching from the first node. Vavilov characterized eastern Afghani varieties as having 
small leaves, with leaflets wider near the tip than at the base, and small, dark-colored 
seeds encased in bracts which shattered easily to disperse the seeds. Such seed features 
are characteristic of wild plants. Vavilov termed the wild Cannabis of eastern 
Afghanistan, which commonly has dark gray seeds with a marbled pattern, Cannabis 
indica var. afghanica. He described a second variety as the same except for larger seeds 
with colorless seed coats (perianths) and named the second variety Cannabis indica var. 
kafiristanica. 

Vavilov concluded that the Afghani Cannabis varieties were entirely different from 
European and Asiatic varieties, both wild and cultivated, and must be considered as 

• 140-87 B.C. — Life of Wu-Ti — Expansion of Han China 
— Establishment of complex trade links with Europe 

• 128 B.C. — China sends trade mission to Ferghana, Bukhara, and 
Bactria in Central Asia—Silk Road established 
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varieties of the separate species, Cannabis indica Lam. Vavilov also reported that Cannabis 
sativa L., a variety most closely resembling the European type, was cultivated for hashish 
production in northern Afghanistan. 

Vavilov (1931) also wrote of his 1929 visit to Chinese Turkestan in search of evidence 
to support proposed origins of several wild and cultivated plants. This area, in the 
present-day Xinjiang Province of China, lies north and northwest of the Himalayas 
and the Tibetan Plateau, southwest of the Tien Shan Pountains, and northeast of the 
Pamir Plateau and Hindu Kush Mountains. Geographically, it is almost fully isolated, 
separated from Europe to the west by high mountains and from the remainder of China 
to the east by the vast Takla Makan Desert. Vavilov reported numerous thick stands of 
cultivated Cannabis sativa L. in the valleys of Chinese Turkestan and along the slopes 
south of the Tien Shan Mountains. He also noted the frequent occurrence of Cannabis 
sativa L. as a common weed throughout the provinces of Irkutsk and Omsk and east to 
the Amur River. Vavilov concluded that many of the other cultivated plant species of 
the region were imports—from China to the east or Afghanistan and Pakistan to the 
southwest. However, he considered Cannabis to be a native crop that originated in this 
region and throughout much of Central Asia. 

South Asia 

The great diversity of Cannabis varieties and extensive uses for Cannabis in northern 
India and Nepal, along the foothills of the Himalayas, implies that this region was one 
of the first areas where Cannabis was extensively utilized, if not the location of its first 
growth. Linneaus, who initially named Cannabis sativa when he established the binomial 
system of scientific nomenclature, believed Cannabis sativa to be native to India. However, 
he never collected specimens from this area and the notes on his herbarium sheets are 
ambiguous (Schultes et al. 1974). 

Sharma (1979) argues that Cannabis originated in the valleys along the southern 
slopes of the Himalayas from Kashmir through Nepal, and Bhutan to Burma. Phenotypic 
diversity (the range of differences within one genotype) was the most important criterion 
in his conclusion. According to Sharma, Moslem traders most likely carried Cannabis 
west through the Elburz Mountains of Persia to the Middle East. Sea traders voyaging 
to the east coast of Africa spread drug types of Cannabis sativa to the west and to the 
east, and south through Burma, and on into Southeast Asia. The non-drug, hemp 
varieties of Cannabis sativa that spread north into Central Asia would have evolved at 
higher latitudes than their ancestors, the drug varieties, of lower (more southern) 
latitudes. Sharma argues that from Central Asia, the drug varieties moved west into 
Europe, and east along the Silk Road into China, with some drug types migrating far 

• 100 B.C. — Discovery of M o n s o o n Winds extends Greek trade to India 
• 100 B.C. — extensive cultural exchanges be tween East and West 

• First century B.C. — The Pen Ts'ao, ment ions Cannabis for medical use 
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Figure 1.5a. (See figure text on page 14.) 

1 A.D. 70 — Dioscorides mentions the use of Cannabis as a medicament 
• First century A.D. — Construction of Samartian gold and glass paste stash box 

for storing either "hashish, coriander, or salt" buried in Siberian tomb 
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• A.D. 170 — Galen al ludes to the psychoactivity of Cannabis seed confections 
• A.D. 304 — Mongol warriors break through the Great Wall 

— China d iv ided until A.D. 589 
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Figure 1.5b. (See figure text on page 14.) 
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Figure 1.5c. 
Figures 1.5a-c. Cannabis is notably adept at naturalizing in many 
climates. Cannabis' range is particularly widespread and the plant 
grows spontaneously or cultivated, or both, in nearly every region on 
earth. Cannabis is believed to be the most widely disseminated of all 
cultivated plants. 

NEW 
WORLD 
L E G E N D 
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enough north where growing seasons were too short for the plants to produce 
psychoactive levels of THC. Sharma believes that the European and Chinese cultures 
had little interest in hashish use and made no effort to maintain psychoactive potency. 
Thus, these northern drug populations evolved into fiber types. Much later, these fiber 
varieties spread through trade to many parts of Eurasia. 

Origins Conclusion 

The massive Himalayan and Hindu Kush mountain ranges, mighty barriers to 
the dispersal of plants and animals (including man), lie between the two origins of 
Cannabis proposed by De Candole (1931) and Sharma (1979). No examples of plant co-
origin both north and south of the Himalaya and Hindu Kush mountains have been 
reported (Simmonds 1976). Although Cannabis now grows spontaneously throughout 
Eurasia, its simultaneous origin both north and south of these mountain ranges seems 
very unlikely. Plant species evolve initially in one location, although they may soon 
disperse and undergo local specialized evolution. Prehistoric and more recent dispersal 
via human migration and trade certainly carried Cannabis to both sides of the Hindu 
Kush and Himalayas. Prehistoric dispersal has obscured the geographical origin of 
Cannabis, and the exact geographical origin may never be determined. It is certain that 
Cannabis originated either in Central Asia or in India along the foothills of the Himalayas 
and that it was first cultivated in China. India and China were the sites of primary 
domestication. Central Asia may not be the origin in certainty but, at this writing, 
available data does not suggest persuasively any other possible origin. 

There is an ancient connection between humans and Cannabis, as well as a 
continuing interest in the psychoactive and medicinal properties most often associated 
with Cannabis. What, then, is known of the history of hashish and hashish use for altering 
consciousness? 

Linguistics 

Where do the words hashish and charas come from? Word origins and histories 
(etymology) can aid in placing locations and dates on past events. The American Heritage 
Dictionary (1992) states that hashish comes from the Arabic root word hasis which means 
hemp or dried grass. Schwartz (pers. comm. 1994) says that in Arabic hasis means "the 
dried (herb)" from hassa (to dry). Rosenthal (1971) states that the word hashish is a 
nickname for the psychoactive drug made from Cannabis but has no derivation from 
words related to terms for hemp. According to Rosenthal, hashish may mean grass 
used as fodder, herbs used for medicinal and other purposes, weeds that infest, or 
simply the herb. He also states that hashish is associated with the word s-h-n, to grind. 

• A.D. 400 — The secret of silk cultivation and silk weaving smuggled 
from China to the West 

• c. A.D. 585 — Unified Turkestan divided into Eastern and Western Turkestan 
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Discovering Euphoric 
Properties 

If prehistoric humans tried 
to rub resin from their hands 
that accumulated during seed 
gathering, the resin would have 
formed a lump of crude 
hashish, a fragrant mass that at 
some time, probably enticed a 
gatherer to eat. Or possibly, 
food gatherers would 
unintentionally consume bracts 
and resin while eating the 
seeds, or simply consumed 
whole floral clusters filled with 
seeds rather than individually 
separating seeds. No one is 
certain whether early hunter-
gatherers divided labor along 
gender lines. Accepting that a 
division of labor—men hunting, 
women gathering—is ancient, 
then women were the likely 
gatherers who discovered the 
euphoriant properties of the 
resin. 

Sidebar S1.2. 

It seems that the term hashish is specific both to the 
Arabic-speaking cultures and the grinding and sieving 
method of preparation (see Part II: Hashish-Making). 
Finding the origin of the word hashish can help in 
determining where the making of hashish originated. The 
antiquity of the Hindi word charas adds yet another 
aspect to our linguistic investigations. In the modern 
sense, charas is used to describe hand-rubbed rather than 
sieved hashish. According to Kerr (1877): 

Cfiaras, from the Persian ... is the name of the 
resin which naturally exudes from the flowers and 
leaves of the Indian hemp plant. 

Charas was also used in the Bactrian Greek language 
to mean "grace." No firm data exist to enable us to 
determine which word is older, hashish or charas—if we 
knew, we could deduce the original home of hashish and 
the time of its discovery more precisely. 

Discovery of the Euphoric Properties 

Imagine Neolithic (early tool-using and food-
raising) humans discovering the 
euphoriant powers of Cannabis 
while foraging for food. Cannabis 
seeds are h idden within the 
sticky, resin-covered female 
flowers. Picking through fresh 
flowers in search of edible seeds 
would certainly cause the sticky 
resins to adhere to the gatherer's 
fingertips, an accumulation that 
eventually would interfere with 
seed collection. Using one's teeth 
to remove the accumulat ion 
would lead to ingestion. Cook-
ing the seeds and any resinous 
bracts encasing them would 
decarboxylate the THC (heat 

• A.D. 610 — M o h a m m e d receives his first revelations 

• A.D. 739 — Beginning of Arab dominance of Central Asia east to Ferghana 
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causes the loss of a carboxyl [COOH] group from the THC molecule), making them 
more potent (see pages 28 and 244). Possibly balls of sticky resin would be tossed into 
fires to dispose of them and, inadvertently, people would breathe the smoke. In any 
event, if an early human ate enough resin or breathed enough smoke, euphoria would 
have resulted. 

Foraging for food probably led to the discovery of the first and certainly the most 
widely used concentrated Cannabis drug, hand-rubbed charas. It is collected in much 
the same way today (see Part II: Hashish-Making). Nomadic peoples could have 
collected hand-rubbed hashish during their seasonal migrations. Sieved hashish would 
have required at least temporary settlements where the Cannabis plants could be dried 
and sieved. Large-scale production of hashish requires settled agriculture and a 
concentrated work force. Such requirements are beyond the province of nomadic or 
pastoral peoples and can be satisfied only by settled agrarian peoples. 

Wild Cannabis seeds shatter readily from mature, drying inflorescences (flower 
clusters), providing early humans with a second option for collecting the seeds. Once 
humans had settled into more permanent village sites and developed some simple 
tools to assist in farming, it became possible to cultivate and harvest the plants. It was 
also possible to dry the inflorescences after the seeds were mature (in cultivated varieties, 
seeds do not fall readily from the inflorescences) but before they fell to the ground. 
After harvesting and drying, early farmers would have separated seeds by threshing 
the dried flowers over baskets, mats, or other woven surfaces to facilitate recovery of 
the seeds. If the broken leaves, flowers, and powdered resin left after threshing were 
thrown onto a fire within an enclosed structure, breathing the smoke could have induced 
a high. 

Threshing releases both the seeds and the resin glands from dried Cannabis flowers. 
The separation of resin from plant material is the basis of sieved hashish manufacture. 
Since resin glands and seeds are small, round, and dense, both tend to sink to the 
bottom of a mass of threshed plant material. The use of carpets in making hashish is a 
logical outgrowth of this threshing operation (see pages 75, 129, and Figure 3.8). If 
Cannabis flowers were dried until brittle, and threshing was done indoors (most likely 
during the winter), seeds and resin powder (glands) would have fallen onto the carpet-
covered floor. Separating seeds from resin powder was the next obvious step. Once 
this was done, the farmer would have a large pile of very crude resin powder. Sieving 
out the small debris would have been the obvious way to clean and purify the resin 
powder. This is a likely origin for sieved hashish. 

The rubbing and sieving techniques of resin collection used today are representative 
of ancient traditional methods. Himalayan foothill charas represents the oldest example 

• Tenth century — Scholars debate the pros and cons of eating hashish 
— use spreads throughout Arabia 

• c. A.D. 1000 — Land and sea trade between the Orient and Europe restored 
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Figure 1.6. Mature Cannabis seeds vary widely in size, shape, color, and seed-coat pattern. Colors range from light 
gray to black, and from buff to dark brown. 

of hand-rubbed hashish, and either Middle Eastern or Afghani hashish is the oldest 
example of sieved hashish. 

Early Cannabis Use for Euphoria 

Scythia 

The Scythians, descendants of ancient nomadic Aryan tribes of Central Asia, may 
have been the first migrants to bring Cannabis to India and Persia from Central Asia. 
They used Cannabis as a sacrament during funerary rituals long before the time of 
Christ, although it remains unclear whether Cannabis was used by the Scythians for its 
psychoactive effects (Artamanov 1965). 

The Greek historian Herodotus (c. 500 B.C.) reported that the Scythians burned 
Cannabis seeds in censers filled with hot rocks and enclosed within a small tent of 
hides suspended over several wooden legs. As cited by Hyams (1971): 

• c. 1080 — Christian Crusades begin 

• 1090 — Hasan ibn al-Sabbah settles in Khorasan and recruits devoted fol lowers 
• 1155 —Pers ians attribute Cannabis' discovery to the Sufi master 

Sheik Haidar in Khorasan 
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They make a booth by fixing in the ground three sticks inclined towards one 
another, and stretching around them woolen felts which they arrange so as to fit as 
close as possible: inside the booth a dish is placed upon the ground into which they 
put a number of red hot stones and then add some hemp seed ... immediately it 
smokes, and gives out such a vapor as no Grecian vapor-bath can exceed; and the 
Scyths, delighted, shout for joy. 

Herodotus comments (Herodotus, Book 4.73ff Melp. 75—from Kerr 1877): 

The Scythians take the seed of this hemp and, placing it beneath the woolen 
fleeces we have before described, they throw it upon red hot stones, when immediately 
a perfumed vapor ascends stronger than from any Grecian stove. This to the Scythians 
is in the place of a bath, and it excites from them cries of exultation (also translated 
as—shouts of joy). 

Herodotus (Herodotus Histories 1.202—from Abel 1980) also mentioned, but did 
not name, another nomadic Central Asian tribe that apparently enjoyed the psychoactive 
properties of Cannabis. Referring to this tribe's ritual use of Cannabis, he states (that 
when they): 

... have parties and sit around a fire, they throw some of it into the flames. As 
it burns, it smokes like incense, and the smell of it makes them drunk, just as wine 
does us. As more fruit [seed] is thrown on, they get more and more intoxicated until 
finally they jump up and start dancing and singing. 

Brunner (1973) states that tribes living on islands in the Aras River in Turkish 
Armenia inhaled Cannabis smoke in a similar fashion. Artifacts fitting Herodotus' 
description were discovered in Scythian tombs by Rudenko in 1929, pointing to the 
origins of Cannabis use as a euphoriant, although not to the use of hashish itself. Rudenko 
excavated Scythian grave sites at Pazryk, northwest of the Tien Shan Mountains, in 
modern-day Khazakstan. These grave sites date from the fifth century B.C., as do the 
written accounts of Herodotus. The round, mound-shaped grave (called a kurgan) where 
the Cannabis smoking equipment was found contained two bodies: a man and a woman. 
Rudenko (1970) feels that this indicates that both men and women smoked Cannabis in 
ancient Scythia. Two bronze censers were found in the royal kurgan number 2 at Pazryk. 
The censers, which had handles wrapped with birch bark, contained scorched stones. 
Two sets of six sticks each were found. The short (100 to 120 cm) sticks found in the 
grave would have supported a tent far too small to crawl into but large enough to stick 
one's head inside to inhale trapped smoke (see Figure 1.7). This would be much like 
trying to open clogged sinuses by hanging the head, tented with a towel, over a pan of 
boiling water and breathing the trapped steam. Use in this fashion contradicts the 

• 1175 — Reign of the Old Man of the Mountain 
• 1206 — Genghis Khan unites Mongol tribes 

— Turcomans from Central Asia establish Delhi Sultanate 
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The Scythians 
About 1500 B.C., nomadic 

Scythian tribes roamed far and 
wide across Asia and ruled 
ancient Russia. They cultivated 
Cannabis and wove fine hemp 
cloth with intricate designs. The 
Scythians, expert horsemen 
and fearless warriors, were 
also highly skilled craftsman. 
Their fine gold jewelry and 
inlaid weapons often were 
decorated with elaborate 
animal motifs and dreamy 
geometric swirls that bring to 
mind the popular psychedelic 
art of the twentieth century 
California tribes. 

The Scythians traveled, 
traded, and interbred with 
many peoples from China to 
Europe, embracing many 
customs and technologies. In 
the sixth and seventh centuries 
B.C., they established colonies 
in Iran to the west, and in India 
to the east. 

When called to war, 
Scythian warriors practiced the 
scorched earth policy: burn and 
kill everything in your path; 
leave no resources for 
survivors; intimidate your 
enemies by demonstrating your 
ruthlessness. In times of peace, 
they proved themselves to be 
intelligent agriculturists who 
practiced plant breeding, crop 
rotation, and soil fertilization for 
excellent harvests (based on 
Sumach 1975). 

contemporary interpretations of Herodotus. More likely, 
the small tents were only funerary models, made to be 
placed in the grave but not actually used. 

A leather pouch decorated with two fighting birds 
of prey and containing Cannabis seeds was attached to 
one of the sticks supporting the little tent (Rudenko 1970). 
The draw-string leather pouch is very similar to those 
used in recent times by the Afghans for hashish storage 
(see Afghanistan in Part III). The censers, sticks, and 
leather pouch may be the earliest evidence of the 
intentional inhaling of Cannabis smoke, and predate any 
contact with the New World by nearly 2,000 years. If this 
finding could be verified by the detection of psychoactive 
cannabinoid residues, it would stand as the most 
meaningful evidence for the independent appearance of 
smoking in the Old World. 

In late 1993, another Scythian m u m m y was 
discovered on the remote Umok Plateau in southern 
Siberia. The China Daily of June 6,1994 reported: 

Sidebar S1.3. 

• 1221 — Sheik Haidar dies in his monastery in northern Persia 
• 1231 — Hashish introduced to Iraq in the reign of Caliph Mustansir 

• 1251 — Garden of Cafour near Cairo destroyed by religious fundamental ists 
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The mummy was buried alongside six horses in full harness, dishes, a mirror, 
a brush, and even a small pot of Cannabis to help her travel into the afterlife. 

Again, the presence of Cannabis remains has been associated with the flight of the 
spirit from the body to the afterlife. Further research might reveal whether the remains 
include Cannabis plant tissues or are composed solely of seeds, as was the case in the 
Pazryk kurgan 2, and whether the plant material, if extant, had been burned. 

PAZYRYK BURIAL 

EVES TO 
HOLD THONG 

8" TALL, CRAFTED FROM NEATLY 
SEWN PLATES OF STEAMED AND 
BENT HORN 
— CONTAINED CEREMONIAL DRINK 
* INCLUDES CANNABIS 

- L I G H T 
- PORTABLE 
-UNBREAKABLE 

GRAPHIC 
REINACTMENT FANTASY 

Figure 1.7. These items from an ancient 
Scythian grave likely were used in the 
ceremonial burning of aromatic herbs, 
including Cannabis. Drawings by Roddy 
Heading. 

Most popular accounts have over-emphasized the observations of Herodotus and 
the archeological remains recovered by Rudenko to imply that the ancient Scythians 
were intentionally getting high by burning Cannabis flowers. Rudenko (1970) reported 
that Cannabis seeds were found inside the leather pouch, but he makes no mention of 

1258 — Mongols sack Baghdad and end Abbasid Caliphate — Musl im Empire in disarray 
• 1260 — Farthest western advance of Mongol s w h o founded states in Iran, 

Central Asia, Afghanistan, and Russia 
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hashish or Cannabis remains other than the seeds, and Cannabis seeds are not 
psychoactive. Rudenko (1974) assumes that the ancient Scythians smoked Cannabis, 
most likely drawing his conclusions from the writings of Herodotus. It must be noted 
that Rudenko published his findings forty years after the initial discovery. Some more 
recent writers have further embellished these early assumptions, interpreting the leather 
stash pouches as indications of ritual smoking of hashish. 

Curators of a 1993 exhibition of Scythian artifacts (from the collection of the 
Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia) touring through Amsterdam stated, on 
the signs with the exhibit 
and in the collection cata-
log, that the leather pouch 
was used to store hashish. 
Also included in the exhibit 
was a highly ornate and 
e labora te ly cons t ruc ted 
Sarmatian gold box with 
glass pas te decorat ions , 
da t ing f rom the first 
cen tury A.D. This was 
recovered in 1864 from the 
Chochlatsj kurgan in the 
Rostov district of Russia. 
This area is along the river 
Don, east of the Sea of Azov 
and north of the Caucasus 
Mountains. The long, nar-
row shape of the box indi-
cates that it was designed to 
hold powders , salt gran-
ules, or seeds. The exhibit 
label claimed the box was 
used for storing "hashish, 
coriander, or salt ." This 
cannot be considered as 
evidence of the early use of 
hashish; rather, it likely re-
presents romantic musings Figure 1.8. Scythians are believed to have inhaled Cannabis vapors while 

enclosed in small tents. Drawing by Robin Ade. 

• 1271-1295 — Journeys of Marco Polo, w h o relayed second-hand reports 
concerning the assassins 

• c. 1320 — Peak of the Ottoman Empire 
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of a museum curator. There was no analysis of the 
contents to support the curator's interpretations. 

The seeds recovered from the leather pouch found 
in the Pazryk kurgan 2 are small, mottled in appearance, 
and have an elaborated point of attachment. These are 
wild seed characteristics. There was no evidence that the 
seeds had been burned and, despite the astonishing level 
of preservation, no other Cannabis plant material was 
recovered from the pouch. If the pouch had contained 
Cannabis flowers, most likely some evidence of plant 
remains such as stems would have been present. 
Coriander (Corriandrum sativum) seeds also had been 
recovered from this kurgan. It seems likely that both 
Cannabis and coriander seeds were thrown on the hot 
rocks in the censer in order to produce a thick and 
fragrant, if not also psychoactive, smoke for ritual 
bathing. 

Herodotus' accounts only describe the ritual burning 
of Cannabis seeds. He never mentions the Scythians 
placing whole boughs of Cannabis upon the hot rocks. 
Later interpretations of Herodotus' travelogues have 
assumed that Herodotus 
confused Cannabis seeds with 
the flowering tops of Cannabis 
that contain the seeds. These 
authors argue that marijuana 
f lowers must have been 
burned to cause the cries of 
joy ascribed to the burning of 
Cannabis seed. Rudenko 
(1970) reports that a portion 
of the seeds he discovered in 
the censers were charred. 
Several dozen seeds from the 
leather pouch recovered from 
kurgan 2 were examined by 
the author at the Hermitage 

& Sidebar S1.4. 

The Story of Shiva 
Indian legends from the 

ancient Sanskrit Vedas tell us 
that the first seed sown by the 
god Shiva was ganja. Shiva 
brought the seed to the 
peoples of the Indian plains 
from the Himalayan mountains. 
Abel (1980) provides a 
summary of the Vedic legend of 
the discovery of bhang by 
Shiva. 

"... Shiva became 
enraged by some family 
squabble and went off by 
himself in the fields. There, the 
cool shade of a tall marijuana 
plant brought him a comforting 
refuge from the torrid rays of 
the blazing sun. Curious about 
this plant that sheltered him 
from the heat of the day, he ate 
some of its leaves and felt so 
refreshed that he adopted it as 
his favorite food, hence his title, 
the 'Lord of Bhang.'" 

Even today, Cannabis 
seeds are broadcast 

everywhere in Shiva's 
honor. It is considered a 

sin for Hindus to 
smoke or otherwise 
destroy Cannabis 
seeds. Hindus use 

ganja and charas as 
fertility offerings both at 

weddings and during 
childbirth. Cannabis is 
associated with the 
ecstasy of conception, 

as well as the act of 
childbearing. 

• 1336-1405 — Life of Tamarlane, the last great Mongol conqueror 
— Beginning of the Mongo l decline 

• 1378 — Ottoman Emir Soudoun Scheikhouni issues one of the first edicts 
against the eating of hashish 
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in St. Petersburg and none were found to be charred. 
Logically, had whole Cannabis flowers been in the censer, 
they would have caught fire, charring most of the seeds 
evenly and completely. If seeds had been sprinkled onto 
heated rocks, some of them would have been burned 
completely, others would have had charred edges, and 
the remainder would not have been burned at all. This 
scenario fits Rudenko's observations more accurately, 
since he reported that the seeds were partially burned. 
Solid historical and archeological evidence exists for the 
use of Cannabis seeds in censers during funerary rituals, 
but it is not accurate to conclude that Cannabis flowers 
were burned intentionally to cause euphoria. 

South Asia—India and Nepal 

As mentioned earlier, the mountains of South Asia 
are an ancient home of Cannabis. Ganja (the Indian word 
for marijuana) and charas (hashish) have long been used 
in South Asia, primarily for religious purposes. 

T h e Atharvaveda o r Science of Charms, t h e f o u r t h 
volume of the ancient Vedic texts written between 1500 
a n d 1200 B.C., referred to the Cannabis p lan t as sacred grass 
and to bhang or marijuana as belonging to one of the 
"Five kingdoms of plants, with Soma as their chief, we 
address : Soma, darbha, bhanga, saha, yava; m a y f ree u s f r o m 
distress." (Atharvaveda 11:6.15, translated by Aldrich.) The 
virtues of bhang were more highly praised in much later 
Indian texts (Abel 1980). It appears that the real fervor 
for bhang consumption amongst the Indians began in 
the sixteenth century. 

Nepal has a long tradition of harvesting resin by 
rubbing the flowers of female plants, and Nepal is the 
most internationally well-known source of hand-rubbed 
hashish. Many popular legends report that Cannabis resin 
was collected on leather aprons or naked skin. 

In Nepal, both the living Cannabis plant and the dried 

The Story of Sheik Haidar 
How Hashish Was 

Discovered, written by Hassan 
Mohammed ibn-Chirazi* 

"In the year A.D. 1260, 
being at Tuster, I asked Sheik 
Jafar Chirazi, monk of the order 
of Haidar, on what occasion 
they had discovered the 
properties of the herb of the 
devotees, and how, after being 
adopted by the devotees in 
particular, it had afterward 
come into general usage. Here 
is what he told me: 

'Haidar, chief of all the 
sheiks, practiced many 
exercises of devotion and 
mortification: he took but little 
nourishment, carried to a 
surprising extent the 
detachment from all worldly 
things, and was of an 
extraordinary piety. He was 
born in Nishapur, a city of 
Khorasan, and he made his 
home on a neighboring 
mountain. There he established 
a convent, and a great number 
of devotees came together 
around him. He lived alone in a 
corner of this convent, and 
spent more than ten years in 
this manner, never going out, 
and never seeing anyone at all 
except me, when I was acting 
as his servant. One day when it 
was very hot, at the hour of the 
very greatest heat, the sheik 
walked out alone into the 
countryside, and when he later 
returned to the convent, we 
saw on his face an expression 
of joy and gaiety very different 
from what we were 
accustomed to seeing there: he 
allowed his fellow devotees to 
come and visit him and began 
to converse with them. When 

• c. 1400 — Most of North and West India under Islamic control 
• 1516-1517 — Ottoman conquest of Lebanon and Egypt 

• 1526 — Babur N a m a , first emperor and founder of Mughal Empire, learned 
of hashish in Afghanistan 
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we saw the sheik so 
humanized and conversing 
familiarly with us, after 
being for so long in an 
absolute retreat without 
any communication with 
men, we asked him the 
cause of this surprising 
effect. 

'While I was in my 
retreat,' he replied, 'it 
occurred to my spirit to go 
out alone into the 
countryside. When I had 
done so, I noticed that all 
the plants were in a perfect 
calm, not experiencing the 
least agitation, because of 
the extreme heat 
untempered by the 
slightest breath of wind. 
But passing by a certain 
plant covered with foliage, I 
observed that, in that air, it 
was moving softly from 
side to side with a soft, 
light movement, like a man 
dizzied by the fumes of 
wine. I began to gather the 
leaves of this plant and to 
eat them, and they have 
produced in me the gaiety 
that you witness. Come 
with me, then, that I may 
teach you to know it.' 

"So we followed him 
into the countryside, and 
he showed us that plant. 
We told him, on 
seeing it, that it was 
the plant they call 
hemp. On his orders, 
we took the leaves of 
this plant and ate 
them, and once back 
in the convent 
experienced in 
ourselves the same 
gay, joyous disposition 
that he had found 

impossible to hide from us. 
When the sheik saw us in that 
state, he charged us to keep 
secret the discovery that we 
had just made of the plant's 
virtues and made us promise 
on oath never to reveal it to 
ordinary men and never to hide 
it from religious men. 

'God Almighty' he told us, 
'has granted you, as a special 
favor, an awareness of the 
virtues of this leaf, so that your 
use of it will dissipate the cares 
that obscure your souls and 
free your spirits from everything 
that might hamper them. Keep 
carefully, then, the deposit he 
has confided in you, and be 
faithful in hiding the precious 
secret he has committed to 
you.' 

"Sheik Haidar thus made 
known to us this secret during 
his life, and ordered me to sow 
the plant around his tomb after 
his death, so I cultivated it in 
the convent. The sheik lived for 
ten more years after this event; 

during all the time I remained in 
his service, not a day went by 
that he did not use this leaf, 
and he recommended to us to 
eat little food and to take the 
herb instead. Sheik Haidar died 
in the convent on the mountain 
in the year A.D. 1221. They 
erected over his tomb a great 
chapel, and the inhabitants of 
Khorasan, full of veneration for 
his memory, came there on 
pilgrimage, bringing many 
presents to fulfill their vows and 
developing a great respect for 
his disciples. Before his death, 
he had recommended to his 
companions to tell their secret 
to the most distinguished 
people of the province, and by 
instructing them in the virtues 
of the plant they adopted its 
use. Thus, hashish spread 
rapidly in Khorasan and in the 
various departments of Fars 
Province, but they knew 
nothing of its use in Iraq until 
the year A.D. 1231, in the reign 
of Caliph Mustansir. At this 
time, two princes whose states 
were among the maritime 

countries situated on the 
Persian Gulf, the 
Sovereign of Ormuz, and 
the Prince of Bahrain, 
having come into Iraq, 
men of their retinue 

brought with them some 
hashish and taught the 
Iraqis to eat it. The 
drug spread in Iraq, 
and the people of Syria, 
Egypt, and the lands of 
Rum, having heard tell 
of it, took up the use of 
it." 

*(Cited in Wiet, 1961, 
La Grandeur d'Islam, Paris: 

245-46-from Kimmens 1977.) 

• 1526-1529 — Hungary occupied by the Ottoman Empire 
• mid sixteenth century — The epic poem, Benk u Bode, by the poet M o h a m m e d Ebn 

Soleiman Foruli of Baghdad, deals allegorically with a 
dialectical battle between w i n e and hashish 
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marijuana flowers are called ganja, while hashish is usually called charas. The term 
charas refers primarily to hand-rubbed hashish, by far the most common type of hashish 
in Nepal. Most Nepalese users smoke ganja (marijuana flowers) or eat bhang (marijuana 
leaf) concoctions rather than smoking charas. Ganja is still the choice of the poorer 
classes. Charas, more expensive, can be afforded only by upper-class Nepalese and 
foreigners, making charas smoking somewhat extravagant in the minds of local 
peasants. 

Persia 

Persia (Iran) is often cited as being the original home of hashish, even though the 
ancient Zoroastrian texts refer only to bhang and not to hashish. Persia has been 
proposed as the original home of hashish-making by the sieving of dried Cannabis 
flowers. Mechoulam (1986) feels that Cannabis intoxication for shamanic use likely 
originated in the Zoroastrian traditions of ancient Persia, spread through Central Asia, 
and influenced Islamic mysticism. The Zend-Avesta, an ancient Persian religious text of 
several hundred volumes, is said to have been written by Zarathustra (also called 
Zoroaster, the prophet who founded Zoroastrianism) in the seventh century B.C. The 
volume called the Vendidad or The Law Against Demons refers to bhang as Zoroaster's 
"good narcotic." The legends of the Hashishin Assassins and Sheik Haidar from the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries are the earliest written tales of the discovery of the 
inebriating powers of Cannabis and the supposed use of hashish. 

Johnston (1855) stated: 

... in Persia, hashish is collected by pressing the resinous plant on coarse 
cloths, and afterwards scraping the resin from these, and melting it in a little warm 
water. 

Many early accounts of hashish in Arabia concern debates over its illegality and 
lengthy comparisons to the prohibited drug alcohol. Lewin (1931) gave an account of 
early Arabian efforts to eradicate Cannabis cultivation and hashish use: 

It is recorded that in the year 1378 the Emir Soudoun Sheikhouni tried to end 
the abuse of Indian hemp consumption among the poorer classes by having all 
plants of this description in Joneima destroyed and imprisoning all the hemp-eaters. 
He ordered, moreover, that all those who were convicted of eating the plant should 
have their teeth pulled out, and many were subjected to this punishment. But by 
1393 the use of this substance in Arabian territory had increased. 

1587-1629 — Life of Abbas I — Persia reaches its cultural peak 
— Muslims control Eurasia from Morocco and Austria in the west to China 

in the east, and south across northern India 
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Naked Body Resin Collection 
One of the most widely 

told and romantic of hippie 
folktales concerns resin 
collection on naked bodies in 
Nepal. Sumach (1975) writes: 

"In the most ancient times 
attendants would move through 
the ripe fields during the heat 
of the day, stark naked, 
allowing the resin-encrusted 
flowers to deposit their 
euphoric loads directly onto 
their hairless bodies. 

At regular intervals the 
accumulated resin was scraped 
off with a blunt knife or a 
wooden slat, and collected at a 
depot in the field. This method 
was very wasteful—but it was 
fast and didn't require much 
labor and equipment." 

Despite the 
characterization of such tales 
as hippie folklore, the rubbing 
of hashish on leather garments 
and even naked bodies is well 

documented. Collection of resin 
on leather aprons is an often 
described and rather exotic 
collection technique. The 
earliest account of hashish 
collection on leather aprons in 
Nepal is from von Bibra (1855): 

"As the seeds were 
forming, the farmers would 
move through the fields during 
the heat of the day wearing 
leather aprons. They would 
take up the flowers in hand, 
and crush and press them into 
the apron to smear as much 
resin onto the garment as 
could be possible." 

Another account from the 
same year is provided by 
Johnston (1855): 

"In Central India, men 
covered with leather aprons run 
backwards and forwards 
through the hemp-fields, 
beating the plants violently. By 
this means the resin is 
detached and adheres to the 
leather. This is scraped off, and 

is the ordinary churrus of 
Kabul. It does not bring so high 
a price as the momeea. In 
other places the leather aprons 
are dispensed with, and the 
resin is collected on the naked 
skins of the coolies." 

The Indian Textile Journal 
from 1893 states: 

'The charas is a peculiar 
resinous exudate from the plant 
only found in hot climates ... 
The men who are employed to 
collect it are stripped bare of 
clothing, and their bodies are 
well smeared with oil; next they 
are ordered to run about 
among the plants, the resin 
sticks to their oiled bodies; 
when they return, the resin is 
separated from their bodies 
and stored." 

Victor Robinson (1925) left 
yet another interesting 
secondhand account of the 
methods used in Nepal to 
collect charas resin: 

Sidebar S1.6. 

• seventeenth century — Use of hashish, alcohol, and o p i u m spreads among the 
populat ion of occupied Constantinople 

• before eighteenth century — Hashish became a major trade item 
between Central Asia and South Asia 
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"During the hot season, 
according to Dr. 
O'Shaughnessy, men clothed 
In leather run violently through 
the hemp fields and brush 
forcibly against the plants. The 
soft, sticky resin adheres to the 
garments, and is later scraped 
off and kneaded into balls. Dr. 
M'Kinnon informed Dr. 
O'Shaughnessy that in the 
province of Nepal the leather 
attire is dispensed with, and 
that the natives run naked 
through the hemp fields, 
gathering the resin on their 
bare bodies." 

No source having 
observed these collection 
techniques firsthand has been 
located, and these folktales 
cannot be directly verified. 
Examining them from a 
scientific and cultural point of 
view, it is difficult to give them 
any credence, yet these tales 
are older than the hippie era. 
Collection on leather aprons 
might be practical, but 
collection of resin on naked 
bodies, considering the 
difficulty of removing resin from 
body-hair, seems like a highly 
unlikely, or highly 
uncomfortable, way to make 
hashish. The modern 
smuggler's selling technique of 
having an exotic story to go 
with each shipment of hashish 
is as old as hashish-making. 

Sheik Haidar and the Discovery of Hashish 
An early tale relating to the origin of hashish is the 

story of Sheik Haidar, an ascetic Sufi monk who lived in 
seclusion in a monastery in the mountains of northern 
Persia(see sidedbar SI .5). (The Sufis are Moslem mystics 
who achieve godhead or religious enlightenment through 
ecstasy. Most Sufis do not use Cannabis at all.) According 
to Kimmens (1977), the story of Sheik Haidar, preserved 
by Maqrizi (1364-1442) from the lost Treatise on Hemp by 
Hassan Mohammed ibn-Chirazi, was written in A.D. 1260 
making it approximately contemporary with the activities 
of the Assassins. The story takes place in Khorasan in 
northeastern Iran near Nishapur, not far from the original 
Persian home of the Old Man of the Mountains (see page 
30) and his band of assassins, and the ancient Central 
Asian kingdoms of Samarkand, Bukharia, and Bactria. 
The Sheik Haidar story parallels the hypothetical 
Neolithic food gatherer 's discovery of hashish and 
provides clues to the origins of hand-rubbed hashish 
gathering techniques. 

Both the legends of Sheik Haidar 's and Shiva's 
discoveries of bhang are somewhat anomalous because, 
in reality, eating fresh Cannabis leaves provides only 
minimal psychoactive effect. The vast majority of the THC 
contained in fresh and dried Cannabis is in the carboxylic 
acid form (THC-acid), which is not psychoactive. THC-
acid must be heated, as by burning or cooking, to remove 
the carboxylic acid group and reduce it to the 
psychoactive THC molecule. Very small amounts of THC 
exist naturally in the psychoactive reduced form, and 
small amounts of THC-acid may be decarboxylated by 
digestion within the stomach. But the ingestion of very 
large quantities of fresh leaves or flowers would be 
required for any effect to be felt. However, in resin, the 
concentration of both THC and THC-acid is much higher, 
and eating resin would more likely induce a psychoactive 
effect. 

eighteenth century — Charas production in Nepa l increases 
• 1747 — Kingdom of Afghanistan founded by A h m a d Shah Durrani 

• 1798 — N a p o l e o n decrees prohibition of hashish in Egypt 
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If all that Sheik Haidar taught his disciples was to eat Cannabis leaves, this doesn't 
account for the discovery of hashish, but just for the psychoactive properties of Cannabis. 
To make any sense of the story in relation to the discovery of hashish, the researcher 
must consider alternative explanations. Aldrich (1979) feels that this legend actually 
tells of hand-rubbing for resin, not simply of eating the leaves. He explains: 

What would a curious monk do, trying to figure out what made that elegant 
plant vibrate in the stifling heat.7 Would he not reach out his hand, and gently touch 
those spiky smelly flower tops? The secret is in 
the touch: carefully running your hands up the 
buds, smelling this gooey stuff as you roll it 
around in your fingertips; you do it again, it 
sticks to your sweaty palms and soon you have 
... hashish! 

While it is pure speculation to say that 
Sheik Haidar was the very first to rub hashish, 
or the first religious leader to advocate its use 
for religious ecstasy, this interpretation 
provides an appropriate hypothesis for the 
early discovery of hashish. 

Haidar ' s deathbed instructions that 
Cannabis plants be cultivated around his tomb 
were eagerly followed by his disciples. When 
visitors, pilgrims, and devoted followers came from neighboring lands to venerate the 
master, they were much surprised by both the plants and the atmosphere of gaiety that 
surrounded Haidar's shrine. From these visitors, the secret of Cannabis use spread among 
Sufi followers of Islam throughout the Middle East to North Africa, Central Asia, and 
India. Aldrich (1979) states: 

During the thirteenth century, after Haidar's death, hashish spread through 
Baghdad to Damascus and Egypt and became known as 'Haidar's Lady.' 

According to Rosenthal (1971), hashish was introduced into Iraq in A.D. 1230-
1231. If the date of Haidar's legend, 1260, is correct, the following story of the Hashishin 
Assassins and the introduction of hashish into Iraq is from the same century. Even 
though these stories arose almost simultaneously in what is now northern Iran, it is 
difficult to believe that hashish was discovered by a Sufi mystic at the same time that it 
was being used regularly by fanatical assassins. Since the time frames conflict, one of 
the stories must be considered as the more accurately dated. The best opinion is that, 

• e ighteenth and early nineteenth centuries — Tincture of Cannabis, a dilute form 
of Cannabis oil, marketed in United States 

• nineteenth century — Hashish manufactured in British India 

Figure 1.9. Chemical representation of ' -
tetrahydrocannabinol. 
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while the Hashishin Assassins might never have used hashish, apparently hashish 
existed in Arabia as early as the tenth century (Rosenthal 1971); hence, the assassins 
certainly could have used hashish. It is also possible that the rendition of the tale of 
Sheik Haidar, though ascribed to the twelfth century, is actually from an earlier era and 
was only recounted by the Sheik's followers. If hashish was discovered by any Muslim, 
the discovery must have occurred later than the seventh century, for this was the time 
of Mohammed and the birth of Islam. 

The Hashishin—Legends of Early Hashish Consumption 

One of the most widespread and persistent legends concerning the early use of 
hashish is the Western tale of the Old Man of the Mountains, Sheikh Hasan ibn al-
Sabbah. This tale links the use of hashish to an Islamic cult, based in Persia, whose 
members were directed to perpetuate killings, originally of crusaders. Arnold of Lubeck 
(approximately A.D. 1210) wrote the first significant report of the legends of the Old 
Man of the Mountain, as told to him by an agent sent to Syria in A.D. 1175. Marco Polo 
also relayed second-hand reports concerning this cult, the members of which came to 
be k n o w n as Hashsashin (plural of hashsash) or Hashishin, w h e n c e Assassins. 

There are many versions of this legend. One common feature is the presence of 
lush gardens filling a high mountainous valley. These gardens were so grand that their 
beauty approached that of the imagined paradise of Mohammed's teaching, complete 
with abundant food, drink, and maidens. The Old Man of the Mountain is said to have 
drugged his young trainees and taken them into the remote garden through a secret 
entrance. Upon awakening, the young men enjoyed all the pleasures of paradise. The 
converts received a classical education and were trained in the intricacies of well-planned 
assassinations. Initiates were promised that as long as they remained completely loyal 
to the Old Man and their fellow Hashishin, the paradise they had known would be 
theirs forever—even in death. With deep dedication to the Old Man in their hearts, and 
the promise of paradise in their minds, the Hashishin set forth to dispose of whomever 
their master condemned. 

Sadly for the romantics who wish to believe the tales of the Assassins, little evidence 
supports their use of hashish. When the ruins of the Persian Assassins' fortresses at 
Alamut and other locations were visited by a British expedition in the 1950s, no places 
inside or outside the walled fortresses could be found that would have accommodated 
gardens of any size (Willey 1963). The harsh, arid climate and the rugged surroundings 
with fortresses perched atop exposed precipices, would have made construction of 
lush gardens improbable at best. 

• nineteenth century — Hashish production expands from Russian Turkestan into 
Yarkand in Chinese Turkestan 

• 1805-1952 — Ottoman Dynasty in power throughout the Middle East 
from Egypt to Turkey 
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How have the words 
hashishin" and "assas-

sin" become associated in 
legend with the Old Man 
of the Mountain? Antoine 
Svlvestre de Sacy (1809), a 
leading Arabist scholar of 
the time, studied the lin-
guistic origins: 

I am convinced that 
the Ismailis, or at least the 
m e n they employed to 
execute their terrible pro-
jects, were called Hashish-
in in t h e p lura l , and 
Hashishi in the singular ... 
I have no doubt that the 
denomination was given 
to the Ismailis, on account 
of their using an intoxi-
cating liquid or prepara-
tion still k n o w n in the 
East by t h e n a m e o f 
hashish. 

He was also the first 
to point out that the fabled 
enchanted gardens were 
likely only perceived in the 
drugged minds of the 
voung initiates and that 
the stupor and halluci-
nations produced by eat-
ing hashish would not be 
an advantageous mental 
state for the perpetration 
of a complex assassination. 
Cherniak (1979) explains: 

The Assassins 
The fabled Assassins 

intrigued many of the members 
of Le Club des Hachichins. 
Arthur Rimbaud, reportedly 
under the influence of hashish, 
wrote this prose poem, 
imagining what it was like to be 
one of the Old Man's initiates. 

"Oh my Good! Oh my 
Ideal! Atrocious fanfare which 
does not make me lose my 
balance! Fantastic prop! Hurrah 
for the wonderful work and the 
marvelous body; for this 
initiation! It began amidst the 
laughter of children and it will 
end there too. 

'This poison will remain in 
our veins, even when—the 
fanfare shifting its tone—we 
shall have returned to the old 
lack of harmony. 

"But now let us—so worthy 
of these tortures—fervently 
recall the superhuman promise 
made to our body and soul at 
their creation. Let us recall this 
promise—this madness! 
Elegance, Science, 
Violence! 

"To us the promise was 
made that the Tree of 
Knowledge should be buried in 
the shade, that tyrannical 
respectabilities should be 
deported in order that our pure 
love should be indulged. 

"It began with certain 
aversions, and ended—we 
being unable to grasp eternity 
at the moment—with a 
confusion of perfumes, the 
laughter of children, discretion 
of slaves, austerity of virgins, 
dread of earthly things and 
beings—holy be ye held in the 
memory of that evening! 

"It began with every sort of 
boorishness; it ended with 
angels of flame and ice. Little 
evening of intoxication, blessed 
be you! Rule and method, we 
are your champions! 

"We do not forget how last 
night you glorified each one of 
us, young and old. We have 
faith in your poison. We know 
how to sacrifice our entire life 
every day. 

'The Time of Assassins is 
here!" 

(Rimbaud in Haining 
1975) 

Sidebar S1.7. 

• 1809 — A n t o i n e Sylvestre de Sacy, a leading Arabist, reveals the e tymology 
of the words "assassin" and "hashishin" 
• 1840s — In America, medicinal preparations with a Cannabis base available 

— Hashish available in Parisan pharmacies 
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In Afghanistan the word hashishin is used to describe people w h o are 
knowledgeable in the use and/or production of hashish. It does not have the pejorative 
connotation derived from the stories about Hasan and his Assassins. 

A succession of eight leaders of the Assassins, beginning with Hasan ibn al-Sabbah 
in A.D. 1090, ended with Khwurshah and the fall of Alamut in A.D. 1256 (Burman 
1987). After the Crusades, the reputation of the Assassins, as well as the related legends, 
flourished. The secret brotherhood of Hasan ibn al-Sabbah were Ismailis (Shia Muslims), 
" . . . sworn to destroy the Abbasid Caliphate of Bhagdad and its overlords, the Seljuk 
Sultans." Kimmens (1977) also points out that Hasan ibn al-Sabbah was considered by 
many to be "a great Islamic revolutionary whose aim was to spread Ismaili philosophy 
throughout Islam and support the Ismaili Fatimate caliphate in Egypt." Lewis (1963) 
provides additional connections between Hashishin and The Assassins and the origin 
of the enchanted gardens: 

The use and effects of hashish were known at the time, and were no secret; 
even the name Hashishi [hashish eater, assassin] is local to Syria, and is probably a 

Figure 1.10. The ancient fortress of Alamut overlooks the trade routes traveled by rich caravans. From this secure 
vantage point, the legendary assassins perpetrated their stealthy deeds. 

• 1842 — End of Durrani Dynasty in Afghanistan 
• 1843 — Le Club des Hachichins, or Hashish Eater's Club, established in Paris 

• after 1850 — Hashish appears in Greece 
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term of popular abuse. In all probability it was the name that gave rise to the story, 
rather than the reverse. Of various explanations that have been offered, the likeliest 
is that it was an expression of contempt for the wild beliefs and extravagant behavior 
of the sectaries—a derisive comment o n their conduct rather than a description of 
their practices. For Western observers in particular, such stories |of hashish-taking 
and enchanted gardens] may also have served to provide a rational explanation for 
behavior that was otherwise totally inexplicable. 

The Assassins may not have used hashish at all. Possibly, the association of hashish 
use with the Assassins was merely a Western attempt to rationalize seemingly aberrant 
behavior. Daily, the world media reports of terrorism, mass-violence, and assassination. 
Fanatical devotion to leaders and their moral and political ideals is the rule of the day 
throughout much of Persia and Arabia, from Turkey through Afghanistan. No hashish 
is needed to encourage people to join these movements nor to maintain their dedication. 

To hashish historians, the importance of the legend of the Assassins lies simply in 
the likelihood that the followers of Hasan were familiar with the use of hashish. This 
legend establishes knowledge of hashish, not simply crude Cannabis, in these early 
times. The use of hashish in Persia, Arabia, and the Middle East during this time is well 
documented by the Muslim religious clerics and scholars through their lengthy debates 
concerning the evils of hashish-eating (Rosenthal 1971). 

If hashish were used at all by the Assassins, most likely it is that uninformed 
initiates were given hashish to foster fanatical obedience to the will of the Old Man of 
the Mountain. Norwich (1984) speculates, "Could it, one wonders, have been used— 
possibly in combination with something else—to induce a light hypnosis in which 
they would be more responsive to suggestion?" No evidence supports the claim that 
hashish was used willingly by the initiates nor that hashish use created a mental 
condition conducive to assassination. The modern mental picture of an assassin is one 
of a cold, calculating, vicious criminal. This hardly matches the image engendered by 
spaced-out hashish users. 

The Mongols 

The Mongol invasions that spread across Asia, from Siberia to the Mediterranean, 
greatly influenced the spread of ideas and products. According to Aldrich (1979): 

T h e Mongol hordes also spread the secret [of hashish]. Sufi schools, including 
a colony of Haidaris o n the Malabar Coast, spread hashish use in India. Tamarlane 
sowed hemp around Samarkand, and his descendent Babur, first Mogul Emperor of 
India (early 1500s), learned of it in Afghanistan. T h e Moguls planted Cannabis and 
the opium poppy throughout their dominions: it is likely that the two great hemp 

• 1856 — Russia invades Central Asia—British tax ganja and charas trade in India 
• 1868 — Russia gains control of Khanates of Samarkand and Bukhara 

• c. 1875 — Cultivation for hashish introduced to Greece 
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cultivation centers of Afghanistan, Central Asia, and Kashmir on one hand, and 
Bengal and Nepal on the other, grew up during this period. 

Early Arabic religious scholars often maligned the Mongols and the Sufis for 
bringing the hashish habit to Arabia. The Mongol invasions coincided with the spread 
of hashish use in Arabia. However, it is not clear whether the Mongols brought hashish 
to Arabia from Central Asia, whether it was brought by Persians or others displaced by 
the Mongol advance, or whether Mongols first encountered hashish during their 
conquests in Persia and Arabia. 

Middle East and Mediterranean 

The Middle East is considered one of the earliest centers of hashish use, but the 
antiquity of Middle Eastern hashish production and use is difficult to establish 
accurately. Most likely, hashish was introduced to the Middle East from Persia or India 
(Rosenthal 1971). Assyrian texts from the eighth to sixth centuries B.C. refer to Cannabis 
as "the drug which takes away the mind" (Mechoulam 1986). In ancient Greece, the 
euphoriant properties of Cannabis either were unknown or ignored, although the value 
of hemp fiber was well documented. Ancient Roman aristocracy was familiar with 
Cannabis seed oil as a medicament (Dioscorides A.D. 70) and with sweet Cannabis seed 
confections (Galen A.D. 130-200). Galen (Abel 1980), referring to the Cannabis confections, 
states: "If consumed in large amounts [it] affects the head by sending to it a warm and 
toxic vapor." 

Most regions of the Middle East have the arid climate so essential to sieved 
collection of resin powder. In recent years, sieved hashish has been produced in Lebanon, 
Turkey, and Greece. Early Arabic texts from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries 
often refer to hashish as "the little dust-colored one" (Rosenthal 1971). This phrase 
accurately describes both the color and the texture of sieved hashish. Sieved hashish 
probably was produced also in Egypt, Iraq, Iran, Israel, and Syria (Syrian hashish is 
marketed as Lebanese). Currently, Lebanon ranks as the major hashish producer in the 
Middle East, followed by Syria. Turkey also produces some hashish but Greece and 
Egypt currently produce little if any. 

The close proximity to ancient Persia and Arabia aided the early spread of Cannabis 
and hashish-making into the Middle East. Hashish is not mentioned in the Koran, but 
Muslim clerics and lawmakers have debated the prohibition of hashish since the eleventh 
century, when hashish-eating spread widely throughout Arabia (Rosenthal 1971). It is 
not clear when hashish came to be used recreationally rather than only for mystical 
ceremonial use. The oldest monograph on hashish, the Zahr al-'arish fi tahrim al-hashish 
written in Arabic around the thirteenth century, has been lost. Early Arabic texts call 

• 1870-1880 — First reports of hashish smoking on Greek mainland 
• 1877 — Kerr reports on Indian ganja and charas trade 

• 1890 — Greek Department of Interior prohibits importation, cultivation, 
and use of hashish 
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Cannabis a n d hashish by m a n y n a m e s such as shrub of emotion, shrub of understanding, 
peace of mind, branches of bliss, a n d thought morsel, that connote its psychoact ive nature . 
Rosenthal (1971) provides a description of psychoactive Cannabis from the thirteenth 
century written by Ibn al-Baytar of Spain: 

There is a third kind of qinnab (Cannabis), called Indian hemp, which I have 
seen only in Egypt, where it grows in gardens and is also known to Egyptians as 
hashishah. It is very intoxicating if someone takes as little of it as a dirham or two. 
Taken in too large doses, it may lead to lightmindedness. 

The first mention of the euphoriant properties of Cannabis in Jewish texts is found 
in the Talmud written in the early Middle Ages, circa A.D. 500-600 (Abel 1980). The 
Scythians, who were conquering lands all the way to Egypt and Palestine from 630 to 
610 B.C. (Mechoulam 1986), knew of Cannabis, if not hashish production; and they 
initially may have brought this knowledge to the Middle East. No mention of hashish 
smoking appears in Middle Eastern religious texts (Rosenthal 1971), and no mention of 

Figure 1.11. In the nineteenth century, some visiting Westerners appreciated the custom of hashish smoking. 

• since 1890 — Hashish m a d e illegal in Turkey 
• 1893-4 — The India H e m p Drugs Commiss ion Report is issued 

• early twentieth century — 70,000 to 80,000 kg of hashish legally imported into 
India from Central Asia each year 
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hashish eating appears until the tenth century. Perhaps the Scythians did not introduce 
hashish into the Middle East. More likely, hashish use came from Persia several centuries 
after the Scythian invasions, and then took another several centuries to achieve 
widespread use in the Middle East. 

Egypt 
The green plant which grows 

In the garden of Cafour, 
Replaces our hearts 

the effects of a wine 
old and generous. 

W h e n we inhale a single breath 
of its odor 

it insinuates itself in each 
of our members and penetrates 

through our body. 
Give us this plant 

from the garden of Cafour 
which supersedes the most 

delicate wine. 
The poor when they have taken 

only the weight of one drachm, 
have a head superb above the Emirs. 

—from Sumach (1975). 

Soueif (1972) discusses the early history of hashish use in Egypt: 

According to modern Arabic historians, Cannabis came to be planted and 
used in Egypt during the reign of the Ayyubid dynasty (twelfth century A.D.) o n the 
occasion of the f looding of Egypt by mystic devotees coming from Syria (M.K. Hussein 

1957). 

Going through a representative sample of poems that were published in the twelfth 
and early thirteenth centuries, we can count ten desirable behavioral changes claimed 
to be produced by Cannabis consumption: euphoria, acquiescence, sociability, feeling 
carefree, feeling important, independence of the world or ataraxy (as the Greek Stoics 
used to call it), meditativeness, activation of intelligence, jocularity, and amiability. By 
way of comparison with alcohol, the following qualities were attributed to hashish: it 
was cheap, it was not prohibited by the Islamic religious authorities, a comparatively 
small quantity was enough to get the desired effect, because it did not smell like alcohol 

• early twentieth century — Hashish smoking very popular throughout Middle East 
• 1912-1956 — Independent Sultanate of Morocco established as 

French and Spanish protectorate 
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it was therefore not easily detectable and, lastly, it was never pressed with the feet to be 
made ready for consumption. On the other hand, the adversaries pointed out five 
undesirable effects resulting from hashish use: submissiveness, debility, insanity, some 
sorts of organic brain damage, and increased prostitution. 

In the seventeenth century A.D., a comprehensive Arabic pharmacopoeia was 
published by Daoud Al-Entaqui in which the author mentioned Cannabis under the 
Persian name Shahdang. The author prescribes the drug for the treatment of various 
somatic afflictions, after which he proceeds (in a rather reserved tone) about its 
psychotropic effects. Four such effects are underlined: euphoria, sensory debilitation, 
and temporary sexual potency tailing off into impotence. 

The legendary Garden of Cafour, a real Egyptian haven near Cairo, was frequented 
by hashish-using travelers, scholars, and poets. Religious fundamentalists destroyed 
the garden in A.D. 1251. In 1378, Emir Soudoun Scheikhouni issued one of the first 
edicts against the eating of hashish. According to the Egyptian historian Maqrizi (A.D. 
1364-1442), Sultan Nigm Al-Din Ayoub forbade the planting of hashish in the Regouri 
Gardens and punished hashish eaters by pulling out their teeth (Khalifa 1975). Despite 
such harsh punishments, by the end of the fifteenth century, hashish had grown in 
popularity and was openly sold in the bazaars (Sumach 1976). Prior to the sixteenth 
century, hashish was only eaten in Egypt, first in its purest form and later mixed into 
various confections (Khalifa 1975). Hashish production continued in rural valleys 
throughout Egypt well into the twentieth century. 

Around 1798, during his military campaign in Egypt, Napoleon discovered that 
much of the Egyptian lower class habitually used hashish (Kimmens 1977). Hashish 
use was so widespread that Napoleon considered it a problem and decreed a total 
prohibition. (However, Napoleon's soldiers, returning from Egypt, brought the practice 
of using hashish home to France.) Lewin (1931) explains the reactions of the Napoleonic 
colonial government to the rampant use of hashish in Egypt: 

... the attention of the authorities in Egypt was drawn to the craving for hashish, 
and on 8th October, 1800, a French general issued the following regulations: 

Art. 1. Throughout Egypt the use of a beverage prepared by certain Moslems from 
hemp (hashish), as well as smoking the seeds of hemp, is prohibited. Habitual 
smokers and eaters of the plant lose their reason and suffer from violent 
delirium in which they are liable to commit excess of all kinds. 

Art. 2. The preparation of hashish as a beverage is prohibited throughout Egypt. 
The doors of those cafes and restaurants where it is supplied are to be 
walled up and their proprietors imprisoned for three months. 

• 1920s — Metaxus dictators in Greece crack d o w n on hashish smoking 
Hashish smuggled into Egypt from Greece, Syria, Lebanon, Turkey, and Central Asia 

• 1920-1922 — Greco-Turkish War 
• 1922 — Repatriated Asia Minor Greeks are hashish users 
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Art. 3. All bales of hashish arriving at the customs shall be confiscated and publicly 
burnt. 

These regulations manifest the spirit of Napoleon, w h o had left Egypt shortly 
before this. The measures taken against this substance were the result of direct 
observation of its action. They were just as successful as were the recent prohibitions 
of the cultivation of the plant in Egypt. The drug is supplied by smugglers w h o 
procure it from Greece. T h e passion for this substance defies all obstacles, and 
extends throughout the immense territories of Asia Minor, Asia, and Africa, where 
it is indulged in by several hundred million people. 

This prohibition apparently had little effect (Norwich 1984). Kerr (1877) reports 
that 80 years later, little had changed: 

Nowhere are so many forms of hemp used for intoxication as in Egypt. There 
its leaves and capsules, under the name of hashish, are smoked with the pipe called 
gozeh. The habit commenced with the lower orders of people and pilgrims, and is 
now c o m m o n with the people of the metropolis and other towns. 

In 1879, the Egyptian government instigated the first in a series of laws with 
increasingly severe penalties prohibiting the cultivation of Cannabis and the production, 
sale, or use of hashish (Khalifa 1975). Mackenzie (1893) describes Egyptian hashish 
production and consumption: 

Hashish as bought from a shop (and that is easily done) is an earthy-brown 
substance in lumps, which may be easily broken. It is prepared by taking the small 
leaves and female flowers from the tops of Cannabis indica, rubbing them d o w n to a 
powder, putting it through a fine sieve, and heating the dark-green powder thus 
obtained till it becomes cohesive, and then working up into lumps by hand. It is 
smoked in a special pipe called a goza, having a bulb for water and two tubes: one for 
the mouth and the other for the bowl. It is charged first with tobacco of a strong 
black variety, used only for that purpose, then above the tobacco is placed a small 
piece of hashish, above which is laid a piece of red-hot charcoal. The odor of hashish 
is very peculiar, easily recognized, and not to be mistaken for anything else. 

Although the cultivation of Cannabis and the production of hashish declined 
throughout the twentieth century, Egypt persisted as one of the largest markets for 
Middle Eastern hashish. Cairo and Istanbul were the two major markets for hashish 
until the advent of the Hippie Hashish Trail and the awakening of the West to Cannabis 
use. The availability, country of origin, and level of consumption of hashish in Egypt 
has varied throughout the 1900s, largely in relation to domestic prohibition and the 
politics of the supplying nations at any given time. Greece, Turkey, and, finally, Lebanon 

1924— Nicolai Vavilov visits Afghanistan 
• 1924-1979 — Persia ruled by Pehlevi Dynasty 

• 1925-6 — Bukhara and Kiva become parts of the Soviet Union 
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and Syria supplied the lucrative Egyptian market. Henri De Monfried wrote of 
smuggling hashish packed in small cloth sacks into Egypt from Greece in the early 
1920s (De Monfried and Treat 1930). Robinson (1925) reports that the Dispensary of the 
United States had this to say of the Egyptian hashish trade: 

The importation of it into Egypt is so strongly interdicted that the mere 
possession of it is a penal offense; we found it, however, readily procurable. It is said 
to be brought into the country in pigs' bladders, in the Indo-European steamers, and 
thrown out at night during the passage into the Suez canal, to be picked up by the 
boats of confederates. 

Bouquet (1950b) reported: 

... in Egypt hashish seizures in 1929 amounted to over 12,000 kilograms; in 
1937 the hashish seizures were less than 200 kilograms. 

After the prohibition of hashish-making in Greece and Turkey in the early twentieth 
century, Lebanon became the largest supplier to Egypt. Williams (1947) stated: 

Since 1945 hashish has presented a particularly serious problem in Egypt, 
following an exceptionally heavy crop in Syria and the Lebanon. In previous years 
the high price of the best quality hashish, about £7 per ounce in 1944, had successfully 
kept the drug out of the reach of the poorer sections of the population. 

From Williams' comments, hashish production apparently had been well 
established for some time in Lebanon and Syria since a major export industry had 
developed. Most of the hashish smoked in Egypt from World War II until 1993 came 
from Lebanon. Since 1993, Lebanese hashish production has declined and Egyptians 
now smoke domestically-grown bango (marijuana). 

Lebanon 

The Lebanese hashish industry has a reputation for producing and marketing 
clean, high-quality hashish of honest weight at fair prices. According to Aldrich (in 
Cherniak 1979), "Lebanese hashish production by the traditional technique of sieving 
and slabbing [pressing] reached a peak after World War I until it was prohibited in 
1926. Its survival today in this war-torn region is incredible." According to Sumach 
(1975), hashish again was officially banned in Lebanon in 1946 by a United Nations 
agreement. The United Nations Economic and Social Council reported that in 1950 
Lebanon and Syria produced a combined 300 tons of hashish (United Nations—Report 
of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs 1950). 

• 1926 — Lebanese hashish production peaks after World War I until 
prohibited in 1926 
• 1929 — Vavilov visits Yarkand 
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Turkey 

A n epic poem, the Benk u Bode, written by the Turkish poet Mohammed Ebn 
Soleiman Foruli of Baghdad in the middle of the sixteenth century, deals allegorically 
with a dialectical battle between wine and hashish (Gelpke 1966). Brunei (1955), 
considering wine the drink of the rich and powerful (he likens it to a Sheik, a guest 
of the Sultan), "while hashish is the friend of the poor, the Dervishes and the men 
of knowledge, i.e., of all those w h o are not blessed with earthly goods and social 
power." 

- f r o m Stefanis et al. (1977) 

Turkish hashish is legendary among knowledgeable European smokers. Hashish 
has been illegal in Turkey since 1890, and the laws have been strictly enforced since the 
1920s. However, hashish use by the local citizenry has, for the most part, been tolerated 
even in recent years. 

In the 1920s and 1930s, high-quality hashish was produced in the area around 
Bursa in northeastern Turkey, near the Greek border. Much of this hashish was shipped 
into Greece (Stefanis et al. 1977). During the 1970s, the highest quality hashish came 
from Gaziantep in southeastern Turkey, near the Syrian border. 

Greece 

The early history of hashish in Greece is strongly linked to Turkey. The most detailed 
and best documented study of Greek hashish use was prepared by Stefanis et al. (1977): 

Hashish smoking was c o m m o n among the Moslems of the Ottoman Empire. 
Its use was more prevalent among the Moslem inhabitants of Arabic origin than 
among the Turks. 

(Arabian peoples of Central Asia prefer to use Cannabis drugs; Turkic peoples 
usually favor opiates.) 

Kerim (1930) mentions that hashish was widely known in Syria, Asia Minor, 
Constantinople, Prusa, and in the environs of Smyrna. In each of these communities 
the Greeks lived symbiotically with the Turks. 

The distribution of hashish, alcohol, and opium use among the population of 
occupied Constantinople was reported by Eulogio Efendi, the Turkish historian of 
the seventeenth century (Stringaris 1933). He describes the existence of more than 
1 ,000 beer shops, 104 wine distributors, and only 60 tekes (hashish smoking places). 

Apparently, the hashish sold in the tekes was made in Turkey rather than in Greece. 

• 1920s and 1930s — High-quality hashish produced in Turkey near Greek border 
• 1930 — Yarkand region of Chinese Turkestan exports 91,471 kg of hashish legally into 

the Northwest Frontier and Punjab regions of India 
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The modern Greek state was founded in 1830 after 
a war of independence (Stefanis et al. 1977). Many sources 
refer to hashish as definitely appearing in Greece after 
1850. Introduced from the East, its starting point was the 
island of Syros in the Cyclades (Kouretas 1937, 
Papadopoulos 1959, Stringaris 1939). Other sources (e.g. 
Hoist 1975) report that some of the best Greek hashish 
was grown on Syros. 

The most interesting period of Greek hashish use, 
during the twentieth century, is examined in Part III: 
Hashish Cultures. 

Central Asia—Recorded History 

The Central Asian regions of Turkestan and Afgha-
nistan comprise the heart and soul of sieved hashish 
manufacture. Central Asia is predominantly Islamic. 
Muslim Central Asia supplied hashish to Hindi and 
Buddhist South Asia for many centuries, earning a 
reputation for high quality. The hashish-making tradition 
may date back several thousand years. However, the large 
scale cultivation of Cannabis and the mass production of 
large amounts of hashish by sieving are adaptations 
requisite to the burgeoning 
hashish trade during the last 
two centuries. 

Afghanistan 
Afghanistan has 

the oldest hashish 
culture still in exis-
tence today. The Af-
ghan hashish culture 
may be predated by 
Scythian or Persian 
hashish cultures, if 
these existed, but the 
Scythians and Persians S |debar S1 

The Story of Baba Ku 
Various legends, many 

concerning Baba Ku, illustrate 
the prominent place held by 
hashish in the history of 
Central Asia, especially 
Afghanistan. A baba is a 
religious teacher. Baba Ku is 
considered by Afghan smokers 
to be the man sent to Earth by 
the Creator to populate the 
entire world with Cannabis and 
to introduce hashish-making 
technology and smoking 
techniques to the Afghan 
people. Another legend 
characterizes Baba Ku as an 
herbal healer from Samarkand 
or Bukhara in Russian 
Turkestan who traveled south 
into Afghanistan. Afghans tell 
the tale of Baba Ku walking 
through the countryside and 
healing plague victims with 
"little sticky balls" administered 
like modern day (bills. Twentieth 
century folklorists suspect 
these sticky balls to be hand-
rubbed hashish. Legends 
about Baba Ku may account 

for the spread of 
knowledge of 
hashish throughout 
Afghanistan. Baba 
Ku is portrayed 
with a huge water 
pipe, the jar of 
which held 
approximately 40 
liters of water 
cooled by a 
mountain stream. 
The fresh, flowing 
water circulated up 
through the open 
bottom of the jar to 
cool the smoke 
(for definitions of 
water pipe and jar, 
see Glossary). 

• 1930s — Legal taxed imports of hashish into India from Central Asia continue 
• 1934-1935 — Chinese government m o v e s to end all Cannabis cultivation in Yarkand 

and charas traffic from Yarkand both licit and illicit hashish production 
becomes illegal in Chinese Turkestan 
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Baba Ku's devotees purpor-
tedly smoked up to three 
kilograms of hashish per day in 
this pipe. 

Before his death, Baba Ku 
gave Cannabis seeds and 
other medicinal plants, along 
with an allotment of gold, to ten 
Afghan families who were 
charged with carrying on the 
cultivation of healing herbs. 

Baba Ku is said to be 
buried in a tomb near Balk in 
northern Afghanistan. However, 
other incarnations of Baba Ku 
may have predated the famous 
healer. His spirit surely lives on 
in the reverent chants of 
modern hashish babas. 

The legend of Sheik 
Haidar (see page 24) seems 
dated accurately to the 
thirteenth century, while the 
legend of Baba Ku starts as a 
creation myth and continues 
well into the historical period. 
Possibly the legend of Baba Ku 
is not as old as some Afghans 
believe, but also may come 
from around the thirteenth 
century. Sheik Haidar was from 
northeastern Iran (Persia) and 
Baba Ku was likely from 
neighboring Samarkand. Both 
Sheik Haidar and Baba Ku are 
credited with the discovery of 
the euphoriant properties of 
Cannabis. Both directed their 
devotees to plant Cannabis 
around their graves and to 
spread Cannabis use among 
their followers. These two 
stories may be regional 
versions of the same hashish 
origin myth, Sheik Haidar from 
a Persian perspective and 
Baba Ku from a Central Asian 
perspective. 

have passed into obscurity, leaving few clues about the 
details of their possible hashish preparat ion and 
consumption. 

Although the oral traditions of Baba Ku are difficult 
to date accurately, written records provide additional, 
more accurate, clues to the antiquity of Afghan hashish. 
The first Mogul emperor, Babur (originally named Zahir 
ud-Din Mohammed), lived from 1483 to 1530 A.D. 
According to Babur Nama (Memoirs of Babur), Babur 
mentions the consumption of ma'jun (majoon, a Cannabis 
confection), but he does not state plainly that ma'jun is 
psychoactive, and there are no references to hashish or 
smoking. Babur is much more explicit about the effects 
of both wine and opium: 

Today was done the sin of ma'jun. [and two 
days later] At dawn we took our morning subahi [?] 
and got drunk, took a sleep, and at the mid-day prayer 
rode from Istalif. O n the road a confect ion was 
eaten. The harvest-crops were very beautiful; wine 
was drunk, though ma'jun had been eaten, sitting 
under autumnal trees [page 416]. 

This comment "wine was drunk, though ma'jun was 
eaten" indicates that the ma'jun was likely psychoactive, 
as it was at times considered unnecessary to consume 
wine if ma'jun had been consumed earlier. The Vedic texts 
were written even earlier, but limit their discussion of 
Cannabis u se to bhang (Cannabis leaf) a n d ganja mar i juana , 
and also do not discuss smoking. 

The Kingdom of Afghanistan was founded in 1747 
by Ahmad Shah Durrani. Before this time, the region of 
Afghanistan spread across ancient Ariana and Bactria. 
Afghanistan figures more prominently than any other 
nation in the tradition of high-quality hashish-making. 
Since the time of Baba Ku, Afghani hand-rubbed hashish 
has been used for medicine, but the vast majority of 
Afghani hashish is made by sieving. Many smokers 
consider the top grades of traditional, old-style-Afghani 

• 1938 — Supply of hashish from Chinese Turkestan nearly ceases 
• 1940s — Greek hashish smoking tradition fades 

• 1941 — Indian government considers cultivation in Kashmir to fill vo id of 
hashish from Chinese Turkestan 
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hashish to be the finest and most potent that has ever been available, unsurpassed in 
flavor, potency, and clarity of high. In recent years, Westerners have refined traditional 
resin sieving technology, introducing many improvements, but these high-tech sieving 
and resieving techniques are based on the Afghans' model of excellence. (See Part VI: 
High-Tech Hashish.) 

In 1868, Bukhara and neighboring Uzbek states in Turkestan fell to Russian 
expansion. During the Russian colonization of Turkestan, agricultural emphasis was 
placed on cotton production. Russian settlers and Turkestani natives were encouraged 
and, at times, forced to grow cotton, while the cultivation of diversified kitchen gardens 
was discouraged (Anderson 1948). Thousands of Muslim Turks and Uzbeks fled across 
the Russian Turkestanian border into Afghanistan to join their families. Today, the 
descendants of these immigrants comprise the predominant ethnic groups in northern 
Afghanistan. However, the Pashtan people from Persia rule the country, own the largest 
farms, and control the hashish trade. 

Volk (1955) mentions in his report on Afghan drugs that C. sativa was cultivated in 
north Afghanistan. The farmers called it bang-dona and used the oily seeds medicinally. 
C. indica was grown for bhang and charas production. However, Volk's account does 
not describe C. indica in botanical detail, so there is no indication if he was describing a 
short, broad-leaf plant resembling what modern sinsemilla growers call "indica." 
Sinsemilla is a Spanish word, (sin meaning without, semilla meaning seeds) used to 
describe unfertilized (thus seedless) female drug plants. Travelers report that in the 
late 1950s and early 1960s wild Cannabis was used by Afghan nomads, who hand-
rubbed small amounts of hashish to sell in market towns. Early in the 1970s, the few 
stands of wild plants customarily were reserved for the nomads rather than being used 
by hashish farmers. The ensuing Afghani hashish craze changed these use patterns. In 
reaction to burgeoning Western market pressures, farmers began harvesting and 
processing the wild plants along with their own cultivated plants. This angered the 
nomads, who had traditionally relied on wild Cannabis for seasonal income and for use 
as traditional medicines. Nomads and farmers clashed in a few localized incidents of 
violence. 

During the late 1960s, the highest quality hashish came from the ancient cities of 
Balk and Mazar-i-Sharif in northern Afghanistan, north of the Hindu Kush Mountains, 
near the Uzbekistan border. This probably happened because these cities were close to 
the famous hashish-producing area of Bukhara in southern Uzbekistan. Immigrant 
hashish makers from Bukhara unquestionably influenced Afghani hashish production. 
Some Russian Turkestanis fled south into Afghanistan in the mid 1860s, and others 
arrived later, in the 1930s. Some later arrivals were descendants of those who fled Russian 

• 1941-1945 — Hand-rubbed charas from Nepal is choicest hashish in India during World War II 
• 1943-1973 — Reign of King Zahir Shah in Afghanistan 

• 1945 — Legal hashish consumption continues in India 
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rule by moving to Chinese Turkestan in 1868. Although most farmers grew some 
Cannabis along with their subsistence crops, a few specialists lived in communal farming 
villages and farmed only Cannabis for hashish. The farms specializing in Cannabis often 
produced the highest-quality hashish. Cannabis cultivation and hashish-making spread 
from the North, near Bukhara and Samarkand, into the drier southern and western 
parts of Afghanistan, near Pakistan and Iran. 

Turkestan 
Turkestan, a primarily Muslim region, covers a large portion of Central Asia north 

of Tibet, Kashmir, Afghanistan, and Iran. In 1934, China and the Soviet Union divided 
Turkestan. 

In Chinese Turkestan, Cannabis cultivation and hashish production took place on 
the northern slopes of the Chung-Kyr Mountains, north of the Himalayas and west of 
the Tibetan Plateau, throughout the eastern foothills of the Pamir Mountains and, 
possibly, along the southern slopes of the Tien Shan Mountains. 

Hashish from Bukhara in Russian Turkestan, (present-day Uzbekistan) was 
considered by Indian users of the early 1800s to be the highest quality available. The 
majority of Bukhara hashish was shipped south through Mazar-i-Sharif to Kabul in 
Afghanistan and on to Peshawar in present-day Pakistan. The remainder went through 
Herat and Kandahar in Afghanistan to Quetta and Shikarpur, also in present-day 
Pakistan. Rawlinson (1868) reports of alternate trade routes through Chitral and 
Afghanistan: 

As these routes are taken from verbal information, supplied to the Punjab 
Government by a Yarkand merchant, I believe they are to be relied on, in so far as 
the general descriptions of the roads and countries is given. But the distances are not 
reliable, nor can the accompanying rough map be considered so, speaking 
geographically. If, as stated, the pass at the head of the Chitral Valley is so easy that 
laden carts can traverse it, this route must then be considered as not only the most 
direct road from Peshawar to Yarkand (and Badakshan), but also as the easier for 
trading purposes. Pundit Munphool, however, states that "the trade through Chitral 
is confined to certain adventurous Afghans alone, and that natives of Yarkand seldom 
traverse this route." 

The road being subject also to incursions of the Kafiristan tribes, is, perhaps, 
on that account avoided by the Yarkand merchants, who prefer the longer route via 
Kashgar, Kokan, Bukhara, and through Afghanistan, or through Ladakh and Kashmir. 

In 1877, Kerr extensively described the hashish trade between Turkestan and India. 
His report advised the British colonial government of India to control and tax the hashish 

• 1945-1955 — Hashish use in Greece flourishes again 
• 1946 — Lebanese Republic founded under French mandate 

• 1950 — End of Greek civil war 
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trade. Many years later, Bouquet (1950) described the Central Asian trade routes for 
hashish from Turkestan in additional detail: 

From Yarkand, caravans brought the charas into the upper Indus valley, 
following the famous Black jade road (Kara-Kash), which crosses the formidable 
Karakoram Pass at a height of 5 ,562 meters (18,250 feet) and goes on to Leh. (This 
trade was conducted under license from the government of the Punjab, issued by the 
British Commissioner in Leh). 

Charas likewise came from Central Asia through the Chitral Pass. A certain 
amount also came through Peshawar. There was a large illicit market in Bajaur; the 
drug was brought there by caravans across Afghan territory. 

Exportation to Russian Turkestan (market at Samarkand), Afghanistan and 
Iran used to take place from Yarkand and Kashgar by the old 'Silk Road,' passing 
through the upper valleys of the two rivers Kizil-su (Red Waters), which opens up 
like broad trenches between the Alai and the Trans-Alai at a height of over 3 ,000 
meters. 

Raverty (1857) described the situation in Kokan, Chinese Turkestan: 

Great quantities of opium, chirs, an intoxicating drug made from hemp flowers, 
and a decoction made from poppy-heads (different from opium) are made here. In 
every bazaar numbers of people can be seen in all states and degrees of intoxication, 
and no one interferes with them; indeed people may do just as they choose here, 
with the exception of acting tyrannically, such are the Khan's commands. 

In the mid 1860s, Russia extended its territory and influence into Turkestan and 
changed traditional patterns of hashish production. It is unclear whether Russia officially 
forbade the production of hashish in Turkestan, but hashish production became less 
common. It is clear that during the late 1800s, the focus of hashish production shifted 
from Bukhara (in Uzbekistan) to Yarkand. Yarkand currently is known as Soch'e, in the 
Xinjiang province of western China. Apparently, hashish production on a large scale 
around Bukhara in Russian Turkestan ceased shortly thereafter (Hutten 1875). Hashish 
already was produced throughout Chinese Turkestan during the early 1800s (Raverty 
1857). But by the end of the century, production had shifted from Bukhara east into 
Yarkand and south into Afghanistan. Hayward (1870) and Bellew (1875) both listed 
hashish as a major export from Chinese Turkestan to India and Kashmir. According to 
the India Hemp Drugs Commission Report (1893-4), the Yarkand region was the primary 
source of hashish imported into India. During this period the Kashmiris and Nepalese 
produced hashish, although rarely in sufficient quantities for wholesale trade with 
India. Kashmir traditionally supplied hashish to Hindu ashrams across the Indian 

• 1950s — Hashish still smugg led into India from Chinese Central Asia 
— Moroccan government tacitly a l lows kif cultivation in Rif Mountains 

• 1966 — The Moroccan government attempts to purge 
kif growers from Rif Mountains 
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Figure 1.12. Hashish was collected in the market towns of Kashgar and Yarkand in Chinese Turkestan for export to 
India and Russian Turkestan. Hashish destined for markets in India and Pakistan was transported by caravan across 
the Karakoram Pass and on to Leh and Shirangar, or across the Chitral Pass and into Peshawar. From Leh the 
hashish was either shipped west into Shirangar in Kashmir or, more often, south through the high Himalayan passes 
into the Kulu Valley and then west to Amritsar in northern India. The Yarkand hashish was distributed along with the 
local Russian Turkestanian hashish from Bukhara. Charas bound for Samarkand in Russian Turkestan traveled the 
traditional silk road route over the passes of the Pamir and Altai Mountains (see also Figure 3.22). 

• 1962 — First hashish m a d e in Morocco 
• 1963 — Turkish police seize 2.5 tons of hashish 

• 1965 — First reports of C. afghanica use for hashish production in 
northern Afghanistan 

BRITISH 
INDIA 

Hashish Trade Routes 
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subcontinent. (Ashram literally means safe haven—in common usage, a spiritual 
haven, a place for contemplation, roughly equivalent to a Western monastery.) 

Forty years later, the Annual Reports of India still were documenting the hashish 
trade from Chinese Turkestan. Throughout the early 1900s, hashish was imported 
into India from Yarkand in Chinese Turkestan, both by the traditional route through 
Leh in Ladakh, and through Chitral along the upper Kunar River in present-day 
Pakistan. Legal, taxed imports into India during the early 1930s were estimated at 
nearly 100,000 kilograms annually. This figure does not include hashish smuggled to 
avoid taxation and fixed prices. "By the 1920s, because of increasing import duties, 
illegal charas smuggling became widespread." (Anon. 1953, see Figure 3.22.) 

In 1934 the Chinese government moved to end all Cannabis cultivation in Yarkand 
and all hashish traffic from Yarkand. Although no details are available from Chinese 
sources, control measures must have been quite effective. The Annual Report of India 
for 1938 stated that "the supply of hashish available to the illicit traffic has nearly 
ceased." It was reported that "In 1934 the Chinese government stopped the cultivation 
and export of Yarkand charas, and garda charas of inferior quality from Afghanistan 
filled the void." (Anon. 1953). In 1941, the Indian government considered commencing 
cultivation in Kashmir to substitute for the interruption in the supply of Yarkand 
hashish. Legal hashish consumption continued throughout India until 1945 (Anon. 
1953). Charas was available in the government Cannabis shops of some states until as 
late as the mid 1970s, and illicit consumption continues to this day. 

Hashish of legendary quality was manufactured in Chinese Turkestan by sieving. 
Chopra (1957) describes the traditional method of making hashish in Yarkand: 

The highest yield and best quality of charas resin are obtained from plants 
grown in Yarkand in Chinese Turkestan in Central Asia. In that area there is an 
extensive natural growth of the plant. . . and it is also cultivated. It matures during 
the months of September and October, when o n the top of each plant appear big 
tufts of flowers which are collected. T h e female flower heads are first dried, then 
broken and crushed between the hands into a powder which is passed through 
sieves so that it attains the fineness and consistency of sand or sawdust. 

It appears that following both the Russian advance into Turkestan in 1868 and 
the Chinese ban on hashish traffic in 1934, large scale Cannabis cultivation moved out 
of Turkestan into Afghanistan, Kashmir, and the Northwest Frontier Province of 
present-day Pakistan. Trade in hand-rubbed charas from Nepal also increased during 
these periods of resettlement. The technique of mass producing sieved hashish favored 
by Muslims in Turkestan did not spread farther south and east into northern India 

• 1965 — Mustafa comes to Ketama in Morocco to make hashish from local kif 
• 1967 — "Smash," the first hashish oil appears — "Red Lebanese" reaches California 

• late 1960s and early 1970s — The Brotherhood popularizes Afghani hashish 
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Figure. 1.13. Smoking at the gates of the Moguls palace. 

• early 1970s — Lebanese red and b londe hashish of very high-quality exported 
— The highest quality Turkish hashish from Gaziantep near Syria 

appears in western Europe 
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and Nepal until the early 1970s. Although sieved hashish was made in Afghanistan 
before those times, Western demand for hashish caused the spread of sieved hashish-
making into Kashmir and the Pakistan northwest frontier provinces. Along the 
Himalayan Foothills of Kashmir, India, and Nepal, all hashish production traditionally 
was hand-rubbed, a technique favored by persons from Hindu and Buddhist cultures. 

Yarkand hashish and Bukhara hashish often were confused in the trade—since 
they were so similar they could be interchanged during marketing. Most likely their 
production was by the same methods and from similar varieties of Cannabis. It is not 
known whether the hashish imported into India from Bukhara and Yarkand, up to and 
during the 1800s, was prepared from C. sativa or whether it was prepared from what 
marijuana growers now call C. indica. However, its extensive spontaneous range (the 
area within which a given plant can grow without the aid of cultivation) makes C. 
sativa the likely choice for early domestication and hashish production. C. indica 
apparently had an extremely limited range, only within Afghanistan, prior to the late 
twentieth century. 

HASHISH AS AN INHALANT 
There is evidence of the inhalation of Cannabis smoke prior to the introduction of 

pipes and tobacco smoking into the Old World from the New World. While inhalation 
is not true smoking, the process demonstrates an understanding of the euphoriant 
properties of the vapors from burning Cannabis and represents an attempt to experience 
those effects. Herodotus (c. 500 B.C.) described how the Scythian and other Central 
Asian tribes used Cannabis recreationally by breathing the combustion vapors, but he 
makes no mention of any medicinal benefit of the smoke. The ancient Assyrians 
employed Cannabis fumes as a cure for the "poison of all limbs," presumed to mean 
arthritis (Mechoulam 1986). Near Jerusalem, ashes of Cannabis were found in a fourth 
century A.D. tomb of a fourteen year-old girl. Apparently, she died during childbirth. 
Mechoulam (1993) states: "We assume that the ashes found in the tomb were Cannabis, 
burned in a vessel and administered to the young girl as an inhalant to facilitate the 
birth process." 

There are many early references to the breathing of Cannabis smoke. Always, 
Cannabis was burned in an open vessel or censer rather than being smoked in a pipe or 
rolled into a cigarette (joint). In the Chitral Valley of northern Pakistan, nomads place 
pieces of hashish on coals near the edge of a charcoal brazier and breath the vapors and 
smoke through a hollow reed or a roll of paper. In the deserts of Afghanistan, hashish 
is roasted on a rock heated by fire and the vapors are inhaled through a hollow stick. 

• early 1970s — Afghani hashish varieties introduced to North America 
for sinsemilla production 

— Westerners bring metal sieve cloths to Afghanistan 
— Law enforcement efforts against hashish begin in Afghanistan 
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Water is held in the mouth 
and the smoker leans over 
the hot stone as he inhales, 
forcing smoke to bubble 
through the water in his 
mouth as it does in a water 
pipe (see Hashish Smoking 
in Afghanistan, page 139, 
and Water-Cooled Delive-
ry, page 275). 

Only one piece of 
archeological evidence 
hints at pre-Columbian 
p i p e - s m o k i n g of Cannabis 
in the Old World. Remains 
of two ceramic water pipe 
bowls excavated f rom 
Lalibela Cave, Begemeder 
Province, Ethiopia were 
radiocarbon dated to A.D. 
1320 ± 80. Both contained 
trace amounts of 6-THC, 
the stable decomposition 
product of A'-THC. The presence of 6-THC indicates that psychoactive THC was 
smoked in these two pipes (van der Merwe 1975). The presence of THC earns these 
pipes a mention here, but of greater interest is the presence of pipes at least 100 years 
before the discovery of the New World by Columbus. This solitary evidence of pipe-
smoking in the Old World prior to A.D. 1500 adds an air of mystery to the discovery. 
Radiocarbon dating is subject to errors. Were the strata where the pipes were found the 
same as the dated substance? Was the dated substance older than the pipes? Could the 
dates be off by 180 years or more, with the pipes actually being from the early post-
Columbian period following A.D. 1500? 

The breathing of smoke and vapors from the open air is more like using incense 
than the smoking we know today; nevertheless, it was conscious inhalation of Cannabis 
smoke. The intent was both to obtain the mystical benefits from inhaling fumes and to 
appreciate the aromas of burning Cannabis or hashish. 

Figure 1.14. In the Chitral Valley of northern Pakistan, nomads place pieces 
of hashish on the coals near the edge of a charcoal brazier and breathe the 
vapors and smoke through a hollow reed or a rolled tube of paper. Drawing 
by Robin Ade. 

• 1970-1973 — H u g e fields of Cannabis cultivated for hashish production in Afghanistan 
• 1971-1972 — Last years that truly great Afghani hashish is available 

• 1973 — Nepal bans the Cannabis shops and charas export 
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Incense Makers 

One of the earliest uses of hashish might have been as incense. Ancient Central 
Asian tribe members inhaling the fumes of burning Cannabis flowers must have noticed 
the aromas of vaporized terpenoid compounds rising from the smoldering resin glands. 
(With Cannabis resin, this results from heating to a point short of burning, yet hot enough 
to allow the low-boiling point terpenoids and THC to vaporize.) According to 
Herodotus, the Scythians also used frankincense and cedar in their sweat-bathing rituals. 
Frankincense, myrrh, amber, and gum arabic are all aromatic plant resins used in making 
incense. Needham (1954) states: 

"The addition of hemp (C. sativa) to the contents of incense burners is clearly 
stated in one Taoist collection the Wu Shang Pi Yao (Essentials of the Matchless 
Books), which must place it before A.D. 570." 

Fischer-Rizzi (1996) claims that "hanf (hemp) was used as a minor constituent in 
incense preparations in ancient Mesopotamia." Rosenthal (1971) says that hashish is 
described as "amber-scented" and that "Hashish possessed a distinctive smell which 
was poetically described as 'exciting and stimulating' and as superior to musk and any 
other perfume." Rosenthal also quotes a wonderful poem about the fragrance of hashish. 

My friend asked me when there emanated from it 
A smell that put to shame the smell of perfume: 

Is it musk? I replied: It does not come from 
Musk but from hashish. 

—from al-Maqrizi circa A.D. 1420 

A reference to the powerful aroma of hashish appears in one of the tales of the 
Arabian Nights, written between the eleventh and the thirteenth centuries. In this tale, 
King Omar causes Princess Abrizah to fall into a deep sleep by using "a piece of 
concentrated bhang, if an elephant smelt it he would sleep from year to year," (Johnson 
1952). 

Placing dry Cannabis on coals or hot rocks vaporizes most of the resin before the 
plant material begins to burn. The first aromas from rapidly heating Cannabis primarily 
come from the highly volatile, sweetly and spicily fragrant terpenoids. The burst of 
aroma from volatilized terpenoids, along with the high caused by volatilized THC, is 
strongest before the Cannabis catches fire. To a careful 0*»®rver, this would indicate 
that the aromatic and psychoactive properties of the Cannabis plant reside on the outside 

• 1973 — A f g h a n government makes hashish production and sales illegal 
— Afghani harvest is pitifully small—King d e p o s e d 
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of the plant material. (Today, we know that the aromatic and psychoactive compounds 
of Cannabis are contained within the surface covering of resin glands.) Perhaps early 
Cannabis users seeking a way to isolate both the active and the aromatic components 
noticed the heating effects and eventually discovered hashish-making, first by rubbing 
and then by sieving. 

Hashish is perfectly suited for incense-making. Hashish resin is plastic in 
consistency, adheres to other particles, and is easily shaped. It burns readily and carries 
the ember for extended periods without a flame. Burning hashish produces large 
quantities of thin but fragrant smoke as its aromatic terpenoids slowly and steadily 
volatize. The psychoactive and medicinal properties of hashish vapors and smoke are 
also desirable in incense. 

Because of its psychoactivity, Cannabis has long been associated with mysticism 
and religious rites. A strong link exists between the origins of the world's religions and 
the use of psychoactive plants, and there is a long history of the burning of incense in 
religious contexts. Rosenthal (1971) describes the setting for hashish-eating in thirteenth 
century Egypt: 

The places where hashish could be eaten were many, and so were no doubt 
the ways in which users tried to obtain the desired results. For some, it was a sort of 
religious ritual, making the place where it was consumed equivalent to a mosque. 

Early incense makers naturally would have had a keen interest in hashish. A thin 
stick of hand-rubbed hashish looks like stick incense and burns in much the same way 
(see page 5 in Color Section). However, blending hand-rubbed hashish with other 
precious aromatic ingredients would be very difficult since rubbed hashish is in the 
form of a solid lump. On the other hand, resin powder obtained through sieving blends 
easily with other powdered incense ingredients. 

Quite likely, some incense makers were also early traders in hashish. Initially, 
hashish was probably a rare incense ingredient, but as incense became more widely 
used, demand for hashish would have increased. With increased demand, early incense 
makers may have applied sieving techniques to collect larger amounts of powdered 
resin. Larger fields could be grown and resin could be collected much more easily by 
sieving than by hand-rubbing, increasing the supply. Sieved resin powder is perfectly 
suited for mass producing incense, hence, early incense makers likely had a major 
influence on early hashish production techniques, long before hashish and tobacco 
smoking became popular. 

1974-1975 — Very little Cannabis is grown in Afghanistan 
• 1976-1977 — Quality of Lebanese hashish reaches zenith 

• 1978 — Westerners make s ieved hashish in Nepa l from wi ld Cannabis 
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Advent of Hashish Smoking—Tobacco and Hashish 
The eating of hashish doubtless began very early, but whether the smoking of 

hashish in Europe and Asia predated the discovery of the New World is a question 
endlessly debated by scholars. In researching the origins of smoking, passively breathing 
vapors is distinguished from actively inhaling smoke directly from its source. Most 
evidence indicates that active hashish smoking in pipes is rooted in the relatively recent 
tradition of tobacco smoking brought from the New World early in the sixteenth century. 
Until the introduction of tobacco (Nicotiana tobaccum) smoking, ingestion of hashish 
primarily was through combinations with food or drink. 

Rosenthal (1971), writing about early Muslim use of hashish states: 

In our sources, hashish was never described as having been smoked. The 
procedure for smoking is nowhere explicitly mentioned. The verb "to drink," which 
in more modern times often doubles for "to smoke," is never applied to hashish in a 
way that would suggest smoking. T h e smell of hashish can, of course, not be 
understood to be the smell of its smoke. It has been stated that the smoking of 
hashish "was practiced in the east before the use of tobacco." If so, any concrete 
evidence for it seems to be still lacking, and it would seem to remain true that the 
smoking of hashish was a custom developed after the introduction of tobacco and 
continued side by side with the consumption of hashish in various solid preparations. 
In the story from the seventeenth century related by al-Mi'lawi, the eating of hashish 
and the "drinking" of tobacco were done simultaneously by two men. The point of 
the story requires smoking, but the hashish is eaten, and its consumpt ion is 
distinguished from the smoking that was going on at the same time. 

Soon after tobacco came to Europe, hashish was mixed with tobacco, a practice 
that continues today in much of Europe and the Middle East. Tobacco smoking brought 
the idea of smoking dried plant material in a pipe. Tobacco was exotic, addictive, and 
traded afar. The popularity of tobacco smoking was initially responsible for the spread 
of hashish smoking. Hashish tagged along on the market success of tobacco and the 
hashish market blossomed within a few decades. Late eighteenth-century reports from 
Kashmir indicate that hashish was smoked mixed with tobacco. The famous 
ethnobotanist, Oakes Ames (1939) concluded: 

After the discovery of America, the mingling of tobacco with bfiang, for 
smoking, began to be a c o m m o n practice. This combination of Old World and N e w 
World narcotics furnishes one of those remarkable examples which tend to show 
that man is by nature an experimenter and that in taking up a new product he may 
begin by mingling it with an old one. 

• 1979 — Soviet Union invades Afghanistan 
• late 1970s — Increasing manufacture of "modern" Afghani hashish 

— Cannabis varieties from Afghanistan imported into Kashmir for 
s ieved hashish production 
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Provided with the simultaneous occurrence of hashish and tobacco, humans, the 
experimenter species, quickly developed many new techniques to smoke either tobacco 
or hashish. One notable product of this synthesis was the water pipe (see Part V: 
Consumption of Hashish). The introduction of tobacco smoking led quickly to the 
widespread smoking of hashish across Eurasia. According to Soueif (1972): 

Smoking is practiced in various forms in different parts of the world.. . . one of 
the main reasons why smoking became the method chosen is the fact that it gives a 
quick and well defined feedback. "The onset of psychological effects is almost 
immediate with the smoking of the more potent forms of Cannabis, and the peak 
effects usually occur within the first quarter-hour following inhalation ... absorption 
by the gastrointestinal tract is relatively slow (Interim Report 1970)." Within the 
framework of the modern learning theory, as defined by psychologist C. Hull, an 
immediate and well defined feedback (or reward) is a good reinforcer of the habit (E. 
R. Hilgard 1956). 

When Cannabis is eaten, THC, the active ingredient, actually is changed into another 
compound called 11-hydroxy-THC, which has differing and more powerful effects than 
THC. (See Part V: Consumption of Hashish.) Since eating hashish induces a lethargic 
state and visions that persist for hours, the high is not as manageable as that produced 
by smoking (see Eating Versus Smoking, page 239). The idle rich and the hopelessly 
indigent had the time to eat hashish and lie about all day in a dream state, but when 
eaten, its effects are too strong and last far too long to be practical for people who 
worked every day. Smoking hashish produces effects that are shorter acting and easier 
to control, thus smoking fits more easily into the lives of working people. Much more 
hashish was consumed by many more people once hashish was smoked rather than 
just eaten and, today, smoking is many times more popular worldwide than eating. 

EARLY HASHISH TRADE 
Hashish has many qualities well suited for international trade. It is relatively dense, 

compact and easily transported, is not damaged readily by water, and has the potential 
to store well. It is very potent relative to its size and has a high value per unit of weight 
or volume. Hashish is superior to marijuana in potency, storability, and transportability; 
thus, it is a better item for trade or smuggling. 

The discovery of sieving techniques changed the world of hashish almost as much 
as did the introduction of tobacco smoking. Sieving increased production and created 
hashish that could be stored for a much longer time than hand-rubbed hashish. Hand-

• early 1980s — Quality of Lebanese hashish declines 
• 1980s — Morocco becomes one of, if not the largest, hashish producing and 

exporting nation 
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The Story of Sidi Hidi 
Many, often conflicting 

legends about kif (kif is the 
Moroccan word for Cannabis 
plants, flower tops, and a 
tobacco/Cannabis blend) in 
Morocco, mention Sidi Hidi. 
Sidi Hidi, supposedly the 
patron saint of kif smokers, was 
said to have brought Cannabis 
to Morocco. He also is credited 
with the old adage, "Kif is like 
fire. A little warms the heart, 
and too much burns the soul." 
According to Paul Bowles, a 
wizened Moroccan traveler, 
Sidi Hidi lived during the 
nineteenth century and was a 
kif smoker with a handful of 
devoted followers who 
espoused some sort of cosmic 
philosophy. Bowles believes the 
followers of Sidi Hidi troubled 
the local women, ran some sort 
of protection racket, and took 
chickens as their payoffs. 
Another well-traveled source 
consulted Moroccan friends 
and came up with a different 
story. According to this legend, 
Sidi Hidi was an Algerian 
nobleman and Sufi who was a 
friend of King Hussein's 
grandfather. He brought 
Cannabis from Algeria, 
spreading it around Morocco 
as he traveled. This story 
places Sidi Hidi in the early 
twentieth century. 

According to Bowles, "The 
compound of Sidi Hidi is out in 
the desert, off the road to 
Ketama, across from the well 
of Sidi Hidi, and is supposedly 
where Sidi Hidi lived." 

The dedicated scientific 
explorers, while researching 
this volume, felt compelled to 
search for the final resting 

place of the legendary Sidi 
Hidi. Besides, from Bowles' 
description, it didn't sound so 
far out of their way. After hours 
of driving "just over the next 
hill," the researchers finally 
arrived at a well and village, 
both named Sidi Hidi. The story 
one villager told differed greatly 
from what the researchers had 
previously heard. The villager 
was the man who lived in the 
house closest to the Sidi Hidi 
well. He believed that Sidi Hidi 
had lived two thousand years 
ago and was a Sufi mystic who 
wandered the Rif Mountains, 
lived in caves, and taught the 
Koran. Since he was a nomad, 
Sidi Hidi had no permanent 
home, and nobody knows 
where he died, or where he 
was buried. 

The most interesting part 
of the villager's tale was that 
Sidi Hidi did not smoke kif at 

all. The researchers were told 
that instead of kif, Sidi Hidi 
smoked a mixture of two 
indigenous varieties of mint-like 
sages, and that Sidi Hidi's 
smoking mixture contained no 
kif. The man from the village 
pointed out the two varieties of 
mint-like plants growing nearby. 

How could Sidi Hidi be the 
patron saint of kif, the one who 
introduced Cannabis to 
Morocco, if he didn't smoke kif? 
Does the legend of Sidi Hidi 
have something to do with the 
mint or sage leaf motif 
engraved along the stem of 
almost every sebsi pipe? How 
could someone teach the 
Koran two thousand years ago 
when it had not yet been 
written? So many conflicting 
stories raise troubling 
questions and yield few 
credible answers. 

Sidebar S1.9. 

• 1980s — "Border" hashish produced in northwestern Pakistan along the Afghan 
border to avoid Soviet-Afghan war 

• 1983-1984 — Small amounts of the last high-quality Turkish hashish appear 
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rubbed hashish is best consumed locally, soon after making; it tends to dry out and 
spoil within a few months, whereas under proper conditions, sieved hashish can be 
stored for two or three years with little loss of potency. With widespread markets and 
increasing supplies of hashish from various sources, the hashish trade grew dramatically 
between 1600 and 1800, becoming a lucrative business for many merchants. 

Sieving for hashish production began much later in history than hand-rubbing. 
The sieving of resin theoretically has been possible ever since fine silk was first traded 
from China to Central Asia and Persia, circa 400 to 300 B.C. However, Aldrich (1979) 
postulates that the first sieved hashish may not have been made until the early 
seventeenth century. Some historians will be surprised to learn that sieved hashish 
may be of such recent development, but few early reports exist to contradict this opinion. 
References to hashish as "the little dust colored one" in early Arabic texts (during the 
thirteenth to fifteenth centuries) seem to be describing sieved hashish. Earlier than the 
seventeenth century, at least small quantities must have been made by sieving on carpets 
(see Afghani Hashish Manufacture page 128). Nevertheless, sieving hashish probably 
came into extensive use as a mass production technique in response to an increasing 
export market. 

The British only rarely enjoyed the pleasures of Cannabis (consumption) during 
their long colonial rule of India (Norwich 1984). Aldrich (1979) states that hashish was 
not manufactured in any quantity in British India until the nineteenth century, and this 
may well be true. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, hashish trade from 
Central Asia into British India flourished. Some hand-rubbed charas also was imported 
from Nepal. Indian smokers and merchants were supplied sufficiently from Turkestan 
and little resin was available to produce hashish in India. Very few British colonials 
were hashish smokers. Britain's interest in the hashish trade was the prospect of 
collecting taxes and tariffs from hashish merchants. Both Kerr (1877) and the India 
Hemp Drugs Commission Report (1893-94) presented suggestions to enforce the taxation 
of hashish shipments from Yarkand into India. 

India has had a system of ganja marijuana distribution for hundreds of years. 
Since the 1800s the Indian government sanctioned and licensed the cultivation of 
Cannabis on huge government farms for ganja production for government taxed ganja 
shops. This program has been scaling down for years and is just now coming to an end. 
Most ganja for sale in India now is produced in Kerala in southern India on large farms 
controlled by organized crime and is sold to urban youth and tourists within India 
(Selgnij pers. comm.). 

• 1985 — Hashish still produced by Muslims of Kashgar and Yarkand 
• 1986 — Most private stashes of pre-war Afghani hashish in Amsterdam, 

Goa, and America are nearly finished 
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MOROCCO 
The Rif Mountains of northern Morocco traditionally have been regarded as part 

of the land of siba, a region controlled by Berber tribes and traditionally outside the 
direct political influence of the Moroccan Empire. Although not native to Morocco, 
Cannabis was brought to the Rif Mountains either during one of the many Arab invasions 
of North Africa or by travelers returning from early pilgrimages to Mecca (Joseph 1973). 

Strange as it may seem to the modern hashish consumer (living in a world with 
literally hundreds of tons of Moroccan hashish produced annually), commercial 
quantities have been manufactured in Morocco only since the 1960s. Morocco has a 
long history of psychoactive Cannabis cultivation and consumption, but no accurate 
records of its antiquity are available. We know Cannabis has been cultivated for kif 
since the early 1800s (see kif defined in Sidebar SI.9). Kif traditionally was, and still is, 
smoked in Morocco. Ernst von Bibra (1855) mentioned that the Berbers throughout 
North Africa favor kif smoking. Most likely, Cannabis first came to Morocco during the 
fourteenth century at about the time it first appeared in Muslim Spain. Because Morocco 
has been manufacturing hashish for only 30 years, the history is relatively complete. 
All other important hashish-producing regions of the world have much longer histories 
than Morocco's, histories filled with many more uncertainties, myths, and legends. 

Politics and Hashish in Morocco 
Spain ruled northern Morocco as a protectorate from 1912 to 1956. During much 

of this period, the Spanish fought against rebel forces led by Abdel Krim in the Rif 
Mountains. Spain made little effort to control the cultivation of kif (Joseph 1973). During 
the reign of King Hussein's father, the government occasionally went to war with the 
kif farmers, trying to eradicate kif. In 1959, fundamentalist Muslin kif farmers confronted 
the government and insisted that if kif cultivation was to be prohibited, then the 
production and consumption of alcohol also must be prohibited (Joseph 1973). Since 
the government could not afford to outlaw alcohol, a temporary standoff arose between 
the kif growers and supporters of kif prohibition. In the early 1960s, the Moroccan 
government again attempted to purge kif cultivation from the Rif Mountains. Armed 
resistance by kif growers holed up in the rugged Rif terrain repelled government actions. 
Eradication efforts were suspended when the government realized that a long and 
costly battle could come to no good end. If the troops successfully eliminated Cannabis 
growing, Rif farmers deprived of their only cash crop, would likely be displaced to the 
cities, adding to the number of urban poor. When King Hussein came to power, he 
decreed that kif could be cultivated only in a limited area surrounding Ketama, high in 

1987 — Moroccan government cracks d o w n u p o n Cannabis cultivation in lower 
elevations of Rif Mountains 

• 1989 — Soviet troops wi thdraw from Afghanistan 
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the Rif Mountains, where no other crops of economic importance were grown. The 
Berber saying, "The land of Ketama likes only kif," implies that little else would grow 
in the Rif Mountains and that the Rif Mountains produce superior quality kif (Joseph 
1973). In the rest of Morocco it was, and still is, strictly forbidden to cultivate Cannabis 
and produce either kif or hashish. The area of the Rif Mountains covered by Cannabis 
farms grew steadily throughout the 1970s. Despite the government's official anti-
Cannabis policy outside the Rif Mountains, many other regions of hashish production 
were established in Morocco. 

EARLY WESTERN HASHISH HISTORY 
When the survivors of Napoleon's Egypt campaign returned to France, in the 

early 1800s, they brought hashish consumption with them. By the 1840s, hashish was 
available in Parisian pharmacies. In 1843 Le Club des Hachichins (Hashish Eater's Club) 
was established in Paris and attended by fashionable, adventurous Parisians including 
the noted French writers Gerard de Nerval, Theophile Gautier, and Charles Baudelaire 
(Norwich 1984). 

The British never took to hashish as the French did. Norwich (1984): "Surprisingly, 
perhaps, hashish never really established itself in Victorian England—though laudanum, 
that potentially lethal tincture of opium and alcohol, enjoyed universal respectability 
and was widely used in all those classes of society that could afford it." Cannabis also 
was dissolved in alcohol (a tincture) which aided THC absorption by the human body, 
but this concoction was primarily a medicine, not a recreational drug. Norwich: "In 
America, by contrast, various preparations with a Cannabi base were freely available 
from the 1840s onwards." Americans almost always used Cannabis preparations 
medicinally. One famous exception was the American author Fitz Hugh Ludlow who 
experimented with tincture of hashish and recorded his experiences, later publishing 
them. In the 1960s his writings were rediscovered and popularized in the United States. 

North America versus Europe—Marijuana versus Hashish 

In North America, most Cannabis is smoked in its crude form as marijuana. There 
are no traditional centers of hashish production in the Americas, and Asian and Middle 
Eastern sources are halfway around the world. It is relatively easy to grow marijuana 
in the friendly climates and vast, sparsely populated areas of the Americas, and 
comparatively easy to smuggle marijuana over the long, under-guarded American and 
Canadian borders. Conversely, Europe has less land conducive to illicit cultivation, is 
closer to the traditional centers of hashish production, and is farther from the marijuana 

• 1993 — Eradication efforts resume in Morocco 
• 1994 — Heavy fighting between rival Muslim clans continues to 

upset hashish trade in Afghanistan 
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Figure 1.15. A sinsemilla garden grown from Jamaican (saf/Va) 
seeds growing in California. Thousands of such illegal gardens are 
hidden throughout North America. 

Cash Crop 
Marijuana is the largest 

cash crop grown in the United 
States (and in Canada). 
Working from United States 
government figures (Dept. of 
Agriculture and Drug 
Enforcement Administration), 
Dr. Weisheit of Illinois State 
University calculated the 1987-
88 marijuana crop grown in the 
United States to be worth 
between 33 and 64 billion 
dollars, using the agencies' low 
and high estimates. The next 
largest cash crop in the United 
States was corn valued at a 
little more than 13 billion 
dollars. Additionally, unlike the 
economics of corn, the cash 
generated from marijuana was 
not subject to taxes and the 
costs of production were 
minimal when compared to the 
profits. (Adapted from working 
draft of Cash Crop: A Study of 
Illicit Marijuana Growers by R. 
A. Weisheit 1989, [Ed.]) 

Sidebar S1.10. 

export centers of Latin America. Canadian and United States grown marijuana rarely 
escapes from the domestic markets. 

The mass-marketing of marijuana was primarily an American phenomenon 
beginning in the 1960s and flourishing by the early 1970s. During this period, North 
Americans sought hashish because it was consistently more potent than the ubiquitous 
Mexican marijuana. High-potency Mexican and Colombian marijuana began to flood 
the North American market about 1972. This change to higher-quality imported 
marijuana, combined with the explosive growth in domestic high-quality sinsemilla 
production, and the continually diminishing supply of hashish, kept the majority of 
American smokers from ever experiencing high-quality hashish. 

One reason why relatively little hashish appeared in North America is that the 
demand for hashish in Europe always has almost equaled the supply available from 

1987 — Border hashish still produced in Pakistan 
• 1995 — Introduction of hashish-making equipment and appearance of 

locally produced hashish in Amsterdam coffee shops 
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Asia and the Middle East and little remained for the North American market. In the 
United States and Canada, marijuana abounds while hashish is a rare treat; in Europe, 
more hashish always has been available than marijuana. Europeans also have had some 
experience with hashish, beginning in the nineteenth century, while it was very rare 
for anyone to encounter hashish in America before recent times. 

Over the course of early history, far more hashish than marijuana was traded and 
consumed. Today, marijuana use greatly exceeds hashish use worldwide. Marijuana is 
the traditional form of Cannabis consumed in Africa and Latin America. Beginning in 
the late 1980s, and continuing to the present, the availability of domestically grown 
sinsemilla increased dramatically in Europe, coinciding with the general decline in the 
quality of hashish. As a result, very many European Cannabis smokers have turned to 
locally produced sinsemilla. 

HISTORY CONCLUSION 
The earliest home of Cannabis was most likely Central Asia. Cannabis was dispersed 

to China, Persia, and India during conquests by th Aryan and Scythian peoples from 
Central Asia and during the advance of Mongols into Europe. Traders later carried 
Cannabis from Persia to the Arabian Middle East. 

The psychoactive properties of Cannabis were exploited much later than its fiber 
and food potentialities, which were documented by early Chinese, Persian, and Indian 
historians. The first evidences of hashish use appear much later in the Arabian historical 
record. The first hashish was made by hand-rubbing living plants. Methods involving 
drying plants and sieving were developed much later. 

The introduction of tobacco smoking into Europe and Asia during the early 
sixteenth century changed the usage patterns of both marijuana and hashish. Until 
tobacco was introduced from the New World, all marijuana and hashish were consumed 
by being mixed with food and drink. Once people began to smoke rather than eat 
hashish, many more people began to use it. Smoking quickly popularized hashish use 
across Eurasia, from Turkey to Nepal, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
and use peaked during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. During the 
eighteenth century, the techniques of harvesting, drying, and sieving plants to make 
hashish became increasingly widespread as mass production became necessary to satisfy 
the rapidly increasing Eurasian hashish trade. 

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the patterns of hashish 
supply in Eurasia changed radically. Large scale production in Central Asia shifted 
from Russian Turkestan into Chinese Turkestan, eventually into Kashmir, and finally 
into Afghanistan. Greece, Syria, Nepal, Lebanon, and Turkey also became major 
exporters of hashish. In the late 1960s, Morocco was the last of the major hashish-
producing nations to begin production in quantities sufficient for export. 
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PART II: 

HASHISH-MAKING 

Figure 2.1a. Lett: Cellular structure of a capitate-stalked resin gland (glandular trichome). The secretory cells take 
the form of a glandular trichome with an enlarged capitate gland (about 100 microns in diameter) atop an elongated 
stalk. Resin, containing the cannabinoids and essential oils, secretes from the gland, accumulating beneath a waxy 
cuticle that enlarges blister-like, until nearly spherical. A mature resin gland-head detaches at an abscission layer 
that forms beneath the head. Mature gland-heads detach easily when threshed for collection as resin powder. 
Figure 2.1b. Right: Seeded inflorescence. Each "pod" holds a flower that swells with the growth of a seed if fertilized. 
Leafy bracts, covered with resin glands, encase and protect the flower from which two stigmas (pollen-catchers) 
protrude. Photo by Mel Frank. 

Introduction: What is Hashish? 
Hashish is a psychoactive drug prepared from the resin or the resin glands of the 

female (pistillate) Cannabis plant. One common misconception is that hashish is made 
by grinding dry Cannabis flowers into a powder and pressing the powder into solid 
pieces. This fallacy results from uninformed observers attempting to describe the process 
of sieved hashish-making. The idea is not simply to grind up Cannabis to make marijuana 
powder, rather, the idea is to isolate (and thus concentrate) the THC-containing resin in 
order to make hashish, a much more potent preparation than the crude product 
marijuana. 
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Cannabis resin glands are highly specialized plant cells that secrete and hold resins 
and essential oils consisting mostly of terpenoid compounds. These resin glands are 
the primary site of synthesis for the principle psychoactive cannabinoid, ]-
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and a host of other cannabinoids and terpenoids. Resin 
glands are most well developed and numerous on mature, female floral bracts and the 
small leaves that intersperse the female floral clusters. The bracts are the green tissue 
(modified leaves) that encase each female flower (and seed). In general, the more resin 
glands on a Cannabis flower, the more conspicuous will be the terpenoid fragrance and 
the stronger will be the potency (cannabinoids and terpenoids are explained in Parts 
IV and V). 

The process of making hashish can be divided into two parts—resin collection 
and resin preparation. There are two non-chemical methods for collecting Cannabis 
resin to manufacture hashish: the resin glands containing psychoactive THC can be 
rubbed off living plants by hand, or they can be collected by sieving after the plant has 
been harvested and dried. Though labor intensive, hand-rubbing requires no tools other 
than the fingers and palms of the hands and was doubtless the first method of making 
hashish. Compared to hand-rubbing, even simple forms of sieving are high-tech; they 
offer greater control over the purity and potency of the hashish and enable more resin 
to be collected in less time. 

Neither method extracts much more than one-half of the total THC contained in 
the floral clusters. Resin collection for hashish only extracts THC contained within 
resin glands, leaving behind any THC within, or adhering to, the plant tissues. As a 
result, consuming marijuana is more than twice as efficient as consuming hashish in 
terms of total THC grown and consumed from a given plant. 

The first section of Part II details the two processes—hand-rubbing and sieving 
for resin collection—and compares the yield, quality, purity, and commercial suitability 
of the two types of hashish. The latter section discusses hashish preparation as well as 
the effects of different pressing and storage procedures on potency, aroma, taste, 
appearance, and consistency of hashish. 

HAND-RUBBING 
Humans probably discovered the psychoactive effect of Cannabis by eating the 

resins that accumulated on their hands as they collected ripe Cannabis seeds for food. 
Our species has a natural attraction for consciousness-altering experiences. Once early 
humans connected ingestion of the resin with changes in consciousness, they probably 
began to gather Cannabis resins intentionally. The simple, spontaneous act of rubbing a 
living Cannabis plant obviously predated the more complicated process of harvesting 
and drying Cannabis followed by sieved resin collection. Collecting small amounts of 
resin by hand is simpler and easier but less efficient than sieving. An experienced hashish 
collector can rub between 10 and 25 grams (g) of high-quality resin from living plants 
in one long day, while over 1 kilogram (kg) of resin can be sieved from dried plants in 
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a few hours; thus sieving is much more suitable for commercial-scale production. 

If equipment exists to make sieved hashish, why would anyone intentionally collect 
Cannabis resin by hand-rubbing? Situations occur during which massive amounts of 
ripe Cannabis are available, and how efficient the resin collecting is, or how hard one 
must work, matters little. Hand-rubbing is used when there is little or no opportunity, 
time, or patience to harvest and dry the plants before proper sieved resin collection 
techniques can be used. Hand-rubbing requires virtually no equipment and preparation 
compared to the sieving process which requires prior harvesting and drying of the 
plants, and some type of sieve. Hand-rubbing can be opportunistic and spontaneous, 

and the method is actually 
preferable in very humid 
climates where both 
drying the plants thor-
oughly and sieving resin 
powder are nearly impos-
sible. The Himalayan Foot-
hills are rainy throughout 
much of the late summer 
and fall when the local 
p lants are rubbed for 
hashish. 

Hand- rubb ing is 
marginal collection at best. 
The technique is very 
inefficient, requir ing a 
large number of plants and 

Figure 2.2. Rubbed resin collects incidentally on the hands while handling • • c- i. j. r 
.. . m l , • • , • , . ,i v s ignificant amounts of 

marijuana and, especially, when manicuring (removing less potent leaves) ® 
the female inflorescences. Photo by Mel Frank. time spent per gram of 

resin obtained. During the 
process, a high proportion of the resin falls to the ground, becomes lodged in inaccessible 
places within the flowers, or sticks to other plant tissues and cannot be recovered. In 
most cases, hand-rubbing produces lower quality hashish than does sieving because 
much more plant debris and moisture inadvertently mixes into the resin during 
collection. Additionally, removing the precious resin from the hands is an arduous 
task. Also, hand-rubbed hashish either must be consumed within a few weeks or must 
be very carefully prepared and stored, otherwise it may spoil. 

These factors, when weighed against the commercial advantages of bulk 
production by drying and sieving, probably are good reasons why only one ancient 
hand-rubbed hashish culture persists today—that found in the Himalayan Foothills of 
Nepal, India, and Kashmir. There, wild or escaped resin-bearing Cannabis abounds, 
and the local people, who lead a largely traditional rural life, have no other means for 
obtaining a potent smoke. The local Himalayan Cannabis is of relatively low potency 
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but is in ample supply, so, with little or no sieving equipment and enough demand for 
prompt consumption of the hashish, hand-rubbing is appropriate. 

In Nepal and Kashmir, both wild and cultivated Cannabis are rubbed for hashish. 
In Kashmir, living plants are rubbed two or three times during the summer. In autumn, 
the plants are harvested and dried to make sieved hashish, but this hashish is of low 
quality because much of the resin has been collected or lost during the summer rubbings. 

The important criteria of plant supply, time available for rubbing, harvest timing, 
and local climate in hand-rubbed hashish production are illustrated by the situation in 
Jamaica. There, hand-rubbed hashish comes from several sources but is available most 
commonly in small amounts at harvest time, coming from workers who sell the resin 
which accumulates on their fingers while they trim ganja flowers for market. Ripe 
Cannabis is plentiful and, after growers have paid them for their work, the trimmers 
can earn a little extra money from the rubbings. Less frequently, Jamaican hand-rubbed 
hashish in greater quantity appears in the market because a grower fears crop loss to 
the police or thieves. Responding to these threats, the farmer wants to collect and sell 
the crop quickly. He might have a plentiful supply of Cannabis growing, but no time to 
handle the crop properly. Faced with an imminent threat, he might send his family into 
the garden to collect as much resin as possible, leaving the plants but salvaging some 
saleable resin. Cannabis farmers of Portland parish, on the northern slopes of the 
extremely wet Blue Mountains (more famous for coffee production) provide another 
example of a Jamaican source of hand-rubbed hashish. These farmers rub hashish 
because rain falls almost daily and drying the plants properly for ganja production is 
very difficult, if not impossible. The wet climate makes hand-rubbing appropriate. 

The Basic Principles of Hand-Rubbing 
The production of hand-rubbed hashish requires resin of the correct viscosity and 

stickiness—it must adhere to skin (hands) better than it does to leaves; yet it must be 
easy to remove and roll into balls. Had Cannabis resin the consistency of, say, pine 
pitch, honey, wax, or tar, it would not be as easy to collect, and hand-rubbed hashish 
might never have been discovered. 

Resin glands stick to the hands more readily than do other living plant parts that 
form the flower clusters (bracts, stigmas, floral leaves, and seeds). This means that 
resin collects on the hands when flower clusters are rubbed, but plant debris sticking in 
the resin can mostly be brushed away gently from the hands without much resin loss. 
What remains on the hands is an almost debris-free smear of the resinous, THC-laden 
contents of the glandular trichome heads that have burst. 

Gathering Resin Glands 

How do you actually rub the resin from the plants? The term "hand-rubbing" 
gives a general idea of the process, but there are a few points to keep in mind if you 
find yourself in a situation where hand-rubbing is the most appropriate method. 
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Healthy, mature plants with mostly green leaves and few, if any, brown leaves are 
the best for rubbing hashish. Dead (crisp) or dying (browning or greying) leaves along 
the flowering branches are removed before rubbing because dead tissue crumbles, 
contaminating the resin. Dead and dying leaves pull away easily from the branches. 

Several additional factors affect the quality of hand-rubbed hashish. Most important 
is the vigor and pressure with which the flowers are rubbed. Novice collectors often 
rub the flowers too gently. Cannabis plants are very tough, resilient, and difficult to 
damage by rubbing for resin. Damage usually requires intent. However shaking the 
plant excessively unnecessarily dislodges the most mature (desirable) resin glands. 
Mature resin glands that have developed maximum resin content have a fully formed 
abscission layer that allows them to fall easily from their stalks. When isolated, mature 
glands make the highest quality hashish with the fullest flavor and most powerful 
effect. However, if the flowers are rubbed too gently, or if only the fingers are used, 
such a small quantity of resin accumulates that it is hardly worth the effort. If the flowers 
are rubbed very lightly, but thoroughly, only the largest, most mature and prominent 
glands will be rubbed off, yielding hashish of the highest quality. 

Unfortunately, only 5 to 10 g of this highest quality hashish can be collected in a 
long day of rubbing. The extra potency of the high-quality hashish justifies the higher 
prices paid by connoisseurs. In contrast, rubbing the plants harder than necessary causes 
plant tissues and juices to mix with the resin on the hands, diluting the resin and 
seriously diminishing the quality. Plants are being rubbed too vigorously when young, 
green leaves or pieces are found adhering to the resin on the palms. 

To gather resin, rub each flowering branch firmly back and forth between the 
palms and fingers, an action similar to the motions used to roll out a long "rope" of 
dough or soft clay. As you rub, slowly move your hands from the base of the flowers 
upward through each floral cluster, contacting the maximum number of resin-covered 
bracts and leaflets. When you reach the tip of a branch, work your hands down through 
the flowers and back up again. Work each branch in this manner for at least twenty 
seconds. More resin adheres to the fingers when the harvester concentrates on letting 
the fingers gently brush around and over each and every little floral cluster. Deep 
concentration on this action provides a relaxing meditation. As the mature resin glands 
are smeared across the hashish-rubber's hands, the most volatile terpenoids release 
their fragrances. Inhaling these wonderful fragrances while rubbing ripe plants makes 
the whole experience sublime. 

Rubbing the first few branches serves to prime the palms, making the skin sticky 
and strongly attractive to additional resin. After rubbing a few branches, the resin starts 
to build quickly. Mature, high-quality resin looks clear, wet, and shiny when first spread 
across the skin. As the resin builds up, the deposits become light brown and then turn 
darker as the layer thickens (see page 1 in Color Section). Except for occasional leaf 
fragments, nothing but resin should be on the hands. Brown flecks, green pigment, or 
juice indicates that the plants are not ripe, the dry leaves were not removed, or the 
flowers are being rubbed with too much pressure or vigor. Remember, correct rubbing 
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The Sticky Resin Factor 
During hand-rubbing, 

make a conscious effort to 
keep the resin on the palms 
and the pads of the fingers, 
since removing resin from the 
backs of hairy hands and 
forearms is especially difficult. 
Cannabis resin is the "super 
glue" of the plant world. 
Prudent hashish harvesters 
think ahead, taking care of 
bodily functions before coating 
their hands with sticky resin. 
The imagined consequences 
may seem humorous, but little 
laughter will be heard from the 
frustrated harvester struck by 
the need to relieve himself 
while impossibly sticky goo 
covers his hands. 

Sidebar S2.1. 

Figure 2.3. Resin glands are abundant on the small leaflets that intersperse 
the female inflorescences. Increments are in millimeters. Photomicrograph X 
16 of a lower (adaxial) leaflet surface by Mel Frank. 

for the resinous gland heads is not squeezing resin from 
the plant—you are not juicing an orange. The goal is to 
offer the resin-filled, sticky, capitate (forming a head-like 
mass) glands an opportunity to snap off their stalks, mass 
together, and stick to the hands. Leaf fragments and other 
debris can be removed by brushing the hands together 
lightly until the debris falls away; little balls of resin form 
and fall off if the brushing is too vigorous. Fresh plant 

parts are filled with water and 
tend not to stick to the water-
repellent resin. Mature, seedless 
flowering clusters are the most 
challenging to rub because their 
mature red hairs (stigmas) shed 
easily onto sticky hands. 

The day after being 
rubbed, floral clusters do not 
sparkle in the sun as they did 
prior to rubbing. The tips of the 
young st igmas (the female 
flower part where pollen must 
land for successful pollination, 
commonly referred to as hairs), 
bracts, and small subtending 
leaflets (small leaves which 
surround the flower and are 
covered with worthwhile resin 
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Figure 2.4. Close-up view of Oaxacan (Mexican) 
nflorescence. Resin glands should be clear and 
sparkling at harvest for peak potency. 

glands) may be slightly bruised and browned, but there should be no other visible 
damage. The majority of the glandular trichomes will still be intact and can be collected 
by a later rubbing. If a branch droops slightly and has some torn leaves, the rubbing 
was probably too vigorous. 

Removal of Resin from the Hands 

The most difficult and least enjoyable part of hand-rubbing is removing resin from 
the hands. As long as resin is not being deposited back onto the plants, and is not 
peeling away from the skin, resin collectors try to get as much resin as possible to build 
up on their hands. When they decide to remove the resin, they settle into a comfortable 
position, anticipating a time-consuming task. A bowl, a piece of newspaper, or even a 
hat is placed before them, ready to receive the hashish. First, any traces of leaves or 
other debris are removed by brushing the hands lightly together, rubbing slightly harder 
at more tenacious pieces. Next, the hands are rubbed together vigorously until the 
resin clumps together into tiny, extremely sticky balls. Gently brushing the hands 
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together dislodges the balls for collection. At first, the resin clumps and falls away 
easily, but as more is rubbed from the hands, the remainder becomes harder and harder 
to remove. The last, smallest bits adhere tightly to the skin, so it helps to use a larger 
ball of resin to pick up the small bits, like using a wad of chewing gum to daub an 
exploded bubble off your face. Another practice is to plunge the hands into ice, snow, 
or very cold water which hardens the resin, reducing tackiness and facilitating removal. 
In any case, resin removal is never an easy task. 

Resin often is collected in early morning when the plants are wet with dew. 
Moisture helps resin collect on the palms much faster. Cannabis resin is not water soluble, 
but the hands should be allowed to dry before removing the resin. Water is a primary 
hazard of the hand-rubbing process. It may be introduced from morning dew, from 
rubbing a plant too hard, or when facilitating resin removal from the hands. In any 
case, if water is present, the hashish must be kneaded to remove all of the water, or else 
the hashish will spoil. In the end, little time is saved by using water to facilitate removal, 
and quality is often compromised. Kneading water out takes time, but it is absolutely 
necessary unless the hashish is to be consumed within a day or two. 

After the resin collectors have removed most of the resin from their palms, or 
have reached the point of diminishing returns, they put their already primed and sticky 
hands to use rubbing more plants. At the end of the collecting day, all the lumps of 
resin are placed where nothing is likely to stick to them. Sticky resin picks up dust and 
dirt like a magnet, so rubbers always shelter the resin within an inverted bowl or some 
type of domed cover. Then the harvesters scrub their hands clean, often with a waterless 
hand cleaner, butter, or detergent with hot water. Some workers in the Dutch glasshouse 
marijuana industry wear long sleeves or shave their hands and arms before they work 
with Cannabis, because resin stuck on hair is very uncomfortable and, conversely, hair 
contaminates the recovered resin. 

Fresh hand-rubbed resin always includes some water because fresh secretory cells 
found at the base of each resin gland are collected with the resin. These cells, which 
secrete the THC-containing resin, are usually alive and, like all living cells, contain 
mostly water. If the piece of hashish is to be kept for more than a couple of days, it must 
be kneaded repeatedly, a process called "pressing" in the hashish industry. Thorough 
pressing, besides removing excess moisture, gives form to the piece of hashish. The 
piece is pressed flat with the palms, folded over, and pressed out flat again, giving the 
moisture an ever-changing surface from which to escape. Pressing breaks up the resin 
heads and produces heat through friction, which helps drive off the water. The faster 
the process is performed, the better it works. The piece will get stickier as the folding 
action is repeated and more water is drawn off. Kneading is continued until consistency 
and stickiness stabilize, and the piece, now a true piece of hashish, is shaped as preferred. 

Sometimes, residual water and plant debris make fresh hand-rubbed hashish harsh 
when smoked, even after careful preparation and pressing. If pressed out thinly, and 
placed in a clean, well-ventilated place for a few weeks, the piece mellows as it cures. 
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Fresh hand-rubbed hashish has a very glossy surface (see 
Figure 2.16) when pressed against cellophane or glass, is 
soft, and readily accepts a finger imprint. A well-pressed 
piece of hand-rubbed hashish remains quite soft for six 
months or longer. However, since individual resin glands 
are ruptured, their resinous contents are exposed to the 
environment, and the piece quickly begins to lose potency. 
Also, if too much water remains inside, the piece becomes 
brittle and cracks as it dries, losing both taste and potency 
and deteriorating until it is worthless. Rapid spoilage is 
the main reason why hand-rubbed hashish does not make 
a good export product. 

At room temperatures (about 22° C or 72° F), 
Cannabis resin sticks to glass, most plastics, and almost 
every other man-made material. Cellophane, smooth-
surfaced paper, tightly woven Cannabis hemp cloth, and 
silk cloth resist sticking to the resin. Warm resin is stickier 
than cold resin and will sometimes stick to cellophane, 
but it peels away cleanly when slightly chilled. 

"Milking" Plants 

Some authors feel that Cannabis plants are, in effect, 
"milked" of their resins through successive rubbings. 
These writers argue that the total resin yield from several 
rubbings will be greater than the yield from a plant 
allowed to grow to maturity not-rubbed, with resin 
collected only one time by sieving. Cherniak (1979) 
claims: 

T h e most dramatic difference 
between the two main methods of col-
lecting is that, once the plant is cut 
down for the extracting of hashish by 
sifting, its life is over. In the hand-
collecting method, the plants rejuve-
nate, cont inue to grow, and subse-
quently provide more hashish resin. 
This can be done repeatedly for up to 
two years, depending o n the health of 
the plant. 

If the plants rejuvenate, grow-
ing for a second season, they will 

Milking Resin from Plants 
The notion of "milking" 

plants for resin conjures an 
image like this, but the 
(incorrect) belief is that 
successive collections through 
hand-rubbing will yield greater 
amounts of resin than will 
drying and sieving. Careful 
harvesting, drying, and sieving 
allows collection of the 
maximum number of resin 
glands of the highest purity 
while expending the minimum 
in time and labor. 

Sidebar S2.2. 
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produce new flowers on which new resin glands will develop. However, few Cannabis 
plants live through the first winter and grow again for a second year. Cannabis is, by 
nature, an annual plant. Plants are usually rubbed until mature; then they are harvested 
or die naturally. 

In the case for milking, Cherniak is incorrect. For total yield of collected resin to be 
higher by milking than by sieving, new resin-bearing trichomes would need to grow, 
replacing those removed by rubbing. Or, new gland-heads would need to differentiate 
from the ends of trichome stalks decapitated by previous rubbings. However, neither 
development has been reported by any researchers of Cannabis resin gland anatomy 
and differentiation (examples: Dayanandan and Kaufman 1976, and Hammond and 
Mahlberg 1977). Removal of a resin-bearing capitate gland leaves a scar on the abscission 
layer at the end of the gland stalk. The abscission layer is composed of cells at the base 
of a plant part, which forms a cork layer that allows easy separation of that part from 
the plant body. Cells adjoining the cork layer would need to differentiate and form a 
replacement resin gland head, a process that is highly improbable. Also, mature Cannabis 
floral bracts (the green tissue encasing the flower and seed) and floral leaflets are covered 
almost entirely with stalked resin glands, leaving very little space, and little 
undifferentiated epidermal tissue that could form new trichomes. 

Another possibility is that small sessile-bulbous glands (small, stalkless resin glands 
which are attached, flush to the plant surface) transform into capitate-stalked glands 
(resin-producing glandular trichomes with a stalk). Possibly, bulbous glands are not a 
separate type of gland but merely immature glands that develop into stalked glands. 

CELLULAR STRUCTURE 
OF THE THREE TYPES OF 

CANNABIS GLANDULAR TRICHOMES 
(RESIN GLANDS) 

Head Cells 

Stipe Cells 

Base Cells 

—Epidermis 

Resin Head 

Head Cells 

Stipe Cells 

Base Cells 

Epidermis 

Hypodermis 

BULBOUS 
GLANDULAR TRICHOME 

CAPITATE-SESSILE 
GLANDULAR TRICHOME 

CAPITATE-STALKED 
GLANDULAR TRICHOME 

Figure 2.6. Cellular structure of bulbous, capitate-sessile and capitate-stalked glandular trichomes (resin glands) (see 
also Figures 2.1 and 4.1). 
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Hammond and Mahlberg (1977) reported that bulbous glands were anatomically 
different from capitate-stalked glands. Researchers are not certain whether bulbous 
glands can develop stalks and become stalked glands. Nor has it been determined 
whether the growth of stalks occurs before or after resin secretion begins (Hammond 
and Mahlberg 1978). However, Hammond and Mahlberg (1978) observed no 
developmental sequence between the two gland types. Such a developmental sequence 
would be required to support the idea that bulbous glands are simply immature capitate 
glands. A third type of gland, capitate-sessile glands (resin-producing glandular 
trichomes without stalks) also are present on the bracts and floral leaflets. They have 
capitate gland heads nearly as large as the heads of stalked glands. Capitate-sessile 
glands also contain THC, have an abscission layer, and are removed during resin 
collection. They simply develop a large, mature gland head without growing on top of 
a long stalk. Otherwise, there is no difference between capitate-stalked and capitate-
sessile glands. It seems very unlikely that capitate-sessile glands would first fill with 
resin and then develop long stalks to become capitate-stalked glands. 

Cannabis plants only appear to be milked of their resins because hand-rubbed 
collection is very inefficient; there is always plenty of resin left behind for subsequent 
rubbing sessions. Also, if plants are first rubbed when immature, they continue to 
develop resin glands as they mature, making more resin available for future collection. 
The total yield of resin is definitely higher if the plant is harvested at maturity, dried, 
and sieved, and another plant is grown to take its place. 

Hand-Rubbing Conclusion 

Hand-rubbing was certainly the way Neolithic humans made hashish. Historically, 
hand-rubbing was followed by the much more efficient technique of drying whole 
plants, and then collecting their resin by sieving. If the supply of ripe plants is large 
and the time and physical conditions are not suitable for drying the plants, then hand-
rubbing becomes a practical method for making hashish. Hand-rubbing is also 
appropriate for collecting resin in humid climates where drying and sieving are difficult. 

RUBBED 
CHARAS 

VERY LABOR LOWER MEDIUM MEDIUM SHORTER 
INTENSIVE YIELD POTENCY PURITY SHELF LIFE 

V e r s u s 

SIEVED 
HASHISH 

LESS LABOR HIGHER HIGHER HIGHEST MUCH LONGER 
INTENSIVE YIELD POTENTIAL POSSIBLE SHELF UFE 

POTENCY PURITY 

Figure 2.7. Comparison between hand-rubbed charas and sieved hashish in terms of labor, yield, potency, purity, and 
shelf life. 
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Pollen—a confusing term in 
hashish terminology 

Since the late 1960s, the 
term "pollen" frequently has 
been used to denote hashish 
produced by sieving, a 
misnomer applied because 
sieved hashish powder is often 
fine and dry in texture, and light 
yellow in color, appearing much 
like pollen. In Cannabis, pollen 
is produced only by male plants 
while resin powder is collected 
only from female plants. It 
would be extremely unlikely to 
find more than a minuscule 
percentage of pollen grains in 
any hashish sample. 

Sidebar 2.4. 

Sieving 

Most aficionados of sieved hashish assume that the 
technique, harvesting and drying plants before threshing 
and sieving out the resin, has ancient origins. Although 
hand-rubbed hashish came first and sieving came later, 
little evidence exists to indicate exactly when and where 
sieved hashish was invented. We know that sieved 
hashish production in Morocco began as late as the 1960s, 
and that sieved hashish in the Middle East and Central 
Asia has a much longer history. Modern-day Lebanese 
hashish-makers assume that sieved hashish is a native 
technique, but Afghan hashish-makers also believe the 
sieving technique was discovered by their ancestors. As 
yet, we haven't determined whether sieved hashish was 
invented in either area, or whether sieving was 
introduced from yet another region at an earlier date. 

Gomma, as hand- rubbed hashish is called in 
Morocco, is sometimes collected from living plants. This 
is not the usual technique; it is generally done to obtain a 
small piece of hashish to smoke or, more often, to generate 
some quick cash through a street sale. Gomma is most 
commonly seen just before harvest season; often young 
boys rub plants and sell the gomma to tourists to make a 
little money by purloining a bit of their father's crop. 

Small balls of hand-rubbed resin 
also are swallowed as medicine. 
Commercial hashish produced in 
Morocco is almost always sieved. 

Linguistics and 
Terminology 

Neither the literature nor the 
lingua franca of h a s h i s h h a v e 
provided any term suitable to 
distinguish hashish collected by 
sieving from hashish obtained by 
hand-rubbing. The term charas, 
often used to describe South Asian 
hashish which is usually rubbed, 
actually means Cannabis resin. 
Most often, the clandestine hash-
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ish industry simply has used the country of origin as the commercial name, such as 
Afghani, Lebanese, or Moroccan. 

Within each hashish-producing culture, there always has been a grading system 
for the various qualities of hashish, each having a unique name. Still, the grading name 
that accompanies the hashish to market does little to distinguish hashish produced by 
sieving from hashish collected by hand-rubbing. The vast majority of export hashish is 
of the sieved type, leaving little need for the clandestine hashish industry to make a 
distinction between the two types. Besides, an experienced smoker usually can 
distinguish hand-rubbed from sieved hashish simply by appearance. 

The Basic Principle 

The basic principle of sieved hashish collection is that differences in particle size 
are used to separate resin glands from all other debris after the plant is harvested and 
thoroughly dried. In this way, sieved hashish is quite different from hand-rubbed 
hashish, besides having the potential to be of much higher quality. Variables of the 

Figure 2.9. A stamen, the pollen 
bearing organ of the male flower. Notice 
the row of resin glands in the center of 
the organ. The pollen appears as a slit 
(on the right) opens at maturity and will 
be dispersed by the wind. Male flowers 
would need to be open to collect their 
large resin glands, but they do not open 
in unison and they fall from the plant 
soon after opening, making collection for 
their resin glands impractical. 
Photomicrograph X 40. 

Figure 2.8. Cannabis male flowers bear pollen and look more like 
familiar flowers. Opened flowers reveal five petal-like tepals and five 
pendulous (banana-shaped) stamens. Photo and Photomicrograph by 
Mel Frank, from the Marijuana Grower's Insider's Guide. 
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sieving process and, ultimately, the quality of the resin powder are much more easily 
controlled. Modern high-tech sieving techniques have advanced the ability to further 
purify resin powder to make extremely high-quality hashish (see Part VI: High-tech 
Hashish Making). Sieving is the most appropriate technology for collecting large 
amounts of resin powder for commercial hashish production. 

Ancient Methods of Sieved Collection 

Some hashish historians argue that sieving is a recent development, coming 
sometime after the introduction of smoking from the New World. According to Aldrich 
(1979): 

Different methods of hash-making, notably the sifting of hashish powder, may 
have arisen with the introduction of tobacco and smoking in the early seventeenth 
century. Charas, the Persian word for hemp dust pressed in sacks, came to mean 
prepared Cannabis resin (what we call hashish) in India. 

The burgeoning trade in hashish following the advent of smoking certainly 
accounted for the widespread adoption of the sieving technique during the seventeenth 
through the nineteenth centuries; however, the sieving technique may have been 
invented much earlier. Sieves are commonly used for sizing cereal grains and grain 
meals and sieving as a general principal is probably as ancient as textiles. 

Modern sieving through fine mesh cloth has roots in two much older techniques. 
Following are reports of two potentially quite old methods of separating resin glands 
from plant material. These methods are less sophisticated than true sieving for separating 
resin particles from plant debris by size. 

Sumach (1975) describes an Indian technique where matured plants are harvested 
and used to make a high-quality hashish: 

... the plants are placed o n hurdles indoors away from the slightest breeze. A 
hermetically sealed room is much preferred. Slow drying away from the sun brings 
out the final color changes, the green principles fading away. 

The resin-encrusted hairs near the flowers and bracts snap off as they dry and 
fall in a golden shower of dust onto a clean sheet below the plants on the floor. Great 
caution is taken in preventing stray leaf fragments from mixing with the f lower 
particles. 

This grade of powder is carefully collected and set aside. This is first quality, 
and is much sought after for its smooth effects. 

Apparently, the Cannabis is further processed to produce a lower grade of hashish 
by vigorous rubbing of the flowers between coarse mats of heavy wool or horse hair. 
The remainder of the Cannabis flowers are ground up and used for ganja. It is hard to 
imagine that resin glands fall from the plants by gravity alone. There must have been at 
least light threshing of the dry plants to release the resin. 
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"Carpet collection" is a second method that uses differences in particle size to 
manufacture hashish. There are many popular accounts from the early 1960s of sieved 
hashish made in Afghanistan by threshing dried Cannabis flowers over carpets. (The 
true meaning of threshing is the flailing or beating of plant stems and husks to separate 
grain or seeds from the chaff. The term "threshing" is used here to describe resin powder 
collection because threshing so clearly describes the action which initially separates 
Cannabis resin glands from plant matter.) This technique was likely an outgrowth of 
the threshing of dried Cannabis plants to recover the seeds. On a cold, clear day, the 
dried flowered branches were placed on a knotted pile carpet and threshed to dislodge 
the resin glands. After all the plant matter was broken up, the debris was pushed back 
and forth lightly and the resin fell into the pile of the carpet. (A tightly knotted Central 
Asian silk or wool carpet with a medium-length, stiff pile worked well.) The powder 
collected in the carpet pile in the same way that fine sand collects in a doormat. After a 
short period of rubbing, the debris was brushed away and the seeds were recovered. 
The resin powder was then removed by inverting the carpet and beating. While this 
resin powder must have been quite crude, it would have contained many mature resin 
glands that would have been used for their euphoric properties, carpet collection would 
be most effective in the cold, dry climate of a Central Asian winter and would not work 
at all in hot, humid weather (see also pages 17,129, and Figure 3.8). 

In Baluchistan, the farmers employed a slightly different technique for carpet 
collection (from Hughes-Buller in Hoye (no date): 

The female bhang plants are reaped when they are waist high and charged with 
seed. The leaves and seeds are separated and half dried. They are then spread on a 
carpet made of goats' hair, another carpet is spread over them and slightly rubbed. 
The dust containing the narcotic principle falls off, and the leaves, etc., are removed 
to another carpet and again rubbed. The first dust is the best quality, and is known 
as nup; the dust from the second shaking is called tahgalim, and is of inferior quality. 
A third shaking gives gania, of still lower quality. Each kind of dust is made into 
small balls called gabza, and kept in cloth bags. The first quality is recognized by the 
ease with which it melts. 

This method is slightly more advanced because the series of carpets produces a 
variety of grades of hashish. If the first quality melted, the hashish was very pure. 

Either of these simple methods could have been the first used to collect resin 
powder. If ancient farmers harvested and dried plants before collecting the seeds, likely 
they would have threshed the plants on a carpet or other large piece of cloth to facilitate 
the seed retrieval. After crushing the plant material to separate the seeds from their 
coverings, the light plant trash would be lifted from the pile of seeds. If the seeds were 
then poured or scooped off the carpet or cloth, the resin powder and very small debris 
would have remained caught in the fibers of the carpet or cloth, making for easy recovery. 

Traditional knotted carpets, cold and arid conditions, and dry Cannabis flowers, 
would be a common confluence presented many times, long before silk fabric (a sieving 
material that is superior to carpet pile) was traded into Central Asia from China, around 
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the third century B.C. The arrival of silk allowed the development of resieving, a long-
time practice of Afghan hashish makers. The use of knotted pile carpets to collect resin 
indicates that sieving could predate the introduction of tobacco smoking and silk, and 
indeed may be an ancient practice. 

A few instances of small amounts of what was essentially carpet-collected hashish 
were reported in California in the mid 1970s. The resin powder was collected by shaking 
very dry Mexican marijuana flower tops over spread sheets of newsprint while breaking 
up a bale. After the inflorescences and broken particles were lifted from the sheets, a 
thin layer of resin powder remained clinging precariously to the rough surface of the 
newsprint. The sparkling, golden-yellow resin powder was scraped together with a 
playing card, and the dry, sticky powder pressed together readily. The hashish was 
very flavorful and extremely potent. This was an independent discovery of a functional 
resin collection method very similar to Central Asian carpet collection. 

Resieving 

Raw resin powder (such as that resulting from carpet collection or other crude 
sieving) can be purified further through additional sieving. This resieving of Cannabis 
resins as a traditional technique seems to be unique to Afghanistan, possibly because 
fine silk cloth was required and readily available for additional sieving to purify the 
crude powder collected on carpets. In most other hashish-producing countries, the 
first resin extracted from the plants is usually the highest quality and makes the best 
grade of hashish. After the initial extraction of each subsequent quality from the plants, 
there is no further purification of the resin powder by resieving. A few Western hashish 
smugglers in every hashish-producing region have used resieving techniques to make 
superior quality hashish, but resieving was apparently never a common traditional 
practice outside of Afghanistan. 

When the first travelers on the Hippie Hashish Trail arrived in Afghanistan in the 
mid 1960s, the majority of the hashish they found had been crudely sieved. Only the 
Sufis and a few other hashish purists practiced resieving through fine silk. The pore 
size of a piece of cloth is the size of the openings between the threads. Silk sieve cloth, 
having the proper pore size for resieving, was highly prized and handed down from 
father to son. Chinese silk, traditionally favored for hashish resieving, was woven from 
finer silk yarn than was cloth woven from coarser raw silk or cotton yarn in Afghanistan 
and India. The fine, smooth Chinese silk was more consistent in pore size, producing a 
more uniform resin powder of a more predictable and repeatable quality. Chinese silk 
regularly traded along the Silk Road connecting Persia and Arabia with China as early 
as 300 B.C. In Afghanistan, silk cloth from Khotan (in Chinese Turkestan, home of the 
last wave of immigrant Turkestani hashish makers (see page 43), was considered to be 
the best for hashish sieving. 

What was the traditional Afghan method for resieving resin powder to clean out 
additional debris and increase potency? First, the resin powder was sieved to remove 
seeds and plant debris. Second, after sieving out the best grade of resin powder, 
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knowledgeable hashish makers placed a small bit at a time in a handkerchief-size piece 
of silk having exceptionally thin threads and a very fine, tiny-pored weave. Then they 
gathered the cloth into a pouch, tying the top to hold the resin powder inside. The cloth 
pouch was tapped on the thigh or on the back of a chair to force the small particles of 
dust through the cloth. The largest (and highest potency) resin glands remained inside 
the cloth, while the smaller (less potent) immature glands and dust particles passed 
through. Sometimes, a very small amount of resin powder (only a handful or two) was 
put inside a sack about the size of a pillowcase. This technique allowed the resin greater 
freedom of movement and provided a greater sieve surface for tiny debris to pass 
through. Resieving resin powder to increase purity and potency is a tradition dating 
from prior to the arrival of the hippies, and does not seem to be of Western origin. 
Some researchers feel that in Afghanistan, resieving is ancient and was among the 
techniques taught by the original Baba Ku (see Sidebar SI .8). 

Modern Resieving Techniques 

In modern times, it is common to use fixed screens of two mesh sizes for sieving 
and resieving. The first sieve holds back large debris and allows the resin glands and 
similar-sized debris to pass through, while the second sieve holds back the large, mature 
resin glands, and allows the smaller resin glands and debris to pass through. A 
combination of sieving first through a coarser sieve and then over a finer sieve, leaves 
behind only resin glands and a few pieces of similarly-sized debris on top of the finer 
sieve. If sieves of exactly the correct pore size are used, and the sieving is performed 
with patience and skill, a very pure and potent resin powder is produced. 

Before resin can be sieved efficiently, the plants must be thoroughly dried and 
carefully threshed. The drier the flowers, the less threshing is necessary to free their 
resin glands, but the more susceptible the plant material is to becoming pulverized. 
Great care must be taken not to thresh the dry, fragile material too vigorously. Unpressed 
floral clusters are most commonly used for hashish manufacture. The resin glands of 
pressed floral clusters cling to plant surfaces or rupture, smearing their resinous contents 
which cannot be recovered, as can the resin in intact gland heads. This is why the resin 
vield is quite low from pressed or "brick" marijuana. Resin powder collected from 
pressed marijuana also contains a higher percentage of powdered plant material. 

Threshing shatters dry plant material but, most importantly, detaches resin glands 
from the flower bracts and subtending leaflets so they can be isolated by sieving. Plants 
should be threshed only enough to release the majority of resin glands. Extended or 
repeated threshing causes plant material to break into particles small enough to 
contaminate the resin powder. Usually the largest and most mature resin glands fall 
first from the flowers, followed by smaller and less mature glands, and then by their 
associated stalks. Finally, most of the remaining smallest and least mature glands fall, 
along with a preponderance of gland stalks and non-glandular hairs. Simultaneously, 
the amount of extraneous plant debris that becomes pulverized and passes through 
the sieve increases. The less the plant material is threshed, the higher the purity of the 
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resulting resin powder, but the lower the yield. Hashish makers must decide whether 
they want a smaller quantity of first-quality hashish (see Figure 6.14), or a larger quantity 
of mediocre hashish. 

A properly-sized sieve (135- to 150-micron pore size—a micron equals one-
millionth of a meter [m] or one-thousandth of a millimeter [mm]) retains any plant 
material larger than resin glands and allows resin glands and all similarly sized and 
smaller particles to pass. Using a second smaller pore size sieve (approximately 50- to 
60-micron pore size) retains all the mature glands (as well as debris of approximately 
the same size) and allows smaller glands and debris to pass through. The largest and 
smallest pieces are discarded and the nearly pure resin powder resting between the 
sieves is retained (see Part VI, High-Tech Hashish). 

Sieving and Commercial Hashish 

Sieving became the most common method for commercial resin collection because 
it is the fastest and most efficient way to produce the large quantities of hashish 
demanded by the contemporary market. The sieving technique has been abused in the 
name of commerce, making the vast majority of commercial sieved hashish of relatively 
low-quality. In one workday, a worker can sieve many kilograms of medium-quality 
hashish or one kg of the very highest quality hashish. In the same amount of time, one 
worker can rub l /10th of a kg of medium quality hashish or, at the most, only l /50th 
of a kg of very high-quality rubbed hashish. In other words, sieving is about 50 times 
faster and more efficient than hand-rubbing. Either technique, used conscientously, 
can produce high-quality hashish. 

Low-quality hand-rubbed hashish results from poor techniques or poor (too 
immature) choices of plants. Sieving, on the other hand, easily can be abused to produce 
hashish of extremely low quality. This abuse is simply a matter of forcing plant material 
through the sieves to create bulk. The preponderance of this practice has resulted in an 
incorrect assumption that hand-rubbed hashish is generally superior to sieved hashish, 
but the vast majority of fine hashish imported into Europe and North America during 
the past 30 years was made by sieving. 

Sieving dried Cannabis flowers has the potential to produce the highest quality 
hashish, but even the finest sieving techniques have limits. To take hashish quality to 
the highest levels requires modern, high-technology hashish extraction and resin 
purification. 

Finer Points of Sieving 
Air humidity and residual moisture content of the flowers are the most important 

factors in sieving for high-quality hashish production. Morocco provides an excellent 
example. Most Rif Mountain hashish makers say that cold, dry weather is the best for 
making hashish. Their priority is making as much hashish as possible and as quickly 
as possible. Cold, dry weather is the best weather for making the most hashish easily 
and quickly, but it is not always the best for making the highest quality hashish. Cold, 
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dry weather allows plant material to be finely ground quickly, helps free the resin glands 
from the plant material, and keeps the sieves flowing freely. In damp weather, the 
clogging of sieve pores becomes a problem. In the dry winter air of the Rif Mountains, 
the crushing and sieving must be done gently, or the extremely brittle plant material 
crushes easily into a fine powder that passes through the sieve. Powdered plant material 
dilutes the resin powder, lowering its potency. A cool and slightly humid day is preferred 
for making a high-quality resin powder, using flowers that are already quite dry. 
Moroccans seeking to make hashish from very dry Cannabis, lay dried flower bundles 
in an open room the night before the day of sieving to increase quality. If the night 
brings a heavy dew or a little fog, the dampness will re-moisten the plant material 
slightly, making it less brittle. Resin, which does not absorb moisture like other plant 
material, remains as discrete particles that fall away easily. The moistened plant material 
does not powder as easily, and consequently, not as much plant material falls through 
the sieve to dilute the resin powder. The pore size of sieve cloth is very important. The 
size of resin glands varies among varieties. Gland size also can be influenced by 
environmental condit ions. The 
mature resin glands of Moroccan 
Cannabis range from 60 to 70 microns 
in diameter. This is small for resin 
glands of a drug variety. The resin 
glands of varieties bred for seedless 
f lower product ion (sinsemilla) 
usually range from 80 to 110 microns 
in diameter, and some varieties from 
Thailand have glands u p to 120 
microns in diameter. The small 
glands of the Moroccan varieties pass 
readily through the 70- to 90-micron 
gaps in the nylon-scarf sieve cloths. 
In Europe, a 135- to 150-micron gap 
is required for extracting the mature 
resin glands f rom domestical ly 
produced Cannabis. Understanding 
and managing these subtle details is 
the difference between making good 
hashish and making great hashish. 

In 1987, the most popular type 
of sieving cloth in Morocco was a 
Spanish-made chiffon scarf with a 
variable weave and wavy threads. 
Made of nylon and colored red, blue, 
or black, the scarves were very elastic 
and the pore size of the mesh was 

Figure 2.10. In the Rif Mountains of Morocco, sieving can be 
as simple as crushing the flowers over a stretched-scarf sieve 
covering a washbasin. Drawing by Robin Ade (see Fig. 3.48). 
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determined in large part by how tightly the scarf was tied across the mouth of the 
plastic basin. The weave was not square but, rather, rectangular, and the resulting pores 
also were rectangular. The warp was straight nylon monofilament, and the weft was a 
softly twisted, loose nylon yarn that gave the cloth its elasticity. The pore size varied 
from 70 to 90 microns and could be even larger if the scarf was stretched very tightly 
across the mouth of the basin. 

Since the sieve cloth must be stretched anew as each work day begins, the mesh 
size of the sieve varies each time the sieve cloth is retied. In areas with a long history of 
hashish production such as Afghanistan and Lebanon, hashish makers use sieves 
permanently mounted on a moveable, rigid frame. This keeps the pore size constant 
from day to day and allows the quality level to be reproducible and more predictable. 

The readily available women's scarves used for Moroccan hashish-making had a 
unique weave. Some of the old hippie hashish makers who worked in Morocco claim 
that the soft, stretchy weave of the nylon chiffon scarves produced hashish with a 
"softer" high than hashish produced on a regular flat weave silk sieve. This highly 
subjective observation is difficult to confirm or deny but seems improbable. 

Sieving Conclusion 
The sieving of hashish began long ago, but much more recently than hand-rubbed 

hashish collection. According to Afghan legend, the highest quality hashish has always 
been made by sieving rather than rubbing. With modern high-tech hashish collection 
techniques, this is certainly true. Drying the plants and sieving them is a much more 
efficient and controlled method of collecting resin than is rubbing. However, neither 
technique removes more than half of the total amount of THC contained in the flowering 
tops. The discovery of sieving and the subsequent availability of large quantities of 
sieved hashish made the international trade in hashish possible, and sieving gained in 
popularity as the commercial market grew. 

Sieving has two major advantages over hand-rubbing. First, sieving is the fastest 
and most efficient way to process large amounts of Cannabis in order to collect large 
amounts of resin powder for commercial hashish production. Second, sieving offers 
the greatest opportunities for producing first-class, high-quality hashish. The highest 
quality sieved hashish can be made only when the fine details of threshing, sieving, 
resieving, and the environment in which the work will be performed, are well 
understood and carefully controlled. 

PRESSING A N D STORING 
No matter how or where it is produced, resin is usually prepared in some way 

before use. This preparation is generally referred to as "pressing." The preparation 
method and the presence or absence of contaminants and adulterants affects both the 
quality and the potency of hashish (see Part IV: Constituents and Quality of Hashish). 
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By pressing, resin powder along with any contaminants or adulterants are 
compacted together to create a solid piece of hashish. Pressing can be done by hand or 
with mechanical devices, and with or without the addition of heat and moisture. Once 
pressed, hashish can be stored. Different storage conditions affect the potency and flavor 
of hashish differently. Improper storage conditions strongly influence changes in the 
chemical makeup of stored resin and can cause degradation. Obviously, to best maintain 
quality, proper storage of hashish and resin powder is very important. 

Pressing 
Primarily, pressing makes resin powder a more easily transported and marketed 

commodity. Secondly, since early smokers lacked metal pipe screens that could contain 
raw resin powder during smoking, they made the loose powder into solid pieces, 
convenient for smoking. The solid pieces (hashish) were formed everywhere that hashish 
has been traditionally consumed, whether for smoking or for eating. Incense makers 
would have formed hashish powder into a form suitable for sustained burning. 

Resin might be sold at any point after collection. Resin powder sells for less than 
pressed hashish because the work of pressing has yet to be performed. Unpressed 
hashish presents handling problems; it is bulkier than pressed hashish and is more 
easily spilled from a ruptured container. In addition, unpressed powder must constantly 
be protected against contamination by dust and dirt and is often in danger of being 
blown away. Pressed hashish is easier to buy and sell than resin powder—it is like a 
loaf of bread as compared to bulk flour. A few countries (e.g., Lebanon, Morocco) 
occasionally export unpressed resin powder. The exported powder is mixed with other 
resin powder (and/or other substances) and pressed before marketing and smoking. 

Hand-Pressing Versus Mechanical-Pressing 

In hand-pressing, the hands, generally the palm of one hand and the thumb or 
palm of the other, warm and compress resin powder into a piece of hashish, and in 
hand-rubbed hashish, also drive off moisture. In Afghanistan, hand-pressing a small 
piece of hashish is the traditional preparation for smoking. For any Cannabis enthusiast, 
the rare opportunity to hand-press resin powder into a piece of hashish is an occasion 
to relish. 

Hand-pressing fresh resin and experiencing its transformation from a pile of golden 
powder into a fragrant, dense, earthy mass, produces great sensory satisfaction (as 
well as hand calluses when practiced to excess). The fragrance is complex and 
tantalizing, and the sensations of feeling and watching the resin change in color and 
texture, are captivating (see hand-pressing series, page 5 in Color Section). 

Hand-pressing is the easiest and preferred method for changing loose resin powder 
into a true piece of hashish. Hand-pressing puts the smoker in tactile contact with the 
resin powder and, for an experienced presser, the texture and tackiness of the resin 
powder indicate many qualities of the resin. Pressing breaks resin glands and warms 
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the resin, releasing many of the volatile aromatic terpenoids which give the hashish its 
characteristic fragrances and flavors. 

To hand-press, squeeze resin powder between the hands until it forms a warm 
lump, then knead the lump repeatedly until a dense, homogenous, and easily molded 
mass forms. Hand-pressing is done either palm to palm, thumb to palm, or thumb to 
forefinger, depending on the size of the piece and the skill and strength of the presser. 
An experienced Afghan presser can palm press a piece of 15 to 20 g or more. Most 
Westerners can palm or finger press only 3 to 4 g at once. Depending upon the quantity 
and purity of the resin powder, and whether any outside heat is applied, to thoroughly 
press powder into a piece of hashish takes from 10 to 30 minutes. 

Hand-rubbed hashish that was pressed after collection to remove excess moisture 
and traditional Afghani sieved hashish were the only pieces commonly hand-pressed 
for the export trade. Mechanical-pressing, which uses tools and machines to facilitate 
the pressing process, is far more commonly used in the export trade. "Bat-pressing" is 
a pressing technique which uses heavy sticks or baseball bats to pound large quantities 
of resin powder to form pieces of hashish. Bat-pressing easily and quickly presses larger 
amounts of resin or lower quality resin powder. "Machine-pressing" also is used to 
process large quantities of resin powder. These machines include bookbinding presses 
as well as specially designed hashish presses—auto jacks welded into steel frames— 
that are capable of exerting great pressure on resin powder. Machine-pressing is more 
commonly used to compress hashish for shipping. Although machine-pressing partially 
prepares resin powder for smoking, a machine-pressed piece should be pressed again 
by hand to finish it properly. 

No matter how hard a piece of hashish made from high-quality resin powder is 
pressed, it softens in the warmth of the hand and can be molded. High-quality resin 
powder presses together easily. The best quality resin starts out translucent amber in 
color and turns dark brown very quickly. If resin powder does not press together readily, 
the powder is old and stale or contains impurities that prevent the resin from softening 
and cohering. Commercial resin powder often suffers from both problems. 

For a number of reasons, hand-pressed or bat-pressed hashish is usually darker in 
color and more pliable than machine-pressed hashish. Since it has been worked longer, 
more resin glands are broken, the cannabinoids have had more contact with the air, 
and the resin has had more time to oxidize. When resin powder is mechanically pressed 
without the kneading of hand-pressing or the repeated blows of bat-pressing, the resin 
glands are compressed, but not much of their resinous contents are squeezed out. Less 
of the resin contacts air and thus does not oxidize and darken as much as a thoroughly 
hand-pressed piece. Since machine-pressing does not compress and thoroughly 
homogenize the resin powder, the hashish is more coarse or granular than when hand-
or bat-pressed. 

If a piece of hashish is heated and kneaded long enough, some of the most volatile 
aromatic terpenoids volatize. If enough of these terpenoids volatize and the THC 
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remains, the concentration of THC (and therefore the potency) increases slightly. 
However, flavor, fragrance, and any remaining varietal characteristics are lost. Bat-
pressing is the great homogenizer. Bat-pressed pieces of very high-quality hashish from 
Lebanon, Morocco/ or Afghanistan, all look and feel very similar. Much of the varietal 
aromas and flavors are lost because the volatile aromatic terpenoids dissipate during 
bat-pressing. 

Moroccans rarely hand-press hashish. Hashish dealers press a little resin in their 
palm or wrap it in cellophane which they rub against their trouser leg, but this is only 
to test the resins or to sell a small piece to a tourist. Hand-pressing is the exception, 
even when preparing a good piece to smoke. If Moroccans have access to a mechanical 
press, they will use it to press even a small amount of resin powder. 

Extraction ratio and extraction percentage are both indicators of the quality of 
hashish. The extraction ratio is a comparison of the weight of the plant material used to 
the weight of the final resin powder. The extraction percentage is the expression of a 
mathematical equation—the kg of resin powder collected per 100 kg of plant material. 
Nearly pure resins at extraction percentages of 1.5% or lower (extraction ratios of 66:1 
or higher) can be pressed easily without heat and without the addition of binders. This 
grade of hashish is the first quality export hashish mentioned earlier. Resin powders 
up to 3.0% (or 33:1) usually, but not always, can be pressed without heat or binders. 
Heat, binders, and "hammering" (bat-pressing) are always used when making melange 
or blended hashish from low-quality resin powders. 

Mechanical-pressing takes two forms: the older method of bat- or pit-pressing—a 
hammering technique; or the use of pressure sources such as bookbinding presses or 
auto jacks. Bat-pressing or hammering, brought to Morocco from Afghanistan by 
Western hashish smugglers and hippie travelers, now is practiced widely. First, 250 to 
300 g of low-grade resin powder are wrapped in a cellophane sack and a stick is inserted 
into the open end of the sack giving the appearance of a big lollipop. The stick is used 
as a handle to keep the wrapped sack in place while the sack is being hammered. Next, 
the sack is wrapped in layers of cloth tape (or, sometimes, layers of very thick plastic 
such as waterbed plastic) until the wrapping is thick enough to withstand continued 
hammering. Then, the sack of resin powder is placed on a stump or wooden block and 
pounded repeatedly with a large wooden mallet or bat until the mixture is well-blended 
and very warm. 

A parcel containing resin powder of particularly low quality may be heated near 
a fire or over a jet of steam until the resins soften, and then hammered again. The parcel 
is sliced open while still warm and soft, and the warm hashish within is quickly re-
wrapped in a fresh cellophane sack. Such sacks are then placed into molds in a hydraulic 
press and squeezed into shapes called "plaques" or "soaps." Sometimes, a parcel may 
be shaped by hand and allowed to cool so that the hashish hardens before the wrapper 
is opened; in this case, no further molding is necessary. 
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Squeezing Oil from Resin 
Pure hashish might feel 

oily, but it is only a hippie 
folktale that you can squeeze 
hashish oil from resin. 
Squeezing Cannabis resin 
results in the making of 
hashish, not hashish oil. 
Hashish oil (or hash oil) is a 
solvent-derived, concentrated, 
and sometimes very potent, 
extract of hashish or marijuana 
(see page 92, Hashish Oil). 

Cannabis oils were largely 
a phenomenon of the 1970s 
and were most popular in North 
America where they first 
appeared in the late 1960s. 
Hash oil usually was produced 
by extracting the THC-
containing essential oil from 
hashish or marijuana by using 
hydrocarbon solvents. Usually, 
hashish oil was smoked in a 
glass vaporizing pipe or was 
smeared on a rolling paper 
before rolling a joint. Smoking 
was often messy and 
inconvenient, and because 
many other, more user-friendly 
sources of high-potency 
Cannabis were available, hash 
oil smoking never became very 
popular. 

The first illicit Cannabis 
oil, Smash, appeared 
on the market in 
1967.A 1968 
issue of the 
United Nations 
Bulletin on 
Narcotics 
stated that 
"Marijuana is 
reported to 
be cooked 
with acetone 
to obtain oil of 
Cannabis; the 
oil is then added 
to hashish to form 

Sidebar S2.5. 

How densely do the mechanical presses press the 
hashish? A tightly packed box of hard pressed melange 
or soaps weighing 25 kg, consists of 100 pieces of 250 g 
each and measures 22 X 31 X 33 centimeters or 22,506 
cm3. This is approximately 1.10 g/cm3. A lightly pressed 
but still easily crumbled cylindrical bag of resin 
measuring 17 cm across and 35 cm tall (1,890 cm3) 
weighed 1.5 kg. This is approximately 0.80 g/cm3—30% 
less than the machine-pressed resin. However, the 
pressed hashish occupies only 70% of the volume of the 
resin powder. This is not as great a difference as might 
be expected, considering how much force is applied when 
mechanically pressing a block of hashish. Ten- to twenty-
ton hydraulic auto jacks mounted in heavy welded steel 
frames press pieces of hashish for the export trade. 
Relatively pure resin powder is quite dense and does not 
take much pressure to cohere. Contaminated resin 
powder requires much more pressure to form a cohesive 
block than does pure resin powder, and the difference in 
both the volume and density between pressed and 
unpressed resin powder is greater. 

Pressing with Heat and Moisture 

Heat and added moisture are often used to press 
stubborn resin powder that lacks natural stickiness. Old 
resin powder has lost its most volatile terpenoid 
constituents, making it more solid at room temperatures. 

Both applied heat, and 
the addition of mois-
ture, can coax resistant 
resin powder into 
pressing. Introducing 
water to hashish is 
always risky and there 
are also perils in using 
high-temperature heat 
sources. But some resin 
powder will press 
without the use of 
adulterating binders if 
heat and moisture are 
used skillfully. For ex-
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ample, very pure aged resin that does not cohere easily 
can be impossible to hand-press, but if heat is applied 
sparingly, the resin powder will melt slightly, and become 
easy to press. 

Sumach (1975) describes how, in Lebanon, 1.0 to 1.5 
kg of resin powder, sewn inside cloth or skin sacks and 
suspended over a kettle of steaming water, is warmed. 
The steam, which passes through the cloth sacks, causes 
the resin powder to become warm and slightly moist in 
a matter of minutes. The sacks of warm powder are 
stacked and pressed to squeeze out air pockets, reducing 
the bulk by about one-third. The result, a slab with 
rounded edges that measures approximately 25 X 15 X 5 
cm, is called a turbah. 

Small amounts of resin powder can be pressed by 
rolling under a rolling pin, a large, full, metal food can, 
or a strong, cylindrical glass bottle. Pressing is made 
easier by filling the bottle with hot water. Resin powder 
sticks to glass, so the powder should be put between 
layers of cellophane or fine silk or hemp cloth before 
pressing. The rolling presses the resin powder into a piece 
of hashish thinner and thinner, like pie crust, as it is rolled. 
An old-fashioned laundry roller also works well. Narrow 
the gap between the rollers as the piece of hashish gets 
progressively thinner. If the rollers could be made of 
resilient rubber and be Teflon®-coated, then the patties 
produced might look like old-fashioned, hand-pressed 
Afghani. 

For a quick and simple method of pressing resin 
powder, put a small amount inside a cellophane wrapper 
and place it inside a shoe under the heel. After a few hours 
of walking, body heat and friction warm the piece, 
pressing it out thinly. Turkish hashish was often boot-
pressed by placing the cellophane wrap of resin powder 
inside wet newspaper, wrapping the paper-wrapped 
packet in foil, heating the parcel in a skillet, and stomping 
on the parcel with heavy boots. 

Water sometimes is added to resin powder in 
conjunction with the use of external heat sources. The 
heat is applied both before and while the hashish is 
pressed, helping the resin powder to cohere and driving 

a tar like material, which is then 
rolled into small pellets and 
smoked. Smash is said to be 
made in Mexico." 

Several noteworthy 
batches of hash oil were 
produced in the early 1970s. A 
Mexican marijuana oil called 
The One from the Cosmic 
Traveler arrived in America in 
the first months of 1970. It 
came in a small glass vial and 
was sold along with a glass 
pipe and directions. The One 
was a thick, viscous, dark 
green oil, that was produced 
only once, and in a fairly small 
amount. Son of One appeared 
soon after, but was not 
manufactured by the people 
who made The One. Son of 
One likely was made from 
Mexican marijuana also, but it 
was drier and lumpy and not a 
viscous oil. In 1972 another 
very viscous green oil called 
Ganja Oil appeared. It was 
incredibly powerful even for 
experienced Cannabis 
smokers. 

Many batches of honey oil 
appeared in North America 
throughout the early 1970s. 
Much was manufactured in 
Afghanistan and distributed by 
The Brotherhood of Eternal 
Love. Honey oil was a 
translucent, golden-amber 
colored viscous oil that was 
usually rather stiff when cold. 
When warmed, honey oil 
resembled honey in 
consistency as well as in color. 
All other Cannabis oils were 
opaque and dark in color. 
Honey oil was more refined 
than the dark oils. Chlorophyll 
and other dark colorants were 
removed by filtering the oil 
through charcoal. This gave 
honey oil its characteristic 
translucency. 
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out the water. Hand-pressing also removes water but requires much kneading before 
all the water evaporates. To slightly moisten a handful of resin powder, exhale through 
it several times. Steam from a kettle of boiling water also works. When the correct 
amount of water is used, all of it evaporates as the piece is pressed; too much residual 
moisture content causes the piece to spoil. 

Applying too much heat while pressing causes the piece to dry out. An overheated 
or unevenly heated piece peels apart in layers instead of breaking clean. Indirect heat 
applied carefully is always best. A warm skillet, hot water bath, warm rocks, steam, or 
an oven are all safer than direct heating by flame or coals. Inexperienced smokers often 
dry out a piece with direct heat, lowering the quality in their haste to get high. 

Hand-pressing hashish creates heat through friction. As the resin is kneaded, 
thousands of resin glands and their fluid resin contents are squeezed and rubbed 
together. Thorough hand-pressing usually darkens the resin powder considerably. 
Because few of the individual glands are broken, the natural yellowish-amber color of 
high-quality resins is retained if mechanical pressing is done gently and without added 
heat. A hard press, done either by hand or mechanically, on the same powder, makes 
the resin turn chocolate brown, even though the piece still retains a granular character 
when broken. If additional heat and pressure are applied, the resins cohere, and the 
piece cools to a very hard and brittle state. A hard-pressed piece is so dark brown that 
it appears black at first glance. Dark color combined with brittle texture is usually a 
sign that the piece has been heated too much and pressed too hard. Heating resins 
during pressing has its purpose, but hashish must always be heated gently. Low-quality 
Moroccan hashish usually is pressed inside cellophane bags because, even after heating 
and pressing, it tends to crumble. Pressing resin powder into solid pieces is a necessary 
element of the hashish trade. Pressing hashish before smoking, enables more efficient 
burning. Care must be taken not to overheat the resin powder during pressing, since 
overheating spoils the quality of the hashish. 

Storage and Potency 

Outdoor grown Cannabis plants are annuals and, in most locations, permit hashish 
to be produced only once a year. Glasshouses and grow-rooms can produce flowers 
and fresh resin powder at a steady rate throughout the year. The constant supply of 
resin powder enables hashish to be made on a regular basis. Most hashish smokers 
routinely store some of their stash for later enjoyment. Plastic and rubber containers 
are not good for storage because certain volatile terpenoids in the resin may act as 
solvents and dissolve the container. The seals in the lids of glass canning jars are also 
susceptible to the solvent action. 

Fresh resin powder is slightly moist and should be placed in a desiccator (an airtight 
glass or metal container with drying crystals) for a few days to ensure complete drying. 
Once dry, properly stored resin powder, kept cold, maintains potency and consistency 
for years. If fresh resin powder is to be smoked immediately after collection, without 
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the further drying required for storage, then it is pressed out thoroughly to homogenize 
and remove any residual moisture remaining from the rapid drying. 

The data in Figure 2.11 clearly indicate that the outside of a piece of pressed hashish 
(THC 1.9%) has lost potency much more rapidly that the inside (THC 8.0%). This means 
that the outside loses potency rapidly but the inside maintains its original potency 
longer. The outer layer acts as a protective outer skin. The data also indicates that light-
colored hashish degrades more slowly than dark-colored hashish. Dark-colored hashish 
usually has been kneaded more thoroughly, heated to higher temperatures, and pressed 
harder than light-colored hashish. All three factors lead to the breaking open of 
individual resin glands, leading to the rapid oxidation and degradation of their resinous 
contents and reduction of the THC levels. In light-colored hashish, a higher percentage 
of the resin glands remain intact, protecting their contents from degradation. 

Figure 2.11. DEGRADATION OF '-THC TO 8-THC. A small percentage (35% or less) of the 1-THC degrades into 
6-THC on exposure to room-temperatures, air, and light. This takes place primarily on the outer surface of a piece of 

hashish. 

Description of Hashish Total THC -
1-THC + 
6 -THC 

Percentage of 
6 -THC in 

total THC 

% dry wt. % of total THC 

"Large flat blocks covered with a dark brown hard 
crust. The insides of the blocks were moist and 
soft and were a lighter greenish-brown." 

Outside hard crust 
Moist soft inside 

1.9% 
8.0 % 

4.5 % 
2.0 % 

"Small thin flat blocks of granular or sandy-looking 
material. The blocks varied in color from from deep 
brown to almost a sand color." 

Light colored pieces 
Dark colored pieces 

1.2% 
0.7 % 

9.0 % 
35.0 % 

Adapted from Lerner and Zeffert, 1968 Bulletin on Narcotics 20(2): 54. 

Cherniak (1979) asserts: 

Extremely fresh hashish, regardless of origin, is usually still too damp to smoke. 
To develop its best qualities, such fresh hashish must be allowed to age for at least 6 
months, so that all of its natural essences will be diffused thoroughly and evenly. 

Experienced hashish-makers would never store damp hashish. Fresh hashish that 
is too damp to smoke spoils during storage. Very fresh resins may taste a little thin and 
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green when smoked but can be very cerebral, and being fresh, they often retain much 
of the varietal fragrance, flavor, and character of fresh Cannabis flowers. As resin powders 
age, the green plant tastes disappear, and the aromas and flavors become richer, thicker, 
and more pronounced. Some of the varietal characteristics unique to the original fresh 
plant material are lost, but many are retained. The fragrances and flavors of the most 
volatile terpenoid resin constituents are the first to disappear. If the resin powder is 
refrigerated or frozen, the volatile aromatic terpenoids vaporize much more slowly 
than they do at room temperatures. Aging continues at reduced temperatures, but at a 
slower pace. 

In Part IV, page 203, Figure 4.2, shows that many of the terpenoid constituents 
that make up the essential oils of hashish are very volatile. Several of the terpenoids 
identified in Cannabis resin have flash points below room temperatures. This means 
that at room temperatures or below, enough of the molecules evaporate (volatilize) to 
explode (flash). At room temperatures, all of these low flash point terpenoids will 
evaporate (at varying rates based on their relative volatilities) from the resin powder. 
This means that some of the fragrances associated with the various highly volatile 
terpenoids will be lost at room temperatures during the drying of the plants, before the 
resin glands are collected. More volatile terpenoids will be lost over time as the resin 
powder is stored. The less volatile (higher flash point) terpenoids will be the last to 
evaporate. The terpenoids that are not volatile at room temperatures will always remain 
unless the hashish is heated. When aged hashish is smoked, the remaining least volatile 
terpenoids vaporize, resulting in an aroma and flavor characteristic of that type of 
hashish. 

Resin powder must always be sealed tightly while aging. Moisture, oxygen, and 
light all lower potency. In Afghanistan, resin was often cellared for several years, 
allowing ample time for the resin to age before being pressed and smoked. Lengthy 
storage of resin powder allows any green chlorophyll taste to dissipate, mellows the 
smoke, improves the flavor, and reduces the tendency to cause coughing as well. Afghan 
hashish smokers claim that it takes at least a year or two until the chlorophyll is gone 
and the flavor has stabilized. 

In traditional Afghani hashish manufacture, the final purified resin powder was 
poured into goatskin bags, lightly tamped and sewn shut. Metal tins with tight-fitting 
lids also have been commonly used since the 1960s. The bags or tins of resin powder 
were stored in subterranean chambers under a building. The deep, narrow cellar was 
entered by opening a hatch in the ground floor of the building and descending a ladder. 
These chambers were shaped like a vertical mine shaft, more than 1 meter (m) square 
and about 6 m deep. The shaft widened slightly at the bottom and a shelf about 1 m 
wide was dug at knee level to accommodate the containers. Resin powder was stored 
unpressed, with only slight tamping to squeeze out air and keep the resin powder in a 
soft lump, which could easily be broken years later or resieved if desired. Resin powder 
was never smoked fresh, and cellaring for one or more (sometimes five to fifteen) years 
was common before pressing and smoking. This helps explain why early Western 
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hashish smugglers were able to buy so much traditional hashish during the late 1960s. 
It is unclear whether this cellaring actually was done to benefit the quality of the smoke, 
or whether this was a tale told to the first hippies to get them to buy up old, surplus 
hashish that the Afghans had been waiting for years to sell. When the export hashish 
business began to take off during 1970, the Afghans began producing more and more 
hand-pressed patties. The patties usually weighed from 20 to 30 g, and occasionally as 
much as 50 g, which is about as much as a person can effectively hand-press at one 
time. 

Aged resin powder presses and smokes very well but is a little more stubborn to 
press than very fresh resin powder since many of the liquid terpenoids are gone. 
However, aged resin powder coheres well if it has not gone stale from incorrect storage. 
Aged resin powder often burns better in a snake (a 2 to 4 mm diameter cylinder of 
hashish rolled out between the finger tips and lighted at one end like incense, see page 
5 in Color Section) than fresh resin powder. Aged resin powder has both a lower 
moisture content and a lower volatile terpenoid content, so it carries a coal and does 
not melt in the same way that pure hashish made from fresh resin powder does. Aging 
also removes some of the flammability of resins caused by volatile terpenoids, decreases 
the flexibility and elasticity during pressing, and reduces the tendency for the hashish 
to melt and boil when ignited. Unless the sample is sealed and stored in a cold, dry, 
dark place, the potency of aged hashish will also be lower. 

The data in Figure 2.12 (next page) indicate that hashish loses potency rapidly 
during the first two years of storage at room temperatures. Resin powder loses potency 
more slowly than pressed hashish, but must be stored in dark, cold, and dry conditions 
in order to preserve potency as long as possible. 

Fresh resins cause smokers to cough significantly more than do aged resins. Fresh 
resins are harsher owing to greater amounts of water and the presence of highly volatile 
terpenoids. Much of the expectorant value of smoking hashish may stem from terpenoid 
rather than cannabinoid content. Cannabinoids are cyclic hydrocarbons found only in 
Cannabis, derived from a terpene molecule (an organic molecule of strong aroma) and 
a phenolic-acid molecule. Terpenoids are Cannabis constituents which provide the 
characteristic strong odor of marijuana and hashish. Terpenoids are commonly included 
in over-the-counter cough suppressants and expectorants. Travelers to Afghanistan in 
the mid 1960s reported that Afghan farmers traditionally aged their unpressed hashish 
up to ten years to "mellow the smoke." Lengthy aging of hashish, especially if left in 
the form of resin powder, does have advantages. However, excessive storage time, 
even at temperatures below freezing, eventually leads to loss of both flavor and potency. 
THC oxidizes into CBN (cannabinol, a degradation product of THC) and some CBD 
(cannabidiol, a compound related to THC) over time. The higher the temperature, the 
faster oxidation takes place. Eventually, even in frozen storage, all of the THC 
decomposes, changing primarily into CBN. CBN is only slightly psychoactive, but 
influences the character of the high induced by the primary psychotropic cannabinoid, 
THC (see Figure 5.4, and pages 246-7). In short, the longer a piece of hashish is stored, 
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Figure 2.12. Graph shows the dramatic loss of THC in fresh hashish made from fresh flowers—dried, threshed, 
and sieved—and stored at room temperatures. 

no matter what the storage conditions, the lower its potency. Aging during storage is 
only an important consideration only for those with sufficient quantities of Cannabis 
resin to experiment with varying storage times and conditions. 

Decomposition Versus Aging 

Raw resin powder can be aged carefully over a period of a few months to improve 
flavor. However, resin powder and, to a greater extent, pressed hashish, eventually 
begins to decompose. Over time, hashish loses both fragrance and potency, and spoils 
if mishandled. 
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Figure 2.13. Degradation of Indian hashish samples and a THC-standard stored for two years under normal tropical 
storage conditions (17° - 47°C). During storage, THC percentages drop drastically in all samples; CBD and CBN 
percentages rise, altering the balance of the high. 

Year of Type of Analysis Analysis Yearly percent 
collection cannabinoid 1974 1976 rate of change 

% d.w. % d.w. percent 

Hashish % CBD 1.69 3.31 +49.7 
1973 a % THC 2.34 0.03 -49.3 

% CBN 0.47 3.27 +297.8 

Hashish % CBD 0.41 0.57 +19.5 
1973 b % THC 5.98 0.03 -49.7 

% CBN 1.14 4.68 +155.3 

Hashish % CBD 0.86 1.87 +58.7 
1974 a % THC 3.67 0.45 -42.5 

% CBN 0.42 2.71 +272.6 

Hashish % CBD 1.71 3.53 +53.2 
1974 b % THC 2.46 0.07 -48.6 

% CBN 0.37 3.61 +437.8 

Hashish % CBD 2.16 3.42 +28.7 
1974 c % THC 1.43 0.11 -46.2 

% CBN 1.35 3.52 +80.4 

Hashish % CBD 1.37 2.64 +46.3 
1974 d % THC 2.12 0.09 -47.9 

% CBN 0.35 3.11 +394.3 

1 -THC % THC 8.24 1.47 -41.1 
UNC-300 % CBN 5.63 10.06 +39.3 
95% pure 1970 

Averages % CBD 1.37% 2.56 % +42.7 
Hashish % THC 3.00 % 0.13% -47.4 
n=6 % CBN 0.68 % 3.48 % +273.0 

Data from Narayanaswami et al. 1978. 

The cooler the storage temperature, the longer the resin maintains freshness and 
potency. Warm (room temperatures) storage is detrimental. Narayanaswami, et al. 
(Figure 2.13) reported that the THC content of fresh hashish samples stored at room 
temperatures in Delhi, India decreased an average of 46% each year in the first two 
years, while the CBD and CBN levels increased each year by 31 % and 220% respectively. 
No samples four or more years old contained more than 0.5% THC. A sample of 8% 
THC decomposed to about 1.5% THC within two years (an annual rate of 41%), while 
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CBN content increased by 39%. The Indian hashish analyzed in Narayanswami's lab 
most likely was hand-rubbed charas. Hand-rubbed hashish, with its broken resin glands 
and higher moisture content, spoils and decomposes much more rapidly than do pieces 
of sieved hashish. Unpressed resin powder decomposes more' slowly and stores well 
for a longer time than pressed hashish does before achieving such diminished potency. 

Two things happen during hashish decomposition: the percentage of THC 
decreases and the percentages of the accessory cannabinoids CBD and CBN increase. If 
CBD and CBN somehow modify the psychoactivity of THC, then spoiled hashish not 
only will be less potent, the character or qualities of the high will also have changed. 

Resin decomposes and finally spoils because of exposure to light, heat, air, and 
moisture. Sometimes mold fungi grow in hand-rubbed hashish. Spoiled resin loses 
potency, and the refined quality of the high disappears. Nothing can be done to restore 
quality to spoiled hashish—throw it away. 

Pressing and Storing Conclusion 
Resin powder of any quality is pressed prior to smoking. Pressing conditions affect 

the quality of the smoke almost as much as the introduction of contaminants and/or 
adulterants. Pressing is the use of heat and pressure to bind resin powder into hashish. 
Pressing of resin facilitates transportation and smoking of hashish. Pressing can be 
accomplished by hand or with mechanical devices. Hand-pressing is used in two ways. 
First, it is done to expel residual water by kneading hand-rubbed hashish or sieved 
hashish to which water has been added to facilitate pressing. Removing all water is 
essential to prevent spoilage. Second, it is used to prepare small amounts of sieved 
resin powder for immediate use. When making commercial quantities of hashish out 
of sieved resin powder, some mechanical aid is required. In pre-hippie days, commercial 
quantities of resin powder were beaten with wooden rods to facilitate pressing. 
Coincident with the explosion in hashish production during the 1970s, was the need 
for external heat sources, water and mechanical presses, as well as the addition of 
adulterating binders, to enable large amounts of inferior resin powder to be pressed. 

Exposure to high heat and the inclusion of water and adulterants, damages hashish 
quality. In addition, hashish quality is compromised during storage. While careful 
storage extends the length of time hashish retains original potency, eventually all the 
THC will degrade into CBD and CBN. 

HASHISH OIL 
Hashish oil is a viscous liquid concentrate of hashish made by dissolving hashish 

resin (or sometimes marijuana) in organic solvents such as alcohols and ethers to extract 
the THC. The use of solvents to further concentrate high-quality resin is totally 
unnecessary. Highest quality hashish (which can be made at home in small amounts 
using low-tech, natural mechanical methods) is often 20 to 30% THC, and depending 
on source material and technique, can reach over 50% THC. 
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Knowledgeable Cannabis users feel that making hashish oil is overkill, and simply 
a method for passing low-quality Cannabis products off on unsuspect ing and 
uninformed consumers. In addition, Cannabis oils often contain the residues of solvents 
used in extraction. Chemical residues in the oil are more likely to cause health problems 
than the natural Cannabis constituents of the oil. In The Netherlands, although hashish 
and marijuana are considered soft drugs and their consumption is tolerated, Cannabis 
oil is considered a hard drug, and oil production and consumption are not tolerated. 
This may seem like a double standard. After all, Cannabis is Cannabis. However, effective 
laws are designed to protect consumers from possible problems. Chemically processed 
and concentrated Cannabis products pose a much greater potential health risk than 
natural Cannabis products such as hashish and marijuana. Therefore, chemically 
concentrated Cannabis products sensibly are more strictly controlled by the pragmatic 
Dutch government. (Vernacular descriptions and assessments of hashish oils from 1974 
through 1989 are presented in the Appendix, Figure A.13.) 

Figure 2.14. ORIGIN AND CANNABINOID CONTENTS OF HASHISH OIL SAMPLES. 

Geographical 
Origin 

CBD% THC% Geographical 
Origin 

CBD% THC% 

India 1977 
n=5 

India 1978 
n=1 

India 1979 
n=1 

India 1981 
n=2 

India average 
n=8 

20.0-48.0 
mean=33.0 
40.0 

40.0 

40.0-70.0 
mean=55.0 
44.4 % 

Pakistan 1977 
n=12 

Pakistan 1978 
n=11 

Pakistan 1979 
n=1 

Pakistan 1980 
n=1 

Pakistan average 
n=25 

-

25.0-42.0 
mean=30.0 
13.0-29.0 
mean=18.0 

39.0 

42.0 

25.6 % 

Lebanon 1978 
n=2 

Lebanon 1980 
n=1 

Lebanon 1981 
n=2 

Lebanon average 
n=5 

16.0 

23.0 

17.0-19.0 
mean=18.0 
18.2% 

Morocco 1978 
n=8 

Morocco 1981 
n=1 

Morocco average 
n=9 

-

2.0-18.0 
mean=8.5 
16.0 

9.3 % 

Nepal 1981 
n=2 

Nepal average 
n=2 

20.0-35.0 
mean=28.0 
28.0 % 

USP fluid extract 
C. sativa 1931 
H.K. Mulford Co. 

2.7 0.43 

The average THC % for seized samples of hashish oil from 1977-1981 was around 30%. Hashish oil reached peak 
potency in 1979 at around 40% THC and averaged around 31% THC during 1980 and 1981 (Baker et al. 1982). 
(n=number of samples.) 
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Ashley (1976) gives a comprehensive overview of Cannabis oil products: 

It takes about five keys [kilograms] of good hash to make one key of high-
quality oil ... G o o d hash oil is such a tasty, potent smoke that the heavy thinkers 
predicted o n its first appearance o n the street in 1971 would render the c o m m o n 
joint as extinct as the five-cent glass of beer. 

Oil samples analyzed in 1974 averaged more than 23 percent T H C . (Some were 
in the 45- to 65-percent bracket; some were rip-offs with less than 1 percent T H C . ) 
Fresh primo Afghani hash, by contrast, ranges from 8 to 15 percent THC—in Kabul, 
that is. By the time it reaches American smokers, oxidation has usually reduced it to 
3 to 5 percent T H C , the potency generally found in the best Hawaiian and Thai 
grasses. Much of the hash we get here contains less than 1.5 percent T H C ... 

Hash oil is the fruit of more than a century's search for the active ingredient of 
marijuana. Peter Squire, a distinguished London chemist, made the first recorded 
alcohol extract of cannabis in the early 1840s from marijuana given him by Dr. 
William B. O'Shaughnessy. (O'Shaughnessy introduced the Western world to the 
therapeutic use of cannabis in a paper presented in 1839 at a chemistry society 
meeting in Bengal, India.) We don't know the potency of Squire's extract, but in 
1843, Savory, his colleague, extracted 12 ounces from 4 pounds of ganja. If the 
ganja contained a reasonable 2 percent T H C , the extract may have been as high as 
10 percent THC—comparable in potency to fresh, top-quality hash. 

HASHISH-MAKING CONCLUSION 
There are two basic methods for collecting Cannabis resin, hand-rubbing and 

sieving. Hand-rubbing is an ancient technique, suitable for manufacture of small 
amounts of hashish intended for immediate consumption. Because hand-rubbing takes 
place with living plants, some observers concluded that through successive rubbings it 
was possible to collect more total resin from a given plant than was obtained with 
sieved resin collection. This is not true, and when the difficulties of hand-rubbing and 
the perishability of the resulting hashish are weighed against the ease of collection, 
high yields, possibilities for quality control, and stability of product, sieving is 
demonstrably the superior technique for resin collection. There are however, some 
conditions when hand-rubbing is the only appropriate hashish-making technology. 

The very qualities which make sieving a superior technology also lead to abuse. 
The very highest quality resin powder is collected through careful sieving, but sieving 
also makes practical the collection of very large quantities of very low-quality powder. 
Prior to the influence of modern Western demand, sophisticated grading systems existed 
for hashish quality. As demand from the West increased, the push to raise production 
resulted in larger quantities of low-grade commercial hashish and little or no high-
quality, connoisseur hashish. 
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Figure 2.15. Red Lebanese sieved hashish from the Bekaa Valley. 

Figure 2.16. Lumps of Himachal Pradesh, Indian hand-rubbed charas with the characteristic sheen of high-quality 
rubbed hashish. 
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Hashish can be pressed by hand or with the aid of mechanical pressing devices. 
High-quality resin powder will press without the addition of heat and moisture. Use of 
excessive heat lowers potency and flavor by breaking down THC and evaporating 
terpenoids. The addition of water fosters the growth of mold, which has detrimental 
effects. 

No matter how carefully the environment is controlled, storage of hashish leads 
to diminished flavor and potency over time, but lower storage temperatures will 
maintain both flavor and potency for greater lengths of time. 
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PART III: 

HASHISH CULTURES 

OVERVIEW 
As established in Part I: Hashish History, many cultures traditionally manufacture 

and consume hashish. Part III: Hashish Cultures is an account of the changes in those 
cultures from the late nineteenth through the twentieth centuries. Western scientific 
explorers began to compile data on hashish manufacture, trade, and use in the mid 
1800s. These earliest first-hand, scientific observations provide a convenient starting 
point for discussing the effect of the modern era on the world's hashish cultures. 

These cultures were affected significantly and permanently by one major trend of 
the mid 1960s: the flocking to distant, romantic locations by youthful, counter-cultural 
and, for the most part, hashish-smoking Westerners—the hippies. The destinations of 
the young travelers can be organized loosely into what we here call the "Hippie Hashish 
Trail," a collection of exotic destinations visited by many travelers seeking adventure 
and one substance in common—hashish. First they explored the larger and more 
accessible cities—Tangiers, Istanbul, Bombay, and Delhi. Then they ventured to more 
remote destinations such as Katmandu, Shrinagar (in Kashmir), and Kabul. The hippies 
didn't invent the Hippie Hashish Trail; they formalized the Trail and introduced it to 
the West. 

The Hippie Hashish Trail is actually a conglomeration of Sufi pilgrimage routes. 
Sufis have a long tradition of hashish use for religious insight. The hippies found Sufi 
fakirs who would relate fantastic tales of their cultural pasts while sharing their hashish. 
Some travelers sought locations mentioned in ancient Sufi tales, and the more 
adventurous reached remote sites like Balkh (an ancient city in northernmost 
Afghanistan), Chitral (in the mountains of northern Pakistan), and Manali (the 
traditional home of the god Shiva, in northern India). They descended upon the different 
hashish-producing cultures more or less simultaneously The first Westeners in search 
of hashish came in 1962 and 1963. By 1969, the route was well trodden. 

These travelers popularized hashish consumption in the West, and that popularity 
created an enormous demand for hashish. Enterprising travelers met the demand. Some 
became hashish manufacturers and some became smugglers. Some expanded growing 
areas and built processing facilities to satisfy the ever-increasing demand. But they 
also set in motion a general downward spiral in the quality of hashish. In Morocco, the 
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Western appetite for hashish created a hashish-making industry, where one had never 
existed (see Figure 4.13). 

Hashish Cultures moves through the hashish-producing lands in a somewhat 
historical order. Hand-rubbed is the most ancient form of hashish and we start in South 
Asia, the home of modern hand-rubbed hashish. Central Asia, likely home to the 
invention of sieved hashish, is the next region examined. The Middle East follows, 
another ancient home of hashish still playing an important role in the modern world of 
hashish. Hashish Cultures concludes by looking at Morocco, the newest, and currently 
the most important member of the family of hashish-producing nations. 

SOUTH ASIA 
The term South Asia, as used here, encompasses the traditional hashish-making 

cultures of Nepal, Kashmir, and India. These lands are the home of hand-rubbing, the 
most ancient method of hashish-making. Hand-rubbing was practiced largely at higher 
altitudes throughout the Hi-
malayan Foothills from Nepal 
to Kashmir. Most of the hand-
rubbed charas (hashish) was 
c o n s u m e d locally. H o o p e r 
(1908) reports: 

S m a l l q u a n t i t i e s o f 
charas are made, chiefly for 
local c o n s u m p t i o n , in the 
Himalayan districts of Nepal, 
Kumaon, and Garwal, and in 
Baluchistan. 

Hand-rubbed charas also 
p layed a ma jo r role in the 
smoking habits of the Indian 
populat ion in the lowlands. 
Throughout the 1800s, when 
impor t s of Cent ra l Asian 
hashish dominated the market 
in British India, Himalayan 
hand-rubbed charas was high-
ly esteemed by Cannabis con-
noisseurs. Many years later, 
Bouquet (1950a) described the 
manufacture of high-quality 
rubbed hashish made in the 
T T . , I-. t i - i i i .. j - Figure 3.1. In the Himalaya Mountains, there is a long tradition of Himalayan Foothills by tradi- hand.rubbjng t0 co,lect resin. Drawing by Robin Ade. 
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tional methods. Bouquet related the Himalayan method for the collection of resin to 
the physical characteristics and quality of the resulting hand-rubbed hashish: 

At the time when the seeds are formed, the cultivators, dressed in leather, 
move about through the plantations. The resin sticks to their clothes, which are 
scraped with a blunt, curved knife. This method of collection shows clearly that in 
those regions the plant does not grow to any great height. 

In other parts of the world, all that is done is to drag strips of leather, attached 
to a handle like a cat o'nine tails, over the plants; or to roll the resinous female tops 
between the palms of the hand, the charas being collected by scraping the fingers o n 
the edge of some receptacle. 
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Figure 3.2. South Asia locations mentioned in the text. 
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These methods produce a superior quality of charas. 

If the resin that is collected from uncut plants (i.e., the very best quality), the 
paste, while still sticky, is kneaded by hand in copper pans, dirt and impurities are 
eliminated, and the substance is divided up into little lumps (guabza), which are 
often given the form of sticks, sometimes flat and sometimes tapering, weighing 
from 30 to 40 grams. This variety is rare, and is greatly valued in the illicit traffic in 
the East. 

First quality (obtained from uncut plants). Small sticks or cakes weighing not 
more than 150 to 2 0 0 grams. The color is brown and becomes deeper with age. T h e 
consistency is slightly granular. O n the surface there are often lines and fingerprints 
owing to the fact that the cakes have been kneaded by hand. 

The fresh product has a heady and agreeable smell, reminiscent of Calamus 
aromaticus (E. Lepinois), or of mint (D. Hooper, J. Bouquet). W h e n the drug becomes 
old, this scent gradually grows weaker, until it changes to a slight sweetish odor 
which becomes offensive in very old samples. However even in the case of stale 
samples, the characteristic smell of Cannabis is clearly perceptible o n exposure to 
heat. 

Hand-rubbed "temple balls" and patties from Northern India, Nepal, and Kashmir 
were amongst the first types of hashish to appear in the West and rarely are available 
today. 

India 

Near Punjab and Pab, in Sutlej and Sind, 
Where the cobras-di-capello abound, 

Where the poppy, palm, and the tamarind, 
W i t h cumin and ginger festoon the ground 

A n d the capsicum fields are all abloom, 
From the hills above to the vales below, 

Entrancing the air with a rich perfume, 
There too does the greenish Cannabis grow 

Inflaming the blood with the living fire, 
Till the burning joys like the eagles rise, 

A n d the pulses throb with a strange desire, 
Whi l e passion awakes with a wild surprise. 

O to eat that drug, and to dream all day, 
Of the maids that live by the Bengal Bay! 

—from An Essay on Hashish, Victor Robinson (1925) 

Maybe it started with the Beatles in 1967, when they discovered the teachings of 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and traveled to India seeking cosmic enlightenment. Many 
fans were inspired to make similar journeys, and young people left Europe and the 
Americas to visit India. The travelers may have gone to India seeking enlightenment, 
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Figure 3.3. This old print shows the "colorful natives" of South Asia dressed in their traditional costumes. Notice the 
raja enjoying a smoke from a traditional narghile. 
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they may have wished to follow the paths of Sufi mystics or to see strange sights or to 
smoke hashish, but no matter what reason, Westerners came. What did they find when 
they encountered this Indian hashish culture? 

For centuries, hashish use was practiced in India by nomadic Sufi and Hindu holy 
men. These religions embrace an ancient tradition of mysticism involving drugs, 
traditions, and practices that persist today. India has no strong tradition of 
manufacturing high-quality hashish, but it was an area of widespread consumption 
and provided an immense market for hashish from the north. Before 1900, hashish had 
become a major item of trade between Central Asia and South Asia. Aldrich (1979) 
states: 

Surprisingly, charas was not much manufactured in British India during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The great Ganja Mahal of Bengal provided 
such first-class ganja (sinsemilla) that it was preferred. In Bengal, charas was imported 
as a luxury item, first from Nepal, and later from Central Asia. The best charas came 
from Yarkand in Chinese Turkestan (present day Xinjiang Province in China). 

Although Indian hashish varies widely, most is hand-rubbed and has a 
characteristic appearance. According to Cherniak: 

Indian hashish, known as charas, is usually dark brown or black. It is produced 
in lumps or balls, and sometimes is pressed into slabs. The hashish is solid, seldom 
needing special packaging for transportation. 

Himachal Pradesh 

The Kulu District in the Himachal Pradesh State of northern India is home to an 
ancient culture of hand-rubbed hashish. Local legends tell us that Shiva and his wife 
Parvatti brought ganja seeds to the Kulu valley, took up residence there, and smoked 
the chillum. In South Asia, the chillum is a straight tapered pipe, usually made of clay 
or stone, that is held vertically when smoked (see Figures 3.6,5.9, and page 8 in Color 
Section). In Afghanistan, chillum is the name given to a straight-stemmed waterpipe. 

The traditional charas-producing areas lie in the Parvatti Valley near Malana and 
in the Kulu Valley by Manali. The Hippie Hashish Trail reached the remote Kulu Valley 
after the Himalayan Foothill areas nearer Katmandu had been explored. The ganja 
fields of Kulu thrive at altitudes from 3,200 to 3,800 m. The Kulu District produces 
about two tons of hand-rubbed charas annually. Parvatti Valley charas is considered to 
be of better quality than charas from the Kulu Valley. Hashish of legendary quality also 
is rubbed in the high valleys near the Chinese border. During the 1970s, the differing 
shapes—fingers, temple balls, and patties—indicated where the charas was collected. 
Small (5- to 10-g) patties were characteristic of the highest quality Malana charas; fingers 
of lower quality were usually from Manali. Today, the shapes are mixed; any shape 
may originate in any of the many different valleys. 

Two different types of ganja grow here, from which two distinctive kinds of charas 
are made. Wild ganja is called jungli. Charas made from jungli is the traditional charas 
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Figure 3.4. Slabs, fingers and patties of "cream" from the Kulu Valley, India. 

of Kulu, but it is becoming scarce. Cultivated ganja is made into charas called begij. The 
rapid growth in hashish popularity during the 1960s and 1970s resulted in increased 
plantings of ganja fields. Begij is now the most common charas. In 1981, about 75 percent 
of the charas was made from jungli. By 1994, over 75 percent of the charas was begij. 
The best quality hashish, either from wild or cultivated plants, is called "cream" by 
Western aficionados. Cream is very rare and much more expensive than regular quality 
jungli or begij. 

In the late 1980s, hand-rubbed from the Kulu and Parvatti Valleys was the 
predominant hashish, along with Pakistani "border hashish," smoked by Westerners 
living on the Goa coast of western India. (Border hashish is a term used to describe 
sieved hashish made along the northern border of Pakistan after the start of the Soviet-
Afghan war. It was and is generally made from a blend of Afghani and Pakistani resin 
powders.) 

The effects of smoking hand-rubbed Kulu hashish at first felt strong, but after an 
extended smoking session, the high felt dull, fuzzy, and spaced-out. Unselected Cannabis 
from Parvatti and Kulu Valleys usually is low in THC, but often contains significant 
levels of other cannabinoids, such as THCV, CBD, and CBN. (These cannabinoids are 
suspected of altering the effects of THC, see Overview of Cannabinoids, page 241.) 
Modifying effects of non-THC cannabinoids might be responsible for the "muddy" 
psychoactivity of some Indian hashish. Spoilage also could account for the "dull head" 
of Kulu hashish. Hand-rubbed hashish tends to become too dry and to spoil quickly 
due to moisture inside the piece. Spoilage turns some of the THC into CBD and CBN 
which changes aspects of the high. The very best Manali and Parvatti hashish stays soft 
and pliable for months. Local charas smokers rarely smoke fresh charas, preferring to 
smoke aged charas from the previous season because aging mellows the smoke, and 
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stashes properly sealed and buried in cold ground maintain most of their potency for 
up to ten years. Top-grade hand-rubbed charas from Himachal Pradesh compares well 
to the highest quality hashish available. The high is cerebral—clear, clean, stimulating— 
building to a heady plateau as more is smoked. 

Most Kulu District hashish production is by the hand-rubbed method. Local people 
have rubbed charas longer than anyone remembers. The Cannabis plants ripen in autumn 
and October is the best month for hashish-rubbing. October days generally are warm 
and dry and the nights are chilly but above freezing. Both 1987 and 1991 were good 
years for Kulu charas. Light rains fell in August and early September, but late September 
was sunny and dry, and rubbing commenced on schedule. The snow line descended 
slowly and steadily throughout October. A light dew condensed on the plants each 
morning. Nights gradually grew colder, forcing the plants to mature before they froze. 
The resulting resin was mature and dry. Rainfall was steady throughout the summer of 
1995 until October, when sunny skies and cool weather prevailed. Heavy rains prevented 
amateur and commercial charas collectors from working too early and ruining the plants 
before they matured. The jungli plants matured completely during the long summer 
and grew to great size from the extra moisture. October was dry and cool, providing 
ideal conditions for the collection of high-quality hashish from the resinous plants. The 
quality was exceptionally high and in many regions the yield was also higher than 
usual. 

By contrast, 1994, 1996, and 1997 were poor years for Kulu charas. Septembers 
and early Octobers were cloudy and rainy. Warm, but frequent rains kept the plants 
wet. Plants matured slowly, producing little resin by November and, when winters 
came, they soon froze and died. 

Hashish rubbers collect an average of one tola (9.0 to 11.0 g) of high-quality charas 
in a day. About 5 g of the very best quality hand-rubbed charas can be collected in one 
day. When charas rubbers rush, they collect up to 50 g in a day, but it is low-quality, 
wet, leaf-filled charas. Young children often make good charas (using the light-touch 
of their small hands), which is rolled into small fingers and sold for pocket money. The 
best hashish is made by local Sadhus and other hashish rubbers with years of experience. 
Local residents and visiting foreigners choose their charas directly from the rubbers. A 
few resident foreigners rent entire ganja fields and hire workers to rub charas from the 
plants. These foreign hashish connoisseurs carefully supervise the rubbing to ensure 
production of excellent, high-quality charas. Sieved hashish has also been made in 
recent years in the Kulu and Parvatti Valleys. 

By the mid 1970s, the commercialization of hashish had forced the introduction of 
blended hashish manufacture in India. It began in the north, with the manufacture of 
"Bombay Black." Low-quality, hand-rubbed hashish traditionally was made across all 
of India wherever wild Cannabis grew. Since production of good charas is difficult on 
the vast, low, sweltering plains of India, high-quality charas always has been imported 
from higher-altitude areas in northern India, Central Asia, or Nepal. In modern times, 
resin from poorer quality Cannabis grown at lower altitudes has been used in Bombay 
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Black and other low-quality hashish. Bombay Black is a very poor quality blend of 
varying portions of Indian, Kashmiri, Pakistani, and Nepali resin, often adulterated 
with animal fats, or very rarely, opium. Most of it was sold on the local Indian market 
and not exported to the West. 

Punjab 

The Punjab region of India lies in the west, near the Pakistani border. The India 
Hemp Drugs Commission Report (1893-94) describes the manufacture of hashish in 
the Punjab region: 

In the "Punjab Products," the manufacture of this sort of charas called garda is 
described. The finest quality is when the dust is of a reddish color. This is called 
surkha. W h e n it is green, it is called bhangra. The most inferior is that which adheres 
to the cloth after shaking, and has to be scraped off or shaken off with more violence. 
This is called khaki. In each case the dust has to be kneaded with a small quantity of 
water into a small cake, and then forms charas. It is stated that this drug is much in 
use. Of the specimens which formed the basis of the article, none of them were from 
the plain districts of the Punjab, except possibly one from Dera Khan. They came 
from Lahoul, Spiti, Bukhara, Yarkand, Dera Ghazi Khan, and Kashmir. 

The description above is for sieved hashish-making rather than the hand-rubbed 
hashish-making typical of northern India and Nepal. Apparently, sieved hashish from 
Punjab only rarely entered the Indian market. Punjab garda probably is related closely 
to sieved Kashmiri gurdah or "twist" hashish. 

Kerala 

Sieved hashish production was introduced by the 1970s to the traditional ganja 
growing area in Kerala state (along the southwest coast of India), but rarely, and then 
only in small quantities, did sieved Kerala hashish appear in Europe. Now, in the mid 
1990s, small pieces of hashish for commerce occasionally are made from Cannabis grown 
in Kerala. When made by experienced hashish harvesters from a good grade of ganja, 
Kerala hashish is very fragrant and potent. 

Ganja is the main form of Cannabis consumed in lowland India, and very little 
charas is produced there. Unfortunately, the ganja from Kerala is now of lower quality 
than that available in the 1970s. In those days, Cannabis was grown on a small scale by 
cottage industry, and almost all was seedless. It was very sweet and resiny, similar to 
Cannabis from Thailand. By the mid 1980s, ganja cultivation had become big business. 
As eradication efforts increased, cultivation moved out of home gardens. Now in the 
1990s, Cannabis is grown on large plantations in the jungle, many kilometers from the 
nearest village, and with armed guards protecting the plantations, the setting is very 
dangerous. The level of violence resembles that of the cocaine culture of Colombia or 
the banditos of Mexico. As is the case in many areas, greed corrupted an indigenous 
Cannabis culture, degrading the culture and the quality of Cannabis produced there. 
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Nepal 
Dam, mara dam, Shiva. Bom Shankar, b o m Shiva. 

High, so high, Shiva. Hail Shankar, hail Shiva. 

—Nepali chillum smoker's invocation to Shiva or Shankar. 
(Both are names for the Hindu God of Indulgence 

and Physical Pleasure.) 

Nepal, with a long tradition of harvesting Cannabis resin by hand-rubbing, is 
internationally the best known source of hand-rubbed hashish. In Nepal, both the living 
Cannabis plant and dried marijuana flowers are called ganja. Hashish usually is called 
charas. (The term charas usually refers only to hand-rubbed hashish, by far the most 
common type of hashish found in Nepal.) Fresh hand-rubbed charas is acclaimed as 
the best quality for smoking; sieved hashish is considered inferior. 

Nepali charas always had a good reputation and was considered by hashish 
connoisseurs in British India during the 1800s to be of the highest quality (IHDCR 
1893-94). Johnston (1855) described the unique characteristics of fine Nepali hashish: 

In Nepal, it is gathered by the hand in the same way as opium. This variety is 
very pure, and much prized. It is called momeea, or waxen churrus (charasj. It remains 
soft, even after continued drying; has a fragrant narcotic odor, which becomes strong 
and aromatic on heating. Its taste is slightly hot, bitterish, and acrid, yet balsamic. 

Hooper (1908) also 
described momeea and 
another lower grade of 
hashish called shahjehani: 

M o m e e a , b lack, 
wax-like cakes, valued at 
Rs. 1 0 per seer, and 
shahjehani, sticks contain-
ing portions of leaf, valued 
at Rs. 3 per seer, are the 
two kinds of Nepal charas. 

Through the seven-
teenth century, the small 
quantities of high-quality 
charas produced in the 
Himalayan region were 
only for local consump-
tion. As the demand across 
India increased during the 
eighteenth century, charas 
production in Nepal also Figure 3.5. Middle Eastern harem scene. 
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increased. Nepalese production apparently did not 
expand sufficiently to fill the demand because the source 
of charas was wild Cannabis and only a limited amount 
could be produced. To make large commercial quantities 
of hashish, cultivation was necessary. The IHDCR 
reported that most of the fine charas smoked in India 
during the nineteenth century was sieved hashish from 
Central Asia. Nepali charas, considered of higher purity 
and potency than Turkestani hashish, commanded a 
higher price in India. Nepali charas has maintained its 
popularity throughout the twentieth century. Aldrich 
(1979) states: 

Hand-rubbed charas from Nepal became the 
choicest of goodies in India during World War II. 
W h e n it was unavailable, the hash[ish] lovers of India 
started making their own. The modern hashish 
shops in Katmandu arose with the inf lux of counter 
culture Westerners in the late 1960s. Nepal banned 
the shops and charas export in 1973, but this upset 
the economy so much that the government recently 
reversed its position, rejecting a crop-substitution 
scheme as unfeasible. 

Fingers and temple balls were the two most common 
shapes of Nepali hashish exported to Europe and North 
America in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Temple balls 
were spherical or egg-shaped, solid, very dark brown, 
and polished. Procurers of temple balls were often treated 
to the tale of their long history 
as religious sacraments, one of 
the few essentially true hippie 
folktales. Nepali Buddhists 
revere Cannabis as a sacra-
mental herb of great signi-
ficance, and hashish figures 
centrally in their rituals (Behr 
pers. comm. 1987). 

Fingers varied in dia-
meter, from that of a pencil to 
that of an adult's finger. All 
were about 8 to 15 cm in 
length. Usually, 6 to 20 soft, 

Spoiled Hashish 
Smoking hashish that is 

infected with mold can make 
you sick. Hand-rubbed hashish 
is particularly prone to 
spoilage. More often than not, 
you can find streaks of white 
mold inside a spoiled piece of 
Nepali charas. In the United 
States, dealers often claimed 
that the white streaks were 
opium, an explanation that was 
merely marketing-hype. The 
white streaks indicated 
contamination by potentially 
toxic fungi. Eating hashish 
without heating is unsanitary. 
Hashish might contain many 
disease-producing organisms, 
especially in spoiled, hand-
rubbed pieces. 

Sidebar S3.1. 
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fresh fingers were pressed into 
elliptical bundles . Bundles 
usually were smoothed on the 
outs ide by hand and often 
appeared shiny. 

Fingers and temple balls 
were dark brown to almost 
black on the outside. Only 
occasionally were they still 
f resh when they reached 
European and North American 
markets. If fresh, the balls felt 
dense and resilient when 
squeezed. The inside of a fresh 
piece of t radi t ional , high-
quality Nepali charas was soft, 
like stiff nougat, and brown 
rather than hard and black; it 
a lways smelled earthy and 
sweet when fresh. As a piece 
aged, especially if the resin 
contained moisture, it shrank 
slightly and small cracks de-
veloped in the surface, which 
promoted further drying and 
spoiling of the piece. 

With too much residual 
water in a piece of hashish, 
fungal contaminants flourish, 
causing spoilage. Nepali hand-rubbed hashish rarely is pressed sufficiently before being 
stored. Almost always, too much moisture is left and the hashish usually spoils as it 
dries. (Always enjoy hand-rubbed hashish soon after it is produced.) Some commercial 
pieces of Nepali hashish are made very crudely with pieces of leaf and seeds occasionally 
found in the pieces. 

Figure 3.6. The chillum is the traditional method of smoking both ganja 
and charas in India and Nepal (see also Figure 5.9, and page 8 in 
Color Section). 

Water ruins otherwise great hashish. Experienced hashish-rubbers wait for the 
dew to dissipate so that the plants are completely dry before resin collection begins. 
Only inexperienced and hasty hashish-rubbers collect from wet plants. Cherniak (1979) 
claims: 

The resin must be moistened or sprinkled with water before it can be scraped 
off easily from the palms with a knife. After being sprinkled with water, the resin 
may be rubbed off by abrasively rubbing the open palms against one another. 
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If this was indeed common practice when removing resin from the palms, then it 
would explain why such a high percentage of Nepali hashish spoiled during shipment. 
Water does not belong in a piece of hashish. The hands ought never be wetted during 
resin collection. 

The most skilled hashish harvesters can rub 5 to 10 g per day of the highest quality 
charas or 50 g per day of good commercial-grade momeea hashish. For the finest pieces, 
only the best plants are used. Plants are rubbed after the dew has lifted and rubbing is 
done lightly. Plant debris are carefully picked out before the hashish is pressed. When 
such care is taken, a yield of 5 to 10 g per day is considered good, but harvesters rubbing 
indiscriminately collect up to 200 g per day of lowest-quality resin, permeated with 
bits of leaf (shahjehani) and barely qualifying as hashish. 

Nepali hashish smokers in the nineteenth century favored the narghile, a coconut 
shell water pipe, often decorated with black onyx, silver, and yak-horn fittings. Narghile, 
a widely used term for water pipes, comes from the ancient Indie word for coconut. 
The chillum, currently the favored device for both ganja and charas smoking in Nepal, 
is a tapered, straight-stemmed pipe that is clasped vertically between the hands when 
smoked (see Figures 3.6, 5.9 and page 273). According to Cherniak (1979): 

Himalayan hashish burns very slowly. In the Himalayas, hashish is smoked in 
pipes, chillums, hookahs (the water pipe of the Middle East, having a long, flexible 
hose for inhaling smoke out of the jar), and tobacco or marijuana joints. Occasionally 
it is added to tobacco and poured back into a commercially bought cigarette (bidi) 
from which most of the tobacco has been emptied. 

The majority of hashish smokers in Nepal were traditionally older men, although 
smoking hashish has become more fashionable with Nepali youth in recent years, and 
some women now smoke. Hindu Sadhus regularly smoke ceremonial chillums at bhajans 
(Hindu devotional meetings) to symbolize their devotional fellowship (Fisher 1975). 
Sadhus are Hindu mystics. The word means spiritual searcher. These are the Hindu 
equivalents of Sufi malang(s) or dervishes. 

Many smokers consider fresh, hand-rubbed Nepali hashish to be the best hashish. 
Cherniak (1979) provides a romantic description of Nepali hashish smoking: 

Even low-quality Himalayan hashish is better than most other kinds. The 
really good hashish produces by far the quickest spiritual blast-off. Its bouquet is 
sweet and pungent, but its bite will roast the inside of your lungs like a f lash fire. It 
also scorches your mind: time and again you realize, as you pass through your 
transmigrations, that it is easy to take too much when only half a puff is needed. One 
deep puff of first-quality Royal Nepali hashish makes you feel bodiless yet super 
sensual. 

Most of the taxed hashish production in Nepal was from the Terai District. Starting 
in 1961, the Nepali government set up a system of excise and sales taxes on the 
commercial cultivation and sale of Cannabis, and issued licenses for growers and 
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merchants (Fisher 1975). Before the influx of Western travelers, hashish cost about US 
$15 per kg; by 1970, it was about US $70 per kg (Fisher 1975). 

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, the thirty or so hashish shops in Katmandu 
became legendary hangouts for Western travelers. The Cabin, Central Hashish Store, and 
Eden Hashish Centre were three of the best known. The Cabin printed a menu card 
offering Temple Balls (hand-rubbed charas), Arcant (Yarkand), Attar (sieved), and Parvatt 
(hand-rubbed charas from Himachal Pradesh State in India). The influx of counterculture 
travelers to Nepal in search of hashish instigated increased areas of Cannabis cultivation, 
greatly inflated prices, and initiated large-scale smuggling from Nepal into India and 
abroad. It was estimated that by 1973 more hashish was exported than consumed within 
Nepal. Pressure from the United Nations and the United States to control Cannabis 
production caused the Nepali government to begin closing the hashish shops in 1972. 
On July 16,1973 all hashish dealer's licenses were revoked and the hashish shops were 
closed, resulting in an estimated loss of tax revenue of more than US $100,000 annually. 
Nepali farmers and hashish harvesters also lost an important source of income. (FiSher 
1975): 

For a small country like Nepal, United Nations' opinion and approval mean a 
great deal, but it is ironic that Nepal has, largely in response to the pressure of more 
"advanced" Western nations, abandoned a system of governmental control of 
production and distribution toward which many Western nations are now belatedly 
striving. It is a further irony that the Cannabis trade in Katmandu, which arose in 
response to Western demand, has now been liquidated largely in response to a 
different kind of Western demand. 

It is no wonder that producer nations, receiving confusing signals from the West 
about Cannabis control, often conclude that the "Cannabis problem" is really only a 
problem of the West. 

It was reported that, in 1987, the best pieces of hashish in Katmandu came from 
street-corner pharmacies selling Ayurvedic medicines. (Ayurvedic medicine is the 
medical system associated with the teachings of the Vedas, a 5,000-year old text which 
is the basis for the religion Westerners know as Hinduism.) Merchants from high castes 
usually own the Ayurvedic pharmacies. Upholding the Ayurvedic healing traditions, 
merchants adhere to high standards of quality in all their merchandise. Pharmacies sell 
bhang (Cannabis leaf) and ganja as well as charas. Spice shops, usually owned bv 
members of lower castes, also carry Cannabis products. Generally, they sell poorer quality 
Cannabis products than those found in pharmacies. Street dealers usually have low 
potency, commercial grades of hashish for sale to tourists (Behr pers. comm. 1987). 

Hand-rubbed Nepali hashish is still available occasionally in Amsterdam and 
elsewhere in Europe. Most of it is too dry and harsh smoking, but the rare, fresh pieces 
can be excellent. Both wild and cultivated Cannabis are used to make hashish in Nepal. 
For rubbed hashish, ganja is cultivated in small gardens as a cash crop in the low hills 
near Katmandu during the dry, winter season from December to March. During, the 
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summer season, wild Cannabis florishes at higher altitudes and is rubbed for hashish in 
autumn (Manandahar pers. comm. 1986). 

Westerners made sieved (not the indigenous hand-rubbed) hashish in Nepal from 
spontaneously growing Cannabis as early as 1978. The process of harvesting and drying 
the plants and separating the resin powder by sieving came from Afghanistan and the 
Middle East with travelers of the Hippie Hashish Trail. 

Since 1985, sieved Nepali hashish made by Westerners from cultivated plants has 
been available from time to time in Amsterdam coffee shops. This hashish was a deep 
rich brown, very soft and oily but not sticky, and came in blocks 2 to 3 cm thick. This 
sieved Nepali hashish was reported to be very strong but seemed to induce a shallow, 
two-dimensional high. It was made by mixing "farmers" resin powder with up to 20 
percent hashish oil. 

Kashmir 

Kashmir is centrally located in the northern Indian subcontinent, with Afghanistan 
and Pakistan to the west, India to the south, and Nepal to the east. In Kashmir, the 
traditional method of resin collection is, again, hand-rubbing, and even in the early 
1990s, much Kashmir hashish was hand-rubbed. Today, a smoker who wants high-
quality hashish must supervise the rubbing and give workers extra incentive to take 
the time necessary to make a piece of excellent hashish. 

Low-quality sieved Kashmiri hashish is made from plants harvested in late autumn 
and dried after being rubbed several times. The rubbings deplete most of the resin 
from the living plants before the harvest; very little mature, potent resin remains for 
collection by sieving. Since the arrival of Westerners and the introduction of sieved 
resin collection, Kashmir has exported large amounts of blended hashish, usually a 
combination of the low-quality domestic resin powder and low-quality powder 
imported from Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, and/or Nepal. Kashmiri hashish has long 
carried the reputation of being one of the lower grades of hashish on the market. On 
occasion, there is a batch of Kashmiri hashish that shines, but average Kashmiri quality 
is poor. 

The first Kashmiri hashish was made from the local landrace (a plant variety utilized 
by humans, but not consciously improved through selective breeding), indigenous and 
unselected Cannabis sativa—a tall plant, with narrow leaves and long, sparse 
inflorescences. This variety is representative of the Cannabis sativa common throughout 
the Himalayan Foothills ranging from northern Pakistan through Kashmir and Nepal 
and into Southeast Asia. By 1980, both the selection of Cannabis varieties and their 
cultivation had been affected by Western market pressures. During the late 1970s, what 
are popularly called Cannabis indica varieties from Afghanistan were imported into 
Kashmir to be cultivated for sieved hashish production. 

Selgnij observed in 1980 that the predominant type of cultivated and escaped 
Cannabis growing in southern Kashmir was the broad-leaf Afghani variety. Escapes 
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grew along the banks of ditches and streams near fields where Afghani varieties were 
cultivated for sieved hashish production. The native Cannabis sativa varieties grew 
strictly to the north in Kashmir, along the Himalayan Foothills where hashish still was 
collected by hand-rubbing. Weedy landrace plants, low in THC, also grew in ditches 
alongside roads and trails but apparently were not used for hashish production (Selgnij 
pers. comm. 1980). 

In Kashmir, gurdah or twist hashish, was usually made from the sieved tailings 
left from primary resin extraction. Gurdah almost always was of low quality and low 
potency. The exhausted resin powder, moistened and warmed with steam, was scooped 
into fresh corn husks, twisted tightly, heated next to an open fire, and then twisted 
tightly again to press the crude hashish within. The corn husks were peeled away, 
leaving their spiral imprint on the elongated, teardrop-shaped piece of tan or brown 
hashish. Gurdah was never pressed very hard and tended to crumble apart easily. 

Possibly, twisted gurdah represents a now traditional, though not ancient, Kashmir^ 
pressing technique for resin powder. Corn is a New World product that accompanied 
tobacco to Asia; hence, the use of corn husks cannot predate A.D. 1500. Before this 
time, something else must have been used to contain the resin powder during pressing. 
Gurdah may once have been made from high-quality resin powder, rather than tailings. 
During the 1970s, rare batches of gurdah were of high quality, resembling a soft, crumbly, 
blonde Lebanese hashish. Gurdah was intended for local use and very rarely was found 
in Europe or North America. 

South Asia Conclusion 

Nearly all areas of South Asia had existing traditions of hashish consumption and 
production, largely by hand-rubbing, when the counter-culture travelers arrived in the 
latter half of the 1960s. The climate in the mountains of Nepal, Northern India, and 
Kashmir is better suited for both the growing and collection of higher quality Cannabis 
than is the climate of the Indian plains, so most hand-rubbed hashish in India came 
from the north. 

When counter-culture travelers who were seeking spiritual enlightenment arrived 
in South Asia, the first stop was often India. The Hindus had long used hashish in their 
worship and some counter-cultural travelers became particularly interested in this aspect 
of Eastern religion. This interest fed the Western demand for hashish. Increased demand, 
combined with political problems in Afghanistan during the 1980s, encouraged the 
development of a hashish industry in Nepal and Kashmir. At this time, the primary 
commercial hashish production method changed from hand-rubbing to sieving. It is 
still possible occasionally to obtain high-quality hand-rubbed hashish from the valleys 
of northern India. 
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CENTRAL ASIA 
Oh' Baba Ku mastaan 

Davrit kabrit gucistan 
Am bahar am zemistan 

Oh' Baba Ku mastaan 

(A)-esche' zedim degeshe barasan 

Oh' Baba Ku the most high 
Flowers adorn your grave 

In Spring and Winter too 
Oh' Baba Ku the most high 

This pipe is done so bring on another one! 

(Ancient Afghan invocation to the spirit 
of Baba Ku recited before the ritual smoking of hashish.) 

Figure 3.7. Central Asia locations mentioned in the text. 
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Figure 3.8. A traditional Afghan method for threshing was to roll Cannabis flowers in a carpet and dance upon it to 
free the resin glands from the plant matter (see pages 75 and 129). Drawing by Robin Ade. 
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Central Asia was one of the early homes of Cannabis use and hashish-making. 
From the early Scythians until the present, central Asian cultures have used Cannabis 
for its psychoactive properties. During the 1800s, Turkestan was the major source of 
sieved hashish imported into India and other regions of South Asia. Starting in the 
early 1970s, Afghanistan and Pakistan became major suppliers of hashish to the Western 
markets. After the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, much of the Afghani resin 
powder still produced has been processed in, and distributed from, Pakistan. 

Afghanistan 

Afghanistan has a long tradition of manufacturing high-quality sieved hashish 
and provides the best contemporary example of Central Asian hashish-making. As a 
result of Afghanistan's remote location and difficult terrain, fewer hippies visited there 
than the more accessible parts of Asia. Westerners who did reach Afghanistan had a 
ragid and dramatic effect on the Afghan hashish trade. When Westerners first arrived 
in Afghanistan, they encountered several types of Afghani hashish. The color of 
traditional hashish varied widely from whitish silver-gray and light yellow-golden 
through rich reddish-brown to dark brown. The famous resin powder from Balk was 
called '"Old Golden One," while the resin from Ahkshah was deep reddish in color and 
very sticky. Traditional Afghani hashish had a sweet, fruity aroma and flavor. In the 
late 1960s and early 1970s, many connoisseurs in Afghanistan preferred to purchase 
loose resin powder and press their own hashish for smoking, following the tradition of 
the Afghans rather than buying pressed slabs of hashish destined for the export market. 

Until the mid 1970s, certain shapes of pressed hashish were associated with specific 
regions within Afghanistan. The vast majority of hashish was produced in northern 
Afghanistan around Mazar-i-Sharif and Balk. In this area, hashish was sold either as 
unpressed resin powder or hand-rolled into long, slender, cylindrical "spaghetti sticks." 
Farther south, in Herat, hashish was most commonly marketed in round cakes called 
"pucks" or "UFOs." In Jalalabad, long "licorice sticks" could be purchased from the 
bakers. Most common in Kandahar was the "boat-shaped" piece, formed by the curve 
of the palm during hand-pressing. 

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, many Afghans would regularly carry hashish 
with them during their daily routines and often offered gifts of hashish to the early 
Western travelers. Hashish was most easily purchased in chai khana—tea houses. (Chai 
is the word for tea all across Central and Southern Asia.) Chai khana served as hotels 
and restaurants before Western tourism arrived in Afghanistan. Traditional chai khana 
displayed their samovar of hot water on the open terrace. (A samovar is a metal urn 
with a chimney a self-contained brazier and a spigot, used for boiling tea water.) A 
samovar crowned with colorful beads was a sign the owners were charasi (charas 
smokers) who allowed hashish smoking and sold hashish. Smoking took place in a 
back room, furnished with cushions grouped around several chillum water pipes. A 
few coins bought an afternoon of blissful smoking. 
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European travelers were first to bring Afghani hashish home to their friends, and 
European smugglers were first to establish the Afghan hashish trade. However, during 
the late 1960s and early 1970s, the famous American drug smuggling syndicate, "The 
Brotherhood of Eternal Love" (or, simply, The Brotherhood) had a huge influence on 
the exportation and popularization of Afghani hashish. 

The Brotherhood bought up and exported much of the traditional or "old style" 
high-quality resin powder. Some of this resin powder had been stored away for years. 
The original Afghani "Primo" was a truly fine and very sticky hashish and its reputation 
quickly spread. Ironically, some of the best resin powder and hashish ever produced 
ended up being made into hashish oil by The Brotherhood. Hashish oil was considerably 
more profitable to smuggle, so The Brotherhood soon moved to hashish oil manufacture 
(see Hashish Oil, page 92). The American belief that higher price indicates higher quality 
changed the pricing structure of the Afghan hashish market (see Price Increases, page 
144). According to Tendler and May (1984), The Brotherhood was an interesting 
organization: 

The Brotherhood of Eternal Love was a pseudo-religious group of visionaries, 
bikers, and smugglers who during the late 1960s and early 1970s followed the teachings 
of Dr. Timothy Leary. Although The Brotherhood was most well known for 
promoting, manufacturing, and distributing LSD, they also smuggled and marketed 
huge quantities of hashish and hashish oil from Afghanistan. In 1968 Brotherhood 
members bought their first Afghan hashish in the bazaars of Kandahar for 20.00 
US$ per kilogram and they successfully smuggled 50 kilograms to California. Later 
that summer Glen Lynd purchased a Volkswagen camper van in West Germany and 
drove it through Turkey and Iran into Afghanistan. Near Kandahar secret 
compartments concealed within the camper van were loaded with 60 kilograms of 
hashish and sealed. Lynd then drove the camper to the port of Karachi in Pakistan 
and shipped it to the United States. This general method of driving vehicles to 
Afghanistan, loading them with hashish, driving them to a seaport, and shipping 
them to North America was common procedure for The Brotherhood. In early 
1971 customs officials in Vancouver, British Columbia seized a camper belonging to 
The Brotherhood containing 320 kilogram of hashish, and then in early 1972 
Portland, Oregon customs officials seized another Brotherhood camper containing 
600 kilograms of hashish. 

By 1970 Bobby Andrist had started a small hashish oil factory in California 
and developed the protocol to manufacture "honey oil." Honey oil was a highly 
refined and extremely potent hashish oil manufactured from Afghan hashish that 
was translucent and honey colored. The Brotherhood took Andrist's production 
techniques to Afghanistan. Their ultimate goals were to produce natural T H C in a 
powdered form, then synthetic THC, and eventually a super powerful synthetic 
analog of THC. None of these dreams were realized, but The Brotherhood produced 
large amounts of honey oil for export to North America. One liter of honey oil sold 
for about 10,000 US$ wholesale, provided an even greater profit for smugglers than 
bulk hashish, and was easier to conceal since it took up much less space. Since honey 
oil was so potent, the value and profit to size ratio was very high, and a smuggler 
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could make enough money by carrying small amounts on their person, within their 
intestines, or concealed in their luggage. 

In 1971 The United States Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs installed 
their first agent in Afghanistan. A n explosion led Afghan police to a Brotherhood 
honey oil factory near Kabul. Pressure from American and international law 
enforcement continued until Andrist and other core members of The Brotherhood 
were indicted by a California court in August 1972. Although the activities of The 
Brotherhood of Eternal Love were seriously disrupted, many members continued to 
smuggle hashish for several years while escaping prosecution, and the f l o w of Afghan 
hashish to the West continued unabated. 

Afghan Politics and Hashish 

When Westerners arrived in Afghanistan, the local people were comfortable with 
the local production and use of hashish. An air of peace existed in Afghanistan during 
the forty-year reign of King Zahir Shah, from 1933 until the autumn of 1973, when he 
was overthrown by his brother-in-law Muhammad Daoud. King Zahir Shah had 
allowed the cultivation of Cannabis, and the making of hashish, to continue as it had for 
hundreds of years. During 1969 and 1970, by the King's official order, the Afghan 
government actually encouraged hashish farmers to use chemical fertilizers in an effort 
to increase production of hashish for the export market. The chemical fertilizers were 

quite popular with some of the newer 
Cannabis farmers. However, many ex-
perienced growers rejected the new 
products, claiming that the overuse of 
chemical fertilizers often acidified the 
fragile soils and damaged their plants. 
Huge fields of Cannabis were cultivated 
from 1970 to 1973 along the main roads 
crossing northern and central Afghanistan 
from Iran to Pakistan. The region 
surrounding Mazar-i-Sharif was the most 
famous. Large Cannabis plantations also 
were abundant in southern Afghanistan 
around Kandahar, especially near 
Gereshk and Lashkar Gah. Tea shops 
supplying hashish were common on both 
sides of the Salang Pass north of Kabul, 
and Cannabis was cultivated along the 
Salang Pass road for many kilometers 
towards both Kabul and Mazar-i-Sharif. 

Figure 3.9. Slabs of sieved hashish from Balkh and 
Mazar-i-Sharif. 

Law enforcement efforts against 
hashish began in 1970 with the arrest of a 
few Western tourists living in Kabul 
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hotels. Pressure from the United States for stronger control of hashish exports continued. 
In 1971, the Afghan police seized a honey oil factory operated by The Brotherhood near 
Kabul. In early 1973, the Afghan government accepted a $47 million grant from the 
United States to wipe out hashish and opium production. The United States government 
perceived Afghanistan's government-sanctioned Cannabis cultivation and hashish 
exportation to be a threat to America's youth and an affront to the American legal 
system. 

In the spring of 1973, the Afghan government posted letters informing all of the 
village leaders that, by the King's decree, Cannabis cultivation and the production and 
sale of hashish were immediately illegal. Village leaders held meetings to notify the 
farmers but the warning was not taken seriously. Afghan Cannabis farmers hardly would 
consider ceasing a long-standing, traditional family activity, which only recently had 
been sanctioned and, in fact, had been encouraged by the King. Almost all families 
went ahead and sowed their Cannabis crop as always. During July and August, Afghan 
police stormed into the countryside surrounding Mazar-i-Sharif. Truckloads of police 
burned Cannabis fields, destroyed farmers' homes, threatened and intimidated their 
families, severely beat field workers, and made many arrests. The police succeeded in 
eliminating almost all of the 1973 Cannabis crop in the north, and also raided farms in 
the south. Only Cannabis farms controlled by Afghan government officials were spared. 
In the autumn of 1973, the harvest was pitifully small. The Afghan farmers were, of 
course, terrified and confused. Since all the problems experienced by the farmers were 
a result of American pressure on the Afghan government, the farmers became afraid to 
do business with any Westerners, or even to talk with them. When King Zahir Shah 
was deposed in the autumn of 1973, many Afghan people felt it was his just reward for 
betraying their long standing cultural tradition of hashish production. 

The last year when truly great Afghani hashish was produced was 1971. The winter 
preceding 1971 brought heavy snows to the Hindu Kush Mountains providing an ample 
run-off for the summer's crop, which turned out to be the best since before the hippies 
had arrived in Afghanistan. However, 1971-72 was not a good winter for snow and the 
1972 Cannabis crop nearly failed. By the end of 1972, the high-quality resin powders 
remaining from 1971 ran out, and the quality of hashish was never again the same. 
Even when Allah blessed Afghanistan with abundant rainfall, traditional Afghani 
hashish in commercial quantities was almost unavailable. Excellent-quality pieces could 
be found only in the hands of a few well connected connoisseurs. The traditional Afghan 
hashish culture was changed by Western demands, and will likely never return. 

The good old-fashioned Afghani hashish of 1971, and years before, was very potent 
and quite sticky. By 1973, every smoker and smuggler in Afghanistan searched for "the 
sticky one," but the quality and availability of Afghani hashish ebbed to what was then 
an all time low. Eradication efforts by the Afghan army in 1973 and again in 1974, 
further reduced the supply of Cannabis, making high-quality resin powder all but 
impossible to find. This set the scene for the creation of "modern" Afghani hashish, a 
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mixture of sieved resin powders combined with adulterating binders. This became the 
most commonly available type of so-called Afghani hashish in the 1980s and 1990s. 

Very little Cannabis grew in Afghanistan during 1974 and 1975. In late 1975, the 
government closed the chai shops that served hashish. Hashish supplies were so low 
and The Brotherhood had been busted so many times that their operations in 
Afghanistan finally ceased. However, Gobar (1976) reported that the export trade 
continued throughout this period, probably at a much reduced rate from the years 
prior to hashish prohibition: 

In spite of restrictions instituted by the law, it appears that most of the opium 
and Cannabis leaks out of the country through cooperation between Afghan and 
foreign smugglers. It is only a part of the produce which is sold within the country 
where private stock-keepers take delivery and sell it to the local consumers. 

According to an official announcement, during the fifteen-month period from 
(end) July 1973 to (start) November 1974, the following quantities of drugs (hashish) 
were seized from smugglers w h o had arranged for transport abroad: 

Cannabis farmers in northern Afghanistan relocated farther south to the Paktia 
and Kandahar regions. From 1976 through 1979, Cannabis farms moved steadily away 
from the main roads to remote farms or walled courtyards. The few remaining stashes 
of traditional Afghani hashish dwindled, then disappeared. The end of the 1970s brought 
a rampant increase in the manufacture of "modern-style black" Afghani hashish, which 
became the main export. Western demand had created a lucrative Afghani hashish 
market on which many Afghans were dependent for their livelihoods and, in order to 
stay in business, they stretched limited raw materials by making modern Afghani. 

Simultaneously, Kashmiri hashish-producers were filling the market void created 
by the lack of Afghani hashish. Kashmiri export hashish was created by mixing Nepalese, 
Pakistani, Indian, and Kashmiri hashish into low-quality blends. Western smugglers 
brought sieved hashish technology from Afghanistan to Kashmir, Pakistan, Nepal, and 
Morocco. The Afghans, seeing decreasing supplies of raw material and increasing 
competition from other Cannabis producers, began to manufacture blended hashish 
potent enough to command its share of the world market. Although not nearly as potent 
as traditional Afghani hashish, most smokers overseas did not know the difference, 
having never experienced the excellent quality of the traditional product. Modern 
Afghani hashish was manufactured well into the 1990s. For most smokers traditional 
Afghani hashish existed only in hippie folklore, though a bit of excellent hashish 
remained in the private stashes of a fortunate few. 

Saki, a long-haired young Afghan who took on many Western influences, was one 
of several Afghans famous for procuring the finest hashish. A small group of smugglers 

Cannabis (hashish): 
Liquid hashish (hashish oil): 

3 ,738 kg 
76 kg 
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relied on him during the 1970s to provide limited amounts of the highest quality hashish. 
During the late 1970s and the early 1980s, Saki was among the last able to procure 
traditional high-quality Afghani hashish. By 1976, the High Times magazine Trans-High 
Market Quotations read "Saki-Kabul-Unavailable," but he still obtained small amounts 
for his close friends. 

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 forced Cannabis farmers to cultivate in 
much smaller fields, often within walled courtyards, and always in areas far away 
from the fighting. In 1985, Cannabis was cultivated extensively in Paktia Province close 
to the Pakistan border. The gardens were moved each year when different regions 
became engulfed in fighting, whether conquered by the Soviets, or liberated by the 
Mujahideen resistance. This pattern continued everywhere in Afghanistan. Throughout 
the Soviet-Afghan war, despite the problems, Cannabis was grown every year in one 
region or another. 

High-quality Afghani resin powder occasionally was available throughout much 
of the modern Afghan period. The highest quality hashish came from resin powder 
purchased from farmers in Afghanistan before the powder had been modernized 
(blended). Raw powder was first resieved, then pressed by Western smugglers. The 
highest quality resin powder was very fragrant and light grayish white in color rather 
than yellow or amber. During the late 1970s and early 1980s, some of the finest pieces 
of hashish seen in Afghanistan came from Samarkand in present day Uzbekistan. Pressed 
pieces had a purple tinge on the outside. These highest quality pieces were rarely sold, 
but if the visitor recognized the special quality, the host might offer a few grams as a 
gift. 

By 1986, most of the small private stashes of pre-war Afghani hashish in 
Amsterdam, Goa, and America were exhausted. In 1990 the Soviet-Afghan war officially 
ended. Now, as Afghans struggle to reconcile their internal idealogical differences, 
Cannabis cultivation slowly is spreading. Many obstacles are yet to be overcome. On 
May 1, 1994, an earthquake measuring 6.0 on the Richter scale struck the hashish 
producing area around Mazar-i-Sharif in northern Afghanistan. More than 165 people 
were killed, 300 were injured, and 20,000 homes, including entire villages, were 
destroyed. Early in 1995, the fundamentalist Islamic movement gained power in 
Afghanistan. It will be interesting to see whether the end of political conflicts will allow 
the Afghans to return to traditional high-quality hashish production, or whether the 
market pressures of prohibition and greed that ruined Afghani hashish during the 1970s 
will prevail again during the post Cold War period. At this time, the Taliban seems 
more concerned with the perpetuation of opium cultivation, which is more lucrative. 
Sadly for consumers, economic forces almost always are stronger than social forces 
and usually win in the struggle for high-quality hashish. 
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(T) Cannabis sativa L. 
Wild: 

Medium height 1.5-3.0 m 
Erect pyramidal 
Branched from base 
Rich green foliage 
Hollow stem 5-8 cm dia. 
Narrow lanceolate leaves 
Sharply serrated leaflets 5-7 

Cultivated: "for gan/a" 
Delicate foliage <2 m tall 
Bushy pyramidal shape 
Crowded female flowers 
Thick woody stem 
Narrow lanceolate leaves 
Sharply serrated leaflets 

(from Kerr 1877) 
(jj) Cannabis Indica L. 

Cultivated: "for sieved hashish" 
Short <2 meters 
Pyramidal shape 
Dark-green foliage 
Short internodes 
Thick brittle stems 
Wide leaflets 5-9 
Leafy inflorescence 
Large dark-gray patterned 

fruits 
Non-shattering 

inflorescences 
(from pers. comm. 1970s) 

( 2 ) Cannabis sativa L. 
Wild: var. spontanea Vav. 

Branched 
Deep-colored fruits with 

mosaic pattern and 
elongated base 

Cultivated: "for fiber" 
Light-colored fruits without 

pattern 
Late-maturing 
Possibly of Chinese origin 

(from Sinskaia 1925) 
( 5 ) Cannabis sativa L. 

Cultivated: "for fiber 
and seed" 

Tall >10 meters 
Much branched 
Large broad leaflets 
Large flowers and fruits 
Late-maturing 

(from Vavilov 1926) 
( 7 ) Cannabis sativa L. 

Wild/Cultivated: "for rubbed 
charas" 

Tall >3 m 
Lax foliage 
Well-branced with long 

internodes 
Pale green foliage 
Thin pliable stems 
Narrow leaflets 7-11 
Small brown seeds 

(from pers. comm. 1970s) 

( 3 ) Cannabis sativa L. 
Cultivated: "for hashish" 

(from Vavilov 1929) 
Cannabis Indica L. 
Wild: var. kaflrlstanica Vav. 

Short w/ profuse branching 
Short internodes 
Small broad leaflets 
Obovate leaflets 5-7 
Small dark-gray fruits with 

mosaic pattern and 
horseshoe base 

Freely-shattering 
inflorescence 

Wild: var. afghanlca Vav. 
Lighter colored small fruit 

with reduced horseshoe 
(from Vavilov 1924, 26, 29) 

( 8 ) Cannabis Indica L. 
Cultivated: "for sieved hashish" 

Short <1.5 meters 
Conical or pyramidal shape 
Very densely branched 
Short internodes 
Hard woody stems 
Broad leaflets with 

obtuse serrations 
Marble-patterned fruit with 

simple articulation 
(from Schultes 1974) 

Figure 3.10. The natural distribution of Cannabis indica and Cannabis sativa in Asia based on scientific observations. 
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Afghani Cannabis 

Many Western aficionados feel that Afghani is the only "true" hashish and the 
only hashish smoked by "true" hashish smokers. These smokers say that smoking any 
other type of hashish is "too much like smoking marijuana." Their elitism is partially 
justified; since the early 1970s the quality of traditional Afghani hashish has been only 
rarely matched by the best hashish from other regions. But the Afghani hashish these 
smokers rhapsodize about actually was made from a unique variety of Cannabis. This 
is why the Afghani hashish of the early Hippie Hashish Trail period possessed its 
particular aroma and earthy flavor. The variety's distinctive flavor also could account 
for the preference some smokers have for Afghani over other hashish. Some Afghani 
aficionados claim that the distinctive qualities and aromas of Afghani hashish have 
passed through the ancient cultures from primordial instructions of the first Baba Ku. 
The unique taste—a trademark taste—made Afghani hashish easily distinguishable 
from other hashish. Today, only sentimentality could account for any reputation for 
high quality, since almost no truly high-quality Afghani hashish can be found in or out 
of Afghanistan. 

Nicolai Vavilov, the revered Russian plant explorer, visited Afghanistan in 1924. 
Vavilov and Bukinich (1929) reported: 

... ordinary Cannabis sativa L is chiefly cultivated for hashish around Herat 
and [in] Faizabad in northern Afghanistan. 

In addition, Vavilov discovered two varieties of what he called Cannabis indica 
growing wild along the Kunar River in eastern Afghanistan. Vavilov and Bukinich 
(1929) noted that C. indica grew wild, but was not cultivated, along the Kunar River. 
The seeds of the other varieties collected, C. indica var. afghanica Vav. and C. indica var. 
kafiristanica Vav. (the varieties known today as "Afghani," "Hindu Kush," "Indica," 
or "hashish plant"), exhibited wild fruit characteristics and showed no anatomical 
evidence of a history of cultivation. The seeds Vavilov and Bukinich collected in northern 
Afghanistan were large, light-colored, and unpatterned, identical in appearance to 
domesticated C. sativa varieties grown for fiber in central and western Russia. Seeds 
collected from Afghan hashish crops during the 1980s and early 1990s were usually 
large, but with a wide variety of colors and patterns. Vavilov's report is important 
because it establishes the presence, in 1924, of cultivation and exclusive use for hashish 
production of the familiar Cannabis sativa in Afghanistan, rather than the variety 
currently called indica. Vavilov's work firmly establishes that indica, the type of Cannabis 
which most modern enthusiasts believe is the traditional plant of hashish manufacture 
in Afghanistan, neither was cultivated nor used for hashish production as recently as 
1924. 

Could Vavilov have simply overlooked evidence of cultivated indica on his visits 
to the Kunar river in Afghanistan? This is highly unlikely since Vavilov was a skilled 
observer who specialized in cultivated plants. More likely, the Kunar River Valley was 
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Figures 3.11. C. indica leaves (left) have broader leaflets than C. sativa (right). Photos by Mel Frank. 

not used for Cannabis cultivation as yet in 1924, even though this valley lies along the 
ancient trade routes for Turkestanian hashish. 

Cultivated indica drug types currently are found in the foothills north and south 
of the Hindu Kush Mountains of Afghanistan, especially along the Kunar River Valley, 
far west to Kandahar, and north to Mazar-i-Sharif. The southern extent of indica's range 
must be along northern regions of Pakistan. This region is inhabited mainly by Muslim 
Turkestanians and Afghans of Persian heritage and has been under their cultural and 
religious influences for centuries. 

C. indica is favored for hashish production in all areas of Afghanistan today. If the 
farmers of northern Afghanistan traditionally used C. sativa to make hashish, as Vavilov 
indicated, then this variety did not accompany the more recent expansions in hashish 
production areas. Although C. sativa was cultivated in Chinese Turkestan for hashish, 
it was not dispersed to the Kunar Valley when that area came under cultivation. Before 
the shift in hashish production from Turkestan into Afghanistan, hashish was 
manufactured exclusively from C. sativa. How then, did the broad-leaf indica varieties 
become the most common type of Cannabis grown for hashish production in modern 
Afghanistan? 

The available historical evidence indicates that C. indica likely was domesticated 
for hashish production quite recently, possibly through hybridization with cultivated 
C. sativa hashish cultivars (a variety of plant found only in commercial cultivation). 
Before the mid to late 1930s, C. indica was found only as a wild species. Hashish 
production by the sieved method may be ancient, but this does not mean that C. indica 
was used to make sieved hashish in ancient times. We argue here that the C. indica 
varieties described by Vavilov were not utilized for hashish production until after 1935, 
when hashish production became illegal in Chinese Turkestan and the hashish makers 
there were forced to flee. They moved across the Himalayas and Hindu Kush, south 
and west, through the Kunar Valley, taking the only route available to them, toward 
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Figures 3.12. C. indica (left) is generally much shorter and more compact than (right) C. sativa (see also page 6 in 
Color Section). Photos by Mel Frank from the Marijuana Grower's Guide Deluxe. 

Mazar-i-Sharif, to reunite with their long lost cousins who had moved there after the 
Russian invasion of Turkestan in 1868 (see Afghanistan in Part 1). As the fleeing Chinese 
Turkestanians passed through the Kunar Valley, they would have encountered and 
likely acquired the seeds of the resinous, broad-leafed, acrid-smelling local wild C. 
indica. In the north of Afghanistan, the new home of the refugees, the resident farmers 
continued growing their traditional C. sativa hashish cultivars. The C. sativa plants were 
hybridized with the wild C. indica discovered and brought by the refugees. This sort of 
interbreeding would account for both the vigor and extreme variability which were 
characteristic of hashish cultivars brought from Afghanistan in modern times. 

Although the C. indica varieties may not have been cultivated for hashish when 
Vavilov visited Afghanistan in 1924, their hybrids with C. sativa certainly have been 
cultivated since at least 1965. The substitution by C. indica for C. sativa would have had 
almost 40 years to take place, which seems like plenty of time for an annual crop. 
Travelers who went to Afghanistan during 1970 and 1971 claim that only the broad-
leaf varieties were grown around Kandahar and other areas. Selgnij (pers. comm. 1980) 
reports that in 1972 he saw narrow-leaf varieties growing spontaneously in ditches, 
but only broad-leaf varieties in cultivated fields. However, he observed that some of 
the cultivated plants appeared to have narrower leaves than the average, which could 
have indicated that the plants were hybrids of broad- and narrow-leaf varieties. Schultes 
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et al. (1974) describe their type specimen of C. indica as being of the Afghani variety, 
which is short and profusely branched with broad, dark-green leaflets. Subsequently, 
Cannabis from Afghanistan has come to typify C. indica, especially among marijuana 
growers, who use the term indica to differentiate the acrid-smelling Afghani drug 
varieties from all other drug varieties or sativas (Clarke 1981). The Afghani Cannabis 
described by both Vavilov and Bukinich (1929) and by Schultes et al. (1974) is what is 
currently called "indica" or "hashish plant" by Western marijuana growers. C. indica 
cultivars are now by far the most common variety of Cannabis used for the production 
of sieved hashish in Afghanistan, northern Pakistan, and Kashmir. 

Some photographs of Afghani Cannabis fields from the late 1970s show mature 
plants with medium to broad leaflets, ranging in height from just over 1 m up to over 2 
m. The fields were grown under favorable conditions, with wide spacing of up to 5 m 
between the plants, which were very well branched. Although Afghani Cannabis is 
usually shorter, thicker stemmed, and more highly branched than other varieties of 
Cannabis, wide field spacing encourages these traits which are naturally selected by the 
short, dry, and sunny (compared to tropical climates) Afghan growing season. Short, 
dry growing seasons allow only limited time for growth in height; arid, sunny conditions 
promote short stature and prolific branching. The characteristic of prolific branching 
may also be intentionally selected by hashish farmers since such plants produce more 
flowers and therefore more resin. Other fields with 2- to 3-m tall plants with wide 
leaflets, extreme branching, and robust, vigorous appearance possibly were hybrids 
between the traditional C. sativa varieties cultivated for hashish in northern Afghanistan, 
and the broad-leafed wild C. indica variety introduced from the Kunar Valley in eastern 
Afghanistan by immigrants from Chinese Turkestan during the late 1930s. 

Almost all of the Cannabis produced on the dry Afghan plains must be irrigated to 
supplement the scant rainfall. However, occasional escapes from cultivation do grow 
spontaneously along ditch banks, thriving on water seeping from nearby irrigated fields. 
Escapes of broad-leafed, short-statured varieties from cultivation are also broad-leafed 
and short; similarly, escapes of narrow-leafed, tall varieties are also narrow-leafed and 
tall. The farmers do not destroy the escapes since the Cannabis crop is fully seeded 
anyway and the escapes cause little obvious effect on the crop. The escaped plants 
drop their seeds freely everywhere they grow, but the seeds from plants in Cannabis 
fields cultivated for hashish greatly outnumber those of the weedy escapes. Because of 
their inferior potency, the escaped plants commonly are not used for hashish-making 
except by indigent nomads. 

During the early 1970s, Western market pressures forced the widespread cultivation 
of the broad-leaf variety for its higher resin yield. The narrow-leaf varieties now are 
found exclusively east of the Indus River in Pakistan and India. Exploding demand for 
hashish caused the Afghans to use all the plants available for resin production, without 
regard to type. All that a hashish maker needed from the plants were lots of readily 
apparent, easily removable resin glands; it made no difference whether the resin glands 
were abundant on the flower surfaces, the small leaflets, or the bases of larger leaves. 
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Readily apparent resin would have been the most important criterion for selecting 
plants for hashish production, and seeds from such plants probably would have been 
saved for sowing the following year. Resin powder, produced from the higher yielding 
broad-leaf plants and their hybrids with the original C. sativa population, may have 
been lower in quality than that produced from the narrow-leaf plants, the hashish made 
from them sold for just as high a price as traditional C. sativa hashish. Two Cannabis 
"species" cultivated on the same or nearby farms certainly would have hybridized, 
since Cannabis is wind-pollinated. The C. indica traits—broad leaves and high resin 
production—are dominant in hybrid crosses with C. sativa varieties. Hybrid vigor 
resulting from crossing two such diverse gene pools could account for the high-potency 
reputation often associated with the broad-leaf Cannabis collected in Afghanistan during 
the 1970s and introduced to North America for sinsemilla marijuana production. 

A phenotype is the sum of outwardly measurable characteristics of an organism 
determined by the interaction of the individual genotype (genetic determinants) with 
the environment. Imported seed from Afghani hashish plants produces a wide variety 
of phenotypes, from narrow-leaf to broad-leaf types with sparse to dense floral clusters. 
This great variability in appearance, which results from the predisposition of a 
phenotype offspring to resemble one or the other parent of a hybrid cross, indicates 
that the seeds collected in Afghanistan came from hybrid populations. F, hybrids 
(heterozygous first-crossed generation) between introduced Afghani hashish varieties 
and marijuana varieties from Mexico, Colombia, and Thailand produced some of the 
most potent and flavorful sinsemilla grown in North America during the early 1980s. 
Stabilized offspring and clones of these F5 hybrids formed the basic building blocks of 
modern sinsemilla cultivars. 

It is interesting to trace what became of some of these Afghani seeds. When those 
who traveled the Hippie Hashish Trail returned from their travels, more than a few 
took home seeds from the broad-leaf Afghani hashish varieties. These varieties 
prospered in northern California, Oregon, Hawaii, Arkansas, and New York, producing 
short, wide, well-branched, thoroughly distinctive plants which smelled acrid, as though 
sprayed by a passing skunk. Many of the distinctive features of the Afghani plants 
were also characteristics that were desirable to the commercial marijuana grower (of 
which there were, suddenly, thousands by 1980). Plants from the Afghani seeds were 
short and matured early, before winter frosts in northern areas, and which helped 
gardens to avoid detection by law-enforcers and late-season thieves. These plants 
produced copious amounts of resin (creating exceptionally strong and consumer-
pleasing marijuana), had exceptionally dense flower tops (each plant produced a high 
weight of salable material, which meant more value per plant to the grower), and yielded 
marijuana with a distinctive and marketable taste and smell. Here again is the 
"trademark taste" mentioned when describing Afghani hashish. That unique and easily 
identified fragrance and flavor made retail consumers feel like knowledgeable, 
sophisticated experts. Consumers have always paid a bit extra for that privilege. 

The seeds which produced this amazing Cannabis were coveted. As a result, 
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scientifically uninformed growers began to indiscriminately breed the Afghani varieties 
into the existing gene pool. At first, this met with stunning success, producing first 
generation (F,) hybrid plants of astounding vigor and marijuana with unique flavors, 
powerful effects, and novel appearances. Hoping to continue the strain they had created, 
inexperienced, greedy growers bred these hybrid super plants with each other, which 
is the wrong way to go (see the book Marijuana Botany for a more thorough explanation 
of Cannabis genetics and breeding). By the third generation in California, much of the 
marijuana produced from the original Afghani seeds was garbage. Many of the 
unfavorable Afghani traits, such as high CBD content and susceptibility to gray mold 
were also incorporated into modern sinsemilla cultivars. 

The favorable reputation of broad-leaf varieties for hashish production simply 
may have resulted from the Afghan hashish merchants who, because they had plenty 
of that sort of hashish to sell, said that these varieties were the best. The utilization of 
the broad-leaf variety for hashish-making is coincidental with the arrival of modern 
commercial Afghani hashish, but which is cause and which is effect cannot be identified 
with certainty. 

Cultivation 

Until the 1970s, almost all agricultural work in Afghanistan, from plowing to 
drawing water, was performed by hand. In the early 1970s, only a handful of farmers 
made enough money to afford tractors. The Afghani hashish craze of the 1970s changed 
that. The large-scale production of hashish both required and enabled the introduction 
of at least some tractors. Before that, there was neither need for, nor money to pay for, 
tractors and other farming equipment. 

For traditional hashish farming, most irrigation water came from streams fed by 
the snow melt high in the Hindu Kush Mountains. Stream water was diverted through 
canals to the fields. Following the Afghani hashish craze of the 1970s, well water 
supplemented the run-off to irrigate the increasingly larger fields. The Brotherhood 
and some other hashish smuggling groups brought European motor-driven pumps to 
Afghanistan. These pumped water from hand-dug wells 6 to 15 m deep to the fields, 
replacing the laborious process of hauling individual buckets of water from the wells 
and carrying them to the plants. Fields were irrigated each day during early growth if 
water supplies allowed. While the plants were ripening, fields usually were watered in 
the morning in order to dampen the dust and help prevent wind-blown dust from 
coating the sticky flowers. The hot sun usually baked the sandy soil dry by midday 
even after a morning watering. 

Fields usually are fertilized with pigeon, dove, and /o r chicken manure in the 
spring. Cannabis often was interplanted with cotton, which was said to make the Cannabis 
grow better. This is probably because cotton requires very high levels of fertilizer and 
Cannabis flourishes on less. Wherever Cannabis was grown in Afghanistan, male plants 
matured and released their pollen into the wind, so the female plants were always 
fully seeded. Westerners were able to convince a few Afghan farmers to remove the 
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male plants from their fields, and they produced nearly seedless female plants. The 
resin from the seedless females was of higher potency than the resin from seeded plants 
and produced superior quality hashish. However, elimination of male plants never 
became common practice, and today hashish is produced only from seeded plants. 

Harvest 
Afghanistan is an arid, rocky, dusty, wind-blown country. Cannabis plants 

constantly became covered with fine dust that contaminated the resin powder. The 
Afghans have a tradition of working carefully and consciously to make high-quality 
hashish, taking small but important precautions to make their hashish of the highest 
quality possible. For example, they would try to wait until the day after a rainstorm to 
harvest, hoping the rain would wash some of the dust from the plants. If the autumn 
rains did not arrive in time, some farmers would gently dunk whole, freshly cut plants 
upside down into a trough or well, gently lifting and lowering them to rinse away the 
dust. With care, most of the dust could be rinsed away but almost all the resin would 
remain. Then they could gently shake the plants to remove most of the water and place 
them in the sunlight to dry. After the remaining water evaporated, the plants were 
moved inside and hung up to dry for several weeks. 

Ripe plants were cut rather than uprooted to avoid carrying dirt into the drying 
area. Also, bottom branches with dirt on them were removed. Plants were usually taken 
to the villagers' mud and straw homes and hung up in an airy room. Plants were 
sometimes dried in stone or brick buildings with small slit windows that allowed 
sufficient air circulation but admitted only enough light for workers to be able to see. 
These buildings were also used to dry grapes for raisins. The Afghans have long known 
that sunlight destroys the flavors and fragrances of foods and Cannabis resin, and they 
never dry anything in sunlight if a shady place can be found. However, when Afghani 
hashish exports rose during the early 1970s, farmers grew far more Cannabis than could 
be dried in the shade of buildings, so most of the Cannabis crop was stacked and dried 
in direct sunlight in the field or on rooftops. Drying Cannabis in the sun makes it unusable 
for the production of high-quality hashish. The THC in Cannabis resin is decomposed 
and deactivated by direct exposure to sunlight, which quickly and drastically diminishes 
the potency. The heat of the sun quickly evaporates the exceptionally volatile terpenoid 
compounds that provide the aroma and flavor characteristics of hashish. Sun-dried 
resin also is not as sticky as shade-dried resin, and does not press together as easily. 

Afghani Hashish Manufacture 

Crude resin powder collected with carpets or by crude sieving was called "farmer's 
quality." Both Western and local Afghan hashish-makers bought crude farmer's quality 
resin powder and resieved it to refine and increase the potency before the powder was 
pressed into hashish. Knowledgeable Western smugglers preferred buying farmer's 
quality resin powder and sieving it themselves, ensuring that their hashish was of the 
highest quality. 
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Like all other aspects of hashish production, sieving 
has been modified over time. Old-style carpet collection, 
one of the earliest methods of sieved hashish-making, 
was widely practiced in Afghanistan as late as 1969 (see 
pages 17,75, and Figure 3.8). During carpet collection, a 
large, clean, knotted carpet, with a fairly long pile, was 
spread on the floor of the central room in a family's 
home. Very dry Cannabis flowers were stacked atop the 
carpet in a large heap and covered with a second large 
carpet. Sometimes the bottom carpet was rolled up or 
folded over itself with the dried flowers inside. All the 
members of the family, young and old alike, took off 
their shoes, held up their robes, and began to dance 
merrily back and forth all over the sandwich of carpet, 
crushing the brittle Cannabis flowers. The larger sticks 
were removed by attendants throughout the ten to fifteen 
minutes the dancing persisted. By this time, the flowers 
were thoroughly pulverized and the dancing ceased. 
After the plant debris was swept away, the carpet was 
turned upside down over a piece of finely woven cloth. 
The carpet was then beaten on what had been the 
underside during the dancing, freeing the resin powder 
trapped in the pile. The rough resin powder was 
collected from the fine cloth and then sieved through 
coarse cotton muslin stretched over a bowl. 

In the modern world, sieved hashish is usually 
made by passing dried pulverized Cannabis 
flowers over a sieve of either cloth or metal 
mesh. The modern sieve has a pore size that 
allows the resin glands to pass and restrains 
most extraneous material such as crushed plant 
debris. Carpet collection works without sieves 
because the parallel carpet fibers form uniform 
gaps that trap the individual resin glands. 
Carpet collection is sufficient to make rough 
resin powder, but this must be purified by 
sieving to make high-quality hashish. 

Until the 1970s, most Afghan farmers 
harvested, dried, and processed their own 
plants for hashish-making. The thoroughly 
dr ied plants were threshed to a coarse 
consistency. Then, the larger pieces of plant 

Cold and Dry 
One of the major 

differences between traditional 
and modern hashish 
production is timing. In the 
traditional world of hashish 
production, hashish was sieved 
only during cold, dry winter 
weather. Plants harvested 
during the busy fall season 
were stored until winter when 
there was idle time for 
processing and the weather 
was conducive to sieving. 

Once Western-style 
business practices were 
instituted during the 1970s, 
additional processing might 
take place any time during the 
year. During the heat and 
humidity of summer, desperate 
smugglers would seal a hotel 
room with plastic sheets, 
covering the walls, floor, and 
ceiling. To simulate a cold, dry 
winter day, they ran air 
conditioners to lower humidity 
and temperature, and placed 
blocks of ice around the room 
to help chill the air enough to 
resieve resin powder. No 
sacrifice for quality was too 
great. 

Sidebar S3.2. 
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material were sieved out and the resin powder was retained. Taking care to sieve with 
the correct mesh-size, using only a shaking action, and applying no hand pressure to 
force the resin glands through the sieve, are the two most important considerations 
when making high-quality hashish. Resieving of this carefully collected resin produces 
shirac, the purest and most potent quality of hashish. Shirac means sticky in the Pushtan 
and Dari dialects of the Farsi Afghan language and is related to the root word shiriti, 
meaning sweet. Some farmers made hashish from Cannabis flowers only, and the quality 
was even higher than when whole plants were used. Sieving was always reserved for 
cold, clear winter days, when the plant material would be brittle and the resin particles 
could sift freely through the sieves without clumping together. Resieving was also best 
done in the cold, dry days of winter. 

Afghan sieves were stretched on rigid wooden hoop frames to prevent the mesh 
and pore sizes from varying. Rigid-frame sieves were also used in Lebanon, another 
culture with a long tradition of hashish-making. In contrast, a Moroccan hashish-maker 
simply stretches a nylon scarf or similar material over the mouth of a plastic wash 
basin. He removes the sieve cloth to collect the resin powder from the bottom of the 
basin at the end of every work day, and sometimes more often. The sieve cloth must be 
stretched again after each collection; consequently, the pore-size can change each time 
the cloth is retied, causing considerable variability in the quality of the resin powder. 

A few Western connoisseur hashish-makers would buy farmer's hashish before it 
was sold to the Afghan hashish merchants. They knew that the raw resin powder could 
be resieved to remove more of the contaminating debris, improving the potency of the 
resin powder before it was pressed. Unfortunately, most hashish smugglers, who either 
did not know about or did not care about resieving their resin powder, would buy 
already pressed hashish. 

Westerners brought metal sieve cloth of varying mesh and pore sizes to Afghanistan 
for resieving resin powder as early as 1970. Afghan hashish-makers also began to use 
metal sieves for their initial resin collection because they were strong and durable. 
Metal sieves produce resin powder more quickly because they tear and pulverize plant 
material to a greater extent than do cloth sieves. More resin powder is generated in less 
time, but the quality is low because the purity is poor, diluting the potency. With metal 
sieves, great care must be taken not to turn the plant material into powder that 
contaminates the resin powder. Metal sieves are currently used for the production of 
the majority of modern commercial Afghani and Pakistani hashish. 

Modem Versus Traditional Afghani Hashish 
During the 1970s, increased market demand from the West placed the same 

pressures on the Afghan hashish-makers that it did on hashish-makers everywhere. 
The Afghans increased production—as did other cultures—both by modernizing their 
production techniques and by lowering the overall quality and potency of the hashish 
produced for export. At first, the Afghans began to press larger amounts of lower quality 
resin powders that had not been refined by as many sievings. A small amount of 
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mulberry sap was sprinkled in the top of each bag of low-quality resin powder and the 
bag was laid in direct sunlight to warm. The resin powder absorbed the sweet-smelling, 
sticky mulberry sap, and the mixture was dried out and re-warmed in the sunlight 
until it looked, felt, and smelled like medium-quality resin powder, except that it was 
stickier. 

Experienced smugglers say that even as early as the late 1960s, there was an oily 
liquid from Pakistan, possibly light turpentine or processed mulberry sap, that was 
added in small amounts to low-quality resin powder as a binder to make it stick together 
more easily. Only a few drops of the oil were required to bind a 10-kg sack of low-
quality resin powder. Apparently it was not marijuana or hashish oil, which was 
commonly used in Nepali hashish manufacture in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Neither 
was it likely to be mulberry sap, since only a tiny bit was required to bind so much 
resin powder and mulberry sap is too viscous to penetrate such large amounts of resin 
powder. Whatever the oil was, it dispersed throughout the low-quality resin powder 
and made it feel sticky. Sticky was what consumers wanted. This may have been the 
origin of modern, adulterated Afghani hashish. 

If the use of tiny quantities of a magical Pakistani potion had been the last word in 
modern adulterated hashish production, then the quality of Afghani hashish might 
have remained relatively high. A few drops of "magical binder" would not have been 
detectable in many kilograms of resin powder. Unfortunately, this magical potion did 
not provide the ultimate solution to the Western quest for the "sticky one." The quality 
of Afghani hashish began to decline rapidly as many different substances, in large 
amounts and fairly high proportions, were used to bind inferior resin powder of low 
purity and low potency. Lower and lower grades of resin powder were mixed into 
blended hashish, using various binders such as boiled down pomegranate syrup, solid 
vegetable shortening (vegetable lard), butter, ghee (clarified butter), turpentine, pine 
tar, and henna powder. Finely powdered sand was sometimes added to dilute the resin 
powder and add weight. Candle wax, vegetable lard, and henna powder are currently 
three of the more common adulterants found in export Afghani hashish. 

In North America, the good import hashish of the 1970s was called "Afghani 
Primo." Currently, modern Afghani hashish commonly is called "The Black." The use 
of the word "primo" likely came from The Brotherhood of Eternal Love through their 
extensive connections in the Hawaiian Islands. All over Hawaii, the term primo is 
commonly used to indicate that something is of high quality. In Amsterdam a good 
piece of modern Afghani hashish is sometimes called "chocolate," but this term is more 
often applied to Moroccan hashish. 

At room temperatures (20s to 22s C or 68s to 72BF), traditional Afghani hashish, 
though harder than modern Afghani hashish, was soft enough to bend or dent with a 
fingernail. Modern hashish is more soft and pliable and has the consistency of plastic 
modeling compounds, a bit like dense Play-Dough®. Even very fresh old-style pieces 
were stiffer and less flexible than modern pieces and snapped cleanly when quickly 
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Figure 3.14. A shop full of hubble-bubble smoking 
paraphernalia tended by young Afghan boys. 

Figure 3.15. Young travelers following the Hippie Trail 
buying a small hubble-bubble on a street in Khandahar. 
Photos compliments of S. Khan. 

Figure 3.13. Shops offering a complete range of hubble-bubbles and smoking accessories were a common sight 
along the streets of Khandahar, Afghanistan during the early 1970s. 
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Figure 3.16. (Top left) During the early 
1970s, there were few taboos enforced 
against hashish. Vendors sold hashish 
openly (often formed into eye-catching 
coils and other shapes) on the streets of 
Afghan cities. 

Figure 3.17. (Bottom left) A few Western 
travelers became long-time residents in 
Afghanistan during the early 1960s, and 
they developed a deep respect for the 
traditional rituals of hashish smoking. 

Figure 3.18. (Bottom right) A stream of 
pure white smoke rises from the bowl of 
an Afghan hubble-bubble as high-quality 
hashish ignites. Photos compliments of S. 
Khan. 
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bent. Old-style pieces were made from purer resin powder; consequently, they were 
denser than modern pieces. A thinly pressed piece of traditional hashish responded 
with a crisp click when flicked with the fingernail, rather than with a dull thud like a 
modern piece. 

The color of traditional pieces was light tan to reddish-brown and the freshly 
broken edge was smooth and appeared translucent and crystalline. Modern pieces 
usually are dark brown to black with a green tint, and the broken edge is fuzzy and 
appears dark and dull. When warmed in the palm to near body temperature (37° C, 
98.6° F), traditional Afghani hashish was still a little more solid and dense than is modem 
hashish, and more homogeneous, sticky, smooth, and sweet, with an unique aroma. 
Traditional Afghani hashish was pliable at room temperatures but snapped when 
quickly stretched, leaving a clean edge. When a warm piece of traditional Afghani 
hashish was slowly torn, the tear produced a granular edge, reflecting the very high 
percentage of round gland heads contained within. Modern pieces also are very soft, 
but stretch less easily, and when they break, they tear more unevenly, and leave a fuzzy 
edge, reflecting a preponderance of non-glandular hairs, gland stalks, pulverized leaf 
fragments, and other non-glandular and non-THC-containing contaminants. Modern 
Afghani hashish often appears unnaturally oily but does not feel very sticky. The surface 
of a traditional piece of Afghani high-quality hashish was very shiny and glossy, 
especially where it had touched a smooth plastic wrapper. The surface of a modern 
piece is usually dull and flat by comparison. 

When high-quality traditional Afghani hashish was heated to near its combustion 
point, melting began and the surface took on a wet sheen. Very pure hashish often 
bubbled and boiled before igniting. At room temperatures, the purest Afghani hashish 
could be stretched slowly and flexed like stiff taffy but would snap when pulled or 
bent quickly. A cold piece dropped on a tile floor might shatter like glass. The smoke 
from traditional hashish billowed forth in thick white clouds with a trace of bluish tint. 
The ash was nearly white with no residual grit. Impurities in modern Afghani hashish 
prevent it from melting. Afghani hashish manufactured in the early 1990s was very 
dark brown or greenish black, largely due to the excessive heat and fatty binders used 
to facilitate pressing of low-quality resin powder. Burning produces small, thin clouds 
of white smoke streaked with yellow, brown, or even black. The ash is dark gray and 
gritty. Modern Afghani smoke does not taste as thick, clean, full, dense, or sweet as 
traditional Afghani smoke. The decline in the quality from traditional to modem Afghani 
is the result of greedy smugglers increasing their profits by selling larger amounts of 
very low quality hashish at unjustifiable prices. 

Traditional Afghan Pressing 
According to Afghan tradition, Cannabis resin must be prepared carefully before 

smoking. Afghans never smoke resin powder before kneading and palm-pressing to 
soften and thoroughly mix—homogeneous consistency is the most important criterion. 
Afghans believe that smoking Cannabis flowers or unpressed resin powder "will make 
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the lungs sickly and the head mad." Loose resin powder 
burns far too quickly for a ceremonial pipe and can leave 
the smokers with a wheezing cough. Pressed resin burns 
more consistently and much cooler than unpressed resin 
powder, which allows the hashish to burn more slowly 
and evenly. The greatest efficiency occurs when hashish 
smolders slowly rather than burns quickly. Smoldering 
hashish allows more smokers to enjoy the pleasures of a 
freshly lit bowl. Unpressed resin powder tends to melt, 
obstructing the air drawing through the pipe bowl. 
Traditional Afghan smokers did not have the Western 
innovation of fine-mesh metal pipe screens, required for 
smoking unpressed resin powder. 

When the best pieces of hashish were pressed, the 
resin powder was warmed only by the palm and from 
the friction of pressing. No additional heat need be 
applied to bond the finest quality resin powder into a 
solid piece of hashish. Occasionally, fine powder would 
be heated on a warm slab of marble. Slight, careful heating 
near a fire hastened the softening of the resin, especially 
outdoors on a cold night. 

Lower quality hashish usually is heated atop a metal 
sheet or flat stone, or directly in the coals of a fire. Small 
pieces (less than 5 g) are 
pressed between the thumb 
and palm. Large pieces (up to 
150 g) are pressed between 
both palms. Warm resin pow-
der is pressed vigorously 
between the well-callused 
heels of the palms with a 
rotating and shearing motion. 
The slightly melted, now 
sticky resin adheres to the 
palms. The shearing motion 
achieved when the opposing 
palms are correctly rubbed 
and twisted, tears the mass of 
resin glands and bursts the 
individual glands, thorough-
ly homogenizing the mass. 

Sidebar S3.3 

Blistered Palms 
Take care during hand-

pressing to slowly and steadily 
slide the palms across one 
another, not pressing too hard, 
and not pulling the palms apart 
abruptly, which raises the skin, 
causing blisters. Blisters 
commonly plague novices who 
try to press high-quality 
hashish. They are always 
surprised by how little pressure 
it takes to peel the skin from 
their palms. Especially in 
tropical climates, blisters can 
lead to serious infections. 
Blisters prevent any pressing 
for at least a week until healed. 
After many sessions of 
pressing, rough calluses 
develop on the palms. After 
years of pressing, these 
callused areas become smooth 
and soft, while remaining thick 
and tough. Police in Central 
and South Asia sometimes 
inspect the hands of Sadhus, 
ustads, and other smokers, 
looking for telltale hashish-
pressing blisters. 
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As the warm powder comes together into a piece, the hashish-presser squats and 
leans forward, forcibly pressing his knees inwards against his elbows. This added 
pressure forces the individual resin glands into a homogeneous piece. Even though the 
palms of a seasoned presser are tough and thickly callused so that danger of raising 
blisters is slight, his wrists and forearms become very tired and sore during a long 
pressing session. 

Unlike the preferred cold and arid setting for resin collection, and despite the 
outdoor workshop of the traditional Afghan hashish pressers, a warm room is the 
superior location for pressing hashish. Ehiring warm, dry weather, ustads, or master 
pressers, often work in open courtyards, gardens, and terraces. (In Afghanistan, an 
ustad is a master or expert in a certain field of knowledge —a professor. The term is 
used casually to imply that an individual is "in the know" about something.) 

The traditional Afghan ceremonial hand-pressing session was a world away from 
modern commercial pressing. Preparing enough hashish for a day's ceremonial smoking 
is a long and arduous task. Toiling through the night, a husky man may work from 
dusk until dawn by a stove or open fire, drinking water, eating fruit, smoking, and 
pressing hashish. The most an ustad can prepare in one all-night session is approximately 
150 g. Usually, only about 20 to 50 g of resin powder is pressed at one time. An 
experienced ustad might handle one piece, up to 150 g, by adding small amounts of 
resin powder each time the piece is pulled apart and by working the piece for hours. 
The most famous ustads are "born pressers," physically powerful men with 
exceptionally large hands and incredible stamina. Their huge callused palms do not 
perspire and remain dry while pressing. Dry palms help keep the piece clean and pure 
during pressing. Experienced ustads acquire an intuitive feeling for hashish pressing. 
Cannabis resin is naturally soft at room temperatures and can be worked in the palm 
without additional heat. Holding a small piece between the palms, between the legs, 
under the arm pit, or any other place where body heat is trapped, provides enough 
warmth to start the kneading process. The palms can be warmed by holding them 
briefly near a furnace or stove, around a jug of hot water, or around a warm stone 
wrapped in a towel. Experienced Afghan pressers never apply heat directly to resin 
powder or a piece of hashish if it can be avoided. Too much heat is easy to apply and 
can boil off some aromatic terpenoids and dry out the resin. Experienced pressers know 
that if the heat source used to warm the hands or the hashish feels comfortable against 
their skin, it will not harm the resin. Steam sometimes is used to warm and moisten 
resin powder, making initial pressing easier, but any residual moisture from the steam 
must be driven from the piece by heat and pressing or the hashish will spoil within a 
few days. 

High-quality hashish made from mature resins is a very stiff, yet plastic substance. 
It is easily molded by hand and retains its shape at room temperatures and, thus, is 
well suited to molding into fairly complex shapes. Because it can be molded like stiff 
modeling clay, Afghans could make decorative pieces of hashish. Sometimes, coils of 
rolled hashish would be pressed into the surface of a piece or braided into ropes and 
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coiled into a piece. A piece being pressed for a gift or other special occasion, might be 
molded into playful designs, odd shapes, or animal figures. Small bird figurines with 
colored glass beads for eyes and pieces in the shape of water pipe heads (sarchanas) 
were popular effigies. Peter Levi (1972) referring to a trip he took to Afghanistan in 
1969 recalls: 

... At Khandahar, it was a big industry, and even small children try to sell us 
hashish in various forms. In liquid form, it looks and smells worse than methylated 
spirits. Every kind of smuggling device for sale—strings of hashish-beads, hashish-
belts, hashish-heeled shoes, and for all I know, hashish-codpieces. 

Hand-pressed spaghetti sticks and patties were the most common Afghani hashish 
shapes in the 1960s. The first Afghani hashish exported to Europe and North America 
came in the form of thin patties, shaped like small round or oval pancakes, measuring 
about 3 to 10 mm in thickness and 10 to 15 cm in diameter. The natural shape produced 
by palm pressing is a slightly elongated and pointed oval "surfboard" or "boat-shaped" 
patty. The patties were usually light to medium brown. Some special pieces were dark 
red, golden, or silver-white on the inside. These pliable patties were thicker at the center 
and tapered slightly towards the edge, giving them a thin, lens-like cross-section. During 
the initial stages of the developing export industry, all the hashish was pressed by 
hand. 

Some of the early patties of Afghani hashish were pressed with the aid of steam or 
the direct addition of small amounts of water. The odor of water-pressed hashish was 
slightly musty and pieces often were harder and more brittle than normal Afghani 
hashish. Water-pressed hashish had a distinct aroma and flavor when smoked. 
Sometimes, water-pressed patties had a powdery layer of white mold that formed on 
the outside when the patties were not heated or pressed sufficiently to drive off all of 
the residual moisture. If the patties were sealed in an airtight container, especially in a 
warm climate, the residual moisture condensed on the surface of the patty encouraging 
mold to grow. Small amounts of water were often added to dry resin powder before 
pressing, but this was only necessary with low-quality greenish-colored powder or 
old, dry resin powder; neither of which would stick together well enough to allow 
pressing. Hand-pressing was a convenient way to handle small amounts of resin powder 
but soon, mechanical pressing became preferred for making larger, variously-shaped 
pieces. 

Pressing patties by hand is slow and arduous and works well only with high-
quality resin powders. As exports increased during the 1970s, the ustad labor force 
was too small to hand-press all the small pieces needed to supply the export market. In 
addition, the increased demand for hashish had caused an overall drop in the quality 
of resin powder being pressed. This lower quality powder was unsuited for hand-
pressing. For this reason, bat-pressing of larger pieces became increasingly common. 
In bat-pressing, about 50 g to more than 100 g of resin powder was folded in a sheet of 
thick plastic (often a piece of waterbed liner). First, the parcel was turned over and 
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Figure 3.19. Primo bat-pressed Afghani hashish, one-third actual size. 

around and was pounded from all sides to form a ball. This was then shaped into a 
flattened pad about 10 to 20 cm2. The wrapped parcel was struck repeatedly with a flat 
bat (a cricket bat would have done a wonderful job) or a rock until thinly pressed out. 
The piece was struck steadily, taking care to make even contact, generating frictional 
heat within the piece. The heat melted the resin, cohering the mass, and the parcel was 
then unwrapped. The warm hashish was quickly shaped by hand or pressed into molds 
while still pliable. Sometimes, the bat-pressed patties were oval or surfboard-shaped, 
like hand-pressed patties. The round, bat-pressed patties were thin around the edge 
and looked like hand-pressed patties except that the surfaces were somewhat more 
parallel, rather than lens-shaped. Rarely, larger pieces were also pressed with the feet. 

Long before the hippie hashish craze began, resin powder was bat-pressed to make 
large enough quantities for commerce. Much of the hashish of legendary quality 
manufactured in Chinese Turkestan was produced in large quantities by sieving and 
was bat-pressed for export. Chopra (1957) described the traditional method of bat-
pressing hashish in Yarkand: 

T h i s powder , which is still green, is s tored in bags m a d e of r awhide for fou r to 

five m o n t h s d u r i n g t h e winter . A t t he onse t of h o t weather , t h e mater ia l is taken o u t 

a n d exposed to t he sun for a sho r t t ime—sufficient to a l low the resin to melt. It is 

s tored again in h ide bags of 10-14 p o u n d capacity. A f t e r a few days t he agglut inated 

mass is again taken ou t a n d kneaded well by m e a n s of w o o d e n rods so t h a t a cer ta in 

a m o u n t of oily ma t t e r appears o n t h e surface. 
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Bat-pressing is still used for commercial production in Afghanistan and, more 
recently, the technique was carried to Pakistan, Kashmir, Nepal, the Middle East, and 
Morocco by the hippie-era hashish-makers. 

Using a mechanical press, hashish could be molded into shapes designed to be 
practical for commerce and smuggling. By the mid 1970s, hydraulic jacks were used to 
mold Afghani hashish into myriad shapes, more appropriate for concealment. The most 
common shape was a flat, rectangular, tablet 1 to 3 cm thick with sharp, molded corners 
and weighing from 100 to 500 g. The rectangular shape could be packed tightly inside 
any rectangular space, an advantage because smugglers usually were limited more by 
volume than by weight. Round, machine-pressed cakes were another common form; 
these could be stacked into various-sized metal cans and sealed. Hashish's consistency 
is so plastic that the list of imported shapes that have been molded is huge. 

Afghani hashish was traditionally pressed by hand and in small amounts just 
before it was smoked. While the Afghans may not have known the science behind this 
practice, trial and error probably proved this to be the best, most correct way to proceed. 
Easy molding is a sign of quality, but at low temperatures, high-quality hashish is 
never very soft and pliable. High-quality hashish can be rolled into very thin ropes at 
room temperatures, but shatters if chilled to only 15°C (50°F) (see page 4 in Color 
Section). Adulterated hashish is usually soft and pliable at a wider range of temperatures. 

The intact surface layer of resin glands in unpressed resin powder protects the 
resin held within from oxidation, and the potency of resin powder remains nearly 
unchanged for many years when it is stored unpressed in cool, dry, dark conditions. 
Resin powder remains potent during storage for much longer than does pressed resin 
because the glands have not ruptured. Once resin powder is pressed, the resin is exposed 
to air, and the rates of oxidation and decomposition increase dramatically. If a resin 
sample is divided into two portions, one part pressed and the other unpressed, the 
pressed piece becomes stale more quickly. The staleness is reflected in a loss of potency 
when compared to the unpressed portion. Sometimes, a crust forms on the outside of 
unpressed or lightly pressed resin powder, sealing and protecting the powder inside 
which remains exceptionally fresh and potent (see Figure 2.11, page 87). 

Hashish Smoking in Afghanistan 

Hashish is the only Cannabis the Afghans smoke. They do not smoke marijuana, 
even though they know that the flowers are covered with hashish resins. Afghans call 
marijuana charas-tabac (literally hashish-tobacco). The highest quality resin powder, 
reserved by each farmer for smoking with honored guests, was stored in a small leather 
stash bag hung up in a cool, dark corner of the house where it was handy for smoking. 
In the old days, if a traveler was in an Afghan friend's home and really wanted to 
smoke the best piece, he remembered to look around and locate that small bag and 
then courteously asked the host to share. A personal stash of resin powder often was 
carried in a leather pouch fabricated from a goat's scrotum. The powder was warmed 
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by body heat and pressed into a lump by twisting the 
mouth of the pouch very tightly. The twisting lightly 
pressed the ball of hashish, leaving impressions of the 
folds of leather on the outside. The piece always was re-
pressed thoroughly before smoking. Unpressed Afghani 
stash resin, often reddish-brown in color and lightly 
pressed together from handling, looked much like "Red 
Lebanese" hashish. The best quality was a golden color 
referred to as "old gold." While hashish traditionally was 
prepared for immediate smoking, any pressed hashish 
left over from the day before was smoked while preparing 
a fresh piece. 

In Afghanistan, hashish often is smoked in special, 
low-roofed, mud brick huts. The traditional and most 
common way to smoke hashish is through a large water 
pipe called a chillum. The chillum is a hubble-bubble style 
of water pipe with a straight, rigid, fixed stem, unique to 
Afghanistan. Chillum bowls or heads are called sarchanas 
and vary in size depending on the number of smokers. A 
small sarchana holds from 10 to 15 g of hashish. Sarchanas 
of 30- to 50-g capacity are common. Legendary ceremonial 
sarchanas, mounted atop huge chillums, were reported 
to hold up to a full kilogram of hashish. Sarchanas are 
made from clay, thrown on a potter's wheel, glazed, and 
kiln-fired. They may be decorated with incised patterns, 
or covered with small, brightly colored glass beads strung 
on copper wire. The wire and glass bead network 
insulates the fingers from the bowl, allowing it to be 
handled while hot, besides making the bowl more 
attractive. Since 10 to 15 g (and more) of hashish are 
smoked at one time, the sarchana can become quite hot. 
The mouth of a sarchana is smaller than its body diameter. 
This restricts the air entering the bowl and keeps the 
hashish burning at a lower temperature. Bowls designed 
for tobacco smoking are widest at the mouth. 

Before smoking, the jar of the water pipe (chillum) 
must be filled with cool water to a level such that the 
pipe draws easily and evenly with a deep, constant gurgle 
made by the air passing through the water. Chillum jars 
are widest toward the base and taper up to an opening 
(generally no more than 5 cm in diameter) at the top. 
Most chillum jars are ceramic and range in height from 

Figure 3.20. The long bamboo 
stem through which the smoker 
inhales, and the vertical bamboo 
tube on which the bowl is mounted, 
are known collectively as the nal or 
"sticks." The bowl (sarchana) is 
mounted on top of the shorter of 
the two bamboo sticks. The bottom 
of the sarchana has a tapered 
female socket, and the top of the 
shorter bamboo stick has a 
matching male taper. The second, 
longer bamboo stick is used for 
drawing the smoke through the 
water in the jar for inhaling. The 
sticks are brought together and 
joined to the jar by setting into a 
plug covered in felt or another soft 
cloth, which ensures a tight seal, 
preventing any air from entering 
the jar except through the bowl. 
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Figures 3.21. Top: In Afghanistan, resin powder is heated and pressed by hand often just prior to smoking. Bot tom 
left: Crumbled hashish is poured into a sarchana (bowl) to be mounted on top of a waterpipe. Bottom right: The 
sarchana is mounted and smoking begins. Photos by Mingo Spade. 
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30 cm to 1 m. They sometimes are plain in design but, more often, are highly decorated 
with raised patterns and brightly colored glazes. In the past, jars also were made of 
brass and silver, with intricate engraved patterns. 

The Afghan hubble-bubble is so tall that it almost always is smoked while standing. 
If the stem is long enough, the vessel is placed on the ground; if the stem is too short to 
reach conveniently, Western smokers sometimes place the vessel on a short stool. A 
ceremonial hubble-bubble with a very long stem often is tipped just slightly so the 
smoker can comfortably reach the mouthpiece with his lips. 

Once the piece has been prepared from the resin powder by lengthy kneading 
and pressing, the hashish is readied for smoking. Before smoking, the piece is broken 
into pellets about the size of small peas. If the pellets are too small or pulverized, they 
burn at an excessive temperature and melt into a dense mass that does not draw properly. 
Prior to filling the sarchana, a small stone or piece of charcoal is placed at the bottom to 
keep the opening clear so that the bowl draws freely. When a sufficient amount of 
hashish has been prepared, the sarchana is filled in layers, with the largest pellets on 
the bottom of the bowl and the smallest pellets on top. The pieces in each layer must be 
fairly uniform in size to prevent the small pieces from filling the gaps between the 
larger pellets and restricting the draw. Lastly, a layer of charcoal is placed on top of the 
lightly tamped hashish and the bowl is ready. Sometimes, a layer of charcoal (sural) is 
placed underneath the hashish pellets in the bowl to prevent melting hashish from 
flowing down the pipe stem. All the sural used is a special quality, clean enough for 
medicinal use. It is prepared from grapevine twigs (angur sural), the shells of paper-
shell almonds (badam sural), or the wood of a special desert sagebrush (sisi sural). 

When all is in readiness, a conch shell, a set of pipe stems (chillum nals), or a cow 
horn is raised to the sky, and a powerful, harmonious note is blown, setting the mood 
and focusing attention on the ritual to come. The first smokers begin to assemble, and 
a few minutes later a second note issues the last call for the smokers to convene. Once 
the stragglers arrive, the third and final note heralds the lighting of the chillum. 

One of the senior smokers is given the responsibility and honor of lighting the 
pipe. Amidst chants to Baba Ku and prayers to end the struggle, the chillum is lit by 
placing hot coals on top of the sural and hashish. The first smoker takes two medium-
length draws, spaced by deep exhalations of smoke, followed by a third extended draw, 
which is held in the lungs as long as possible. If the hubble-bubble has been lighted in 
proper style, a flame up to 30 cm high springs from the sarchana at the end of each 
draw. The flame is immediately sucked out by the smoker or fanned out by the person 
who applied the lighted charcoal because if it continues to burn, the THC and aromatic 
terpenoids rapidly vaporize, ruining the potency and flavor of the hashish. Clouds of 
smoke surround the pipe as the second smoker approaches. 

Each subsequent smoker loosens the plug at the top of the jar to vent the stale 
smoke left behind by the previous smoker. The smoke is cleared by blowing through 
the stem, forcing the smoke through the crack between the plug and the lip of the jar. If 
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the plug is not loosened before the smoker blows on the mouthpiece, water will be 
forced up the spout into the bottom of the bowl and wet the hashish. Each smaller-
sized bowl holds from twenty to more than thirty huge tokes. If there are ten to fifteen 
smokers in the crowd, each will get at least two good tokes from each bowl. As the 
bowl burns down, someone taps the rim of the sarchana to settle the remaining hashish, 
which enables the hashish to burn more completely. When the bowl has expired, brief 
chants to Baba Ku and prayers of thanks resume. The ashes are poured out and read. If 
the hashish was pure, a soft white or light gray ash with no grit remains; if not, much 
negative commentary ensues. 

The first and second tokes always cause raucous coughing. Often a smoker's face 
breaks out in fine beads of sweat. Hashish is a wonderful expectorant, and after the 
"breathing exercises" are over and coughing spasms cease, smokers spit repeatedly 
into nearby spittoons. A pause follows for a few minutes while the smokers clear their 
lungs of mucous that has accumulated since they last smoked a good pipe. They now 
are prepared for the serious smoking to come. After several more bowls over the next 
hour or two, the smokers begin to feel satisfied and turn to cool water and fresh fruit 
for refreshment. Ceremonial smoking usually goes on for at least four or five hours 
and sometimes much longer before the group drifts apart, each smoker following his 
own course. 

Afghan hashish babas or religious smokers often belong to the Malang, Dervish, or 
Kalandari sect of the Sufi branch of Islam. These hashish babas are predominantly male 
Sufi fakirs who wander the countryside collecting healing herbs, often wearing 
patchwork clothing made from offered scraps, and adorning themselves with garlands 
of colorful beads and ropes of hemp fiber. Hashish babas frequently crown their turbans 
with loosely twisted hemp rope. Malangs may carry only a begging bowl, a sarchana, 
and a piece of hashish. If no sarchana is available, they drop hashish on a hot rock or 
coal and breath the vapors through a reed. Each Malang usually associates himself 
with a particular shrine dedicated to his patron, to which he returns periodically. Often 
these shrines are located at the grave of a previous hashish baba. The modern hashish 
babas often are followers of Baba Ku. Usually nomadic, on occasion they settle down 
and open small shops where the hubble-bubble is smoked. A serious Malang, and a 
small group of followers will smoke from ten to fifteen large bowls, each filled with at 
least 10 g of hashish. This amounts to a daily consumption of 100 to 225 g of hashish for 
a group of ten to fifteen adult male smokers—7 to 22 g for each smoker. 

During winter, chillum jars often are filled with snow before being smoked. In 
summer, a large water pipe may be placed in a stream to keep it cool. It is quite a trick 
to balance on the planks and stones that lead from the stream bank to the hubble-
bubble. 
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Price Increases 

The most famous market towns for the purchase of high-quality hashish were 
Balk and Mazar-i-Sharif in northern Afghanistan. Across northeastern Afghanistan from 
Agusha, Sar-e-Pol, Meymaneh, Andkvoy, and Jowzjan in the west to Kunduz, Khanabad, 
and Faizabad in the East, Cannabis was cultivated for hashish production in hundreds 
of small villages. 

In 1968, The Brotherhood bought its first 50 kg of Afghani hashish in Kandahar 
for US $20 per kg. European smugglers claim that in 1970 traditional hashish cost 
approximately $4 to $5 per kg almost anywhere in Afghanistan. The Europeans believe 
that the Americans always paid too much for hashish and drove up prices for everyone 
else. By 1973 the price had climbed to $10 to $15 per kg for commercial quality from the 
farmer, $20 to $25 per kg in Kandahar, and even a bit more in Kabul. The best quality 
Afghani hashish sold for $35 per kg. By 1976 the price had climbed to $35 per kg from 
the farmer, $75 to $100 per kg in Kandahar, and even more in Kabul. Gobar (1976) 
reports that hashish prices on the local retail smoker's market had also risen: 

Cannabis is far cheaper than opium. One can buy a double smoking dose 
called a paltha [a Farsi word used to describe a small amount, having no standard 
weight, of something] for up to ten afghanis (20 cents). W h i l e in the United States 
one marijuana cigarette costs $5 .00 and the dose is five times weaker than what can 
be obtained in Afghanistan for 20 cents. A n exceptionally heavy smoker may use up 
to six palthas per day. Before the ban [in 1973] it was far cheaper than this as one 
paltha of hashish in the market did not cost more than 2 afghanis (4 cents). 

By 1980 the best hashish could cost up to US $500 per kg in Kandahar. This many-
fold increase in price was a direct result of the eradication campaigns commencing in 
1973, the onset of the Soviet-Afghan War, and the increased Western demand for Afghani 
hashish. 

If one were fortunate enough to buy some of the last remaining traditional Afghani 
hashish made by Saki or someone like him, its cost was very high. Only a very few 
private smokers, Sufis, dervishes, fakirs and other spiritual religious followers continued 
to make high-quality Afghani for their own use. The few pieces that came into Western 
hands were largely smoked on the spot; if sold they could cost up to $1,000 per kg in 
Kabul. Today, such a traditional product would be priceless. Hashish was particularly 
well integrated into the traditional Afghan society, where no social stigma surrounded 
hashish use. Gobar (1976) described the local methods of hashish consumption in 
Afghanistan: 

Hashish (charas) is usually smoked either through a water pipe (chillum), 
normally used for tobacco smoking, or is put inside a cigarette which is then called 
a 'cigarettee.' Very exceptionally some may try bhang, or alternatively a sweet mixture 
called mofanah erroneously reputed to cause uncontrollable laughter. Hashish is 
usually smoked in a group or in association with a friend. 
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Gobar (1976) goes on to describe the social status and gender of hashish smokers 
in Afghanistan: 

Cannabis is most prevalent among people of a low socio-economic standard. 
For example, most cases have been noted among hermits, taxi-drivers, truck drivers, 
tea-house dwellers, prisoners and in cheap restaurants. The hermits and less orthodox 
clergymen use hashish to reach a state of mind most suitable for metaphysical 
experiences. So far as hashish is concerned, almost 99 .9 percent are male abusers. It 
would be a rare case or occasion to find a woman smoker. 

Gobar (1976) also explains the lack of social problems associated with hashish use 
in Afghanistan: 

Drug abuse is not a new feature of Afghan behavior. The history of hashish as 
well as that of opium use goes back many centuries. Yet for certain reasons the 
consequences are not so badly felt as is the case in Western societies. It should be 
stressed that the Afghans generally have a negative attitude towards hashish as they 
consider it a probable cause of insanity. Moreover they tell by experience that 'charas' 
makes people cowardly. These factors explain why Cannabis is not as commonly 
abused as expected in spite of availability and low price. 

It is agreed that at present we do not have many problems with drugs. In 
Afghan society drug abuse has not been associated with criminal behavior. Our drug 
abusers appear to be of a more peaceful nature and have a general public reputation 
for passivity or cowardice. It appears certain that there is no basic relationship between 
crime and drug abuse. 

It seems apparent from these quotes that few if any adverse social consequences 
resulted from the use of hashish by Afghan citizens. Hashish was used by a minority of 
citizens and the users seem to have created few problems. 

Afghanistan Conclusion 

The widespread cultivation of Cannabis, the social acceptability of hashish use, 
the existing hashish industry, and the tolerant treatment of the first counter-culture 
travelers all show that hashish has long been an important element in Afghan society. 
The ease with which the extant Afghan hashish industry expanded to accommodate 
the needs of early Western traffickers illustrates that hashish manufacture was an 
established industry in Afghanistan before the 1960s. Pressure of another type, from 
the United States government, forced changes in patterns of production in the Afghan 
hashish trade, as did the Soviet invasion of 1979, and the current internal disputes. It is 
unlikely that the quality of Afghani hashish will ever again reach the previous legendary 
levels of purity and potency. 
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Pakistan 

Afghani Cannabis varieties have also been grown in Pakistan since the Afghani 
hashish boom of the early 1970s. However, Pakistani hashish only rarely has equaled 
the quality of average Afghani hashish. Tall, thin, weedy Cannabis plants in many stages 
of development abound along roadsides and in waste lots throughout Pakistan. Weedy 
Cannabis often grows near the ruins of Buddhist shrines and once grew right up to the 
walls of the German embassy in Islamabad. The cultivated plants in gardens and fields 
usually resemble the shorter, well-branched Afghani variety. The weedy plants fill the 
air with a light, sweet, heavenly fragrance, but they are used only by the poor indigents 
to make low-quality hand-rubbed hashish. Cows eat the young weedy plants. 

During the 1970s, Pakistani hashish could be classified into three types: "Chitrali," 
"Border," and "Pakistani." Chitrali, a traditional hand-rubbed hashish, was from the 
northern Kunar River valley region around Chitral, and Border, a sieved hashish, was 
from the middle region near Afghanistan. Both regions were formerly parts of, and 
more culturally connected to Afghanistan than to southern Pakistan. The third type, 
simply called Pakistani, came from Sind and other regions of southern Pakistan. 
According to Stamler et al. 1985, by 1984 Cannabis was mainly cultivated for hashish 
production: 

... in Chitral, including the Mastuj subdivision, the northern mountains and 
valleys of Dir, Swat, Hazara, Kohistan, and adjoining areas of Gilgit and the Yasin 
valley. 

The vast majority of export Pakistani hashish seen in the West was made by sieving. 
However, the tradition in the Himalayan Foothill region of northern Pakistan is to 
hand-rub the resin directly from the plants. The hand-rubbing technique, traditional 
throughout the Himalayan Foothills, extended north and west as far as the Chitral 
Valley. 

This first hand-rubbed Pakistani hashish, seen in 1972, was shaped into slabs that 
fit inside the soles of sandals that were worn through customs by a traveling college 
student. The slabs were shiny and dark brown on the outside but remained soft and 
lighter brown on the inside. When still fresh, this hashish was spicy, earthy smelling, 
and very strong, but it tended to dry out quickly and lose its flavor. This Pakistani 
hashish was not like traditional Afghani hashish of that time, nor did it resemble the 
commercial Afghani and Pakistani hashish that soon flooded the market. The small 
shipment of high-quality hashish was made from local Chitral Cannabis, a tall, narrow-
leafed variety much like native North Indian, Kashmiri, or Nepalese Cannabis. It is not 
known if the plants were cultivated or wild. During the 1980s, Pakistan became the 
major transit juncture for Afghani hashish and also became one of the largest producers 
of commercial quality export hashish. 
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Pakistani Hashish Manufacture 

Drake (1974) summarizes Hooper's (1908) description of traditional sieved hashish 
manufacture in the Baluchistan region of southwestern Pakistan bordering Afghanistan 
to the north: 

The beating chamber is a small room with clean, whitewashed walls, ceiling 
and floor, all of which are covered with a fine linen. The dried plants are brought 
into the chamber and laid on the floor in bundles or, alternatively, are laid out upon 
a smooth wooden bench or table. The beaters are masked to prevent inhalation of 
the powder arising from the processing; a precaution no doubt, against one's employees 
laying down and out on the job. The beating is done with bundles of supple green 
sticks, very much like the flails used in beating out grain throughout Europe and the 
East. With vigorous beating, a fine powder rises and fills the room, clinging to the 
linen sheets. After the point is reached where very little more fine powder can be 
obtained by further beating, the workers leave the room as quickly as possible, closing 
the door behind them, and the powder is allowed to settle. 

The linen is then stripped from the walls and ceiling, while that on the floor 
is left, and the clinging powder is scraped into leather or skin sacks and set aside. 
The linen is replaced, and another round of beating takes place. The powder which 
arises from this second beating is a bit more sparse than the first quality product, 
and by the time the flailing is over, there is a great quantity of debris on the linen on 
the floor. This time the entire room is stripped, including the floor linen, and the 
resulting collection is set aside for a screening operation. This consists of passing the 
debris through a series of progressively finer sieves until the manufacturer obtains 
whatever grade of powder he feels he can market under his second-grade label. 

In some places the operation is repeated a third time to obtain a decidedly 
inferior grade of powder; in other factories the stuff left after the second beating is 
given to the employees as their bonus. 

First grade powder is usually further processed to form the familiar hashish 
cake. The powder is poured into linen bags of sufficient strength and thickness to be 
impermeable. These bags are placed on a rack above a steam bath and are steamed 
until the contents turn soft. The bags are then taken to a press which forms them 
into cakes of characteristic shape, and which imprints the manufacturer's seal into 
the cake. They are then laid back in a cool place to harden, after which they are ready 
for sale. Depending on the quality of the resin in the plants, this same operation can 
be repeated with the second grade of powder, though usually such cakes bear an 
altogether different seal when finished. 

Pakistani hashish from the 1970s often had golden seals of old coins or medals as 
decorative trademarks. The Afghans rarely, if ever, embellished their slabs of export 
hashish with any markings (see page 2 in Color Section). 
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Throughout the 1980s, border hashish was produced in northwestern Pakistan 
along the Afghan border. Afghani resin was transported over the Khyber Pass into the 
Pashtan territories of Pakistan for blending, pressing, and distribution. In Afghanistan, 
Cannabis was still cultivated, but the war with the Soviet Union had disrupted traditional 
Afghan distribution channels. The Pakistanis were able to maintain better outlets, so 
most of the Afghani resin powder was shipped through Pakistan. Pakistan abounds 
with Cannabis, particularly in the Chitral Valley and surrounding regions. Nearly all 
Afghani resin powder, no longer as potent as prior to the Soviet-Afghan war, was mixed 
with Pakistani resin powder in a ratio of approximately one part Afghani to three parts 
Pakistani before being pressed into border hashish for export. During the 1980s, most 
of the blending, adulteration, and pressing was performed in the safety of Afghan 
refugee camps within Pakistan, and a handful of powerful families controlled the 
hashish trade. Some of the refugee camps were very close to the Afghan border and 
occasionally came under heavy fire from Soviet artillery and air force. 

During the manufacture of low-quality border hashish, resin powders are mixed 
in varying proportions to create the appropriate blend for the quality and price of hashish 
desired by the customer. Resin is selected by walking into a storage room and slitting 
the tops of 40-kg bags, just enough to scoop out a few grams for testing. The resin 
powder is inspected, smelled, pressed up in the palm; torn apart, smelled, pressed 
together again, etc. A toke is tried in a small pipe and the remainder of the piece is 
pocketed for a later, decision. The highest quality blended hashish is made with resin 
powder from the first sieving that is pressed without adulteration. Lower quality hashish 
is produced from later, and sometimes coarser, sievings and is often adulterated with 
butter, ghee, or paraffin wax to bind the paste together. 

In Pakistan, binders such as candle wax and fats are often used in low-grade 
blended hashish. Another common adulterant, turpentine, is sprayed over the loose 
resin powder; turpentine makes even low-quality resin powder readily stick together 
when pressed. Animal fats are also used, but primarily to coat the molds so that pieces 
of hashish do not stick when they are released from the press. However, the fats soak 
into the warm blocks of hashish and add yet another adulterant to already low-quality 
hashish. Three or four slabs are pressed before the mold is again coated with fat. The 
piece that sticks, reminding the press operator to oil the mold, is the cleanest piece, and 
the first slab out of the mold after oiling usually is the one soaked with fat. 

Turkestan 

Both Russian Turkestan and Chinese Turkestan have long histories of making high-
quality hashish (see Part I: Hashish History). Since the peak in production during the 
1800s, hashish from Chinese Turkestan appeared less and less frequently. Chinese 
Turkestan is part of modern day Xinjiang Province of the People's Republic of China. 
Travel in this region was restricted for most of the twentieth century. Only recently has 
Xinjiang opened to tourists from the West. Russian Turkestan is controlled by 
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Uzbekistan, Turkestan, and Tadjikistan, three former Soviet republics, and traveling 
there is difficult. In any case, very little Turkestanian hashish is seen in the West today. 

Turkestanian Hashish Manufacture 

The traditional process of hashish manufacture in Turkestan was apparently the 
same as production methods observed in Afghanistan during the 1960s and 1970s. The 
resin powder was extracted by flailing over mats or carpets; then, the crude resin powder 
was purified by sieving over progressively finer sieves using the bulk sieving process 
(see Bulk Sieving, beginning page 309). 

In Chinese Turkestan, Cannabis matures in September or early October. To satisfy 
the large local and small export demand for hashish, both large farms of cultivated 
Cannabis and vast tracts of wild Cannabis are used for resin powder production. Hooper 
(1908) reports (that in Turkestan): 

W h e n dry the powdery resinous substance can be detached by even slight 
shaking, the dust being collected o n a cloth. In some districts the plants are cut close 
to the roots, suspended head downwards, and the dust or gard is shaken from them 
and collected on sheets placed o n the floor. The leaves, seeds, etc. are picked out, 
and sand, etc., separated by passing through a fine sieve, the powder being collected 
and stored in cloth or skin bags, when it is ready for export. 

Drake (1974) also describes Turkestanian resin collection and emphasizes that the 
Turkestanians employed bulk sieving techniques: 

In Yarkand, ganja is harvested in the seventh month. It is an especially favored 
crop because it can grow in wasteland as well as interspersed among the village fields 
and pampered garden crops. After the harvesting, which consists of cutting the 
whole female plant at the base, the plants are laid upon the roofs of the houses for a 
month. T h e plants are turned daily to promote even drying and give good exposure 
to the sun and to the cool, clear air of night. There is apparently no worry about 
mold as is almost always the case at lower altitudes. W h e n the month is up the 
plants are taken into a community beating house with a stone f loor where the smaller 
leaves and seeds are winnowed by light threshing from the more compact f lower 
heads, the woody stalks and stems having first been carefully removed. The flower 
heads are then placed in a pile and are, one at a time, ground to a powder in a 
mortar. The powder is then subjected to three screenings using successively finer 
mesh grades, and the final product is poured into small leather bags and sold to 
traveling merchants w h o make the rounds of Yarkand villages at the end of every 
season. 

Bouquet (1950a) also provides an excellent description of the resin collection and 
sieving procedure for hashish manufacture in Chinese Turkestan: 

In Chinese Turkestan, the newly dried tops are given three successive rubbings 
between fine matting. T h e produce of the first rubbing constitutes the superior quality 
known as Rup. The second gives Tahgalim, which is less highly valued; and the third 
produces Gauja, which is of very little commercial value. 
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In C h i n e s e Turkes tan , w h e n charas is col lected f r o m t h e cut p lants , it takes t he 

fo rm of a greenish-yellow powder , wh ich is s i f ted so as to get rid of waste vegetable t issues 

a n d impuri t ies . It is generally packed in cloth, a n d s o m e t i m e s in sk in bags, which are 

s t eamed above a pan of water. W h e n coo led and compressed , t he subs tance agglut inates 

and f o r m s a compac t and r e s o n a n t block. T h e same m e t h o d of p repa ra t ion is used in 

Asia Minor , Syria, a n d Lebanon . 

Bouquet has described the two-stage collection process of selective sieving. First, 
the dr ied plants are rubbed between fine mats (or possibly carpets) and the separate 
grades of resin powder are collected. The first is the best and the subsequent extractions 
are progressively poorer. The second stage is the sifting of the resin powder to remove 

Figure 3.22. Hashish is a stable and easily transported commodity and was a major export item from Turkestan into 
India (see Figure 1.12, and page 45). 
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vegetable matter. Chopra (1957) described the technique used by Chinese Muslims of 
the Yarkand region of Turkestan to produce hashish: 

"The female flower heads are first dried, then broken and crushed between 
the hands into a powder which is passed through sieves so that it attains the fineness 
and consistency of sand or sawdust." 

According to historical accounts, the Turkestanians usually practiced bulk sieving 
when producing hashish for export. However, selective sieving was practiced at least 
on a limited scale. 

It is not known whether Turkestanian hashish (from Bukhara and Yarkand) 
imported into India before and during the 1800s was prepared from C. sativa or C. 
indica. C. indica apparently had an extremely limited range prior to the late twentieth 
century. C. sativa, however, has an extensive spontaneous range in the north and, 
therefore, is the more likely candidate for early domestication and hashish production 
(see Varietal Differences, page 219). Apparently, Vavilov (1931) failed to understand 
the extent of Cannabis cultivation when he visited Yarkand in 1929. He reported that 
what he called C. sativa var. spontanea, similar to that of the Tien Shan and Altai 
Mountains, was growing "wild" on "waste lots" everywhere. It is unlikely that the 
Yarkand climate could support wild populations of Cannabis in waste areas. Rainfall is 
scant in Turkestan and agricultural crops usually are irrigated with the runoff from 
snow melt in the mountains. 

During 1930, the Yarkand farmers in Chinese Turkestan exported 91,471 kg of 
hashish south across the Himalayas into the Northwest Frontier and Punjab regions of 
India. This legal trade was recorded and taxed by the colonial British government (Anon. 
1953). Large amounts of hashish were also smuggled into India each year, and total 
production figures for Yarkand must also account for shipments to Bukhara and local 
consumption within Turkestan. Extensive fields of Cannabis would be required to 
produce such huge weights of hashish. Those fields must have been irrigated to maintain 
such substantial yearly exports of hashish. Besides, it is difficult to believe "waste lots 
everywhere" where arable land in an arid climate was at a premium and, yet, would 
have been left fallow for weedy Cannabis to populate. 

The most sensible interpretation is that the "wild" Cannabis reported by Vavilov 
was actually being cultivated and utilized for hashish production by the Chinese 
Turkestanians. Russia had already chased the hashish-makers from Bukhara in Russian 
Turkestan into Chinese Turkestan before the turn of the century (see page 43). Perhaps 
Vavilov overlooked the fact that the fields were actually cultivated and, since he was a 
member of a Russian expedition, Cannabis growers were unlikely to inform him of 
Cannabis cultivation. Vavilov's observations indicate that C. sativa was the prevalent 
source of hashish in Turkestan during the 1920s rather than C. indica. Certainly, Vavilov 
knew the difference between C. sativa and C. indica, as he noted the occurrence of both 
"species" in his travels to Turkestan and Afghanistan. 
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Figure 3.23. Middle East locations mentioned in the text. 

Central Asia Conclusion 

Central Asia was one of the early homes of Cannabis use and hashish-making. 
Since the 1800s, Turkestan and northern Afghanistan have been centers of commercial 
hashish production and since the early 1970s, Afghanistan and Pakistan have been 
major suppliers of hashish to Western markets. The unique varieties of Afghani Cannabis 
and the Afghan sieved resin collection techniques have been transported the world 
over and have had a widespread effect on Cannabis cultivation and use. 

MIDDLE EAST 
The Middle East (Lebanon, Egypt, Turkey, Greece, Iran, Iraq, Syria, and the Balkan 

States) is a traditional home of hashish. The Lebanese believe that they invented the 
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technique of sieved resin 
collection (as do the Af-
ghans), and there is no doubt 
that the region is an ancient 
home of Cannabis (see Part I: 
Hashish History). With the 
exception of Lebanon (and, 
to a lesser degree, Turkey), 
the Middle Eastern countries 
were not popular stops on 
the Hippie Hashish Trail. 
The combination of con-
servative Muslim cultures 
and religious wars made the 
Middle East a smart place to 
avoid for those who liked to 
"freak freely," as the hippie 
travelers were known to say. 
Egypt has a tradit ion of 
hashish use, but not pro-
duction. Turkey was a 
particularly unpleasant place for Westerners to get into trouble (as demonstrated in the 
true story told in the film Midnight Express). For those who dared seek, Turkey did 
produce some excellent hashish. Greece was a site of hashish production and consump-
tion in the 1920s, but use and production dropped off during the 1940s rule of a 
conservative government. During the 1970s and 1980s, Lebanon became a major hashish 
producer, supplying a large portion of the Western market. 

People in the Levant have enjoyed the pleasures of hashish for centuries. Sieved 
hashish was produced in modern Lebanon both for domestic use and for the export 
trade.Abu Ali, age 88, a Lebanese farmer from the Bekaa Valley, was interviewed in 
1986. He claims to be the first to grow hashish plants in the Bekaa Valley (in 1935), from 
seeds smuggled from India inside of the walking stick of his friend Naif Ali Abbas 
(Favret and DeMulder 1986). It is very unlikely that hashish production came to the 
Bekaa Valley as late as 1935, but it is not surprising that someone would bring an 
improved variety from India. 

Cannabis Cultivation 

Hashish is produced in the coastal Jebel Liban Mountains in the west, in the Jebel 
esh Sharqi Mountains along the Syrian border to the east, and in the Bekaa Valley of 
northern Lebanon between the two mountain ranges. The cultural traditions, 

Lebanon 

Figure 3.24. Lebanon locations mentioned in the text. 
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agricultural techniques, 
and resin quality differ 
significantly between the 
coastal mountains and the 
inland valley. Bouquet 
(1950a) cites the 
description of Lys (1932): 

Cannabis is g r o w n 

clandestinely in the Lebanon, 

part icularly in t h e areas of 

Zahle, Ras-Balbeck a n d even 

H o m s . T h e W e s t e r n 

e x p o s u r e of t h e L e b a n e s e 

m o u n t a i n chain is less favor-

able because of t he h u m i d 

w inds f r o m t h e sea. 

The cloudier weather 
of the marine climate tends 
to suppress the production 
of Cannabis resin along the 
coast. There are important 
cultural differences be-
tween mounta ins and 
valleys. 

Figure 3.25. In Lebanon's Bekaa Valley, hashish has been produced with 
sieving technology for generations. Drawing by Robin Ade. 

Figure 3.26. When comparing the mountains and valleys of Lebanon, the local peoples are as different as the 
hashish they make. Hashish differences are shown here. 

Coas ta l M o u n t a i n s v e r s u s In land Val leys 

Predominantly Christian Predominantly Muslim 
Smaller fields tended by hand Huge fields plowed with tractors 
Less irrigation More irrigation 

More manuring of soils More use of chemical fertilizers 
Plants less than a meter tall Plants one to two meters tall 
Inflorescences yellow or red; 
constituting 1/3 to 1/2 of plant 

Plants green and well-branched; 
but with few flowers 

More potent Less potent 
Harvested earlier Harvested later 
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Figure 3.27. The Hippie Hashish Trail led to the hashish farms of the Bekaa Valley in Lebanon, which were filled with 
Cannabis as far as the eye could see. Photo by Judy Sky. 

Most Lebanese hashish plants, a variety of C. sativa, usually are 1.5 to 2.0 meters 
tall with large, leafy flowers and narrow leaflets, although some fields are filled with 
plants that reach only 1.0 m at most (see Figure 3.27). Hashish cultivation was a nearly 
full time job for thousands of farmers. On large farms in the Bekaa Valley, tractors and 
other automated farm machinery were commonly used for Cannabis cultivation. On 
smaller farms, especially in high mountain areas, cultivation was primarily by hand. 
The fields were manured and tilled to a fine consistency prior to planting. In late April 
or early May, seeds were sown in rows. In Lebanon, the Cannabis crop traditionally was 
harvested in September and early October. Harvesters came from as far away as 
Afghanistan and Pakistan to work for one to two months (Favret and DeMulder 1986). 
The plants were cut with sickles and dried in the shade whenever possible. However, 
large commercial harvests usually were dried in the sun. 

Yellow plants, with clear or milky white resin glands are the most common, usually 
producing "blonde," or yellow resin powder. Red resin powder came from more fully 
matured plants with their reddish brown resin glands. The color imparted to the hashish 
comes from the the color of the resin powder and its contaminating plant debris. Hash-
ish dealers claim that red hashish is red because the Cannabis plants are grown in red 
soil. Possibly, wind-carried red particles of soil sticking to the flowers contribute to the 
red color of the resin powder. The more highly prized red hashish was scarcer than the 
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blonde or yellow hashish. Many smokers prefer red hashish over blonde, believing it 
to be more potent with a richer flavor. 

The difference between blonde-colored and red-colored resin may also be simply 
one of harvest timing. Cherniak (1979) reported: 

Plants in Lebanon are allowed to go through their whole natural cycle until 
they are withered and almost dead, turning a yellowish-golden-brown color. A late 
harvest produces the rust-colored hashish known as "Lebanese Red," an earlier harvest 
the sandy "Lebanese Blonde." 

Harvest timing is important to the appearance and potency of Cannabis resin. The 
color of resin glands changes from clear to reddish-amber as they mature. More mature 
resin is more potent and darker in color. It follows that later harvests would produce 
darker red resin of higher potency, hence the reputation for superior quality held by 
Red Lebanese hashish. The longer the plants stand in the field, the drier they become 
and the easier they are to store. However, if the farmer waits too long, the resin is lost. 
Cherniak goes on to say: 

In Lebanon, prevention of mildew [storage mold] is one reason why some 
farmers wait, weather permitting, until the plants have gone very brown and are 
quite dry before harvesting. Dried plants can be stored without quite so much 
attention. The marijuana in many mountain areas is not allowed to become dry and 
brown, since the growing season is too short. W h e n plants are not cut down in 
time, the frost will destroy them. After the normal growing season, the winds in 
most of the mountain areas are very strong. These winds would rob many plants of 
their resin, diminishing their value for collecting hashish. 

This is something of an understatement. Anyone who has seen an abandoned 
garden plot after the first frost and a few rains, can easily imagine the damage rain or 
snow would do to Cannabis plants which had died and become dry. The value of the 
plants is greatly diminished, if not ruined, for hashish production by exposure to wintery 
weather. 

Resin Powder Collection 

Drake (1974) describes the Lebanese Cannabis harvest: 

Harvesters enter the fields stripped to the waist and begin the process of 
severing the ripe stalks at their base. Rough wooden carts are dragged into the fields 
on the heels of the harvesters, and the plants are placed into these carts alternating 
top to bottom. As each cart is filled, it is hitched to a donkey and driven off to a 
nearby village. 

In the center of each village there are specially prepared drying beds of hard-
packed clay, surrounded by low walls for protection from the wind and whitewashed 
so that the heat from the sun is trapped and reflected onto the piles of plants in the 
center of the floor. The cut marijuana lies on these drying beds for about two weeks, 
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al ternately b a k i n g in t h e s u n by day, a n d soak ing in t h e light dew of t h e nights . Each 

p lan t is t u r n e d daily, a n d care is taken t h a t n o p lan t r ema ins o n t h e b o t t o m of a pile 

for m o r e t h a n a day, for th i s could lead to onse t of a m o l d i n g process which would 

spoil t he f lavor a n d ul t imately t h e po tency of t h e leaves. 

Dried plants usually are stored in large warehouses, barns, and work-rooms that 
double as hashish threshing and sieving facilities. All commercial Lebanese hashish is 
made by sieving. Afte first threshing the dried plants, plant matter is crushed and put 
through a series of differing pore-size sieves. Small amounts of hand-rubbed hashish 
are made occasionally but are extremely rare to see. Cherniak states: 

A s t ronger h a n d - r u b b e d hash i sh is p r o d u c e d in Lebanon , bu t rarely leaves the 

h a n d s of t he m a n w h o m a d e it. Hand-p res sed hash i sh is dark b r o w n in color a n d 

very pliable, requires fewer inhala t ions , a n d has s t r o n g psychedelic p roper t i es . 

To make a commercial-
grade hashish, dried Canna-
bis plants are placed between 
two plastic sheets or two 
large pieces of fine-weave 
cloth and flailed with hay 
forks. For high-qual i ty 
hashish, the broken flowers 
are sieved only by shaking, 
without rubbing them across 
the sieve cloth. The plant 
material is t reated more 
roughly dur ing each suc-
cessive sieving, yielding 
progressively lower quality 
resin each time. When 
Cherniak (1979) says that, "Buds must be rolled over the silk screen. The fine dust that 
filters through during this gentle process of threshing is mostly resin globules ..." he 
alludes to one of the basic tenets of fine hashish production: Handle the plant material 
gently to produce the finest quality hashish. 

Drake (1974) reports that the best quality hashish is made from the first resin 
powder collected: 

T h e first-class p o w d e r is t h e n set aside, and successively coarser meshes are 

used in s c r u b b i n g t h e r e m a i n i n g debr i s un t i l n o f u r t h e r p o w d e r is ob ta inable . A less 

qual i ty-or iented m a n u f a c t u r e r will simply l u m p all t h e powder ob ta ined f r o m each 

successive screening toge ther in o n e batch, a n d will o f t e n take little care t h a t n o 

twigs, b r a n c h e s or seeds are inc luded in t he f ina l p roduc t . T h e h ighes t qual i ty resin 

p o w d e r is col lected first, over t h e appropr ia te pore size m e s h sieve. 

Figure 3.28. Ripe Lebanese flowers. Photo by Judy Sky. 
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Ceiling Hashish 
Hippie tales, possibly 

based on misinterpretation of 
old reports, claim that the finest 
quality resin powder is scraped 
from the ceiling and walls of the 
sieving room. Supposedly, the 
pure resin particles are 
attracted to the ceiling and 
walls as they drift through the 
room during sieving. Colbreth 
(1927) reported that hashish 
was collected in Lebanon: 

"By frequent stirring 
around of them [the plants] put 
away in barns to cure, thus 
causing the resin to rise in the 
form of dust, and to deposit 
upon the roof and sides of the 
building, from which it can 
afterward be collected. Owing 
to this being walls as they drift 
through the room during 
sieving."Colbreth continued ... 
"more or less impure it is not 
used in medicine, but solely 
smoked in pipes." 

This early report states 
that the resin collected from the 
roof and walls of the room was 
"more or less impure" and was 
"smoked only in pipes." 
Perhaps this story was 
somehow misconstrued by 
early counter-culture readers to 
mean that the best powder for 
smoking was collected from the 
roof and walls of the threshing 
room. 

Actually, the particles 
scraped from the walls and 
ceiling are of the lowest, not 
the highest, quality. The powder 
that adheres to these sieving 
room surfaces consists of small 
and immature glands combined 
with fine dust and dirt. The best 
resin glands do not float 
through the air. These high-
quality, mature glands are 
larger and more dense and 
readily fall through the sieve. 

This is an example of selective sieving (see Bulk 
Versus Selective Sieving, page 309). Using an appropriate 
pore size (110- to 130-micron) sieve first produces high-
quality hashish only if the flowers are not pressed or 
rubbed against the sieve. The highest quality is collected 
first by this fine sieve, which passes only resin glands 
and small debris . Subsequent sievings through 
progressively larger pore-size sieves yields progressively 
coarser qualities containing some larger resin glands and 
many more small resin glands, combined with 
increasingly larger pieces of debris. The Lebanese use 
selective sieving to produce their highest quality hashish. 

According to La Valle (1984), the sieving process 
begins at dawn on a cold winter day. First the dried 
flowering tops are pushed through a coarse metal sieve 
to break them up. Next, the broken pieces are sieved 
repeatedly through a series of at least three different size 
sieves to reduce the material to powder. Finally, the 
hashish powder is collected using the finest sieve. This 
is an example of bulk sieving. Mixing different grades of 
resin powder or producing hashish by bulk sieving are 
techniques both used to produce large amounts of lower 
quality hashish. 

Lebanese hashish-makers do sometimes sieve the 
resin powder in a specially sealed room with smooth a 
ceiling, floor, and walls that are free of cracks and crevices 

Sidebar S3.4. 
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that might trap resin powder. Drake 1974) describes Lebanese resin collection: 

At the end of the two weeks drying period, the leaves and their amber cargo 
are powder-dry. The plants are then carefully carried to specially constructed, sealed 
beating rooms which have smooth walls, f loors and ceilings, and only the one door. 
Plants are piled in the center of the floor, and the beaters enter the room, which is 
then sealed from the outside. T h e beaters are clothed only in loincloths, and wear 
masks over their mouths and nose to prevent inhalation of the resin powder. Slatted 
wood flails are used in the beating process. 

The first beating raises a dense cloud of resin powder which settles on the 
walls, floors, ceiling, and the bodies of the beaters. If the hashish to be manufactured 
is intended as a premium drug, the beating is stopped at this point and the room is 
carefully scraped to remove the fine dust, and the bodies of the beaters are scraped 
clean with the dulled blades of short knives. 

Such specialized equipment and techniques indicate a long tradition of hashish 
manufacture. 

Lebanese Hashish Manufacture 

In Lebanon, the resin powder generally is pressed into pieces of two standard 
sizes, approximately 250 or 500 g. Lebanese hashish is pressed within strong cloth sacks, 
and it is not pressed as hard as other types. Pressing usually is accomplished between 
two flat plates in a simple, screw-type, bookbinding press. Metal roller presses also 
have been used. High-quality Lebanese hashish presses together easily without heat 
and high pressure. Lower quality powder is heated in sacks over steam before being 
lightly pressed. In this respect, low-quality Lebanese is unlike lower quality modern 
Moroccan and Afghani hashish, both of which must be pressed into molded shapes at 
high temperatures and pressures with a hydraulic jack press. Lebanese hashish is not 
adulterated or bat-pressed as frequently as is Afghani, Moroccan, and Pakistani hashish. 
During the 1940s and before, resin powder sometimes was pressed into pantoufles or 
"soles" that were the same shape as the sole of a shoe, and could be worn inside the 
shoe for smuggling. While this technique is seldom used today, large loads of Lebanese 
hashish were pressed into this shape for the Egyptian trade in the 1940s. Bouquet (1950a) 
described the pressing and marketing of Lebanese hashish: 

This quality of charas is generally sold in cloth or skin bags weighing from 1 to 
1.5 kg. W h e n the bags have been filled with powder, they are exposed for a few 
moments to steam from boiling water, then stacked one on top of another and 
subjected to strong pressure, which turns them into flattened packets (the Turbahs 
of the Levant) with rounded edges, about 25 cm long by 15 to 16 cm wide and 4 to 
5 cm thick. 

Hashish (Chira) is found in the illicit traffic in the form of flattened bags 
(Turbahs), the weight of which varies from 1 / 2 kg to 2 kg, and in the form of "soles" 
weighing not more than 250 g. W h e n packed in the form of thin soles, Chira could 
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be brought in by smugglers w h o hid it in their shoes. T h e Turbahs and soles often 
bore an inscription mentioning the name of the manufacturer and the place of 
origin. At the present time, distinctive marks (airplane, lion, etc.) are sometimes 
found, together with short particulars of origin. 

Lebanese hashish traditionally was wrapped in white cotton or linen sacks. The 
resin powder was placed inside these sacks and then pressed. The sacks were ink-
stamped with designs such as an airplane, star, lion, camel, crescent moon and star, sea 
freighter, or even the Cedars of Lebanon. Cherniak (1979) states: 

T h e symbols o n these sacks are only a way of identifying a certain batch of 
hashish. Stamps rarely pinpoint w h o the producer really is. The stamp is not a 
symbol of quality. It is more to keep up our fascination with the exotic Middle East 
Dealers believe that it excites distant purchasers to easily recognize the merchandise 
as being genuine contraband. The symbols o n the sacks are nothing like a sacred 
family coat of arms, to be defended to the death with flashing sabers and/or automatic 
machine guns. If time is of the essence, such frivolities as stamps are dispensed with: 
the hashish is shipped out in plain white sacks. 

T h e white fabric used in making these sacks is a readily available strong cotton 
or linen. The cloth is cut into appropriate sizes and sewn by machine with a strong 
white thread into a bag shape. Usually the sacks are stamped before being filled. 
They are then weighed, tied off with a thick white string, and pressed. 

Each farm keeps several rubber stamps and the inking supplies handy. After a 
few drops of ink are spread over the surface of a stamp pad, the emblem is imprinted 
on each of the sacks. Each season, the hashish merchants get a big chuckle out of 
trading or making new rubber stamps. This little stunt serves well as an evasive 
tactic, making it all but impossible to trace the origin of the hashish. 

The Lebanese selectively sieve out the best-quality resin powder first, setting it 
aside before removing the remaining low-quality resin powder. Hashish farmers blend 
the highest grade of resin powder together with lesser grades of resin powder to make 
commercial hashish, but no matter the eventual use, the high-grade powder is always 
extracted separately. 

Bouquet (1950a) reported that four different qualities of hashish were recognized 
in Lebanon: 

First quality; Hashish Zahra (or Zahret el Kolch), brown: second quality; Zahret 
el Assa, light brown: third and fourth qualities; greenish-yellow or green, not so 
coherent, and much more crumbly. 

In this case, the higher quality grades are darker in color than the lower quality, 
lighter colored pieces. This is because the terpenoids in the resin oxidize and darken 
upon exposure to air, light, and heat, while the contaminants tend to remain the same 
color (see page 224 and Figure 4.9). 
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Lebanese Hashish Smoking 
Two of the legendary brands of golden or reddish Lebanese hashish were called 

"Rose of Lebanon" and "Rose of Attar." The aroma and flavor of Lebanese hashish is a 
blend of the Cedars of Lebanon and Indian sandalwood. Many smokers say that 
although Moroccan and Lebanese hashish have similar aromas, Moroccan smells more 
of cedar, while Lebanese smells more of sandalwood. Although somewhat similar to 
Moroccan hashish in its less refined qualities, Lebanese hashish is sweeter and more 
fragrant, the fragrance best expressed by the Red Lebanese. Lebanese hashish is most 
often light and cerebral. According to Cherniak (1979): 

Lebanese hashish is in the middle range of potency. T h e effects from smoking 
are heady but not overpowering. It takes about seven or eight inhalations to feel the 
effects, which are a mental and physical change in perspective. 

This is considered by many 
smokers to be an accurate 
description of the psychoactive 
qualities of Lebanese hashish. 

In Lebanon, hashish is 
smoked primarily by men. This 
is typical of all Muslim hashish-
smoking cultures, including 
those of Afghanis tan and 
Morocco. The Lebanese usually 
smoke hashish in a tall water 
pipe with a flexible hose connec-
ting the jar to the mouthpiece. 
Hashish is smoked socially at 
home or in small out-of-the-way cafes but, in public, only by the blatantly indiscreet 
and unwise. Sumach (1975) reports: 

Although the peoples who have lived in the area of Lebanon have known 
about the euphoric resins for a very long time, use or abuses pose little serious social 
or medical problems today. The U N claims that even though much hashish is produced 
in Lebanon, only 1% of the population ever care to indulge. Those w h o do come 
from all social classes. Hashish is especially relished by refugees. 

Hashish is a pleasure that seems to be restricted to men, a case of females 
(other than whores) is unheard of. T h e Lebanese prefer to brew hashish in strong 
Arabian coffee, or to smoke it in their Najilah (narghile) or waterpipe. Users frequent 
small favorite cafes to smoke socially, but it is always done in secret—never flaunted. 

Cherniak (1979) recalls: 

This [Lebanese] hashish burns medium fast, but not as rapidly as Moroccan. 
The Lebanese often smoke it in an ornate hookah or in a small pipe, or roll hashish 
into a cigarette with tobacco. The scent of Lebanese hashish is fragrant and spicy. 

Figure 3.29. The narghile is the tall water pipe with a flexible hose. 
Drawing by Robin Ade. 
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Lebanon was war-torn from 1975 until 1991. The Shia Muslims grew most of the 
hashish in the Bekaa Valley, but much was marketed by Christian families. The Christian 
enclave of Marounistan lies in the Jebel Liban Mountains between the Bekaa Valley and 
Beirut on the Mediterranean and was the focus of the Christian hashish trade. Local 
villages are transit points along the transportation routes out of Lebanon where Christian 
families enter the marketing stream and make their profits as middlemen. The local 
militias also extract their tolls from the hashish convoys headed for the Syrian- and 
Muslim-dominated ports of Tripoli and Zgharta to the north, or the Christian ports of 
Byblos and Jounieh to the south. Often containers of hashish were routed through 
Cyprus where the paperwork was changed to conceal the origin and identity of the 
shipments. Israelis are also involved in the hashish trade and even Mossad (the Israeli 
intelligence agency) has been implicated. Recently, the British Press uncovered hashish 
smuggling sanctioned by Israel. Acting under Operation Lahav (Hebrew for blade), which 
began in 1967 during the Six Day War with Egypt, Israeli military units began 
transporting Lebanese hashish to the Egyptian border. The hashish was sold to dealers 
who supplied Egypt's conscript army. The idea was to keep the Egyptian army stoned 
and off-guard by flooding the Egyptian market with hashish. The Israeli defense force 
cut off traditional smuggling routes by land and by sea, controlling the hashish trade 
from Lebanon to Egypt, and thus, made huge profits. Apparently, Operation Lahav was 
continued until well after the 1979 peace accords (London Times, December 22,1996). 

Figure 3.30. Commercial export-quality hashish from the Bekaa Valley, Lebanon. 
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Figure 3.31. Sacks of Lebanese raw resin powder 
ready for export or pressing. 

By 1978, as the war intensified, Syria 
began to control much of the hashish trade 
from the Bekaa Valley. According to local 
sources, after the Israeli invasion of Lebanon 
in 1982, their troops frequently transported 
hashish back to Israel in military vehicles 
(Favret and DeMulder 1986). By 1988, poppy 
cultivation for heroin had replaced hashish 
in large areas. 

Commercial hashish product ion in 
Lebanon increased steadily through the 
twentieth century. Hashish-making spread 
from Lebanon into the western mountains of 
Syria and eventually as far west as Morocco. 
By the early 1980s, Lebanon ranked as the 
major hashish producer in the Middle East, 
even though its standing as a world supplier 
has diminished somewhat since the late 1980s. 
Currently, however, very little hashish is 

Figure 3.32. Tools of the trade: a pile of resin powder, sieve table, and jack press. Photos by Judy Sky. 
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produced in Lebanon. Nearly all of the Cannabis crop in the Bekaa Valley was destroyed 
by government troops in the summer and fall of 1993 and, in 1994, the government 
wiped out most of the farms in the coastal and inland mountains. The large-scale 
commercial production of Lebanese hashish seems to have ended for now. 

Lebanon Conclusion 

Lebanon was an ancient home of sieved hashish manufacture and, when the hippie 
travelers arrived in the mid 1960s, the best modern example of Arabian Middle Eastern 
sieved hashish production was in Lebanon. Traditional Lebanese sieved hashish was 
produced by controlled selective sieving which created different standard grades of 
commercial hashish. Lebanese commercial hashish was sold extensively throughout 
the Middle East and was the major source of hashish for Greece, Egypt, Syria, and even 
Turkey from the 1930s on. The Lebanese have had business associations in North 
America for many years. During the 1980s, Lebanon was the biggest supplier of hashish 
to Canada and the United States. Even into the 1990s, hashish production remained a 
major source of employment for thousands in the Bekaa Valley, but now, hashish is 
produced only rarely in Lebanon. 

Figure 3.33. A MORE COMPREHENSIVE AND FINELY SUBDIVIDED GRADING SYSTEM WAS USED BY 
LEBANESE HASHISH MERCHANTS DURING THE 1970S AND 1980S. This system was based on the sieve-size 
used and the order of extractions. This is an example of selective sieving; the best quality resin powder is removed 
first. 

Quality Lebanese English Sieve Sieve 
Name Translation Mesh Number Pore Size 

threads per inch microns 

#1 -Best Hubool Best Quality 170-180 -85-90 
#2 Za'hara Mazboot Correct Flowers 160 -95 
#3 Za'hara Flowers 160 -95 
#4 Za'hara Tajara Commercial Flowers 150 -105 
#5 Kipshee Tayib Delicious Kipshee 140 -110 
#6 Kipshee Second Quality 130 -115 
#7 Tilete Third Quality 120 -120 
#8-Worst Arbar Fourth Quality 110 -130 

Egypt 

Egypt was not a regular stop on the Hippie Hashish Trail. Early eating, and later 
smoking of hashish in Egypt are well documented (see Part I: Hashish History). Smoking 
hashish is considered to be somewhat more refined than eating hashish (Khalifa 1975). 

Egypt has never been a major hashish producer although, during the 1800s and 
early 1900s, Egypt was one of the world's largest hashish consumers. Most of the hashish 
originated in Lebanon, Syria, and Turkey. According to Drake (1974), Egyptian smokers 
distinguished three grades of hashish and were well aware of the differences in quality: 
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Figure 3.34. This exotic woman is a "set-up" Westerner, posing for a tourist postcard, postmarked Cairo, 8-11-[19]03. 
The card was sent from one young English woman to another and the inscription reads, "Dear Alice, Here I am 
amusing myself very much, and I hope when you receive this card you will send me a nice one. Your cousin, Celine." 
Actually, within Muslim culture, only women who are prostitues might occasionally smoke hashish. 

Hashish of premier quality, known as hashish-zahara or zahret-el-kobch is a brown 
powder in its unpressed state, perhaps sprinkled with yellow flakes; it is granular 
and sticky, agglutinates readily when rolled between the fingers, and when warm 
gives off a heavy Cannabis odor. W h e n Zahret-el-kobch comes in cake form, it is 
formed in a very compact mass, is friable, and quite heavy. 

Second quality hashish, known as Zharet-el assa, is a brown-yellow powder 
with a clarity of color, is granular and not particularly sticky, and agglutinates with 
difficulty under pressure from the fingers. The odor is quite strong, but not as sensuous 
as that of first quality hashish. 

Hashish of third grade is a yellow-green, almost dry and only just sticky, requiring 
the addition of water vapor to agglomerate. The caked powder is lightweight and 
presents a feeble odor. 

Before 1988, small scale Cannabis cultivation and hashish manufacture were 
tolerated in Egypt. Since 1988, the majority of Egyptian Cannabis cultivation has been 
eradicated. 

Hashish still is smoked today in Egypt in pipes called josah, and local production 
may continue on a limited scale. Egyptian hashish, however, has never entered into the 
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modern Western hashish trade in more than very small amounts. Since production 
ceased in Lebanon in 1993-94, hashish has been in short supply in Egypt. To satisfy the 
Egyptian market, Cannabis now is being grown in the Nile Delta and Sinai regions as 
well as in Sudan. The product is called bongo and smoked as marijuana rather than 
being processed into hashish. 

Turkey 

Though Turkey has a long history of hashish production and consumption, it has 
never been a major player in the modern western hashish trade. One of the oldest stops 
on the Hippie Hashish Trail was Turkey, where travelers first encountered hashish in 
an Islamic setting. Bouquet (1950b) states: 

Turkey had always produced a fairly large quantity of hashish, both for internal 
consumption and for secret exportation, but when Greek production dried up [after 
1920], Turkey intensified its own production until the Government of the Turkish 
Republic passed the law of 1933 prohibiting the cultivation, holding and use of, and 
the trade in, hashish. Thus, during that period, seizures effected both in Egypt and 
in North Africa (the biggest and best customers of Eastern Mediterranean traffickers), 
were chiefly of Turkish hashish (from Istanbul and Brusa). In Egypt, Indian hashish 
(charas) though always rated very high, had a rival in the Turkish product, and both 
had to compete on the market with a less highly valued form of hashish, namely that 
from Syria and Lebanon. 

During the 1970s, the highest quality hashish came from Gaziantep in southeastern 
Turkey near the Syrian border. The Ilgaz Daglari and Kuzey Awadolu Daglari coastal 
hills along the Black Sea north of Ankara, and the Tuz Golii lake region south of Ankara 
were both considered to be areas of high-quality hashish production. Good hashish 
also came from the southern coastal Toros Daglari Mountains on the Mediterranean 
Sea south of the Tuz Golii lakes (see map page 152). 

The sieving techniques used to collect the resin powder were good, and the hashish 
was very clean and pure, but the Turkish varieties of Cannabis used for hashish-making 
were not very potent. Apparently, a relatively low-THC drug variety landrace was 
used. Landraces, used in Turkey today for paper pulp and bird seed production, were 
introduced into North America for hemp production during the late 1800s. The 
introduced Turkish landrace Smyrna was hardy but was not a good producer of high-
quality fiber and was not favored by American hemp farmers. 

The excellent pieces of Turkish hashish that appeared during the early 1980s were 
thinly pressed and very pale. Turkish resin powder was usually a very light whitish 
color with a gray-green tint, but distinctly grayish rather than yellow or brown, as is 
most resin powder. The most legendary was so pale in color it was called "Silver 
Turkish." Turkish resin powder was very fine and dry in consistency rather than oily 
or sticky, so that Turkish hashish was not very flexible even when the resin powder 
was very pure and thinly pressed. Turkish hashish was brittle and snapped when broken, 
leaving a glassy edge. Possibly, this is because the Turkish plants were dried in sunlight 
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Figure 3.35. This engraving seems to be one of a series on peoples and cultures of the world. On the obverse side it 
reads: 'The women in Turkey still wear their national costume, which consists of wide trousers of a bright color, 
almost covering their little pointed slippers; a jacket reaching to the waist, under which is another jacket falling below 
the knee, while their hair is plaited in long tails, and ornamented with jewels and coins. Out of doors, they wear a long 
robe, usually white, and a veil called the Yashmack, without which they are never allowed to leave the house. 
The Turks are generally honest people [this probably means Turkish men, as women had little public presence] and 
true to their word; but they are ignorant and indolent, and do not care to employ their minds or bodies in anything 
which requires much exertion. Their greatest delight—and this is within the reach of the poor as well as the rich—is to 
sit all day long in the shade, sipping coffee and smoking a pipe, not thinking, but musing in a dreamy state. All their 
amusements are of a tranquil nature. Their step is slow and measured; they seldom converse, but pass in repose 
every moment not occupied with business." 
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as they are in Morocco or, perhaps, because the local landraces do not produce very 
sticky resin. It is also possible that the resin glands were immature. 

The best Turkish hashish induced a very cerebral high that would creep up, 
building slowly to a light, jovial feeling. Turkish hashish also could be surprisingly 
powerful. Often, smokers hardly noticed any effect from their first few tokes but became 
strongly affected later. Many experienced hashish smokers feel that high-quality Turkish 
was the best, inducing a high unmatched by the finest Moroccan and Lebanese hashish. 
Others, especially Afghani hashish lovers, feel that Turkish hashish was never strong 
enough to fully satisfy. 

Turkish hashish began to appear on a limited scale in Western Europe in the early 
1970s, but was rarely seen in North America. The few pieces that did arrive in the 
United States were almost always hard, gray, sandy, and obviously of low quality. In 
Amsterdam, the best Turkish pieces were found from 1978 until 1982. The very last 
high-quality Turkish hashish appeared in small amounts in 1983 and 1984. Turkish 
production was relatively small, and Turkish hashish was never as plentiful on the 
export market of the 1970s and 1980s as Afghani, Lebanese, Nepali, or Moroccan hashish. 
Turkish hashish is very rarely seen today. Hashish is difficult to buy even in Turkey, 
since only a small percentage of the population are users, and the penalties for trafficking 
are extremely severe even for Turkish citizens. 

Turkish hashish was often "boot-pressed" into thin 10- to 15-g patties. To boot-
press, a small amount of resin powder was poured into a cigarette package cellophane 
wrapper. The folded cellophane packet was wrapped in wet newspaper, and wrapped 
again in aluminum foil. The packet was heated in a skillet, and turned frequently. The 
warmed package was then placed between two boards and the hashish-maker, wearing 
heavy boots, stomped down on the top board as hard as possible. Dry resin powder 
that did not cohere easily was lightly wetted prior to wrapping. An experienced boot-
presser could press single pieces of up to 50 g, or he could press a stack of 6 to 8 pieces, 
weighing 10 to 15 g each in this fashion. Another Turkish technique was pressing stacks 
of thin packets in a mold, with a screw-type book press. The whole press could be 
gently heated on a gas stove. The edges of the pieces were fairly square where they 
touched the mold, but their broad, flat surfaces were rippled where they were squeezed 
against each other. Turkish resin powder was also exported to Amsterdam where the 
powder was pressed by itself or mixed into blended hashish sold in the coffee shops. 
Although Turkish hashish only occasionally was of legendary quality and only 
infrequently was available in the West, it strongly influenced the Greek musical 
subculture of the 1920s and 1930s. 



Rubbed and Sieved 

Bland-rubbing collects very pure resin when rubbing is performed correctly. Bottom: High-quality sieved resin powder molds easily 
Inelts readily when held to a flame. (These, and all other photos not cited are by Rob Clarke.) 



Photos — 1/4 actual size 
Nestled in a custom-blend field of Panama Red and Acapulco Gold (1), Nepalese Temple Balls 

(2,3) — named by virtue of their frequent presence at Buddhist rites — are conscientiously hand-
rolled, with an opium additive to produce an unique euphoria. A slightly coarser companion piece 
(4), though of less sacred stature, is equally potent — and definitely superior to the locally brewed 
bhang. 

Pakistan mass-produces slabs of high-quality hashish (5,6), the texture of burnished leather, 
here embossed with the regal customs seals of the Frontier Constabulary, who police the rugged, 
northern Pathan territory. Also from Pakistan, the nugget resembling crystallized lava (7) tends to 
snap and sizzle when heated. A third lustrous sample native to the region (8) originated in the 
ancient Buddhist holy land of Swat, or perhaps the provinces of Gillgit or Dir; in these nomadic 
lands, accurate lineage is impossible to trace. 

In Lebanon, color and consistency denote quality; light yellow, easily crumbled pieces, such as 
the one pictured here (9), are in a class with the finest, the Attar of Baalbek or Rose of Lebanon. As 
the loose powder is hand-worked and then pressed in canvas or cheesecloth bags, it takes on a 
darker yellow color and sandstone-like texture (10). More handling tints the hashish red (11) — 
here set off by the pale green luminescence of a handful of Michuacan (12). Extensive working, as 
in the deep russet sample (13), produces such firmness that a hot knife is required to cut the 
pieces. 

Individual grains, spilled from a pouch of Afghani hashish (14), utilize animal fat — usually 
mutton — as a binder, and exude a distinctive, earthy odor. To round out this [one quarter] life-size 
grouping, a segment of hand-rolled charas (gharda) from Kashmir (15), possessing the texture 
and grain of sugarcane, comes with this helpful hint: to turn a profit, buy in Kashmir, sell in Delhi — 
Sahibs are seldom searched. 



• e poster image on the left facing page presents pieces of commercial hashish originating in Asia 
• • g l t i e early 1970s. Throughout the late 1980s and early 1990s, high-quality hashish continued to 

from many new exotic regions as well as from the traditional hashish producing centers. The 
Irtish in the picture above came from small commercial shipments during the period from 1985-1995. 

tad-rubbed charas (16) collected in Jamaican ganja fields, resembles the Nepalese Temple Balls 
-%.Seved hashish is far more common lhan hand-rubbed hashish and comes in a wide variety of 
a ^ B a n d colors. Sieved resin powders collected from Dutch Skunk #1 flowers grown in a greenhouse 

glass (17), and traditional Senegalese {amba grown outdoors under the tropical sun (18), both 
i p v granular, like fine sand, and can be readily hand-pressed and formed into a variety of shapes 
m a r 30). -

jtfitly machine-pressed slabs from Lebanon (20), and China (22), and hand-pressed balls and 
rtfes from Lebanon (19), Morocco (21), and Senegal (23), retain much of their natural color, which 

s j«Bfrom the golden yellow of Yarkandi (22) through traditional Red Leb (20) to rich brown Moroccan 
I] a»airo (21). Less mature resin is light blonde in color (19, 22), and very mature resin is reddish 
I flrtBr in color (20). Dust and dirt can also add their colors to hashish. 
$ fctpressed pieces from Nepal (24) and Afghanistan (25), and thoroughly hand-pressed pieces from 
i -wtelherlands (26,27) and Senegal (30), range in color from dark brown to nearly black, Only when 
|. aAiL>e pieces are torn open are their granular consistencies revealed (24,28,29). The oily surfaces 
I l e Afghani Primo (25) and the Red Leb (20) pieces are a sign of freshness and potency, 
rj •hough the average quality of commercial hashish is not as high as in the past, small amounts of 

^qual i ty domestic and imported hashish from diverse origins do appear occasionally and are certainly 
uoAaait ing for and searching out. 



Testing High-Quality Hashish 

Top: When warmed, high-quality hashish shines and stretches (left), melting when touched with a flame (right). Bottom: It rolls easily 
thin strands (left) that shatter when cooled (right). Middle: Where broken, the cross sections appear granular and shiny. (See PhyS' 
Tests beginning page 213.) 



Pressing Powder and Smoking the Snake CS5 

Cool, dry resin powder. 
Warm, sticky resin powder. 
Powder begins to darken as resin is released. 
Resin coats the palm as pressing continues. 
Resin powder becomes a solid piece of hashish 
Cracks disappear from the surface. 
Warm, soft hashish is rolled into a thin snake. 
A snake is lighted like a stick of incense. 
If the snake flames, it is blown out. 
High-quality hashish burns slowly and steadily. 
The smoke is a clean bluish white. 

shows resin powder, held in the palm of a hand, transformed into a piece of hashish by pressing with the thumb against the 
pages 81-82). The hashish snake is smoked as the "perfect hashish joint" (see pages 283 and 331). 



Cannabis Marijuana Plants 

Top left: An Afghani plant, typical indica, is short and compact with leaves having broad leaf blades. Top right: A sativa is much taller ar 
has leaves with narrow leaf blades. Bottom left: A field of indica!sativa hybrids. Hybrids are intermediate between their parents but of--
are more vigorous and robust. Bottom right: A hybrid inflorescence about two weeks before harvest. Bottom photos by Mel Frank. 



Resin Glands 

eft: Resin glands should be clear and well-developed at harvest (Skunk #1 hybridized indica inflorescence)- Bottom left: A South 
73='- sativa inflorescence. Top middle: A young female flower has developing, but immature, resin glands. Photomicrograph X 16- Top 

•^ fc Mature. capitate-stalked resin gland secreting resin (X 100). Photos and photomicrographs by Mel Frank, Middle: Scanning Electron 
*BDSCope photo - X 120 of resin powder. Bottom right: SEM photo - X 120 of pressed resin powder. SEM's by David Scharf. 





and Uzbek water pipes 



Top left: Moroccan plants usually are small and are often undernourished and under-watered. Photo by Ed Borg.Top right: Ripe plants 
harvested and dried in the sun. Middle left: Dried plants are stored inside until threshed. Middle center: Gentle sieving collects the re-
powder in a wash basin. Middle right: A pinch of zero-zero powder presses together easily. Bottom left: Moroccan hashish (also fn 
cover), threshed kif. and resin powder. Bottom right: Slabs of red and blonde Rif Mountain Moroccan hashish. 



Senegal, West Africa 

aeft: Resin can be sieved anywhere that the climate is dry enough, such as here in Senegal. Top right: Different plants yield different 
itv resin powders that vary markedly in appearance and potency. Middle left: Resin powder collected from the first sieving. Bottom left: 
ed hashish made from local jamba. Bottom right: Cobra-shaped pressed hashish on a bed of resin powder. 



CS12 Sieves 

Top left: Two or more sieves of different pore-sizes are used to collect and purify high-quality powder. Middle left: Plant debris remains : 
top of a 150-micron screen. Bottom left: Resin glands remain on top of a 50-micron sieve and smaller debris passed through. Top rig-
Growers often manicure on top of a screen to collect fallen resin glands. Middle right: A traveler carries a small portable screen to t 
marijuana source for making a personal stash. Bottom right: A Leopol Shaker automated vibrating sieve. 



Resin Powder 

"x left: Various Dutch resin powders and hashish made from them. Top right: Various grades of Dutch resin powder. Middle left: Green 
a n powder is contaminated with plant matter. Resieving purifies the powder to a golden-yellow. Middle right: Rough resin powder from 
argle sieving shows plant debris along with resin glands. Photomicrograph X 16 by Mel Frank. Bottom left and right: Primo, best-grade 

resieved resin powder, is nearly clear of debris. Oxidation of resin from glands broken during pressing turns the surface of the 
rteh ball black. Photos by Jason King. 



CS14 European Hashish Market 

Top: Hashish samples collected in Europe during 1997. Middle right: Primo "White Butterfly" Dutch hashish. Bottom right: Rare high-q. 
Afghani. Photos by Jason King. 

1. Afghani 
2. Temple Balls 
3. Bombay Black 
4. Red Lebanese 

9. Dutch White Butterfly 
10. Moroccan "pollen" 
11. Moroccan 
12. Turkish 

5. Kzar Al Kabik Moroccan 13. Charas 
6. Caramello Moroccan 
7. Dutch 
8. Moroccan Deluxe 

14. Indian Charas 
15. Moroccan 



j o yow-stores sell everything a marijuana-grower or hashish-maker might need. Top left: An indoor grow-system exhibit. Top right: 
can buy female clones of known potency, eliminating possible poor potency and space wasted on males. Photos by Mel Frank, 

a ^ e left: Eagle Bill assists with his vaporizer, a more healthful means of smoking. Middle right: Adam, inventor of the LamiNeder, 
aooats his laminated hashish. Bottom left: A small-capacity hashish press. Bottom right: Milla and Pollinator machines she invented, 
aa fe center: This powder was collected from bud trimmings by the Pollinator. The Pollinator performed a gentle sieving, not breaking the 
• M heads and not inducing debris, which maintained potency. Photomicrograph ~ X 20 by Jason King. 



CS16 Water Extraction 

Top left: Sadu Sam's secret is that resin glands sink and plant debris floats (see page 334). Top right: three fractions show that cru£ 
marijuana vigorously shaken in water separates the resin from most other debris. In left jar, marijuana floats. In center jar, resin begir 
sink. In right jar, floating debris is decanted, leaving resin at bottom. Bottom left: Baba Bob's Aqua-X-Tractor separates resin from dama: 
plants or facilitates separation in humid climates (see page 338). Middle: With the X-Tractor or with Sadu Sam's secret, all that is nee: 
are jars, plates, and coffee filters. Bottom right: Hashish yield from water extraction (black piece has been pressed). 
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Greece 

Secretly in a boat I went 
A n d came to Thrakou's cave. 

I saw there three men stoned o n hashish 
Stretched out o n the sand. 

It was Batis and Artemis 
A n d Stratos the lazy one. 

Hey you Strato! Yes you Strato! 
Fix us a fine narghile, 

So old Batis can smoke 
Who's been a dervish* for years 

A n d Artemis too 
W h o brings us stuff wherever he goes. 

He sends us hashish from Constantinople 
A n d all of us get high; 

A n d fine Persian tobacco 
T h e mangas smokes it in peace. 

—from the rebetika song, Secretly In A Boat I Went by Batis, 1936 
"The term dervish is applied to someone w h o is into the hashish-
smoking world and enjoys it very much (Hoist 1975). 

Greece was a hashish-producing center from the late 1800s until Greece's golden 
age of hashish use during the 1920s and 1930s. Greek hashish very rarely entered the 
Western hashish trade. The peak period of Greek hashish use coincided with the 
flowering of rebetika music. Rebetika is a folk music with lyrics that often sang of hashish 
and that appealed to audiences and musicians who used hashish. Stefanis et al. (1977) 
present a well documented history of hashish in Greece: 

It is probable that the cultivation of [Cannabis for] hashish [production] was 
introduced to Greece around 1875 by immigrants from Egypt, Cyprus, and other 
eastern areas. By the last decade of the nineteenth century, hashish was openly 
cultivated for local use and export (Stringaris 1933). Papadopoulos (1959) estimates 
that before 1915, approximately 26 ,000 acres (more than 10 ,000 hectares) in Greece 
were put to hashish cultivation. 

O n March 27, 1890, following a decision of the Medical Council , the Greek 
Department of Interior issued a circular prohibiting the importation, cultivation, 
and use of hashish as an imminent threat to society (Stringaris 1933). Despite passage 
of this restrictive law, in force until 1920, hashish was regularly used in the tekedes 
(cafes frequented by hashish smokers), in the harbor area of Piraeus, and in the 
center of Athens (Petropoulos 1971). 
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In view of close similarities between the development of Smyrna and Syros [in 
Turkey), the use of hashish by the inhabitants of Smyrna cannot be dismissed. This 
view is strongly supported by reports that many of the Asia Minor Greeks repatriated 
in 1922 were hashish users. 

Hashish use flourished during the decade following W W I . Greek soldiers, 
returning home after the war in Asia Minor, brought back hashish smoking habits 
they had learned in Turkey (Couretas 1937). 

During the years that followed, hashish use continued despite prescriptive 
legislation. T h e retail price was low, making it accessible to many (Vouyoucas 1971). 

Bouquet (1950b) summarized the history of Greek hashish legislation during the 
1920s and 1930s: 

Greece having forbidden the cultivation of Cannabis in 1920, Greek hashish 
became rarer on the market, although it did not entirely disappear as might have 
been hoped. Large stocks of resin had probably been concealed, and the Greek 
Government had to promulgate a new law in 1932, more drastic than that of 1920 
and providing for the destruction of stocks. 

Despite strong legislation to prohibit hashish, its use continued on a reduced level. 
Stefanis et al. (1977) correlate the spread of hashish use with the development and 
dissemination of rebetika music: 

As hashish use became an element in the behavior and personality of rebetika 
musicians and singers, the development of this musical genre and the proliferation 
of its practitioners became intimately linked to the dynamics of the hashish cult 
(Stringaris 1939). 

In 1922, at the end of the Greco-Turkish war, considerable numbers of ethnic Greeks 
who had grown up in the hashish-smoking working class of Turkey were repatriated 
to mainland Greece. After repatriation, these refugees were either unemployed or part 
of the urban working poor. For entertainment and companionship, they came together 
in cafes and played music. The songs had lyrics about life and love, pain and pleasure, 
petty crime, and hashish, among other things. The men danced and smoked the water 
pipe as they had in Asia Minor. The word rebetika came to be associated with both the 
style of music and the hashish-smoking sub-culture. Hoist (1975) tells us: 

It could be that the word rembec or rebet is derived from a Turkish word meaning 
an outlaw or outsider. Rebetika music was originally the province of outsiders, whatever 
it later developed into. 

Much like the "reefer" smoking associated with jazz in the United States at the 
same time (late 1920s and early 1930s), rebetika music and the associated hashish use 
were commercialized. Many hashish songs were written and recorded by non-users 
who capitalized on the fad. 

Hoist (1975) also explains the ties between rebetika music, the transplanted refugees 
of the Greco-Turkish war, and hashish smoking: 
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T h e refugees may not have been part of the underworld, but they were living 
o n the edge of Greek society, competing for jobs in poor urban areas, segregated 
often by language as well as customs from the bulk of the Greek population. It was 
not surprising that many of them joined the rebetes or manges in their loosely organized 
sub-culture, or were attracted to the hashish-smoking tekes, to which they were 
accustomed in Turkey. Nor was it surprising that the rebetika musicians should have 
been attracted to the technical skills and professionalism of the Smyrna musicians. 

Just how important the influx of refugees was to the development of rebetika 
is hard to say, but 10 years after their arrival, rebetika had moved out of the private 
world of the tekes and was becoming popular city music. 

During the 1920s and 1930s, the highest-quality domestic Greek hashish was sieved 
from plants grown on the island of Syros. The best hashish available, however, was 
made in neighboring Turkey (also by sieving). Most of the hashish smoked in the tekes 
during the 1920s and 1930s was smuggled from Turkey. The heydays of rebetika teke 
was short-lived. Hoist (1975) reported that by the late 1930s: 

... the days of the tekes were almost over. During the war there was some 
relaxation of the laws against hashish, but the severe prosecutions of the Metaxas 
dictatorship (1936-41) had forced many of the tekes to close, and many of the smokers 
as well as the musicians had f l ed to Thessalonika, where conditions were somewhat 
easier. The local police chief Vassilis Mouskoudis, was a rebetika fan, and was prepared 
to supply musicians with hashish in order to listen to them play buzuki. 

By the early 1940s, most of the Greek hashish-smoking tradition had been wiped 
out. Bouquet (1950b) continues: 

The recording companies were no longer allowed to make recordings of hashish 
songs, so the rebetika composers stopped composing them. 

Stefanis et al. (1977) can again provide insights with a view of hashish use in 
twentieth century Greece: 

From the onset until the 1960s, hashish use in Greece was limited to the 
working class, being widely used by longshoremen, boatmen, sailors, porters, skinners, 
slaughterers, cart drivers, and later truck drivers (Stringaris 1939). 

From 1932 until 1970 the narcotics laws of Greece became increasingly severe. 
Until the end of the civil war in 1950, the laws were not strictly enforced and hashish 
use flourished. 

So, while the laws proscribing hashish became increasingly severe, the enforcement 
of those laws became increasingly lax, and hashish use continued. By the 1970s, people 
smoked only in the privacy of their own homes. From 1967 through 1974, the repressive 
military government vehemently enforced both the ban against rebetika music and 
that against hashish smoking. 

Sources report that as of the mid 1990s, Cannabis smoking in Greece is the province 
of the youth. Both domestic marijuana and imported hashish are available. Hashish is 
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imported from Morocco, or 
the Middle East, and costs 
approximate ly 3,000 to 
4,000 Drachmas (about US 
$15) per gram. 

Iran and Iraq 

Although ancient 
Persia is thought to be an 
early home of hashish, very 
little hashish from modern-
day Iran or Iraq is ever seen. 
Iranian hashish only rarely 
has appeared on the West-
ern market. Iran was known 
far better during the 1980s 
as the source of "Persian" 
heroin. Bouquet (1950b) 
summarized the situation in 
Iran and Iraq: 

Figure 3.36. Persian locations mentioned in the text. 

Figure 3.37. This desert caravan arrives in a port town carrying exotic wares to trade. Possibly some of the goods will 
leave on the ships in the background. A local trader waits with a smoke. 
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T h e g r o w i n g a n d s tor ing of Cannabis are f o rb idden in Iraq; b u t invest igat ions 

have s h o w n t h a t t he r e is a cons iderable t raf f ic in hash i sh , p robably fed in pa r t by 

I r an i an p lan ta t ions . N o special measu re s have yet been adop ted in I r an to con t ro l 

t he cult ivation of Cannabis for t he p r o d u c t i o n of hash ish , a n d there are n o regulat ions 

govern ing t h e expor t of t he drug . T h a t , no doub t , explains why repor t s of the Govern-

m e n t of t h e U n i o n of Soviet Socialist Republ ics have m e n t i o n e d a cons iderab le 

a m o u n t of c o n t r a b a n d in charas (hashish) in t he f ron t i e r dis tr icts be tween t he U S S R 

I ran a n d Afghan i s t an . 

Syria 

Syria is located south of eastern Turkey. Although often playing a role in the 
distribution of hashish, Syria has never been a major producer of hashish for export. 
The coastal mountain ranges run from Gaziantep in Turkey, south through western 
Syria, and along the border with Lebanon. The inland Jebel-esh-Sharqi Mountain Range 
lies along the border between eastern Lebanon and western Syria. It seems logical that 
the Cannabis-growing region of Syria is also in these ranges. Aside from this region 
bordering Lebanon, no other regions of Cannabis cultivation have been reported. There 
may be confusion in identifying Syrian versus Lebanese hashish because they originate 
from the same mountain ranges. In addition, Syrian smugglers often dealt Lebanese 
hashish. Williams (1947) stated: 

In n o r m a l years t h e illegal g r o w t h of h e m p for hash i sh in Syria and Lebanon 

is greatly res t r ic ted by t he activities of French or Bri t ish patrols . O w i n g to t he war, 

Figure 3.38. Syrian men smoke the straight-stemmed coconut narghile and long-stemmed kif-type pipes in the 
shade of olive trees. 
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however, these patrols were very much restricted, with the result that greatly increased 
quantities of hashish began to be smuggled into Egypt. Because of its abundance the 
price fell considerably in 1945 and it thus came within reach of a considerable 
portion of the population. 

Since the introduction of hashish to the West in the 1960s, Syrian hashish rarely 
has appeared on the market. Recent eradication of hashish crops in Lebanon may affect 
production patterns in Syria. The extent of current production in Syria is unknown. 

Balkan States 

Increased police pressure and harsher penalties during the 1920s caused Greek 
and Turkish producers and traffickers to encourage new sources for hashish. The nearby 
Balkan states offered a convenient opportunity for cultivation and hashish manufacture. 
Bouquet (1950b) reported: 

... the production of Cannabis in the countries of the Balkan Peninsula has 
been practically stopped. Perhaps some illicit cultivation still goes o n there, but not 
enough to constitute a serious danger. In Yugoslavia, in spite of the fact that they are 
forbidden by law, there appear still to be illicit crops in districts where opium is 
cultivated, particularly in the districts of Uskub, Guevgueli, Doiran, etc.* The Yugoslav 
Government probably put a stop to the cultivation in question as soon as it learned 
of it. 

* In 1917-1918 Dr. Bouquet had an opportunity of seeing fairly large stocks of 
hashish in the hands of the peasants in the villages of Bohemitza, Karasouli, Mayadag 
and Gorgop (in the district south of Guevgueli). He was told that these stocks were 
generally sold in Salonica; but at that time the war was interrupting the trade. 

From the end of the First World War to about 1932, the traffickers had attempted 
to introduce the cultivation of Cannabis for the production of resin into other countries 
in Eastern Europe, e.g., Bulgaria (introduction in 1919 to 1920, prohibition in 1925), 
Romania (prohibition in 1926), Yugoslavia (introduction about 1927, prohibition in 
1932), and Albania. 

Balkan hashish was never seen in the West and there are no descriptions of its 
physical appearance, psychological effects, or other qualities. Recently, hashish 
production on a limited scale seems to have begun in Albania and Macedonia. 

Middle East Conclusion 

Egypt has a long history of hashish use but has never been a major producer of 
commercial hashish. Certainly, from the mid 1800s until the late 1960s, Lebanon and 
Turkey were the two most important hashish-producers in the Middle East. Hashish 
consumption in Greece was tied to production and use in Turkey, while in the 1920s, 
Greek and Turkish hashish was smuggled to Egypt. Other areas in the Middle East 
produced and consumed hashish prior to and concurrent with the visits of the counter-
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culture travelers but, for some reason, they never felt the effects of the hashish boom as 
strongly as did Lebanon, which became a major supplier of hashish to Western markets 
during the 1970s and 1980s. 

MOROCCO 

Goldshot green of the R i f s slant fields here, vapor-blossoms resinous and 
summery ... "We've had a windfall of kif. Allah has smiled upon us." 

—Thomas Pynchon (1973) Gravity's Rainbow 

Throughout the 1980s, Morocco was one of the largest, if not the largest, hashish-
producing and exporting nations. At this writing (1998), Morocco is certainly the world's 
leading producer of hashish. Moroccan hashish is found in the Cannabis trade across 
the Middle East, Europe, and North America. Much of the hashish sold in Dutch coffee 
shops comes from Morocco. In June, 1995, the pollen counts in southern Spain revealed 
that huge quantities of Cannabis pollen were blowing north from the Rif Mountains of 
northern Morocco, 42 kilometers (km) across the Straits of Gibraltar and up to 160 km 
inland. This showering of pollen from the male plants was interpreted as an indication 
of a bumper crop of kif in 
the autumn (Simons 1995). 

Morocco became one 
of the first stops on the 
Hippie Hashish Trail in 
the early 1960s. Many 
North Americans visiting 
Europe, as well as Euro-
peans seeking adventure, 
went first to nearby 
Morocco. Morocco, just a 
short, inexpensive boat-
ride away from southern 
Spain, tempted travelers 
who wished to get off the 
beaten path. Lebanese 
hashish was readily avail-
able in Morocco since the 
1930s (Bowles 1985 pers. 
comm.). 

Figure 3.39. Places named in the text are marked. The outlined area 
shows the regions of kif-growing. 

R I F M O U N T A I N S 

MOROCCO 
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Travelers to Morocco in 1962 reported that blonde hashish, supposedly from 
Lebanon, was available in southern Morocco. When the hippies arrived in the early 
1960s, no hashish was produced in Morocco, but there was a plentiful supply of Can-
nabis plants used for kif production. In 1966, Nick Ehm (1972), an American, recorded 
his drug experiences in Tangier. He had this to say about the hashish: 

The lumps on the table I readily recognized as being high grade hashish of two 
types. One was called charas and came from India in pieces varying in size from that 
of an egg to an 18-inch cylinder as thick as your forearm. The other hash was kif, 
rock hard and deliciously smooth Moroccan hash. After a time the poker-faced 
merchant picked up and wrapped in canvas a piece of the kif about the size of a small 
loaf of French bread. For this I paid him $48, giving $2 to my wonderboy street 
connection. 

As in other nations and cultures, the combination of large amounts of ripe Cannabis 
flowers with Cannabis-corisuming adventurers engendered the mass-production of 
hashish. Since production came to Morocco only relatively recently, it would seem an 
easy task to determine the exact history of the events surrounding the introduction of 
hashish. However, this is not so. There are a series of conflicting, although modern 
legends surrounding the introduction of hashish to Morocco. 

Following a description of the traditional kif-smoking culture that existed in 
Morocco when the hippies arrived, is an analysis of various origin myths for Moroccan 
hashish that attempts to separate the possible from the impossible. The bulk of this 
section of Part III, a report of Moroccan hashish-making in 1987, provides direct observa-
tions of the modern hashish industry. 

Traditional Kif Smoking 
When the counter-culture travelers arrived in about 1962, Cannabis consumption 

in Morocco was practiced largely in the traditional manner—kif smoking. Kif is the 
Moroccan word used to describe Cannabis plants, flower tops, and the tobacco/Cannabis 
blend traditionally smoked in Morocco. Coakley's (1897) description follows: 

Keef, it may be said, is a Moorish preparation of Indian Hemp, and, in its essential 
principle, is identical with the hashish of the Turks and the majoon of Calcutta. But 
while both hashish and majoon are used in the form of a paste or confection, prepared 
from the juices of the plant, keef consists of the leaves and tender parts of the plant itself. 
These are pulverized; and the fumes of the powder, which are frequently mixed with a 
mild and aromatic tobacco, are then inhaled into the lungs through the medium of tiny 
pipes of burnt clay. 

For many years, kif has been cultivated at the high elevations (2,000 to 3,000 m) of 
the Rif Mountains of northern Morocco. Until independence in 1956, the Moroccan 
government, under the auspices of the French colonial government, allowed the sale of 
small paper-wrapped bundles of kif in common tobacco stalls. "It lined the inside of 
the tiny tobacco stalls like so much wallpaper" (Bowles pers. comm. 1987). 
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Figure 3.40. Here the traditional kif pipe and the narghile are shown. Both are used in North Africa: the narghile 
closer to the Middle East, the sebsi in Morocco. 
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Kif is prepared for smoking by stripping the leaves from the dried female branches 
and carefully pulling the floral clusters from the stems. The seeds and small stems are 
removed and the flowers are chopped finely with a sharp knife. A small amount of 
black-market tobacco leaf is added in a ratio of 2:1, kif to tobacco, and the mixture is 
chopped again. When the blend is correctly chopped—not too coarse to make tidy hits, 
and not so fine as to slip through the bowl during smoking—it is stored in a small 
goatskin pouch. 

Traditionally, kif was smoked in a sebsi pipe or, occasionally, through the flexible 
tube of a large brass water pipe. When smoking the blended kif, a small amount (enough 
to make a ball about 5 mm in diameter) is placed in the bowl (chqaf) and smoked in one 
draw. A second brief lighting makes sure the material is fully burned, and the ash is 
blown to one side. The bowl, along with an index finger, is inserted into the storage 
pouch to refill with another ball of kif. If the supply in the pouch is low, a small amount 
of kif is poured out on the flap and pinched into the bowl. Either way, very little of the 
slightly moist Cannabis and tobacco mixture is exposed to the dry mountain air. In the 
open air it can be scattered by a sudden gust of wind (common in the Rif Mountains) or 
dry out in a few minutes to the point of crumbling to powder. During smoking, the 
bowl of the kif pipe is usually cupped in one hand. The contents are shielded from the 
wind and the stem runs up along the arm, somewhat concealing the pipe from view. 

Figure 3.41. A traditional sebsi pipe with leather case and stash pouch on a bed of dried kif. 

Untaxed (black-market) tobacco is illegal in Morocco as are kif and hashish, 
however, possession of the tobacco carries a stiffer penalty than possession of kif or 
hashish. Unable to tax black-market tobacco, the government does not want farmers to 
cultivate and/or sell it. A tiny pinch of black tobacco mixed in with kif is enough to 
earn a prison sentence of four to six months. Possession of a bit of pure kif (crude 
marijuana) rarely presents any problem for a Moroccan. Experienced kif smokers say 
the best tobacco for blending with kif is that which is grown in the same fields as the kif 
plants (Bowles pers. comm. 1987). 
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The Origins of Moroccan Hashish Production 

When and how was the transition from localized kif production and consumption 
to large-scale hashish production made? Mikuriya (1967) visited Ketama in autumn, 
1966, and observed no signs of hashish-making; neither did Joseph (1973) when he 
visited the Rif during the same period. Other travelers who visited Ketama in 1967 and 
1968 report that hashish had been produced in the area only for three or four years. 
One source reports that as early as 1962, a traveler known as "English Richard" began 
experimenting with making sieved hashish. Early attempts produced a green, leafy 
resin powder that crumbled apart after being pressed. By 1966, "Mohammed Rifi," 
"French Jacques," and "Light Touch Skip" were also making sieved hashish in the Rif 
Mountains and the quality of their hashish had improved significantly. Other reports 
claim that around 1965 "Billy Badman," an early traveler of the Hippie Hashish Trail 
brought the sieved hashish technique from Afghanistan to Morocco. 

Researchers visited Aslama Chai-Chai, a Moroccan who claims to be one of the 
first to make hashish in Ketama. This source gave his version of the arrival of sieved 
manufacture in the Rif Mountains. In 1965, an Algerian named Mustafa came to Ketama 
to make hashish from the local kif. For two seasons, Aslama Chai-Chai assisted Mustafa 
in making hashish and learned the technique from him. Mustafa had learned how to 
make hashish in Lebanon. In 1967, Aslama Chai-Chai, and several of the other kif farmers 
who had assisted Mustafa, began to make their own hashish. According to Aslama 
Chai-Chai, this was the birth of commercial hashish-making in Morocco. 

Mustafa worked in Ketama every harvest season for ten to twelve years and 
exported his hashish back to Algeria. Apparently hashish was traded and possibly 
produced in Algeria until the French left in 1962. Then a change in government ended 
Cannabis cultivation and hashish production. Possibly, Mustafa was an Algerian hashish 
maker suddenly deprived of his raw materials, which would explain why Mustafa 
came to the Rif Mountains in search of a new source of Cannabis. 

Most likely, Mustafa was the first to mass-produce commercial hashish in Morocco. 
English Richard was there first, but his early work was far from salable. "Peter One" 
was the best-known Westerner to go to Morocco and make hashish of legendary high 
quality. He took pictures and wrote about his experiences for High Times and other 
counter-culture publications. According to the legends, Peter One did most of his best 
work between 1978 and 1982 and died in about 1984. Peter One worked with kif growers 
who farmed the traditional way, fertilizing with manure and taking great care in 
cultivating their crops. He adhered to exact quality standards and collected only the 
first 500 g of resin from each 100 kg of Cannabis. This is a 0.5% extraction rate (200:1 
extraction ratio). (For an explanation of extraction ratios and percentages see Part IV: 
Hashish Constituents and Quality.) The finest grades of hashish from Peter One 
approached 200 g per 100 kg or only 0.2% extraction rate (500:1 extraction ratio). He 
rarely made more than 10 kg in a season. Hashish from Peter One was highly sought 
after by connoisseur smokers, who always paid handsomely to have the best. Whether 
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Akmed Hole in the Head 
Another interesting 

character in Moroccan hashish 
lore is the King of Moroccan 
hashish, "Akmed Hole in the 
Head," whose name derived 
from a prominent scar on his 
forehead. His sophisticated 
dealings in high-quality hashish 
made him a legendary 
character during the late 1960s 
and early 1970s. According to 
several sources, Akmed always 
had the finest hashish, which 
came from the highest part of 
the Rif Mountains. Akmed 
would use different batches of 
resin powder to produce 
various effects for his guests. 
One batch would produce 
colorful visions, a second 
invited spaced-out reveries, 
and a third could stop one's 
coughing. Akmed purportedly 
never smoked hashish and only 
rarely smoked kif, but he 
always had a good stash for 
guests. He was very proud of 
the quality he had and his best 
was called the "White Lady," 
which he would offer to his 
most honored guests in a solid 
gold sebsi pipe. Legend says 
that once he blew Timothy 
Leary's mind with his magic 
golden sebsi and pure white 
hashish. 

Akmed ruled his hashish 
kingdom from the late 1960s 
well into the 1970s. In the early 
1980s, members of an 
American hashish smuggling 
syndicate who were arrested 
informed the police of many 
details about Akmed's 
operation. The Moroccan police 
seized everything. Akmed now 
lives humbly in Tangiers. 

Hashish from Akmed's 
former farms, high in the Rif 
Mountains, is still highly prized. 

Peter's hashish showed up in New York, Amsterdam, 
Goa, or Bali in the late 1970s, the minimum cost was US 
$10 per g when other very good hashish cost half that. 

Modern Moroccan Hashish Production 

The steep slopes of the Rif Mountains are arid, 
barren, and rocky. The Spanish overseers of the Rif 
Mountains logged the trees and left behind a barren, 
eroded landscape. The soil color in the Rif ranges from 
rose-pink or orange to light brown. Rif soils typically are 
a rocky clay with a moderate sand content. In this climate, 
with its scant rainfall, the dry soil supports only sparse 
vegetation. Summer days are often extremely hot and 
winters are cold, windy, and harsh. Few crops survive 
the inhospitable Rif Mountains and kitchen gardens grow 
only where irrigation is provided. According to Joseph 
(1973) the Berbers have a saying that "the land of Ketama 
likes only kif." He estimated that to earn 1,000 Dirham 
growing barley, a family would have to supply six months 
of labor, and that the same profit could be earned from a 
kif crop with only five days of labor. Since peasant farmers 
work most of the time no matter what crop they grow, it 
makes sense to them to grow the most valuable crop they 
can. 

The Moroccan Cannabis farming season runs from 
March through September. Rains usually begin in March 
and continue through June. Seeds are sown before the 

Sidebar S3.5. Drawing by Robin Ade. 
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first spring rain. Irrigation is rare and, after the rains cease, the fields dry out and the 
plants must survive and try to mature in the blazing sun. Without irrigation, or an 
unseasonable rain storm, the majority of Cannabis crops never fully mature. The plants 
are fully seeded, which causes them to finish more quickly. It is a very rare year when 
there is enough rainfall to keep Moroccan Cannabis plants healthy and producing high-
quality resin until they are ripe and completely mature. The traditional kif harvest 
usually started by the beginning of August, while the modern hashish harvest of short, 
dry-farmed plants can begin as early as June. August and September almost always 
are very dry, facilitating both quick drying of the plants and early resin collection. 
However, clouds and fog can move in during the night, suddenly raising the humidity. 

The growth and development of the hashish-making industry changed life radically 
in the Rif Mountains, especially in the area immediately surrounding Ketama. During 
the early 1970s, the elder men of Ketama smoked only kif blended with tobacco, while 
only a few young men smoked hashish. By the mid 1980s, the kif-smoking tradition 
faded away in preference for hashish. High-quality kif became nearly impossible to 
find. Younger men, and even a few young women, now prefer to smoke hashish. 

Early Moroccan hashish was made from selected Cannabis plants, bred and 
cultivated for smoking as fine kif. The plants and their resin were of exceptionally high 
quality. Today, very little fine Cannabis intended for smoking as kif is produced. 

During the reign of Mohammed V, father of the present Moroccan leader King 
Hassan II, the government occasionally went to war with the kif farmers in an effort to 
eradicate kif. During a confrontation with the government during 1959, the kif cultivators 
argued that if the production of kif were banned, that alcohol use must also be prohibited 
(Joseph 1973). Negotiations came to a stalemate, eradication plans stalled, and for a 
time the kif growers enjoyed a moral victory. However, during 1961 and 1962, there 
was a concerted effort by the government to burn the kif fields around Ketama (Mikuriya 
1967). The Berber tribes living in the Rif Mountains offered such stiff resistance to the 
eradication efforts of the Moroccan army that the army realized that this would be a 
long and costly battle that could come to no good end and the eradication program 
was suspended. If the troops were to successfully eliminate Cannabis growing, the Rif 
farmers would be deprived of their only cash crop and would probably be displaced to 
the cities, adding to the number of urban poor. Since the 1950s, the Moroccan government 
has tacitly allowed the cultivation of Cannabis. When King Hassan II came to power, he 
continued the tradition of allowing kif growing in a limited area surrounding Ketama, 
high in the Rif Mountains, where no other crops of economic importance were grown. 
In the rest of Morocco it was, and still is, strictly forbidden to cultivate Cannabis and to 
produce either kif or hashish. 

Several kif fields near Ketama were destroyed by the national gendarmerie during 
1966 (Mikuriya 1967). Despite the government's official public anti-Cannabis policy, 
and due to the agreement reached between the government and the kif growers, the 
area of the Rif Mountains covered by Cannabis farms grew steadily throughout the 
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1970s and early 1980s. Cannabis farming and hashish-making spread rapidly as 
increasing numbers of people realized how lucrative the hashish business was. When 
Mikuriya visited the Rif Mountains in 1966, he discovered kif farmers in nearly every 
village. A few of them grew more kif than edible crops, but the vast majority grew 
mostly edible crops and a few kif plants. Only those farmers nearest Ketama were 
totally dependent on kif growing, while farmers in outlying areas were more likely to 
grow subsistence crops. Mikuriya (1967) estimated the area of kif cultivation around 
Ketama as encompassing thousands of km2 and the output of kif to be thousands of kg. 
The boundaries of the land devoted to Cannabis growing for hashish production had 
not expanded greatly since 1967, but the farming of Cannabis dramatically intensified. 
Every arable hillside has been terraced for the booming hashish business. Cannabis has 
displaced almost all subsistence crops from the Rif Mountains and farmers must buy 
most of their staple foods from the lowlands. The government's public stance was that 
the hashish trade was illegal; in theory, all the Cannabis cultivated was used for domestic 
kif consumption. Though an impossibility, this was a useful rationalization that 
permitted massive production to continue adding millions of foreign dollars to the 
Moroccan economy. 

At the same time, the government made only token efforts to eradicate the Cannabis 
farms. The new hashish trade grew almost unchecked. In 1970, kif was grown on only 
a few hundred hectares (1 hectare = 2.47 acres) but by the mid 1970s, kif was cultivated 
on about 600 hectares (Simons 1995). The fields grew primarily in the highest parts of 
the mountains, right alongside the roads near Ketama and Teleta Ketama. Dutch 
estimates are somewhat higher and report as much as 2,000 hectares under kif cultivation 
in the late 1960s (Anonymous 1995). Beginning in 1980, the government made almost 
no effort to stop the hashish trade and the boom began in earnest. Throughout the 
1980s, there was little if any police harassment of growers, allowing a rapid and 
prolonged expansion of Cannabis cultivation and hashish production. The trade was 
not legal, but it was tolerated. If the safe transport of a load of hashish was not assured 
ahead of time, a few Dirhams would temporarily blind those manning the checkpoint 
at any surprise roadblock. The Moroccan government does not tax Cannabis cultivation 
or hashish production. However, the government did lease some land to Cannabis 
farmers and the police and armed forces took bribes all down the line to keep the trade 
moving. By 1987, Cannabis was growing within sight of the main roads out of Ketama 
for 20 km towards Fez, 35 km towards Al-Hoceima, and 70 km towards Tangier. Dutch 
officials estimate that about 25,000 hectares of kif were grown in Morocco at that time 
(Anon. 1995). European Union officials estimate that by 1993, kif was grown on more 
than 60,000 hectares in the Rif Mountains (Simons 1995). Dutch officials estimate that 
the area under cultivation in 1995 was about 75,000 hectares (Anon. 1995). According 
to my conservative calculations, based on the yield per hectare or resin powder of fair, 
market-quality, 75,000 hectares should produce close to 2,000 metric tons of good-quality 
hashish. The Rif Mountains are just as steep as the coastal mountains of California but 
are bare except for hectare after hectare of Cannabis, stretching as far as the eye can see, 
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growing on steep hillsides in terraced fields, right up to the road. Cannabis is everywhere 
and covers nearly every piece of arable land. If the Moroccan government wanted to 
eradicate Cannabis in the Rif Mountains, it would be relatively easy for them, much 
easier than for the National Guard in the northern California mountains, struggling 
with remote, rugged terrain attempting to eradicate guerrilla marijuana cultivation. 

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, cultivation spread outward from the high 
Rif Mountains into the lower foothill areas. Cultivation also jumped south into parts of 
the Atlas Mountains. The foothill Cannabis farms are far away from Ketama and the 
Cannabis farms of the Atlas are in a separate mountain range unconnected to the Rif 
Mountains. Better soil and more water are available at lower elevations in the Rif 
Mountains and in select parts of the Atlas Mountains. There are many fertile and 
agriculturally productive valleys throughout Morocco. In the whole country, the Rif 
Mountains is one of the most unsuitable regions for agriculture. No other crops could 
be grown there profitably, a major reason kif cultivation gained a foothold there in the 
first place (Mikuriya 1967). 

The 1980s brought great changes in the world of hashish. Concurrent with the 
wars in Afghanistan, Lebanon, and Syria, and the decline in Turkish hashish exports, 
Morocco became the world's primary hashish producer and exporter. Increased demand 
and production caused the farmers to expand cultivation from the higher-altitude 
government-sanctioned growing areas down to the more easily farmed foothills and 
lowlands. The Moroccan government began to crack down on Cannabis cultivation in 
the lower elevations of the Rif Mountains that were outside the area set aside for Cannabis 
cultivation (see map, page 175). In 1986 and 1987, the Moroccan Army was quite effective 
in controlling Cannabis cultivation in the lower elevations but made little if any effort at 
control in the higher elevations. During 1992, eradication efforts at the lower elevations 
resumed in response to Western political pressure (financed and supported by the United 
States government). Farmers were forced back up into the mountains where Cannabis 
cultivation is still sanctioned. This token eradication campaign continued, but in 1995, 
eradication efforts increased. Less Morrocan hashish arrived in Europe, and the price 
began to rise. The 1996 and 1997 supplies were abundant. 

Based on first-hand observations, estimates indicate that at the end of the 1980s 
the Rif Mountains must have supported about 20,000 households growing Cannabis as 
their primary cash crop. Approximately 200,000 people were employed growing 
Cannabis and collecting resin powder and about 2,000 acted as hashish merchants, 
trading in resin powder and pressing it into hashish. The merchants either continued 
to sell their hashish to connections outside Morocco or to one of several large syndicates 
within Morocco who have controlled the majority of Moroccan hashish exports for 
years. 

The manufacture and export of hashish brought pockets of wealth to Ketama. 
Huge, western-style houses, hidden behind high walls and iron gates, have been erected 
on the steep, terraced hillsides surrounding Ketama. Kif consciousness and high 
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standards of quality are things of the past. Today, the hashish industry is just that, an 
industry geared to mass production of hashish and to the greedy pursuit of wealth. 
The quality of Moroccan hashish has declined drastically as a result. 

Cultivation in Morocco 

In the past, when Moroccan Cannabis was cultivated for fine kif, the plants were 
very different in appearance from the hashish-producing Moroccan Cannabis of today. 
Traditional kif plants were large and well-branched. They were grown far apart in 
well-manured soil with usually only six to eight large plants on a small plot near the 
farmer's home. These kif plants, mostly for personal use, were diligently cultivated, 
watered regularly when the rains failed, and harvested when the farmer believed them 
to be mature. The small plot of plants could be dried slowly inside the farmer's shady 
house, preserving most of the volatile terpenoids and maintaining the quality of the 
resin. With so few to attend, 
farmers had time to thought-
fully select plants of favorable 
floral characteristics and high 
potency to provide the seeds 
(and the gene pool) for 
sowing the following year's 
crop. Through time, Mo-
roccan farmers developed 
their potent , large, well-
branched t radi t ional kif 
varieties. 

Whatever improve-
ments kif breeders had made 
in the past have been lost to 
modern growers. The small, 
moderately-branched plants 
growing now, pale in com-
parison to the bygone tradi-
tional plants. An ambitious 
plant breeder could attempt 
to recreate some of the ori-
ginal kif varieties. Moroccan 
Cannabis, all the living plants 
and seeds, contain the fa-
vorable kif traits within their 
common gene pool. How-
ever, the favorable traits are 

Figure 3.42. Ripe kif field in the Rif Mountains. 
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so well dispersed that it would take fanatical dedication (or great good fortune) to 
reassemble them by breeding into fine kif varieties resembling their ancestry. 

In the Rif Mountains, Cannabis is cultivated only during the relatively warm and 
rainy summer months; and the yearly harvest takes place in late summer. Winters are 
far too cold for Cannabis to survive. Researchers have not observed any weedy Cannabis 
in Morocco despite the huge area of cultivation and millions of seeds produced. Many 
seeds fall out in the field or are dispersed by birds, and many more fall from the rooftops 
as the plants are drying. With all those stray seeds, it would seem that escaped weedy 
stands would be common. However, in this dry climate nearly every piece of arable 
land already is used for Cannabis farming. There are no large fields of other crops or 
uncultivated areas of natural vegetation in which escaped Cannabis could grow. Small 
kitchen gardens occasionally produce a spontaneous plant or two, but these are usually 
harvested along with the main hashish crop, rather than being carefully nurtured and 
harvested when ripe. 

Morrocan hashish fields are almost always on steep slopes that have been terraced 
for farming. The largest single flat field observed was about 6 hectares (15 acres). Such 
large fields are the exception; the majority are less than 1 hectare. The older fields are 
skillfully and carefully terraced, with perfectly flat strips of land between the terrace 
rock walls. Level terraces are essential for successful flood irrigation. At the highest 
elevations of the Rif Mountains, 2 to 3 m of snow can fall, and the spring runoff supplies 
water for the germinating seeds and young seedlings. After the runoff ceases, water is 
pumped from nearby streams or wells to the highest terrace and flows down through 
engineered channels, watering lower levels one by one. Many newer fields are somewhat 
terraced, using rows of rocks to demarcate strips of fields across the slopes, but the 
fields are not level. Rood irrigation is ineffective on the sloping fields and, thus, is 
seldom practiced. 

If manure is available, it is turned into the soil in autumn after the crop is harvested, 
and again in spring prior to sowing. When enough manure can be applied, no other 
fertilizer is needed, but most farmers do not have access to manure sufficient for the 
large, commercial fields. Instead, Cannabis farmers apply a high-nitrate/moderate-
potassium chemical fertilizer at sowing time. However the nitrates and potassium are 
applied, nearly all farmers apply chemical phosphate fertilizers since the Rif soils are 
low in phosphorous. Experienced farmers are careful not to overuse chemical fertilizers 
if they use them at all. Although the vast majority of Moroccan farmers use chemical 
fertilizers, almost all farmers and smokers agree that Cannabis fertilized with only 
manure is superior to Cannabis fertilized with chemicals. Manure-fertilized resin is more 
fragrant and more sticky than chemically-fed resin. With the huge expansion of Cannabis 
cultivation, there no longer is enough manure to go around. Only wealthy farmers, 
with many animals, have enough manure to fertilize a portion of their crop. 

The crop is sown in March after the snow melts, first at lower elevations, and 
continuing on into April at higher elevations. Seeds cost about 100 Dirhams 
(approximately US $12) per kg in 1987 (Anon. pers. comm. 1987). Seeds are broadcast 
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at densities of between 5 and 30 kg per hectare, depending on how dense the stand is to 
be. The resulting plants grow very close together, forming unbranched stalks that 
develop a single terminal floral cluster. 

Moroccan Cannabis plants rarely exceed 2 m in height and are moderately branched 
even when grown uncrowded. Probably because they have sparse branching anyway, 
plants are grown so close together that, in most aspects of appearance and growing 
conditions, kif fields resemble closely-spaced hemp fields. The plants look nothing like 
the robust, heavily-branched drug varieties grown elsewhere for marijuana production. 

Plants from irrigated and chemically fertilized fields usually are light to medium 
green, with occasional purple stems or leaf veins and range from short and reddish-
purple to tall and yellow-green. The leaves are medium-sized with five to nine narrow 
leaflets. Stems are hollow. The female flowering tops are sparse, stretched, and pointed 
in shape. Some flowering tops are dense and have a high percentage of bracts, but 
most are leafy and sparse with few bracts. The bracts are small to medium in size, as 
are the seeds. The resin glands are small, sparse, and not very conspicuous, with 
approximately as many eglandular (having no secretory function) as glandular 
trichomes. Morrocan kif flowers also look more like hemp than marijuana flowers. 
Moroccan Cannabis has so few resin glands that the resin they would yield seems not 

Figure 3.43. Left: Popular variety Skunk #1 has a dense covering of resin glands on the floral bracts (four sinsimilla 
flowers depicted). Right: In comparison, Moroccan bracts have a sparse covering of resin glands (one seeded flower 
depicted). 
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enough to make any quantity of 
hashish. The flowers might produce 
more resin if the plants were given 
good care, but good care certainly 
was not the case with the plants 
observed growing for commercial 
hashish production. 

Planting more seeds per hec-
tare makes not only a denser crop 
but also shorter plants. The denser 
planting divides limited water and 
fertilizer resources between more 
plants, with shorter or s tunted 
plants a common consequence. After 
male plants shed their pollen and 
die, the density for the remaining 
1.5- to 2.0-m tall females is 20 to 40 
per m2. Females of about 1-m tall 
grow even more densly, about 50 to 
100 plants per m2, and plants 
roughly 1/2-m tall are crammed 75 
to 125 per m2. (Fiber hemp fields are 
sown with 60 to 75 kg of seed per 
hectare and have a final density of 
120 to 180 male and female plants 
per m2.) Moroccan farmers grow the Figure 3 M Moroccan farmers store dried kif plants in 

plants SO closely together because warehouses, threshing the plants when time permits, 

this is the only way they can get 
enough yield to make Cannabis farming profitable. Poor soil, low rainfall, and the harsh, 
arid climate allow only small, single-stemmed plants of low biomass to survive—larger 
plants require more than this marginal environment alone provides. With the huge 
commercial Cannabis crops of the 1980s and 1990s, augmenting the natural conditions 
to any greater extent would require more labor than the farmers could provide. 

Harvest 

During the early 1970s, few of the kif fields around Ketama were irrigated. Plants 
survived on rainfall and animal fertilizer alone. Today, the once barren or brushy hillsides 
are terraced and usually are irrigated once when the seeds are sown and twice more 
during the growing season if possible. When Mikuriya visited Ketama in 1966, the kif 
harvest took place in August and early September (Mikuriya 1967). Greed, the extensive 
use of chemical fertilizers, and water shortages caused by over-farming, have resulted 
in progressively earlier harvests of lower and lower quality. Harvests began a few days 
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earlier each year throughout the 1980s. Now some fields are harvested as early as July 
when the plants are far from mature. 

The shorter dry-farmed plants are harvested first, starting in June and continuing 
through early August depending on the elevation. This is followed by a second harvest 
of the irrigated plants, beginning in late July and continuing through the end of 
September. Variations in altitude and water supply, as well as the amount of chemical 
fertilizers used, affect the time of maturation and tend to broaden the overlap between 
harvests of dry-farmed and irrigated crops. 

Many farmers say that the "best" Cannabis for making hashish is from the first 
harvest of shorter, yellowed, dry-farmed plants. Yellowed plants, which have begun to 
die, are drier at harvest than healthy green plants and may yield more resin powder, 
but the resin glands are only partially mature and their THC content is low. Healthy 
green plants that grow until harvest in late September are higher in THC because the 
resin glands have had time to mature and to carry on maximum THC synthesis and 
secretion. In addition, the bracts have had more time in which to grow more resin 
glands. Moroccan farmers harvest the dry-farmed plants when they turn yellow, not 
necessarily when the resins are ripe. Therefore, the "best" Cannabis for making large 
quantities of low-quality hashish is not the best Cannabis for making high-quality, high-
potency hashish. 

Seasonal field workers come from Fez, Tangier, Al-Hoceima, and many other, more 
distant parts of Morocco for the high-paying harvest work. In 1987, workers were paid 
about 100 Dirhams per day (about US $12). Although these Cannabis plants grow tall, 
unbranched stalks, much like a hemp fiber crop, the stalks are of no economic value in 
Morocco, so plants are cut at heights convenient for harvesting and later handling. 
Depending on their height, the stalks usually are cut at knee level (30 to 40 cm) or 
below. Very short plants (less than 50 cm) often are uprooted. Uprooting carries out 
more dust and dirt from the field, which gets into the resin powder (see Part II: Hashish-
Making). The cut plants are bundled into sheaves, transported to family compounds, 
and dried in sunlight, usually on corrugated metal rooftops. The drying bundles are 
turned two or three times a day, becoming flattened in the heat on the rooftops. If rain 
threatens, the plants are stacked indoors until the threat passes. Obviously, plants dry 
fastest in the sun, usually taking only five to seven days; proper shade-drying takes 10 
to 14 days. Sun-drying radically alters the physical qualities of the resin. The sun bakes 
out the volatile terpenoids so that the resin is not as moist and sticky. Heat and light 
also destroy THC, lowering the potency. In commercial Moroccan hashish production, 
the major consideration is drying the plants for processing quickly so that the hashish 
will get to market as soon as possible. Farmers no longer take the added time to dry 
plants in the shade even though they know that this yields higher-quality resin powder. 
No hashish merchant, smuggler, wholesaler, dealer, or consumer appears to care— 
why should the farmers? 

Dried Moroccan Cannabis plants are stacked in a cool, shady room in crossed piles 
that reach from floor to ceiling. Unless the plants are cured for a month (or preferably 
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Figure 3.45. THE BREAKDOWN BY PERCENTAGE IN WEIGHT OF MOROCCAN STEMS, LEAVES, SEEDS, AND 
FLOWERS FROM WHOLE CUT PLANTS. Approximately 45% of the total weight is stems, 25% is large, non resin-
bearing leaves, 15% is seed, and the remaining (resin-bearing) flowers and small floral leaves make up only 15% of 
the total weight. This small percentage of resin-bearing floral material makes up all that is of good use in the 
manufacture of hashish. Modern seedless varieties such as Skunk #1 commonly yield 60% resin-bearing bracts and 
small leaves. 

plants in the shade even though they know that this yields higher-quality resin powder. 
No hashish merchant, smuggler, wholesaler, dealer, or consumer appears to care— 
why should the farmers? 

Dried Moroccan Cannabis plants are stacked in a cool, shady room in crossed piles 
that reach from floor to ceiling. Unless the plants are cured for a month (or preferably 
for 2 months) the resin will be more difficult to extract, and the yield will be lower. 
Resin dries completely during aging and aged resins cohere correctly when pressed. 
Regardless, the farmers wait for the weather to get cold and dry before sieving hashish. 
Dried plants, stored in cool, dark, and dry conditions, can stay for up to one year before 
collecting the resin, with only a slight decline in resin quality. 

After drying is complete and the plants have been moved indoors, many seeds 
and yellowed leaves are left behind on the rooftops. In early autumn, one hears the 
ever-present sounds of chickens and sparrows pecking at seeds on metal roofs. 

The dried rough stalks and flowers combined yield approximately one to two 
metric tons per hectare. (Cannabis seed crops yield up to one ton of seeds per hectare 
and hemp fiber crops yield up to twelve tons of stalks per hectare.) This is approximately 
100 to 200 g per m2. Actual flowers make up only 15 to 30 g, or 15 percent of this bulk, 
a very low yield for floral material. Selected marijuana clones, grown in high-efficiency 
grow-rooms, commonly produce ten times this amount of floral material per square 
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Figure 3.46. Freshly harvested kif flowers. 

Cultivation Influences on Quality 

The quality of Moroccan Cannabis is influenced by many factors, with the most 
important environmental factors being altitude, irrigation, and chemical fertilizers. The 
altitude at which a plant grows affects both the plant's overall health and the quality of 
the resin in several ways. Low-altitude plants are harvested before high-altitude plants. 
This is the reverse of most Cannabis growing regions, where high-altitude plants are 
harvested first. Higher altitudes generally have killing frosts earlier in autumn than at 
the lower elevations. In contrast, Rif Mountain harvests are prompted more often by a 
lack of water than by low temperatures. The low-altitude plants grow in hotter, drier 
conditions, turn yellow earlier, and are harvested earlier, even though they may not be 
ripe. Hashish smokers know that Moroccan Cannabis grown at low-altitudes definitely 
yields inferior resin compared to high-altitude Cannabis. 

Mountain grown Cannabis from above the snow line (3,500 to 4,000 m) is considered 
the highest quality. High-altitude plants stay green longer in the cooler, moister, higher-
altitude climate. As winter approaches, progressively cooler temperatures help force 
the plants to mature. Farmers believe that the additional moisture provided by rain 
and fog, and the extreme fluctuations in temperatures between days and nights at high 
altitudes, raises the potency of the resin. The extended season of the high-altitude fields 
gives more time for the plants to develop and more time for the resins to mature. 

Irrigation improves the quality of Cannabis; the plants stay healthy longer, go yellow 
more slowly and, therefore, have more time than dry-farmed plants to mature and 
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Figure 3.47. High-quality Moroccan hashish. 

gain potency. Irrigated plants also grow healthier and larger, and produce more resin 
than dry-farmed plants, which are continually stressed by lack of water. However, the 
highest quality resins come from crops that are grown without irrigation during rare 
years of frequent, adequate rainfall. 

Growers and smokers both agree that the increased use of chemical fertilizers has 
had a detrimental effect on overall Cannabis quality. Chemically fertilized plants mature 
slightly earlier but the resins do not. Thus, Cannabis crops grown with chemical fertilizers 
are likely to be harvested before the resins are mature. Nitrates quickly leach from the 
porous, rocky soil of the Rif Mountains, and soil fertility tends to be erratic. Most 
chemical fertilizers fail to provide balanced nutrition. Resin from chemically-fed 
Cannabis does not smell and taste as sweet as does resin from manure-fed Cannabis. 

The best grade of Moroccan resin powder comes from the pale- to medium-green 
plants. Larger plants are of better quality because they are healthier than small ones 
(evidenced by their size) and, being taller, have less dirt in the flowers. The mature 
resin glands are clear, with a light, sweet, and minty fragrance, but they never smell 
very potent. The Moroccan resin glands also are not as large or as numerous as the 
glands on the high-potency marijuana varieties grown in Europe and North America. 

Much Moroccan Cannabis, though still immature, is yellowed and dying at harvest, 
then is over-dried in the hot sun, making the plant tissues crisp and fragile. The flowers 
smell like dirty green leaves. The worst plants are short and dirty, having died on the 
ground, and although essentially THC-free and useless, are processed anyway. The 

* 
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Figure 3.48. For a typical Moroccan washtub sieve, the Moroccans cover the mouth of the basin with sieve cloth, 
pulling the cloth's diagonal corners together tightly to tie beneath the tub. Here, with Western "extravagance," the 
sieve is modernized: two additional washtubs are sacrificed to make a pinching hoop that keeps the sieve cloth tight, 
and the pore size consistent from use to use. 

Wash Tub Sieve Construction 
START WITH THREE MATCHING PLASTIC WASH TUBS 

SAVE THE TWO WASH TUB RIMS TO MAKE THE SIEVE FRAME 

DISCARD THE TWO EXTRA TUB BOTTOMS 

CUT TWO • 
TUBS HERE 

--CUT TWO 
TUBS HERE 

GLUE HERE 

STRETCH THE SIEVE CLOTH TAUT AND PINCH 

IT TIGHTLY BETWEEN THE TWO SIEVE RIMS 

PLASTIC RIM WITH STRETCHED SIEVE CLOTH 

CLAMP 

PLASTIC WASH TUB TO COLLECT RESIN POWDER 

CLAMP 

GLUE HERE 
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inferior plants most often are ground up along with the other plants. These small and 
dirty dead plants contribute more plant matter and soil contaminants than resin powder 
to the hashish but, eventually, all the plants enter the trade one way or another. 

Commercial Influences on Cultivation 

In 1966, a kilogram of kif flower tops cost about 12 to 30 Dirhams or about US 
$2.40 to $6 per kg in bulk near Ketama. In Tangier and other cities the dried tops cost as 
much as 15 to 50 Dirhams ($3 to $10) per kg (Joseph 1973). 

Cannabis destined for hashish manufacture is also sold by the kg. The quality of 
the crop is of secondary importance, if at all, to the price from year to year. The most 
important factor in determining prices is supply—the demand is high no matter what 
the quality. In 1986, which was considered a good year for Cannabis cultivation, the 
price for dried plants was between 30 and 70 Dirhams ($4 and $9) per kg. The following 
year, dry weather limited yields and lowered quality and the crop sold for about 60 to 
90 Dirhams ($8 to $11) per kg. During 1986, yields were so good that irrigated plants, 
although larger and more mature with lower resin powder yields, sold for only 30 to 40 
Dirhams ($4 to $5) per kg. Even though the resin quality was higher from these plants, 
no one was seeking the higher-quality resin to make high-quality hashish; consequently, 
the crop was undervalued. Had there been a Peter One or other connoisseur intent on 
making high-quality hashish, the story might have been different. During October of 
1994, a kg of high-quality plants cost about 30 Dirhams ($9), and by June of 1995, the 
same quality of plants cost 60 Dirhams ($18) per kg. 

Hashish Manufacture 

In Morocco, hashish usually is made inside a large, open room within the family 
compound. Several plastic wash basins, along with nylon scarves (or other sieve 
materials) to cover them, are the most sophisticated equipment required. Commonly 
available thick, clear polyethylene sheets and a few wooden sticks for threshing are the 
only other tools needed. The plants are brought inside, a few dozen bundles at a time, 
and placed on the floor. 

Resin collection is the first step. In Morocco, all sieving takes place over a single 
pore size sieve, unlike the systems of varying pore size sieves used in Lebanon and 
Afghanistan. The sieve cloth is stretched tightly across the mouth of the plastic wash 
basin, and the pairs of diagonally opposing corners are tied together under the wash 
basin to hold the sieve cloth taut. Resin is extracted by placing a bundle of dried Cannabis 
over the sieving tub. The Cannabis and sieving tub are covered with a sheet of 6- to 8-
mil plastic (see also page 79 and Figure 2.10). 

The bundles of Cannabis are threshed by flailing the plastic sheet vigorously with 
a stick. The resin powder and plant debris are trapped under the plastic, which keeps 
the resin from drifting or blowing away. Almost all the resin powder is recovered; very 
little escapes to float around the room. Usually, the workers do not bother to cover 
their mouths and nostrils. In Morocco, this open-room, wrapped Cannabis technique is 
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preferred to the closed-
room Lebanese method of 
threshing and sieving. In 
Lebanon, the Cannabis was 
not wrapped in sheeting 
and the threshing caused 
resin to fly everywhere. The 
Lebanese regularly sweep 
the smooth walls, ceilings, 
and floors in their special 
sieving rooms to carefully 
collect their powder. 

Threshing and Vibration 

Gently flailing dry 
Cannabis flowers very ef-
fectively vibrates the flow-
ers instead of crushing 
them. Light, careful flailing 
breaks up very little of the 
plant matter. Vibrations of the flailing dislodge most of the mature resin glands, which 
is preferable to the glands being dislodged when the plant material rubs together and 
breaks up. Some additional, less mature resin glands dislodge with more forceful 
threshing and, finally, more are released when the material is ground up. However, 
most of the best resin glands fall off when the plant is first flailed. As the process is 
continued, fewer and fewer resin glands remain, and increasing amounts of plant debris 
are broken or ground up small enough to pass through the sieve. This means that the 
highest quality piece of hashish usually comes from the first sieving of very lightly 
flailed material. There are only two reasons why this would not be true: possibly the 
plants were not flailed hard enough to dislodge much resin, or the plants were covered 
with much fine dust and the first flailing dislodged mostly dust and not much resin. In 
practice, two bundles usually are slapped together to knock off some of the dust before 
the resin is extracted. Using dry plants, but not quite dry enough to be crisp and fragile, 
facilitates extraction of high-quality resin—resin purity is higher because less pulverized 
plant matter is included in the collected resin powder. 

Characteristics of Moroccan Resin Powder 

Moroccan resin powder is best described as dry. Even very pure samples often are 
dry and powdery, like fine, refined white sugar rather than sticky and moist, like raw, 
brown sugar. Even the purest batches of Moroccan resin powder analyzed by researchers 
do not smear and spread across the palm under thumb pressure as do other resin 
powders. Morrocan resin feels dry and tacky rather than moist and greasy. The powder 

Figure 3.49. A sack of Moroccon resin powder and pieces of pressed 
hashish ready for export. 
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Figure 3.50. Moroccan resin powder, pieces of hashish, and kif on a slab of hashish. 

sticks together easily, but the resulting piece is hard and brittle, rather than soft and 
malleable. A high-quality piece of thoroughly pressed Moroccan hashish is glassy 
smooth and snaps as a piece is chipped off. At room temperatures, pressed Moroccan 
hashish is hard, feeling much like a fresh piece of hand-rubbed hashish that is chilled. 

According to Cherniak (1979): 

... T h e smel l of M o r o c c a n ha sh i sh , t h o u g h a romat i c , is usual ly raw a n d 

u n s e a s o n e d . [He con t inued) A s t ronge r var ie ty of hash i sh is p r o d u c e d in smal l 

quant i t i es in Morocco , b u t it never leaves t h e fa rmer ' s pe r sona l s tash. T h i s be t t e r 

qual i ty has an a lpine smell . It is b r o w n e r a n d m o r e resinous; no ce l lophane is needed 

to hold the fu sed powder together, because it does not c rumble easily. [Most researchers 

descr ibe t he f r ag rance of M o r r o c a n hasish as reminiscent of cedar.] 

The dry texture of Moroccan resin is caused by two factors. First, the resin powder 
is not soft and sticky because the glands are immature and the resins they contain are 
less sticky than mature resins. There are enough mature resin glands to cause the 
particles to cohere into a piece of hashish, but not enough for the piece to flex and bend. 
If there are enough mature resin glands for the piece to be soft and sticky, the particles 
can slip, sliding past each other, and the resin powder can be smeared across the palm. 
Second, no matter how great an effort Moroccan resin collectors make to achieve resin 
purity, there is always a fairly large proportion of dust in even their cleanest resin 
powder. Resin causes the dust particles to stick together when the hashish is pressed, 
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but too much heat applied during pressing thoroughly dries the piece, which crumbles. 
Hashish this dry cannot be pressed back together. When Moroccan resin powder dries, 
what little cohesive properties it had are lost. Many of the resin's terpenoids are 
exceptionally volatile and evaporate even at low temperatures (see Figure 4.2). In the 
warm, dry Moroccan climate, many of the sticky and aromatic terpenoids evaporate. 
Terpenoids are the primary binding agents in high-quality hashish. The dust particles 
and resin in hashish, like sand and gravel held together by lime to form concrete, cause 
the already dry resins to form a stiff, hard piece of hashish. 

Smoking Moroccan Hashish * 
Cherniak (1979) states rightly that, "It is generally agreed that Moroccan hashish 

is relatively mild in potency. Its effects, which are light and easy to function under, can 
be maintained by smoking several full bowls periodically during the day." 

Researchers report that if they try their hardest to get exceptionally stoned, two 
persons can smoke 200 g of the highest quality Moroccan hashish in a week. This is 
about 14 g per day for each smoker. (Our researching smokers suffered no ill effects.) It 
would not be wise to continually smoke average export quality hashish at this rate— 

Figure 3.51. A comparison of modern and traditional methods of hashish manufacture with descriptions of the raw 
resin for each. 

Region Country Traditional 
Method 
of Resin 
Collection 

Physical 
Description 
of Raw 
Resin 

Modern 
Method 
of Resin 
Collection 

Physical 
Description 
of Raw 
Resin 

South Asia Bangladesh Hand-rubbing Dark brown, 
dense, and 
pliable when 
warm 

Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

India Hand-rubbing Dark brown, 
dense, and 
pliable when 
warm 

Hand-rubbing Dark brown, 
dense, and 
pliable when 
warm 

Kashmir Hand-rubbing Dark brown, 
dense, and 
pliable when 
warm 

Hand-rubbing 
and Sieving 

Dark and 
dense or 
light and 
powdery 

Nepal Hand-rubbing Dark brown, 
dense, and 
pliable when 
warm 

Hand-rubbing 
and Sieving 

Dark and 
dense or 
light and 
powdery 
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Figure 3.51. (continued) 

Region Country Traditional 
Method 
of Resin 
Collection 

Physical 
Description 
of Raw 
Resin 

Modern 
Method 
of Resin 
Collection 

Physical 
Description 
of Raw 
Resin 

Central Asia Afghanistan Carpet 
collection 
Bulk Sieving 
w/ resieving 

Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Iran Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Sieving ? Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Pakistan Bulk Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Turkestan Carpet 
collection 
Bulk Sieving 

Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Middle East Lebanon Selective 
Sieving 

Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Turkey Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Greece Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Egypt Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Syria Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Mediterranean Morocco Selective 
Sieving 

Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 

Sieving Yellow-brown 
and granular 
powder 
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the adulterants contained in 100 g of export hashish could be harmful to a smoker's 
health. Remember, the more pure a piece of hashish is, the less damaging it may be to 
one's health. 

Morocco Conclusion 

When the counter-culture travelers arrived in Morocco in the early 1960s, they 
found a flourishing kif-smoking culture. During the 1960s, Western influences and 
demand for hashish directed Moroccan Cannabis production toward sieved hashish 
manufacture. Production expanded dramatically in the 1970s and 1980s, changing life 
in many parts of rural Morocco. Because of an unwritten agreement between the kif 
growers and the government, Cannabis cultivation became widespread and huge 
amounts of hashish were made. By the mid 1980s, supplies of hashish from other nations 
had diminished, while Morocco produced more and more. There was a limit to the 
amount of Cannabis that could be grown in the harsh Moroccan climate, but there seemed 
no end to the demand and, in response, more and more resin powder of lower and 
lower quality was produced from a fixed amount of Cannabis. 

The irony is that from the mid 1970s to the mid 1980s, the quality of Moroccan 
export hashish improved steadily and considerably. Morocco's hashish trade had 
developed far beyond its humble and belated beginnings. Even at its best, however, 
Moroccan hashish still had a long way to go to gain the respect of many hashish smokers. 
Moroccan hashish was usually the lowest grade of hashish available to Western smokers 
through the early 1980s. Throughout the late 1980s and early 1990s, the quality of 
Moroccan hashish remained stable while the quality and availability of hashish from 
other traditional sources decreased. War-torn Afghanistan and Lebanon consistently 
failed to produce their traditional high-quality hashish and economic pressures and 
governmental interference worked hand in hand to lower the quality of export hashish 
from Turkey, India, Nepal, and Pakistan. Moroccan hashish began to look much better 
by comparison. Consequently, by the end of the 1980s, Morocco had become the world's 
major hashish exporter. A piece of high-quality Moroccan hashish is difficult to find 
but, is often, the best available. 

MINOR PRODUCTION AREAS 
Hashish has been made in small amounts nearly everywhere that drug-Cannabis 

grows. Hashish occasionally appears from Africa, the Caribbean, Latin America, and 
parts of Asia where there are no traditions of hashish manufacture. 

Small amounts of sieved hashish have been manufactured in Senegal in West Africa 
under the supervision of European hashish aficionados, but Senegalese hashish has 
never entered into the trade. Both hand-rubbed and sieved hashish are produced in 
small amounts in the Durban, Transkei, Lesotho, and Swaziland regions of South Africa. 
The Indian community has a long history in South Africa and it is likely that they make 
and consume most of the South African hashish. 
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Jamaica produces small amounts of 
hand-rubbed hashish as well as recons-
t i tuted imitat ion hashish made f rom 
powdered leaf and marijuana oil. In 1984, 
the Canadian Drug Enforcement Direc-
torate estimated that 5 percent of the 
hashish, and 88 percent of the hashish oil 
seized in Canada originated in Jamaica 
(Stamler et al. 1985). Hashish was also 
produced in small amounts in Mexico and 
Colombia. Both these countries produced 
huge quantities of marijuana during the 
1970s and 1980s and, quite naturally, a few 
of the smugglers would have attempted to 
make sieved hashish. The highest qualities 
were made from Michuacan and Oaxacan 
marijuana from Mexico. 

During the 1970s, small balls of yellow, 
powdery hashish made from Mexican 
Cannabis occasionally would circulate 
amongst the Mexico-to-California marijuana smugglers. These pieces were much like 
Lebanese or Moroccan in color and texture. After large shipments of very dry marijuana 
were broken down into smaller parcels, the resin powder was swept up from the floor 
and sieved. The powder was placed in a piece of cloth and pressed by twisting the ends 
of the cloth, tightening and agglomerating the powder into a cohesive ball of hashish. 

Around 1976, Afghani seeds and Afghan farmers to tend them were brought to 
the Llanos region of Colombia. Hashish was made from the Afghani variety by the 
hand-rubbed method through at least 1980. The resins were hand-rubbed rather than 
sieved by the traditional Afghan method because the Llanos region is too humid for 
sieving to work well. Apparently, some of the Colombian hashish was very good, but 
most Colombian hashish that reached North America was made from powdered 
marijuana mixed with marijuana oil. It was of very low quality. 

In 1975, small amounts of hand-rubbed hashish, purportedly from South Korea, 
reached the United States (High Times, Vol. 6,1975). 

HASHISH CULTURES CONCLUSION 
In the traditional world of hashish, Turkestan and Lebanon were the biggest 

producers. In the mid 1960s, counter-culture travelers began to travel in search of 
hashish. Their visits had a profound influence on patterns of hashish production and 
distribution in many hashish-producing nations. 

Figure 3.52. Crude Jamaican "hashish" agglomerated 
from resin and ganja through pressure from the twisting 
of encasing paper sleeves. 
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First, the e n o r m o u s 
demand created when the 
counter-cul ture travelers 
popularized the consump-
t ion of hash i sh m a d e a 
d rama t i c impact on the 
qua l i ty and quan t i ty of 
hashish. Once demand ex-
ceeded the supply of high-
quality traditional hashish, 
methods were developed to 
make the existing supply of 
resin powder go further, re-
sulting in much more hash-
ish of far poorer quality. 
Increased demand changed 
the entire focus of Moroccan 
production and consump-
tion, from kif smoking to the 
previously unknown practice of hashish smoking. 

The counter-culture travelers arid their interest in hashish had both positive and 
negative influences upon the world of hashish. While popularity raised production 
and consumption to great levels, that same popularity caused many changes in both 
the genetics of Cannabis varieties and the general quality of hashish. 

Changes in production techniques such as the use of wire mesh sieve cloth and 
the manufacture of hashish oil (see page 92) were brought to the East by Western hashish 
smokers and smugglers. This influx of new Western influences permanently changed 
the methods of hashish production across Eurasia. Western prohibitions of hashish 
inflated consumer prices, and helped by continued high market demand throughout 
the 1970s and 1980s, fostered a seller's market where hashish of any quality could 
always be sold. The seller's market, combined with the greedy "get rich quick" mentality 
of smugglers, continue to ensure that the vast majority of hashish available in the West 
today is of relatively low quality. 

For availabilty, vernacular descriptions, and street prices of hashish from specific 
hashish-producing countries, beginning in 1974, see the Appendix Tables as follows: 

Figure 3.53. Jamaican dried Lamb's Bread pure sativa ganja tops. 

Coutry or Region Figure # Country or Region Figure # 

Afghanistan A3 Nepal A8 
India A4 Pakistan A9 
Kashmir A5 Turkey A10 
Lebanon A6 Old World A l l 
Morocco A7 N e w World A12 



PART IV: 

CONSTITUENTS AND 
QUALITY OF HASHISH 

INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS IN HASHISH? 
Hashish is prepared from the resin or resin glands of the flowers and the small 

leaves interspersing the floral clusters of the female Cannabis plant. To make hashish, 
the goal is to collect the female flowers' resin, or to sort out the resin-containing glands 
intact. The resin contains the main psychoactive ingredient A1-tetrahydrocannabinol 
(THC), and by isolating the resin, the THC is concentrated. The resin then can be formed 
into hashish, a much more potent preparation than marijuana. 

Hashish is composed of psychoactive and non-psychoactive constituents, and their 
relative amounts determine the texture, purity, and potency of hashish. The non-
psychoactive components are derived from plant matter, water, and other substances. 
Some of these substances are naturally occurring contaminants and others are 
intentionally added adulterants. Conditions of manufacture also strongly influence 
the quality of hashish. By performing some simple physical tests, the quality of any 
hashish can be determined. The amount of hashish extracted from a given amount of 
Cannabis flowers, expressed as the extraction ratio or extraction percentage, is o n e g o o d 
indication of the quality of the hashish which will be described. Part IV also explores 
hashish constituents to better understand the basic nature of hashish. Hashish quality-
determination tests are explained, and hashish quality around the world over the past 
35 years is discussed. 

Hashish Constituents (Ingredients and Contaminants) 

In theory, a piece of hashish in its purest form contains nothing but resin glands 
and their contents. In real life, hashish always contains some contaminants. High-quality 
hashish is made up of alcohol-soluble constituents (cannabinoids and terpenoids), 
vegetable matter, water-soluble compounds, insoluble dust and dirt, and volatile matter. 
The higher the content of alcohol-soluble compounds, the higher the quality of the 
hashish. The sticky, oily, liquid terpenoids and cannabinoids serve as the glue that 
holds together the matrix of particulate vegetable matter and dust, forming a solid but 
pliable mass. Low-quality hashish might also contain adulterants intentionally added 
to disguise inferior-grade resin powder. An enlightened approach to hashish 
preparation, use, and purchase requires basic knowledge of the physical properties of 
the various hashish constituents. 
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The role of te rpenoid 
compounds in the manufacture 
of hashish is all-important. 
Terpenoids are secreted and 
contained within the resin 
glands, and along with the 
cannabinoids, make up almost 
all of the contents of the resin 
glands. Terpenoids are res-
ponsible for the basic structure 
of pressed hashish. Terpenoids 
are liquid or gaseous at room 
temperatures (about 22° C or 
72° F) and act to bind the 
individual resin particles and 
bits of debris into a solid mass. 
THC is a viscous oil at room 
temperatures and may also 
contribute to binding solid 
particulate components into 
hashish. Given that THC is 
relatively neutral in fragrance, 
terpenoids must be responsible 
for the bulk of the other 
fragrant and aromatic char-
acteristics of hashish. A host of 
terpenoid compounds with 
varying chemical and physical 
characterist ics account for 
differences in the integral 
adhesive structure of a piece of 

hashish. Terpenoids are largely responsible for the fragrance, flavor, aroma (when 
heated), and general physical appearance of hashish. Many of the variations in 
characteristics such as texture, aroma, and flavor of hashish from different regions result 
from variations in terpenoid content. 

The physical characteristics of hashish change as it is heated from a frozen storage 
state (less than 0° C), to normal room temperatures, during pressing, through vaporizing, 
and ultimately, burning. Frozen hashish is very hard and the cannabinoid and terpenoid 
levels remain nearly stable for long periods. Hashish softens as it warms because the 
most volatile terpenoids melt into their liquid state. During hand-pressing, a piece of 
hashish warms to near body temperature (37° C), and softens as more of the various 
solid terpenoid constituents reach their melting points. When hashish is heated during 

Figure 4.1. A resin gland begins as a single cell of the leaf surface that 
differentiates into the gland stalk and eventually into the gland itself. The 
maturing gland-head at the end of a stalk swells with cannabinoids and 
terpenoids (see also Figures 2.1 and 2.6). 
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Figure 4.2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES O F C O M P O U N D S CONTAINED IN CANNABIS RESIN AT R O O M 
TEMPERATURE. High-quality hashish of high purity has a characteristic consistency. The cannabinoid and terpenoid 
constituents range from soft solids, through oily liquids, to thin, volatile aromatic compounds. As resin powder ages, 
some of the most volatile terpenoids evaporate and others become more viscous. The mixture of cannabinoid and 
terpenoid compounds produces a dense, viscous, solid piece of hashish that is brittle at room temperatures and 
below, and soft and pliable at body temperatures. 

N a m e o f 
C o m p o u n d 

Percent 
in resin or 

essential oi l 

Physical 
state at room 
temperature 

Flash 
point 

°C 

Melt ing 
point 

° C 

Boi l ing 
point 

° C 

Taste , c o l o r , 
& a d d i t i o n a l 

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 

C a n n a b i n o i d p r e c u r s o r s : 

Geraniol (Citral A) not found in 
Cannabis 

Oily liquid 76 - 229-230 Sweet rose odor. 

Olivetol not found in 
Cannabis 

Solid 110 46-48 -

Mevalonate • Oily liquid - - -

Phloroglucinol - White crystal - 218-221 Sublimates Sweet taste. 

C a n n a b i n o i d s : 

Cannabidiol 
(CBD) 

up to 15% Pale yellow resin 
or crystals 

- 66-67 -

Cannabidiolic acid 
(CBDA) 

up to 15% - - • 

Tetrahydrocannabinol 
( 1-THC) 

up to 50% Oily liquid - - 200+ Peppery ? 

Tetrahydrocannabinol^ 
acid ( 1-THCA) 

up to 50% Crystalline 
powder ? 

- - - Peppery ? 

Cannabinol 
(CBN) 

up to 50% 
in old samples 

White crystalline 
powder in solid 
leaflets 

76-77 

S e s q u i t e r p e n o i d s : 

trans-d-Bergamotene 5.0-36.9 - - - Constituent of bergamot oil. 

B-Bisaboline 3.2 - - -

3-Bisabolol - Viscous oily liquid - - - Faint odor. 

3-Cadinene Oil Slight pleasant odor. 
Constituent of juniper and 
cedar oils. 

Caryophyllene - Thin oily liquid - - - Odor midway between 
cloves and turpentine. 

3-Caryophyllene 
(Humulene) 

- Oily liquid - - - Faint odor. 

B-Caryophyllene 37.5-45.7 - - - Very volatile. 

iso-Caryophyllene 1.3 Liquid - - -

Caryophyllene oxide 7.4 Solid 110 45-59 - Faint odor. 

3-Cedrene - Thin oily liquid - - - Faint cedar odor. 

3-Copaene - Oily liquid - - 246-251 Constituent of African 
copaiba balsam. 

Curcumene 1.4 - - - Sweet odor. 

trans-trans-a-Farnesene - Thin liquid - - - Faint odor. 
Dries to brown resin. 

B-Farnesene 2.5-9.8 Oil 124 Constituent of several 
essential oils. 
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Figure. 4.2. (continued) 

Percent Physical Flash Melting Boiling Taste, color, 
Name of in resin or state at room point point point & additional 
Compound essential oil temperature °C °C °C characteristics 

Sesquiterpenoids: 
Famesol Oily liquid 96 Faint odor. Constituent of 

oils of citronella, neroli, 
cyclamen, lemon grass, 
tuberose, rose, musk, 
balsam Peru, and tolu. 
Degrades. 

Famesyl acetate Thin oily liquid 110 - Faint pleasant sweet odor. 
Degrades. 

Guaiol Crystals - 91 -

3-Humulene Liquid - - 106-107 Constituent of hops oil. 

B-Humulene 9.4-16.0 Liquid - -

Ledol Crystal - 104-105 292 

Longifolene Thin oil 101 - 254-256 Faint odor. Constituent of 
Indian turpentine. 

9- + fl-Selinene 1.2-8.6 - - -

Sesquiterpene^ 1.2-45.7 Oily liquids of 96-110 45-105 106-292 Less fragrant, less volatile 
ranges and averages varying viscosity and flammable. Oxidize 

and a few solids 104 83 205 readily on exposure to 
light and air. Evaporate at 
room temperature and 
condense down into a 
sticky resin. 

Diterpenoids: 
Phytol -

Oily liquid 110 - 203-204+ Decomposition product of 
chlorophyll. 

Triterpenoids: -

Friedelin - Crystalline solid - 262-265 - Constituent of cork. 

Phenols: -

Eugenol - Colorless or pale 
yellow liquid 

- minus 12-10 255 Darkens and thickens on 
exposure to air. 

Guaiacol White to yellowish 
solid crystal or 
very refractive liquid 

27-29 204-206 Characteristic odor. 
Expectorant. 

Monoterpenoids: 
Borneol trace Crystalline solid 

Flammable 
65 206-208 210 Peculiar peppery odor and 

burning taste somewhat 
resembling that of mint or 
camphor. 

Bomyl acetate Crystals or 
oily liquid 

84 7-27 223-224 Sweet camphor odor. 
Mimics the natural sex 
pheromone of the 
American cockroach. 

Camphene 0.1-0.7 Viscous oily 
flammable liquid 

36 36-38 157-158 Faint camphor odor. 
Volatilizes on exposure 
to air. 
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Figure. 4.2. (continued) 

Percent Physical Flash Melting Boiling Taste, color, 
Name of in resin or state at room point point point & additional 
Compound essential oil temperature °C °C °C characteristics 

Monoterpenoids: 

Camphor Translucent 
mass with 
crystalline fracture 

64 175-181 204 Familiar fragrant and 
penetrating odor. 
Slightly bitter and cooling 
taste. Sublimates. 
Flammable. 

3-Carene trace Mobile liquid. 
Readily oxidizes 
on exposure to air 

46 168-169 Sweet and pungent odor, 
more agreeable than the 
odor of turpentine. 

Carvacrol - Liquid 106 3-4 237-238 Thymol (thyme) odor. 

Carvone - Thin liquid 88 - 227-231 Odor of caraway. 

1,8-Cineole • Thin liquid 50 1-2 176-177 Odor midway between 
clove and camphor. 

Citronellol Thin oily liquid 98 222-226 Constituent of rose, 
geranium, and citronella 
oils. 

p-Cymene <0.4 Thin liquid 47 minus 68 176-178 Occurs in a number of p-Cymene 
essential oils. 

Fenchone - Oily liquid 52 5-6 192-194 Camphor-like odor. 

Fenchyl alcohol <0.1 Oily crystalline 
mass 

73 39-45 - Slight camphor odor. 

Geranyl acetone - Thin liquid 110 - 124 Sweet turpentine odor. 

methyl-Heptenone - Thin liquid - - - Sweet pungent earthy 
odor. 

Limonene 0.5-2.8 Thin liquid 48 - 175-176 Pleasant lemon-like odor. 
Very volatile. 

Linalool <0.5 Thin colorless 
liquid 

76 194-200 Pleasant sweet odor. Used 
in perfumery instead of 
bergamot or lavender oils. 

Myrcene 1.0-1.3 Oily liquid 39 167 Pleasant odor. Very 
volatile. Constituent of bay, 
verbena, hops, and other 
essential oils. 

Neral (Citral B) Light oily liquid 101 229 Lemon odor not as 
intense but sweeter than 
geraniol (Citral A). 

Nerol - Thin liquid 76 - 224-225 Odor of sweet rose and 
lemon grass. 

Nerolidol Thin oily liquid 96 Sweet odor. Constituent 
of essential oil of many 
flowers. 

Ocimene 0.1-0.7 Oil - - - Pleasant odor. 
Very volatile. 

3-Phellandrene 0.9 Mobile oil - - 171-172 Constituent of 
Eucalyptus oil. 

B-Phellandrene 0.1-2.7 Mobile oil - - 171-179 Balsam odor. 

3-Pinene 1.3-3.9 Thin flammable 
liquid 

32 minus 62 155-156 Characteristic odor of 
turpentine and pine. 
Very volatile. 
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Figure. 4.2. (continued) 

Percent Physical Flash Melting Boiling Taste, color, 
Name of in resin or state at room point point point & additional 
Compound essential oil temperature °C °C characteristics 

Monoterpenoids: 
3-Pinene 0.8-2.2 Thin flammable 

liquid 
32 minus 61 165-167 Characteristic odor of 

turpentine and pine. 
Very volatile. 

3-Pinene oxide - Thin liquid 65 - 102-103 Pine odor. 

Piperitone - Liquid - - 232-235 Peppermint odor. 

Pulegone Thin oil 82 224 Pleasant odor, midway 
between peppermint and 
camphor. Constituent of 
pennyroyal oil. 

Safranal - Oily liquid - - - Slight odor of camphor. 
Dries to thick sticky resin. 

3-Terpinene 0.1 Thin oily liquid 46 - 173-175 Pleasant odor of lemons. 

g-Terpinene <1.3 Thin oil 51 - 182-183 Slight lemon odor. 

Terpinen-4-ol 1.0 Viscous oily 
liquid 

- - - Pleasant sweet 
citrus odor. 

3-Terpineol - Viscous oily 
liquid 

89 31-35 206-220 Pleasant sweet 
turpentine odor. 

d-Terpinol-(4) - Solid - 116-117 - Characteristic odor and 
slightly bitter taste. 

Terpinolene 0.1-0.6 - - - -

3-Thujone - Colorless liquid 64 84-86 Constituent of many 
essential oils. 

Monoterpenoid trace-3.9 Oily liquids of 32-110 67 -68-208 35 84-238 186 More fragrant, highly 
ranges and varying viscosity volatile and flammable. 
averages and a few solids Oxidize readily on 

exposure to light and air. 
Evaporate at room 
temperature and 
condense into a 
sticky resin. 

References: Aldrich Chemical Company catalog 1992-1993; Hood et al. 1973; Lousberg and Salemink 1973; 
Malingre et al. 1975; Merck Index 1988; Nigam et al. 1965; Stahl and Kunde 1973; Turner et al. 1980; and personal 
observations by the author 1994. 

smoking (100-300° C), the most volatile terpenoids boil and vaporize, producing first, 
the characteristic aromas and flavors of hashish. As temperature climbs between 200° 
C and 300° C, THC vaporizes along with higher boiling point terpenoids. Eventually 
(above 500° C), solid vegetable matter and flammable contaminants burn. Few degraded 
terpenoids and cannabinoids remain in the ashes. Hooper (1908) provides an analysis 
of various Asian hashish samples. Relative amounts of alcohol-soluble compounds, 
plant matter, sand, and volatile compounds are presented next in Figure 4.3. 

The wide range in percentages of alcohol-soluble compounds in the samples (22.0% 
to 48.1%; average: 36.5%) expresses the wide range of purity and potency encountered 
in both sieved and rubbed hashish. The ranges of values for sieved (22.0% to 48.1%; 
average: 36.0%), and for rubbed (22.4% to 44.6%; average: 38.0%) hashish are comparable 
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Figure 4.3. C O N S T I T U E N T S O F C E N T R A L A N D S O U T H ASIAN HASHISH. " ... charas yields one-fourth to one-
third of its weight of amorphous resin, and it has been stated that good samples yield 78 percent of resin. The 
average yield in the north Indian samples is 40 percent, the north highest being f rom Kashgar and the lowest f rom 
Baluchistan and f rom Kumaon wild plants, the last named corresponding to a good sample of ganja." Hooper (1908). 

G e o g r a p h i c a l O r i g i n A lcoho l Vegetable Water Sand Volatile Matter 
a n d D e s c r i p t i o n Extract of THC Matter Plant Soluble Dust Aromat ic 
o f H a s h i s h and Terpenoids Debris Matter and Dirt Terpenoids 
( C h a r a s ) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) 

Northern India: 
Bombay (blended ?) 36.1 20.2 11.8 27.3 4.6 
Ambala "Mashak" (sieved) 42.7 12.9 12.4 28.2 5.8 
Amritsar "Bhara" (sieved) 38.1 149 10.8 29.8 6.4 
Amritsar "Mashak" (sieved) 46.5 12.6 10.0 27.3 3.6 
Delhi Dust (sieved) 42.4 17.9 9.8 25.9 4.0 
Delhi Dust (sieved) 42.6 18.8 11.1 23.2 4.3 
Delhi Dust "Mashak" (sieved) 41.1 11.3 10.7 29.5 7.4 

Sieved ranges 38.1-46.5 12.6-18.8 9.8-12.4 23.2-29.8 3.6-7.4 
Sieved averages (n=6) 42.2 14.7 10.8 27.3 5.2 
Gwalior (rubbed ?) 43.3 27.7 8.2 17.7 3.1 
Kumaon (wild)(mbbed ?) 22.4 52.0 9.2 7.4 9.1 
Kumaon (cult.)(rubbed ?) 34.2 46.3 9.0 3.0 7.5 
Garhwal (rubbed ?) 41.9 37.0 7.9 5.5 7.7 
Almora (rubbed) 36.9 40.5 10.5 4.6 7.5 
Simla "Momea" (rubbed) 37.0 32.0 12.3 9.3 9.4 

Rubbed ranges 22.4-43.3 20.2-52.0 7.9-12.3 3.0-17.7 3.1-9.4 
Rubbed averages (n=6) 36.0 % 39.2 % 9.5 % 7.9 % 7.4 % 

Nepal: 
Nepali (rubbed) 44.6 35.1 8.2 6.5 5.6 
Nepali (rubbed) "Shahjehani" 44.4 37.7 9.6 4.1 4.2 

Rubbed ranges 44.4-44.6 35.1-37.7 8.2-9.6 4.1-6.5 4.2-5.6 
Rubbed averages (n=2) 44.6 % 35.5 % 9.0 % 5.4 % 5.0 % 

Pakistan: 
Baluchistan 1903 (sieved) 22.4 19.9 14.8 38.6 4.3 
Baluchistan 1903 (sieved) 22.0 35.2 20.8 15.1 6.9 
Baluchistan 1905 (sieved) 24.2 16.0 13.3 39.3 7.2 
Baluchistan 1905 (sieved) 26.0 24.1 9.6 31.0 9.3 
Baluchistan 1905 (sieved) 24.9 27.3 11.5 25.8 10.5 

Sieved ranges 22.0-26.0 16.0-35.2 9.6-20.8 15.1-39.3 4.3-10.5 
Sieved averages (n=5) 23.9 % 24.5 % 14.0 % 30.0 % 7.64 % 

Chinese Turkestan: 
Kashgar (sieved) 40.2 21.1 9.2 16.8 12.7 
Kashgar (sieved) 40.9 16.3 9.9 20.5 12.4 
Kashgar (sieved) 48.1 15.6 8.2 16.1 12.0 
Yarkand (sieved) 40.0 18.2 23.9 11.4 6.5 

Sieved ranges 40.0-48.1 15.6-21.1 8.2-23.9 11.4-20.5 6.5-12.7 
Sieved averages (n=4) 42.3 % 17.8% 12.8 % 16.2 % 10.9% 

Sieved ranges 22.0-48.1 12.6-35.2 8.2-23.9 11.4-39.3 3.6-12.7 
Sieved averages (n=15) 36.1 % 18.8% 12.4 % 25.2 % 7.3 % 

Rubbed ranges 22.4-44.6 20.2-52.0 7.9-12.3 3.0-17.7 3.1-9.4 
Rubbed averages (n=8) 38.1 % 38.5 % 9.4 % 7.3 % 6.8 % 

Total ranges 22.0-48.1 12.6-52.0 7.9-23.9 4.1-39.3 3.1-12.7 
Total averages (n=23) 36.8% 25.7 % 11.4% 19.0% 7.1 % 

Adapted f rom Hooper 1908. 
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and reflect the extreme variations of quality found in both types of hashish. 

The wide range in percentages of plant debris contributes to the wide variations 
in hashish quality. Sieving allows the greatest control over the amount of plant matter 
that ends up in a piece of hashish. Therefore, the samples with the lowest amounts of 
plant matter are sieved hashish, with a range of 12.6% to 35.2%; average: 18.8%. The 
range in values for rubbed hashish (20.2% to 52.0%; average: 38.5%) is higher than the 
range for sieved hashish. This comparison illustrates that rubbed hashish often contains 
large amounts of leaf and other plant debris because flowers are rubbed too vigorously 
and rapidly in an attempt to collect commercial quantities of hashish. 

The cluster of secretory head cells at the base of each resin gland is also plant 
debris that is not water soluble. Head cells secrete the THC within the gland, but they 
contain little THC themselves. Head cells do contain many of the same constituents as 
leaf or other cells. Alcohol extracts of very pure hashish consisting almost entirely of 
glands have a green cast that comes from the chlorophyll in these secretory head cells. 

The percentage of water-soluble matter in these hashish samples varies widely, 
ranging from 7.9% to 23.9% with an average of 11.4%. It is not certain what all the 
water soluble constituents are. Many may be adulterating substances that were added 
to the hashish. While there are naturally occurring water-soluble contaminants from 
plant sap such as sugars, starches, and pigments, other water-soluble adulterants such 
as grain flour, sugar, bananas, condensed milk, etc., also may be present (see 
Contaminants and adulterants, next). Sieved hashish has both a wider range and a 
higher average of water-soluble matter (8.2% to 23.9%; average: 12.4%) than rubbed 
hashish (7.9% to 12.3%; average: 9.4%). The wide range of values for sieved hashish 
may result from the addition of water soluble adulterants, including various powdered 
adulterants that are easy to add to sieved resin powder before pressing. 

The percentage of sand in hashish is determined by both the environment in which 
the plants were grown, and the method and care taken in resin collection. Arid regions 
such as Baluchistan and Chinese Turkestan, where hashish traditionally was made by 
sieving, are exceptionally dry and dusty. In contrast, northern India and Nepal, the 
sources of hand-rubbed hashish, have much wetter climates during the growing seasons 
and, with higher rainfall and humidity, far less dust and dirt coats plant surfaces. The 
percentage of sand in the sieved samples ranged from 11.4% to 39.3%; average: 25.2%, 
while the percentage of sand in the rubbed samples ranged from only 3.0% to 17.7%; 
average: 7.3%. 

Volatile constituents are primarily the cannabinoids such as THC and the aromatic 
terpenoids. The percentage of volatile matter is a reflection of three essential elements 
in examining hashish quality; first, the purity of the hashish directly relates to the purity 
of the collection process; second, the quality and maturity of the plants used to make 
the hashish; third is the freshness of the hashish. The percentage of volatile matter in 
sieved versus rubbed hashish is similar (3.6% to 12.7%; average: 7.3% versus 3.1% to 
9.4%; average: 6.8%), but the percentages are lower for rubbed hashish because more 
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resin glands break and release volatile compounds during resin collection. 
Sieved and rubbed hashish are usually of equal purity and potency as reflected by 

similar percentages of alcohol-soluble matter, water-soluble matter, and volatile matter. 
The striking difference between sieved and rubbed hashish is in the makeup of the 
contaminants. Sieved hashish contains 25.2% sand, dust, and dirt and only 18.8% 
vegetable matter while rubbed hashish contains 7.3% sand, dust, and dirt but an average 
of 38.5% vegetable matter. Sieving introduces more contaminating sand, dust, and dirt; 
rubbing introduces more vegetable matter. The higher percentages of sand, dust, and 
dirt in sieved hashish is primarily a consequence of the dry, dusty environments where 
sieved hashish is often manufactured. 

Contaminants and Adulterants 

Pieces of commercial hashish always contain contaminants and often contain 
adulterants. Contaminants are non-resin hashish constituents—plant debris, dust, and 
dirt collected along with the resin glands. Contaminants are contrasted with adulterants, 
which are substances intentionally added during hashish-making, changing the 
hashish's physical character (lowering the potency by dilution) to make it more suitable 
for marketing. 

Contaminants 

Moroccan hashish provides an excellent example of the contamination of 
commercial hashish. The level of contamination by plant debris is largely dependent 
upon the quality of the sieving technique. Amounts of other contaminants such as dust 
and dirt are determined by the environment and field site. 

Wind-borne sand and dust make up the majority of contaminants in Moroccan 
resin powder. The Cannabis-growing and hashish-producing region of Ketama is high 
in the Rif Mountains, where wind blows ceaselessly. The air is dry, and dust, which 
blows everywhere, readily sticks to the Cannabis flowers, ending up in the hashish. At 
lower and even drier elevations, a coating of dust covers the plants. Shorter plants, 
with flowers closer to the ground, get covered with dust and dirt. When driving from 
Tangier to Ketama, individuals loitering at the roadside occasionally offer hashish for 
sale. At the lower elevations, their hashish sometimes mimics the pink or orange-brown 
color of the surrounding dusty soil. 

The second most common contaminants in Moroccan resin powder are small bits 
of leaves and bracts approximately the same size as resin glands. Eglandular or hairy 
trichomes and glandular trichome stalks also pass through sieve cloth. Depending on 
whether resin came from an early- or late-season sieving, and how hard the flowers 
were rubbed across the sieve cloth, the resin powder can contain up to 90% non-resin 
plant material, dust, and dirt. A secondary sieving over a very fine sieve can remove 
these plant contaminants, but Moroccans rarely practice resieving. 

Human hairs, and those of domesticated animals and rodents are frequent 
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contaminants of hashish. Milkweed fluff, clothing fibers, fungal spores, pollen, bits of 
other plants, et al., regularly contaminate almost all Moroccan resin powder in very 
small amounts. Wind carries many environmental contaminants which stick to the 
plants in the field and also, any time the collected powder is exposed to the open air, 
free-floating contaminants can pollute the resin powder. The contaminants found in 
Moroccan hashish are typical of contaminants found in hashish samples from around 
the world. 

Adulterants 

An adulterant is any non-Cannabis contaminant purposely added to Cannabis resin. 
Adulterants do not include dust, sand, plant tissues, and the other natural, 
unintentionally-included contaminants mentioned before. Hashish has been adulterated 
since the trade began. Forsyth (1873) reports that Yarkand hashish was adulterated 
with leaves to decrease its potency to the desired strength for marketing before export 
to India: 

T h e resin packed for exportation is usually pounded up with a varying 
proportion of the green leaves, and the adulteration is carried to such an extent that 
in the Yarkand bazaar the drug sells at only twelve or twelve and a half jing to the 
charak, instead of sixteen which is the proper measure. That is to say, a fourth part or 
thereabouts is struck out of the calculation for payment. 

Forsyth has described the intentional use of adulterants to dilute and stretch resin 
powder so that more hashish of lower purity and potency can be produced. Selling a 
larger quantity of hashish, although of inferior quality, usually is to the seller's 
advantage. Other interesting substances have been used to adulterate hashish. Bombay 
Black hashish was often adulterated with tobacco juice. Hooper (1908) reports: 

... the chief adulterant [of hashish] is the mealy covering of the fruits of the 
wild and cultivated Trebizond date (Elaeagnus hortensis). 

Dates have a sticky brown pulp that is high in sugar and would work well as a 
binder. Bouquet (1950a) reported that several adulterants were intentionally mixed 
with hashish resin powder before pressing: 

The commonest [most common] preparation of this kind used to be called 
"Hashish Kafur." This type consists of small thin sticks from 5 to 10 cm long, made 
from powdered charas (hashish) with the addition of opium and sweet smelling 
substances. 

Some of them contain, in addition to, or instead of, opium, the leaves of 
various Solanaceae (such as henbane and datura).When the sticks are to be used, 
they are broken into small pieces, which are introduced into cigarettes. 

Opium, henbane, and datura are psychoactive adulterants, adding their own effects 
to the high produced by the hashish. The extra effect of the adulterants may have been 
necessary to market low-potency hashish made from low-quality resin powder. 
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Moroccans often adulterate hashish with a wide variety of binders that stick low-
quality resin powders together into a salable piece of hashish. This low-grade adulterated 
hashish is called melange since it is made from a mixture of different low-grade resin 
powders. Henna powder, powdered milk, condensed milk, bananas, pine or cedar resin, 
candle wax, butter, and Cannabis oil have all served as binders intentionally added to 
low-grade Moroccan resin powders to make otherwise worthless products salable. 
Sweetened condensed milk has been used since the 1960s as a binder for inferior grades 
of hashish (Bowles pers. comm. 1987). 

Candle wax was reported to be the most widely used binder during the late 1980s 
and early 1990s. When Moroccan hashish sellers demonstrate the quality of their 
melange, they show how well their hashish holds a flame. What holds a flame better 
than a candle? As an experiment, researchers added 5.0 g (2.5%) of melted candle wax 
to 200 g of finely powdered Cannabis leaf. After bat-pressing and cooling, the mixture 
stuck together readily and looked like low-quality hashish. Even though the mixture 
contained no resin, it willingly held a flame. Adulterants do not make hashish more 
potent or more pleasant to smoke; they only serve to make poor resin powder salable. 
Tons of adulterated hashish are exported every year from Morocco. However, many 
more tons are exported that are not adulterated. Also, modern Afghani and Pakistani 
hashish commonly are adulterated with sticky substances to bind together powder 
containing too little resin to bind on its own. Under high heat and high pressure almost 
any quality resin powder will stick together into a block. Binders will stick together 
almost any powdered substance, but only high-quality resin powder will hand-press 
into a thin, pliable patty. 

"Oiled hashish" is made by mixing finely powdered leaf together with Cannabis 
oil extracted with a solvent from either hashish or marijuana. Oiled hashish occasionally 
has come from Morocco as well as Afghanistan, Jamaica, Kashmir, Pakistan, and Nepal, 
from time to time since the early 1970s. Some oiled hashish from Nepal was fairly 
potent, but the vast majority of oiled Moroccan hashish was very low quality. 

Turpentine is sometimes used to make hashish more resiny and flavorful. If too 
much turpentine is added, the piece becomes soft and oily and much too easy to press. 

On occasion, wood ash is used to adulterate hand-rubbed hashish, increasing 
yields. Drake (1974) describes the process in the high Himalayas: 

The Bhutan of the high kingdom go more directly to the plant for their charas. 
In these mountain valleys the fall of the year is a time of heavy dews, which coincides 
with the ripe season of the Cannabis plant. At sundown, when a chill creeps into the 
air and the moisture of the early evening has begun settling o n the still warm plants 
and their coat of resin, the cultivator and his family go into the fields with baskets of 
hearth ash and scatter the ash to windward of the clumped plants. Through the 
night the fine ash will combine with the resin and the dew, and when morning 
comes, but well before the sun has risen, the people put on rough textured leather 
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jackets and pass through the fields embracing and rubbing against the plants. The 
jackets are soon laden with the dilute but stabilized resin/ash/dew, which is scraped 
from each person as he arrives at the field's end. Within several hours, in this 
manner, a family can collect several pounds of high quality resin without the 
complicated processing one encounters elsewhere. 

Commercial hand-rubbers sometimes also scatter powdered wood ashes in the 
breeze upwind of the plants, especially when dew covers the plants early in the morning. 
The ashes stick to the plants, increasing the weight but diluting the resin collected. 
Residual moisture from the dew encourages mold to grow. Much more hashish of much 
lower quality is collected. Although sometimes done in Nepal, scattering wood ashes 
is a commercial trick designed solely to increase profits. 

Intentionally added adulterants bind low-quality resins together, add flavor, color, 
and aroma to inferior resin, add weight by dilution before marketing, or add artificially 
to potency. The prevention of contamination is relevant when working to produce 
hashish for personal consumption; no hashish user intentionally would adulterate his 
or her own smoke. During resin collection, hashish-makers take precautions to avoid 
inclusion of natural contaminants such as plant debris, dust, and dirt. 

DETERMINING HASHISH QUALITY 
Manufacturers and marketers of large volumes of hashish must judge quality by 

physical examination alone. Producers and sellers with huge quantities of hashish cannot 
smoke-test everything that passes through their hands. The casual hashish smoker 
who procures hashish also wants to assess quality. Unpressed resin powder offers 
additional possibilities for examining quality that cannot be used for pressed resin. 
Unfortunately, almost all imported hashish has already been pressed. 

In Morocco, resin quality is evaluated in several ways. First, resin powder color 
should be yellowish, not green. A greenish color indicates the presence of plant matter. 
A darker color indicates that the resin has spoiled or contains adulterants. The more 
golden-amber the color, the purer and fresher the resin. The second quality indication 
is "finger-feel" or stickiness. A pinch is pressed between the thumb and forefinger to 
feel how sticky and tacky it is. Then the sample is rolled into a small ball. If the resin 
feels soft and rolls up easily, then the quality is good; if it feels dry and crumbles, likely 
the quality is poor. Sometimes a small pinch is twisted into the corner of a cellophane 
cigarette box wrapper and rubbed vigorously against the trouser leg causing frictional 
heat. Good resin melts, darkens, and is shiny on the outside when the cellophane is 
removed. Other tests for quality are performed for pressed resin. When lit, a pressed 
piece should carry a flame. When the flame is blown out, the aroma should be clear 
without any hint of burnt leaf, dirt, or adulterants (see pages 4 and 5 in Color Section). 
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Resin Extraction Ratios and Percentages 

A simple way to evaluate the purity of resin, and thus hashish quality, is to compare 
the amount of resin powder collected to the amount of plant material used. This extraction 
percentage is an expression of the mathematical equation—kilogram (kg) of resin powder 
collected per 100 kg of plant material. Almost always, when the extraction percentage 
is low, the quality of the hashish is higher. A second expression from the same data is 
extraction ratio—the ratio of plant material in kg used, to resin powder recovered, in kg. 
Here, the higher the extraction ratio (the bigger the difference between the two numbers), 
the higher the resin-quality. 

Physical Tests 

The following physical criteria are commonly used to determine the quality of 
resin powder and hashish. These criteria express general rules, and as with most 
generalities, exceptions can be found. However, if most physical criteria are satisfactory, 
then the resin powder or hashish is probably of high-quality and ought to be potent. If 
few of the criteria are satisfied, then the product is most likely low-quality and of low 
potency. Without chemical analysis, eating or smoking are the only ways to determine 
potency with any certainty. 

Contaminants provide a matrix that keeps the resin glands in the powder physically 
separated, allowing them to burn more easily. When resin glands melt together, the 
lump formed has less surface area and will not burn properly. Contaminating debris is 
not all bad. Some contaminants are necessary for hashish to burn effectively. Hashish 
that is too pure melts and bubbles but will not hold an ember. Extremely pure resin 
powder could be mixed with small amounts of refined cellulose powder for proper 
burning without affecting the clarity of the high or the flavor, such as happens with 
plant debris, dust, dirt, marijuana, or tobacco. 

When eating hashish to determine potency, the sample must be held at a fixed 
temperature for a standardized length of time—such as 100° C for one hour—to 
decarboxylate all of the THC acid. Smoking hashish samples in "snakes" or thin rods is 
the most accurate comparison test for determining quality (see Side-Stream Smoking, 
page 283). Smoking a snake does not require paraphernalia but includes tactile and 
olfactory cues which give consistent standards on which to base decisions. A less accurate 
method for judging hashish is by smoking identical weights of hashish in the same 
pipe (necessarily at different sittings). Clean the testing pipe frequently so that hashish 
samples can be judged individually for flavor, aroma, burning, and potency. The 
psychoactive effect obtained from the same weight of different sorts of hashish provides 
a subjective comparison of potency. By answering the following questions smokers 
can get a good idea of the quality of any sample of hashish. 

What color is the resin powder before pressing? Lighter-colored resin powders 
are almost always of higher purity and quality, and therefore are more potent, than 
darker-colored resin powders. Pure, clean, fresh resin powder of the highest quality is 
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Figure 4.4. PHYSICAL STATES OF HIGH-QUALITY HASHISH AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES. As the tempera-
ture of hashish rises from freezing up to burning, consistency changes from hard and brittle, softening until, eventu-
ally, it melts, dries, and burns. 

Hashish 
Temperature 
"Celsius 

Physical appearance 
of the hashish 

Odor of 
the hashish 

Reactions of hashish 
constituents 

62° below 0° upto0° Very hard with glassy surface. 
Rigid. Shatters readily. 

No odor. Store for long period. Melting point of most volatile 
liquid terpenoids. 

1° -15° Very hard with glassy surface. 
Rigid. Shatters readily. 

Almost no odor. Melting point of most volatile 
liquid terpenoids. 

16° -20° 
cool room temp. 

Hard and rigid. Difficult to bend 
without snapping. 

Slight odor. Melting point of most volatile 
liquid terpenoids. 

21°-25° 
normal room temp. 

Flexes reluctantly when slowly bent. 
Snaps readily when quickly bent. 

Moderate odor. Melting point of volatile liquid 
terpenoids. 

26° - 30° 
warm room temp. 

Flexes readily when slowly bent. 
Snaps readily when quickly bent. 

Moderate odor. Melting point of volatile liquid 
terpenoids. Melting point of most 
volatile solid terpenoids. 

31° - 38° hot climate Flexes when bent. Sometimes 
will snap when quickly bent. 

Strong odor. Flash point of most volatile 
terpenoids. Melting point of 
average monoterpenoids. Melting 
point of volatile solid terpenoids. 

39° body temp. Flexes when bent. Will not 
snap when quickly bent. 

Strong rich odor. 
Soon becomes stale. 

Flash point of volatile terpenoids. 
Melting point of volatile solid 
terpenoids. 

40°-45° 
very hot climate 

Flexes when bent. Will not 
snap when quickly bent. 

Strong rich odor. 
Soon becomes stale. 

Flash point of volatile terpenoids. 
Melting point of volatile solid 
terpenoids. 

46°-50° 
warming with flame 
or vaporizer 

The individual resin glands 
begin to melt together and the 
surface begins to look moist. 

Light sweet and fruity flavors 
and aromas in addition to 
the strong rich odor 

Flash point of volatile terpenoids. 
Melting point of volatile solid 
terpenoids. 50% of THC-acid 
decarboxylates in first minute. 

51° -75° 
warming with flame 
or vaporizer 

The individual resin glands melt 
together and become liquid. 

More flavors and aromas are 
released as more different 
compounds begin to vaporize. 

Flash point of volatile terpenoids. 
Melting point of less volatile solid 
terpenoids. Melting point of CBD. 
All of THC-acid decarboxylates to 
active THC. 

76° -100° 
warming with flame 
or vaporizer 

The liquid resin begins to 
boil on the surface. 

The remainder of the 
terpenoids begin to volatilize. 
Peak flavor. Some THC 
begins to volatilize. 

Flash point of least volatile 
terpenoids. Melting point of 
average sesquiterpenoids. Boiling 
point of most volatile terpenoids. 
Melting point of CBN. 

101° -200° 
warming with flame 
or vaporizer 

Liquid resin continues to boil 
and begins to darken. 

Most of the terpenoids 
are boiling off. 

Melting point of least volatile solid 
terpenoids. Boiling point of 
average volatile terpenoids. 

201°-300° 
warming with flame 
or vaporizer 

Liquid resin continues to 
boil and darken. 

Most of the terpenoids 
have boiled off. Flavor and 
aroma are reduced. 

Boiling point of least volatile 
terpenoids. Boiling point of THC. 

301°-400° 
heating with flame 

Liquid resin continues to 
boil and darken. 

Most of the terpenoids 
have boiled off. Flavor and 
aroma are reduced. 

THC continues to boil off. 

401° - 500° 
heating with flame 

Surface dries out, stops 
bubbling, and begins to bum. 

No flavor or aroma remains. All terpenoids and THC are 
boiled off. 

above 500° 
complete 
combustion 

The resin blackens and turns to 
ash. All contaminants are also 
bumed. Only mineral debris 
will remain. 

Any terpenoid residues burn up 
and leave almost no ash. 
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nearly clear. The next best grades of resin powder are translucent and amber-colored. 
The lowest grades are usually a dark gray-green color. Resin powders containing dust 
and dirt are usually a darker brown color. A green tint indicates pulverized plant matter. 

What color is the piece after it is pressed? Higher-quality resin powders turn 
darker, and do so much faster when thoroughly kneaded than lower-quality resin 
powders. The higher the proportion of resin in the sample, the faster it softens and 
darkens. The glands in high-purity resin powder burst and melt together easily, making 
a denser and darker piece. Resin begins to oxidize and darken on exposure to light, air, 
and heat (refer to examples shown in Figure 4.5). 

What is the texture of the resin powder? Fine, dense resin powder is of higher 
quality than coarse, fluffy resin powder. Resin is dense, more dense than dust or 
powdered plant material. A soft, moist texture indicates fresh resin powder, while a 
hard, dry texture indicates old, stale resin powder. 

What is the texture of the pressed hashish? When plant impurities are present, 
well-pressed hashish is still soft and spongy. Pure hashish is dense and solid. Pure 
hashish makes a sharp click, rather than a dull thud, when dropped on a hard surface. 
Mineral impurities can make hashish hard and brittle and the piece often fails to soften 
in the palm. The freshly broken edge of high-quality hashish looks sharp and clean, 
even when resins are soft. If a piece pulls apart rather than breaking cleanly, and the 
broken surface is fluffy and stringy, too much plant tissue is contaminating the resin. A 
piece so hard that it can't be reformed when warmed in the hand is old and stale. Fresh, 
high-quality hashish softens in a few minutes when hand-warmed. Good hashish is 
pliable, is flexible when kneaded out very thinly, and can be bent back and forth many 
times before weakening and cracking. A kneaded sheet of hashish, pulled apart slowly 
and gently, stretches before it snaps. When rolled back into a ball, the surface of the ball 
should appear smooth, without any cracks or fissures. The consistency of the highest 
quality hashish resembles pulled taffy; it stretches and bends when pulled slowly; it 
snaps and breaks when pulled too quickly (see page 4 in Color Section). 

Hashish that is very soft before being hand-warmed usually contains a fat or oil 
adulterant. However, spongy pieces of hashish, such as blonde Moroccan hashish often 
are contaminated with plant debris but not adulterated, and can also be soft. Therefore, 
a soft consistency at room temperatures is not always a sign of adulteration by fats or 
oils. In any case, soft consistency at normal room temperatures is a sure sign of lower 
potency and quality. 

What does the resin powder or hashish smell like? Both fresh resin powder and 
fresh hashish smell clean and spicy If either smells musty or dirty then the product is 
probably stale, contains contaminants, and/or may have become moldy and spoiled. 
If the hashish lacks fragrance altogether, it probably contains very little resin, is very 
old, or both. If hashish smells like anything other than Cannabis, the smell comes from 
contaminants or adulterants. Smell can give a clue as to the cause of softness in hashish: 
vegetable oils and butter often smell rancid, Cannabis oil smells of chemical solvent, 
and turpentine smells strongly of pine. 
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Does the hashish stay lighted? Cannabis resins are highly flammable because they 
contain many extremely volatile terpenoid compounds. High-quality hashish often 
flares in flame on the first few lighting attempts. Good hashish usually stays lit on the 
second or third try. The body of the hashish first fails to stay lit because the energy of 
ignition is consumed by the flaming aromatic terpenoids. After a couple of attempts, 
good hashish stays lighted and carries the ember like incense. If the piece lights on the 
first try and stays lit, it may be composed mostly of plant material or contains flammable 
but non-volatile binders such as paraffin wax. A piece constantly in need of relighting 
probably contains very little resin, may not have been pressed sufficiently, or the resin 
powder may be dirty, old, or wet. 

How fast does the hashish burn? The rate at which resin burns is a function of its 
density. Density is determined both by purity (high resin content with little fluffy plant 
debris makes dense hashish) and how hard the piece was pressed. The consumer must 
learn to distinguish naturally dense resin from resin that is dense due to being pressed 
very hard. Hashish that is naturally dense because of its high percentage of resin is 
easy to reform and press back into a solid, dense piece when heated. Low-quality resin 
powder that is dense due to pressing under extreme pressure, falls apart and cannot be 
reformed into a solid piece when heated. Sieved Moroccan and Lebanese hashish with 
high percentages of plant contaminants burn very quickly. Sieved Afghani hashish 
with binders burns at a medium pace. Hand-rubbed Nepalese and Indian hashish burn 
slowly. The more pure a piece of hashish, the more completely it burns. Dust and dirt 
particles may not burn at all. 

What color is the smoke? The embers of high-quality hashish emit a milky-white 
to slightly blue-gray tinted smoke (see Front Cover and page 5 in Color Section). Flaming 
resins give off black smoke because the aromatic terpenoids are vaporizing faster than 
they can burn efficiently. Contaminants cause brown smoke. Very dark brown or black 
smoke rises from the embers of heavily adulterated hashish. 

How does the smoke smell and taste? Burning resin produces aromas and flavors 
that are pungent and spicy, like fine incense. Hashish smoke smells sweet and rich. 
When a piece of high-quality hashish is burning, there should be no lingering green 
scent from plant debris. Artificial odors or tastes indicate the presence of binders or 
other adulterants. 

What does the ash look like? When pure resin burns completely, the ash is white 
to light gray. Darker gray ashes indicate the presence of contaminants. Very dark gray 
or black ash is a sign of adulteration. 

How does the ash feel? Pure hashish ashes contain no unburned material. Sandy 
dust and dirt feel gritty when the ash is rubbed between the fingers. 

What does the hashish taste like? Surprisingly, a small piece of chewed hashish 
often tastes peppery. Hashish tasting spicy or peppery, usually is more potent than 
hashish tasting flat. Contaminated hashish tastes like vegetable matter or dirt, and 
putting bits of hashish in your mouth cannot be a healthy practice. 
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Is the hashish potent and are its effects pleasurable to the smoker? While entirely 
subjective, the most important criteria to the smoker are the potency of the hashish and 
the nature of its effects. Every person's idea of both potency and pleasure varies, just as 
the potency and nature of the high produced by each batch of hashish varies. Smokers 
must judge the potency of Cannabis products for themselves. If a smoker feels that 
hashish is potent enough to satisfy and also feels that the hashish produces pleasurable 
physical effects and a desirable mental state, then it is "good" hashish to that smoker. 
Ultimately, decisions concerning the quality of any given piece of hashish rest with the 
individual consumer. 

Chemical Analysis 

The most accurate way to determine the potency of hashish is to determine the 
THC level or percentage by chemical analysis. Various chromatographic techniques 
can be used, but require expensive equipment that is unavailable to the vast majority 
of hashish users. Most hashish users must rely on organoleptic (evaluations made using 
the sense organs) analyses provided by personally trying the hashish and comparing 
its potency in reference to hashish previously sampled. (Cannabinoid content of hashish 
samples from Major Producers are shown in the Appendix, Figure A.14, and from Minor 
Producers in the Appendix, Figure A. 15.) 

Varietal Differences in Cannabinoid Content 

Hashish from different origins produce differing suites of psychological and 
physical effects. These variations in effects may result from differences in cannabinoid 
profiles, expressions of the relative amounts, or ratios of the different cannabinoids. 
Different cannabinoid compounds produce differing psychological and physiological 
effects and modify the effects of THC (see Overview of the Cannabinoids, page 241). 
Differing ratios of the various cannabinoids produce differing subtle and complex effects. 

The cannabinoid content of Cannabis and its hashish, varies greatly depending on 
geographical origin. The traditional sources of sieved hashish such as Afghanistan, 
Lebanon, Morocco, Pakistan, and Turkey are all characterized as having relatively large 
amounts of CBD in relation to the amounts of THC. The level of CBD actually exceeds 
the amount of THC in some samples. The high levels of CBD could account for the 
somewhat attenuated, but longer lasting effects associated with hashish from Lebanon, 
Morocco, and Pakistan. Except for Afghanistan, the THCV content of hashish from all 
of these origins is low or negligible. High THCV levels could account for the unique 
high induced by Afghani hashish. THCV is also found in small amounts in Indian and 
Nepali hashish. Turkish hashish varies widely in its THC:CBD profile. One piece will 
be high in THC and the next piece will be high in CBD. This could be the reason for the 
extremely mixed reviews of Turkish hashish over the years. The traditional sources of 
hand-rubbed hashish such as India and Nepal have relatively large amounts of THC 
and almost no CBD. The high levels of THC and near absence of CBD in Indian and 
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Figure 4.6. CANNABINOID PROFILES OF CANNABIS FROM HASHISH-PRODUCING AND 
MARIJUANA-PRODUCING REGIONS. 

Country 
of Origin 

Marijuana/ 
Hashish Characteristic Cannabinoid Content 

Afghanistan Marijuana 

Hashish 

THC%: CBD% equals approx. 2 :1 
High THCV% 
Cannabinoid content identical to Afghani Cannabis 

Burma Marijuana THC%: CBD% very high; CBD may be almost absent 

Colombia Marijuana THC%: CBD% moderate to very high 
Very lowTHCV% 

India Marijuana 

Hashish 

Quite variable - THC%: CBD% varies from one to very high 
THCV% is approximately equal to CBG% and CBC% 
THCV%; CBG%; and CBC% < THC% 
Cannabinoid content identical to Indian Cannabis 

Ghana Marijuana THC%: CBD% very high; CBD may be almost absent 
High THCV% 

Jamaica Marijuana THC%: CBD% very high; CBD may be almost absent 
Low THCV%; THCV%: THC% is low 
THCV% > CBG% and CBC% 

Kenya Marijuana THC%: CBD% very high; CBD may be almost absent 
THCV%: THC% is nearly one 

Lebanon Hashish THC% < CBD approaches 1 :2 
THCV% is very low 

Mexico Marijuana THC% : CBD% moderate to very high 
Very lowTHCV% 

Morocco Marijuana 

Hashish 

THC% : CBD% equals approx. 2 : 1 
Low THCV%; THCV% < CBG% and CBC% 
Cannabinoid content identical to Moroccan Cannabis 

Nepal Hashish THC% : CBD% very high; CBD may be almost absent 
THCV%; CBG%; and CBC% < THC% 

Nigeria Marijuana THC%: CBD% very high; CBD may be almost absent 
Low THCV% 

Pakistan Hashish THC%: CBD% equals approx. 1 :1 to 2 :1 
THCV% < CBG% and CBC% 

South Africa Marijuana THC%: CBD% very high; CBD absent 
High THCV%; THCV: THC approximately equal 

Thailand Marijuana THC%: CBD% very high; CBD may be almost absent 
Low THCV% 

Turkey Hashish Quite variable - THC%: CBD% equals approx. 4 : 1 to 1 :4 
THCV% < CBG% and CBC% 

Adapted from Baker et al. 1980 and Turner et al. 1973. 
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Nepali Cannabis could account for the highly cerebral effect associated with Himalayan 
hashish. 

Marijuana is grown in many regions where hashish has not been traditionally 
produced. Cannabis is grown for marijuana in most nations of Central and South 
America, Southeast Asia, and Africa. The marijuana from all of these regions is 
characterized by high THC content and very little CBD. Cannabis from Mexico and 
particularly Colombia are very high in THC and very low in CBD. Cannabis from 
Southeast Asia and Africa often contain high levels of THC and almost no CBD. African 
Cannabis also often contains significant percentages of THCV. Hashish made from Thai 
Cannabis characteristically produces a light, active high that is both energetic and electric. 
All of these marijuana varieties can be used to make very high-quality hashish. Because 
of their high THC levels, and low CBD levels, some of these marijuana varieties will 
make higher quality hashish than many of the traditional hashish varieties. A little 
CBD may be acceptable to most hashish users, but too much CBD interferes with the 
THC high. The vast majority of smokers prefer the more active and stronger high 
associated with high THC levels and low CBD levels. This is one reason people grow 
their favorite marijuana varieties to make their own hashish. 

Hashish Quality Data 

Quality Control During Manufacture 

A small percentage of the resin glands can be extracted without the need to break 
the plant material. Plant tissues essentially remain undamaged when living plants are 
rubbed very lightly to recover a little resin from each floral cluster. Dried flower clusters 
remain unbroken when lightly tumbled to dislodge a few resin glands. The quality of 
sieved hashish is directly determined by R/P, the ratio of finished resin powder (R) to 
starting plant material (P). This ratio may be expressed as the percentage of resin powder 
extracted from the total amount of starting plant material, or simply the extraction 
percentage. The higher the quality of resin powder, the higher the extraction ratio (P/ 
R) and the lower the extraction percentage. 

Moroccan Hashish Quality 

During the late 1970s, the average Moroccan hashish for export was of low quality. 
It was generally extracted at a proportion of 4.0 to 5.0 kg of resin powder per 100 kg of 
plant material for an extraction percentage of 4% to 5% or extraction ratios ranging 
from 25:1 to 20:1. By the middle 1980s, the proportion of powder to plant material was 
1.5 to 2.0 kg per 100 kg (extraction percentage: 1.5 % to 2.0%; ratio: 67:1 to 50:1). Usually, 
0.5 to 1.0 kg (percentage 0.5% to 1.0%; ratio: 200:1 to 100:1) of higher grade resin was 
removed prior to the commercial extraction, making the total extraction proportion 2.0 
to 3.0 kg of resin powder per 100 kg of plant material (percentage: 2.0% to 3.0%; ratio: 
50:1 to 33:1). A comparison of the change over ten years shows that Morrocan hashish 
was purer, and therefore, of twice the quality in the mid 1980s as it had been in the 
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Figure 4.7. COMPARISONS OF EXTRACTION RATES CALCULATED FOR DIFFERENT GRADES OF HASHISH 
MADE IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES. 

Sample Resin Total Extraction Extraction 
Origin Weight Weight Percentage Ratio 

R = g P = kg R / P P / R 

THE BEST 
Morocco R+D 25 g 100.0 kg 0.025 % 4,000/1 

Afghanistan shirac 10 kg 35,000.0 kg 0.028 % 3,500/1 

SK#1 dry-sieved 2g 5.0 kg 0.040 % 2,500/1 

Morocco R+D 50 g 100.0 kg 0.050 % 2,000/1 

Morocco R+D 60 g 100.0 kg 0.060 % 1,666/1 

Morocco R+D 100 g 100.0 kg 0.10% 1,000/1 

Lebanon hubool 2 kg 1,000.0 kg 0.2 % 500/1 

Morocco Peter 1 500 g 100.0 kg 0.5 % 200/1 

Morocco street 600 g 100.0 kg 0.6 % 167/1 

Morocco Skip 700 g 100.0 kg 0.7 % 143/1 

West Africa R+D 162 g 20.0 kg 0.80% 123/1 

Morocco 00 1 kg 100.0 kg 1.0% 100/1 

SK#1 wet-sieved 15 g 1.0 kg 1.5% 67/1 

West Africa R+D 24 g 1.2 kg 2.0 % 50/1 

Afghanistan primo 1,000 kg 35,000.0 kg 2.8 % 35/1 

THE REST 

1970s. Primarily this was due to less contamination of the resin powder by plant matter 
because of more careful sieving. 

In 1987, researchers described the following extraction process in Morocco: during 
a long work day of 10 or more hours, a team of four experienced workers processed 
about 200 kg of plants for commercial-grade resin powder. They collected about 2.5 kg 
of first-grade resin (1.25% or 80:1), and about 2 to 6 kg (1% to 3% or 100:1 to 33:1) of 
lower grades, for a total corrected extraction of 2.25% to 4.25% or 44:1 to 24:1). The 
plants were dried and processed as they came from the field, without removing any of 
the leaves. Since whole plants were simply threshed and sieved, work progressed 
rapidly—had the leaves been removed from the flowers, the process would have taken 
much more time. Even at this rate, it took over six months of full-time labor for four 
workers to collect a metric ton of resin powder (1,000 kg or 2,200 US pounds). 

Influences on Moroccan Hashish Quality 

Rainfall has a major influence on resin quality. During 1986, rainfall was higher 
than average in Morocco, keeping the plants alive for longer than usual and delaying 
the harvest. This gave the plants more time to mature and develop resin glands, and 
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Figure 4.8. MOROCCAN GRADES BY NAMES WITH THE EXTRACTION RATES. The quality of Moroccan hashish 
varied widely from the mid 1970s until the mid 1980s. High-quality resin powders have low extraction percentages 
and high extraction ratios—small amounts of hashish are made from large amounts of flower tops. 

Name or grade 
of hashish 

Year Extraction 
Percentage 

Extraction 
Ratio 

Comments 

Average 
"export" quality 

Peter One's 
"average" quality 

1970- 1980 

1978- 1982 

4.0-5.0 % 

0.5 % 

20-25:1 

200:1 

Low-quality export hashish 
became steadily more potent 
throughout the 1970s. 
Famous hashish produced by 
a Western traveler. 

Peter One's 
"best" quality 

1978- 1982 0.2 % 500:1 The finest hashish made 
by Peter One was legendary. 

"Best" export 
quality 

early 1980s 0.5-1.0% 100-200:1 The best export quality hashish 
produced by Moroccans was 
not as potent as Peter One's. 

"Average" 
export quality 

early 1980s 1.5-2.0% 50-67:1 Average quality export hashish 
was at its peak. 

"Best" export 
quality "Sputnik" 

1986 1.25% 80:1 1986 was a very good year for 
resin quality. 

"Average" 
export quality 

1986 1.0-3.0% 33-100:1 The quality of average export 
hashish had also dropped by 
the mid-1980s. 

First sieving 
"special quality" 

1987 0.05-0.10% 1-2,000:1 This is the very highest quality 
hashish made by Westerners. 

Second sieving "best" 
export quality 

1987 1.0-1.5% 66-100:1 By 1987, the best export quality 
hashish was no longer as 
potent as it was in the early 
1980s. 

Third sieving 
"schleera" or 
second quality 

1987 2.0-3.0 % 33-50:1 The second and third qualities 
are often blended to make 
export quality hashish. 

"Extra" quality 1987 0.14% 690:1 High quality hashish made 
with Western supervision. 

"Zero-zero" 1987 0.33 % 300:1 Highest quality hashish made 
by Moroccans. 

for the glands to ripen. As a result, both the quantity and quality of the resin were high. 
During the 1987 growing season, rainfall was scant and the harvest was early, occurring 
while the plants and their resin glands were still immature. The 1987 resin powder was 
of a much lower quality than the year before. Even relatively impure pieces of hashish 
from 1986 were, on average, stronger than the purest pieces from 1987. The good pieces 
from 1988 (another good rainfall year) were also better than any from 1987. 
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Resin purity is very important to the quality of the hashish, but resin quality is 
even more important. Resin purity is determined by the level of skill and care involved 
in its collection. Resin quality is determined by the genetic makeup of the plant and the 
environmental conditions for growth. Very light colored, grayish-white resin powder 
is usually less mature than darker colored resin powder; less mature resin produces a 
speedy, cerebral, and short-acting high. Darker, yellowish to brownish-red resin powder 
is usually more mature and produces a more laid-back and mellow corporeal high. 

Lebanese Resin Powder Quality 

H i g h - q u a l i t y Hubool a n d Za'hara Mazboot (#1 a n d #2) p o w d e r ( F i g u r e 4 .9 b e l o w ) is 
usually very dense and a deep russet to chocolate-brown in color. Its deep, rich aroma 
fills the sinuses and lungs. During the middle to late 1980s, the most common commercial 
e x p o r t - g r a d e s w e r e Za'hara, Za'hara Tajara, a n d Kipshee (#3, #4 , a n d #6) . 

Only 2 kg of Hubool (best-grade) resin powder is collected from 1,000 kg of dried 
plants. This is only a 0.2% extraction percentage (500:1 extraction ratio). This extraction 
percentage is low (and the ratio high) for commercial-grade hashish, but these figures 
are still off the mark in comparison to the 0.01% to 0.1% extraction percentages (10,000 
to 1,000:1 extraction ratios) achieved by modern high-tech methods employed to collect 
the purest and finest quality resin powder. 

Figure 4.9. The total yields of resin powder per 1,000 kg of dried flowers are expressed by extraction percentages 
and extraction ratios. 

Commercial 
grade 

Weight of 
Cannabis 

kg 

Weight of 
Resin 

kg 

Extraction 
Percentage 

Extraction 
Ratio 

#1 + #2 + #3 1,000 5 0.5% 200:1 
#4 + #5 + #6 1,000 20 2.0% 50:1 
or the Bulk Alternative of: 1,000 25 2.5% 160:1 

With their ancient hashish tradition, Lebanese hashish-makers exert more control 
over hashish purity than do Moroccan hashish-makers. The method of selective sieving 
spread from Lebanon to Morocco, but the Moroccans are not as conscientious as the 
more experienced Lebanese. Commercial hashish from both Morocco and Lebanon 
has been created from a blend of both the best and worst quality resin powders in an 
effort to meet a profitable market standard. 
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Afghani Resin Quality 

Since individual fresh resin glands are sparkly-clear, milky-white, or light amber 
in color, a bag of high-quality Afghani resin powder appears translucent and creamy. 
When one reaches into such a bag and pulls out a small, three-finger pinch of resin 
powder, it sticks together like moist, brown sugar. Very pure resin powder darkens 
due to oxidation when pressed, but still reflects the color of the original resin powder. 
Amber resin turns a translucent brownish-red when pressed and clear resin powder 
often forms a silvery-white surface. Some Afghani resin powder becomes very dark 
brown during pressing and turns almost black on the surface. If pressed out very thinly 
and backlit, the color is still a light golden-brown. A legendary light-golden resin came 
from Balk near Mazar-i-Sharif in northern Afghanistan. 

Why was the better Afghani hashish so good? Another look at the numbers offers 
answers—extraction ratios tell so much. It takes approximately 30,000 to 40,000 kg of 
dried Cannabis to produce 1,000 kg of rough resin powder. This represents an extraction 
percentage of 2.5% to 3.3% or an extraction ratio of 40:1 and 30:1. Careful resieving 
separates approximately 10 kg of the finest quality hashish from the 1,000 kg of rough 
resin powder. This means that the finest quality hashish has an extraction percentage 
of only 0.025% to 0.033%. The extraction ratio is 4,000:1 to 3,000:1 for the best, and 40:1 
to 30:1 for the rest. This 100-fold difference is reflected in the price. 

Determining Quality Conclusion 

Several factors control hashish quality. The quality of the source material is 
important, with well-grown, mature plants providing the most potent resin powder. 
The quality of the Cannabis flowers and the resin that covers them is the primary 
determinant of hashish quality. At least as important as the quality of the source material 
is the care with which the resin is collected and the extent to which the Cannabis is 
sieved. The skill of the farmers and yearly fluctuations in climate are responsible for 
the quality of the Cannabis flowers. The quality of the final hashish, however, is mostly 
determined by the skill of the hashish maker. 

Sieving should be performed only to the point of diminishing returns. Experienced 
manufacturers of sieved hashish skim the best resin and take the rest as is, but they do 
not try to extract every bit of resin from the plant. The final sievings are very weak and 
dirty. In the end, nearly pure gland preparations are most potent; debris of any kind 
lowers potency. 

Resin glands contain mostly cannabinoids and terpenoids. Hashish rarely is 
composed of only pure resin glands. Only the most careful collection techniques yield 
nearly pure resin powder. All other hashish contains natural contaminants and/or added 
adulterants. While natural contaminants do not contribute to a desirable smoke, they 
can help the hashish burn well, and they are less offensive and dangerous to consume 
than adulterants used to extend resin powder. 
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AVAILABILITY OF HIGH-QUALITY HASHISH, 
PAST A N D RECENT 

Legions of dedicated hashish traders link the hashish cultures of the East and the 
hashish users of the West. Without contemporary smugglers willing to face risks inherent 
in hashish trade, Western smokers would not enjoy the pleasures of hashish that they 
do today. By the early 1960s, Western travelers returning from their adventures in Asia, 
began to smuggle hashish in body packs and false-bottomed suitcases. As hashish 
smuggling became more lucrative, early smugglers progressed through stashing loads 
in VWs, then Mercedes, and eventually, to loading airplanes and sea freighters. As the 
Western appetite for hashish grew, smugglers always met the demand. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, when hashish was first imported in quantity into 
Europe and North America, the shapes into which the pieces were formed identified 
the culture of origin. Shapes usually indicated purity and potency as well. For instance, 
hand-rubbed temple balls and fingers almost always were from Nepal; large, crumbly, 
and spongy, low-quality, oiled blocks were almost always from Kashmir. Knowing 
this, the smoker had the pleasure of experiencing a small part of another culture and 
accurate information about the varietal nature of the smoke. Today, form and manner 
of pressing are almost totally meaningless in a given piece of hashish, indicating neither 
place of origin nor quality. Sometimes the best quality hand-pressed piece comes from 
a neighbor; the lowest quality, adulterated, and machine-pressed, comes from Nepal. 

Some regions became famous for their hashish during the past thirty years. The 
sources of "best-quality" hashish change from one region to another each year, but the 
basic characteristics of hashish from each region change little from year to year. The 
potency and purity of hashish changes because of fluctuations in weather, political 
stability, law enforcement, and market conditions—all factors that change from region 
to region and from year to year. The general trend has been for famous producing 
nations to become politically less stable by sponsoring disruptive campaigns (generally 
financed or at least instigated by Western nations) to eradicate hashish smuggling. 

For the most part, the days of commercially available high-quality hashish are 
over. This latter section of Part IV recounts the last great years of availability for various 
traditional high-quality hashish and describes the current availability of commercial 
hashish by region and nation. 

Since 1965, hashish from Egypt, Greece, Iran, Syria, Turkestan, and Turkey only 
rarely was exported to the West. By the 1990s, hashish from these countries appeared 
very rarely or not at all. Afghanistan had its greatest year for hashish in 1971, when 
both quality and availability were high. High-quality Afghani hashish only occasionally 
was available once the Soviet-Afghan war started in 1980. Border hashish from Pakistan 
has flooded the Western market since 1985. Today, high-quality Afghani hashish is 
almost impossible to find. 
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Figure 4.10a. The average levels of the cannabinoid 
CBD, THC, CBN, and the average levels of total 
cannabinoid content has varied widely from 1970 to 
1995. 

Figure 4.10b. The average cannabinoid percentages 
and THC: CBD ratios of hashish siezed in North 
America are lower, (lower potency) than world 
averages. Higher CBN percentages for North American 
samples indicate that the hashish is older and more 
stale. 

Analysis Number of CBD% THC% CBN% THC+CBN% Comments 
Dates Samples (dry wgt.) (dry wgt.) (dry wgt.) CBD% 

1970 6 4.26 0.44 1.81 0.5 1 Traditional Afghani 
1971 4 2.26 0.42 2.84 1.4 1 Nepali & Indian 
1972 6 2.25 0.60 2.24 1.3 1 Common 

1973 7 3.24 0.40 2.28 0.8 1 Afghani 
1974 52 2.02 0.84 2.27 1.5 1 available 

1975 87 2.53 2.20 1.66 1.5 1 Colombian 
1976 39 2.81 2.51 2.41 1.8 1 becomes common 

1977 32 3.43 1.54 2.06 1.1 1 Commercial 
1979 43 5.45 2.32 1.76 0.8 1 Pakistani appears 

1980 38 7.40 2.55 1.25 0.5 1 Commercial 
1981 12 6.15 2.67 1.91 0.8 1 Moroccan becomes 
1982 30 6.66 2.50 1.52 0.6 1 more and more 
1983 47 6.15 5.47 1.62 1.2 1 prevalent 
1984 53 3.35 5.99 1.63 2.3 1 

1985 36 1.79 6.29 1.47 5.0 1 Mexican and 
1986 32 1.00 3.53 1.25 4.8 1 Jamaican 
1987 38 1.00 2.76 0.98 3.7 1 appear and persist 
1988 36 2.32 3.06 1.66 2.0 1 for several years 
1989 10 4.86 5.82 1.80 1.6 1 

for several years 

1990 17 6.08 5.72 1.11 1.1 1 Domestic USA 
1991 22 3.38 5.77 1.70 2.2 1 appears and 
1992 33 2.16 6.24 4.24 4.8 1 becomes more 
early 1993 9 4.74 4.97 3.44 1.8 1 and more common! 
late 1993-95 25 2.47 7.87 1.73 3.9 1 

Total Avgs. n= 762 3.53 3.34 1.85 2.0:1 

Figure 4.11. FLUCTUATIONS IN THE CANNABINOID CONTENTS OF DEA HASHISH SEIZURES IN THE UNITED 
STATES (1970-1995). Comments based on HIGH TIMES TRANS HIGH MARKET QUOTATIONS. 
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Commercial amounts of Lebanese Red arrived in America as early as 1965. Lebanon 
produced high-quality hashish in fairly large quantities up until 1978. During 1983, 
55% of the hashish imported into Canada originated in Lebanon as compared to 85% in 
1984 (Stamler et al. 1985). Peak quality was reached in 1986. Some low-quality Lebanese 
still can be found in North America. The majority of Lebanese hashish imported into 
the Netherlands becomes low-quality, blended hashish destined for the coffee shop 
trade. 

Morocco had an excellent year in 1983, and 1986 also was very good. When 
compared to the quality available in the late 1980s, the Moroccan hashish procurable in 
Amsterdam coffee shops in 1995 was considerably improved. 

High-quality Nepali hashish was often available in the 1970s, and Nepal had a 
superior year in 1980. High-quality Nepali hashish has only been sporadically obtainable 
since then. Indian Manali hashish enjoyed a fine year in 1991, but Manali was far too 
wet in 1994,1996, and 1997, and very little high-quality hashish was produced, while 
1995 was a very good year with a dry autumn. 

Hashish always was more popular in Canada than in the United States. During 
the early 1980s, Pakistan and Lebanon dominated the hashish market in America and 
Canada. The Canadian Drug Enforcement Directorate (CDED) estimated that in 1984, 
Pakistani hashish growers received US $180 to $360 per kg for their hashish while the 
wholesale price in Canada was US $3,000 to $6,000 per kg (Stamler et al. 1985). The 
CDED estimate for the 1984 market share of hashish originating in Pakistan and India 
dropped to only 10% from 31% in 1983 (Stamler et al. 1985). 

On a small scale (up to 12 kg), Pakistani hashish is often smuggled by couriers 
into Canada concealed in false bottoms or sides of luggage on commercial airline flights 
into Montreal and Toronto. Large-scale shipments usually go by sea through ports 
such as Karachi or Bombay (Stamler et al. 1985). By the early 1990s, the quality was 
very low for Pakistani hashish selling in North America. Huge quantities were on the 
market, and the price was as low as US $800 for a single pound ($1,760 per kg). High-
quality domestically grown sinsemilla sold for two to five times as much. The dark, 
greenish slabs of very low-quality resin contained a wide diversity of adulterants. In 
July 1991, a 70-ton hashish shipment originating in Pakistan was seized from the small 
freighter Lucky Star west of Hawaii. This was the largest single Pakistani hashish seizure 
ever, indicating the scale of the hashish trade between Pakistan and the West at the 
time. 

Since the Second World War, hashish from Chinese Turkestan has been rare, 
infrequently entering into the trade to the West. Turkestanian hashish can be found 
sporadically in large Chinese cities and in other major Asian cities, but rarely outside 
Asia. Loose resin powder from Yarkand was sighted in 1970 by a Westerner traveling 
near Shrinagar in Kashmir. The story he told was that each year, a shamanistic traveler 
brought some fine resin powder from Yarkand to a Hindu shrine near Shrinagar. One 
hundred years earlier, a rich benefactor of the shrine had decreed in his will that each 
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Figure 4.13. HASHISH MARKET SHARES FROM 1970 TO 1995. Due primarily to politics, the majority of hashish 
market share has changed over the last 30 years. In the early 1970s, Afghanistan exported the largest amounts of 
hashish to the West. By the mid 1970s, Lebanon exported the most. As conflicts escalated in Lebanon, hashish 
production fell. During the 1980s, Afghanistan was not secure enough to allow increased production and processing 
moved to Pakistan, while Morocco was peaceful. Morocco remains the world's largest hashish-producer in the 1990s. 
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spring, 6 to 7 kg of fine Yarkand hashish were to be delivered to the shrine. The hashish 
was reportedly exceptionally high-quality and golden-colored. 

A unique batch of hashish from Chinese Turkestan arrived in Amsterdam around 
1984. It was a yellow powder, softly pressed, and resembled Moroccan hashish. This 
special Turkestanian hashish did not resemble chocolate as does Afghani hashish, but 
was lighter in color and pressed harder than most Lebanese hashish. It was a true 
rarity, worthy of admiration by connoisseurs. 

Travelers to Xinjiang Province in Chinese Turkestan during the mid 1980s reported 
that there were two types of hashish available. One type, "local charas," smoked much 
like traditional Afghani hashish. The second type, "Chinese charas," was sticky and 
oily and smoked more like modern Afghani hashish. In this case "Chinese" probably 
means "foreign" more than it means "from China." During the 1980s, hashish was still 
being produced by the Muslim population of Kashgar. Most of the hashish from Kashgar 
seen recently in Chinese cities was light-green and powdery, and looked like very low-
quality Lebanese hashish. 

With the demise of a strong central Soviet government, hashish production has 
increased around Ferghana in Tajikstan and Samarkand in Uzbekistan (formerly Russian 
Turkestan). Hashish is freely traded within the two regions and exported to other regions 
is controlled by organized crime. 

Lebanon was traditionally the largest supplier of hashish to Egypt and the rest of 
the Middle East. Bouquet (1950b) reports that the illicit trade in Lebanese hashish 
continued unabated: 

In June 1946 the Lebanese Government promulgated a law prohibiting the 
cultivation of Cannabis. Nevertheless large quantities of hashish of Syrio-Lebanese 
origin were seized in Egypt in 1947, 1948 and 1949. "The Lebanese have this trade 
and cultivation in their blood," we read in the 1937 report of the Egyptian Narcotics 
Bureau. 

Some of the very first hashish to reach California in about 1967 was Red Lebanese. 
It was deep reddish-brown, soft, and sticky. It felt nearly moist, indicating the presence 
of mature resins. During the first half of the 1970s, both red and blonde Lebanese hashish 
of exceptionally high quality could often be bought in Amsterdam, and less frequently, 
in North America. The softer, red-colored hashish could be re-pressed easily by hand, 
often turning very dark brown. The quality of Lebanese hashish reached its zenith in 
1976 and 1977. The golden-yellow or reddish-brown resin was pressed, usually softly, 
into 250- to 500-g blocks shaped like bars of soap. 

In 1978,22 tons of Lebanese hashish packed in one-pound muslin sacks and bearing 
a Cedar of Lebanon stamp were seized in New York Harbor aboard the Liberian 
registered freighter Oulag. This was the largest hashish seizure to date. By 1984, hashish 
imports from Lebanon accounted for an estimated 85% of the hashish market share 
and an estimated 10% of the hashish oil market share of imports into Canada. In previous 
years, imports of Lebanese hashish had been somewhat lower (Stamler et al. 1985). 
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By the first half of the 1980s, the quality of Lebanese hashish had declined. High-
quality pieces of Moroccan hashish were much easier to find than good pieces of 
Lebanese. Moroccan hashish had steadily increased in quality and made up a large 
percentage of the hashish smuggled to Europe and North America, supplanting both 
Lebanese and Afghani hashish in the export market. Lebanese hashish was almost 
always available but it was almost never of high quality. This is still the case at this 
writing in the late 1997. 

The Syrians and Lebanese have long been allied in the hashish trade. By 1984 to 
1986, the Syrian military controlled the Bekaa Valley and Syrian drug traffickers were 
exporting bulk hashish to Canada. Local Lebanese hashish farmers simply made deals 
with the occupying Syrian army to move their hashish to market (Favret and DeMulder 
1986). This hashish usually was smuggled to Canada by sea, crossing the Mediterranean 
and the Atlantic (Stamler et al. 1985). 

The CDED estimated that in 1984 the area in Lebanon for hashish production had 
reached 20,000 hectares, with approximately 4,000 farming households growing an 
average of five hectares each. Annual production was estimated at 700 metric tons, 
which was considered somewhat less than the production capacity of the mid 1970s 
(Stamler et al. 1985). 

In 1984, the CDED estimated that the wholesale price of hashish paid to Lebanese 
growers per kg was Canadian $330 to $660 (US $400 to $750). The wholesale price in 
Canada was about $3,300 to $6,600 (US $4,000 to $7,500) per kg (Stamler et al. 1985), 
much the same price and markup paid for Pakistani hashish. 

United States Drug Enforcement (USDEA) officials estimated that in 1985, Lebanon 
produced 4,000 tons of hashish worth US $35 to $50 billion at retail prices in Europe 
and North America (Favret and De Mulder 1986). This estimate of total value is very 
high even for the retail level, since this would mean that each pound of hashish sold 
retail for US $4,375 to $6,250, or from US $10 to $15 per g. That would have been a very 
high price for Lebanese hashish in 1985. The Canadian retail price estimates from the 
year before are about half those of the USDEA. What is especially incongruous is how 
Lebanese hashish production jumped from 700 metric tons in 1984 to 4,000 tons in 
1985. One set of statistics must be incorrect. In both cases the retail "street level" value 
of any imported hashish is meaningless with respect to the importer or producer of the 
hashish. In the mid 1980s, hashish from Pakistan and Lebanon was readily procurable 
and sold for only US $2,200 to $3,300 per kg (US $1,000 to $1,500 per pound) in single 
pounds. This is about one-quarter of the USDEA estimates and one-half of the Canadian. 
The importer must sell his load in bulk, allowing one or more distributors to make a 
profit before each single kilogram is sold to a retail dealer. Several traders in Lebanon 
would each make a profit before the exporter buys his shipment. Every time hashish 
changes hands, the price increases significantly, so there is little money left for the 
hashish-maker back in Lebanon. Traders make most of the profits and the peasant 
farmers make the least. This is true of all crops marketed on an international scale. 
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The 1986 harvest was the best in many years, and the price of hashish rose from 
3,000 Lebanese pounds (US $300) in 1985 to 8,000 Lebanese pounds (US $800) in 1986 
(Favret and DeMulder 1986). Dutch authorities estimate that the Bekaa Valley of Lebanon 
produced 700 to 800 tons of hashish in 1992 (Noord-Limburg Dagblad January 7,1993). 

In the late 1960s, when Moroccan Cannabis was first used commercially for hashish, 
a kilogram of good-quality smoking kif (flower tops) cost only two Diram (about US 
$0.50). A kilogram of hashish cost 50 tolOO Diram or US $12 to $15. Kif was no longer 
available by the late 1980s. 

The very best commercial grade of Moroccan hashish made without binders is 
usually called "zero-zero" or "sputnik." It sold in 1987 for 5,000 to 7,000 Diram (US 
$625 to $865) per kg. A slightly lower grade of zero-zero (often with added binders) 
sold for 4,000 to 6,000 Diram (US $500 to $750) per kg. Schleera, (second-grade) hashish, 
nearly always contained a binder and sold for 3,000 to 4,000 Diram (US $375 to $500) 
per kg. Hashish made from third and fourth sievings sold for around 2,000 Diram (US 
$250) per kg. Powder from subsequent sievings is of particularly low quality. Usually 
adulterated with binders to form blended (or melange) hashish, it sold for as little as 
100 to 1,000 Diram (US $12-$125) per kg. This is a clear illustration of the price of a 
commodity being determined by the laws of supply and demand. In twenty years the 
price has increased fifty fold. 

An especially fine, soft, and stretchy piece is referred to as "chewing gum," or 
"Chiclets" and could cost up to 10,000 Diram (US $1,250) per kg, but very little of this 
especially high-quality hashish is put up for sale. In 1988, the new crop sold in Tangier 
for 12 Dinar (US $1.50) per g retail for good hashish and up to 20 Dinar (US $2.50) per 
g for the best on the market. The 1988 crop was better than the 1987 crop, but not as 
outstanding as the 1986 crop. During the early 1990s, the quality of Moroccan hashish 
declined to levels near those of the early 1980s. In 1994, very good- to excellent-quality 
hashish was selling around Ketama for 10 to 12 Diram (US $3 to 4) per g. An independent 
study concluded that in 1994, hashish production in Morocco had reached an all-time 
high of 1,500 metric tons (3.3 million pounds) per year (Simons 1995). By 1995, Moroccan 
hashish in a wide range of qualities was selling in Amsterdam coffee shops. Dutch 
authorities estimate that Moroccan hashish sales totaled US $2.5 billion for 1994 (de 
Volkskrant 1995). 

During the early 1990s, the traditional hashish marketing families began to meet 
stiff new competition from farmers who started marketing their own hashish directly 
to smugglers. In the past, most farmers routinely sold their resin powder to established 
marketing families. Suddenly, the farmers eliminated the middlemen. Both traditional 
and more recent traffickers are equally affected by market pressures. Market pressure 
for large supplies of low-quality, low-price hashish (rather than smaller amounts of 
higher-quality, more expensive hashish) has the farming families producing almost 
entirely low-quality melange in order to have a volume as large as possible to sell. Very 
few families bother to produce a good grade of zero-zero for export. Zero-zero was of 
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THE BULLDOG' 

OUDEZIJDSYOORBURGWAL 90 
AMSTERDAM 

WAGENSTRAAT 142 PEN HAAG 
PRINSENSTRAAT 84 DEN HAAG 

THE BULLDOG 
Figure 4.14. The Netherlands is a huge market for hashish. In 1994, one criminal investigation by the Dutch Criminele 
Inlichtingen Dienst yielded seizures of over 40 metric tons of hashish (Het ParoolTelevision News April 15, 1995). 
Much of the hashish that enters the Netherlands is exported to other countries within the European community and 
beyond. A large portion, however, is sold in small amounts to hashish consumers through private dealers and the 
Dutch coffee shop system which has over 2,000 coffee shops. Amsterdam alone has about 360 coffee shops 
selling hashish and marijuana (Jansen pers. comm. 1998). 
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average quality in the early 1970s, but by the early 1980s the quality had declined 
drastically. During the late 1980s, the average quality increased, but now, mostly low-
quality hashish is made everywhere. Often, Moroccan resin powder shipped to 
Amsterdam was blended with inferior Lebanese resin powder to make the soaps, 
scissors, and puntjes brands distributed in Dutch coffee shops. 

CONSTITUENTS A N D QUALITY CONCLUSION 
An understanding of the constituents of hashish is essential to an ability to 

accurately judge hashish quality. Hashish is composed of alcohol-soluble psychoactive 
cannabinoids and terpenoids, water-soluble contaminants, and solid matter (plant 
debris, dust, and dirt). The purest, highest-quality and highest-potency hashish is 
composed almost entirely of resin glands and has a high percentage of cannabinoids 
and terpenoids. Much of the non-psychoactive material in hashish is naturally occurring 
contaminants. Pulverized plant matter, dust, dirt, sand, plant sap, and other plant parts 
inevitably end up in commercial hashish. Adulterants are hashish constituents which 
have been added intentionally to resin to aid in binding, dilute potency, increase bulk 
supply, and/or increase profits. 

Each constituent contributes unique characteristics to the piece of hashish. The 
look, feel, smell, taste, smoke, and ash of a piece of hashish tell the astute observer 
much about the relative proportions of the different constituents. The ratio of THC and 
other alcohol-soluble compounds to the non-psychoactive constituents determines 
hashish potency and quality. 

To the average hashish user and the hashish merchant alike, understanding the 
properties of different constituents of hashish makes accurate evaluations possible for 
resin and resin powders. Simple physical tests and visual evaluations can be made to 
indicate purity and potency. The most accurate indication of potency is the extraction 
ratio or percentage. These figures express how many grams of resin powder were 
collected from a certain weight of dried Cannabis plants. The smaller the percentage of 
resin extracted, the purer and more potent the resin powder should be. 

With sieved hashish, the care used in collecting resin powder strongly influences 
the extraction ratio and thus, the quality of the hashish produced. The analysis of 
extraction ratios for commercial hashish manufactured in Morocco, Lebanon, and 
Afghanistan shows how hashish quality has fluctuated over these past thirty-five years. 
Also of interest is data demonstrating how supplies from sources varied during that 
time, depending on political and environmental forces. 
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Part V: 

CONSUMPTION OF HASHISH 

At the mere vestibule of the temple, I could have sat and drunk in ecstasy 
forever, but lo! I am yet more blessed. O n silent hinges the doors swing open, and 1 
pass in. 

—Fitz Hugh Ludlow (1857) from The Hasheesh Eater 

INTRODUCTION 
The psychoactive effects of hashish can be induced through any of three modes of 

ingestion: eating, smoking, or vaporizing. Part V: Consumption of Hashish, explores 
the various methods and equipment that have been or are used for getting high on 
hashish. The use of hashish as a medicine is also examined. 

Eating and smoking are the traditional ways of ingesting hashish. The effects from 
eating are markedly different than from inhaling by smoking or vaporization because 
the pathways of absorption by the body are different. Diverse historical accounts and 
reflections about the nature of being high mainly are due to some writers describing 
eating experiences and others describing smoking experiences. Early Western users 
(usually naive users) often described their experiences after eating very large quantities 
of hashish. As will be explained, eating hashish has powerful effects on an inexperienced 
psyche and body, quite different from the effects of smoking a few tokes of hashish, 
and quite different from an experienced user eating a more sensible quantity than the 
huge amounts eaten by naive nineteenth century Europeans, whose experiences are 
related later in Part V. 

The introduction of tobacco smoking provided a technology for smoking hashish 
and made hashish use much more accessible. One no longer needed to eat hashish and 
then spend 12 to 24 hours under its powerful influence. Instead, with a few puffs, the 
user could become pleasantly high for a few hours. The first tobacco pipes were adapted 
to smoking hashish and, since then, many modern high-tech smoking and vaporizing 
devices have been invented. 

In Part V, the two traditional methods for getting high from hashish—eating and 
smoking—are thoroughly examined, followed by a discussion of the more recent method 
of hashish consumption—vaporization. Vaporization devices are explained in detail in 
the latter section of Part V. The first question addressed here is, "What is high?" 
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HASHISH HIGHS— 
EATING, SMOKING, A N D VAPORIZING 

Yesterday they turned Sideri's teke [cafe] 
Upside down 

Very early with the dew still on the grass, 
While everyone was nicely high 

Two mangas [smokers] staged a rumpus 
To do some dirty work. 

"Listen," I said to the proprietor, 
"The mangas [this smoker] speaks to you in sorrow. 

If I smoke hashish 
I don't bother anyone; 

I'm a mangas and a bum and I come to the teke 
Needing a smoke." 

1 came into the teke 
To smoke a narghile 

To smoke and blow my mind 
And forget the bitterness. 

In all this darkness 
I feel fine when I am stoned. 

- f r o m The Dew, by Tsitsanis, 1944 (in Hoist 1975) 

What Is High? 

The experience of being high on hashish is different for each person. The variables 
of personal reactions, and the various types of hashish, combine with the two basic 
methods of consumption, eating or smoking, to elicit myriad possible highs. However, 
certain effects in common are noted by a majority of users. 

Some Sufi sects of Islam consider Cannabis consumption to be an integral part of 
the mystical search, and Hindu sadhus use hashish as an aid to meditation. However, 
few modern hashish users seek a transcendental or supernatural experience. Twelfth 
and thirteenth century Egyptian poets extolled the following as desirable effects of 
eating hashish: euphoria, acquiescence, sociability, carefreeness, feelings of importance, 
meditativeness, activation of intelligence, jocularity, and amiability (Khalifa 1975). Most 
contemporary hashish smokers seek some of these same feelings. 

Modern Cannabis users associate hashish smoking with feelings of relaxation, 
elation, and euphoria. Hashish usually is smoked in a social setting and the smoking 
device often is shared by a small group. Two of the most common goals of consuming 
hashish are to relieve stress and alleviate boredom, enabling daily troubles to be 
forgotten, and the spirit of the moment to be enjoyed. Hashish may be smoked to enhance 
creative thought, allowing mental associations that might otherwise be blocked to be 
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connected freely. Hashish is said to heighten the 
enjoyment of sexual pleasure. Hashish is consumed by 
the elderly to pass the time and ease the aches and pains 
of age. 

Hashish smoking is considered by many to boost 
self-image, improve personal communication, and foster 
a deep feeling of relatedness and togetherness—in 
essence, an awareness and appreciation of community. 
Cannabis users often feel part of an intimate group, 
possibly because nearly everywhere users share the 
feelings or experiences of persecution. Perhaps the sense 
of community is the reason individuals who only use 
Cannabis rarely become social problems, whereas the 
actions of users of other drugs such as alcohol, regularly 
result in negative social consequences. 

Eating Versus Smoking 

Historical Perspective 

The eating and drinking of hashish and marijuana 
preparations long predate the smoking of Cannabis, and 
most early records of the effects of hashish are based on 
experiences with consumption by eating or drinking. 

Eating Versus Smoking 
Generally, the effects of 

smoking hashish are light and 
manageable, leaving all but the 
most inexperienced users with 
a controllable feeling of 
euphoria. Conversely, eating 
hashish can leave the 
consumer quite powerfully 
affected. Vivid hallucinations, 
physical "rushes," a feeling of 
losing control of one's body, 
even paranoia can result from 
eating large doses, although 
negative feelings usually pass 
within a few hours. Inhaled THC 
passes directly from the lungs 
to the brain, whereas eaten 
THC, absorbed by the 
stomach, passes through the 
liver before reaching the brain. 
The different pathways result in 
two markedly different sets of 
effects. 
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Figure 5.1. A comparison of the three approaches to hashish consumption: eating, smoking, and vaporizing. 
Smoking and vaporizing devices rely on various means to apply direct or indirect flame or heat to the hashish. Eating 
requires one approach. 

Today, the majority of hashish consumed wor ldwide is smoked; eating hashish is much 
less popular because the effects of eating are more intense and much longer acting. 
Out-of-body experiences, paranoia, and helplessness most often are felt by hashish 
eaters, not seasoned smokers. Sometimes though, naive smokers also experience these 
stressful feelings. Many of the concerns raised about hashish consumption have been 
based upon reports f rom users unfamil iar w i t h the intensity of intoxication induced by 
eating large amounts of hashish.The euphoric effect induced by smoked hashish often 
has higher high "notes" but is much briefer and easier to control or outlast. 

The great populari ty of hashish usage wor ldw ide is directly related to the advent 
of hashish smoking. Hashish eating induces deep, long-lasting psychic responses and 
bodi ly sensations better suited to infrequent religious experiences than regular daily 
use. Smoking induces much lighter, more cerebral, but less physical and shorter-acting 
highs that are more closely associated w i th recreation. The appeal of hashish to many 
more people was made possible by the introduction of smoking technology into the 
O ld Wor ld soon after the discovery of the New World. The differing effects of eating 
versus smoking hashish result from the two different pathways THC follows through the body 
before reaching the brain. 

Methods of Hashish 
Consumption 

HASHISH 

VAPORIZED 

WATER 
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MIXED 
AIR 

-SIDE STREAM 
HOT KNIFE or 
LASER BEAM 
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or 
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TOBACCO 
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CIGARETTE 

MIXED 
AIR 

-CARBURETOR 

-SIDE STREAM 

-CAPTURED 
SIDE STREAM 

SMO 

WATER 
COOLED 

DIRECT 
DELIVERY 

WATER 
PIPES: 

-EARTH 
PIPE 

-NARGHILE 

-HOOKAH 

-HUBBLE-
BUBBLE 

-BONG 

-WESTERN 
WATER 
PIPES 

-ICE PIPE 

PIPES: 

-CHILLUM 

-SEBSI 

-WESTERN 
LOW 
VOLUME 

MIX INTO 
FOOD OR 

DRINK 

HEAT TO 
DECARBOXYLATE 

THCA 

DISSOLVE 
IN 

LIPIDS 

EATEN 
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Overview of Cannabinoids —Chemical and 
Physiological Explanation of Effects 

Hashish contains a wide variety of other 
cannabinoids besides the main psychoactive cannabinoid 
THC. Chemically, cannabinoids are classified as terpeno-
phenolic compounds. The cannabinoid molecule consists 
of a terpenoid r ing bonded to a phenolic ring. 
Cannabinoids and the closely related terpenoids share 
part of the same biosynthetic pathway. Several simple 
te rpenoid molecules may serve as precursors in 
cannabinoid product ion . Al though the other 
cannabinoids are either not as potent or as prevalent 
(usually) in hashish as THC, they act as accessory 
cannabinoids that influence qualities of the high induced 
by the primary psychoactive compound A1-THC. 

All cannabinoids are unique to Cannabis and all 
varieties of Cannabis produce cannabinoids. Fiber hemp 
varieties have fewer and smaller resin glands than do 
drug varieties. The resin of hemp varieties contains 
predominantly cannabidiol (CBD), lesser amounts of 
other cannabinoids, and only trace to small amounts of 
THC. The resin glands of fiber varieties also secrete a 
smaller variety of aromatic terpenoids than do the glands 
of drug varieties. In hemp varieties, CBD, cannabi-
chromene (CBC), and cannabigerol (CBG) are the 
predominant cannabinoids that accumulate in the resin 
glands. Little of the CBG is turned into THC; very little 
THC (rarely exceeding 1% dry weight) accumulates in 
hemp resin glands. Apparently, hemp varieties lack the 
enzymatic biosynthetic machinery to produce large 
amounts of THC. 

In high-THC (drug) varieties, most of the CBG 
molecules are biosynthesized into THC and only small 
amounts of CBG remain. Typically, more than half of 
the cannabinoid contents of each resin gland consists 
of THC in drug varieties. The biosynthetic ability 
to make THC is the major characteristic that dis-
tinguishes Cannabis drug varieties from fiber 
varieties. 

Many authors have speculated on the role of 
cannabinoids, in particular THC, in the survival and 

Cough To Get Off? 
One widely held belief is 

that Cannabis smoke expands 
in the lungs, and that the more 
potent the Cannabis, the 
stronger the coughing it 
causes. Many smokers believe 
that 'you have to cough to get 
off." A toke of Cannabis large 
enough to induce a 
pronounced "rush" most likely 
will cause coughing if the 
smoke is held in the lungs long 
enough for maximum THC 
absorption. It takes a few 
moments for the smoke of a big 
toke of hashish to permeate all 
areas of the lungs, and in 
theory, a toke should be held in 
the lungs for twenty to fifty 
seconds for maximum THC 
absorption. If too much smoke 
is inhaled, it is difficult to hold 
for more than five to ten 
seconds. The smoke feels as 
though it is expanding and, if 
not exhaled, seems to erupt 
from the lungs. A similar-size 
toke of tobacco probably would 
cause raucous coughing for a 
tobacco smoker. 

Sidebar S5.2. 
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No, That Won't Get You High 
Two common naive beliefs 

about hashish consumption 
circulated during the 1960s and 
1970s. The first was that the 
sticky residue which coats the 
inner surfaces of a Cannabis 
pipe is psychoactive. The sticky 
residue is mostly tars which 
contain little THC. Smoking 
pipe residues is largley a 
wasted effort; most of the 
cannabinoids would be 
degraded during the initial 
burning into non-psychoactive 
forms. 

The second misconception 
is that snorting (inhaling 
through the nostrils) hashish 
ashes has a psychoactive 
effect. THC vaporizes long 
before other hashish 
components burn and no active 
THC could be left in the ashes. 
Neither smoking pipe tar nor 
snorting hashish ashes is 
particularly pleasant, and 
neither contributes to getting 
high. Today, it is hard to 
imagine that people ever tried 
such desperate measures, but 
in North America during 
the 1960s, Cannabis 
supplies were limited 
and recreational 
use was a new 
phenomenon. 
All Western 
users of 
Cannabis, 
no matter 
their ages, 
were naive 
users. 

evolution of Cannabis. Some feel that THC protects plants 
from ultraviolet radiation (Pate 1994). This could explain 
why high-THC varieties have evolved primarily in 
regions of high ultraviolet light intensity. Others feel that 
the cannabinoids may help prevent attack by fungal and 
insect pests. Cannabis is infested by several different 
fungal pathogens (a pathogen is an organism which 
causes a specific disease) and insect pests both outdoors 
and indoors, but outdoor Cannabis crops rarely suffer 
much damage from insect pests. In an open field situation, 
Cannabis has several common pests, but their populations 
rarely reach levels high enough to cause serious damage. 
However, insect pests and mites often reach epidemic 
proportions in glass houses and grow-rooms. Within the 
sheltered environment, pest populations grow very 
rapidly and get out of hand in the absence of natural 
predators. Since the majority of the Cannabis grown in 
these conditions are high-THC varieties, cannabinoids, 
especially THC, probably offer no more than marginal 
protection against fungal and insect attacks. Cannabis 
resins may have a more significant role in deterring 
feeding on the plants by herbivores such as deer and 
rabbits. The most obvious evolutionary advantage THC 
conferred on Cannabis was the psychoactive properties, 

which at tracted human 
attention and caused the 
plant to be spread around 
the world. 

Natural ly occurring 
THC is found in two slight-
ly different chemical struc-
tural forms called isomers. 
By far, the most prevalent 
THC isomer in hashish is '-
THC. Trace amounts of 6-
THC are also detected in 
fresh resin powder. A1-THC 
isomerizes into 6-THC 
slowly during storage. From 
Hollister (1974): 

Sidebar S5.3. 
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Figure 5.2. B IOSYNTHETIC PATHWAYS FOR THC P R O D U C T I O N A N D DEGRADATION P R O P O S E D BY 
DIFFERENT RESEACHERS. The chart summar izes the most recent research and includes the discovery of THC-
acid synthase. 
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proposed by 
Shoyama et al. 1975 
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proposed by El Sohly 
(pers. comm. 1996) 

CBDA 

Degradation pathway 
proposed by El Sohly 
(pers. comm. 1996) 

THC POLYMERS 

Biosynthetic pathway 
proposed by 
Shoyama etal. in press 

Biosynthetic pathway 
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Hammond and Mahlberg 1995 f 

Gerany l P y r o p h o s p h a t e 

•THCA 

DEGRADATION 

CBNA 
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The spectrum of clinical effects was similar with both isomers but the 6-
T H C ( 8-THC) was considered to be only three-quarters as potent as the '-THC 
( 9-THC). 

Both isomers of THC are synthesized by the plant from cannabinoid precursors. 
During storage THC oxidizes, changing into cannabinol or CBN. Cannabigerol (CBG) 
is the biosynthetic precursor to THC. The CBG precursor to THC forms by the 
combination a monoterpene molecule and a phenolic ring. The terpenoid substrate for 
cannabinoid synthesis could be any number of monoterpenoids. Monoterpenoids are 
also responsible for the aromas and flavors of Cannabis resin. 

During biosynthesis, molecules must be water-soluble to react freely with water-
based plant tissues. Within all resin glands, all cannabinoids are synthesized and secreted 
as water-soluble carboxylic acids. As resin glands age during storage, the cannabinoid 
acids decarboxylate (lose their carboxylic acid side chain) and become neutral 
cannabinoids. Fresh hashish contains higher proportions of non-psychoactive 
cannabinoid acids, and aged hashish has higher proportions of psychoactive neutral 
cannabinoids. When hashish is mildly heated during preparation for eating, or heated 
as it is smoked, the non-psychoactive cannabinoid acids immediately decarboxylate, 
converting to their neutral forms and becoming psychoactive. 

THC that enters the human body is metabolized (used and changed by the body) 
into a THC metabolite in the liver. According to Hollister (1974): 

The 11-hydroxy metabolite of '-THC has been described by a number of 
investigators as both a major metabolite and an active one. Similar identification has 
been made of an 11-hydroxy metabolite of 6-THC. 

This means that the majority of THC is metabolized into 11-hydroxy-THC and 
that 11-hydroxy-THC induces its own effects. Hollister (1974) studied the differing effects 
of THC and its metabolite on human physiology and psyche: 

In two subjects a direct comparison was made with '-THC given in the same 
5 mg doses intravenously. Although the onset of first signs of the drug effect were 
virtually the same (a matter of great interest in regard to the idea that only the 
hydroxy compound may be active), the intensity of onset was considerably less. The 
same was true of the intensity of the total experience, which was rated as perhaps 
20% less intense than that of the 11-hydroxy metabolite. The duration of effects was 
also less with the parent compound [THC], but qualitatively the syndrome produced 
by each was identical. 

Just as was the case with '-THC, the 11-hydroxy metabolite had no faster 
onset of action, but it reached a peak much faster and was generally somewhat more 
severe and longer in duration. 

From these studies, we concluded that the 11-hydroxy metabolites were about 
20% more potent than their parent compounds and that between them the same 
ratio of potency held as for their parent compounds, that is, 1 l-hydroxy- 6-THC was 
about three-quarters as potent as 1 l-hydroxy- '-THC. 
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Other researchers report that 11-hydroxy-THC may be as much as 3 to 4 times 
more potent than A1-THC (El Sohly pers. comm. 1995). The increased potency of the 
THC metabolite accounts at least in part for the differences in the effects of eating 
versus smoking hashish. 

Hollister (1974) sought a chemical explanation for the effects reported by Cannabis 
users, and he provided an excellent explanation for some of the effects of various 
cannabinoid compounds and metabolites: 

As b o t h Cannabis a n d 

T H C have a b iphas ic clinical 

effect , w i t h initial s t imula t ion 

a n d e l a t i o n f o l l o w e d b y 

sleepiness a n d t ranqui l l i ty , it 

has been suggested t h a t th i s 

course may be d e p e n d e n t u p o n 

t h e f o r m a t i o n of success ive 

m e t a b o l i t e s w i t h p h a r m a c o -

logical ac t ions d i f fe r ing f r o m 

t h e pa ren t c o m p o u n d . A great 

deal of t h e lore of Cannabis use 

is t h a t d i f fe ren t t ypes p r o d u c e 

d i f fe ren t clinical effects . 

THC enters the blood-
stream and eventually reaches 
the brain through two distinct 
pathways. When eaten, THC is 
first absorbed by the stomach 
and u p p e r in tes t ine , then 
carried by the bloodstream to 
the liver and the brain. The 
liver converts (the majority of) 
THC to its 11-hydroxy metabo-
lite, and the b loods t r eam 
carries the 11-hydroxy-THC to 
the brain. 

When smoked, or vapor-
ized and inhaled, THC trans-
fuses almost instantly through 
the thousands of capillaries on 
the surface of the lungs into the 
bloodstream. The bloodstream ^ „ ^ ^ , „ 

Figure 5.3. The human body has two pathways for Cannabis 
carries the THC directly to the absorption: 1) smoked: Lungs to blood to brain as 1 -THC, to blood 

brain, bypassing the liver; thus, t0 l'ver t 0 11-Hydroxy-THC; 2) orally: Stomach to liver as ' -THC and 
from liver to blood to brain as 11-Hydroxy-THC. 

Cannabinoid Pathways 

1-THC 
1-THC via stomach 

JoH1- THC from liver 
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THC is not converted by the liver into its 11-hydroxy metabolite. However, any THC 
that passes the brain will form the metabolite in the liver, and will have its own secondary 
effect in addition to the initial effects of THC. This biphasic effect occurs strongly with 
eating but is less pronounced with smoking because the 11-hydroxy metabolite forms 
very gradually as small amounts of A'-THC return to the liver via the bloodstream 
from the brain. When Cannabis is eaten, at least half of the A'-THC is converted 
immediately to the 11-hydroxy metabolite and this is released immediately into the 
blood stream. The brain deals from the onset of the high with A1-THC as well as large 
amounts of 11-hydroxy-THC (El Sohly pers. comm. 1995). This double-acting effect of 
THC, followed by 11-hydroxy-THC, first produces a feeling of mental stimulation, 
followed by relaxation and drowsiness. This biphasic effect is often associated with 
hashish use. 

Most of the psychoactive effects of eating hashish results from the action of 11-
hydroxy-THC, while that of smoking hashish results first from the action of A1-THC 
followed by the action of gradually metabolized 11-hydroxy-THC. THC and its 
metabolite are different compounds with similar but not identical effects. 

Although THC is the primary psychoactive compound in hashish, some of the 
other accessory cannabinoids have their own effects, as well as modifying effects on 
the action of THC. Hashish users have long noticed distinctive effects produced by 
hashish from different origins. Cannabinoid chemistry must underlie these variations 
in the high. Cannabis plants produce varying levels of the different cannabinoids based 
on their genetic makeup. The particular cannabinoids in their particular concentrations 
(amounts) produced by a variety are collectively known as the cannabinoid profile of 
that variety A variety or sample of hashish may be high in THC with almost no other 
cannabinoids, or it may contain high amounts of both THC and CBD or other additional 
cannabinoids. Variations in cannabinoid profiles result in different psychological and 
physical effects from different types of hashish (see Varietal Differences, page 219). 
What are the effects of the other cannabinoids. According to Hollister (1974): 

Besides ' -THC ( 9-THC), the two most abundant cannabinoids in Cannabis 
are cannabidiol (CBD) and cannabinol (CBN). Both these materials, as well as 
cannabichromene (CBC), cannabigerol (CBG) and cannabicycol (CCY), were found 
to be inactive in monkeys and did not alter the response of these animals to doses of 

' -THC given concurrently. 

T h u s , the o ld idea that these cannab ino ids [ C B N and C B D ] , lacked 
pharmacological activity was confirmed in man. T h e question of whether or not 
they can interact with ' -THC is still unresolved. 

Researchers agree that CBD has no measurable psychological effect, but some 
research has shown that CBN may have a minor effect of its own on the order a tenth of 
the potency of A1-THC (El Sohly pers. comm. 1995). Although the modifying effects of 
the accessory cannabinoids CBD and CBN have not been characterized accurately in a 
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clinical setting, hashish smokers attribute certain unique effects to both CBD and CBN. 
CBD is thought to attenuate the effects of THC, decrease euphoria, delay onset of the 
high, and extend its duration. CBN is thought to dull the effects of THC, induce 
drowsiness, and possibly delay the onset of the high. The slow come-on of old but still 
very potent hashish may result from the presence of CBN. 

THC has a pentyl (five carbon or C5) side chain. However, tetrahydocannabiverol 
(THCV), the propyl (three carbon or C3) analog of THC, also occurs in certain Cannabis 
varieties and in certain types of hashish. Changes in the basic structure of THC radically 
alter its effects. According to Hollister (1974): 

Propyl (C3) side-chain homologs of ' -THC have been isolated from a number 
of different varieties of marihuana ... In some Cannabis varieties [THCV] may represent 
20—30% [or more] of the cannabinoids present. 

THCV is apparently less psychoactive, but may be faster acting than THC. In high 
proportions, THCV could alter the effect of THC markedly (see page 220, Figure 4.6). 
There are a multitude of naturally occurring possible combinations and concentrations 
of different cannabinoids. The differing effects of these cannabinoids were summarized 
by Hollister (1974): 

These studies of various Cannabis constituents, and homologs and isomers of T H C , 
indicate that so long as the fundamental structure of T H C obtains placement of the 
double-bond, changing the length of the side-chain, or producing hydroxy metabolites at 
the 8- or 11- positions does not alter quantitatively the actions of T H C , but may vastly 
change potency. Changing the double-bond position from D' to D 6 decreases the potency 
of the T H C by 25%, while placing the double-bond at the 6a-position decreases potency 
by about 70%. Increasing the length of the side-chain by one carbon does not have much 
effect on potency but decreasing by two carbons reduces potency by 75%. Making hydroxy 
metabolites at the 11- position increases potency by about 20%, while hydroxylation at 
the 8-position decreases potency by 75%. W h e n the structural constraints of T H C are 
not fulfilled, all activity appears to be lost. 

It is mandatory to preserve the basic structure of THC in order to maintain its 
psychoactivity. As Hollister points out: 

Thus, for the present we must conclude that no THC-like compound has been 
found in Cannabis which is either more active than T H C or qualitatively different, and 
that only compounds which resemble T H C strongly have activity at all. The metabolism 
of T H C produces a more potent 11-hydroxy metabolite ... 

The terpenoid compounds may also exert modifying effects on the action of the 
cannabinoids. The aromatic terpenoids are chemically analogous to hydrocarbon 
solvents, and breathing small amounts of certain terpenoids could have minor 
physiological and possibly even psychological effects. Certain aromatic terpenoids may 
dilate the capillaries in the lungs and allow THC to enter the bloodstream more easily. 
Cannabis smokers often relate different flavors to different highs. 
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Efficiency of Eating Versus Smoking 

Starks (1977) reports that smoking 6 mg of pure THC or eating 15 mg of pure THC 
will produce a slight high, and that smoking 30 mg or eating 60 mg, will cause an 
intense high. Although this may be true when pure THC is inhaled in a laboratory 
situation, most popular smoking methods are not so efficient. Large amounts of THC 
are lost as side-stream smoke when hashish is burned, and much more goes unabsorbed 
when the smoker fails to hold the smoke in the lungs long enough for complete 
absorption. All that is eaten goes into the body, although some of the THC may be 
destroyed by the digestive system before being metabolized. Users of orally ingested 
Marinol® (pure THC) pills occasionally complain of anxiety and altered perception at 
doses as low as 10 mg. This amount of THC is equivalent to smoking a tenth of a gram 
(100 mg) of good quality (10% THC) hashish, or an amount not much more than one 
good toke. 

How does one get high? Once THC, or its hydroxy metabolites, reach the brain, 
they bind to specific receptor sites. Possibly, other accessory cannabinoids such as CBD 
and CBN also bind to the same receptor sites or other closely related receptors. 
Anandamide production is analogous to production of endorphin. Endorphin is an 
endomorphine produced by the brain to deal with pain. The drug morphine binds to 
the same receptors as endorphins and produces similar effects. Morphine, a plant-
derived drug, mimics the effects of endorphins. THC seems to mimic anandamide in 
much the same way, by binding to anandamide receptors. Anandamide has a short 
half-life and shows many of the effects that are associated with THC, but the effects in 
humans on mood, memory, perception, and movement are yet to be elucidated. 

The central significance of anandamide to the operation of the human psyche 
remains to be explained. It seems clear, however, that the role of anandamide is somehow 
key to the functions of the human brain that enable us to cope with the stresses of daily 
existence. Perhaps the ability of THC to mimic the fundamental nature of anandamide 
accounts for its great popularity. 

The effects of hashish consumption wear off when the THC or its metabolite 
molecules either break down or no longer bind to the receptor sites. Without the binding 
of the cannabinoid molecule, a receptor no longer exerts influence on the human psyche. 

Introduction to Eating Hashish 

Many of the early Hindu references to the effects of Cannabis are based on the 
drinking of bhang. Bhang is prepared from Cannabis leaf or flowering tops, and its 
effects are very similar to, but usually milder than, eating hashish confections. Kerr 
(1877) describes the tantric use of Cannabis preparations in India: 
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Figure 5.5. THE PRIMARY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EATING AND SMOKING THC, SUMMARIZED. 1) Smoked: 
Faster acting, shorter duration, up rush, down, once only. 2) Eaten: Slower acting, longer duration, oscillating high 
accentuated with alternating highs and lows. 

Parameters 
of Effects 

Effects of Eating 
Hashish 

Effects of Smoking 
Hashish 

Potency In general, the potency of eaten hashish is 
higher than the potency of smoked hashish. 
Eating hashish is more efficient than smoking 
hashish and the THC metabolites produced by 
the liver are more potent than THC itself. 

Smoking hashish is much less efficient 
than eating hashish. Some of the THC is 
destroyed by burning and much of the 
THC escapes in side stream smoke. 
THC is not as potent as its liver 
metabolite 11-hydroxy-THC. 

Onset 
of Effects 

The onset of the effects from eating hashish is 
much slower than the onset of effects from 
smoking hashish.This is because the hashish 
must be digested by the stomach and small 
intestine, the THC absorbed by the bloodstream, 
transported to the liver, metabolized into 11-OH-
THC, and transported to the brain.This takes at 
least 30 minutes and may take much longer on 
a full stomach. 

The onset of effects from smoking hashish is 
much faster than the onset of effects from 
eating hashish.This is because the THC 
vaporized during smoking is absorbed by the 
lungs and carried by the bloodstream directly 
to the brain.The effects are almost 
instantaneous. 

Intensity 
of Onset 

When hashish is eaten, the intensity of onset is 
usually stronger than when hashish is smoked. 

When hashish is smoked, the intensity of onset 
is not as strong, and it is much easier to 
control than when hashish is eaten. 

Time Elapsed 
Until Peak 

The time elapsed until the peak is much longer The time elapsed until the peak is much 
when hashish is eaten (usually 1-2 hours). After shorter when hashish is smoked (usually 
the peak is reached, the high levels off for about 15-30 minutes). After the peak is reached, the 
an hour, and then increases again to a new and high levels off for an hour or two, and then 
often higher peak. Peaks can come in several waves, fades away gradually over several hours. 

Intensity 
of Mental 
Effects 

The mental effects associated with eating 
hashish can be much more powerful and vivid 
than the effects of smoking hashish. Eating 
hashish often makes the user feel overwhelmed, 
anxious, and helpless. 

The mental effects associated with smoking 
are usually much milder than those associated 
with eating hashish. Hashish smoking rarely 
results in discomfort. 

Intensity of 
Physical 
Effects 

The physical effects of eating hashish can be 
very powerful. Users often feel that their body is 
heavy and it is difficult to move their limbs. 
Large doses of hashish can be very sedative. 

Smoking hashish produces a mild mental 
stimulation, followed by a period of 
relaxation and drowsiness. 

Duration 
of Effects 

The effects of eating hashish are usually very 
long lasting and it is not uncommon to feel high 
for more than 12 hours. A restful sleep is needed 
to fully remove the residual effects of eating hashish. 

The effects of smoking hashish can last up to 
8 hours, although most of the effect wears off 
after the first two hours. 

Intensity 
of Total 
Experience 

The overall intensity of the high produced by 
eating hashish is much stronger than the overall 
intensity of the high produced by smoking hashish. 

The overall intensity of the high produced by 
smoking hashish is much weaker than the 
overall intensity of the high produced by 
eating hashish. 

Overall Suite 
of Effects 

The overall suite of effects produced by eating 
and smoking hashish are approximately the same 
excepting time course and intensity.When hashish 
is eaten the onset of the effects is slower and mors 
intense, the peaks come in successive waves, 
are higher, and the effects last longer. 

When hashish is smoked, the onset of the 
effects is faster and less intense, the peak is 
lower, and the effects are of shorter duration. 
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The Tantras (a series of works that form a group of relatively modern Buddhist 
religious literature concerned with mysticism and magic) abound in references to 
the drug [bhang] as a potent means of disengaging the mind from its mundane 
associations, leading it up to the divinity; and hermits and fakirs appeal to these 
authorities to justify their inordinate attachment to the drug. The Tantras however, 
do not confine their recommendation of the drug on the score of its aptitude to 
promote intellectual abstraction; they supply a large number of recipes for the 
preparation of conserves and electuaries, which are strongly commended for their 
aphrodisiacal virtues. 

Orally consumed Cannabis drugs have long provided the Hindus with a source 
of spiritual stimulation as well as a solace from the rigors of daily life (see also page 
vii). J.M. Campbell, Collector of Land Revenue and Customs and Opium, Bombay, 
gave an account , a Note On The Religions Of Hemp (excerpt Ed.) f r o m the IHDCR 1893: 

To the Hindu the hemp plant is holy. A guardian lives in the bhang leaf.... the 
properties of the bhang plant, its power to suppress the appetites, its virtue as a 
febrifuge [fever reducer], and its thought-bracing qualities show that the bhang leaf is 
the home of the great Yogi or brooding ascetic Mahadev. ... So holy a plant should 
have a special rearing. Bhang [when ritually nurtured and prepared], especially if 
prayers are said over it, will gratify the wishes and desires of its owner. Taken in the 
early morning such bhang cleanses the user of sin ... taken at daybreak or at noon 
destroys disease. ... N o god or man is as good as the religious drinker of bhang. The 
students of the scriptures at Benares are given bhang before they sit and study. At 
Benares, Ujjain and other holy places, yogis, bairagis and sanyasis take deep draughts 
of bhang that they may center their thoughts on the Eternal. By the help of bhang 
ascetics pass days without food or drink. The Hindu poet of Shiva, the Great Spirit 
that living in bhang passes into the drinker, sings of bhang as the cleanser of ignorance, 
the giver of knowledge. N o gem or jewel can touch in value bhang taken truly and 
reverently. He who drinks bhang drinks Shiva. The soul in whom the spirit of bhang 
finds a home glides into the ocean of Being freed from the weary round of matter-
blinded self. To the meaner man, still under the glamour of matter or Maya, bhang 
taken religiously is kindly thwarting the wiles of his foes and giving the drinker 
wealth and promptness of mind. ... Like his Hindu brother the Musalman fakir 
reveres bhang as the lengthener of life, the freer from the bonds of self. Bhang 
brings union with the Divine Spirit. 'We drank bhang and the mystery I am He grew 
plain. So grand a result so tiny a sin.1 

The Effects of Eating Hashish 

The effects induced by eating hashish vary greatly and are largely dose related. 
Some of the Cannabis concoctions ingested by early experimenters were quite mild 
while others were apparently quite potent. Chand and King (1877) quote Sir William 
O'Shaughnessy's description of the effect of drinking bhang: 

... intoxication will ensue in half an hour. Almost invariably the inebriation is 
of the most cheerful kind, causing the person to sing and dance, to eat food with 
great relish, and to seek aphrodisiac enjoyments. In persons of a quarrelsome nature 
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it occasions, as might be expected, an exasperation of their natural tendency. The 
intoxication lasts about three hours, when sleep supervenes. N o nausea or sickness 
of the stomach succeeds, nor are the bowels at all affected; next day there is slight 
giddiness and vascularity [redness] of the eyes, but no other symptom worth recording. 

O'Shaughnessy also describes the experiences of a retiring young Scottish student 
who tried a Cannabis extract (Taylor 1963): 

He became like a rajah for three hours, talking like he never had ... about 
everything he never had or expected to have. It terminated nearly as suddenly as it 
commenced, and no headache, sickness or other unpleasant symptoms followed. 

The effects of drinking a relatively low-potency bhang drink are mild, comparable 
to the effects of smoking average-quality marijuana or hashish. The consequences of 
eating large doses of hashish concoctions can be dramatic and profound. In Paris during 
the late 1840s, members of Le Club des Hachichins experimented with hashish eating. 
Some of their experiences were recorded by the authors Moreau, Gautier, and Baudelaire: 

Through the darkness spread Around, the gaping earth then vomited Legions 
of foul and ghastly shapes, which Hung upon his flight. 

—Moreau (no date) 

Gautier described one of his evenings at the Club: 

[As dinner ended and the drug took effect] I was experiencing a complete 
transposition of taste. The water I was drinking seemed to have the savor of the most 
exquisite wine, the meat turned to raspberries in my mouth, and vice versa. I could 
not have told a cutlet from a peach. 

My neighbors began to seem rather odd to me: they were opening wide, owlish 
eyes, their noses were lengthening into proboscises, their mouths became extremely 
wide, and their faces took on supernatural colors. One of them, with a pale face in a 
black beard, was in peals of laughter at some unseen spectacle; another made 
unbelievable efforts to bring his glass to his lips, and his contortions to do this 
produced deafening jeers. Another, nervously agitated, twiddled his thumbs with 
incredible agility; yet another, leaning back in his chair, with dreamy eyes and lifeless 
arms, let himself f low voluptuously into the bottomless sea of annihilation. 

... A faint heat came to my limbs, and madness, like a wave foaming against a 
rock that pulls back to hurl again, entered and left my brain, and finally invaded it 
altogether. Hallucination, that strange guest, had come to live in me. 

"To the drawing room!" cried one of the guests. "Don't you hear the celestial 
choirs? The musicians have long been at their stands." [When I entered the drawing 
room], a low chair by the fire made advances to me. I settled into it and surrendered 
with no resistance to the fantastic drug. 
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After several minutes my companions had vanished, one after another, leaving 
no trace other than their shadows on the walls, which were absorbed like the brown 
stains water makes on sand, that fade as they dry. As I was no longer conscious from 
then on of what others were doing, you must now be content with the story of my 
simple personal impressions. Solitude reigned in the drawing room, where there 
were only a few doubtful beams of light; all of a sudden, a red flash passed beneath 
my eyelids, innumerable candles burst into light, and I felt bathed in a warm clear 
glow. My surroundings were the same, yet as different from before as a sketch is from 
a painting; everything was bigger, richer, more splendid. Reality served only as a 
point of departure for the magnificence of the hallucination. 

I could still see no one, yet I guessed the presence of a multitude: 1 heard the 
rustling of fabrics, the creaking of shoes, voices that whispered, murmured, and 
lisped, stifled bursts of laughter, sounds of moving chair and table legs. Someone 
was bustling about with the dishes, opening and closing the doors: something unusual 
was happening. 

A n enigmatic character suddenly appeared before me. How had he come in? I 
do not know, yet seeing him did not frighten me. He had a nose curved like a bird's 
beak; his green eyes were surrounded with three brown circles, and he wiped them 
frequently with an immense handkerchief; a high starched white cravat strangled his 
thin collar and made the skin of his cheeks overflow in ruddy folds—in the knot was 
a visiting card with the words, "Daucas-Carota of the Golden Pot;" he wore a black 
coat with square tails and bunches of watch chains and fobs, and it imprisoned his 
body, which was thrust out like the breast of a capon. As to his legs, I must confess 
they were made of a bifurcated mandrake root—black, wrinkled, covered with knobs 
and warts—and seemed to be freshly uprooted, for bits of earth still adhered to the 
filaments. These legs wriggled and twisted with extraordinary activity, and when the 
small torso they supported stood directly facing me, the strange character burst into 
sobs, wiped his eyes with all his strength, and said in a most mournful voice: 

"It is today we must die laughing." 
Tears as big as peas rolled down the sides of his nose. 

"Laughing ... laughing ..." 
echoed a choir of discordant nasal voices. 

I looked at the ceiling then and saw a crowd of bodiless heads like cherubs, 
and they had such comical expressions, such jovial and profoundly happy faces, that 
I could not help but share their hilarity. Their eyes creased, their faces widened, their 
nostrils flared; they had grimaces that would have made the spleen itself rejoice. 
These farcical masks moved about where they were, turning in opposite directions, 
which produced a dazzling and dizzying effect. 

Bit by bit, the drawing room became filled with amazing figures such as one 
finds only in the etchings of Callot and the aquatints of Goya; a characteristic 
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combination of tawdry finery on human and bestial figures; at another time I might 
have been apprehensive about such a group, but there was nothing menacing in 
these monstrosities. It was mischievousness, not ferocity, that made their eyes sparkle. 
Good humor alone made them bare their immoderate fangs and pointed incisors. 

As though I were the lord of the feast, each figure came one by one into the 
luminous circle of which I occupied the center, and with an air of grotesque solemnity, 
muttered witticisms in my ear, none of which I now remember, but which at the time 
I found enormously funny, and which prompted the maddest gaiety in me. 

... The rather convulsive gaiety of the early evening was beginning to be 
succeeded by an indefinable well-being, a boundless calm. I was in that blessed 
hashish state the Orientals call kif (Kif means "pleasure." In modern times, in 
northwest Africa, its meaning has become more specific: a mixture of chopped dried 
hemp and black tobacco, widely used as a mild stimulant). I no longer felt my body; 
the bounds of matter and mind were undone; I moved only by my will in a medium 
offering no resistance. It is thus, I suppose, that souls act in the world where we go 
after death. A bluish mist, an Elysian dawn, reflected light from an azure grotto, 
formed in the room an atmosphere whose quivering outlines I could vaguely see. 
This atmosphere was at once cool and warm, moist, and perfumed; it enveloped me 
like a bath in a cool embrace of enervating sweetness. W h e n I tried to move, the 
tender air made a thousand delightful eddies around me; a delicious languor seized 
my senses and threw me back on the sofa, where I sank down, limp as a discarded 
garment. Then I understood the pleasure felt by spirits and angels, according to their 
degree of perfection, in crossing ether and heaven, and how eternity might be spent 
in paradise. 

... During my ecstasy, Daucas-Carota had come in again. Seated like a tailor or 
a pasha on his neatly twisted roots, he fixed his flashing eyes on me; his beak 
snapped so sardonically, such a mocking air of triumph burst from his small deformed 
person, that I shuddered in spite of myself. Guessing my fright, he increased his 
contortions and grimaces, coming near me with little jumps, like a wounded daddy 
longlegs or a legless cripple in his basket 

Then I felt a cold breath in my ear, and a familiar voice (though I could not 
make out to whom it belonged) said to me, "That wretched Daucas-Carota, who sold 
his legs for drink, has made away with your head, and put in its place, not an ass's 
head like Puck gave Bottom, but that of an elephant!" 

Singularly puzzled, I went straight to the mirror, and saw that the warning was 
not for nothing. I could have been taken for a Hindu or Javanese idol; my forehead 
was higher, my nose, lengthened into a trunk, curved down my chest, my ears swept 
my shoulders, and to compound the annoyance, I was indigo in color, like the blue 
god Shiva. 
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Infuriated, I began to run after Daucas-Carota, who jumped about and 
screeched, giving every sign of extreme terror. I managed to catch him, and banged 
him so violently against the edge of the table that he finally gave me back my head, 
which he had wrapped in his handkerchief. 

Gautier attempted to leave the building but was urged back upstairs by an 
overseer—a companion who had refrained from eating hashish so that he might 
supervise the others. Gautier however believed (that an): 

... odious monster trapped me in the tangle of his legs, and using his hands as 
crampons, dragged me along despite my resistance, made me reclimb the stairs where 
I had felt such anguish, and to my great despair, reinstalled me in the drawing room 
from which I had so painfully escaped. 

Then dizziness completely overwhelmed me, and I became insane, delirious. 
Daucas-Carota cut capers as high as the ceiling, saying, "Imbecile! I gave you back 
your head, but first I took out your brain with a spoon!" I felt a frightful sadness as, 
lifting my hand to the top of my head, I found it open, and then I lost consciousness. 

[Upon awakening] I made the journey four or five hundred times to look at 
the clock face with a horrified disquiet. Daucas-Carota was seated astride the clock, 
and made appalling grimaces at me. 

The hands did not move. 
"Wretch! You have stopped the pendulum," I cried, drunk with rage. 

"Not at all—its going back and forth as usual, 
but suns will crumble into dust before this steel arrow 
has advanced a millionth of a millimeter." 

"Come, now, I see we must exorcise the evil spirits: Things are turning splenetic 
[irritable]," said the seer. "Let's make a little music. David's harp will this time be 
replaced by an Erard piano." 

And sitting at the stool, he played melodies that had quick movements and 
happy aspects. That seemed to annoy the mandrake man, who grew smaller, flatter, 
discolored, and made inarticulate moans; at last he lost all human form, and rolled 
onto the f loor in the shape of a salsify with two taproots. The spell was broken. 

"Hallelujah! Time has risen from the dead," 
shouted joyful, childish voices. "Now go see the clock." 

The hands pointed to eleven o'clock. 
"Sir, your carriage is downstairs," a servant said to me. 

The dream was at an end. The hashish eaters went home ... With a light step, 
I went down the stairs that had caused me such torture, and a few minutes later I was 
in my room, in full reality; the last vapors raised by the hashish had vanished. My 
reason had come back, or at least what I call my reason for want of a better term. My 
lucidity was great enough for me to handle the review of a pantomime or a light 
comedy, or to write a few three-lettered rhyming verses. 
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Soueif (1972) interprets the effects reported by Baudelaire and Gautier after eating 
hashish: 

t 
In his writings, Baudelaire talked about Cannabis from various points of view. 

For example, he mentioned what he claimed to be authentic historical facts, botanic 
information, the chemistry of Cannabis, various routes of administration of the drug, 
its immediate effects on various functions and organs, the psychology of dreams ... 
etc. The following is a sample of the immediate effects as claimed by Baudelaire: 
attacks of non-motivated joy interspersed with intervals of astonishment during which 
the person may try, in vain, to attain a reasonable degree of self-control, a feeling of 
being full of energy, panic attacks, a feeling that simple words and ideas seem bizarre, 
that relationships between ideas are becoming vague, that all senses are becoming 
sharp, some experience of synaesthesia (the condition where one type of stimulation 
evokes the sensation of another, as when the hearing of a sound produces a visualization 
of a color), depersonalization, perceptual illusions, slowness of perceived time, and 
lethargy all over (C. Baudelaire, Le theatre de Seraphin). Gautier, also, enumerated 
various immediate effects of the drug, e.g., changes in body image, distorted perception 
of objects, hypermotil ity [excess of mental imagery that arises primarily f rom 
sensations of bodily movement and position rather than from visual or auditory 
sensations] and hyperesthesia [excessive ability to feel or perceive]. 

These dramatic alterations of perception of time and space, accompanied by vivid 
hallucinations differ markedly from the relatively mild effects reported by hashish 
smokers. 

Several British and American authors also experimented with hashish eating and 
experienced profound effects. Victor Robinson (1930) recorded in his diary a most 
powerful and vivid trip induced by eating hashish: 

O n March 4 , 1 9 1 0 , 1 came home, feeling very tired. I found that some Cannabis 
indica which I had expected had arrived. After supper, while finishing up an article, 
I began to debate with myself whether I should join the hashish-eaters that night. 
The argument ended with my taking 20 minims at 9 o'clock. I was alone in the 
room, and no one was aware that I had yielded to temptation. A n hour later I wrote 
in my memoranda book: Absolutely no effect At 10:30, I completed my article and 
entered this note: N o effect at all from the hemp. By this time I was exhausted, and 
being convinced that the hashish would not act, I went to bed in disappointment. I 
fell asleep immediately. 

I hear music. There is something strange about this music. I have not heard 
such music before. The anthem is far away, but in its very faintness there is allure. In 
the soft surge and swell of the minor notes there breathes a harmony that ravishes 
the sense of sound. A resonant organ, with a stop of sapphire and a diapason of opal, 
diffuses endless octaves from star to star. All the moonbeams form strings to vibrate 
the perfect pitch, and this entrancing unison is poured into my enchanted ears. 
Under such a spell, w h o can remain in a bed? T h e magic of that melody bewitches 
my soul. I begin to rise horizontally from my couch. N o walls impede my progress, 
and I f loat into the outside air. Sweeter and sweeter grows the music, it bears me 
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higher and higher, and I float in tune with the infinite—under the turquoise heavens 
where globules of mercury are glittering. 

I become an unhindered wanderer through unending space. N o air-ship can 
go here, I say. I am astonished at the vastness of infinity. I always knew it was this 
large, I argue, but I never dreamed it was as huge as this. I desire to know how fast I 
am floating through the air, and I calculate it must be about a billion miles a second. 

I am transported to wonderland. I walk in streets where gold is dirt, and I 
have no desire to gather it. I wonder whether it is worthwhile to explore the canals of 
Mars, or rock myself on the rings of Saturn, but before I can decide, a thousand 
other fancies enter my excited brain. 

I turn, I twist, I twirl, I melt, I fade, I dissolve. N o diaphanous cloud is so light 
and airy as I. I admire the ease with which I float. My gracefulness fills me with 
delight. My body is not subject to the law of gravitation. I sail dreamily along, lost in 
exquisite intoxication. 

New scenes of wonder continually unravel themselves before my astonished 
eyes. I say to myself that if I could only record one one-thousandth of the ideas that 
come to me every second, I would be considered a greater poet than Milton. 

I am on the top of a high mountain-peak. I am alone—only the romantic night 
envelopes me. From a distant valley I hear the gentle tinkling of cow-bells. I float 
downwards, and find immense fields in which peacocks' tails are growing. They 
wave slowly, to better exhibit their dazzling ocelli, and I revel in the gorgeous colors. 
I pass over mountains and I sail over seas. I am the monarch of the air. 

I hear the songs of women. Thousands of maidens pass near me, they bend 
their bodies in the most charming curves, and scatter beautiful flowers in my fragrant 
path. Some faces are strange, some I knew on earth, but all are lovely. They smile, 
and sing and dance. Their bare feet glorify the firmament It is more than the flesh 
can stand. I grow sensual unto satyriasis. The aphrodisiac effect is astonishing in its 
intensity. I enjoy all the women of the world. I pursue countless maidens through 
the confines of heaven. A delicious warmth suffuses my whole body. Hot and blissful 
I float through the universe, consumed with a restless passion. A n d in the midst of 
the unexampled and unexpected orgy, I think of the case reported by the German 
Dr. Reidel, about a drug-clerk who took a huge dose of hashish to enjoy voluptuous 
visions, but who heard not even the rustle of Aphrodite's garment, and I laugh at 
him in scorn and derision. 

I sigh deeply, open my eyes, and find myself sitting with one foot in bed, the 
other on my desk. I am bathed in warm sweat which is pleasant. But my head aches, 
and there is a feeling in my stomach which I recognize and detest. It is nausea. I pull 
the basket near me, and await the inevitable result. At the same time I feel like 
begging for mercy, for I have traveled so far and so long, and I am tired beyond limit, 
and I need a rest The fatal moment approaches, and I lower my head for the easy 
deposition of the rising burden. And my head seems monstrously huge, and weighted 
with lead. At last the deed is done, and I lean back on the pillow. 
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... My head falls o n my breast, utterly exhausted and devoid of all energy. 

Again my brain teems. Again I hear that high and heavenly harmony, again I 
float to the outposts of the universe and beyond, again I see the dancing maidens 
with their soft yielding bodies, white and warm. I am excited unto ecstasy. I feel 
myself a brother to the Oriental, for the same drug which gives him joy is now acting 
on me. I am conscious all the time, and I say to myself in a knowing way with a 
suspicion of a smile: All these visions because of 20 minims of Cannabis indica. My 
only regret is that the traces are ceaseless. I wish respite, but for answer I find myself 
floating over an immense ocean. Then the vision grows so wondrous, that body and 
soul I give myself up to it, and I taste the fabled joys of paradise. Ah, what this night 
is worth! 

The music fades, the beauteous girls are gone, and I f loat no more. But the 
black rubber covering of my typewriter glows like a chunk of yellow phosphorus. By 
one door stands a skeleton with a luminous abdomen and brandishes a wooden 
sword. By the other door a little red devil keeps guard. 1 open my eyes wide, I close 
them tight, but these specters will not vanish. I know they are not real, I know I see 
them because 1 took hashish, but they annoy me nevertheless. I become uncomfortable, 
even frightened. 1 make a superhuman effort, and succeed in getting up and lighting 
the gas. It is two o'clock. Everything is the way it should be, except that in the basket 
I notice the remains of an orange—somewhat the worse for wear. 

I feel relieved, and fall asleep ... 

Like the experiences of the m e m b e r s of Le Club des Hachichins, Robinson ' s trip was 
much more powerful and involving than the effects commonly attributed to smoking 
hashish. Some of the extreme effects experienced by the hashish-eating authors no doubt 
resulted from the extraordinarily large doses they ingested combined with their 
inexperience. However, the intensity of their visions, the enhanced physical sensations, 
and distorted perceptions of time and space, transcend the levels of effects commonly 
associated with even extremely heavy hashish smoking. The differences in the effects 
of eating versus smoking hashish can be explained most plausibly by the dramatic 
effects of the 11-hydroxy-THC metabolite of THC produced by the liver. 

The multiphasic effects of rushing to great heights, coming back down, and then 
soaring again to new heights are reported commonly by those who eat hashish. Smokers 
report that they feel one strong rush followed by a high and subsequent come down. 
Hashish smokers never report a second rush or multiple rushes or "come ons" from 
one session of smoking. The repeating multiphasic effects are only associated with 
eating marijuana or hashish. 

The 11-hydroxy metabolite of THC may also account for the sedative and physically 
relaxant effects following both hashish eating and smoking. Even when smoking, some 
THC is metabolized by the liver either before, and especially after, it reaches the brain. 
The THC metabolite 11-hydroxy-THC, is carried by the bloodstream to the brain one to 
two hours after the THC absorbed by the lungs has already reached the brain. The 
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initial stimulating effects of smoking THC begin to subside at about the same time as 
the 11-hydroxy-THC produced by the liver begins to reach the brain. In small amounts, 
11-hydroxy-THC apparently induces restful sleep. In larger amounts, it can induce 
vivid hallucinations and either interrupt or prolong sleep. 

Bayard Taylor (1963) recorded that the effects of eating hashish were followed by 
a deep sleep: 

The sensations it then produced were those, physically, of exquisite lightness 
and airiness—mentally of a wonderfully keen perception of the ludicrous, in the most 
simple and familiar objects. During the half-hour in which it lasted, I was at no time 
so far under its control that I could not with the clearest perception, study the 
changes through which I passed. I noted, with careful attention, the fine sensations 
which spread throughout the whole tissue of my nervous fibers, each thrill helping 
to divest my frame of its earthly and material nature, till my substance appeared to 
me no grosser than the vapors of the atmosphere, and while sitting in the calm of the 
Egyptian twilight, I expected to be lifted up and carried away by the first breeze that 
should ruffle the Nile. While this process was going on, the objects by which I was 
surrounded assumed a strange and whimsical expression ... I was provoked into a 
long fit of laughter. The hallucination died away as gradually as it came, leaving me 
overcome with a soft and pleasant drowsiness, from which I sank into a deep, 
refreshing sleep. 

This description is typical of the biphasic effects induced by eating hashish. Eaten 
hashish has much longer-acting effects on the body than does smoked hashish. The 
"morning after" effect associated with eating hashish likely results from the longer 
course of action of the 11-hydroxy-THC metabolite. Also, the 11-hydroxy-THC 
metabolite appears to be much longer acting and it takes longer to break down than 
THC. The biphasic effects continue into the next morning, albeit at lower levels than 
the day before. Baudelaire (in Schleiffer 1979) reports on the residual morning after 
effects of hashish eating: 

My final observation will not be the least curious. The following morning, 
when you see the daylight in your room, your first sensation is profound astonishment. 
Time has completely disappeared. A moment ago, it was night; now it is day ... 

You seem to feel a well-being and a wondrous lightness of spirit: no fatigue. 
But hardly are you on your feet when a trace of the old intoxication appears. Your 
weak legs guide you timidly; you are afraid of breaking yourself like some fragile 
object A great languor—not without a certain charm grips your spirit. You are incapable 
of work or energetic action. 

The morning after effect of eating hashish presents a unique opportunity to truly 
enjoy sleeping until noon on a weekend, but can pose serious obstacles to the 
productivity expected from a workday. For this reason, recreational hashish eating is 
best suited to weekends or extended vacations. Or, if maximum effect is desired, eating 
is the appropriate route. 
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Extraction and Activation of THC 

THC is highly soluble in fats. Many of the early recipes for hashish confections 
use animal fats to extract the active ingredients. The use of animal or vegetable fats to 
extract THC from hashish is key to making effective hashish confections. Gobar (1976) 
describes an interesting tradition in Afghanistan: 

The hashish users believe that smoking without the ingestion of lipids la group 
of organic compounds, including the fats, oils, and waxes that are not water-soluble] 
is harmful as only the fat can absorb the drug's toxins and prevent mental and 
physical complications. 

THC-acids must also 
be decarboxylated to their 
neutral forms before they 
are psychoactive. Up to 95% 
of the THC in very fresh 
hashish is in the acid form. 
When fresh hashish is eaten, 
prior gentle heating decar-
boxylates to neutralize and 
activate the THC acids, 
otherwise the hashish has 
little potency. 

TINCTURES 

Tinctures of hashish 
for medicinal use were 
prepared by using alcohol 
extracts and were essen-
tially dilute hashish oil. 
Cannabis and hashish tinc-
tures were prescribed 
during the late 1800s and 
early 1900s to treat the 
symptoms of a wide variety 
of ailments and afflictions. 
The American writer, Fitz 
Hugh Ludlow, reported the 
effects obtained by consum-
ing a Cannabis t incture. His 
experiences were strikingly 
similar to those of Gautier, 
and are cited earlier. 

Figure 5.6. This Cannabis tincture, manufactured by the firm Eli Lilly & Co., 
has claims on the label stating success in treating many problems for which 
Cannabis is still indicated. 

ONE GALLON 
S T A N D A R D I Z E D F L U I D E X T R A C T 

CANNABIS 
AMERICANA 
(Cannabis Sativa—American grown) 

CONTAINS ALCOHOL 80 PER CENT. 

PETSTSIOLOOICAXIiT. TESTED 

E L ! L I L L Y 5 C O M P A N Y . I N D I A N A P O L I S 

FL. BXT. CANNABIS IMDICA Dose 1 to 10 zn. 
Standard of Strength—'That of iue U. S. P h a r m a c o p e i a 8th 

revision. Physiologically tested. 
Cannabis aatiwa Linn. Fan*.—Moraeea. 
Synonym*—Indian cannabic tJ. S. F.—Foreign Indian hemp, 

Gunjah , Hashish, Churruo, Bhang, Subjer. 
Ranges-Caucasus , Persia , Northern India ; cultivated in Europe, 

Asia and the United States. 
Habitat—Rich, moist toil of mountain slopes and ban Its of streams. 
Part used—The dried flowering tops of pistillate plants . 
Action and uses—NOT POISONOUS according to best authorities, 

though formerly so regarded. Antispasmodic, analgesic, anes> 
thetic.oarcutic, aphrodisiac. Specially recommended in spasmodic 
and painful affections; for preventing rather than arrest ing 
migraine; almost a specific In tha t form of insanity peculiar to 
women, caused by mental worry or moral shock. I t Is the best 
hypnotic in delirium tremens. I ts anodyne power is marked in 
chronic metritis and dysmenorrhea. Used -with excellent results 
in habitues of opium, chloral or cocaine. In hysterical cases not 
calmed by chloral or opium it acts especially well. 

p k e p a r a t i o x M A Y 2 9 1 9 J 3 

T i n c t u r e C a n n a b i s I n i l lea—Fl. ext. Cannabis Indica, Lilly, 
1H A- ozs.; Alcohol, 14H fL ozs. Mix—Dose, 10 minims, increased 
til 1 i ts effects a re experienced. 

ELI LILLY & COMPANY. LABEL REVISED 1908. 
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Recipes and Confections 

There are many different ways to extract the active ingredients from hashish and 
present them in forms that are both potent and pleasing to the palate. Extracts of Cannabis 
were extensively used in Western medicine during the 1800s and early 1900s. The 
majority of confections such as majoon were employed for their recreational value. 

MAJOON 
Majoon is a general term applied to Cannabis confections and electuaries. The origin 

of the word majoon is Arabic, and the consumption of majoon confections is most 
often associated with Arabian and Persian cultures. Different sorts of majoon, using 
many different recipes, were prepared in different regions. In all the recipes, animal fat 
or vegetable oil is used to extract and concentrate the THC from the hashish, for addition 
to a recipe including fat, oil, or shortening. All the traditional recipes use low heat to 
facilitate extraction of the cannabinoids and to decarboxylate the THC acids to their 
active neutral forms. Care is taken not to overheat the hashish extract and destroy the 
active THC. 

Kerr (1877) briefly describes varying sorts of Egyptian Cannabis confections: 

Conserves of numerous sorts, with specific virtues attributed to them are 
there prepared with the leaves, flowers, or capsules of the plant. One sort is the 
majum, [majoon] well known in India; the second is the barsh, also well known 
amongst well-to-do Mahomedans here as an aphrodisiac; a third sort is said to provoke 
singing or laughing; a fourth being soporific, and so on. 

The differences in effects associated with various Cannabis confections probably 
have a deeper association with cultural traditions and myths than they do with 
pharmacology. Chand and King (1877) quote Sir William O'Shaughnessy's description 
of the preparation of Indian "hemp" extracts: 

The majoon or hemp confection, is a compound of sugar, butter, flour, milk 
and siddhi or bhang. The process has been repeatedly performed before us by Ameer, 
the proprietor of a celebrated place of resort for hemp devotees in Calcutta and w h o 
is considered the best artist in his profession. Four ounces of siddhi and an equal 
quantity of ghee are placed in an earthen vessel, a pint of water added, and the whole 
warmed over a charcoal fire. The mixture is constantly stirred until the water all 
boils away, which is known by the crackling noise of the melted butter o n the sides 
of the vessel. The mixture is then removed from the fire, squeezed through cloth 
while hot, by which an oleaginous solution of the active principles and coloring 
matter of the hemp is obtained; and the leaves, fibers, etc., remaining o n the cloth 
are thrown away. The green oily solution concretes into a buttery mass and is then 
well washed by the hand in soft water, so long as the water becomes colored. T h e 
coloring matter and an extractive substance are thus removed and a very pale mass, 
the consistence of simple ointment, remains. The washings are thrown away. Ameer 
says that these are intoxicating and produce constriction of the throat, great pain, 
and very disagreeable and dangerous symptoms. 
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The use of oils and fats to extract the active ingredient of Cannabis is explained in 
the passage above. In addition to an initial extraction with clarified butter (ghee) the 
crude fat extract is rinsed in water to remove the water soluble pigments and other 
contaminants. Chand and King continue: 

The operator then takes two pounds of sugar, and adding a little water, places 
it in a pipkin [cooking pot] over the fire. W h e n the sugar dissolves, and froths, two 
ounces of milk are added; a thick scum rises and is removed; more milk and a little 
water are added from time to time, and the boiling continued about an hour, the 
solution being carefully stirred until it becomes an adhesive clear syrup, ready to 
solidify o n a cold surface; four ounces of tyre (new milk dried before the sun) in fine 
powder are now stirred in, and lastly the prepared butter of hemp is introduced, 
brisk stirring being continued for a few minutes. A few drops of attar [highly fragrant 
essential oil, Ed.] of roses are then quickly sprinkled in, and the mixture poured 
from the pipkin o n a flat cold dish or slab. The mass concretes immediately into a 
thick cake, which is divided into small lozenge-shaped pieces ... The taste is sweet 
and the odor very agreeable ... it is most fascinating in its effects, producing ecstatic 
happiness, a persuasion of high rank, a sensation of flying, voracious appetite and 
intense aphrodisiac desire. 

Although the two recipes are intended for bhang (leaf), they could also be used 
for hashish. The principle of using animal fat (milk, butter, yogurt, or ghee) to extract 
the active ingredient THC is illustrated in all majoon recipes and would work equally 
well with hashish. Many majoon recipes specified the use of hashish rather than 
marijuana. Bouquet (1950a) described several Egyptian majoon recipes that use hashish: 

Manzul type. About 10 percent of charas (hashish) is mixed with oil of sesame, 
to which cocoa-butter is often added. The mixture is then worked into a thick paste 
with powdered chocolate and a mixture of crushed spices and condiments. 

Some recipes use crushed almonds, pistachios, walnuts, hazel-nuts, and pine-
seeds; others use nutmeg, ginger, pepper, cloves and cinnamon; others again use the 
seeds of celery, onion, garden cress and quince. It all depends o n the social status of 
the prospective purchaser. It should be noted that most of these substances have a 
reputation as aphrodisiacs in Arab medicine. 

The mixture is kneaded by hand into a thick paste, which is flattened and cut 
up into small discs 1 cm. thick and 3 cm. in diameter. 

These discs are intended to be slowly chewed. 

Ma'agun type. Synonyms: Magoon (India), Majun (Turkey), Madjun (North 
Africa). This type is fairly similar to Manzul in preparation. Honey is added to a 
mixture of chira (hashish), spices and aphrodisiacs. Then gum-arabic powder is added, 
until a hard paste is obtained, which is divided into pellets for swallowing. 
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Dawamesk type. T h e Cannabis tops or chira (hashish) powder are put to simmer 
in butter at a moderate hea t T h e butter is very of ten replaced by sweet almond or 
sesame oil. T h e mixture is then strained. The fatty extract thus obtained is flavored 
with mace, cinnamon, cloves, musk or various essences. Aphrodisiacs (nux vomica, 
catharides, etc.) are often added. 

Garawish type. This is a paste, which cracks between the teeth. Chira (hashish) 
powder is mixed with well-cooked syrup, opium and Datura Stramonium being 
sometimes added. It is scented with various essences and spices (vanilla, cloves, 
cardamoms, cinnamon, etc.). It is thickened over a gentle fire and then emptied onto 
an oiled marble slab. The mixture solidifies on cooling and then is cut up. 

Other sweetmeats which are commonly sold in the Levant and North Africa 
serve o n occasion as vehicles for the drug, e.g.: 

(i) Stuffed dates: The confectioner splits the date, takes out the stone, and 
replaces it by a paste which is colored green and made of 
almonds, pistachios and sugar. In the illicit traffic, dates have 
been found in which the paste used for filling contained 
chiras powder. 

(ii) Rahat Lolcum a very c o m m o n sweetmeat made of starch, 
(Turkish Delight): sugar and water and flavored with essences (orange, lemon, 

rose, banana etc.). Pistachios and almonds are added. The 
product is semi-soft, and is sold in the form of parallelepipedal 
pieces [a solid with six faces, each a parallelogram and each 
being parallel to the opposite face] rolled in a mixture of 
sugar and starch. 

NO-BAKE FUDGE A N D MAJOON RECIPES 

Traditional chocolate fudge is one hashish butter confection enjoyable to the 
Western palate. A standard fudge recipe using "space" butter follows: 

Take 1 cup, minus 1 tablespoon, rich milk and bring to a boil in a large heavy 
saucepan. Remove pan from the heat and stir in 2 oz. grated unsweetened chocolate, 
dash of salt, 2 cups of sugar (raw or white, as desired). 

Return the pan to the heat, bring to a boil and cook, covered, for 2 to 3 
minutes. This allows the steam from the cooking mixture to dissolve any crystals 
that form o n the sides of the pan. Uncover the pan, lower the heat, and cook without 
stirring to the soft-ball stage, 238 °F. Remove the pan from the heat without jostling or 
stirring. Coo l the candy to 110°F. Add 4 tablespoons hashish butter. Beat fudge a 
bit, add 1 teaspoon vanilla and beat mixture until it begins to lose its sheen. At this 
point, a drip from the end of the spoon will hold its shape against the bottom of the 
spoon when the spoon is f l ipped over during the drip. Quickly stir in 3 / 4 cup 
broken nut meats if desired. Pour into a buttered pan and cut into small squares 
before it hardens. 
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For those who prefer not to indulge in chocolate, a modern majoon can be made 
from a mixture of chopped nuts and dried fruit, using honey to sweeten, disperse the 
hashish butter, and bind the other ingredients. While all ingredients are determined by 
personal choice and local availability, here is the basic recipe. 

300 g mixed chopped fruit (raisins, apricots, apples, figs, dates, etc.); 100 g 
chopped nuts of choice (1 or more sorts); 225 ml honey; 10 g hashish (or as much as 
makes butter of the desired strength) heated, dissolved and decarboxylated in 250 g 
butter. Mix together. Optional additions are middle-eastern spices like cloves, 
cinnamon, ginger, allspice, cardamom, black pepper. 

Ice cream is an excellent medium for hashish consumption, because the fat in the 
cream provides the medium for THC extraction and warming of the cream decarboylates 
the THC-acids. Hashish ice cream stores well frozen, retaining potency for a long time. 
Chocolate covered bonbons are convenient for measuring and storing small doses. 

Ingredients: 1 quart whipping cream, 10 g of high-quality resin 
powder, 1 cup sugar, 4 egg yolks, 1 vanilla bean cut open 
lengthwise. 

Directions: 1) Place the cream in a heavy saucepan, slowly stir in the 
resin powder, and set aside. Let the cream and resin powder sit 
together in the refrigerator for several hours or overnight. Warm 
gently to 100° C over hot water in a double boiler for one hour. 2) 
Mix the egg yolks and sugar together, stir into the cream. Add 
both halves of the vanilla bean and heat gently, stirring, until the 
mixture begins to thicken. Transfer to a bowl, take out the vanilla 
bean halves (you can squeeze out the small seeds for extra vanilla 
flavor) and chill. Mix in an ice cream maker and freeze with 
constant churning as with any ice cream. Store in freezer and enjoy 
a small amount whenever the idea catches your fancy. 

Introduction to Hashish Smoking 

Why would someone choose to smoke hashish or marijuana? An even more 
fundamental question to answer is, "Why would someone choose to smoke at all?" It is 
widely known that smoking is bad for human health. So why do people smoke Cannabis 
products, tobacco in its various forms, herbal blends, or any other plant material? People 
smoke because they enjoy smoking and its effects. Clearly, for significant numbers of 
people, the pleasure of smoking outweighs the health risks. Some argue that smoking 
Cannabis is not as harmful to one's health as smoking tobacco. This is not the issue. It 
has been proven that inhaling smoke of any kind directly (as well as second hand) is 
damaging to the lungs. Given the body of scientific literature linking tobacco smoking 
with cancer, heart disease, and other degenerative diseases, no rational person can 
support tobacco smoking as a healthy lifestyle decision. It would be difficult to formulate 
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any logical reasons why smoking Cannabis should pose fewer health risks than smoking 
tobacco (but, see page 266 and Sidebar 5.8). However, Cannabis contains no addictive 
nicotine and is characteristically smoked in much smaller quantities than tobacco. 

Effects of Hashish Smoking 

Most of the effects induced by hashish smoking are the same as the effects induced 
by marijuana smoking. Hashish is often higher in THC, and therefore, more potent 
than marijuana, so less hashish is required to achieve the desired results or unwanted 

Figure 5.7. DIFFERENT EFFECTS, DESIRABLE AND LESS SO, OF HASHISH SMOKING, COMPARING NAIVE 
AND EXPERIENCED USERS. The effects are similar to, but often more intense than, the effects of marijuana 
smoking. 

Descriptions of Effects Naive 
Users 

Experienced 
Users 

Red eyes. Common effect Not as common 

Sense of euphoria or a feeling of well-being. Common effect Common effect 

A floating sensation (you may remember the Persian and Arabian 
tales of flying carpets—these tales no doubt arose from the 
experiences obtained from the use of Cannabis which gives one the 
sensation of floating in air and traveling through space). 

Common effect Common effect 

Feeling of thirst—the mouth feels dry. Common effect Common effect 

Increase in appetite. Common effect Common effect 

Laughter, even a giggly feeling of hilarity. Common effect Common effect 

The desire to speak more freely. Common effect Common effect 

Altered sense of time—ten minutes may seem like hours. Common effect Common effect 

Heightening of the keenness of senses. Common effect Common effect 

Muscle relaxation. Common effect Common effect 

Drowsiness. Common effect Common effect 

Stimulating feeling. Common effect Common effect 

Depressing feeling. Uncommon effect Uncommon effect 

Increased heart beat and initially there may be a slight rise 
or fall in blood pressure in some people. 

Occasionally a 
strong effect 

Rarely a 
strong effect 

Sometimes a feeling of anxiety, even panic. Occasionally a 
strong effect 

Rarely a 
strong effect 

Hallucinations—flashing lights, constant changing color, 
forms, and patterns. 

Uncommon effect Uncommon effect 

Ataxis, or inability to coordinate movements. Occasionally a 
strong effect 

Rarely a 
strong effect 

Vertigo or dizziness. Occasionally a 
strong effect 

Rarely a 
strong effect 
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side effects. Figure 5.7 is a chart of the desirable and undesirable effects associated with 
smoking marijuana and hashish. Naive users may react differently to the same effect 
than would experienced users. Stressful reactions are more common in naive users 
simply because they do not know what to expect and they might become anxious and 
mildly frightened by the unknown. However, naive smokers quickly become 
accustomed to the few unpleasant side effects of Cannabis smoking, and learn to 
appreciate the pleasures. 

For those who do choose to smoke Cannabis, hashish rather than marijuana could 
be a healthier choice. Plant tissue is a major source of tars and other toxic compounds 
in Cannabis smoke, though resin glands also produce tars as they burn. High-quality 
hashish contains predominantly resin glands and very little plant material, while 
marijuana is predominantly plant material covered with a thin layer of resin glands. 
Whether a person smokes marijuana or hashish made from the same Cannabis, they 
will have to smoke approximately the same number of THC-containing resin glands to 
feel the same psychoactivity. Using marijuana as the THC source, the dried flowers 
(covered with resin glands) are rolled in a cigarette (joint) or smoked in a pipe. If the 
same resin glands are collected and smoked in the form of hashish, the resin glands are 
isolated without the bracts, leaflets, stems, seeds, and other plant material of the female 
flowering tops. With high-quality hashish, the smoker does not consume extraneous, 
relatively non-psychoactive plant material in order to feel the effect of the resin. 

In a study at the School of Medicine at the University of California at Los Angeles 
(UCLA), researchers concluded that habitual marijuana smokers do not experience a 
greater annual rate of decline in lung function than nonsmokers (Marijuana Use and 
Mortality, American Journal of Public Health, April 1997 [Ed.], see sidebar S5.8). 

THC never has been linked with cancer, heart disease, or other degenerative 
ailments. Since the highest quality hashish is in excess of 50% THC, half of the contents 
of that hashish should not be harmful to the health. Average high-quality Cannabis is 
only 5 to 7% THC. Smoking high-quality hashish in small amounts seems to be a 
healthier choice than smoking larger amounts of crude marijuana, just as smoking 
high-potency marijuana in smaller quantities is superior to smoking larger amounts of 
lower-quality marijuana. (An oft heard lament by anti-Cannabis officials in the United 
States is that marijuana is 10 times as potent as it was in 1970. The implication is that 
the marijuana smoking today is 10 times as dangerous. The opposite is true. In 1970, 
typical Mexican marijuana was about 1.0 to 1.5% THC. One would smoke a joint or 
two, inhale deeply, and hold the smoke in the lungs until nearly turning blue. Today 
one can take two or three gentle tokes on a joint of ten percent THC, hold briefly, and 
achieve the same effect [Ed.].) Less is more! 
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Smoking Hashish Versus Marijuana 

There seem to be two kinds of Cannabis smokers, those who like to get high and 
those who like to get stoned. Noted through many first-hand observations, some smokers 
prefer the psychoactive effects associated with Cannabis sativa varieties, generally 
described as "energetic, light, clear, and high." Other smokers prefer the psychoactive 
effects generally associated with strains of Cannabis indica, often described as "soporific, 
dull, stupefying, narcotic." Smokers of sativa often say that the high preferred by smokers 
of indica is "too strong" or "makes me sleepy," while smokers of the indica often say 
that the sativa high, "isn't strong enough" or "doesn't do anything for me." These 
personal preferences for various mental and physical effects account for the predilection 
for different Cannabis varieties. 

A reason for smoking hashish rather than marijuana may be differences in certain 
aspects of the high. In some cases with marijuana and hashish made from the same 
plant, the hashish not only induces a stronger form of the same high, it may induce 
more desirable effects than that from the marijuana. Smoking marijuana from Afghani 
varieties and their hybrids often produces a sedative, sleepy effect, but hashish made 
from Afghani plants can produce one of the clearest and most cerebrally stimulating 
highs. Is there some cannabinoid or other compound that occurs in the plant material 
that does not occur in the resin? Or is the difference related to the dosage—to the amount 
of THC consumed at one sitting? Hashish is so much more concentrated and potent 
than the parent plant material that the much stronger effect may be characterized as 
stimulative rather than sedative. Possibly a little THC produces a sedative effect and a 
lot produces a stimulating effect. 

Although dosage is undoubtedly important, dosage alone does not fully explain 
the differences in the effects between crude marijuana and refined hashish. The 
psychoactive effects produced by hashish are much cleaner and clearer than those 
produced by the same THC when smoked in marijuana. True, the more THC smoked 
in relation to the amount of plant matter smoked, the stronger the high. But this does 
not explain the differences in the qualities of the highs. Possibly, there is some 
modification of the THC high by other cannabinoids or by some of the myriad of other, 
non-cannabinoid compounds identified in Cannabis tissues (Turner 1980). Another 
possibility is that interactions between some compound(s) in the plant matter and the 
THC causes a reaction that affects the brain differently. 

The effects associated with smoking hashish made from either Cannabis sativa or 
Cannabis indica should be much the same as smoking the source Cannabis, since the 
active ingredients are essentially the same (given what is presently known). In most 
instances, the effects of hashish are likely to be somewhat more pronounced even with 
a smaller dosage; it simply requires less hashish than marijuana and, conversely, more 
marijuana than hashish, to achieve a similar overall suite of varietal effects. 

Hashish is the product of mechanical extraction of resin glands. Because of the 
nature of the Cannabis plant, mechanical extraction is quite inefficient. Approximately 
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50 to 65 percent of the total amount of THC produced in the flowers is contained within 
the resin glands and this portion of the THC is extracted during resin collection. The 
remaining THC is contained within and on surfaces of other plant tissues such as bracts 
and small leaves that make up the flower clusters. These floral tissues are discarded 
during high-quality hashish manufacture, and the THC contained within them is not 
present within the hashish. In terms of total THC produced by a plant, smoking 
marijuana is about twice as efficient as smoking hashish made from that same marijuana. 

There is a marked difference in the clarity and intensity of the high between the 
effect produced by smoking hashish and that produced by smoking marijuana. A simple 
experiment will illustrate. A small amount (approximately 0.25 g) of nearly pure resin 
powder is collected from very strong domestic sinsemilla. Before collection, a few grams 
of the marijuana are set aside. If the two are comparison-smoked on several different 
occasions, the difference becomes obvious. One g of very strong domestic sinsemilla, 
which is approximately 10% THC, contains approximately 0.1 g of THC. One-quarter 
(0.25 g) of nearly pure resin powder, which is approximately 40% THC, also contains 
approximately 0.1 g of THC. Smoking the resin powder produces a dramatically different 
effect than that produced by smoking the sinsemilla. 

The psychoactive effect produced by high-quality resin powder most often is 
described as clean and clear. The high is energetic and directed, with less attachment to 
setting. The mind feels freer and more creative, without the limits imposed by the 
plethora of modifying compounds contained in marijuana tissues. Most pure hashish 
can be smoked all day long and the head remains clear. Every toke makes the smoker 
feel a little higher and rarely creates a groggy feeling. Most marijuana eventually causes 
a sleepy, foggy head after prolonged smoking. After a few hours of continued smoking, 
a plateau is reached and the smoker is not able to get any higher. 

Methods of Smoking Hashish 

Hashish can be smoked in myriad ways, primarily in various forms of cigarettes 
and pipes. All deliver the precious smoke to the lungs and each method or device has 
distinctive merits. The following text explains some of the more appropriate methods 
and devices, both traditional and modern. 

Mixing hashish with tobacco and rolling it into cigarettes has been the standard 
way to smoke hashish in Europe since at least the 1960s. In North America, the tradition 
has been to smoke hashish in low-volume pipes or, occasionally, to mix hashish with 
marijuana to roll into a cigarette. 

Smoking Hashish Blended with Tobacco Versus with Marijuana 

The introduction of tobacco to Europe and Asia was accompanied by the 
introduction of smoking. Logically, hashish was probably first smoked blended with 
tobacco. In one of the earliest references to Cannabis smoking (an 1801 issue of the 
Asiatic Society journal), an unidentified researcher noted that in 1796 Cannabis was used 
to make: 
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... an intoxicating drug. Much used, mixed with tobacco, in smoking, by people 
of many parts of Hindustan ... 

Kerr (1877) described habitual Indian Cannabis smokers who blended hashish with 
marijuana: 

Habitual ganja smokers take charas frequently to whip up the effect of ganja. 

Tobacco and Cannabis traditionally are mixed for smoking in Morocco and Europe. 
When habitual smokers of Cannabis and tobacco mix the two together, often they do 
not taste the tobacco. Tobacco affects the Cannabis high. Nicotine is a strong nerve toxin 
and vasoconstrictor which, over time, raises blood pressure. THC has no toxic effect on 
the nervous system and acts as a vasodilator that temporarily lowers the blood pressure. 
Rapidly lowered blood pressure accounts for the rapid heartbeat and head rush associated 
with inhaling a lung full of Cannabis smoke. A blend of hashish and tobacco produces 
a more balanced effect. One reason for smoking hashish mixed with tobacco is to make 
the cigarette burn more evenly and steadily. Mixing hashish with marijuana also 
facilitates burning. Tobacco keeps hashish embers from falling out (which could burn 
skin or clothing); marijuana joints do not hold the hashish embers as well. Marijuana 
tends to vary much more widely in flavor and texture than common cigarette tobacco, 
and marijuana adds psychoactive THC. Commercial tobacco is neutral, and the quality 
is uniform and predictable. 

When Dutch smokers are polled, they give additional reasons for mixing hashish 
with tobacco. Some say that Americans smoke their Cannabis products pure because 
Cannabis smoking is not tolerated in America, and smokers there feel they have to 
hurry to get as stoned as possible as fast as possible. In Holland, these Dutch smokers 
argue, the tolerant social climate allows Cannabis smokers to relax and smoke a bit at a 
time. Underlying this cultural difference would seem to be the fact that smoking pure 
hashish, or hashish mixed into marijuana, rather than into tobacco, is just too strong 
for some people. Dutch coffee shop workers often accept a smoke from customers. 
Some workers have been heard to complain that if they smoke with too many Americans 
they get "too high" from the pure Cannabis smoked by this group. These workers are 
generally heavy smokers of European style tobacco and Cannabis joints, yet the increased 
THC percentage of undiluted Cannabis smoke proves too powerful for them. 

Other Dutch smokers state that hashish smoked pure (in a pipe of some sort) is 
too "rough." Another opinion is that by mixing any Cannabis product with tobacco, a 
small amount goes farther. Some smokers say that they developed the habit of mixing 
tobacco into their smoke because without much cash, they needed to stretch their 
Cannabis budge t . 

One particularly interesting aspect of the use of Cannabis products mixed with 
tobacco concerns Cannabis smokers who do not smoke tobacco alone, but do mix it 
with their hashish. The majority of North Americans who are non-tobacco smoking 
Cannabis smokers would never consider mixing tobacco into their hashish. In fact, many 
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North Americans who are also tobacco smokers are surprised at the idea of mixing 
hashish with tobacco and smoke their hashish neat or blended with marijuana. In 
Europe, some non-tobacco smokers will only smoke hashish or marijuana mixed with 
tobacco. In fact, more than one Dutch smoker has expressed the opinion that it was not 
possible for Cannabis products to be effective if not mixed with tobacco. The reason 
given by one sadly misinformed smoker was that without the tobacco it wasn't possible 
to inhale the smoke from a joint deeply enough into the lungs to achieve an effect. Such 
opinions come mostly from those who were tobacco consumers initially. 

Michael Starks (1977) mentions that if hashish is blended with tobacco, the inactive 
CBD in the hashish will be converted into active THC. No proof of this conversion 
exists and it is very unlikely that a burning tobacco cigarette can provide the proper 
chemical environment for much, if any, CBD to be converted to THC. 

The chemical reactions involved in getting high are still largely a mystery. What is 
the difference in the manner that the body reacts to the THC derived from crude 
marijuana versus THC obtained by smoking isolated resin glands? What are the 
differences in effects when the THC is consumed in combination with nicotine? Is there 
an ingredient in tobacco which combines with THC to make a different high than that 
obtained when Cannabis products are consumed alone? How do the many different 
terpenoids in the resin affect the high? These questions will be difficult to answer but 
the search for solutions will greatly advance understanding of what happens to the 
body and the mind of a Cannabis smoker. 

Smoking Efficiency 

The efficiency of smoking hashish is difficult to compare with the efficiency of 
eating hashish. The comparison is complicated because when hashish is smoked, the 
THC goes straight through the bloodstream to the brain; when hashish is eaten, the 
THC is carried first to the liver where it is metabolized into 11-hydroxy-THC before it 
is carried by the bloodstream to the brain. The 11-hydroxy-THC metabolite has a 
particular suite of effects that are quite different from THC. Comparing smoking 
efficiency with eating efficiency is therefore like comparing apples and oranges; the'y 
are both round tree fruits of about the same size, but that is where the similarity ends. 
Some generalizations can be made about the relative efficiency of smoking versus eating. 
When hashish is smoked, a portion of the THC never reaches the smoker's bloodstream. 
The THC can escape in several ways. 

1) Side-stream smoke between tokes escapes from hashish cigarettes and 
large pipes of hashish. If only one toke of hashish is smoked at a time, 
then little or no THC is lost in side-stream smoke. The same holds true 
for captured-smoke devices. 

2) Smoke is often exhaled before most of the THC from the smoke in the 
lungs can be absorbed by the bloodstream. The smoker might not hold 
the hit for 20 to 30 seconds, exhaling too soon or coughing. Smokers 
rarely absorb a majority of the THC that is in a toke. 
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3) Some of the THC also can be destroyed if the hashish burns too 
quickly; the THC burns up before vaporizing completely. The 
measured pace of burning by a hashish cigarette allows the heat 
behind the ember to gradually vaporize the THC before it burns. 
Vaporizing hashish with a hot air source is another solution. The 
amount of THC actually absorbed by the lungs ranges from less than 
20% to nearly 90%. 

When hashish is eaten, all of the THC enters the stomach, but digestion may destroy 
some of the THC before it passes from the stomach into the bloodstream. How much of 
the THC that is eaten actually reaches the brain as 11-hydroxy-THC is not known. Thus 
comparisons of efficiency are difficult to make although eating appears to be the more 
efficient in terms of the proportion of THC actually absorbed. 

Smoking Techniques 

Hashish is commonly smoked straight, in a special low-volume pipe or a water 
pipe, or rolled with marijuana or tobacco into a cigarette. Hashish is also blended with 
marijuana or tobacco and smoked in large-volume pipes such as standard tobacco pipes 
and chillums. Hashish can also be smoked by burning it like incense and breathing the 
vapors. 

Pipe Smoking 
Hashish is pleasant to smoke in a pipe. The flavor of the pure hashish comes 

through strongly. With repeated use, hashish tends to clog pipes, which start to taste 
foul, so the bowls and stems need to be cleaned regularly to remove tars, resins, and 
ashes. A clean pipe delivers a better-burning toke. Low-volume bowls are best lighted 
at one edge so that the hashish burns slowly and evenly from one edge of the bowl to 
the other. Large bowls attended by more smokers, such as at Afghan ritual smoking 
sessions, can be lit across the surface. Often Indian hand-chillums are lighted across 
the entire surface. 

No matter what style of pipe is smoked, stale smoke remaining in the pipe after 
the previous toke should never be inhaled. This stale, unpleasant tasting smoke causes 
coughing more than fresh smoke does. Afghans always blow huge clouds of smoke 
from the chillum jar before they take a toke, and the next person blows out the remaining 
smoke before taking his toke. No traditional Afghan smoker would ever inhale stale 
smoke left in the chillum jar. 

The bong pipe is a pipe of Asian origin, constructed of two or more sections of 
bamboo, closed at the bottom, with a small bowl set atop a short diagonal tube coming 
off the side. Smoke is inhaled by placing the mouth over the open end of the bamboo 
sections. For correct use of the bong, only a bit of smoking material is loaded and 
consumed completely in one inhalation. The bong automatically clears itself because 
the smoker inhales all of the smoke and then fresh air enters through the bowl clearing 
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any residual smoke. Pipes with narrow stems trap little smoke. When a piece of hashish 
is burned under a glass, the smoke becomes stale very quickly unless tokes are taken 
often and the smoke is completely cleared. 

Pipe Styles Around the World ' 
Pipe styles can be divided into two basic types—direct delivery pipes and water 

pipes. A water pipe is less harsh to smoke because it cools and washes the smoke, but 
some potency is lost as the smoke bubbles through water. Direct-draw pipes are harsher 
to smoke but are more efficient. 

Since the advent of hashish smoking followed the introduction of tobacco smoking, 
it is not surprising that hashish pipes resemble tobacco pipes. No traditional hashish 
smoking cultures evolved without the influence of tobacco smoking. 

Direct Delivery 
Chillums 

Chillum pipes are used throughout the southern foothills of the Himalayas, 
especially in Kashmir, North India, and Nepal. Chillums traditionally were formed 

Figure 5.8. Many Cannabis smoking cultures have made adaptations of the water pipe. This drawing shows several 
different styles, located by their land of origin. 

ASIAN WATER PIPE STYLES 
HOOKAHS, HUBBLE-BUBBLES, 
and NARGHILES 
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Figure 5.9. Since chillums are straight rather than having a bend, like modern European pipes, they must be filled in 
the vertical position, held vertically while being smoked, and extinguished before laying down. To smoke a chillum, 
the hands are clasped together around the stem using any grip that tightly seals the mouthpiece. The following 
technique is quite common: the narrow mouthpiece is placed in the center of one palm such that the stem rests 
along the straightened fingers and the bowl protrudes beyond the fingertips. The other hand wraps around the first 
hand and the chillum stem to form a tight seal. A hole for inhaling is left in the gap between the bases of the thumbs 
or between the thumb and palm of the first hand. (The position of the hands is much like the position of the hands 
when one makes a whistle by stretching a blade of grass across the gap between the thumbs.) When the chillum is 
held in the proper, near-vertical position, the bowl is in front of the smoker's forehead within the line of sight. The 
mouthpiece of the chillum is usually wrapped in a wet piece of cloth that cools the smoke, prevents any burning 
debris from passing into the smoker's mouth, and helps to seal the smoker's clasped hands, promoting good suction 
and draw (see also Figure 3.6, and page 8 in Color Section). Drawing by Robin Ade. 

from fine clay but have also been made of stone, hardwoods, ceramics, glass, metals, 
and even hollowed-out carrots. Some ceremonial chillums are very ornate. 

Chillums always take the shape of a straight, tapered tube. The wide, flared end 
serves as the bowl and the narrow, tapered end serves as the mouthpiece. A small stone 
or piece of fired clay is loosely fitted in the bottom of the bowl-end to keep burning 
embers from being inhaled. Crumbled hashish is usually placed on top of a bed of 
Cannabis or tobacco. Chillums are shaped much the same as the simple pipes Native 
Americans used for smoking tobacco. Because of their simple design, chillums are 
thought to be of ancient origin. Whether chillums were smoked in Asia prior to the 
introduction of tobacco is not known. 

Traditionally the chillum is ignited by placing a few charcoal embers from a fire 
atop the hashish in the bowl. In this way, one person can smoke a chillum because no 
second pair of hands is needed to hold the matches or lighter. However, it is easier 
when a second person lights the bowl for the smoker. Repeated long, slow inhalations 
draw the ember-heat to the hashish, and once the hashish ignites properly, the smoker 
takes a long draw before carefully passing the erect chillum to the next smoker. A chillum 
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pipe delivers a very large toke when smoked with gusto. Taking a series of deep tokes 
can produce a powerful rush. Chopra (1957) provides a detailed explanation of chillum 
smoking procedure: 

Ganja and charas are commonly smoked. The equipment for smoking differs in 
various parts of [India), most widely used being a simple earthenware chillum similar to 
that used by the poorer classes for smoking tobacco, resembling a funnel with a wide base 
and a long neck. In addition to this, the smoker must have a brazier, a pair of tongs and 
a piece of cloth to be wrapped around the neck of the funnel. The method is simple. The 
ganja is first moistened with a little water to soften it and is then placed in the palm of the 
left hand and kneaded with the thumb and forefinger of the right hand to a pulpy mass. 
A n amount of tobacco, a little less than the ganja [or charas], is then placed inside the 
chillum, the prepared ganja being placed o n top of it. The usual practice is to put the 
kneaded ganja (or charas) between two thin pieces of broken earthenware, thus preventing 
the rapid combustion of the drug by the ignited charcoal and helping to reduce the 
temperature of the smoke, which might otherwise be too hot. A piece of glowing charcoal 
or smoldering cow-dung cake is placed with a pair of tongs o n the chillum thus prepared. 
A piece of moistened cloth is then wrapped round the neck of the chillum, which is held 
between the palms of the hands. The mouth is applied to the opening formed between 
the thumb and forefinger of the right hand and the smoke is inhaled deeply into the 
lungs. T h e smoke is retained in the lungs for as long as possible and is then allowed to 
escape slowly through the nostrils, the mouth being kept shut T h e longer the smoke is 
retained, the more potent are the effects obtained. Experienced smokers are able to retain 
the smoke for quite a long time. 

In the case of charas and ganja, the chillum is handed round from one to the other, 
each person usually inhaling deeply the smoke until dazed before passing it on. Their 
object is to get a sense of well-being, all present combine to make the sitting as pleasant as 
possible, and social and caste distinctions disappear. 

Kif Pipes 
Moroccans traditionally smoked kif, marijuana blended with black tobacco. 

Modern Moroccans and Westerners often use kif pipes for smoking hashish (see Sidebar 
5.4). Kif pipes have two parts, the stem and the bowl. The sbassa (singular sebsis) are the 
long slender wooden stems (see Figure 3.41) and the chqafa are the tiny red-clay bowls 
(Bowles in Book of Grass, no date). Chqaf are still made in Morocco from the local red 
clay although, infrequently, they are fashioned from soft stone. A chqaf is elbow-shaped, 
having a 90-degree bend as do many tobacco pipes. One end acts as a socket where the 
tapered end of the sebsis is inserted. Set at the other end of the elbow is the bowl which 
has a small thumb of clay sticking out from its inside wall near the bottom. This 
protrusion supports the ball of kif and tobacco, keeping the hot embers from being 
drawn through the stem. The bowls come in two sizes, neither of them very large. The 
smaller bowls traditionally serve as personal-size pipes and hold one good, lung-filling 
toke. The larger bowls are intended to be shared, but these are used much less frequently. 

The sebsis is turned on a simple lathe and is usually decorated with engraved and 
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dyed banded patterns and spirals of mint-like leaves. 
Smaller stems are made in one section; larger sizes are 
made of two smaller sections joined in the middle of the 
stem. Smaller bowls are fitted to the smaller stems and 
larger bowls to the larger stems. 

Western Low-Volume Pipes 

Low-volume pipes fashioned after tobacco pipes are 
commonly used in the West for smoking hashish. The 
capacity of the bowl is usually small, having a capacity 
of less than 1.0 g. Since hashish is smoked straight (neat 
or pure in Europe) without adding tobacco or marijuana, 
a relatively small amount (0.05 to 0.25 g) is burned each 
time to maximize the flavor and concentrate the effects. 
The small amount of crumbled hashish is placed in the 
pipe bowl and smoked in one toke. If the pipe is to be 
shared, more hashish is added and the bowl is lit along 
one edge. This way, each smoker gets a fresh tasting toke. 

A pipe offers the best opportunity to get a big rush 
and provides the biggest burst of flavor possible. Ideally, 
the smoker can handle all the smoke that comes from the 
first delicious lighting. The first toke is full of flavor and 
THC, but sometimes the smoker inhales too much smoke, 
which explodes from the lungs, wasting 
most of the hit. The second toke has 
less potency and flavor. The third and 
fourth tokes essentially are devoid of 
both THC and flavor. An unpleasant, 
sooty, carbon taste comes when one 
tries to smoke an exhausted pipe. The 
flavor and potency of the first toke are 
diminished by the foul tasting dregs 
of the last toke. Smokers develop their 
own rituals of filling and cleaning their 
pipes to achieve maximum appre-
ciation. 

Water-Cooled Delivery 
Water-cooled delivery has the 

advantage of cooling and cleansing the 
smoke prior to inhaling, which makes 
the smoke easier to inhale and hold. 
The more smoke inhaled and held, the 

Kif Pipes and 
Hashish Smoking 

Inexperienced Westerners 
often try to smoke hashish in a 
Moroccan sebsi pipe intended 
for kif smoking. Since sebsis do 
not have screens, hashish 
embers can be sucked easily 
through the bowl and down the 
throat, a very unpleasant 
experience. Experts do not 
recommend smoking hashish 
in a sebsi unless it is fitted with 
a fine metal screen. Or, place a 
small amount of pure 
marijuana or kif in the sebsi 
bowl to serve as a bed for a 
small, one-hit, chip of hashish. 
The marijuana burns, burning 
the hashish, and keeps the hot 
hashish from being sucked 
through. When traveling in 
Morocco, joint smoking is most 
practical, or take along a never-
used clean pipe and some 
screens. When returning home, 
leave all used smoking tools 
behind. 
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Smoking the Water Pipe 
Dr. Alexander Sumach 

gives an excellent lesson in 
water pipe basics in his book A 
Treasury of Hashish: The 
physiologically active 
component [of the smoke] is an 
aromatic oil so slightly volatile 
that its actual vapor pressure at 
the bowl must be very slight. 
The bulk of the effective 
material is being carried as an 
aerosol (suspended droplets) 
which are not deposited by the 
act of bubbling through water. 

Always breath IN—this 
creates a vacuum in the airtrap 
above the water level which, in 
turn, causes the smoke to go 
down the pipestem and through 
the cold water in the form of 
smoke bubbles. This cool, 
filtered smoke in the airtrap is 
drawn up the smoke tube, 
through the mouthbit, and into 
the lungs. 

NEVER BREATH OUT— 
for this reverses the process, 
and the increased pressure in 
the airtrap pushes down on the 
water, forcing the water up the 
pipestem and into the pipe 
bowl where it will extinguish the 
fire. 

It is vital that there are no 
leaks in the system, for that 
would require more effort to 
obtain the smoke. The flask 
may be filled with crushed ice 
or chilled wine. NEVER drink 
the water; it tastes like an 
ashtray and is about as 
psychedelic in effect. 

higher the smoker can get. The water in the pipe traps 
some of the water-soluble smoke particles and condenses 
some of the tars. Since THC is not soluble in water, most 
passes through the water and is inhaled. Starks (1977) 
points out that recent research has indicated that the 
insoluble material that coats the inside of the water pipe 
and forms a surface film on the water contains significant 
amounts of cannabinoids. Up to one-third of the THC 
could be lost as the smoke condenses within the water, 
trapping the THC. Smoking through water pipes or bongs 
may not be as efficient as smoking joints, but efficiency 
is not the point. Cannabis is to be enjoyed in the most 
pleasurable way possible. The water filters out many 
impurities resulting from the burning of hashish or 
marijuana, but the water also removes some THC. The 
health benefits of not inhaling the impurities, which are 

Sidebar S5.5. Drawing by Roddy Heading. 
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captured and visible in the bong-water, far outweigh the inefficiency of smoking with 
a water pipe. 
Hookahs, Hubble-Bubbles, Chillums, and Narghiles 

Water pipes come in many forms from the most elemental earth pipe or bamboo 
bong to complex molded glass and plastic atrocities of modern space-age design. Water 
pipes are popular throughout the Middle East and Central Asia. According to Aldrich 
(1979): 

Throughout the Muslim world the favorite smoking device was the narghile (coconut 
hookah) or hookah (hubble-bubble), invented by the Persians and probably inspired by 
primitive African water pipes. Afghani legend has it that the narghile helped early 
international trade develop, coconuts from south India being exchanged for hashish 
from Central Asia. By the eighteenth century water pipes were known in China, Siam, 
and Southeast Asia. 

The word narghile has its origin in the Indie root word nargil, meaning coconut. 
The hubble-bubble is the quintessential water pipe. The water jar, the bowl mounted 
on top, and the long flexible tube for inhaling the smoke—this is the pipe pictured in 
many old drawings of smokers in the East. Hubble-bubbles get their name from the 
sound the smoke makes as it bubbles through the water in the jar. 

Afghan hubble-bubbles (called chillums) have straight, rigid sticks for the 
mouthpiece and stem, while Arab and Persian water pipes usually have a shorter stem 
supporting the bowl and a flexible hose to the mouthpiece (see pages 139-43 for a 
description of ritual chillum smoking in Afghanistan). Kerr (1877) described the heady 
effects of the hubble-bubble: 

The rule is to have three whiffs at a time, and the effect thereof is instantaneous. 
Before the hubble-bubble can be replaced o n its stand, the head of the smoker is 
quite giddy, and at times, if he be a new smoker, he is ready to fall d o w n drunk; but 
the effect does not last long. 

Earth Pipes 
Nomadic Afghans such as the Sufi malang, Kalandars, and goat herders as well as 

settled gardeners and farmers, traditionally smoked hashish in an intriguing water 
pipe constructed from and within the soil, called a chillum bah or earth pipe. Earth 
pipes are of ancient origin and are occasionally found throughout Afghanistan at shrines 
honoring Baba Ku, Kalandar, and latter-day hashish babas who were their followers. 
Shrines abound in the Afghan countryside, especially near mosques, cemeteries, and 
the graves of hashish babas. Earth pipes are also found near other sacred ruins and 
graveyards reflecting the Afghans' great respect for their ancestors and the ancient 
Afghan tradition of hashish smoking. 

A sarchana or bowl from a chillum is usually used to construct an earth pipe. 
When a sarchana is not at hand, a crude bowl is carved on the spot from a soft brick. A 
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Figure 5.10a. A traditional hubble-bubble of the Middle East, indicated by the flexible tube for inhaling smoke. Further 
to the east, the hoses are inflexible, either with straight or bent tubes. Print courtesy of S. Selgnij. 
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Figure 5.10b. Persian narghile smoker. Figure 5.10d. The hookah bearer. 

Figure 5.10c. Egyptian hookah smoker. Prints courtesy of S. Kahn. 
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Figure 5.11. The construction and use of an earth pipe in Afghanistan in 1971. The drawing by Robin Ade shows the 
earth pipe's interior. Photos courtesy of S. Kahn. 
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pair of bamboo sections or other hollow sticks are also required. An open, flat area 
with damp, clay soil is chosen, and a hole of 40- to 50-liter capacity is dug, shaped 
about twice as deep as wide. A few liters of water are poured into the hole and the clay 
soil is mixed into a stiff slurry. The sides of the hole are covered with wet clay and 
smoothed by hand to form a rudimentary, subterranean "vessel." A rock is laid, large 
enough to cover most of the bottom of the clay vessel. Two thin sticks are found, 
sharpened and pushed through the soft ground into the vessel. One is inserted at an 
angle such that it enters the wall of the hole at approximately one third of its depth. 
Later, this stick will be removed, forming a passage for the smoke to be inhaled. The 
second stick will make the hole for venting stale smoke and allowing fresh air to enter. 
The hole in the ground is covered with an intertwined mesh of small twigs which is 
covered with a layer of wet clay to form a dome, creating a sealed, open chamber 
within the ground. A piece of bamboo (or other hollow stick) is cut to a length again 
half as long as the hole is deep, and one end is cut at a sharp angle to make a point. 
Then the bamboo is inserted carefully through the dome until the tip of the point rests 
upon the rock at the bottom of the hole. The bamboo is sealed tightly around with wet 
clay, and the clay-soil pipe is left for most of the day or overnight to dry. 

When the pipe is to be used, the subterranean vessel is filled one-half to two-
thirds full by pouring 20 to 30 liters of water through the vertical hollow stick. A fired 
ceramic sarchana or carved-brick bowl is filled with crumbled hashish and fitted to the 
top of the vertical hollow stem near ground level, using a wrap of wet cloth to make a 
tight seal. The long, thin, diagonally-placed sticks are slowly pulled from the ground, 
leaving two long narrow passages through the soil. A pair of hollow reeds, sticks, or 
pieces of bamboo that may have been hidden nearby on a previous visit are retrieved. 
One of these is relatively short, about 30 cm long, while the longer one can be 1.5 to 2.0 
m long. Carefully, the shorter stick is inserted a few centimeters into the mouth of one 
of the narrow diagonal passages and sealed in place with wet mud. It will serve as a 
vent to blow stale smoke out of the earth pipe. The longer piece of bamboo, hollow 
stick, or reed is inserted a bit farther into the second hole and becomes the smoker's 
mouthpiece for drawing on the earth pipe. The mouthpiece tube is also sealed all around 
with wet clay. The smoker can sit erect or stand up to smoke as is the custom with a 
traditional hubble-bubble. Water slowly seeps out of the hole into the surrounding soil 
as the pipe is smoked and must be replenished periodically. In all other respects, an 
earth pipe is smoked in the same manner as a traditional Afghan hubble-bubble (see 
Figure 5.11). 

Bongs 

Bong pipes first came to America with soldiers returning from the Vietnam War. 
Traditionally made of bamboo, bongs were used for smoking marijuana or tobacco. A 
bong has all of the healthful advantages of a water pipe and is one of the most pleasurable 
and efficient ways to smoke hashish. The smoker consumes all the hashish in the tiny 
bowl in one toke. Every toke is from fresh hashish, maximizing the flavor. High-quality 
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Figure 5.12. Laotian Hmong men frequently sit in the Figure 5.13. Jamaicans call smoking a water pipe, 
shade smoking their long bongs. See also Figure 5.14. "sippin' da chalice." 

hashish is rare these days, and a bong provides an efficient device for its enjoyment 
wi th practically no waste. 

Western Water Pipes 
Early Western hashish smokers fabricated water pipes from whatever was at hand: 

wine bottles, lamp fittings, laboratory glassware, and a hodgepodge of other materials. 
Modern glass, plastic, and ceramic hubble-bubbles and bongs of myriad designs are 
sold by smoking paraphernalia shops and by mail order. 

Mixed-Air Delivery 
Mixed-air delivery systems allow the smoker to dilute the smoke wi th fresh air as 

the toke is being inhaled. A measured toke can be taken and then chased wi th fresh air, 
which usually prevents coughing and the smoker can hold more smoke longer in the 
lungs. The simplest form of mixed-air delivery is to merely suck in fresh air while 
holding a toke of smoke in the lungs. 

Carburetor Pipes 
The simplest device for mixed-air delivery is the carburetor pipe, which is any 

pipe wi th a vent hole between the burning Cannabis in the bowl and the mouthpiece. 
The vent hole is closed wi th a fingertip while the smoke is inhaled. When fresh air is 
desired, the finger is removed, letting air instead of smoke pass to the smoker. 
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Side-Stream Smoking—Snake and Captive Snake 
Side-stream smoking or "smoking the snake," is one of the most efficient and 

pleasurable ways to smoke hashish. It also requires the least equipment. Good-quality 
hashish and a match are all that's needed. Add a sewing needle or pin, a piece of 
cardboard, and a drinking glass, and one has all the equipment needed for captured 
side-stream smoking. A traveler needs carry only hashish and sewing needles to avoid 
carrying a smelly, incriminating pipe. 

A snake is a small, thin, tapered stick of hashish rolled out between the thumb and 
forefinger. A snake is smoked by lighting the tip, like a stick of incense. The lit snake is 
held near the lips and the stream of smoke is inhaled in a single long draw. The smoker 
needs to inhale as slowly and deeply as possible for as long as possible. The toke is 
long and thin, but easily measured, and smokers can easily adjust the dosage so that a 
toke can be held in their lungs for a long time without coughing (see page 5 in Color 
Section). 

A snake 2 to 4 mm in diameter is optimum. Smaller diameters do not provide 
enough smoke and larger diameters rarely burn correctly. Snakes of diameters larger 
than 4 mm do not get enough air to burn well because the snake's interior volume is 
larger than the burning surface area that is exposed to oxygen sufficient to keep lighted. 
When a snake is first lit, it flames in the manner of a stick of incense and the smoker 
blows the flame out immediately. The flame is caused by the aromatic terpenoids as 
they vaporize and then burn. The flame always should be blown out immediately— 
when resin flames it quickly boils off the volatile aromatic terpenoids and also vaporizes 
some of the THC. The black, sooty smoke from flaming resin tastes burned and leaves 
a carbon aftertaste. If the ember at the tip does not stay lit, then the smoker should 
carefully light the snake again. After a few rounds of light-flame-blow out, the ember 
stays lighted and begins to smoke. If the snake is allowed to flame too long before 
extinguishing, the hashish dries out and is harder to relight. The more tapered the end 
of the snake, the easier it is to light. A snake held at too steep of a down angle adds too 
much fuel to the fire and smothers the ember. A snake is best held between vertical 
(with the ember on top) and horizontal positions. 

An enclosed side-stream smoking apparatus or "captive snake" can be constructed 
by pushing a pin or needle most of the way through the center of a piece of stiff paper 
or cardboard. The card must be large enough to cover the mouth of the previously 
mentioned drinking glass. (A pressed-paper beer coaster works well.) The pin or needle 
is inserted 2 to 3 mm into one end of the snake so that the card and pin are holding the 
snake upright. The other end of the snake is ignited and the whole assembly is covered 
with the glass. The glass must be deeper than the total length of the pin and snake so 
the ember does not touch the bottom of the glass. After a few seconds, the smoke builds 
up inside the glass. The glass is tipped so that a small space is created between the 
glass and the cardboard or beer coaster base. The smoker purses his or her lips at the 
crack and inhales, clearing the smoke from the chamber. The hashish burns with renewed 
vigor in the fresh air inside the glass, building up smoke for the next toke. If the captured 
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snake sits neglected, the ember smothers and the hashish stops burning. Captured 
side-stream smoking is one of the most efficient and discreet ways to consume hashish. 

HASHISH CIGARETTES 

Pure Hashish—the Perfect Hashish Joint 
The perfect hashish joint contains only hashish; no tobacco, no marijuana, and no 

other fillers. Construction of the perfect hashish joint requires hashish, rolling paper, 
and a cardboard filter. The first step is to break down one to two grams of hashish into 
small pellets, worms, or curls. Smoke flows the most freely through a joint made with 
small, odd-shaped pieces. The hashish must not be crumbled into dust or the joint will 
not draw well. Large pieces burn too slowly and tend to fall out of the joint, burning 
holes wherever they land. 

A cigarette paper is rolled to make a tube holding a long, slender cardboard filter 
of 5 to 10 mm in diameter The filter should take about two-thirds of one end of the 
cigarette paper and must be formed so that no hashish can fall through. The open end 
of the empty paper tube is filled with the bits of hashish—a creased card helps funnel 
the hashish bits into the tube. The hashish is tamped down by lightly tapping the filter 
end on a hard surface. The end of the joint is left open unless it is to be transported, and 
care is taken when closing the end so that the bits of hashish are not packed too tightly, 
making the joint more difficult to light evenly. 

The open end, licked so that the wet paper does not burn away before the hashish 
begins to burn, is carefully lit so that the entire circumference of the hashish catches 
fire. It is safest to smoke pure hashish joints by holding them vertically, like little chillums 
so that embers are less likely to fall. When the joint burns close to the filter, the filter is 
pulled down so that a gap remains between the filter and the hashish. Then the paper 
is twisted, slowly constricting the gap between the hashish and the filter. This supports 
the hashish, allowing a few more tokes from the joint. After all, this is the perfect hashish 
joint and should be good to the very last puff. 

A recent invention is the LamiNeder, a thin piece of hashish pressed in a document 
laminator (see page 15 in Color Section). A carefully warmed and rolled piece of 
LamiNeder hashish can be lighted at one end and smoked just like a joint, but without 
any marijuana, tobacco, or rolling papers. The LamiNeder is truly the ultimate pure 
hashish joint. 

Blending with Tobacco or Marijuana 
Hashish is more commonly mixed with tobacco or marijuana before rolling into a 

cigarette. The filler adds body to the cigarette and provides air spaces so the cigarette 
draws well. Smokers usually mix more hashish near the front (burning end) of the 
cigarette and leave the hashish out nearer the mouthpiece or filter. Hashish cigarettes 
can be rolled that are almost pure hashish, containing just enough filler to allow the 
hashish to burn correctly. 
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Conclusions: Pipe Versus Water Pipe Versus Snake Versus Joint 

Four basic hashish-smoking methods are available, each with advantages and 
disadvantages. A pipe or water pipe delivers tokes of pure hashish smoke, but is 
conspicuous to use and smelly to carry when traveling. Joints put hashish in a familiar 
form for smoking but are an inefficient smoking technique, as much of the vaporized 
THC is lost in smoke that is not inhaled. Side-stream smoking eliminates inconvenient 
pipes and inefficient joints, but not all hashish can be easily rolled into the proper 
shape. Connoisseurs prefer the snake when the hashish can be formed into a roll, because 
they can fully evaluate all the qualities of a particular piece of hashish—smell, taste, 
texture, flammability, and cleanliness of ash. 

A snake gives off consistent measured amounts of smoke over a long period. Every 
hit is fresh and tastes good. There are no empty pipe tastes when smoking a snake. Since 
the smoke is captured under a transparent chamber, the smoker can see how much 
smoke will be inhaled. This is the most measured and predictable toke possible. Side-
stream smoking can be the most discrete way to smoke since no special paraphernalia 
is required. Flush the card and pin down the toilet and wash the drinking glass, and 
presto, the evidence is gone—a decided advantage when traveling. There are no fillers 
such as tobacco or marijuana and no waste while the pipe burns between tokes. The 
only drawback to smoking a snake is that it is harder to achieve the big rush and the 
big burst of pure hashish flavor one gets when smoking a fresh hit from a pipe. Water 
pipes are milder to smoke, but the water traps some of the THC and lowers the effective 
potency of the hashish. The cooled and cleaned smoke allows very large tokes to be 
inhaled from a water pipe. Joints are the easiest to transport and are readily shared. 

Vaporizing Hashish 

Introduction to Hashish Vaporizing 

Vaporization is an alternative to eating or burning hashish. The THC in hashish 
vaporizes when the hashish burns. The THC adjacent to the burning ember vaporizes 
and is released with the smoke, and the smoker inhales the mixture of vaporized THC 
and smoke. THC vaporizes at a temperature lower (-200° C) than the burning point of 
solid hashish constituents (-500° C) such as plant debris and some dust. When hashish 
is heated to between 200° C and 450° C, the THC vaporizes before the hashish ignites. 
The volatile aromatic terpenoids also vaporize, releasing flavors and aromas. The user 
receives both the potency (THC) and the flavors (terpenoids) without any of the smoke 
usually associated with smoking. The user is exposed to a lesser amount of smoke 
particles, toxic gasses, and tars, thus lowering health risks. Herms (1978) describes the 
processes involved in the burning of marijuana and hashish during smoking and 
compares them to processes involved in vaporization of the active ingredients from 
marijuana and hashish. Following is the rationale for the vaporizing smoking device 
marketed as the "Tilt" (Herms 1978). 
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Figure 5.14. California artist, Steve Gaskey, demonstrates his converted leaf-blower bong. The motorized device 
automatical ly draws vapors and smoke through the tube, filling the head-encasing globe. Photos by Liesl Snyder. 
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Combust ion of marijuana or tobacco under normal smoking condit ions 
(cigarette, pipe, etc.) is a notably hazardous and inefficient method for introduction 
of the psychoactive constituents ( ' -THC or nicotine) into the smoker's system. The 
high temperatures involved in the combustion process result in the formation of 
carcinogenic tar components , ciliostatic irritants, and toxic gases (i.e., carbon 
monoxide). A l so >50% of the psychoactive component of marijuana is destroyed 
during combustion. 

Production of these toxic components is associated with the high temperatures 
of the combustion process, so it would seem reasonable to circumvent the problem 
by using a different method of volatilization. Fehr (1972) proposed that ' -THC is 
transferred into mainstream cigarette smoke via a distillation process occurring in 
the transient intermediate-temperature zone which immediately precedes the burning 
front. We therefore decided to apply intermediate temperatures continuously to the 
entire marijuana sample in order to distill off the cannabinoids more efficiently. By 
avoiding the high temperatures associated wi th combustion, it might be possible to 
prevent degradation of cannabinoids and pyrosynthesis of PAH [carcinogenic tars] 
and carbon monoxide. 

For the intermediate-temperature vaporization procedure, an adjustable 80-
watt heater assembly was used. This apparatus is specifically designed for volatilization 
of Cannabis components; it consists of a horizontal wire screen mounted 5 mm 
above an 80-watt radiant heating unit, all encased in a clear plastic smoking chamber 
with an exit port near the top. 

Efficient vaporization of cannabinoids in the heater assembly occurred only 
over temperatures in the 185°-195° C range. At 200° C or higher the material 
tended to undergo spontaneous combustion, resulting in a persistent smoldering 
which produced a thick irritating smoke even when the heater was turned off. In 
order to avoid this, the Cannabis was "broiled" rather slowly, and the complete 
vaporization process required more than twice as much time as total combustion in 
the clay pipe. 

Cannabis constituents Combustion Vaporization 
and pyrolisis products in clay pipe in heater assembly 

The 80% greater yield of ' -THC from vaporization in a radiant heater assembly 
is almost certainly due to the lower temperatures involved. At normal combustion 
temperatures of 6 0 0 ° C or more, cannabinoids undergo polymerization, cyclization, 
aromatization, and other degradative reactions. These reactions do not occur at 
significant rates at the low temperatures found in the heater assembly. 

A'-THC 
Cannabidiol 
Tar 
Carbon monoxide 

0.044% 
0.015% 

16.5% 
present 

0.079% 
0.024% 
3.4% 
absent 
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Various toxic gases (notably carbon-monoxide) are formed during the 
combustion processes which occur in normal cigarette or pipe smoking. At the lower 
temperatures of the distillation [vaporization] process, carbon monoxide formation 
does not occur. 

"Tar" formation was reduced by 79% using the heater assembly. This was 
confirmed visually by noting that the original plant fragments remained essentially 
intact after vaporization of the resins (the only observable changes were a darkening 
of the color from russet to brownish-black and embrittlement of the dehydrated 
material). In contrast, after combustion in a clay pipe, only small amounts of ash are 
seen in the bowl; the remainder of the material must have been transformed into 
smoke. 

Combustion results in the formation of hazardous amounts of PAH, which are 
formed by cleavage of carbon-hydrogen bonds at temperatures of 600 °C or more. 
Below 560° C no PAH are formed; no carcinogenic activity is present in lower-
temperature "tar" residues. Likewise the color of the ash is much lighter, since the 
pyrosynthesis of extensively conjugated chromophores (characteristic of PAH) does 
not occur. 

Radiant-heat volatilization appears to be a highly efficient method for 
transference of cannabinoids from raw vegetable matter into the vapor phase, without 
concomitant formation of carcinogens or carbon monoxide. 

The preceding paragraphs illustrate that vaporizing hashish is more efficient than 
smoking hashish. However, not all the pleasures of hashish consumption come from 
the efficiency of its consumption. Many hashish users are habitual smokers, and for 
them the inhalation of smoke is an integral part of getting high. Vaporizing may not 
satisfy all smokers as much as a hashish joint or pipe. 

Vaporizing Techniques 

The Tilt was the first device marketed for the vaporization of THC from marijuana 
and hashish using appropriate levels of heat in a relatively oxygen-free environment. 
The aims of the inventor were to provide a more efficient way to administer cannabinoids 
to experimental subjects and to market a product to the Cannabis-smoking public. Later 
experimenters have touted the health advantages of vaporization. Vaporization may 
prove to be the most efficient, effective, and easiest delivery method to regulate for 
patients using medicinal Cannabis. Hashish can be vaporized effectively by any of several 
different heat sources and delivered to the lungs in several different ways. The future 
of vaporization as a therapeutic tool appears bright. For example, from a direct 
communication Herms to Tabatznik (1978): 

Enclosed you will find a description of the results we obtained using your new 
80-watt heater assembly for vaporization of cannabinoids from marijuana. In essence, 
we found a greatly increased (+80%) yield of '-THC and a greatly reduced (-79%) 
yield of "tar" in comparison with ordinary pipe smoking, as well as a total absence of 
carbon monoxide formation. 
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Vaporizers 
Regulating the heat source 

is one problem encountered 
with vaporization. Flames tend 
to ignite the hashish rather than 
only vaporizing the THC and 
terpenoids. A forced hot-air 
source is the solution, best 
provided by a paint-stripping 
tool. Paint strippers look like 
pistol-type hair dryers but they 
produce much hotter air. 
Hashish is heated by directing 
the heated air onto the bowl of 
a pipe. Paint strippers can 
ignite the hashish. For 
vaporization, hold the paint 
stripper a few inches from the 
bowl; direct short bursts of hot 
air onto the bowl by passing 
the hot air stream back and 
forth across the mouth of the 
bowl; take care not to blow the 
hashish out of the bowl with the 
air stream. 

Vaporization is intended to 
be a healthier method of 
ingesting hashish; be 
forewarned that some older 
paint stripping devices were 
insulated with asbestos, which 
could mean inhaling asbestos, 
a known health threat. 
Check the paint stripper's 
original packaging 
carefully, or better, take 
the paint stripper 
apart and look for 
gray, pressed-fiber 
insulation that may 
be made of 
asbestos. 

This is consistent with the accepted view that 
extensive pyrolysis reactions and pyrosynthesis of 
carcinogenic tar compounds (i.e. PAH) occur only at 
temperatures greater than or equal to 550°C—several 
hundred degrees higher than the temperatures 
observed in your apparatus [no follow-up studies 
performed to augment or disagree with this data]. 

DIRECT DELIVERY 

Glass Hash Oil Pipe 
Hashish oil is a viscous, sticky liquid that presents 

special problems in consumption. Although very potent 
hashish oil made from Afghani hashish was often 
available during the early 1970s, hashish oil never became 
popular because it was messy and difficult to smoke. 
Glass hashish oil pipes were the first vaporization devices 
to be used extensively by Western enthusiasts. These 
special pipes were made from a straight glass tube about 
20 to 30 cm long and 4 to 10 mm in diameter. One end of 
the tube was sealed and blown into a bubble shape. A 
hole was made in the side of the bubble, allowing air to 
enter. The pipe was held horizontally with the hole at 
the top. 

To smoke, a small drop of hashish oil is inserted 
through the hole in the glass bubble and positioned near 

its bottom. A flame is held 
under the glass bubble, and 
as the hashish oil heats, it 
melts, bubbles, and releases 
the vapor ized THC and 
terpenoids for inhalation 
through the glass tube. 
When the hashish oil is 
exhausted, bubbling stops, 
and the oil blackens and 
begins to smoke. A small 
amount of crumbled hashish 
can also be smoked in a 
hashish oil pipe. If the pipe 
is clean, the vaporized resin 
tastes clean and savory. 

Sidebar S5.6. 
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Some resin powders 
are so pure that they melt 
together and bubble when 
heated, and they can be 
nearly impossible to smoke 
in most kinds of pipes. At 
first, the bubbling resin 
releases vapor but no 
smoke. The resin will not 
stay lighted until it has been 
dried out by the heat, and 
by that time, most of the 
THC and aromatic terpe-
noids have been vaporized. 
When made into a snake, 
such pure resin wilts when 

heated and will not carry an ember. Sometimes the resin becomes fluid and flows 
through the screen in a pipe. In this case, vaporization in a glass hash oil pipe is the best 
choice. 

WATER-COOLED DELIVERY OF HASHISH VAPORS 

Water-cooled delivery is also effective with vaporization. Less tar, smoke particles, 
and toxic gasses are produced from vaporization than from smoking. With water-cooled 
delivery, the vapors are cooled by the water and made more pleasant to inhale. 

Steam Pipe 

The Jamaican "steamer," "steam chalice," or "steam pipe" is a water pipe vaporizer 
of Jamaican origin originally intended for the ritual consumption of "ganja" (marijuana). 
The steam pipe uses hot steam generated by charcoal to vaporize the THC and 
terpenoids, rather than a direct flame or a directed hot-air source. Steam pipes are 
usually constructed from a dry coconut shell or a section of bamboo. A spout to hold 
the bowl (kutchie) is fitted into a hole in the side of the coconut or bamboo vessel and 
sealed with wax or tar. A hose for the mouthpiece is fitted into the side of the vessel 
near the spout and sealed the same way. The funnel-shaped kutchie or bowl is usually 
made from fired, unglazed red clay and looks like a short, wide chillum. The kutchie is 
placed atop the spout and a small stone is placed in its bottom for a screen, as with the 
chillum. Fresh undried or partially dried ganja is usually smoked in the steam pipe. 
Dried ganja is often wetted. The kutchie is filled to near the brim and a little more 
water is sprinkled on top. Crumbled hashish is added atop the wetted ganja and covered 
by a second, thinner layer of wetted ganja to prevent the hashish from catching fire. A 
small charcoal brazier, assembled from perforated metal cans, is placed on top of the 
kutchie, and all is readied. 

Figure 5.15. Coconut steam chalice in Jamaica. A large, hollowed-out carrot 
is sometimes used instead of the kutchie (or chillum) shown here. 
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Laser Beams 
One of the most other-

worldly ways to vaporize 
hashish is by using a laser 
beam. Lighting technicians 
traveling with rock groups such 
as Blue Oyster Cult during the 
1970s allegedly directed a 
laser beam spotlight on a small 
piece of hashish only a meter 
or two away. The hashish 
heated quickly, vaporizing the 
THC, and the vapors were 
breathed through a rolled up 
newspaper. After almost all the 
psychoactive THC and 
aromatic terpenoids had 
vaporized away, the hashish 
looked the same as before it 
was heated. However, the 
piece fell apart into powdery 
ashes when touched. This was 
certainly a wild and crazy way 
to consume hashish, and might 
have been dangerous. 

Figure S5.7. 

The smoker draws slowly on the steam pipe, pulling 
the heat of the charcoals in the brazier down through the 
layers of moist ganja and crumbled hashish. A long, slow 
toke is necessary so that the THC has time to heat and 
vaporize. Since little if any smoke is produced, the 
vaporous toke is very thin and can be held in the lungs 
for a longer time than smoke. At first, smokers do not 
think they are getting a proper toke because they do not 
have the feeling associated with hashish smoke in their 
lungs. Steam pipes work equally well with resin powder 
or finely crumbled hashish, and produce a truly Irie ites 
(Jamaican for "highest heights") effect. 

Paint Stripper with a Water Pipe 

Combining a paint stripper with a water pipe 
produces a modern version of the steam pipe. To vaporize 
resin powder or hashish, a second fine-mesh pipe screen 
covers the powder in the bowl to hold it from blowing 
away in the hot-air stream. A layer of fresh or wetted 
marijuana serves the same function as a steam pipe by 

producing steam that is drawn 
through the hashish. 

MIXED-AIR DELIVERY 
AND SIDE-STREAM 
VAPORIZATION 

Carbure tor- type pipes 
provide mixed-air delivery with 
vaporization as they do with 
smoking. However, since the 
toke is usually thinner and more 
easily regulated during vapori-
zation, there is less need to 
dilute the toke or chase the toke 
with air. 

Hot Knife 
Hashish can also be 

vaporized with a hot knife in 
much the same way that opium 
is sometimes smoked. A small 
amount of hashish, suitable for 
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one toke, is placed on the tip of a table knife or other flat metal surface. The tip of a 
second table knife is heated, usually on the kitchen stove, until it is nearly red hot. The 
hot knife tip is placed on top of the hashish and pressed down to squeeze the hashish 
between the hot knife tip and the metal beneath. The THC and aromatic terpenoids 
vaporize quickly and are inhaled in one toke through a paper towel tube, a rolled up 
newspaper, or similar tube. If the knife is not heated enough, the THC vaporizes slowlv 
and incompletely; if the knife is too hot, the hashish burns and smokes. Practice makes 
perfect, but this is an awkward technique at best and is most appropriate under 
emergency conditions when other smoking paraphernalia are not available or the 
hashish is not suitable to be rolled into a snake. 

CAPTURED-VAPOR DEVICES 
Captured-vapor devices trap 

the vapors in a chamber sur-
rounding or adjacent to the piece 
of vaporizing hashish. The original 
captured-vapor device was the Tilt, 
a pipe whose attributes are des-
cribed on page 287. The Tilt vapor-
ized hashish by using a small (2 X 
2 cm) electrical hot plate. The hot 
plate and the hashish were covered 
with a plastic dome that contained 
the vapors. A plastic hose formed 
the stem between the chamber and 
the mouthpiece. Following are test 
results for the Tilt and a brief expla-
nation of its effects. 

The Tilt 
As the first commercial device 

for vaporization, the Tilt had 
several problems, the most 
significant of which was uneven 
heating of the hashish. Since the 
heat source was a flat metal plate, 
the hashish was heated only from 
the bottom. The bottom of the 
hashish resting on the hot plate was 
thoroughly vaporized but the top 
away from the hot plate did not 
heat enough for vaporization. The 

Figure 5.16. The Tilt was an early attempt at Cannabis 
vaporization. Later refinements proved much more efficient, but 
without the Tilt, the problems would not have been identified and 
solved. 

m * t m \ 

The Tilt, the newest, most unique scientifically designed smoking device 
yet! You actually smoke pot without burning it. Tested and proved in an 
important study* this pipe extracts THC (the psychoactive ingredient in pot) 
without burning the pot. The study showed that when pot is burned much of 
the active THC is destroyed. The Tilt's specially designed heating system 
releases 80% more THC and 79% less 'tar'. None of the poisonous gases 
associated wi th conventional smoking, such as carbon monoxide, are released 
in tilting. In short it's healthier and gets you higher. 

All this adds up to a truly memorable experience. Even low grade pot 
becomes a high to remember. Stems and seeds are also tilted so you finally 
smoke all you pay for. The Tilt adds a new dimension to many of the sub-
stances you never imagined smoking. Its thermostat allows you to control the 
heat level for whatever you choose to tilt. The Lexan plastic construction 
makes The Tilt virtually indestructable and easy to clean. 

Get Tilted, you may never wont to just get stoned again. 

• 80% more THC 
• 79% less tar-
• No need to clean [ 

pot ever again 
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Tilt worked most effectively when a thin layer of resin powder or finely crumbled 
hashish was spread across the hot plate, evenly heating the hashish for complete 
vaporization of the THC. 

The Eagle Bill Vaporizer 
The Eagle Bill vaporizer is a very functional combination using a paint stripper 

heat source and a chamber similar to that of the Tilt. "Eagle Bill the Cannabis Shaman" 
constructed his first Eagle Bill in Amsterdam in the mid 1990s. The principle is simple 
and effective. A small amount of resin powder or finely crumbled hashish is sandwiched 
between two fine-mesh pipe screens and placed on top of the narrow collar at the base 
of the bowl. A paint-stripping gun is held above the bowl so that hot air is forced 
through the hashish. The vapors are blown into the glass chamber and trapped within. 
The smoker inhales the vapors through the vent at the top of the chamber. The intensity 
of the toke inside the chamber is determined by the duration of the heat produced by 
the paint stripper. A short burst of hot air is usually enough to fill the chamber with 
vapors (see page 15 in Color Section). 

The vapors are cooled by their brief stay in the chamber, so that inhaling them is 
relatively easy on the lungs. However, the vaporized THC and terpenoids will begin to 
condense on the inside of the chamber if not inhaled quickly. 

Vaporizing Conclusion 

Vaporization takes advantage of the low boiling point of cannabinoids and 
terpenoids to deliver a healthier "smoke." While vaporizing hashish requires higher-
tech equipment than smoking, vaporizing offers dramatic health advantages for users. 
The high temperatures associated with combustion produce chemicals that can damage 
lung tissue. The relatively low temperatures of vaporization produce a cool, less toxic, 
and highly psychoactive vapor for inhalation. 

HASHISH HEALTH A N D MEDICAL USE 

Introduction 
Cannabis in its many forms has a long history of widespread folk use for relief 

from the symptoms associated with a variety of medical complaints. The primary value 
of Cannabis as a medicine lies in its analgesic ability to relieve symptoms of diseases, 
rather than in any ability to cure or prevent diseases (at least as is presently known). 
Throughout history, Cannabis has been used to relieve constipation, diarrhea, nausea, 
hypertension, menstrual cramps, muscle spasms, insomnia, drowsiness, pain, and 
depression. These are symptoms of underlying discomforts, disorders, or diseases. 
Cannabis relieves only the accompanying symptoms. For example, Cannabis can relieve 
menstrual cramps very effectively. Women say the only problem is that the cramps 
return when the high dissipates. 
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Both hashish and marijuana have been eaten and smoked for medicinal relief; the 
only difference between them is the higher concentrations of the medically active 
cannabinoids in hashish than in an equal weight of marijuana. This makes hashish a 
more concentrated, and therefore, a more medically appropriate source of the active 
cannabinoid compounds. 

Historical Indications and Contemporary Use 
Early British reports from India indicate that in general, ganja (marijuana) has a 

longer shelf life than charas (hashish). Otherwise, there is no medically proven difference 
between the two forms of Cannabis. Hooper (1908) reports that despite the negative 
reputation of Cannabis drugs, they were imported to England in large quantities and 
must have been widely prescribed: 

Although charas has been properly described as "a foul and crude drug, the use of 
which is properly excluded from civilized medicine," it is imported into British India to 
the value of £ 120 ,000 per annum, a total exceeding the combined value of all other 
medicinal imports, so that it is an article which deserves more than passing notice. 

Hashish provides not only effective, but also safe relief for a wide variety of medical 
complaints. Although Cannabis is widely used without direct medical supervision, no 
deaths have ever been reported from any use. Tippo (1977), who surveyed several of 
the reports concerning the health effects of Cannabis, concludes: 

During the period 1840-1900 considerable attention was given to Cannabis as 
a medicine wi th about 100 scientific papers published o n the subject. It was 
recommended as an analgesic (substance which allays pain), for such conditions as 
neuralgia, rheumatism, asthma, pain in labor, gastric ulcers, and painful menstruation. 
The great physician Sir William Osier considered it a "most satisfactory remedy" for 
migraine headache. It was used as an anti-convulsant (muscle relaxant, or remedy for 
convulsions) in cases of menstrual cramps, tetanus, and epilepsy. Some doctors 
prescribed Cannabis as a soporific or hypnotic (sleep-producing) for senile insomnia, 
as an appetite stimulant, and, more recently, as an antibiotic (biological agent which 
kills or retards the growth of bacteria and fungi). It has been used to facilitate 
withdrawal from addiction to opium, alcohol, and similar drugs. Cannabis has been 
found to be useful as a tranquilizer or antidepressant in connection with the treatment 
of psychiatric diseases such as melancholia. 

Other virtues of Cannabis as a medicinal drug include its extraordinary low 
toxicity—no deaths have ever been authenticated for the medicinal use of Cannabis 
or, for that matter, for any ingestion or smoking of Cannabis. 

Tinctures or fluid extracts and solid granular preparations of Cannabis flowering 
tops primarily of Indian origin were marketed by western drug companies. Anita Martin 
(pers. comm. 1985), archivist for Eli Lilly and Company pharmaceuticals, reported: 

According to an 1880 edition of "The Richardson and Company Cost and 
Stock Book," seventeen drug companies whose products are included, eleven of 
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these offered fluid extracts and other preparations of Cannabis indica. A m o n g these 
companies are such well-known names as McKesson &. Robbins, WRA. S. Merrell <Sl 
Co. Parke, Davis Co., Richardson Co., Edward R Squibb, W m . R. Warner 
Co., and John Wyeth Brother. 

Eli Lilly manufactured Cannabis indica fluid extracts from before 1877 until 1937. 
Cannabis indica powdered extract and solid extract was offered by Eli Lilly from 1885 
until 1937 (Anita Martin pers. comm. 1985) when the 1937 Marijuana Tax Act effectively 
made Cannabis illegal in the United States. 

Several studies have concluded that the recreational use of Cannabis does not pose 
any serious threat to health or moral character. According to the Indian Hemp 
Commission Report (1893-94): 

1. There is no substantial evidence that moderate use will produce 
mental and moral injury. 

2. There is no proof of any connection between moderate use of 
Cannabis and disease. 

3. Moderate use does not lead to excess any more than it does in the case 
of alcohol. Cannabis use is not habit forming, nor harmful to users. 

Tippo cited results of a 1933 study by the United States Army in Panama: 

1. There is no evidence that marijuana is a habit forming drug in the 
sense of alcohol, opium, and cocaine. 

2. N o evidence could be found of any appreciable deleterious effects on users. 

Tippo (1977) concluded that many of the stereotypical connections between 
Cannabis use and deviant behavior promulgated during the 1930s and 1940s were 
incorrect: 

1. N o proof was found that major crimes are caused by smoking marijuana. 
2. Marijuana smoking does not lead to aggressive or anti-social behavior. 
3. Marijuana smoking does not alter the basic personality structure 

of the smoker. 

4. Marijuana does not cause sexual overstimulation. 
5. There is no evidence that marijuana smoking leads to addiction in 

the medical sense of the word, that is, there is no evidence of tolerance. 
6. Marijuana smoking does not lead to morphine or heroin or 

cocaine addiction. 
7. The use of marijuana is not associated with juvenile delinquency. 

Tippo (1977) also relates the findings contained in the Report of the National 
Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse (1972): 

1. Any psychoactive drug is potentially harmful to the individual. 
2. Looking only at the effects o n the individual, there is little proven danger of 

physical or psychological harm from the experimental or intermittent use of 
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the natural preparations of Cannabis, including the resinous mixtures 
commonly used in this country. T h e risk of harm lies instead in the heavy, 
long-term use of the drug, particularly of the most potent preparations. 

3. T h e experimenter and the intermittent users develop little or 
no psychological dependence o n the drug. N o organ injury is demonstrable. 

4. Some moderate users evidence a degree of psychological dependence which 
increases in intensity with prolonged duration of use. 

5. The heavy user shows strong psychological dependence o n marijuana 
and often hashish. 

6. The weight of the evidence is that marijuana does not cause violent or 
aggressive behavior, if anything, marijuana generally serves to inhibit the 
expression of such behavior. 

7. Neither informed current professional opinion nor empirical 
research, ranging from the 1930s to the present, has produced systematic 
evidence to support the thesis that marijuana use, by itself, either invariably or 
generally leads to or causes crime, including acts of violence, juvenile 
delinquency or aggressive behavior. 

8. Recent research has not yet proven that marijuana use significantly 
impairs driving ability or performance. 

9. A careful search of the literature and testimony of the nation's health officials 
has not revealed a single human fatality in the United States proven to have 
resulted solely from ingestion of marijuana. 

10. Minimal abnormalities in pulmonary function have been observed in some 
cases of heavy and very heavy smokers of potent marijuana preparations 
(ganja or hashish). 

11. N o evidence of specific pathology of brain tissue has been documented. This 
fact contrasts sharply with the well-established brain damage of chronic 
alcoholism. 

12. Although evidence indicates that heavy, long-term Cannabis users 
may develop psychological dependence, even then the level of psychological 
dependence is no different from the syndrome of anxiety and restlessness 
seen when an American stops smoking tobacco cigarettes. 

13. T h e fact should be emphasized that the overwhelming majority of marijuana 
users do not progress to other drugs. 

14. Scientific evidence has clearly demonstrated that marijuana is not a 
narcotic drug, and the law should properly reflect this fact. 

15. The Commiss ion found no evidence of chromosome damage or teratogenic 
or mutagenic effects due to Cannabis at doses used by man. 

Although both the recreational and medical uses of hashish are considered safe 
by most researchers, others report supposed health risks, some of which are extremely 
bizarre. Tippo (1977) presents excerpts of recent reports on the dangers of Cannabis. 
These alleged effects include: 

1. Interference with the body's mechanisms of immunity. 
2. Decrease in male hormone levels, with the suggestion that in some 

cases female-like breasts have developed in young males. 
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3. Reduction in sperm count. 
4. Disruption of cell metabolism, specifically 

on the synthesis of D N A . 
5. Increase in reaction time on the part of 

automobile drivers and a diminution 
in ability to concentrate. (Hence, the 
frequent warning about the danger of 
driving after smoking marijuana.) 

Suppression of the immune system, decrease in both 
male hormone levels and sperm counts, and disruption 
of DNA synthesis have never been proven under 
reputable clinical conditions and are nothing more than 
wild exaggerations of data gleaned from very small 
samples. Such "findings" were often obtained by 
questionable techniques, sometimes performed by 
researchers with motives other than objective scientific 
research. Starks 1977 reports: 

A study of Sadhus (holy men) in India 

w h o smoked ganja daily an average of eleven 

years found little or no obvious harm. 

Tippo (1977) adds: 

In a person unaccustomed to narcotics, 
the first use may produce injurious effects 
[anxiety attack]; but after the habit is once 
formed, it does no permanent harm to the 
constitution. Its want never causes any longing 
or uneasiness. 

In recent years, there have been rapid developments 
in the use of Cannabis and THC to ease the suffering of 
the terminally ill and patients undergoing debilitating 
treatments such as chemotherapies. THC has been shown 
to relieve nausea in cancer chemotherapy patients and 
increase appetite in AIDS patients. High-quality hashish 
is so pure and potent (up to 50% THC) that a cancer or 
AIDS patient need consume only a tiny amount to achieve 
therapeutic effects. A small one-toke pipe, the size and 
shape of a 2 to 3 mm diameter capillary tube, could be 
tapped in a pile of resin powder until 20 to 30 mg are 
packed into the end. Vaporizing that amount would likely 
be sufficient to produce a clinical effect. Many AIDS and 

Cannabis Studies, Health, 
and Politics 

For decades, when 
justifying the prohibition of 
Cannabis, officials cautioned 
that there were no long-term 
health or social studies with 
large numbers of smokers. This 
seemingly reasonable position 
conveniently ignored several 
such studies: the exhaustive 
British study (IHDCR) of 
"hemp" smokers near the turn 
of the century, the US Army's 
1933 Panama report, the 
LaGuardia report in New York 
between 1938 and 1944, and 
the 1970s Jamaican report. 
The studies concurred on two 
questions central to their 
investigations: no long-term 
debilitating effects were 
associated with marijuana use, 
and the drug did not cause 
violent behavior. 

Additionally, in the United 
States, legislators have had a 
penchant for commissioning 
independent studies address-
ing marijuana issues, then 
disparaging, or disregarding 
the findings. The Safer 
Commission, appointed by 
President Nixon in 1972, 
recommended that marijuana 
be decriminalized. (A year later, 
Canada's Le Dain Commission 
made the same recommen-
dation.) A decade later, the 
National Academy of Sciences 
(NAS) made the same 
recommendation. The NAS 
cited "impressive evidence" 
warranting further studies for 
the treatment of glaucoma, 
asthma, nausea, and spasticity. 
No federal or state supported 
studies were ever 
commissioned, and requests 
by scientists and doctors for 
permission to conduct such 
research were denied. In 1990, 
a governor appointed California 
Advisory Commission 

Sidebar 5.8. 
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recommended that California 
legalize marijuana and 
marijuana growing for personal 
use. California's Attorney 
General responded by refusing 
to publish the report, thus 
hampering the public's access 
to a state-funded study of 
public import. All of these 
distinguished commissions 
concluded that criminalizing 
marijuana did far more harm 
than good. 

In the United States, 
marijuana is classified as a 
Schedule I drug—dangerous 
with no medicinal applications. 
After an exhaustive review of 
the evidence for whether mari-
juana should be rescheduled to 
a less restrictive classification, 
the Drug Enforcement 
Administration's (DEA's) 
administrative-law judge, Judge 
Francis Young, stated in 1988 
that mar i j uana" . . . in its natural 
form is one of the safest 
therapeutically active 
substances known to man." 
DEA officials refused to 
reschedule marijuana and 
continued policies based on 
propaganda and discredited 
research studies, rather than 
facts and credible research. 

The results of 30 years of 
credible studies addressing 
health concerns of Cannabis 
use may best be summarized 
by the following quote, "Never 
has so much money been 
spent trying to find something 
wrong with a drug and 
produced so few results." (A 
National Institute of Drug 
Abuse (NIDA) official respond-
ing to criticism by anti-
marijuana groups of the 1988 
NIDA report because the report 
did not state that marijuana 
was addictive or unequivocally 
harmful, Scientific American, 
November, 1988). 

The sensible recommen-
dations of medical organiza-

tions contrast sharply with 
governmental prohibition and 
warnings regarding the use of 
cannabinoids for medical 
purposes. A January 30, 1997 
editorial in the prestigious New 
England Journal of Medicine, 
recommended changing 
marijuana to a schedule 2 
(medically useful) drug and 
allowing doctors to prescribe 
marijuana, and called the 
government's threats to 
sanction doctors who recom-
mend marijuana "foolish," 
"hypocritical," and "inhumane." 
The British Medical Association 
similarly concluded that 
"present evidence indicates 
that [cannabinoids] are 
remarkably safe drugs, with a 
side-effects profile superior to 
many [conventional] drugs" 
(The Therapeutic Uses of 
Cannabis, Board of Science 
and Education report, 
November, 1997). 

Results of two recently 
published reports may help 
ease patients' anxieties 
concerning the use of 
Cannabis as medicine. The 
first, a study by Kaiser 
Permanente, one of the largest 
health-care organizations in the 
United States, compared 
mortality rates among patients 
who had never tried marijuana 
to those who used marijuana 
currently or regularly. 
Examining mortality statistics 
for a ten-year period, 
researchers concluded that 
there was no increase in 
deaths among the 14,000 
marijuana users compared with 
those who were not. The 
study's methodology took into 
account tobacco and alcohol 
use so that marijuana's 
correlation with deaths could 
be clearly defined. In 
conclusion, researchers noted 
that few adverse clinical health 
effects could be attributed to 
chronic marijuana use in 

humans, and that criminalizing 
marijuana use may in itself 
pose a public health hazard by 
exposing users to violence and 
criminal activity (American 
Journal of Public Health, April, 
1997). 

The second, an eight-year 
study by researchers at the 
University of California at Los 
Angeles (UCLA) School of 
Medicine found that habitual 
marijuana smokers do not 
experience a greater rate of 
decline in lung function 
compared to nonsmokers. No 
significant differences in lung 
function decline were noted 
with even heavy use. The 
findings contrasted sharply with 
the significant declines in lung 
function experienced by 
tobacco-only smokers. 
Interestingly, researchers found 
no synergistic effect between 
marijuana and tobacco 
smoking. Individuals who 
smoked both did not have 
faster rates of decline than 
those who smoked tobacco 
only (American Journal of 
Respiratory & Clinical Care 
Medicine, Volume 155, 1997). 

One year after voters in 
California and Arizona passed 
their 1996 medical marijuana 
initiatives, the National Institute 
of Health has yet to begin a 
single study on marijuana 
research with humans. There 
were 641,641 arrests for 
marijuana in the United States 
in 1996, the highest level in 
history, and 21 times the 
number of arrests for marijuana 
as in 1966. Simple possession 
accounted for 544,700 of those 
arrests (FBI's Uniform Crime 
Report, 1997). The enormity of 
the Cannabis "problem" lies not 
in the use of the drug, but in 
the criminalizing of an issue 
that should be addressed 
through health and social 
policies [Ed.]. 

Sidebar 5.8. (continued) 
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chemotherapy patients report that marijuana and hashish are much more effective and 
tolerable in treating nausea than Marinol® (pharmaceutical THC). 

Medical marijuana or hashish must be pathogen free. Fungi or bacteria could infect 
patients, especially those with depressed immune systems. Vaporization would be the 
best avenue for administering THC since no particulate smoke would be inhaled. Particle 
filters and water pipes also could be used to clean the smoke. 

CONCLUSION—SUMMARY OF VARIOUS METHODS 
OF CONSUMING HASHISH 

Historically, the prime reason for hashish consumption has been to get high. There 
are two main methods of hashish consumption—eating and heating (smoking or 
vaporizing). Each method produces a distinct version of the Cannabis high due to the 
differing pathways of absorption by the body. Eating hashish is undoubtedly a much 
older method of consumption, but is little used in the modern world. There are many 
ways of heating hashish enough to vaporize the THC and terpenoids. Smoking in a 
joint or a pipe with or without tobacco or marijuana heats the hashish to and past the 
point of vaporization. Smoking, particularly with additives like tobacco, produces 
significant amounts of health-damaging byproducts. Since the essential psychoactive 
components of hashish can be vaporized at temperatures much below the temperatures 
of combustion, inhaling vapors is much healthier than inhaling smoke. 

There are many indications that Cannabis products like hashish are beneficial as 
low-toxicity analgesics. There is a long history of folk use of hashish and marijuana 
preparations for the relief of many uncomfortable conditions associated with various 
disorders and diseases. In addition, modern research indicates that hashish may be 
beneficial in treating symptoms associated with medical problems. 
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Figure 6.1. When comparing traditional and high-tech sieving methods, hashish manufactured with modern sieving 
techniques yields more potent hashish, significantly higher in THC. 
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PART VI: 

HIGH-TECH HASHISH-MAKING 

As more of the secrets of hashish are revealed, and as production methods are 
modernized by technological advances, South and North American hashish, as well 
as that from the Old World, will become available in as many different qualities and 
brand-names as champagne and other wines. 

—Laurence Cherniak (1979) 

INTRODUCTION 
The basics of high-quality hashish production are learned through study of the 

traditional practices of high-quality hashish making and the history of hashish. Once 
familiar with traditional practices, Cannabis enthusiasts can appreciate the improvements 
modern technology has made to established techniques of resin collection. As stated in 
the preface, HASHISH! ultimately is intended for Cannabis devotees with ample supplies 
of mature Cannabis flowers. Hopefully, we anticipate an eventual end to international 
prohibitions against the use of drug Cannabis. Until that time however, anyone 
possessing enough Cannabis to produce hashish, probably has violated local drug laws. 
HASHISH! neither advocates nor encourages any illegal use of Cannabis and Cannabis 
products. 

After studying the history and cultures of hashish, readers may feel impelled to 
learn how they might produce high-quality hashish for personal use. The many diverse 
Cannabis varieties grown in Europe and in North America can be made into hashish 
with a wide range of flavors and effects. Let's examine how modern technology applies 
to hashish-making and in particular to making small amounts of hashish for personal 
consumption. 

IMPROVEMENTS ON ANCIENT METHODS 
A N D MODERN INNOVATIONS 

Advanced high-tech methods of hashish production combine improvements in 
traditional techniques with modern innovations. Sieving is the most common method 
for making high-tech hashish, and modern hashish makers have made many 
improvements upon ancient sieving traditions. Modern sieving equipment improves 
both the quality of hashish and the efficiency of its manufacture (see Figure 6.1). 
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However, modern sieving equipment is also used to produce much of the low-quality, 
blended hashish available in Dutch coffee shops. Appropriate application of high-
technology equipment and procedures is the key to making superior hashish; 
misapplication of new technology makes inferior hashish. 

Techniques such as sonication (ultrasound) and water extraction are Western inno-
vations, having been developed in Europe and North America since the 1970s to solve 
specific problems associated with Cannabis resin collection. The connections between 
modern techniques and traditional hashish-making have become obscured. Modern 
high-tech resin separation methods produce hashish of previously unknown purity 
and potency. 

THE BASICS OF HIGH-TECH RESIN SEPARATION 
High-tech resin separation from debris, and resin grading by quality, rely on either 

of two physical characteristics: particle size or particle density. Size differences are 
utilized in sieving to separate resin glands from debris particles, the foremost factor 
that determines the purity of the resin powder. Size differences also enable separation 
among gland heads by the size of individual glands and, hence, separation by gland-
maturity. Consequently, both the purity and quality of the resin powder can be 
controlled, allowing extraction of extremely high-quality resin powder. Density 
differences are used for the same ends, particularly in water extraction. Differences in 
densities between resin glands, or between resin glands and debris particles, facilitates 
their separation. Both principles have proven their worth purifying resin powders, 
and the many alternative or exotic refinements in resin collection are actually based 
upon these two principles. 

High technology sieved hashish-making techniques expand upon traditional 
methods. Always, plant material is first cleaned of extraneous debris, and branches are 
stripped of leaves that have marginal amounts of collectable resin. By eliminating 
material that contributes mostly debris, the high-tech hashish-maker can concentrate 
on only flowers and small leaves with their high concentration of resin glands. The 
second refinement of technique is the gradual removal of the glands by gentle vibration, 
taking care to avoid breaking the remaining floral plant material. This allows collection 
of mature resin glands and further minimizes contamination with plant debris. 

Third, after collecting the glands and material that pass through a fairly coarse 
sieve (150-micron pore size), the accumulation is resieved over a smaller pore size (70-
micron) sieve. This resieving removes small, immature glands and finely powdered 
plant debris which purifies and concentrates the remaining resin. High-tech sieving 
removes the best resin glands first, thereby allowing the most potent fraction to be 
isolated before the remaining plant material is pulverized. 

By contrast, traditional methods commonly sieve the entire plant minus the roots. 
Plants are handled roughly. Except for stalks, all plant material is broken, and larger 
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pieces are extracted with a coarse bulk sieve. Then the remaining powder is sieved to 
remove smaller debris particles and separate the resin powder. The smaller pieces then 
are resieved over a series of sieves of gradually decreasing pore size. The last resin 
powder to be separated has the highest concentration of resin glands and, hence, is the 
most potent. However, all of the plant material has been pulverized, and much plant 
debris contaminates the resin powder. Plant material is repeatedly pulverized and 
sieved, forcing more fine particles of debris to pass through the sieve each time. This 
"simple" or "bulk" sieving will be discussed at greater length. 

Cannabis resin can also be purified by particle separation based on differences in 
particle density. This is an entirely Western innovation. Density separation methods 
rely on the fact that mature gland heads are more dense than immature glands and 
plant debris (e.g., crushed flowers and leaves, plant hairs and gland stalks.) Separating 
glands of differing densities can be achieved in either water or air. What is called "water 
extraction" relies on the principle of particle separation by differing densities. 

Separation either by particle size or by density has certain advantages in certain 
situations. Modern high-tech collection, producing superior resin powder, requires more 
than a basic knowledge of all the resin collecting techniques—it requires enough 
understanding to combine the techniques into hybrid systems most appropriate for 
particular plant material, equipment, and ambient atmospheric/climatic conditions. 
The applicability of each resin separation technique varies according to each unique 
situation. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIN FROM OUTDOORS, 
GLASSHOUSES, A N D GROW-ROOMS 

High-tech hashish-making generally is performed in Western Europe and North 
America. Cannabis is cultivated under three different regimes in the West. Cultivation 
traditionally occurs out-of-doors—in backyards, fields, and wilderness—in glasshouses, 
and increasingly indoors, in grow-rooms under artificial light with environmental 
conditions carefully controlled. Each location has its micro-environment that affects 
the plants and the quality of their resin. 

Dust and dirt usually contribute the most contaminants to Cannabis resins. Airborne 
particles constantly bombard outdoor plants when wind and rain disturb the soil. 
Particles of dust and dirt become lodged between, or stick to, the resin glands. In contrast, 
indoor plants grow in protected environments. Air entering a grow-room is filtered by 
the structure surrounding the grow-room and little airborne dust settles on plant 
surfaces. Also because grow-rooms are often equipped with air filters to reduce the 
telltale odor produced by marijuana, airborne dust is further filtered from the room air. 
Thus indoor-grown resin powder is almost always more pure than outdoor-grown 
resin powder. 
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Extraction Extraction Plant Plant Plant Plant 
Percentage Ratio Material Material Material Material 

( R I P ) (P/R) 3% THC 5% THC 10% THC 15% THC 

100.0% 1/1 3% 5% 10% 15% 
50.0 % 2/1 4-5 % 6-8 % 12-15% 20-25 % 
10.0% 10/1 5-6 % 8-10% 15-18% 25-30 % 
5.0 % 20/1 6-7 % 10-12% 18-20% 30-35 % 
1.0% 100/1 7-8 % 12-14% 20-25 % 35-40 % 
0.5 % 200/1 8-9 % 14-15% 25-27 % 40-45 % 
0.1 % 1,000/1 9-10% 15-16% 27-30 % 45-48 % 
0.02 % 5,000/1 10-11 % 16-17% 30-35 % 48-50 % 
0.01 % 10,000/1 11-12% 17-18% 35-38 % 50-52 % 
0.002 % 50,000/1 12-13% 18-19% 38-39 % 52-54 % 
0.0001 % 100,000/1 14+%? 20+ % ? 40+ % ? 55+ % ? 

Figure 6.2 (above) and 6.3. (top of next page) Using the same separation methods, the higher the THC 
percentage of the starting plant material, the higher the THC percentage will be in the finished hashish. 
Following are examples of different potencies (THC percentages) of the starting plants, and the theoretical THC 
percentages of hashish obtainable by sieving at different extraction percentages and ratios. The resin gland 
concentration and, hence, THC content, can be raised in any plant material with resin glands, but the quality of the 
final hashish is always limited by the quality of the starting material. 

Many of the volatile aromatic terpenoid constituents of resin evaporate while the 
resin dries. These volatile liquid terpenoids cause fresh resins to feel moist and oily 
and provide their characteristic fragrances and flavors. Resin glands on outdoor plants 
exposed to bright sun and strong breezes lose volatile terpenoids more quickly than 
resin glands on protected indoor plants. Outdoor-grown resin therefore feels drier and 
less oily than indoor-grown resin, even when of equal purity and potency (or of even 
greater potency), while indoor-grown resin usually feels softer and more oily than resin 
from the same variety grown outdoors. Resin from plants grown outdoors in cold or 
dry climates is the driest and least sticky; resin grown indoors under artificial lights 
and in warm grow-rooms, is the moistest and stickiest. The consistency of glasshouse 
resin falls between average outdoor resin and average indoor resin, but is similar in 
texture to resin grown outdoors when climatic conditions are warm and humid rather 
than cold and dry. 

REMOVAL OF RESIN GLANDS BY VIBRATION 
Threshing is the most basic method for removing resin glands from the surfaces 

of Cannabis plants. The word threshing usually refers to the breaking or beating of plants 
in order to release seeds. When speaking of hashish-making, threshing describes the 
shaking and breaking of plant tissue to release resin glands. Commonly, dried plants 
are flailed with sticks to shatter the flowers and to release the resin glands by breaking 
the gland heads from their stalks. 
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Figure 6.3. (See caption Figure 6.2., previous page.) 

But threshing also breaks other plant matter to varying degrees, depending on 
how dry the plants are, and how vigorously they are flailed. It is not necessary to gr ind 
or break the plant material to release the resin glands. Vibration by gentle flailing is 
sufficient to dislodge the majority of mature glands wi thout unnecessarily pulverizing 
the plant matter. Further threshing and gr inding releases some addit ional glands, but 
these glands are less mature and potent, and the addit ional powdered plant material 
dilutes and lowers hashish quality. 

Resin glands of dif fer ing maturi ty fall f rom the plant in predictable order. First, 
the largest and most mature gland heads break off f rom their gland stalks. Next, slightly 
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smaller and less mature glands, closer to the plant surface, break off along with some 
gland stalks. Finally, the smallest and least mature glands and many gland stalks break 
off. At the same time, the amount of extraneous, finely powdered plant matter passing 
through the sieve increases because of continued abrasion. With each sieving (and more 
threshing), more pulverized plant matter is included with the resin, progressively 
diluting potency. Using correct, gentle vibration, the resin glands released first are nearly 
pure and of the highest quality. During high-tech resin removal, gently vibrating the flowers 
gradually removes the largest and most potent resin glands; flowers are never pulverized into 
fine particles. This is the most important principle to follow to produce high-quality 
sieved hashish. 

Threshing with Vibrating and Rotating Sieves 

One easy way to achieve the proper gentle release of mature glands is to vibrate 
or rotate the sieve itself. Rapidly vibrating sieves knock resin glands from dry flowers, 
and the resin glands pass directly through the sieve. Sieves can be vibrated manually 
or automated with motors that may be controlled with timers. Automated sieve vibrators 
(shakers) are available from sieving equipment manufacturers. 

High-tech sieve shakers vibrate the sieves in two directions: back-and-forth to 
align the particles over the sieve pores, and up-and-down to clear slightly oversized 
particles from the sieve pores. The side-to-side and up-and-down vibration of the plant 
matter on the sieve releases glands from their stalks and helps settle them on the sieve 
surface where they can pass through. Vibration also clears the sieve pores of particles 
that are too large to pass through; with a static, fixed screen, these oversized particles 
block pores, reducing the efficiency of the sieve. Vibration keeps the larger pieces 
moving, allowing smaller pieces to settle and pass through the mesh. 

The simplest way to vibrate a sieve is by drumming on the sieve surface. Tapping 
the index and middle fingers alternately as rapidly as possible on the edge of a taut 
sieve, sets up vibrations strong enough to release mature resin glands from very dry 
flowers, while keeping screen pores clear. Tapping the screen with a pencil, used like a 
drumstick, is most effective when using a small sieve. Rotating sieves employ a small 
motor to rotate a cylindrical screen like a clothes dryer. As the flowers tumble inside 
the rotating sieve, the resin glands are released slowly and fall through the sieve cloth. 
Slowly tumbling flowers for short periods during the span of several hours gradually 
releases the resin glands, producing higher purity powder than that obtained by 
continuously tumbling the material for the same total tumbling time (see Leopol Shaker 
page 12 in Color Section). 

Sonication 
Resin glands can also be removed by ultrasonic vibration. Commercial sonicators 

or sonic cleaners employ a liquid bath to conduct sonic vibrations to immersed objects 
for cleaning, literally shaking the dirt off. High-tech resin collection sonicators vibrate 
resin glands off their stalks without shattering the remaining plant material. Sonicators 
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cause much less breakage of plant material than do flailing, crushing, mechanical 
vibrating, or rotating sieves. Dried plant material may be sonicated in the cleaning 
tank with the fluid removed, or placed inside a water-tight glass or plastic container 
that is immersed in the fluid. Plant material and resin must not contact the fluid. When the 
sonicator is on, the sonic vibrations of the fluid in the tank are transmitted to the plant 
material, causing the gland heads to break away from their stalks. The vibrations are so 
gentle that very little plant material is broken. The glands fall to the bottom of the 
container for easy recovery. Sonication works best with extremely resinous and very 
dry flowers. However, this system is so effective that even resin glands from live plants 
have been removed for use in studies of cannabinoid biosynthesis (J. Turner 1985 pers. 
comm.). 

SEPARATION BY SIEVING 
Several sieving methods can successfully collect resin glands. Regardless of the 

method chosen, the more time and care that is taken in collection, the higher should be 
the quality of the resultant hashish. Many factors such as time constraints, nature, 
availability of raw material, and also climate, must be taken into account when choosing 
an appropriate sieving method, and certain guidlines must be followed or the results 
are likely to be less than satisfactory. 

Cleaning the Starting Material 
In the audio recording industry, there is a joke about the incompetent sound 

engineer who cannot get the sound of the drums correct for recording. He promises 
that he will "fix it in the final mix down" of the separate tracks. The joke is that this is 
not possible. One must have clean, good-sounding tracks to mix down into a correct 
final product. Once the character of the original sound is recorded, it is established and 
cannot be improved. Beginning with resin that was poorly sieved and trying to purify 
it later, is analogous to trying to "fix it in the mix." This too is not possible. Resin 
powder must be collected in its purest form from the start. 

Expert hashish sievers, desirous of producing the highest quality hashish, perform 
each step of sieving with utmost care. First, everything possible is done to prevent 
introduction of contaminants into the resin powder initially, since their removal becomes 
more of a problem later. Second, high-tech hashish makers always, if possible, remove 
impurities earlier, rather than later in the procedure. For example, preparing the plants 
properly before sieving helps ensure the final purity of the resin powder. Advanced 
high-tech methods can make a good batch of resin powder better, but they cannot 
improve low-quality plant material or correct sloppy work. 

"Dust 'n'Dirt"—Archenemies of Hashish Makers 
Dust and debris particles that are either larger or smaller than the resin glands can 

be removed easily by resieving, but resieving cannot easily remove particles similar in 
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Dust n' Dirt 
Dust and dirt are the two 

major contaminants of resin 
powder, airborne dust being 
the more pernicious. Some 
dust is present in virtually all 
resin powder, whether 
produced from indoor, outdoor, 
or glasshouse-grown plants. 
Outdoor-grown Cannabis for 
hashish often is raised in arid 
climates such as the Rif 
Mountains of Morocco, where 
dry, dusty weather is normal. 
People walking, riding horses, 
herding livestock, or driving 
vehicles near the fields 
continually raise dust. Even 
immature plants with few sticky 
resin glands have dust caught 
in the non-glandular, hairy 
trichomes that cover the leaves 
and stems. Most of the dust 
remains trapped on the plants 
during transporting and drying. 
When the resin glands are 
extracted, the dust falls along 
with the glands, contaminating 
the resin powder. 

Sidebar S6.1. 

size to the resin glands. Likewise, some sandy dust 
particles sink with the resin glands during water 
extraction and cannot be removed by differentiating 
among densities. 

Large particles of dirt and sand adhere to the hairy, 
sticky plants when blown down by the wind, when 
dragged over soil during harvest, or when mud splashes 
during rainstorms. Insects leave behind their feces, egg 
casings, castoff cuticles, and even themselves when 
trapped by resin. Fortunately, most of these contaminants 
are larger than resin glands and are readily removed by 
careful sieving unless pulverized by excessive threshing. 

Washing plants removes dust and dirt, but not very 
much of the resin. Growers gently immerse fresh plants 
in a drum of water or use a watering can to sprinkle off 
the dust. Some of the resin (10 to 20%) is lost, but what 
remains yields a much purer resin powder. Rinsing must 
be done very gently because the largest, most mature, 
most potent and, therefore, most desirable glands break 
off most easily and could be washed away. 

Fastest Sieving Technique 
When simplicity and speed are the primary 

considerations and final quality is not, the most basic form 
of extraction by sieving can be achieved as follows: First, 
crush dry flowers by hand on a simple coarse sieve (2 to 

5 mm). Coarse brass screens, Chinese 
flour-sifters in bent wooden frames, 
or framed metal window screens 
work well. Grind the flowers through 
the sieve using the flat of the palm. 
This pulverizes most of the plant 
material, freeing nearly all of the resin 
glands. 

Second, spread the coarse, leafy 
powder from the metal sieve onto a 
tightly stretched, finer mesh nylon or 
similar screen. For example, a 
polyethylene printing screen of pore 
size 135 to 150 microns works 
perfectly as the second sieve. Then 
gently move the powder back and 
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forth across the sieve surface with a stiff playing card to pass the resin glands through 
the sieve without also forcing through plant debris. Beneath the second, finer sieve, a 
crude resin powder collects. This is the most basic form of sieved hashish collection 
and the simplest to perform. All that is required is a quantity of mature, well-dried 
Cannabis flowers, two screens, and a minimum of technique. 

Bulk Sieving Versus Selective Sieving 
Two approaches can be taken to sieving—bulk or selective. The Afghans and Turks 

both make good quality hashish by the bulk method. Bulk sieving uses a series of 
decreasing pore size sieves. In bulk sieving, all plant matter (except large stems) is 
ground and passed through progressively smaller pore size sieves. Most plant material 
passes through the sieves at each progressively finer stage. Larger pieces of plant matter 
do not pass through and are discarded. Progressively finer particles are retained until 
only resin glands and similarly-sized and smaller debris particles remain. One advantage 
of bulk sieving is that by the time the smallest sieve size is reached, nearly all resin 
glands have been dislodged; thus bulk sieving provides the highest yield of resin powder 
per given amount of plant matter. A disadvantage is that a larger amount of finely 
ground plant debris is included, which significantly dilutes the final resin powder. 

In contrast, selective sieving first uses a single fine-pore size sieve (90 to 150 
microns). The resin powder that passes through this sieve is collected separately. Material 
remaining on top of the sieve is crushed again and passed through this same fine sieve 
again. This process is repeated until most of the resin glands are extracted by the fine 
sieve; the remaining plant material is either discarded or pulverized and put through 
the regular bulk sieving procedure. 

In Lebanon, the highest quality hubool is collected first, with a relatively large-
pore size sieve, using very gentle threshing. The most mature glands are extracted 
without much plant material. The remaining resin powder is extracted from the plant 
matter with decreasingly smaller pore size sieves as in bulk sieving. One advantage of 
selective sieving is that the largest, most mature and potent resin glands, which are 
also the most easily detached, are collected before the plant material becomes finely 
pulverized and contaminates the resin powder. A disadvantage of selective sieving is 
that not all of the resin is collected in the first sieving and that collected in later sievings 
is of lower quality. Each subsequent sieving lacks the more potent and mature glands 
that fell in earlier sievings and contains a greater proportion of contaminants. 

The total yield of resin powder from either bulk or selective sieving is 
approximately the same. The difference is that with bulk sieving, all the final resin 
powder is one uniform grade of an averaged quality. With selective sieving, several 
grades of resin powder are collected separately, ranging from the first powder collected 
(highest purity and potency) to the final powder collected (lowest purity and potency). 
There is always a tradeoff. When the highest quality resin powder is removed, the 
quality of the remaining resin powder suffers. 
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For commercial purposes, the differing grades are often blended to produce 
commercial hashish of controlled qualities and potencies. Blending negates the 
advantage of selective sieving by combining better grades with lesser grades, which 
contradicts a principle of high-tech hashish-making. But blending has advantages for 
commercial manufacturers. By combining varying proportions of powder grades and/ 
or binders and adulterants, manufacturers can produce hashish in a wide range of 
qualities and prices to satisfy different customers. 

Figure 6.4. A COMPARISON OF THE YIELDS FROM THE THREE METHODS OF SIEVING. A combination of 
selective sieving and careful resieving yields small amounts of exceptionally high-quality resin powder. 

Bulk versus Select versus Resieving 
RESIEVING SELECT 

SIEVING 

Start with 1,000 g (1.0 kg) 
of whole or threshed 
very dry Cannabis flowers 

BULK 
SIEVING 

TRASH 

LARGE 
STEMS 
-50-100 g 
-5-10% 

SMALL 
STEMS 
-50 g 
-5% 

PLANT 
DEBRIS 
-50 g 
-5% 

PULVERIZED 
TRASH • 
-650-700 g 
-65-70% 

BULK 
RESIN 

SELECT 
RESIN 

WHOLE c j 
FLOWERS 

(Gently Tossed) 

CLEAN -5-20 g 
RESIN -0.5-2 % 
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Resieving—Removing Small Debris 
When resin powder of greater purity and potency is desired, the powder collected 

by either bulk or selective sieving can be cleaned using a very small-pore size (less than 
an 80-micron) sieve. This removes most of the dust and debris that is smaller than 
mature resin glands. In high-tech hashish-making, the goal is to separate the purest 
resin powder, so resieving is preferable after selective rather than bulk sieving. Careful selective 
sieving with the correct pore size sieve, using only a shaking action (avoiding hand 
pressure which forces contaminating plant debris through the sieve) produces pure 
and potent quality hashish. Resieving over a very fine sieve using hand pressure or 
strong vibration, breaks apart and ushers debris particles through the sieve, leaving 
behind nearly pure, mature resin glands contaminated with almost no debris. 

An efficient method of resieving has long been practiced in Afghanistan, which 
has the only ancient tradition of resieving. There, resieving follows bulk collection which 
cleans the bulk-sieved resin powder for the making of high-quality shirac. Fine weave 
linen, silk, or cotton cloth sacks are selected (of about a 20 X 30 cm size) to hold about 
100 g of resin powder when less than one-quarter full. With the resin powder inside, 
the top of the sack is tied closed, leaving three-quarters of the sack empty. The resin 
powder then can move around freely and contact the inside surface of the sack when 
the sack is shaken vigorously. The smallest particles pass through the fine pores of the 
cloth easily. Dust, immature resin glands, gland stalks, and other small debris shake 
through, but the larger, mature resin glands remain trapped inside. The small, immature 
resin glands that are blown away and cannot be recovered are of little consequence to 
the purist seeking the highest quality hashish. This technique cleans the resin without 
using a fixed sieve. When no more dust comes through the sack, the resin powder 
inside is as clean as could be done by resieving. As with all sieving, this works best on 
a day with temperatures below freezing. In a traditional Afghan setting, the sack is 
passed from person to person around a room full of smokers. Puffs of dust emanating 
from the sack of resin powder remind one of the rosin bag baseball pitchers use to dry 
their hands. 

Bulk and Selective Resieving 

This traditional Afghan resieving technique also applies to high-tech resin 
collection. Mature resin gland heads range in diameter from 70 to 120 microns. High-
tech hashish-makers first use a relatively coarse (125- to 150-micron) sieve to selectively 
collect most of the resin glands. Then they resieve this powder over a 50- to 70-micron 
sieve to remove small debris and immature resin glands. Using the finer sieve, applying 
moderate pressure to the resin powder pushes the contaminating debris and small 
resin glands through, leaving behind the desirable, larger, mature resin glands that 
cannot pass through the 50- to 70-micron pores. Different varieties of Cannabis grown 
in different environments produce glands of different sizes. The highest quality hashish 
is produced by selecting sieve pore-sizes that allow separation of glands of a specific 
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size distinctive to the Cannabis starting material. The pore sizes of screens and the 
diameters of resin gland-heads can be determined by using inexpensive, hand-held 
microscopes with built-in micron division lines. 

It is important to emphasize how the ambient temperature and humidity affect 
resin powder. Resieving cannot be performed properly in warm, moist climates; it is 
best performed at low temperatures and low humidity. Cold, clear, dry winter days are 
the best natural conditions. In warm or moist weather, hashish makers use air-
conditioned or otherwise dehumidified rooms for drying resin and during resieving. 

The structural integrity and temperature of the resin glands are important factors 
to successful resieving. If resin glands do not remain whole and round throughout 
sieving, they become impossible to separate from plant debris. Dry, cold resin glands 
are more resistant to being pulverized than are dry plant debris and other organic, 
non-mineral debris. When the resin powder is rubbed across the sieve surface in 
resieving, debris breaks up smaller and smaller, passing through the fine sieve, while 
the resin glands remain intact on top. Warm resin glands soften or rupture, and may 
clog the sieve, and moist plant matter will not pulverize and pass through the fine 
sieve. 

The age of the resin glands is another important factor influencing their structural 
integrity. Resin glands secrete resin in an oily liquid form. As resin ages, it slowly dries, 
becoming more viscous and sticky due to the evaporation of volatile terpenoids. The 
most volatile terpenoids evaporate readily at less than room temperatures; less volatile 
terpenoids, which are more viscous, remain until heated during smoking. 

Sieving Fraction 
Dry Wt. 

grams 

Percent 

a . Fluffy and large pieces of debris remaining on 

top of the large pore size #43 sieve 

0.32 g 3 % 

b . Purified resin powder, leaf particles, and debris remaining 

on top of the small pore size #77sieve 

4.54 g 4 6 % 

c . Powdered debris, dust, and small resin glands under 

the small pore size #77 sieve 

4.94 g 4 9 % 

Unaccounted waste lost during sieving •20 g 2 % 

Totals 10.00 g 100% 

Figure 6.5. RESULTS OF RESIEVING. In this example, 10 g of crude resin powder collected with a 150-micron pore 
sieve were purified by resieving first through a large-pore (150-micron) sieve (in this example it's the same size), and 
then through a fine-pore (80-micron) sieve. This procedure divided the resin sample into three fractions: a. light, fluffy, 
large-debris fraction left behind atop the 150-micron sieve; b. purified resin glands along with a few leaf particles and 
small debris left atop the 80-micron sieve; and c. powdered debris, dust, and small resin glands that passed through 
the 80-micron sieve. Only 46% of the crude resin powder consisted of mature resin glands; 52% of the crude resin 
powder consisted of either large debris, or small debris and immature resin glands. Obviously, resin powder must be 
resieved in order to make pure, potent, high-quality hashish. 
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Soft Sieving—Removing Similar-Sized Debris 

The goal of "soft sieving" is to separate resin glands from plant debris of similar 
size. Soft sieving is based upon the principle that two particles of the same size, shape, 
and density have equal probabilities of passing through the same-sized pores at any 
given moment; but if shapes or densities vary, then the probabilities of particles passing 
through pores depend on those variations. 

Resin glands are more or less spherical in shape. Debris shapes are much more 
variable; many have sharp edges and protrusions where they were broken. Also, debris 
includes plant hairs, which are long, thin, and tapered. Dust and dirt particles may be 
any shape. Additionally, resin glands are more dense than most plant debris and dust. 
Uniformly rounded, relatively dense resin glands are much more likely to pass through 
a sieve than variously shaped and less dense (therefore lighter) bits of plant debris, 
dust, and dirt. 

Soft sieving applies these physical characteristics to resieve resin powder and 
increase purity and potency. Resin powder is placed on a sieve with a pore size equal 
to that of the last sieve the powder passed through during separation from plant material 
(e.g., 150-micron). This powder passes through the sieve easily, when only lightly 
vibrating the sieve. Relatively spherical, dense resin glands fall through the sieve first, 
before most of the plant debris and dust does. The first three-quarters of the sieved 
powder collected is more potent than the last one-quarter. With continued vibration, 
almost all of the original powder falls through the sieve, but the last one-quarter fraction 
is mostly light, fluffy plant debris and dust, with only a few large, mature glands. 

Soft sieving, performed repeatedly, continues to improve resin quality. If the first 
powder to fall through the sieve is passed again through the same sieve, that which 
falls through the sieve first will be more potent than that which falls through later. 
After each pass, the light, fluffy fraction left on the screen is set aside. With each 
repetition, the volume of debris remaining on the screen decreases because the material 
being resieved is increasingly pure. Also, each sieving takes less time than the previous 
one; the powder is more uniform in size and shape and less encumbered by debris, so 
it falls through the sieve more and more easily. 

Making the Best Possible Sieved Hashish 
The best hashish produced in the West has been made from domestically grown, 

seedless Cannabis. Resin powder is often collected from homegrown sinsemilla during 
manicuring and packaging of the marijuana. As the dried Cannabis flowers are trimmed 
(manicured) and blended in preparation for marketing, the work is performed over 
large, table top sieves (see page 12 in Color Section). The very large, mature glands that 
fall off most easily from the flowers during processing, drop through the sieves. These 
most potent glands make a quite pure and powerful hashish. Only resin powder 
intentionally collected from mature flowers that have been gently tumbled over a sieve 
is of higher quality. 
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Figure 6.6. RESULTS OF SOFT SIEVING. Soft sieving resieves resin powder using only a single screen. Hashish-
makers repeatedly pass the resin powder through the same screen, but use only gentle screen vibration to move the 
powder. The majority of the resin glands falls first, leaving debris and a few resin glands behind on the screen. 

Soft Sieving 
135-150 µ 

sieve 

WHOLE 
FLOWERS 

C C O / SELECT 
/ O RESIN 

Nearly pure resin glands! 
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Observations of resin collection during trimming have led to the development of 
a protocol for making the ultimate piece of hashish. This example describes techniques 
that would be used to make the best hashish possible by using the sieving technique. 
In this imaginary and perfect world, efficiency and expense are discounted. Our only 
considerations are the purity and quality of the final resin powder. Remember that the 
higher the ratio of starting Cannabis material is to finished resin powder, the higher the 
extraction ratio, and the higher the quality of the resulting hashish. In other words, the 
smaller the yield (the lower the extraction percentage), the more that is wasted but the 
higher the potency of the remaining resin powder (see Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9). 

To collect the highest quality resin powder only the most potent Cannabis is used. 
This Cannabis is organically grown, seedless, and mature. Varietal selection is a matter 
of personal preference and remains a source of continual debate amongst hashish 
aficionados (see page 219, Varietal Differences, and Figures 4.6 and 5.4). Given that the 
variety of Cannabis is a potent one, what is most important is that the female flowers 
are covered with large, mature, glistening resin glands. Always, the more potent the starting 
material, the better the hashish can and will be. 

Immediately after harvest, before the fresh plants begin to wilt, all large and small 
leaves (which have minimal resin glands) are snipped from the flowering branches 
carefully so that there is no dislodging of resin glands from the small leaflets and flowers. 
The trimmed branches are quickly and thoroughly dried at low temperatures for five 
to seven days in a dust-free environment with clean air circulating. Rapid drying 
promotes the uneven drying of flowers so that resin glands on flower surfaces become 
dry enough to fall off easily when vibrated, but the plant tissue does not become so dry 
that it crumbles when processed. This facilitates the clean removal of resin glands while 
avoiding inclusion of pulverized plant debris. The resin glands have not had time to 
age, so they are very fresh, soft, and ripe, with most of the volatile aromatic terpenoids 
remaining. 

The day of extraction arrives. The weather is ideal—clear and dry, with 
temperatures just above freezing. The plant material is somewhat soft but the fresh 
resin glands are cold and hard. (A refrigerated and dehumidified room is ready if the 
weather does not cooperate.) The chill preserves the resin's fragrance and flavor. 

Flowers lightly threshed by tossing over a 135- to 150-micron pore sieve release 
the largest and most mature resin glands. Any additional leaves and stems without 
resin are removed as soon as they are seen during threshing. Remaining flower clusters 
consisting of bracts, small subtending leaflets, and tiny stems, bounce back and forth 
on the sieve, but no rubbing or pressure is made against the sieve surface. Resin 
extraction proceeds slowly. Rowers should be thoroughly tossed and bounced before 
being broken at all. Then the flowers are broken slightly, so that a small portion of the 
resin is released. An hour or so is taken to allow the resin to "dry" before any more is 
broken. The more slowly the flowers are worked, the more resin will be collected, the 
less plant debris created, and the higher the quality. 
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The raw resin powder collected in the first sieving is then resieved to increase 
purity. A series of sieves with pore sizes decreasing in approximately 10- to 20-micron 
increments separate the resin powder by particle size. This isolates the fraction with 
the largest resin glands, and also isolates the fraction having the least contamination by 
dust and debris. 

These two fractions, the largest glands and the cleanest glands, may be found in 
the same or different locations in the sieve series. Some of the very largest resin glands 
may come to rest on top of the sieve along with large, fluffy debris. The majority of the 
largest and most mature resin glands will come to rest in the cleanest fraction, on the 
next smallest pore size sieve. It is desirable to collect only the largest and most mature 
resin glands because they contain the highest percentage of THC and therefore are the 
most potent. 

The purest and most potent resin powder from high-tech processes is more than 
95% resin glands and may be nearly 60% THC. Some smokers argue that resin so pure 
is mostly THC and is no longer "hashish." High-quality hashish may melt and bubble 
and behave like hashish oil, but no matter how pure the hashish is, it is still a crude, 
mechanically extracted Cannabis product. Pure THC must be chemically extracted and 
purified from Cannabis or synthesized in the laboratory at great expense. 

Sieving in Humid Conditions 
Cannabis flowers must be quite dry if resin extraction is to be efficient. Making 

hashish in a humid or tropical environment is very difficult. Even laid out in the sun, 
complete drying is hampered by high humidity and the resin never dries sufficiently. 
One solution is to artificially dry the floral material enough for the resin glands to be 
extracted. 

On a small scale, Cannabis dries sufficiently for sieving by using desiccants. 
Desiccants are substances such as calcium-chloride or silica gel powders or crystals 
that have a high affinity for water. (Finely powdered desiccants should be avoided 
because they are difficult to handle in this use.) Dessicants are available loose, in bulk, 
or in inexpensive, reusable self-contained packets. 

The desiccant must first be dried in a warm oven for several hours before sealing 
in an airtight glass, metal, or plastic container. AJJow to cool. To use, pack desiccant 
crystals in a cloth or fine-netting sack. Place the sack along with the floral clusters to be 
dried within a sealable container or tightly closed plastic bag. Monitor the drying. 

Recover the crystals and oven dry for repeated use. Some desiccants contain an 
indicator that turns color when the crystals have become exhausted with moisture. The 
indicator is an especially convenient feature, particularly when used with a transparent 
container for easy viewing. Dessicants with indicators are well worth looking for when 
using desiccants to dry appreciable quantities. 

A few, nearly dried floral clusters can be dried adequately for sieving by placing 
them over an incandescent light bulb to supply a warm, dry draft (e.g., on a window 
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screen or a strainer placed atop the shade of a desk lamp). One to two hours over the 
lamp is usually sufficient to make the flowers crisp and fragile if they already were dry 
enough to burn in a joint. Fresh floral clusters take much longer this way to dry enough 
to collect resin glands. 

To dry floral clusters on a large scale in a humid climate, commercial dehumidifying 
machines are most practical and predictable. Dehumidifiers, like air conditioners, are 
inherently inefficient and costly to run, but are necessary to dry large quantities of 
flowers in a small, crowded space. Hang plant material from strings suspended from 
the ceiling or walls, or loosely lay the plant material on wire mesh screens to allow air 
to circulate freely around the floral clusters. Turn the dehumidifier on and seal the 
room. Moisture in the air condenses on the dehumidifier's cooling coils (since they are 
colder than the air) and collects as water in a basin, ready for continual removal. As the 
air in the sealed room loses its moisture, the plant material dries. 

Dehumidifiers work best in a warm room, but temperatures above 30° C are 
detrimental to the resin. Cold weather may necessitate heating the drying room enough 
so that the water collecting on the dehumidifier coils does not freeze. Ice on the coils 
lowers the efficiency of the dehumidifier increasing time to dry and energy costs. 
Periodically direct a small, fan-equipped heater or hair dryer on the coils to melt the 
ice, then remove the water. 

Making High-Quality Moroccan 

Morrocans obtained higher grades of hashish by taking great care to raise the 
purity (and thus the potency) of the resin powder. To follow the Morrocan procedure, 
first remove large leaves and floral clusters from stalks. Then, lightly crush the dried, 
manicured floral clusters atop the sieve. Gently tap the clusters without rubbing them 
across the sieve. The resulting grade of resin powder is the highest available, but only 
0.05 to 0.10 kg (50 to 100 g) of resin is produced from each 100 kg of plants—an extraction 
percentage of 0.05 to 0.10% (or an extraction ratio of 2,000:1 to 1,000:1). Subsequent 
light crushing with gentle rubbing across the sieve yields an additional 1.0 to 1.5 kg at a 
1.0 to 1.5% extraction percentage: (66:1 to 100:1) of the highest export-quality resin 
powder. Crushing and rubbing the floral clusters twice more yields 0.5 kg of second 
grade resin powder (schleera) and 0.5 kg of third grade resin powder. With the high 
demand from Western markets, Moroccan hashish makers produce as much hashish 
as possible. Political instability has disrupted hashish producing in most other nations, 
and as a result, Moroccans are able to sell any hashish that they can make. The lack of 
good-quality hashish on the market from other countries created a viable market for 
inferior products made from second and third sievings. Lower quality powders usually 
are mixed with the first sieving and often, a binder. This perfectly describes the melange, 
or blended hashish commercially available in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

In 1987, researchers in Morocco supervised the extraction of high-quality resin 
powder, carefully monitoring and recording each of the steps. Cannabis grown at an 
high elevation was used. The 0.5 to 1.5 meter-tall plants were tied into ninety 300 to 350 
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g bundles of ten stalks, providing a total, after drying, of about 30 kg of plant material, 
including stalks and leaves. The bundles were opened and each plant was manicured 
carefully of nearly every leaf. The leaves amounted to about 25% by weight of plant 
material and required forty-five hours of labor to remove. 

A double-layer sieve cloth was fashioned by stretching two nylon chiffon scarves 
together across the mouth of a plastic wash basin and tying the opposite corners of the 
scarves together under the bottom of the basin. The stalks were held over the sieve 
while floral clusters were stripped from the stalks and dropped atop the sieve cloth. 
Great care was taken never to touch the sieve cloth with the hands, and no plant material 
was ever rubbed across the cloth. Large, intact floral clusters were crushed lightly over 
the sieve by being squeezed between the thumb and fingertips. The sides of the basin 
were slapped for about five seconds to make the crushed flowers bounce around gently 
on the sieve. After this brief period of vibration, plant matter and seeds were tipped off 
without brushing the sieve cloth. All of this care took much time and extra work. The 
trimming and sieving of the leafless plants required eight hours of labor. The total 
work-time for manicuring and sieving was now fifty-three hours. 

The total yield was 44 g of very clean, mature resin from the first sieving of 30 kg 
of Cannabis. The bulk of the powder, 35 g, had fallen through the second sieve cloth 
into the bottom of the basin, and 9 g remained between the two cloths. The piece of 
hashish made from the small amount of powder left between the two scarves was very 
soft and sticky when palm pressed, and was more fragrant and potent than the piece 
made from the resins collected from the bottom of the basin. This is because dust and 
smaller, less mature glands fell through the second sieve while the largest and most 
mature glands remained on top. The 44 g represents about 145 g per 100 kg of Cannabis 
or only a 0.14% extraction percentage (ratio: 690:1), a low yield for three long days of 
work, but a clear illustration of why the finest high-quality hashish is of such high 
monetary value. Several days of work for a team of workers, even at deflated third 
world wages, is costly when the high extraction ratio (low yield) is considered. 

The workers took only thirty minutes to make a second pass by hurriedly rubbing 
the remaining plant material lightly on the sieve. The workers then extracted another 
100 g of zero-zero (or Double-0) quality resin powder (0.33% or 300:1)—their usual best 
quality. Thirty minutes more and the leaves and other plant material had been processed 
a final time to get low-quality powder for melange. 

Sieve Types 

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, several types of sieving devices were offered for 
sale in North America and Europe through mail order paraphernalia catalogs and in 
head shops. Many common kitchen devices have also been adapted to sieving, as well 
as modern high-technology sieving equipment designed for commercial-scale food 
preparation. Some of the more noteworthy and workable sieve types for collection of 
small quantities of high-quality resin powder are described in the next subsections. 
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The Resin Heaven 

The "Resin Heaven" was first marketed in 1982 by Don and Patty of Pypes Palace 
in Portland, Oregon. The Resin Heaven is a metal screen framed in a hardwood box 
topped with a lid and with a removable (by sliding) glass tray at the bottom. If the 
smoker stores marijuana inside the box and rolls joints on top of the metal screen, resin 
glands, dislodged from the marijuana while rolling joints, fall through the screen 
accumulating on the glass plate. The top-lid blocks extraneous dust, keeping the 
accumulating powder clean. The idea is sound and the Resin Heaven works well. The 
only problem is that the metal wire material used for the sieve is slightly too coarse for 
collecting optimum-qua-
lity resin even though it is 
of variable mesh size. 
Though smaller in scale, 
the Resin Heaven is simi-
lar to the table top sieves 
commercial growers use 
during trimming and 
packaging. 

Screen Printing Sieves 

The use of commer-
cial silk-screen printing 
screens to separate resin 
glands by size was men-
tioned earlier in Part VI. 
While these screens are 
expensive, they have one 
definite advantage over 
other screen materials— 
the pore size can be 
determined from charts in 
product brochures. Know-
ing the pore size of a screen 
is essential for selecting the 
proper size for sieving and 
resieving. Using pore size 
as the standard, screens may be purchased via mail-order from various international 
suppliers. Many full-service art supply stores, especially in major cities and near art 
schools, carry printing screens. Should the reader have access to printing screens of 
unknown pore size, a small, hand-held microscope with a 250-micron measuring reticle 
with 5- to 10-micron divisions is very handy for determining pore size. Mail order 

Figure 6.7. The Resin Heaven is a small, portable predecessor ot the 
trimming over a screen resin collection technique used by Dutch commercial 
sinsemilla growers who collect resin that falls from flowers and leaves during 
manicuring. With the Resin Heaven, marijuana is prepared for smoking atop 
a screen and dislodged resin glands fall through the screen, collecting in the 
box beneath to become farmer's quality hashish. 
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science catalogs often carry these inexpensive microscopes. Following is a standardized 
chart comparing the pore sizes of various commercial screen printing and sieving cloths. 

Ultimate Sieving Equipment 

The ultimate in sieving equipment uses advanced sieving techniques to isolate 
the most potent fraction of the resin glands. Precision sieve series and ultrasonic sieves are 
series of screens of decreasing pore sizes. Both (series) are offered in sieving equipment 
catalogs. Either series isolates the most mature resin glands, and also isolates smaller 
glands with one pass 
through the series of 
screens. Almost all debris 
and smaller glands are 
separated during the first 
pass through the series of 
screens. A second pass 
through (using soft-sieving 
when vibrating by hand) 
further purifies the mature 
gland fraction and smaller 
gland fractions. 

Precision Sizing Sieves 
Precision sizing sieves 

are a series of highly accu-
rate pore size sieves stack-
ed in a decreasing pore size 
sequence. These sieves are 
used to determine the size 
distribution of particles in 
powders. Precision sieve 
stacks are arranged with 
each screen decreasing in 
pore size from one sieve to 
the next in very small (5 to 
10 microns) increments. 
Resin powder is placed on 
the uppermost, coarsest 
sieve, the stack is vibrated, 
and resin powder falls 
through the stack. Resin 
glands and debris of 
different sizes come to rest 

Figure 6.8a. Woven Sieve—Nylon, Silk, Metal—120 microns. 

Figure 6.8b. Ultimate Sieve—Laser Perforated Stainless Steel—120 
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110 m e s h 
110 threads / inch 

Pore diameter = 120 microns 
Open area = 38% 

110 m e s h 
110 threads / inch 

Pore diameter = 150 microns 
Open area = 47% 

110 m e s h 
110 threads / inch 

Pore diameter = 180 microns 
Open area = 62% 

Figure 6.10. THREAD DIAMETER AND PORE SIZE. The diameter of the thread which creates the mesh has an 
influence on pore-size which must be considered when selecting screen cloth for resin collection. The thicker the 
thread, the smaller the pore-size, no matter how many threads are woven to the inch. 
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Rectangular wooden 
or aluminum frames 

Nested Table Sieves 

125- to 150- micron printing screen cloth 

50- to 70- micron printing screen cloth 

Plexiglass or other smooth flat surface 

125- to 150- micron ^ 
printing screen cloth LARGE PLANT DEBRIS S E ^ 

Plexiglass or other smooth flat surface 

Figure 6.11. HIGH-TECH SIEVING EXAMPLE. The ideal high-tech sieving system (for Cannabis with resin glands of 
about a 110-micron diameter) might look like this. The coarse upper sieve retains large plant particles, unbroken 
leaves, and other large-sized debris. A combination of gentle vibration and light pressure ushers resin glands and 
small-sized debris through the 150-micron pore openings of the upper sieve. With gentle pressure, this powder can 
be separated into mature resin glands—which will stay on top of the screen because they are too large to pass 
through the 70-micron pore opening—and small-sized debris, which falls through the sieve. 

on top of different pore size screens, yielding accurate separation and isolation into 
finely divided fractions. One or two of these fractions are always more pure and more 
potent than the remaining fractions. 

Ultrasonic Sieves 

Ultrasonic sieves are small-diameter precision sieves that are stacked in decreasing 
pore sizes to form a sealed column. The rough resin powder is placed on top of the 
uppermost sieve of the sealed sieve-stack, and the sieve-stack is placed inside an 
ultrasonic vibrator. Only small quantities of powder (less than 10 g) can be 

Rectangular 
wooden or 
aluminum 
frame 

Rectangular 
wooden or 
aluminum 
frame 

SMALL RESIN GLANDS and DEBRIS 
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Figure 6.12. A series of exact-sized sieves, gradually decreasing in size, separates mature resin glands into one or 
two layers for easy recovery. 

LARGE PLANT DEBRIS 

VERY LARGE RESIN GLANDS 

LARGE RESIN GLANDS 

MEDIUM RESIN G L A N D S 

SMALL RESIN GLANDS and DEBRIS 

VERY SMALL DEBRIS and LITTLE RESIN 

VERY SMALL DUST and DEBRIS 

SIEVE #6 
50 microns 

SIEVE #5 
70 microns 

SIEVE #4 
90 microns 

SIEVE #3 
110 microns 

SIEVE #2 
130 microns 

SIEVE #1 
150 microns 
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accommodated at a time. However, separation is very 
thorough, allowing accurate analyses of raw resin 
samples based on exact particle size and purity. 

HOLLAND'S HIGH-TECH HASHISH 
One of the most important trends of the 1990s has 

been the appearance of domestically grown and 
produced Dutch hashish. This has been possible because 
large quantities of marijuana are being grown in the 
Netherlands. During manicuring, resin powder is 
collected, occasionally yielding enough hashish to enable 
small quantities to reach the coffee shops, though the 
highest quality homemade hashish is rarely sold. The 
commercial product is often called skuff or Nederhash. 
(Skuff is a contraction of the phrase Skunk stuff; a popular 
variety of marijuana commonly grown in Holland is 
Skunk #1, and stuff is Dutch slang for hashish). 

One response to the ample supply of Cannabis in 
the Netherlands is the Pollinator, an automated resin-
collector, which uses a rotating cylindrical sieve designed 
to tumble small amounts of flowers or leaves, freeing 
the resin glands to fall through the sieve into a resin trap 
below. The Pollinator resembles a small, front-loading 
washing machine and comes in different sizes. The 
smallest size is designed to fit into a refrigerator for cold, 
dry sieving. 

The Pollinator was de-
signed and built in Amster-
dam to extract resin glands 
from otherwise useless leaves 
removed during the com-
mercial manicuring or trim-
ming of plants. However, the 
Pollinator can yield a higher 
quality hashish if thoroughly 
dried flowers are used instead 
of leaves. The Pollinator uses 
a 150-micron screen-printing 
cloth sieve stretched over a 
rotating chamber to tumble 
the plant material. Each time 

Growroom Rubbing 
Small amounts of hand-

rubbed hashish can be 
collected from living indoor 
sinsemilla flowers without 
injuring the plants or noticeably 
diminishing the crop's potential 
potency. Wear surgeon's latex 
gloves and rub the flowers 
gently and very lightly. Don't 
use coated gloves—powdered 
or oily coatings interfere with 
resin collection and 
contaminate the hashish. Place 
the resin-coated gloves in a 
freezer for a few minutes. 
Hardened resin peels easily 
from the gloves before it warms 
and becomes sticky again. 

Another way growers have 
a potent smoke and also get to 
preview the flavor of flowers yet 
to be harvested, is to rub a joint 
gently over the flowers. The 
resin adheres to the rolling 
paper, forming a shiny, 
translucent film. (Special 
thanks to Scott and Soma.) 

Sidebar S6.2. 
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Figure 6.13. The effective pore-size of a sieve is determined not only by the actual pore-size, but by the angle at 
which the sieve is held. When a sieve is angled from horizontal, the pore-size is not actually reduced, but the ability 
of particles to pass through the pores is reduced. 

Horizontal 120m Sieve 
120m effective pore size 

Tilted 120M Sieve 
90M effective pore size 

Tilted 150M Sieve 
120M effective pore size 

Effective Pore Sizes 
Horizontal versus Tilted Sieves 
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fresh plant material is loaded, material that already tumbled is first removed. The 
amount and purity of resin depends on the length of time the drum-chamber rotates. 
More time causes more plant material to be broken and yields resin that is less pure. 
The rotation speed of the drum is fixed. Tumbling duration is controlled manually or 
by a timer. Resin glands from floral clusters tumbled briefly in small amounts over a 
few hours, yield higher quality and quantity powder than powder collected quickly by 
breaking up the flowers (see page 15 in Color Section). 

The Pollinator Company and a few other firms in the Netherlands have begun to 
produce hashish presses for sale. All are of the "jack-press" style, based on an hydraulic 
automobile jack of five-tons capacity that is fitted into a metal frame. The jack exerts 
pressure on cellophane-wrapped resin powder placed in a mold at the bottom of the 
press. 

Resin powder collected with the Pollinator is pressed in an unique and very high-
tech manner in at least one location in Amsterdam. About one gram of resin powder is 
placed between two layers of cellophane or mylar and spread flat. This "sandwich" is 
then placed inside an envelope of plastic laminating material and run through a 
document laminating machine. The heat and pressure of the lamination presses the 
resin powder into a thin, flat sheet of hashish. When the package is cooled and cut 
open, the sandwich is slipped out of the laminating plastic, the cellophane or mylar is 
peeled off, the sheet of hashish is gently heated with the hand or breath and then rolled 
into a tapered tube. This tube can be filled with marijuana or, preferably, left empty. 
Either way, the tube is simply lighted at the wide end and smoked from the narrow. No 
rolling paper, no glue, nothing but burning hashish. This may be the perfect hashish 
joint, though certainly it's an expensive one for anyone who does not grow their own 
marijuana and make their own hashish (see pages 5 and 15 in Color Section). 

The most interesting aspect about these devices is that they are commercially 
available openly in the Netherlands. In the past, hashish-making was the province of 
"experts," usually working in secret in far-away and underdeveloped countries. These 
hashish-makers, always attempting to keep a low-profile, fabricated their sieves and 
presses in private. By 1995, the toleration of growing small amounts of Cannabis in the 
Netherlands created a booming and open business in marijuana-growing products (e.g., 
grow-lights, hydroponic systems, ventilators, watering systems, seeds, clones, etc, see 
page 15 in Color Section). It appears that the small-scale marijuana grower has also 
become the small-scale hashish-producer. 

SIEVING EFFICIENCY 
Sieving is more efficient than hand-rubbing especially when the time spent 

collecting is compared to the yield. How does the efficiency of hashish-making compare 
to the efficiency of smoking marijuana? When marijuana is smoked, all of the plant 
tissue and associated resin glands burn. All the THC is vaporized—none is wasted. 
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Figure 6.14. THC PERCENTAGES OF THE FRACTIONS CREATED BY THOROUGHLY SIEVING DRY CANNABIS 
FLOWERS. This graph indicates that THC% rises each successive step by concentrating and, eventually, purifying 
the resin glands. 

When hashish burns, the same thing happens. However, when hashish is made, not all 
of the resin glands are collected from the marijuana; some are lost or become broken. 
THC contained inside plant tissues cannot be collected by sieving or hand-rubbing. 

Although resin glands are the primary site of THC biosynthesis, they are not the 
only site. THC synthesis has been detected in two to three day-old seedlings that had 
not developed resin glands (J. Turner pers. comm. 1985). Laticifer cells (secretory organs 
containing latex) within the plant tissues are likely sites of additional THC synthesis 
(Furr and Mahlberg 1981). THC produced within the plant tissues cannot be extracted 
by physical means such as sieving resin glands, no matter how much the plant material 
is pulverized 

Some resin glands also rupture during threshing and sieving, and resinous liquid 
terpenoids and THC from the glands smear the surface of plant tissues like varnish. 
The volatile terpenoids evaporate, but the layer of resin sticks to the plant matter. The 
contents of ruptured resin glands cannot be recovered by sieving. THC smeared on the 
plant matter always remains adhered no matter how finely the plant matter is 
pulverized. 

FLOWERS 
with 
LEAVES 
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Azoobidies — 
The Original Astounder 

The Original Astounder 
was invented by Brooke J. Ivey 
and marketed by mail from San 
Luis Obispo, California in 1974. 
This simple apparatus was a 
common aluminum baking pan 
9 X 1 3 X 3 inches, with a tight, 
snap-on aluminum lid. Included 
with the pan were entertaining 
instructions written by 
Azoobides himself, spreading 
the wisdom of how to collect 
resin glands and make 
astounding hashish. The 
Original Astounder was the first 
effective apparatus for making 
high-quality hashish at home 
that was sold to the public. 

To make Azoobides, 10 to 
20 g of very dry Cannabis 
flowers are broken into a few 
large pieces over the pan 
before being placed inside of 
the pan. Then the pan's lid is 
snapped on securely. The pan 
is gripped along opposite sides 
with both hands to maintain the 
seal, and shaken rapidly up 
and down for five to ten 
seconds. The dry flowers 
bounce between the lid 
and the bottom. The 
shaking is violent 
enough to dislodge 
the resin glands 

and begin to further break up 
the flowers. After shaking, the 
box is allowed to rest for a 
moment so that the contents 
settle. Then the aluminum lid is 
slowly removed and carefully 
turned over. Spread across the 
inside surface of the lid lies a 
sparse layer of nearly pure 
resin glands. A playing card is 
used to scrape the small 
amount of resin powder 
together and to scoop up the 
resin which is placed to the 
side on a plate. The box is 
sealed and shaken a second 
time. Again, the box is set 
aside to settle for a moment, 
then opened and the resin 
powder collected. This process 
is repeated 20 to 30 t imes until 
the flowers are pulverized and 
the resin is exhausted. The 
Azoobides process yields 
about five to ten percent of high 
potency resin powder from dry, 

manicured flower tops. As 
would be expected, the first 
powder extracted is the purest 
and most potent, and the last 
resin powder contains more 
small glands and some plant 
debris. The major advantage of 
separation in this way is that 
the powdered plant matter will 
fall away from the lid and not 
mix with the resin powder. Only 
the resin glands stick to the lid 
of the pan, yielding nearly pure 
resin powder. 

In the 1970s, the 
Azoobides certainly astounded 
everyone who tried it, 
introducing many to the 
wonders of high-tech hashish. 
The first few shakings yielded 
very pure and mature resin 
powder, and when potent 
sinsemilla was used as source 
material, the resulting hashish 
was quite powerful. The simple 
cake-pan device works well 
with any good, dried Cannabis, 
and is astonishingly simple, a 
truly fine example of an 
innovative and appropriate 

application of 
existing 

technology. 

Sidebar S6.3. 
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Concentration of THC in Hashish 
Hashish-making by mechanically collecting resin glands, either by hand-rubbing 

or by sieving, extracts a maximum of 60% of the total THC present in the plant. To 
extract more of the THC, solvents must be used to make hashish oils. (The disadvantages 
and health risks of hashish oil are discussed In Part V.) Although just over half of the 
plant's THC is contained within the collectable resin glands, the THC in these glands is 
very highly concentrated. It is fortunate that THC comes packaged in the visible resin 
glands that encrust surfaces of Cannabis flowers. Had THC been hidden within the 
plant tissues, hashish-making might not have been discovered as early in history as it 
was. More importantly, if complex chemical methods were essential for extracting and 
concentrating THC prior to use, ultimate control of the THC high would rest with 
chemical corporations rather than being in the hands of farmers, small entrepreneurs, 
or anyone willing and able to grow Cannabis. THC is easily produced simply by growing 
Cannabis. Resin glands present the consumer with THC in convenient and readily 
collectable packaging. 

SEPARATION BY DENSITY 

Water Extraction 
Resin glands do not dissolve in water; they sink. These properties are used to 

purify resin powder contaminated with plant debris and other materials that float in 
water. Very coarsely sieved resin powder or even crushed floral clusters can be purified. 
Crushing Cannabis flowers and tossing them into water is probably the last thing that 
would occur to most smokers—water and smoking material are an unlikely mixture. 
However, the following resin extraction method can be very effective. 

Sadu Sam's Secret 

In the early 1980s, Sadu Sam, a committed California Cannabis enthusiast, 
developed a water extraction technique. "Sadu Sam's Secret" involves stirring a few 
grams of pulverized flowers or freshly sieved resin powder into a tall container of cool 
water containing ten to twenty times the volume of water to dry powder. Cool or cold 
water is essential because warm water softens the resin, which tends to stick together 
forming an unmanageable lump. Because neither resin nor dry plant material is soluble 
in water, thoroughly wetting the resin powder is a challenge. The particles repel water, 
but when the slurry is shaken or stirred long enough, all the powder eventually becomes 
wetted and suspended in the water. The mixture must be stirred vigorously for several 
minutes until all the lumps of powder disperse. Once stirring ceases, the differing 
particles in the suspension begin to separate. Plant particles and other light debris 
(such as plant "hairs") float to the surface. Small, immature resin glands also tend to 
float. Mature resin glands and any dense debris such as sand and mineral dust sink, 
settling to the bottom (see page 16 in Color Section). 
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Figure 6.15. Sadu Sam immortalized in 1960s poster art-style. 
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Sadu Sam's Secret 

The secret was revealed 
as follows: 

Greetings from Sadu 
Sam—Cannabis Aficionado 
Extraordinaire and explorer of 
the mysterious universe of 
herbs across Africa, the Middle 
East, India, Asia, and the 
Americas—who has collected 
ancient secrets from growers, 
outlaws, and mystic wanderers. 
(This particular technique was 
discovered by Neville the King 
of the Cannabis Castle. 
Thanks, Neville.) 

The higher the quality of 
starting material, the better 
quality and yield you'll get. 
There must be resin present for 
resin to be extracted. Water will 
extract more resin than dry 
sieving will. 

YOU NEED: 

1. Clean, coarse screen like 
a window screen or 
strainer. 

2. Large, wide mouth jar 
with screw on lid such as 
1 - or 2-quart peanut 
butter jar. (You'll probably 
need several.) 

3. Water 

4. Spoon and coffee filters. 

DIRECTIONS— BEFORE 
STARTING, READ ALL 
DIRECTIONS! 

Without excessively 
heating material (not over 90° 
F.), dry as thoroughly as 
possible before grinding. 

1. Grind material through 
coarse screen or strainer. 
Make sure all dust and 
debris is collected and 
not lost. 

2. Place ground material in 
jar. Don't fill jar more 
than 1/4 full. 

3. Fill jar near to top with 
cold water. 

4. Screw lid on tight. (If no 
lid, then stir vigorously.) 

5. Shake vigorously until 
material is totally 
saturated (approximately 
30 seconds). 

6. Let contents settle for 5 
to 10 minutes. 

7. Remove lid and skim off 
all floating material. Place 
material in second jar 
and repeat the washing 
process to separate any 
remaining resin from the 
material in second jar. 

8. After contents of jar #1 
have settled, and while 
trying not to disturb 
bottom layer of resin, tilt 
jar #1 and gently pour off 
all but one-inch of the 
dirty water. 

9. Refill jar with cold water. 
Let settle 5 to 10 minutes. 

10. Being careful not to 
disturb the resin on 
bottom, gently pour off 
all water except bottom 
one-inch. 

11. Gently swirl water and 
resin and quickly pour 
into open coffee filter. If 
any resin remains inside 
of jar, add a small 
amount of water, swirl 
and pour into the coffee 
filter. 

12. After all water has 
drained through the 
coffee filter, use a spoon 
to scrape all resin into 
bottom corner of coffee 
filter. The resin should be 
the consistency of wet 
sand. Gently twist coffee 
filter, squeezing out water 
and forming wet resin 
into a lump. Enclose 
coffee filter in T-shirt to 
prevent it from tearing 

and to absorb excess 
moisture. Retwist again 
until no more moisture 
can be squeezed out. 
(Instead of squeezing 
moisture out of coffee 
filter, you can leave it to 
dry overnight in a warm 
place.) 

13. Gently unwrap coffee 
filter. Scrape out all resin 
and press between palms 
into a single, cohesive, 
flattened piece. 

14. Place the flattened piece 
on palm. Using thumb of 
other hand, repeatedly 
press, smear, and rub 
piece across your palm 
using great pressure. 
Place piece on palm-heel 
and push toward index 
finger. Fold piece and 
repeat the pressing over 
and over. 

— Warmed resin has 
the consistency of well-
chewed bubble gum. 

— Warning: very sticky 
resin can easily blister 
your palm. 

— Gentle warming with a 
clean, sootless flame 
greatly speeds up the 
drying and pressing 
process (if you can smell 
the resin when you heat 
it—it's getting too hot!). 

* UNDER NO 
CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD 
YOU STORE WET RESINS. 
EITHER DRY THEM OUT OR 
CONSUME THEM 
IMMEDIATELY. WET RESINS 
WILL MOLD AND/OR 
DEGENERATE QUICKLY. 

Special Tip #1: 

Turning mold to gold. 

If using mold-contaminated 
material, the mold neither 
floats nor sinks but rather 
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The floating material is skimmed off and can be 
extracted again. The resin powder in the bottom of the 
glass is rinsed several times in cool water, agitated, and 
allowed to settle. The small amount of floating material 
that remains is skimmed off and the resin is agitated, 
settled, and skimmed a last time. The slurry is then 
poured into a coffee filter. When the water completely 
drains, the remaining lump of moist powder is rolled 
inside the coffee filter and placed in the center of a 
dishtowel or other, strong absorbent cloth. The toweling 
is gathered around the filter-paper-wrapped lump and 
twisted tightly, wringing out the remaining water. The 
resin powder lump is unwrapped and dried further by 
hand-pressing combined with mild heating until no more 
surface water is visible on the warm lump. If water-
collected hashish is wet, it squeaks against the palm of 
the hand during pressing. Squeaking stops, and the piece 
becomes stickier as it drys out. 

Water separation is most appropriate when only a 
coarse sieve is available, for example a metal window 
screen or kitchen strainer. Grind dry Cannabis through 
any coarse sieve before mixing with chilled water. (The 
Cannabis must be very dry so that most of the resin falls 
off easily.) Grind flowers sufficiently to release all the 
glands before the plant material is wetted. Water 
separation works in any weather as long as the Cannabis 
is dry enough to go through a coarse sieve. Sadu Sam's 
secret also can accommodate much larger amounts of 
plant material. Surprisingly, pure hashish (up to 50% resin 
glands) can be made using the water method. 

The main disadvantage to Sadu Sam's Secret is that the wet resin paste must be 
heated and pressed to remove the water. If all the water is not removed, the piece must 
be consumed immediately, or it will spoil. Also, some of the varietal aromas and flavors 
wash away. A final disadvantage is that water extraction does not remove sand and 
other dense debris. 

stays in suspension in the 
water. To make sure all the 
mold is removed, several 
rinsings (steps 9 & 10) are 
strongly advised until water is 
clear. 

Special Tip #2: 

Make your own Lava Lamp® 

At step #9 fill with boiling 
water (don't break jar) and 
watch! It's hours of mindless 
fun but, when you're done, 
cool the water before trying 
to press, or the resins will be 
too sticky and gooey to press 
in a coffee filter or your hand. 
It's really a mess. Guess 
that's the price for mindless 
fun. 

Special Tip #3: 

If sand causes problems, do 
the final rinse in a tapered-
stem beer or champagne glass. 
The heavy sand sinks first. 
Slowly drain off all the water 
and tap out the resin-sand 
lump in one piece. Scoop the 
sand tip from the resin and 
discard. 

NOTE: Kitchen blenders work 
well. Try a 55-gallon drum with 
an outboard motor! It is difficult 
to collect the resin from the 
bottom of swimming pools. 

Baba Bob's Aqua-X-Tractor 

The Baba Bob Aqua-X-Tractor is a tool for wet-sieving Cannabis resins. The Aqua-X-
Tractor is easily fabricated from 12-cm (4-inch) or larger ABS plastic pipe fittings. Nylon 
or polyethylene sieve cloth is stretched between nested slip fittings and glued in place 
to form sieve layers, which are joined together using plumber's Teflon® joint tape to 
make the joints watertight. A constant stream of cool water from a faucet separates the 
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resin particles and deposits 
them according to size on 
different levels within the 
sieve stack. Sealed sieve 
stacks can also be used for 
dry sieving and ultrasonic 
sieving. 

CONCLUSION 
High-tech hashish-ma-

king combines modern me-
chanical technology with cur-
rent scientific understanding 
of Cannabis to produce the 
purest, most potent resin 
powders possible. The high-
est standards of purity can be 
met through careful tech-
niques. With one technique, 
the plants may even be rinsed 
with water to remove con-
taminating dust, then dried 
prior to sieving. The dried 
floral clusters are then 
tumbled gently over a screen 
having a pore size slightly 
larger than the size of mature 
resin glands. Glands and 
smaller debris (small parti-
cles of plant matter and dust) 
collect below the screen. 
High-tech resieving then 
allows mature resin glands to 
be separated from small 
glands and debris. 

A sophisticated understanding of the properties of resin and plant material at 
different temperatures and humidities helps in selecting the best conditions for hashish-
making. This understanding, combined with one high-tech hashish-making technique 
or another, will produce high-quality hashish under almost any climatic condition. 

Figure 6.16. Baba Bob's tool is essentially a variation of a precision sieve 
series. The screens are ordered so that the largest pore-size is at the top 
of the stack. Powdered Cannabis is placed atop the first screen and 
flushed with water. As water forces the material through the series of 
screens, particles separate according to their size. This allows easy 
collection of resin glands by their size, since glands collect on a particular 
pore-size screen. However, that fraction of the powder may be 
contaminated by debris particles similar in size to resin glands. 

Baba Bob's Aqua-X-Tractor 

10-20 cm diameter 
plastic drain pipe 
wtih threaded fittings 

Sieve cloth is stretched 
tightly between the end of 
the plastic pipe and the 
threaded fitting and 
secured with plastic cement. 

Seal the threads with 
Teflon® plumber's tape 

Sieve cloth stretched 
tightly between the end of 
the plastic pipe and the 
threaded fitting. 

Note: Wet resin 
powder must be 
dried completely 
or it will spoil! 

Small dust, sand, 
and debris are 
washed away. 

The resin glands collect 
on top of the fine pore size 

sieve last in the stack. 

COARSE DEBRIS 

Water flows through each 
sieve and carries the 

jarticles on to the next sieve. 



Afterword 

Nature has packaged THC into resin glands that are collectable by simple 
techniques such as hand-rubbing and sieving. If THC were only sequestered within 
the internal tissues of the plant, chemical extraction would be required for THC's 
isolation and purification. THC would be primarily the province of pharmaceutical 
corporations rather than a recreational and medicinal drug readily accessible to the 
worldwide population. 

Cannabis grows in diverse climates, and in any reasonably friendly climate, Cannabis 
bears copious amounts of psychoactive resin. The plant's medically valuable THC is 
easily harvested and prepared for consumption with no need of drug companies. No 
doubt, the lack of a profit incentive for "big business" helped lead to worldwide Cannabis 
prohibition. If hashish were priced like other agricultural products such as herbs, fruit 
jellies, or even table wines, the popularity of hashish for the relief of a wide range of ills 
or discomforts would pose much competition for over-the-counter medications. 
Pharmaceutical companies could lose potentially immense profits from diminished 
sales of their medications. 

The general population must learn the truth about hashish before medical 
acceptance and eventual legalization for recreational use become reality. The hysteria 
over drug use, the implementation of a Drug War in the United States, and the continued 
spread of misinformation and disinformation through official ignorance and official 
design will eventually end. My hope is that factual information in this book helps lead 
to honest discussions about the value of Cannabis. The highest-quality, most pure hashish 
is the healthiest, and pure hashish is now within reach of Cannabis enthusiasts with 
ample supplies of Cannabis flowers. Until enlightenment comes to the world's governors 
and lawmakers, be careful out there, be patient, but don't be apathetic. 
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Appendix 

Figure A.1. HASHISH IN THE NORTH AMERICAN MARKET: YEAR OF PURCHASE, REPORTED ORIGIN, 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, POSITIVE/NEGATIVE COMMENTS, AND PRICE. 

Date Reported Physical Negative Positive Price 
Origin Descriptions Comments Comments (US$/kg) 

1974 Afghanistan black w/white surfboard, 
black slabs 

very good 3,500 

1974 Lebanon red, blonde, very fresh, sacked 
with seal 

quality varies widely, 
fair to good 

2,800 

1974 Morocco green, machine-pressed fair 2,500 
1974 Nepal fingers, good crumbly blonde, 

temple balls 
fair to good 2,100 

1975 Afghanistan black and fresh, originally in 
patties, soft, machine-pressed 
slabs 

fine, rich, and tasty, 
very good, licorice 
scent, black primo 

3,600 

1975 Colombia Santa Marta Gold, very crumbly, 
kif-like, Black or brown, lots 
of pollen 

lame tasty, better than 
most 

2,300 

1975 Lebanon Blonde, in sacks, Red Lion 2,900 

1975 Morocco green, gold seal, slabs inconsistent 1,900 
1975 Nepal fingers and temple balls decent, fair 3,200 
1975 Pakistan patties, dark walnut, blonde, 

gold seal hash; dark green 
inside, black outside, 
crumbly, green 

so-so 2,800 

1976 Afghanistan thick black slabs; black surfboard, 
patties, black with green inside 

fair, stale decent 3,050 

1976 Colombia poor and worthless 
garbage to fair quality 

1,900 

1976 Lebanon red; cloth sack w/ seal; light red; 
pungent; crumbly fresh blonde 

good, 
some excellent 

2,800 

1976 Morocco kif-like; common rock hard green fair 2,100 
1976 Nepal fresh temple balls and fingers good if fresh 3,400 
1976 Pakistan green; stamped brown slabs fair tasty smoke, 

quite decent 
9,000 

1977 Afghanistan fresh, pliable black slabs OK smoke good, worth 
looking for 

3,400 

1977 Lebanon red stale good quality 2,500 
1977 Morocco thin soft green slabs; some 

blonde, very dry; brownish 
poor, fair 2,100 

1977 Nepal moldy fingers some bad some good; strong 3,400 
1977 Pakistan fair decent 3,000 
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Figure A.1. (continued) 

Date Reported Physical Negative Positive Price 
Origin Descriptions Comments Comments (US$/kg) 

1978 Afghanistan good to excellent 2,700 

1978 Lebanon red and blonde stale, dirty and sleepy 1,150 

1978 Morocco green just OK 1,750 

1978 Nepal temple balls, pressed fingers OK good 2,900 

1978 Pakistan fair 1,350 

1979 Afghanistan black overpriced; fair worth looking for; 3,300 
costly but boss 

1979 India smooth and trippy 2,300 

1979 Morocco a good last resort 1,575 

1979 Nepal pressed balls and fingers; knockout 2,200 
suitcase stashes 

1979 Pakistan just decent; no buy, 2,000 
novelty item 

1980 Afghanistan black costly but boss 3,800 

1980 India from the old masters 2,350 

1980 Lebanon standard issue 3,150 

1980 Morocco huge slabs 2,850 

1980 Nepal pressed balls and fingers 3,600 

1980 Pakistan suitcase stashes 3,150 

1981 Afghanistan black costly but boss; 3,800 
watch for imposters 

1981 Lebanon ubiquitous, hard, 2,350 
gummy; red 

1981 Morocco greenish black slabs excellent head 2,850 
this season 

1981 Nepal short reign 3,600 

1981 Pakistan suitcase stashes, fresh as a primo but $$ 3,150 
flower, called black Afghani 

1982 Afghanistan black cheese; with gold seal, primo 4,000 
gummy; aromatic, green; 
rubbery, gov't seal 

1982 Lebanon Blonde standard, some past its prime, 2,000 
sleepy 

rock hard red 

1982 Morocco greenish black 3,600 

1982 Nepal dreamy and aromatic 4,200 

1983 Afghanistan gov't seal; black terrific 3,550 

1983 Lebanon red and blonde, fresh, rock hard dry but works 3,500 

1983 Morocco greenish black, dry, split slabs 3,600 

1983 Nepal dreamy and aromatic 4,200 

1983 Pakistan extremely gummy 3,500 
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Figure A.1. (continued) 

Date Reported Physical Negative Positive Price 
Origin Descriptions Comments Comments (US$/kg) 

1984 Lebanon blonde, diamond hard; boss black a little dry, almost an antique 2,000 
repro; Leb soaked in hash oil 

1984 Morocco hard, black slabs 2,880 
1984 Pakistan black spheres 3,500 

1985 Afghanistan black gum, primo, black and the best, getting dry, 3,350 
chewy; ebony adhesive ass kick, funding the 

rebels, so fire it up 

1985 Kashmir temple balls super goo 6,000 

1985 Lebanon blonde pottery, red only thing pertussive; 1,550 
around-yikes "rich and real" 

1985 Mexico terrible taste 1,200 

1985 Pakistan black, stamped "free Afghanistan" 3,150 

1986 Afghanistan black, tar-baby black; burns fast light-headed, tastes 7,500 
direct from Kabu killer, high grade 

1986 Jamaica "Jamaican black Afi" the good stuff 9,600 
1986 Lebanon black, reds and blondes galore; sucks, not like the excellent quality, 2,250 

pressed slabs good old days dark and rich 

1986 Morocco fair, seen better great if fresh; 5,000 
kick your butt 

1986 Pakistan blonde, moist, piney; rare Manna from heaven! 5,000 

1987 Afghanistan black; sealed with a K; putty; primo; the best shit 3,400 
rock hard, sweet, moist, & smooth I've smoked in years; 

incredible 

1987 Lebanon red and black; dark and rich; low-quality fresh and as good as 2,400 
blonde and beautiful the black Lebanese 

crystals, capsulized 
hash 

1987 Morocco sticky, fresh, straight from Morocco good shit; excellent 6,000 
1987 Pakistan blonde, moist, piney Manna from heaven! 5,000 

1988 Afghanistan black, real thing; brings back dark but not good, sticky; 3,960 
the good old days incredible; looks expanding stuff, 

great but little buzz; complete narcotic, body 
don't get burned; blitz; mega body buzz; 

stony, kickass high 

1988 Lebanon black; red; another blast good long high, great 5,760 
from the past taste, pleasing high 

1988 Nepal temple ball, opium-hash makes you float 7,500 
1988 USA homemade hash don't waste your 5,000 

money 

1988 USA, Hawaii Hawaiian Black hash, gets you wasted, 5,000 
same as black gold kickass, super high 

1989 Afghanistan black; gold seal mellow high 5,520 

1989 Morocco just like a magic 4,800 
floating carpet 

1989 Pakistan red and blonde, oil-based lazy daze 5,400 
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Figure A.1. (continued) 

Date Reported 
Origin 

Physical 
Descriptions 

Negative 
Comments 

Positive 
Comments 

Price 
(US$/kg) 

1990 Afghanistan thick 5,760 

1990 Jamaica #1 5,600 

1990 Lebanon homemade? goes too fast good high 4,800 

1990 Morocco very potent, not for 
the uninitiated 

7,500 

1990 USA made from domestic indica zombifying 9,000 

1990 USA Hawaiian finger hash worth the looking 
(hypnotic) 

6,000 

1991 Afghanistan nice black slabs; same Afghani stuff 9,600 

1991 Lebanon black, a little crumbly real stony 9,120 

1992 Afghanistan old and crumbly passable buzz still potent 6,250 

1992 Lebanon blonde killer 10,000 

1992 Pakistan black 12,000 

1993 Afghanistan "Afghani Golden Seal," dark brown can be lit w/o a 
blow torch 

7,200 

1993 Lebanon Gold stamp from Lebanon-
unconfirmed reports of blonde even. 

[Must be decent chunk. 
Homeboy forgot to 
include price] 

1993 USA homemade, dark, gooey GAK! material 6,250 

1994 Lebanon black, the real thing sweet, pungent 

1994 Morocco very thin hand-made slabs this is quality 6,600 

1995 USA domestically made, all glands like no other 2,500 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations (THMQ). 
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Figure A.2. REGION OF PURCHASE, ORIGIN, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, AND PRICE OF 
HASHISH FROM MINOR MARKETS. 

Region of Country Year Description Quality Availability Price 
Purchase of Origin US$/kg 

Greece Turkey 1974 dark superior ? ? 600-700 

Hong Kong Afghanistan 1976- black/white good; the best scarce of late; 2,400-
1978 stash only 3,000 

Afghanistan 1985 some stamped ? ? scarce 2,500 
Kashmir 1985 blonde ? ? market flooded 1,250 
Nepal 1985 laced w/opium stony ? ? 2,500 
Pakistan 1985 black is beautiful ? ? ? ? 2,500 

India Kashmir 1975- festival packed, good quality ? ? 225-400 
1976 mixed with ganja 

Nepal 1975 temple balls ? ? only in select circles 1,020 
Pakistan 1974- gold sealed; ? ? ? ? 200-250 

1975 many fakes 
Afghanistan 1974- primo, rich & good to very rare; 120-450 

1976 chocolate brown extremely good scarce, 2 year old 
water press 

Afghanistan 1978 OK smoke good to excellent some top grade 30-250 

Israel Lebanon 1974- blonde and red; good to excellent ? ? 80-1,600 
1976 fresh; the border 

scene is grim 

Japan Lebanon 1980- not worth it... ? ? they love it here 25,000 
1981 

Pakistan 1978 dark OK head ? ? 11,250 

Kenya Pakistan 1976 ? ? usually shitty; rare 480-540 
mediocre at best 

Nepal Pakistan 1978 ? ? ? ? available 225 
Pakistan Kashmir 1975 ? ? ? ? almost extinct 
Russia Nepal 1974- opiated excellent scarce; just stash 800-4,000 

1978 not worth the price 
Turkey 1978 fresh ? ? three pairs of levi's ? ? 

Saudi Arabia Afghanistan 1982- greenish black; ? ? ? ? 4,500 
1984 fumy 

Kashmir 1982- black one of the world's ? ? 6,000 
1984 greatest 

Lebanon 1982- red a choker ? ? 4,500 
1984 

Nepal 1982- fingers only ? ? ?? 5,700 
1984 

Pakistan 1982- fresh; pressed ? ? ? ? 4,500 
1984 

South Africa Afghanistan 1975 beautiful ? ? rare 1,700 
Lebanon 1974 assorted ? ? ? ? 1,900 
Morocco 1974 ? ? fair ? ? 1,500 

Tibet Nepal 1985 black hand-rubbed dynamite Nepali in Lhasa 100 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 
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Figure A.3. YEAR, REGION OF PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, AND PRICE OF 
AFGHANI HASHISH. 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1974 Afghanistan Afghani primo, 
dark and light 
brown 

average to good ? ? 35-90 

1974-
1975 

North America black & black w/ white 
surfboards & slabs; 
machine-pressed black 
originally in patties; 
primo gold seal slabs 
and dark green patties 

fair; fine; good; very 
good; excellent; dark, 
rich taste; licorice scent; 
soft, gooey, & fresh 

available but very 
scarce to scarce, 
takes waiting time 

2,700-
3,800 

1974-
1975 

Western Europe primo chocolate; 
brown and black; 
tasty; rich; regular 
and connoisseur 

fair; pretty good; 
intoxicating 

? ? 250-
2,880 

1975 Afghanistan 'Saki' [the very best] unavailable ? ? 

1975-
1977 

Afghanistan fresh green and brown 
water-press 

decent; improving; 
better than nothing; fair 
to good; second shelf; 
passable some good, 
some bad 

mfr.'s have been 
cutting some with 
water; better available; 
can always get better 

30-160 

1975-
1977 

Afghanistan fresh primo shirac; 
top shelf; extremely 
desirable 

average to excellent in 
every way; tremendous; 
strong head; potent 

? ? 100-300 

1975-
1977 

Australia and 
New Zealand 

black; blow-away 
smoke; best buy 

fair to good to excellent; 
highly desirable 

rare; excellent 
when found 

2,000-
2,700 

1976 North America thick black & black/ 
white freshly wrapped 
surfboard slabs & 
patties & stale black 
slabs with green inside; 
some moldy 

fair; OK; decent; good to 
very good; nothing better 
than third grade; some 
stale; excellent; tasty 
and potent 

limited small amounts; 
varying quantities; 
excellent when found; 
occasional 

2,900-
4,200 

1976 Western Europe primo; soft black hand 
pressed slabs; fresh; 
old standby 

good to excellent; the 
best; topnotch; A-1; first 
prize; still the best; 
two toke 

supply down; small 
quantities 

1,200-
2,500 

1977 North America thin and thick fresh 
black pliable slabs and 
primo black surfboards 

usually good when fresh; 
good to excellent quality; 
OK smoke 

decent supply; 
available; worth 
looking for 

2,800-
3,650 

1977 Western Europe fresh thick black; black 
with white; green/black 
slabs and thin black 
sheets 

most good to excellent; 
quality on increase; 
OK smoke; strong; 
highly potent 

fair to decent to good 
supply; quantity on 
increase; strong 
commodity 

1,200-
2,800 

1978 Western Europe black w/white slabs; 
bubble gum black; 
and light color 

good to excellent; 
very potent; 
light head 

rare; very little 1,225-
4,000 

1979 Afghanistan marbled water-pressed 
and 'shirac' 

good; stupefying ? ? 55-140 
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Figure A.3. (continued) 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1979 Afghanistan black primo strong in season 170 -200 

1979 Western Europe thin primo slabs quality varies decreasing supply 1,920-
3,600 

1979-
1980 

Australia and 
New Zealand 

black impotent to nice head ? ? 3,540-
3,850 

1979-
1981 

North America black slabs; overpriced 
costly but boss 

fair; good to excellent; 
watch for impostors 

worth looking for 2,700-
4,000 

1980 Afghanistan water-pressed; dark & 
spicy; some called 
"shirac" 

?? profuse; a gourmet 
season 

55-170 

1980-
1981 

Western Europe black, top banana popular best seller 2,820-
4,560 

1982 Western Europe King Kong manhole 
cover-sized slabs; sticky 
primo; black & beautiful 

strong; heavenly [Soviet-Afghan war 
has severely limited 
supplies of real 
Afghani hashish] 

3,000-
8,500 

1982-
1984 

North America black & green w/ gold 
government seal; fresh 
primo; gummy; aromatic; 
and green; rubbery 
pressed slabs; fruity; 
fumey 

good to excellent, terrific; 
great; not a bomb 

[Soviet-Afghan war 
has severely limited 
supplies of real Afghani 
hashish; some of 
the last] 

2,850-
7,500 

1984 Western Europe black ? ? ? ? 2,500 

1985 North America black and chewy; 
good old black primo 
Afghani; ebony 
adhesive; black gum 

ass kick; the best; some 
getting dry; watch 
for repress 

funding the rebels, so 
fire it up [Paki border 
hashish!] 

2,900-
6,000 

1985 Western Europe black ? ? ? ? 

1986 Afghanistan at the border, 
funding resistance 

? ? ? ? 2,250 

1986 North America tar baby black; burns 
fast; tastes killer 

light-headed; high grade [The Soviet-Afghan 
war severely curtailed 
supplies] 

2,900-
7,500 

1986 Western Europe 'real' dark black; 
solace in the north 
country 

lucid, but stony cut w/ 
ghee; borderline 

coffeeshops 1,500-
4,320 

1987 North America border and black; 
primo, sweet, moist, & 
smooth putty or rock 
hard, sealed with a K 

3 types ranging from king 
to average the desert 
bake feeling; incredible 

good supply; it's 
everywhere, old stock 
hard to find, usually 
around in droughts 

2,400-
5,760 

1988 North America brown and black, dark 
but not incredible, sticky; 
expanding stuff; real 
thing; brings back the 
good old days 

heaven; stony, kickass 
high; complete narcotic 
body blitz; mega body 
buzz; some looks & tastes 
great but little buzz 

resources were all 
gone; was rare but 
finally here! abundant 
supply; funding the 
Mujahideen Freedom 
Fighters 

1,800-
5,760 
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Figure A.3. (continued) 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1988 Western Europe black, soft, but hard 
on throat 

strong fairly common 4,560 

1989 North America Afghan skunk, comes 
in lime green paper-
labeled can and black 
w/ gold seal 

mellow high; extremely 
fresh and potent 

it's everywhere 
[Paki border hashish] 

5,000-
7,680 

1990 North America thick ? ? hard to find; rare 4,320-
5,760 

1991 North America nice black slabs; US 
Customs still lets this 
stuff through to pay 
for arms 

same Afghani stuff all over, huge 
quantities available 

8,100-
9,600 

1992 North America old and crumbly 
but still potent 

passable buzz but 
expensive 

? ? 6,250 

1993 North America dark brown Afghani 
w/ gold stamp-Wow! 

can be lit w/out a 
blow torch 

finally! 6,720-
7,200 

1994 North America black; fresh; smoother 
than smooth; killer 

a couple of hits from the 
bong and you're gone 

always available 3,240-
7,800 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 

Figure A.4. YEAR, REGION OF PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, AND PRICE 
OF INDIAN HASHISH. 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1974 India black opiated jungle 
treat and brown balls 
adulterated with butter 
or cow dung 

bad deal ? ? 20-150 

1975 India brown, green, or black 
(an opiated delight) 

? ? for export; price 
depends on size of lots 

80-300 

1975 Australia and 
New Zealand 

opiated ? ? ? ? 1,400-
1,600 

1975 North America 
and 
Western Europe 

Shiva hash; brown, 
fresh and black, 
opiated 

excellent ? ? 1,320-
4,000 

1976 India black; occasionally 
mixed with opium 

unbelievable ? ? 335-350 

1976 Australia and 
New Zealand 

some opiated; 
no bargain 

poor to good; 
fair; just average 

? ? 1,600-
1,875 

1976 North America unrefined; poorly made; 
avoid; poorly pressed 

fair; just OK; poor 
quality ingredients 

? ? 2,750-
3,300 

1977 Australia 
and 
New Zealand 

brown; crumbly; 
unrefined or 
poorly refined 

just fair quantity increasing 
slightly 

1,900 
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Figure A.4. (continued) 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1977 North America poorly made poor to fair; some 
decent; just OK 

supply decreasing; 
small amounts of 
connoisseur 

2,600-
3,200 

1978 Australia 
and 
New Zealand 

? ? decent ? ? 1,800-
1,900 

1978-
1980 

North America smooth and trippy; 
from the old masters 

just OK; poor to fair ? ? 2,200-
3,500 

1980-
1981 

Western Europe knocks your socks off 
gold medal winner 

? ? ?? 5,250 

1985 India Kashmiri, packed 
in marble 

poor quality vin ordinaire ? ? 85-500 

1986 Western Europe called Manali-
questionable 

? ? ? ? 2,250 

1987-
1988 

North America hand rolled charas 
for a select few 

? ? ? ? 6,000 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 

Figure A.5. YEAR, REGION OF PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, AND PRICE 
OF KASHMIRI HASHISH. 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1974-
1975 

Western Europe very heavy; dynamite ? ? ? ? 1,125-
1,200 

1975 Australia and 
New Zealand 

opiated ? ? ? ? 1,400 

1976 North America pick of the month; 
wonderful 

excellent; 
best available 

scarce 3,400-
3,500 

1976 Western Europe dynamite very good to 
excellent; strong 

rare; scarce 1,200-
1,375 

1977 Western Europe black, pliable; 
worthwhile 

excellent when 
found 

well worth 
the search 

1,325-
1,400 

1977-
1978 

North America worthwhile smoke; 
good consistency 

excellent when 
found 

growing scarce 3,200-
4,400 

1979-
1981 

Western Europe black; high tide knockout scarce 2,025-
4,860 

1983-
1984 

North America reddish; rocket fuel ? ? ? ? 9,000 

1984 Western Europe aromatic charas heavenly ? ? 6,000 

1985 North America temple balls super goo ? ? 6,000 

1985 Western Europe black good to great ? ? 1,750 

1986-1987 Western Europe take your chance ? ? ? ? 1,950 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 
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Figure A.6. YEAR, REGION OF PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, AND PRICE 
OF LEBANESE HASHISH. 

Year Region of Description Quality Availability Price 
Purchase US$/kg 

1974- Lebanon red, brick red, good to excellent if obtainable; short 20-60 
1975 waxy dark red; supply as army is 

blonde and hard everywhere; cost is 
green; minimum price lower in quantity 

1974- Western Europe light-colored blonde quality varies widely; hash scene grim; 650-3,100 
1975 and cylinders and blonde fair to good; very fresh, small quantities 

North America red & brick red sacked tasty, surprisingly low availability 
w/ seal Red Lion; potent for the price nearly unobtainable 
crumbly; some water takes waiting time; 
pressed best goes fast 

1976 Western Europe fresh-sacked gold, light surprisingly potent for rare to plentiful; 925-3,100 
and red, red, dark red and the price; usual quality; fluctuating to constant 
North America delightful blonde slabs; mediocre to very good; supply; supply declining; 

very soft, moist, sweet decent; excellent choice good price; little flow; 
pungent, pliable, and small quantities price 
tasty, and blonde, gold, on decline 
light red and red slabs; 
stale; dry, crumbly and 
cloth sacked w/ seal 

1977 Western Europe some tasty fresh red fair to good; stale of scarce; rare; supply 875-2,800 
and blonde; cloth late; just OK; decent disappearing, drying 
sacked; various kinds at best up, getting hard to 
and dry red; poorly find; seldom seen 
made mostly 

1978 Western Europe, mostly soft, choking, fair to good; OK; supply down; prices 475-5,200 
North America; red and some decent stepped on badly; down; small amounts; 
Australia and blonde and brown good head; sleepy; straight from Cyprus 
New Zealand primo; also dirty zzzzzz; taste treat 

blonde and stale red 
cloth-sacked 

1979 Western Europe light color red and not bad; medium to tons; popular 1,000-
and blonde; standard issue good; OK to excellent; 5,000 
North America some red primo; blonde potent 

and black 

1980- Australia Lebanese adulterated ? ? 5,800 
1983 and Frankenstein 'putty 

New Zealand hash' 

1980- Western Europe hard reds and golden conventioneer's choice; transport problems 1,440-
1981 and blondes; fresh and harsh, pungent, and solved; shitloads; 5,000 

North America fragrant and hard red potent business as usual; 
and blonde; same big mover; ubiquitous; 
old song hello old friend 

1982- Western Europe typical fresh as a daisy; bottom of the line; international favorite; 1,750-
1983 and gummy rock hard some past its prime; here but in lesser 6,000 

North America blonde; fumey colorful dry; standard; yawn; volume; wavering; 
red and dusty rock some excellent; snore astonishing price 
hard red in white bags drop 
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Figure A.6. (continued) 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1984 Western Europe 
and 
North America 

boss black repro; 
soaked in hash oil; 
blonde, a little dry; 
diamond hard; almost 
an antique and hard, 
tan, and red 

dry; feeble; pale 
and tasteless 

here but in lesser 
volume 

1,000-
3,500 

1985 North America blonde pottery; 
price belies current 
quality; red and 
blonde; another old 
standby; rich and real 

various qualities; 
OK at best 

only thing 
around-yikes 

1,550-
3,000 

1986 North America red and gold pressed 
slabs and black, dark 
and rich 

good but sucks, not 
like the good old days; 
low to excellent quality 

reds and blondes 
galore; lots from 
war trade 

1,165-
5,000 

1987 North America Lebanese crystals, 
capsulized hash 

[sounds great!] ? ? cap 10.00 

1987 North America red and blonde magical 
dirt; fresh and as good 
as the black; dark and 
rich; blonde & beautiful 
red, white, and blue 
plain sacks 

low quality to good; 
respected quality 

scarce to 
good supply 

2,400-
7,500 

1988 Western Europe 
and 
North America 

red, another 
blast from the past; 
also black 

always good; great 
taste; good, long, 
pleasing high 

comes around 
every 2-3 months 

3,180-
5,760 

1990 North America goes too fast, 
homemade? 

good high ? ? 4,800 

1991-
1992 

North America blonde and black, 
a little crumbly 

killer; real stony ? ? 9,120-
10,000 

1993-
1994 

Western Europe 
and 
North America 

red, blonde, and gold 
stamped black, the 
real thing and 
expensive 

good; sweet, pungent Who sez it ain't 
around?; rare 

3,240-
10,000 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 
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Figure A.7. YEAR, REGION OF PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, AND PRICE 
OF MOROCCAN HASHISH. 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1974 Morocco high Rif Mountain 
w/ seal 

super, a gooey 
treat for kings 

? ? 100-150 

1974 North America green and blonde, 
machine-pressed 
sheets 

fair; inconsistent scarce, 
some available 

1,000-
2,600 

1974-
1975 

Western Europe fresh dark brown 
zero-zero; light color 
blonde to dark brown 
and dusky 

fair; pale and weak; 
better qualities 
available; quality 
going down 

Algerian specialty; 
prices being hit by 
inflation; regular and 
connoisseur 

720-
2,080 

1975 Morocco commercial kif grown 
at 5,000 feet; all pollen 

quality off; garbage on order abundant 50-200 

1975 North America standard green crumbly 
slabs and blonde yellow 
chunks; black gold 
seal slabs probably 
pressed kif 

medium-low quality; 
good but not excellent; 
average head; avoid 
at all costs 

low availability, takes 
waiting time 

1,600-
3,180 

1976 North America standard machine 
pressed; blonde & 
green soft crumbly 
cakes; kif-like; rock 
hard thin green slabs; 
soft yellow chunks and 
some rare black 

extremely poor to fair; 
avoid at all costs; 
commercial OK 

send it back 1,100-
3,050 

1976 Western Europe the usual machine-
pressed, soft green or 
black/green; magic 
Moroccan and zero-
zero hand-pressed, 
sweet and potent 

poor to good; superb; 
keep away from it; 
nothing special; 
better qualities 
available; poor choice 

good supply; 
good quantity 

850-2,220 

1977 North America thin, soft green slabs 
and some blonde 

just OK; good if fresh ? ? 2,000-
2,400 

1977 Western Europe thin, light green, & 
blonde slabs; stale 
green and soft, crumbly 
sweet, tasty green slabs 

poor if stale, to good 
when green & fresh; 
nothing special 

fair supply 850-2,280 

1978 North America very dry brownish-
green 

just OK not moving 1,050-
1,750 

1978 Western Europe good kif mix; light 
dusty green & blonde; 
stale dry and crumbly, 
green and fresh brown 
commercial chocolate 

quality varies; fair; 
decent; good; just 
OK; delicious 

reliable; plenty 
around; small 
amounts of quality 

850-2,125 

1979 North America ?? ? ? erratic supply 1,325-
1,575 

1979 Western Europe good blonde kif mix; 
staple diet 

just ordinary tourist 
smoke; mediocre; 
average medium quality 

erratic to strong 
supply 

1,050-
2,500 

1980 North America huge slabs a good last resort ?? 1,575-
2,850 
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Figure A.7. (continued) 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1980 Western Europe green slabs or 
white like bread 

tourist grade; passable ? ? 1,500-
4,000 

1981 North America black slabs excellent head this 
season 

? ? 2,500-
2,850 

1981 Western Europe green slabs; 
several flavors 

average; fresh; nothing 
to write home about 

strong supply; 
cheaper then ever 

1,750-
4,000 

1982 Morocco zero-zero pollen; 
soft, chewy balls 

first class, 
like black chewing gum 

? ? 125-200 

1982 North America greenish black ? ? ? ? 3,600 

1982 Western Europe zero-zero green 
dried out slabs 

decent; some too dry ? ? 1,500-
4,500 

1983 North America 
and 
Western Europe 

greenish black; 
dry, split slabs 

quality better this 
year than last 

? ? 1,000-
3,600 

1984 North America 
and 
Western Europe 

zero-zero hard, 
black slabs 

superb ? ? 2,500-
2,880 

1985 Western Europe sputnik & zero-zero; 
the usual chocolate; 
dark outside, light inside; 
succulent; tan, soft and 
creamy; oily black and 
average 'primero'; good 

high quality, 
very bright, spacy 

multiple grades 
in tea houses; 
old standard 

750-4,250 

1986 North America ? ? seen better; great if 
fresh; fair; OK; 
kick your butt 

no bulk available 3,150-
5,000 

1986 Western Europe normal; sandy blonde, 
brown and black 

high quality to coffee-
shop commercial 

?? 2,750-
4,125 

1987 North America sticky good shit, 
straight from Morocco; 
fresh 

excellent ?? 5,000-
6,000 

1987 Western Europe brown good but makes 
you drowsy 

?? 3,750 

1988 Western Europe black, firm but 
malleable 

good smoke ? ? 4,800 

North America just like a magic 
floating carpet 

? ? ? ? 4,800 

1990 North America 

North America 

not for the 
uninitiated 
very thin 
hand-made slabs 

very potent, very rare 

this is quality 

direct from Amsterdam, 
too expensive 
? ? 

7,500 

6,600 

1994 Western Europe rock hard good ?? 3,240-
5,040 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 
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Figure A.B. YEAR, REGION OF PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, AND PRICE 
OF NEPALI HASHISH. 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1974 Nepal fingers excellent very poor since 1971 35-50 

1974-
1976 

North America dried crumbly blonde 
and pressed black 
fingers; fresh temple 
balls 

some pieces good to 
fair if fresh 

small amounts; 
rare; severe shortage; 

2,100-
4,000 

1974-
1975 

Western Europe hash to sink your 
teeth into 

? ? ? ? 1,020-
1,440 

1974-
1976 

Australia 
and 
New Zealand 

fingers and temple 
balls unopiated 

finest; very potent; 
quality stable 

fluctuating to stable 1,500-
2,000 

1975 Nepal fingers and temple 
balls regular local 
commercial 

still poor to fair; 
some primo 

? ? 50-350 

1976 Nepal black pressed temple 
balls; some red & soft 

poor to good to very 
good; fine; wonderful 

better to be found 35-275 

1976 Western Europe new fine temple balls; 
fingers and chunks 

? ? ? ? 1,050-
1,875 

1977 Australia 
and 
New Zealand 

some fingers and 
temple balls 

good quality fair supply 1,950-
2,150 

1977 Western Europe fingers, stale; crumbly good good quantity 1,050-
1,440 

1977 North America moldy fingers; decent 
fingers and temple balls 

good and bad; strong; 
OK 

short supply of late 2,900-
3,400 

1978 Nepal black pressed balls excellent plenty 35-170 

1978 Australia 
and 
New Zealand 

very fresh slabs ? ? supply declining 2,100-
5,000 

1978 Western Europe hand-pressed 
eggs and slabs 

good to excellent scarce of late; 
fresh supply 

1,050-
3,625 

1978 North America pressed fingers 
and temple balls 

OK; good ? ? 2,200-
2,900 

1979-
1882 

Western Europe black temple balls 
from 6,000 years 
experience 

best top stash; world's 
finest 

very limited stash; 
fresh supply; scarce 

1,920-
5,500 

1979-
1980 

Australia 
and 
New Zealand 

fingers and some 
slabs 

top notch; A-1 ? ? 5,000-
7,500 

1979-
1980 

North America pressed balls and 
fingers 

knockout ? ? 2,200-
3,600 

1981 North America short reign ? ? ? ? 3,600-
4,200 

1981-
1983 

Australia 
and 
New Zealand 

fingers critic's choice ? ? 
7,500 
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Figure A.S. (continued) 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1982-
1983 

North America dreamy & aromatic ? ? ?? 4,200 

1985-
1987 

Western Europe charas temple balls good; excellent 
smoke; stronger 
than acid 

too desirable for 
bulk sales 

2,275-
7,200 

1986-
1988 

North America temple balls; opiated 
makes you float 

? ? if you know where 
to go 

4,800 

1986-1987 Western Europe ? ? good ?? 2,275 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 

Figure A.9. YEAR, REGION OF PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, AND PRICE 
OF PAKISTANI HASHISH. 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1974-
1975 

Pakistan gold seal dark 
green bricks 

superior almost nothing, getting 
scarcer; rather rare 

20-120 

1974-
1975 

North America gold seal slabs; dark 
green inside, & black 
outside; crumbly and 
dark walnut patties 

so-so; all right ? ? 1,200-
2,800 

1974-
1976 

Western Europe brown or green; crumbly 
center; hand-pressed; 
tasty and hard; dark 
green; hand-pressed 

varied some excellent 
generally fair to good; 
fine product; decent 
one of the best 

scarce; rare lately; 
be selective 

120-3,360 

1976-
1977 

North America stamped slabs; black or 
brown outside, & green 
inside 

various qualities; not up 
to par; good; quite decent; 
just fair; tasty smoke 

supply declining 2,800-
3,500 

1977 Western Europe gold seal thick slabs quality on decline; some 
good to excellent; potent 
excellent head; fine high; 
tasty smoke 

scarce; rare; mostly 
stash smoke 

1,000-
1,300 

1977 Afghanistan tremendous head one of the best ?? 375 

1978 Western Europe too dry; rip off; and oily improving; wonderful 
smoke 

hard to find; good to 
decent supply; plentiful 

1,050-
3,000 

1978-
1979 

North America no buy fair; just decent novelty item 1,350-
2,800 

1979-
1980 

Western Europe black to brown; 
rubbery; connoisseur's 
delight 

OK; improving plentiful; always 
available; more than 
usual 

1,250-
3,350 

1980 North America ?? ? ? 2,700-
3,150 

1980 Australia 
and 
New Zealand 

knocks your socks off ? ? ? ? 7,500 
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Figure A.9. (continued) 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1980-
1981 

North America called black Afghani; 
fresh as a flower 

primo but $$ suitcase stashes 2,700-
4,200 

1981 Western Europe black smoke 
of the Vikings 

top banana; 
extraordinary, hold on 
to your eyeballs 

? ? 3,000-
6,500 

1982 Western Europe potent ? ? 3,600 

1982-
1984 

North America extremely gummy 
black horse apples 
and spheres 

bits and pieces; 
absent of late; back 
in town 

2,200-
6,360 

1982-
1984 

Western Europe soft, spongy, black potent champion ? ? 4,200 

1985 North America black; dark outside 
& green inside 

shitty-tasting stamped "Free 
Afghanistan" 

1,680-
5,040 

1985 Western Europe "border Afghan" not the real thing; 
too dark 

[really Pakistani border] 3,000 

1986-
1987 

North America blonde, moist, piny 
and black w/ gold stamp 

Manna from heaven! via Toronto 3,800-
5,000 

1989 North America red and blonde, 
oil-based 

lazy daze ? ? 5,400 

1992 North America black ? ? some made it through 12,000 

1994 Western Europe black good ? ? 3,240-
5,400 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 
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Figure A.10. YEAR, REGION OF PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, AND PRICE 
OF TURKISH HASHISH. 

Year Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
USS/kg 

1974-
1975 

Turkey brown or black; tasty; 
commercial; regular; usua 

great; potent scarce; hard to get 50-200 

1976 Turkey black; heavy opium 
content 

potent; excellent; 
debilitating 

getting scarce; 
what else 

140-250 

1977 Turkey tasty; potentially 
amazing 

potent; very good to 
excellent when found; 
highly desirable 

? ? 150-300 

1978 Turkey dark brown not bad; top notch 
good to excellent 

supply dwindling 180-1,000 

1975 Western Europe ? ? ? ? first class 1,140-
1,700 

1979-
1980 

Western Europe red chok'um available of late 1,400-
3,500 

1985-
1986 

Western Europe breathtakingly clear grade A; the best ? ? 2,250-
3,500 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 

Figure A.11. YEAR, COUNTRY OF ORIGIN, REGION OR PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, 
AND PRICE OF HASHISH FROM MINOR "OLD WORLD" PRODUCERS. 

Year Country 
of Origin 

Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1974-
1978 

Russia, 
Irkutsk, 
Tashkent and 
Uzbekistan 

Russia dark brown; 
uninspired, but 
capable 

quality on way up; 
good high; sleepy 
heads 

? ? 1,000-
1,800 

1975- Israel Israel local fair to good ? ? 650-1,000 

1976 South Africa England fingers and temple 
balls; resiny 

excellent available on 
demand 

1,200-
1,400 

1976-
1977 

Holland Holland still trying; 
barge boo 

needs steady 
agricultural 
improvement; 
fair to good 

? ? 550-700 

1978-1979 Australia Australia truly inferior shit ? ? ? ? 800-3,200 

1980-
1981 

Philippines Japan prices up superstar; not 
bad for firsts 

? ? 7,800-
8,100 

1985 Mali Holland stinky but strong ? ? ?? 2,500 

1985 China Kashgar China Uigur-made; 
beaten not rubbed 

altered states 
in Beijing 

? ? 22-100 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 
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Figure A.12. YEAR, COUNTRY OF ORIGIN, REGION OF PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, AVAILABILITY, 
AND PRICE OF HASHISH FROM MINOR "NEW WORLD" PRODUCERS. 

Year Country 
of Origin 

Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
USS/kg 

1975 Colombia Europe and 
North America 

black, dark brown, or 
brown; crumbly, kif-
like; lots of pollen 

lame to good; 
better than most 

tasty; still 
experimental 

1,600-
2,760 

1976 Canada Canada the oil and grass 
trick 

some good, some bad ? ? 2,000 

1976-
1977 

Colombia Europe and 
North America 

50-50; poor head; 
worthless; avoid; 
experimental; 
decent if fresh 

still poor to fair 
garbage; worst 
of the bunch; 

finally vanishing 1,250-
2,000 

1976-
1979 

Colombia Colombia poor basics, poor 
choice still ho-hum 

poor to fair; terrible 
but improving 

easily avoided; 
just for export 

50-200 

1978 Jamaica Jamaica dark green just OK ? ? 1,250 

1978-
1979 

Colombia Europe and 
North America 

?? fair; quality up ? ? 1,300-
1,400 

1979-
1980 

Mexico Mexico emerald green not bad, scratchy seldom seen; 
long time no 
see; sold mostly 
in LA 

800-
1,200 

1980-
1984 

Colombia Colombia back to the 
drawing board 

forgettable still trying 325-350 

1982 Colombia Venezuela no shit, terrible ? ? ? ? 10,000 

1983-
1984 

Canada Canada home made "cake" impotent ? ? 6,240 

1983-
1984 

Mexico Mexico greenish brown a snoozer ? ? 300 

1984 Jamaica Jamaica moist and 
exhilarating 

? ? ? ? 240 

1985 Bolivia and 
Paraguay 

Brazil black, sticky ? ? ? ? 2,000-
12,500 

1985 Jamaica Holland pressed shit ? ? ? ? 500 

1985 Mexico USA terrible taste ? ? ? ? 1,200 

1985-
1986 

Colombia Europe and 
North America 

coyote black low key rare 1,250-
1,500 

1986 Jamaica USA "Jamaican 
black Afghani" 

the good stuff ? ? 9,600 

1987 Jamaica Jamaica ?? good not great ?? 2,500 

1988 USA USA home made don't waste 
your money 

? ? 5,000 

1988 USA, Hawaii USA black Hawaiian kickass, super high ? ? 6,000 

1990 Jamaica USA ? ? number one! ? ? 5,600 
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Figure A.12. (continued) 

Year Country 
of Origin 

Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1990 USA USA made from domestic 
indica surprise 

only the best; 
zombifying 

comes only in 
small amounts 

5,000-
9,000 

1990 USA, Hawaii USA Hawaiian fingers hypnotic hard to find, 
but worth the 
looking 

6,000 

1993-
1995 

USA USA all glands dark, 
gooey GAK! material 

like no other domestically 
made 

2,500-
6,250 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 

FIGURE A.13. YEAR, COUNTRY OF ORIGIN, REGION OF PURCHASE, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, 
AVAILABILITY, AND PRICE OF HASHISH OIL. 

Year Country 
of Origin 

Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1974 Morocco USA dark green ? ? ? ? 9,000 

1974-
1975 

Colombia USA black ? ? ? ? 8,000-
10,000 

1974-
1976 

Afghanistan North America "Black oil" and light 
brown; pungent 

good to excellent 
far from the best; 
unimpressive 

scarce 11,200-
14,500 

1974-
1978 

Lebanon North America red assassin; very 
sweet & spicy tasty; 
delicious sticky; 
handy helper; 
smooth 

very good; fine; 
one of the better; 
good high; potent 

scarce; good 
when found; 
unavailable of 
late 

8,100-
12,600 

1975 Afghanistan North America "Honey oil" charcoal 
filtered, very pure; 
amber, rotated 

excellent; 
incredibly strong; 
flattening 

? ? 10,000 

1975 India and 
Nepal 

North America 
and 
Western Europe 

? ? ? ? small quantities 2,800-
12,000 

1975 Nepal Nepal ? ? ? ? ? ? 600 

1975-
1976 

Morocco Morocco thick fair to super rare 1,000 

1975-
1976 

Jamaica Jamaica local oil fair experimental 720 

1976 Afghanistan North America "Black oil"; sticky; 
gooey; gummy; 
impure; dark; dense; 
fresh; pungent 

decent; good; very 
strong; potent; mind-
clouding; heavy toke 

scarce; high 
potential for 
the future 

8,700-
11,400 

1976 Afghanistan Afghanistan "Black oil" black death the best ingredients ? ? 700 

1976-
1979 

Afghanistan North America 
and 
Western Europe 

thick black, dense 
hard on the lungs 

fair to good; 
strong; potent 

supply drying 
up; still around; 
fair supply 

2,000-
15,000 
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Figure A.13. (continued) 

Year Country 
of Origin 

Region of 
Purchase 

Description Quality Availability Price 
US$/kg 

1976-
1984 

Colombia Colombia impure and harsh; 
improving; this 
dog has fleas; 
zzzzzzzzzz 

OK; poor to fair; not 
the best; decent at 
best; a lost cause 

? ? 2,250-
4,500 

1978-
1979 

Morocco Spain dark green ?? abundant 1,350 

1979-
1983 

India Australia brown; champagne 
of oils 

so-so; at times primo ? ? 12,400-
12,480 

1981-
1982 

Nepal USA honey terrific ? ? 18,000 

1986 Colombia Denmark really grass oil made from tops ? ? 8,250 

1986 Jamaica USA all day sucker devastating plentiful 2,560 

1986-
1987 

Pakistan USA "Black Gold" vapors of the 
Khyber Pass 

via Toronto 6,500-
10,000 

1987-
1988 

Afghanistan North America 
and 
Western Europe 

Khyber honey oil very strong ? ? 10,000-
25,000 

1989 USA USA locally made creepy, stony buzz ?? 17,500 

Adapted from High Times Trans High Market Quotations 1974-1995. 
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Figure A.14. CANNABINOID CONTENTS OF HASHISH SAMPLES FROM MAJOR PRODUCERS. 

Geographical CBD % THC % CBN % * THC % + Reference, Year, 
Origin and (dry wt.) (dry wt.) (dry wt.) CBN % " and Comments 
Year Siezed 

(dry wt.) (dry wt.) (dry wt.) 
/CBD % 

Afghanistan 1.7:1 Jenkins and 
1969 n=4 Patterson 1973 

Afghanistan 16.5 22.3 4.4 1.6:1 DEA seizure 
1976 

Afghanistan 2.5-9.7 1.3-10.7 0.6-2.1 1.2:1 DEA seizure 
1977 n=2 mean= 6.1 mean= 6.0 mean= 1.4 

Afghanistan 5.6-8.5 5.5-14.5 0.9-1.6 1.5:1 DEA seizure 
1989 n=4 mean= 6.9 mean= 9.2 mean= 1.3 

Afghanistan 1.7-6.4 2.9-5.2 2.9-3.0 1.7:1 DEA seizure 
1993-95 n=2 mean= 4.1 mean= 4.0 mean= 2.9 

Afghanistan - 1.7-6.5 - - Starks 1977 
? (n= 2) mean= 4.1 

Afghanistan: 1.7-16.5 1.3-22.3 0.6-4.4 1.2-1.7:1 Moderate THC% & 
ranges and mean= 7.2 mean= 7.9 mean= 2.0 mean= 1.6:1 THC:CBD ratio. 
means (n=9) (n=11) (n=9) (n= 13) 

India 0.8-2.2 0.2-3.7 0.1-1.4 1.7:1 Narayanaswami 
1973-74 n=6 mean= 1.4 mean= 3.0 mean= 0.7 etal. 1978 

India - 3.5 - - Baker et al.1980 
1976 

India - 2.2-26.0 - - Baker etal. 1980 
1978 n= 11 mean= 11.0 

India - 5.1-18.0 - - Baker et al. 1982 
1979 n=8 mean= 12.5 

India - 3.8-21.0 - - Baker et al. 1982 
1981 n=12 mean= 11.0 

India 3.7 4.2 0.9 1.4:1 DEA seizure 
1982 

India 2.2 2.1 1.9 1.8:1 DEA seizure 
1985 

India 0.2-3.3 0.1-3.1 0.1-4.3 2.0:1 DEA seizure 
1986 n= 17 mean= 1.5 mean= 1.7 mean= 1.3 

India 0.2-4.5 0.3-8.5 2 0.7-4.1 2.3:1 DEA seizure 
1987 n=8 mean= 2.4 mean= 3. mean= 2.4 

India 2.0-3.3 1.3-3.7 1.3-3.9 1.8:1 DEA seizure 
1988 n=4 mean= 2.6 mean= 2.5 mean= 2.1 

India 4.2 2.3 1.9 1.0:1 DEA seizure 
1990 

India 4.9 3.6 2.4 1.4:1 DEA seizure 
1993-95 

India: 0.2-4.9 0.1-26.0 0.1-4.3 1.0-2.3:1 Moderate THC% & THC: 
ranges and mean= 2.0 mean= 7.6 mean= 1.6 mean= 1.7:1 CBD ratio. Could also be 
means (n= 39) (n= 71) (n=39) (n= 39) from Nepal or Pakistan. 

* CBN is the decomposition product of THC. A high proportion of CBN is an indication that the sample is old. 
** The ratio of precursors of THC, to THC and its degradation product CBN, is interpreted as an indicator of the 

type of high a particular sample may produce. 
The average THC% for seized samples of hashish from 1975-1981 rose steadily from 6.8% to nearly 
11.0% (Baker etal. 1982). 
THCV has been detected in significant amounts in hashish samples from India and Nepal. 
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Figure A.14. (continued) 

Geographical CBD % THC % CBN % * THC % + Reference, Year, 
Origin and (dry wt.) (dry wt.) (dry wt.) CBN % " and Comments 
Year Siezed 

(dry wt.) 
/CBD % 

Lebanon _ 0.6:1 Jenkins and Patterson 
1973 
1968-69 n= 7 

Lebanon - 2.2-8.0 - - Baker etal. 1980 
1976 n= 10 mean= 4.4 

Lebanon - 1.0-8.5 - - Baker etal. 1980 
1978 n= 3 mean= 4.3 

Lebanon - 5.0-13.0 - - Baker etal. 1982 
1979 n=7 mean= 8.8 

Lebanon - 9.1-12.0 - - Baker etal. 1982 
1980 n=2 mean= 11.0 

Lebanon - 6.1-12.0 - - Baker et al. 1982 
1981 n= 5 mean= 8.8 

Lebanon 15.8 4.5 2.4 0.4:1 DEA seizure 
1993-95 

Lebanon 1.4 1.4 no CBN data >1.0:1 Starks 1977 
Lebanon - 1.9 - - Starks 1977 
Lebanon n=7 - - no CBN data >0.5:1 Starks 1977 
Lebanon: 0.0-15.8 1.0-13.0 0.4->1.0:1 Moderate THC% but very 

ranges and mean= 8.6 mean= 8.5 mean= 2.4 mean= 0.6:1 low THC:CBD ratio. 
means (n=2) (n= 30) (n=1) (n=3) 

Morocco - 2:1 Jenkins and Patterson 
1973 
1968-69 n= 10 

Morocco - 4.0-16.0 - - Baker etal. 1980 
1975 n=6 mean= 9.5 

Morocco - 3.8-9.4 - - Baker et al. 1980 
1976 n= 2 mean= 6.6 

Morocco - 4.7-9.2 - - Baker etal. 1980 
1978 n= 7 mean= 7.4 

Morocco 1980 - 8.2 - - Baker etal. 1982 

Morocco 4.5-10.4 7.0-13.6 0.6-0.9 1.5:1 DEA seizure 
1985 n= 3 mean= 8.3 mean= 11.3 mean= 0.8 

Morocco 1986 0.4 0.6 2.3 7.2:1 DEA seizure 

Morocco - ? - - Baker etal. 1981 
n=2 mean= 7.0 

Morocco - 2.0 - - Starks 1977 

Morocco 
n=5 

Morocco: 

- - no CBN data >1.4:1 Starks 1977 Morocco 
n=5 

Morocco: 0.4-10.4 0.6-16.0 0.6-2.3 1.4-7.2:1 Moderate THC% and 
ranges and mean= 6.3 mean= 7.9 mean= 1.2 mean= 2.6:1 THC:CBD ratio. 
means (n=4) (n= 23) (n=4) (n=9) 

Pakistan _ 2.5-7.3 . - Baker etal. 1980 
1975 n=3 mean= 4.6 

Pakistan 1.2-4.4 0.6-18.7 0.2-9.1 2.8:1 DEA seizure 
1976 n=6 mean= 3.1 mean= 5.8 mean= 2.8 
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Figure A.14. (continued) 

Geographical CBD % THC % CBN % * THC % + Reference, Year, 
Origin and (dry wt.) (dry wt.) (dry wt.) CBN % ** and Comments 
Year Siezed 

(dry wt.) (dry wt.) (dry wt.) 
/CBD % 

Pakistan 3.9-12.0 Baker et al. 1980 
1976 n= 5 mean= 7.2 

Pakistan - 3.2-16.0 - - Baker et al. 1980 
1978 n= 19 mean= 6.2 

Pakistan - 3.9-13.0 - - Baker etal. 1982 
1979 n= 8 mean= 6.0 

Pakistan - 7.0-11.0 - - Baker etal. 1982 
1980 n= 3 mean= 8.5 

Pakistan - 10.0-14.0 - - Baker etal. 1982 
1981 n=6 mean= 12.0 

Pakistan 1.3-1.6 0.3-1.3 0.4-0.8 1.8:1 DEA seizure 
1984 n=2 mean= 1.4 mean= 1.9 mean= 0.6 

Pakistan 1985 2.8 3.5 0.7 1.5:1 DEA seizure 
Pakistan 0.0-5.0 trace-3.5 0.0-3.8 1.4:1 DEA seizure 

1987 n= 12 mean= 2.2 mean= 2.0 mean= 1.1 
Pakistan 1988 0.8 1.2 0.4 2.0:1 DEA seizure 
Pakistan 2.6-5.6 1.9-7.1 1.2-1.7 1.4:1 DEA seizure 

1989 n=2 mean= 4.1 mean= 4.5 mean= 1.4 
Pakistan 1.2-8.2 0.1-9.4 0.0-3.8 1.3:1 DEA seizure 

1990 n= 17 mean= 4.7 mean= 4.2 mean= 1.8 
Pakistan 2.2-6.6 0.3-8.6 0.8-3.7 1.3:1 DEA seizure 

1991 n=5 mean= 4.2 mean= 3.3 mean= 2.2 
Pakistan 0.0-5.9 3.8-8.0 1.4-3.5 2.3:1 DEA seizure 

1992 n= 1 mean= 3.4 mean= 5.4 mean= 2.4 
Pakistan 0.1-7.6 0.6-11.5 0.8-3.0 1.3:1 DEA seizure 

1993-95 n= 26 mean= 4.3 mean= 4.4 mean= 1.4 
Pakistan - - no CBN data >0.7:1 Starks 1977 

n= 19 
Pakistan 6.3 2.3-8.7 no CBN data >1.0:1 Starks 1977 

n=3 mean= 5.9 
Pakistan: 0.0-8.2 0.1-18.7 0.0-9.1 0.7-2.8:1 Moderate THC% 4 THC: 

ranges and mean= 3.9 mean= 5.0 mean= 1.7 mean= >1.4:1 CBD ratio. Could be from 
means (n= 86) (n= 130) (n= 83) (n= 121) Afghanistan 

Nepal 0.0-5.6 trace-1.0 trace-2.9 0.7:1 DEA seizure 
1973 n=2 mean= 2.8 mean= 0.5 mean= 1.5 

Nepal - 14.0 - - DEA seizure 
1976 n=2 

Nepal - 11.0 - - Baker et al. 1980 
1978 n=2 

Nepal - 12.0 - - Baker etal. 1982 
1980 

Nepal trace- 3.7 4.4-9.7 0.4-1.7 7.5:1 DEA seizure 
1993-95 n= 4 mean= 1.0 mean= 6.4 mean= 1.1 

Nepal 8.8-15.1 0.1-10.9 - - Starks 1977 
n= 10 mean= 11.5 mean= 4.6 
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Figure A.14. (continued) 

Geographical CBD % THC % CBN % * THC % + Reference, Year, 
Origin and (dry wt.) (dry wt.) (dry wt.) CBN % " and Comments 
Year Siezed 

(dry wt.) (dry wt.) (dry wt.) 
/CBD % 

Nepal: trace-15.1 trace-14.0 trace-2.9 0.7-7.5:1 Moderate THC% and 
ranges and mean= 7.8 mean= 6.4 mean= 1.2 mean= >2.0:1 THC:CBD ratio. 
means (n= 16) (n= 21) (n= 16) (n=6) 

Turkey 7.4 3.3 0.7 0.5:1 DEA seizure 
1975 

Turkey 0.2-8.0 1.7-7.8 0.7-4.5 1.3:1 DEA seizure 
1976 n= 3 mean= 5.1 mean= 3.9 mean= 2.5 

Turkey 7.0 2.3 1.1 0.5:1 DEA seizure 
1977 

Turkey - 8.8-13.0 - - DEA seizure 
1978 n=4 mean= 10.0 

Turkey 1979 - 8.7 - - Baker et al. 1982 

Turkey 1980 - 8.8 - - Baker etal. 1982 
Turkey 1981 - 5.8 - - Baker etal. 1982 
Turkey 1986 0.0 0.1 0.3 infinite:1 DEA seizure 
Turkey 1989 11.4 5.2 0.9 0.5:1 DEA seizure 

Turkey 1992 0.0 4.2 1.2 infinite:1 DEA seizure 

Turkey 1993-95 5.7 2.4 3.2 1.0:1 DEA seizure 

Turkey - 8.7 - - Baker etal. 1981 
Turkey: 0.0-11.4 0.1-13.0 0.3-4.5 0.5-infinite:1 Moderate THC% and 

ranges and mean= 5.2 mean= 6.0 mean= 1.7 mean= >1.0:1 THC:CBD ratio. 
means (n=9) (n=17) (1*9) (n=9) 

Total 4.8 % 6.35 % 1.64% 4.8:1 
Means (n= 195) (n=333) (n=185) (n=222) 
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Figure A.15 CANNABINOID CONTENTS OF HASHISH SAMPLES FROM MINOR PRODUCERS. 

Geographical CBD % THC % CBN % * THC % + Reference, Year, 
Origin and (dry wt.) (dry wt.) (dry wt.) CBN % " and Comments 
Year Siezed 

(dry wt.) (dry wt.) (dry wt.) 
/CBD % 

Colombia 1986 0.1 2.9 1.4 43:1 DEA seizure 
Colombia 1987 0.1 2.8 4.2 70:1 DEA seizure 
Colombia 1988 0.1 12.3 2.3 146:1 DEA seizure 
Colombia 1990 trace 21.8 4.9 infinite:1 DEA seizure 
Colombia: trace-0.1 2.8-21.8 1.4-4.9 43.0-infinite:1 Very high THC% & 

ranges and mean= 0.1 mean= 10.0 mean= 3.2 mean= >132:1 THC:CBD ratio w/ 
means (n=4) (n=4) (n=4) (n=4) negligible CBD content! 

Egypt 1981 10.9 4.8 1.5 0.6:1 DEA seizure 
Egypt 1981 - 11.0 - - Baker etal. 1982 
Egypt 1987 6.0 2.0 0.9 0.5:1 DEA seizure 
Egypt: 6.0-10.9 2.0-11.0 0.9-1.5 0.5-0.6:1 High in CBD w/ moderate 

ranges and mean= 8.5 mean= 5.9 mean= 1.3 mean= 0.6:1 THC%. Could be from 
means (n=2) (n=3) (n=2) (n=2) Lebanon? 

Greece 1969 10.4-10.9 3.5-3.6 4.4-4.9 0.8:1 DEA seizure 
n=2 mean= 10.6 mean= 3.6 mean= 4.6 

Greece 1978 6.0 1.2 2.8 0.7:1 DEA seizure 
Greece 1982 12.1 6.6 0.8 0.6:1 DEA seizure 
Greece 1993-95 3.4 1.1 2.2 1.0:1 DEA seizure 
Greece 9.8 2.1 3.5 0.6:1 Fetterman et al. 1971 
Greece 0.3-9.8 0.6-11.5 no CBN data >0.6:1 Starks 1977 

n= 6 mean= 5.6 mean= 3.5 
Greece: 3.4-12.1 1.1-11.5 0.8-4.9 0.6-1.0:1 High in CBD. Could be 

from 
High in CBD. Could be 

ranges and mean= 7.6 mean= 3.3 mean= 3.1 mean= 0.7:1 Lebanon? 
means (n= 12) (n= 12) (n=6) (n=4) 

Iran 1975 n=2 - 1.5-2.7 mean= 2.1 - -Baker etal. 1980 
Iran 1978 1.7-2.0 2.3-2.4 0.4-0.6 1.5:1 DEA seizure 

n= 2 mean= 1.9 mean= 2.4 mean= 0.5 
Iran: 1.7-2.0 1.5-2.7 0.4-0.6 1.4-1.6:1 Could be from Afghanistan. 

ranges and mean= 1.9 mean= 2.2 mean= 0.5 mean= 1.5:1 
means (n=2) (n=4) (n=2) (n=2) 

Jamaica: means 0.0 0.4 0.1 infinite: 1 DEA seizure 

Mexico trace 0.4-1.4 0.2-0.8 infinite: 1 DEA seizure 
1977 n= 7 mean= 0.7 mean= 0.3 

Mexico 1978 4.0 0.7 2.1 0.7:1 DEA seizure 
Mexico 1989 0.2 7.8 1.5 46:1 DEA seizure 
Mexico: trace-4.0 0.4-7.8 0.2-2.1 0.7-infinite:1 Moderate THC% and 

ranges and mean= 0.5 mean= 6.4 mean= 0.6 mean= >14:1 high THC:CBD ratio. 
means (n=9) (n=9) (n=9) (n=9) 

Total 4.8 % 6.35 % 1.64% 4.8:1 
Means (n= 195) (n=333) (n=185) (n=222) 

* CBN is the decomposition product of THC. A high proportion of CBN is an indication that the sample is old. 
** The ratio of precursors of THC, to THC and its degradation product CBN, is interpreted as an indicator of the 

type of high a particular sample may produce. 
The average THC% for seized samples of hashish from 1975-1981 rose steadily from 6.8% to nearly 
11.0% (Baker etal. 1982). 
THCV has been detected in significant amounts in hashish samples from India and Nepal. 
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Some foreign language words that do not translate well into English spellings 
often appear from different sources with unconventional spellings depending on the 
original author/translator. For the sake of consistency, one preferred spelling was 
selected and applied to all appearances of the word in the text. British spellings were 
changed to American spellings. However, when quoted, the original author's spelling 
was used. Foreign language words are italicized and defined where they first appear 
in the text and glossary. When locations on maps had different spellings, the most 
common American spelling was used. 

Glossary 

abscission layer - the layer of cells at the base 
of a plant part, which form a corky layer 
that facilitates the separation of that 
part from the plant body. 

adulterants - substances that are intentionally 
added to hashish during its manufac-
ture in order to 1) change its basic 
physical character and appearance and 
2) to increase bulk (which lowers 
potency), increasing the amount for 
marketing. 

annual plant - a plant that completes its life 
cycle in one year (usually one growing 
season) before dying. The next gene-
ration grows from seeds produced by 
the previous generation. 

ashram - literally, a safe haven. In common 
usage, a spiritual haven, a place for 
contemplation. Roughly equivalent to 
a Western monastery. 

Ayurvedic - the medical system associated 
with the teachings of the Vedas, a 5,000 
year old text which is the basis for the 
religion Westerners know as Hinduism. 
In Sanskrit Ayura means "giving life" or 
"longevity" and vedic means "know-
ledge." Used together the words des-
cribe the science of health or medicine. 

baba - in south and central Asia, a religious 
teacher. 

Baba Ku - legendary central Asian figure to 
whom is attributed the introduction of 
hashish to Afghanistan. 

bango - in modern Egypt, word for 
domestically grown marijuana. 

bat-pressing - a hashish pressing technique 
in which heavy sticks or bats are used 
to pound and knead large quantities of 
resin powder, forming it into pieces of 
hashish. 

begij - in north India, the word for cultivated 
marijuana and hashish. 

bhajans - Hindu devotional meetings. 
bhang - in India, the word for marijuana 

plants as well as preparations made 
from them, which are eaten or drunk to 
induce a mild euphoria. 

bidi - in Nepal and India, the word for a 
commercially manufactured cigarette 
of thin conical shape and made with a 
leaf wrapper. 

bong - a water pipe of southeast Asian origin, 
constructed of a large section of bam-
boo, closed at the bottom, with a small 
bowl set atop a short diagonal tube 
(made of a smaller bamboo section) 
extending from near the bottom of the 
large bamboo section through the side. 
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Smoke is inhaled by placing the mouth 
over the open end of the large bamboo 
section. 

border hashish - term used to describe 
hashish made along the northwestern 
border of Pakistan with Afghanistan 
after the start of the Soviet-Afghan war. 
Generally made from a blend of 
Afghani and Pakistani resin powders. 

Bract(s) - green tissue (modified leaves) 
encasing each perianth and seed. In 
Cannabis, stalked resin glands are the 
most concentrated on the female flower 
bracts. (See also pistil.) 

Bract vs. calyx - O.K. I give up. I have been 
wrong all along and the resin encrusted 
leafy tissue surrounding the fruit shall 
from now on be termed a "bract" and 
not as previously erroneously referred 
to as a ... Gulp ... "calyx." (Further 
explanation withheld for sake of face 
unless absolutely required in which 
case I will go look it up! - Thank You 
Mark!) However I have so thoroughly 
confused my readers that both bract 
and calyx will surely remain in 
common usage. Sorry about that! 

bulbous glands - small, stalkless resin glands, 
possibly immature capitate-sessile or 
capitate-stalked glands or, more likely, 
a third type of Cannabis resin gland. 

bud(s) - vernacular or common usage term for 
the female floral cluster(s). Also cola 
(spanish for tail), although cola gene-
rally refers to a collection of several 
"buds" forming in close proximity 
along the same shoot or branch. (See also 
floral clusters and inflorescences.) 

bulk sieving - sieving with the use of a series 
of sieves of decreasing pore-size. All the 
plant matter (except large stems and 
roots) is ground up and passed through 
progressively smaller pore-size sieves. 
The majority of the resin glands, and 
less and less of the plant material, pass 
through a sieve at each progressively 
finer-pore stage, and the larger pieces 

of plant matter that remain are dis-
carded. Progressively finer particles are 
retained until only resin glands, simi-
larly-sized and smaller debris particles 
remain. With bulk sieving, all the final 
resin powder is combined into one 
uniform grade of an averaged quality. 

Cannabis - genus name of the marijuana and/ 
or hemp plant. 

Cannabis aghanica - a proposed classification 
for the broad-leafed, short-statured, 
early-maturing varieties originating in 
Afghanistan. 

Cannabis indica - the species name originally 
used by Lamarck in 1783 to describe the 
Cannabis species originating in India. In 
common usage, indica is used to denote 
the broad-leafed Cannabis varieties 
originating in Afghanistan and com-
monly grown in the West since the 
1980s for sinsemilla marijuana pro-
duction. These Afghani varieties would 
be better named C. afghanica. Although 
a misnomer, indica is used in this book 
in its popular sense to avoid confusion. 

Cannabis sativa - the most widespread 
species of Cannabis, found all around 
the world. All of the hemp varieties and 
all of the drug varieties originating 
outside of Afghanistan are classified as 
C. sativa. 

cannabinoids - cyclic hydrocarbon molecules, 
such as THC, CBD, and CBG, that are 
unique to Cannabis-, each cannabinoid 
molecule derives from a terpenoid 
molecule and a phenolic acid molecule. 

capitate - forming a head-like mass. 
capitate-sessile gland - resin-producing 

glandular trichome with a large glan-
dular head and a very short stalk, 
essentially appearing stalkless. 

capitate-stalked gland - resin-producing 
glandular trichome with a large glan-
dular head and a long, thin stalk. 

carpet collection - traditional Afghan method 
for threshing Cannabis flowers over a 
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knotted pile carpet to collect crude resin 
powder. 

CBC - cannabichromene. An accessory 
cannabinoid synthesized from CBG by 
some tropical strains. 

CBD - cannabidiol. An accessory cannabinoid 
synthesized from CBG and one of the 
breakdown products of THC. 

CBG - cannabigerol. A cannabinoid known to 
be the precursor to THC, CBC, and 
CBD. 

CBN - cannabinol. A cannabinoid molecule 
formed by the degradation of THC. 

chai or cha - the word for tea, all across Asia, 
from Turkey to Japan. 

chai khana - in Afghanistan, literally, tea 
houses. These establishments also 
served as restaurants and hotels and 
often had a room in the back where one 
could smoke the water pipe. 

charas - in India, the word for hashish, 
traditionally referring to hashish 
produced by hand-rubbing. 

charasi - a smoker of charas. 
chillum - in India and Nepal, a straight-

stemmed, conical-shaped pipe grasped 
in the hands and smoked in the upright 
position. In Afghanistan, the word is 
used to name the entire water pipe. 

cm or centimeter - a metric unit of linear 
measure equal to one-hundredth of a 
meter or 0.3937 inches. (See also meter.) 

contaminants - non-resin hashish 
constituents that arise from plant 
debris, dust, and dirt collected along 
with the resin glands. 

cultivar - a variety of cultivated plant found 
only in commercial cultivation. 

decarboxylation - loss of a carboxyl (COOH) 
group from a molecule. 

'-THC - delta one-tetrahydrocannabinol. 
The main psychoactive cannabinoid of 
marijuana and hashish. In scientific 
literature, A1-THC is often referred to as 

'-THC and 6-THC is referred to as 8-
THC. This results from the use of two 
different chemical numbering systems. 
The structure and activity of the mole-
cule is the same in each case, regardless 
of which system is used. In HASHISH!, 

' and 6 are used. (See also THC.) 

desiccant - a substance that has a high affinity 
for moisture and is used as a drying 
agent. 

dioecious - a plant that produces the seed-
bearing and pollen-bearing flowers on 
separate plants. In other words, there 
are two genders—female (pistillate, 
seed-bearing) and male (staminate, 
pollen-producing) plants. 

essential oils - aromatic compounds 
contained in plants. 

extraction percentage - an expression of a 
mathematical equation—the units 
(grams or kilograms) of resin powder 
collected per one hundred units of plant 
material. For example, 1 kg of resin 
powder -r 100 kg of plant material = 
1/100 = 0.01 = 1.0%. 

extraction ratio - the ratio of the units (grams 
or kilograms) of plant material used to 
the same units of final resin powder. For 
example, 300 g of plant material -h 3 g 
resin powder = 100:1 Note: an extrac-
tion percentage of 1% = an extraction 
ratio of 100:1. 

Fj hybrid - first filial generation from a cross 
between individuals from different 
gene pools (heterozygous). 

fertilization - the consequence of a male 
pollen grain combining with a female 
ovule, resulting in the formation of a 
seed. (See also pollination.) 

fertilizing - the addition of nutrients to the 
soil to increase plant growth or crop 
productivity. 

floral bracts - the green tissue (modified 
leaves) encasing the female flower and 
seed. 
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floral clusters - the Cannabis female flowers 
which form in tight clusters (racemes) 
interspersed with small leaves; also 
called "buds" in the vernacular of 
marijuana growers and users. (See also 
buds and inflorescences.) 

g or gram - metric unit of weight. There are 
28.35 grams in one ounce and 453.59 
grams in one pound. 

ganja - the Indian word for marijuana. The 
term is also used in Jamaica to mean 
marijuana. Both the term ganja and the 
chillum-style pipe or kutchie likely 
came to Jamaica along with indentured 
servants from India. 

genotype - the genetic composition of an 
organism contained in its chromosomes 
and actually expressed as its pheno-
type. 

glandular trichome - plant hair with a se-
cretory function. 

hand-pressing - using the hands (generally 
the palm of one hand and the thumb or 
heel of the other) to heat and press resin 
powder through the actions of friction 
and pressure to form sieved resin 
powder into a piece of hashish or to 
drive off moisture from hand-rubbed 
hashish. 

hand-rubbed hashish - resin which is 
collected from living Cannabis plants by 
passing the hands through and over the 
female flowers, allowing the resin to 
adhere to the palms. 

hashish - a psychoactive substance consisting 
of the resin heads of glandular 
trichomes shaken or rubbed from 
mature female Cannabis floral clusters, 
pressed together, and shaped. 

hectare - a metric unit of area measure: 1 
hectare = 2.47 acres. 

hemp - refers to either Cannabis fibers or fiber-
producing types of Cannabis. 

high-quality hashish - consciously and 
carefully made, unadulterated, potent, 
and satisfying hashish. 

hippie - young counter-culture Cannabis 
smoking traveler of the 1960s and 
1970s. 

hookah - the water pipe of the Middle East, 
having a long, flexible hose for inhaling 
smoke from the jar. 

hubble-bubble - in Kashmir, the chillum water 
pipe, pronounced hubb-UL - bubb-UL. 
This pipe differs from the Afghan water 
pipe in that the stick used to inhale the 
smoke is bent so that it points toward 
the seated smoker, rather than being 
straight and pointing upwards so that 
the smoker must stand to inhale. In 
common usage, hubble-bubble refers to 
any water pipe. 

inflorescences - flowers. The flowers of both 
staminate (male) and pistillate (female) 
Cannabis plants are referred to by their 
botanical name as "inflorescences" 
when the context is anatomical and 
formal. When the context is in reference 
to the cultivation of Cannabis, or the 
making of hashish, they are referred to 
as "flowers" or "floral clusters. "(See 
also buds and floral clusters.) 

internode - the section between two nodes or 
sites where branches grow from the 
main stalk. 

introgressive hybridization - the exchange of 
genes through the crossing of two 
genetically different populations 
through a hybrid population. 

jar - Western term for any of the variously-
shaped vessels used to contain the 
water for a water pipe. 

jungli - in northern India, the word for wild 
marijuana and the hashish made from 
it. 

Kalandar - Hasarat Sahib Lai Shabaz 
Kalandar was a Sufi saint. His followers 
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are the "men of the colored coat," who 
wear colorful patchwork clothing. 
Kalandaris reach godhead through 
ecstasy, including prayer, dancing, 
drumming, and Cannabis smoking. 

kg or kilogram - metric unit of weight 
equaling 1,000 grams or about 2.20 
pounds. 

kif - in Morocco, the word for Cannabis plants, 
their flowers, and the traditionally 
smoked blend of Cannabis and tobacco. 
Kif is erroneously used in the West to 
denote Moroccan hashish. 

kurgan - a mound-shaped grave enclosing a 
wooden log tomb characteristic of the 
Scythian culture living on the southern 
Russian steppe from 700 to 300 B.C. 

landrace - a plant variety that is utilized by 
humans, but is not consciously im-
proved through selective breeding. 

laticifer - a secretory plant cell that usually 
secretes latex and in Cannabis has been 
shown to contain THC. 

lipids - a group of organic compounds, 
including the fats, oils, and waxes that 
are not water-soluble. THC is highly 
soluble in fats and oils. Lipids such as 
butter and vegetable oil are used to 
extract the cannabinoids from hashish. 
Some form of animal or plant lipid is 
used in all recipes for psychoactive 
Cannabis confections. 

m or meter - a metric unit of linear measure 
equal to 39.37 inches. (See also cm, mm, 
and micron.) 

mm or millimeter - one-thousandth of a 
meter. 

Malang - the shamanistic school of Sufism, 
whose members lead a simple life, 
generally either as wandering monks 
who practice natural medicine and 
share their religion with villagers, or 
who settle down at a shrine to one of 
their teachers (such as at the graves of 
Kalandar and Baba Ku) and maintain a 
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water pipe for all who come to pay 
tribute. Malangs generally dress in 
colorful clothing and always wear 
brightly-colored beads. 

manicuring - (also trimming) the process of 
removing primarily leaves (also stems 
and branches) that contain little THC 
and resin glands from Cannabis plants 
and flower clusters for the purpose of 
concentrating the remaining plant 
matter to make a more potent mari-
juana or a more concentrated marijuana 
to be processed into hashish. 

mature resin gland - a Cannabis resin gland 
that has produced as much resin as it 
can and has developed a fully formed 
abscission layer, allowing the gland 
head to fall easily from its stalk. When 
isolated, these glands make the highest 
quality hashish, with the fullest flavor, 
and most powerful effect. 

mechanical pressing - the use of mechanical 
devices to assist in the transformation 
of resin powder into pieces of hashish. 
These include bookbinding presses and 
specially designed hashish presses 
using auto jacks welded to steel frames 
so that great pressure can be exerted 
upon the resin powder. 

metabolized - used and changed by the body, 
such as the processing of food into 
forms of energy usable to the body. 

micron - one-millionth of a meter or one-
thousandth of a millimeter. 

mixed-air delivery - the ability to introduce 
fresh air into the smoking chamber of a 
pipe, cooling and diluting the smoke. 

modern Afghani hashish - a mixture of 
sieved resin powders combined with an 
adulterating binder to form the most 
commonly available type of so-called 
Afghani hashish in the 1980s and 1990s. 

nal - in Afghanistan, the two hollow sticks 
used in the water pipe or earth pipe. 
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One stick functions as a mouthpiece for 
inhaling smoke, the other as a connec-
tion between the bowl (sarchana) and 
the jar (chillum). 

narghile - widely used term for water pipes, 
from the ancient Indie word for coco-
nut. 

Neolithic - the cultural period when humans 
began to farm, beginning at least 10,000 
years ago. 

node - section of the stalk where branches 
arise. 

organoleptic - evaluations made using the 
sense organs—eyes, nose, taste buds, 
and fingers in the case of hashish. 

ovoid - having the shape of an egg. 
pantoufles - in Lebanon, a French word used 

to describe pieces of hashish pressed 
into the shape of shoe soles for smug-
gling-

pathogen - an organism which causes a 
specific disease. 

perianth - seed coat. In Cannabis, a thin, 
undivided, nearly transparent, delicate 
sheath surrounding each seed. 

phenotype - outwardly measurable 
characteristics of an organism deter-
mined by the interaction of its genes 
and its environment. (What an indivi-
dual plant looks like). 

phenotypic diversity - the range of perceiv-
able and measurable differences within 
one population of a given taxa. 

piece - term for pressed resin powder or to 
describe a unit of hashish. 

pistillate - seed-bearing plants with female 
flowers having pistils. 

pistil - the female floral structure that includes 
the stigmas and the ovule (prospective 
seed). In Cannabis, each pistil has two 
stigmas and one ovule; the ovule is 
encased in bracts from which two 
stigmas protrude to catch pollen. (See 
also stigma.) 

pollen - correctly, (in Cannabis) the powder 
released by the flowers of male plants 
which pollinates and fertilizes the 
flowers of female plants. The incorrect 
but common usage is to describe light-
colored, yellowish sieved hashish. 

pollination - the act of a pollen grain landing 
on the female stigma. Pollination 
usually, but not always, results in 
fertilization and seed formation. (See 
also fertilization.) 

pore size of the mesh - the width of the 
openings between the threads of a sieve 
cloth. 

pressing - with Cannabis resin powder, the act 
of transforming resin powder into a 
solid piece of hashish, making it suit-
able for smoking or transporting. This 
can be accomplished by hand with 
small amounts of resin, or mechanically 
with larger quantities. Also, the 
kneading of hand-rubbed hashish to 
evaporate the water within. 

psychoactive - effecting on the consciousness 
or psyche. 

rebetika - a folk music whose audience and 
musicians used hashish; the songs' 
lyrics often spoke of hashish use. The 
Greek term translates letter for letter as 
rempetika, pronounced rebetika. Due to 
the modernization of the Greek 
language, when writing in western 
characters, the sound b is made with the 
letters mp. The transcription is often 
made as rembetika in English, but is not 
correct (Schwartz pers. comm. July 
1994). 

resieving - the process of passing resin 
powder over a second sieve of a pore-
size smaller than the diameter of 
mature resin glands, allowing smaller-
sized debris to pass through, and 
retaining very pure resin powder. 

resin - sticky, viscous liquid produced by 
plants, primarily made up of terpenoid 
compounds. Cannabis resin also 
contains THC and other cannabinoids. 
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resin gland - general term for any plant gland 
that contains resin. 

resin versus resin powder - the two are 
different, though the terms are often 
used interchangeably. Resin is the 
actual sticky stuff inside of the resin 
gland. Resin powder consists of the 
encapsulated glands full of sticky stuff 
once the glands are removed from the 
plant matter by sieving. Resin also 
refers to the glandular contents 
collected by hand-rubbing. 

Sadhus - Hindu mystics. The word means 
spiritual searcher or seeker of ultimate 
truth, these are the Hindu equivalent of 
Sufi malangs or dervishes. 

samovar - a metal urn with a chimney, a self-
contained brazier, and a spigot, used for 
boiling tea water. 

sarchana - in Afghanistan, the bowl or head 
of the water pipe. 

selective sieving - begins by using the finest 
pore-size sieve that will allow resin 
glands to pass. The resin powder that 
passes through the first fine sieve is 
collected separately. The material 
remaining on top of the sieve is further 
crushed and extracted again with the 
same fine sieve. This process is 
repeated, until the majority of the resin 
glands have been extracted by the fine 
sieve. This technique allows the hashish 
makers to collect several grades of resin 
powder of differing potency and purity. 

sessile - attached flush with the surface. 
shirac - in Afghanistan, the purest and most 

potent quality of hashish. The word 
means sticky in various languages of 
central Asia, including Pashtoon, Dari, 
Farsi, Uzbek, and Urdu, and is related 
to the root word shirin, meaning sweet. 

sieved hashish - hashish made of resin which 
was collected from harvested and dried 
plants, using one or more sieves to 
separate the resin powder from the 

plant material. 
sieving - in hashish making, the process of 

isolating resin glands by passing them 
through screens with openings of 
certain sizes. 

sinsemilla - a combination of the Spanish 
words, sin meaning without, and semilla 
meaning seeds, used to describe un-
fertilized (thus seedless) female drug 
Cannabis plants or its seedless mari-
juana. 

snake - a narrow cylindrical piece of hashish 
(3 to 4 mm in diameter) rolled out bet-
ween the finger tips and lighted at one 
end like incense. 

spontaneous growth - growth of a plant of a 
cultivated variety without the aid of 
cultivation. 

spontaneous range - the geographical area 
within which a given plant grows 
without the aid of cultivation. 

stamens - pollen-producing plant organs. 
Each male Cannabis flower has five 
pendulous stamens, each consisting of 
an anther (pollen-producer) and fila-
ment (stalk). 

staminate - pollen-bearing plants with male 
flowers having stamens. 

stigma(s) in Cannabis, a pair of fuzzy, narrow, 
tapered structures, arising from each 
ovule (each female flower), that capture 
airborne pollen grains necessary for 
fertilization of the female flower. 
Usually Cannabis stigmas are white or 
cream-colored, but they can be pink, 
red, or lavender. 

subtending leaflets - small leaves that grow 
at the base of each individual Cannabis 
female flower, and are covered with 
resin glands valuable to the hashish 
maker. 

Sufis - the Sufis are Muslim mystics who 
achieve "godhead" or religious en-
lightenment through ecstasy. Most Sufis 
do not use Cannabis at all. Kalandaris 
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are a small sect of Sufiism, following 
one extreme teacher who believed in 
heavy hashish smoking as an aid to 
mystic revelation. 

sural - in Afghanistan, charcoal. 
synaesthesia - the condition where one type 

of stimulation evokes the sensation of 
another, as when the hearing of a sound 
produces a visualization of a color. 

Tantras - a series of works that form a body of 
relatively modern Buddhist religious 
literature concerned with mysticism 
and magic. 

Tantric - pertaining to the Tantras. 
taxa - a group of organisms considered similar 

in their characteristic traits. 
teke - in Greece and Turkey, a cafe where 

hashish smoking was permitted. 
terpene - individual terpenoid molecule. 
terpenoid - class of Cannabis constituents that 

impart the characteristic strong odor to 
marijuana and hashish. 

THC - tetrahydrocannabinol, the primary 
psychoactive component of Cannabis 
products. Most of the THC found in 
hashish is A1-THC which is also called 

9-THC. These are two names for the 
same molecule. Trace amounts of 6-
THC (or 8-THC) are also found in 
hashish. THC is biosynthesized from 
CBG. (See also A1-THC.) 

THCV - tetrahydrocannabiverol, an accessory 
psychoactive component of Cannabis, 
usually found in trace amounts. 

threshing - the true meaning of threshing is 
the action of separating grain from 
stalks and other plant debris. In 
HASHISH!, the term is used to describe 

the action used for the initial separation 
of Cannabis resin glands from plant 
matter by beating during sieved 
hashish production. 

tincture - an alcohol solution of a medicine. 
With Cannabis, alcohol dissolves the 
THC which allows absorption by the 
human body. 

traditional - when speaking of the practices 
of indigenous hashish cultures, tra-
ditional means the state prior to the 
arrival of the counter-culture travelers 
and the commercialization of hashish 
production in response to burgeoning 
Western market demand. 

trichome - a plant hair that can be either 
glandular (secreting) in function or 
eglandular (non-secreting) in function. 

trimming - see manicuring. 
ustad - in Afghanistan, a master or expert in a 

certain field of knowledge—a professor. 
Casually used to express that someone 
is "in the know about something." 

vaporize - with Cannabis resin, heating to a 
point short of burning, yet hot enough 
to allow the low-boiling point terpe-
noids and THC to change into an 
inhalable vapor. 

volatilize - to evaporate or enter the air. 
water pipe - a device for smoking marijuana 

or hashish which uses one of several 
designs to cool the smoke by passing it 
through a water-filled chamber before 
being inhaled. 

wind pollinated - a plant which relies upon 
air currents to transport pollen from 
male to female flowers is called wind-
pollinated. 
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In 1976, Holland decriminalized the sale and possession of small 

amounts of marijuana, separating pot from harder drugs. Today, the 

Dutch enjoy a substantially lower crime rate than the 

Unlled States, a murder rate almost five Hmes lower, and 

lower hard drug addiction rates. 

The Dutch Minister of Heafth said on CNN, 

"Cannabis is not very damaging to health. Nicotine and 

alcohol are far more dangerous.' 

Meanwhile in the United States, we spend billions a 

year arresting people for smoking pot. 640,000 marijuana 

up court and prison systems, and burdened taxpayers. It's time to stop 

arresting marijuana smokers. 

NORML (National Organization for the Reform of 

Marijuana Laws) believes that the Dutch approach can 

work here in the U.S. Help change our nation's marijuana 

laws by Joining NORML with your donation of S25 or 

more, Write us today at 1001 Connecticut Avenue NW, 

Suite 710, Washington, DC 20036, and we'll send you a 

membership kit. 

For information on your legal rights and drug testing. 

arrests in 1996; 11 million since 1965 haven'f made our streets any safer, call the NORML support line at 1-900-97-NORML, (S2.95/minute, 18 yrs. 

Marijuana prohibition has ruined productive lives, wasted criminal Jus- or older). Join NORML and help us end 

tice resources that could've been used to fight violent crime, clogged Marijuana Prohibition once and for all. noHjrjL 

TULIPS, WINDMILLS, 
A LOW CRIME RATE. 

JUST A FEW OF THE THINGS 
THAT CAN PLAGUE A 

NATION WHEN IT DECRIMINALIZES 

M O B I J U i m 



To the Hindu the hemp plant is 
holy. A guardian lives in the bhang leaf... 
To see in a dream the leaves, plant, or 
water of bhang is lucky ... A longing 
for bhang foretells happiness ... 

It cools the heated blood, 
soothes the over-waketul to 
sleep, gives beauty, and secures 
length of days. It cures 
dysentery and sunstroke, clears 
phlegm, quickens digestion, 
sharpens appetite, makes the 
tongue of the lisper plain, 
freshens the intellect, and 
gives alertness to the body 
and gaiety to the mind. 
Such are the useful and 
needful ends for which 
the A l m i g h t y made 
bhang ... 

It is inevitable 
that temperaments 
should be found to 
whom the quickening 
of the spirit of bhang 
is the spirit of freedom 
and knowledge. In the 
ecstasy of bhang the spark of 

the Eternal in man turns into light the 
murkiness of matter ... 

Bhang is the Joy-giver, the Sky-flier, 
the Heavenly-guide, the Poor Man's 

Heaven, the Soother of Grief ... 

He who scandalizes the 
user of bhang shall suffer the 
torments of hell so long as the 
sun endures ... 

To forbid or even seriously 
restrict the use of so holy and 
gracious an herb would cause 
widespread suffering and 
annoyance ... It would rob 
the people of a solace in 
discomfort, of a cure in 

sickness, of a guardian 
whose precious protec-
tion saves them from 
the attacks of ev i l 
influences ... 

'So grand a result, 
so tiny a sin.' ^ ^ s 

(excerpt from Campbell in 
IHCDR, 1893-4) 

Drawing by Dave Sheridan 
^ Vint 



Marijuana Growers 
Insider's Guide by Mel Frank 

"This is THE definitive 
guide to growing 
marijuana." 

— High Times 
By the author who wrote the book on 
home-growing—the bible, the Marijuana 
Grower's Guide Deluxe—now Mel Frank 
brings growers inside to reveal his private 
research and sage advice. The Insider is the 
indoor growing edition of his Grower's 
Guide series of books, wi th more than one 
mil l ion copies in print. 
The Insider's step-by-step text and 
illustrative graphics guide novices to 
professional results, while botanists learn 
practical points of horticulture not taught in 
class. The what and how of high-tech indoor 
gardening is explained fully, blended wi th 
authoritative, homespun advice for greenhouse or backyard organic tillers. 
A l l aspects of growing—from installing automatic systems, high intensity lights, CO 
enrichment and hydroponics, through breeding and cloning—are covered in 2 

straightforward, understandable terms. Or, follow a more natural approach using 
sunlight and soil. By providing examples and a solid understanding of what successful 
growing requires, Frank offers every grower options to fit their situations and goals. 
Through reader's letters, growers consistently praise the Insider as the most detailed, 
informative, complete, yet easy to follow book on marijuana growing. It's all here. 

$19.95 Perfect bound 
ISBN 0-929349-00-8 

380 pages 5V* X SV* 
175 B&W photographs, 
60 drawings, THC graphs, 
tables, and maps. Indexed 

SAN 249-1664 

Published by Red Eye Press 
Publishers of brave new books 



Marijuana 
Grower's Guide 

REVISED COLOR EDITION 
d e l u x e 

MARIJUANA 
Grower's Guide 

b y m e l f r a n k 

Deluxe 
New Color Edition 

by Mel Frank 
This is the classic treatise revered by grower's 
as the most comprehensive work ever published 
on marijuana botany, chemistry, history, and 
both in-door and outdoor cultivation. The clear, 
concise text is easily understood and stands as a 
model for how-to writers. The high-quality 
photographs, drawings, and color plates have 
appeared in college textbooks, slide lectures, and 
educational films. 

"... an extremely interesting essay in practical 
horticulture, as accessible a study of a single plant, 
at this high level of seriousness as one is likely to 
find." 

—New York Times Book Review 
"Here too is the history of one of the most socially and botanically fascinating plants man has 
known ... the writing will help put drug literature on the road to respectability." 

—Los Angeles Times Book Review 
"This is a very wise and learned book that needs attention." 

—West Coast Review of Books 
"The Deluxe would make a fine agricultural textbook." 

—San Francisco Bay Guardian 

©1997 330 pages 5 3 / 8 X 8 1 / 4 
64 Color, 160 B&W photographs 
charts, drawings, graphs, and maps. 
Index and bibliography 
$19.95 Perfect bound 
ISBN 0-929349-03-2 
or 
$23.95 Spiral bound (lays flat) 
ISBN 0-929349-04-0 

SAN 249-1664 

Publish ished by Red Eye Press 
Publishers of brave new books 
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irjdm'etfTCmal hashish 
kers, and researchers 

5 ' ' E v e i y t h m g ; I ^ c | i D w a b o u t h a s h i s h i l e a r n e d f r o m R o b C J a r k e . " — M e l F r a n k 
(Auihor blJ^larffiiatia Grower's Quide Detuxe a n d Marijuana Insider's Guide) 

Fob Clarke, authdror!vUrijttfTna B0my,r illuminates the world of hashisWrom 
growing the marijuana plant to collecting-its valuable resin and making hashish-, a 
concentrated form of tjjarijuana's activeingredients. His serious s tudy dejiiysfifies 
hashish misconceptions. 

C l i f k e l fcce^fc%iis|ary of hawkish and surveys botlrancient and contemporary 
h a s h i s h - u s i n g ^ l t u r ^ ^ h i ^ a r , understandable terms, he discusses the ingred ient& ih^ 
make up hashigh and thte l$8*^mis t ry of the psychoactive constituents and their actions 
in the human body. Readefs learji the how-to of informed purchase and con summon. 
Smoking techniques and e d g i n g recipes emphasize healthful means df-ingesfrfon for 
recreational and medicinal ugcdS^jg-- J ^ a. 

After depicting the how-to of tradit ional manufac tu r ing methods, 1IA60JSH! 
describes and illustrates innovative high-tech product ion wichnimies fliat miprc?Ve on 
traditional practices. Readers learn how t o c o m b i a j ^ J f ^ ^ B ^ f c ^ ^ ^ S p ^ ^ , 
s impl^toolMvith a basic u n d e r s t a n d i » g f P p l l i l j j | K ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
which Clarkd imparts in e v e r y d ^ ^ e m ^ ^ t o - - ' - ^ m M B B B 
the new art of makingext remel^rpo ten t hashish, , . 3 
The author concluHe&by shor ing how kitrfieiiwap?*; H I 
found in any home can be used in no^M \jfa.ys to H I 
make hashish for personal consumption.JgJJt'lfl'P ""IPfr- H I 
hashish-making techniques^(PepracticaJ/1ion- m - H a 
chemical, and easily p e r f o r m * ? oRfe 


